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I. An algebraical Expression of the Vahies of Lives, with
a AJode ofjindbig the correct bailie of any Numler of joint

Lives. By A Correspondent.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— JL HE bills of mortality for the year 1815, published in

the newspapers of yesterday, have suggested to me the following

calculations, which perhaps, from their novelty, you may think

worthy a place in your Magazine.

I am, sir,

Your very obedient servant,

London, Jan. 2, 181G. A. B. C. D.

In making calculations from the registers of the duration of

lives, it has not been usual to attempt to represent the results

of a whole table by a single formula, although such a simplifi-

cation would afford great advantages in the solution of a variety

of problems. As an instance of this mode of treating the sub-

ject, we may take the bills of mortality for the year now elapsed,

and by reducing the numbers into the form of a diagram, and

observing the diiTerent flexures of the curve resulting from them,

we may ascertain the nature of the terms proper to constitute

the required expression ; and calling the age x, the annual

deaths will appear to be ~ .
—^ + '00040 1:^ - -0000042x%

^ ' 4 1 -\-xx

without any very material error: at least with incomparably

greater accuracy than is obtained by the rough approximation of

supposing an equal annual mortality in a given number of per-

Vol.47. No.213. Jaw. 1816. A 2 sons



4 j4n algebraical Expression of the Vuhies of Lives.

sons as lone; as any of tlicin remains alive ; antl much more

nearly than tlie rcgislors of a metropolis ajfrcc witli those which

Iiave been kept in ihe country. It would he very easy to correct

the expresiiion from the avera;;e of the re;;istcrs of a n\iiiil>er of

years ; and the foriruda might also he adapted with little diffi-

culty to the mortality ohsc.rvcd in any other situation.

In order to find the number of persons who have died during

any given portion of the period of the longest human life, we

must combine the ex|)ressi(;n for the mortality with the fiuxion

X of the age
J

the fluent, — arc tang, x + •()0020()5.t-—

•0000014 x', will iiulicate the aggregate amount of deaths at the

given age. It has sometimes been thought sulliciently accurate to

estimate the value of a life by the period at wliich half the persons

who have attained the given age are likely to remain alive: this

affords a true criterion of the greatest probability of the dura-

tion of one life, but not of the correct mean value of a (Uimber

of lives; since this value can only be found by dividing the ag-

gregate duration of all the lives in (juestion by their iiuudier :

now this aggregate duration is represented by the area ol the

curve having the ages and the numbers living, for its ordinates

and abscisses ; and this area is obtained froui the fluent x —

-X arc tang. .X' +
J^

iil(1 -fx-)--00()0()()83x' + -00000035 x^

Hence wo may calculate the mean value ('f life in London, as

shown in the following table. At birth, the most probable du-

ration is about 27 years ; the mean value more than 30.

'"
\x.AGE.



j4n algebraical Expression of the J'aUtcs nf Uvea. 5

The advantn2;e of this method of calculation is strongly ex-

emplified in the dotcrmin.'ition of tlie value of tlie joint eontinu-

ane.e of two or more lives, wiiich may he ohtained hv means ot

the quadrature of a curve having its ordinates in the joint ratio

of the survivors at the time c-N;)ressed hy the ahseiss j the cor-

rected area heing divided hy the product of the numhers of sur-

vivors at its eouuneueeuieiU, whieli ohviously expresses the niUTJ-

her of all the possible combinations of their lives, as the urea

does the a;;gre!2,ate duration of those combinations.

For this purpose it will he conveuient to represent the num-
ber of deaths hy the formula •3S + -()02x^--()000()in7x', which
will be sulHciently accurate for any age exceeding 10 years ; and
if we make «=G2, /'= -0002, and (.'= -()00001.'"{7, and call the

two ages .r and .r+ /;, the product will he d + ex +fx'^ + gx^ +
hx* + ix"^ + kx'\ where d = a^—ul)n^ -h ncn\ c= 3ac7i^— 2nl'n,

fz= ir-n^ — 2ab -f '.iacn —^icn\ g = 2b'^n— Aicn'^ + 2dc + c^n\

h= b^— 7iicn -f- ^cvi-, i=z{\c-ii— 2hc, and A = c'; and the area

of the curve will he dx -{- - ex^ + — /".r' + — gx'' + 7 hx'' +

— ix*^ + -- kx'^y which must be found for the given age, and for

x -\-n-= 98 or 100, and the difference, divided hy the product,

will show the value of the joint lives.

But in pursuing the calculation for a greater number of Uvea,

it would be necessary to assume a still simpler expression for

the number of deaths, such as mx, m being ---. or from --- to

—- according to circumstances, retaining the more accurate ex-

pression for the elder lives ; and taking for the age of the younger
x—p, and for the munber of the survivors l—?iix -f- mp, which
may be called q—mx: and the former product might be mul-
tiplied by tills for the case of three lives, and the area foinul as

before Indeed this (.'xi)ression may be employed for the younger

of two lives without material inaccuracy, the product becoming
uq —amx— bqx'- -\- [c(] + /'/;/) *' — cmx\ and the area aqx—

~amx* —bqx^ + ~. (cq + bm) x*—- cmx^ ; whence, for

example, when the ages are 10 and 20, supposing ?n = '0r2,

we obtain the mean joint value 22'i) : nor would the residt in

this case be materially ditfcrent if we employed the fame simple

estimate of the mortality with respect to both lives, though it

would vary more at other ages. VVe may however safely nuikc

the value of m =-012 between the ages of 20 and GO in Lon-
don, even for the case of three joint lives, the nundjer of sur-

vivors being called 1 — fiix, 1 -|- mp — mx, or q — inx, and

A J 1 +



6 An algebraical Expression of the Values of Lives.

I 4- mr— 77ix, or s — mx, respectively; p and r being the dif-

ferences between the eldest and the two younger lives: the pro-

duct of thfise will be qs—in{s -\- q + c/s)x + 7n^{\ + q + s)x^—
m-x'y and the area qsx „-fn{s + q + qs)x- + -^ 771* (1 4-

q + s)x^ —rnKv*, wliich must be found for vix = 1, and for

tlie given age, and the difference divided by the product.

WheH two lives are equal, the mean value of their joint con-

tinuance, thus approximated, becomes exactly two-thirds of

that of a single life; of three, two-fourths or a half; of 4, two-

fifths, of o two-sixths, and so forth : whence also we obtain, for

4
the value of the longest of two lives^ — of that of a single lifcj

and for the longest of three --; and we may continue the series

at pleasure by adding at each step 2 to the numerator and 1 to

the denominator.

According to the usual method of estimating the value of three

joint lives from that of two lives, one of which is of equal value

with two of the three taken together, the result, in the case of

equal lives, is about -^ of the value of a single life, instead of

half; that is, almost 4 per cent, too much, an error by no means
to be neglected in practice. It will be easy to obtain a more
correct approximation, from the principles here explained, em-
ploying any tables of the value of lives that may be preferred.

Let m be found for the eldest life, by making ~ equal to twice

its value, increased by the age: and let t and ii be found in the

same manner for the other two lives, so that the numbers of

survivors may be denoted by 1 —mx, q— tx, and 5— z/jr, q being

1 -f- in, and 5 1 4- ur : the area will then he (qs — — (qsm -\-

qu -\- st)x -f-
-- {hi-\-qmu. + smt)x-——mtux'')xj which must

be taken for the given age of the eldest life and for 7».v= 1, and

the difference divided by the product of the survivors will give

the value of the three joint livc^, witli nuich greater accuracy

than it can be determined in the manner directed in the Legacy
Duty Act.

Tbis remark is, however, only strictly correct, with regard to

the precise amount of the error in que-tion, when the age is so

great, that the different effects of the operation of interest on

the relative pecuniary values of the lives may be disregarded.

It is obvious that the preceding calculations arc wholly indepen-

dent of this consideraliouj gi\ing us only a theoretical mean
value.
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value, from vvhicii it is not possible to deduce immediately a

practical value, without further reference to the comparative

numbers of the survivors at different ages, in order to estimate

the various operation of interest, and particularly of compound
interest. Rut the same mode of computation may readily be

cctended, so as to comprehend the effect of interest also, by
supposing the ordinates, expressing the number of survivors, to

be reduced in the proportion of the present value of a given

sum payable at the corresponding tinie : that is, by multiplying

the expressions denoting tliem by v"" ; v being the present value

of a unit payable at the end of a year.

But the expression containing the circular arc becomes in-

tractable, even when applied to the termination of the present

value of a single life: we may therefore take, instead of the

primary expression —j;— j some members of the equivalent

series — 1—r- . . . , and make the fluxion —- i (
— )>

of which the fluent is C — H : and this, if we put

C = '405, will be sufficiently accurate even in infancy. We
shall then have, for the number of survivors at the age x,

•595 + ;J
\- - -0002005 A-^-'OOOOO 14 jc^^ : which, muU

tiplied by f'af, will give the fluxion of the area.

The fluent may be found by means of the following theorems

of Euler's Calculus Integralis (§ 223, 225, 224) ; rl^ __

1.2.2 1.2.3.3 ^ 1.2.3.4.4 ^ - ^

>

/ x* 3a?« , 3.2r 3 .2 \ ,,., . , .Vy ; r, + 7—^ —
7 r. )• When x is large, the

series converges somewhat slowly : but its utility is chiefly con-

fined to the earlier ages ; and the ultimate value, being once
only computed, for x = 100, will serve for the correction in all

other cases: but after the age of 10, the formula a— bx* + cx^,

already mentioned, will be more convenient. The fluent, when
corrected, by subtracting it from its ultimate value, must be di-

vided by the number of survivors, and multiplied by —, since

A A it



8 ^n algelraical Expression of the Values of Lives,

it woulil otherwise express the value of the continued payment
at the time of birth, instead of the actual present value.

The same solution may l»c applied to the expressions for the

value of joint live?, multiplying always the product of the survi-

vors by vi; the fluents being all comprehended in the general

theorem fv^'x"! = vC ~~ x" — —^ a-
«-' + "*•""' ^

x ""^

— — :t7~~
^"""^ + • • •)• For the joint present value of

three or more lives, the quantities tw, /, and ?/, may be determined

from the theoretical mean values of each, or otherwise, and the

present value, thus a])proximated, will ditfcr much less from the

truth thaii the theoretical mean values would do, if originally

found in a similar manner. The usual deduction must be made
for periodical payments, whether annual or quarterly : and a

slight correction mav sometimes be required, on account of the

different effects of annual and continual interest ; but both these

points are very easily arranged : commonly, indeed, the subtrac-

tion of half a payment from the present value, thus computed,

will give us the corrected value with considerable accuracy.

The great labour required for Mortality of London 1815.

such calculations,- according to suuvivous 10560. age.

the usual methods, renders it very "^"^-^
;

^

difficult to adapt the tables of an- \ _ I

unities to every possii)le variation \ - i'^

of the value of life ; the improved 1 j

habits of society, and probably \...M^.?.T.. l^fo

also the advancement of the me- \
\

dical sciences, and especially the \ p-tr;? S^g

introduction of vaccination, seem V i

to have effected bv degrees a very \ »^,-,

material change \\\ the mortality V •

of this metropolis ; and it appears \ j

that the magnitude of such a \^A?J?..:.so

change, and its operation, in its \

various modifications,may in many \^^.^ 6o

cases be much more conveniently \ i

appreciated bv this mode of lind- .„ \ = __

mg a continuous law tor the de- \ ;

cremer.ts of life, than by the in- \ '•_

spcction of tables, and the num- S4sus0

berlcss coinbinations of their cic- \i

ment?. M:***
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11. Gn the Cosmogony of Moses. By A Correspondent.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—JUiKE your corre'jponclent Homo*, I have been unable
to di'^cover, among the merits of Cuvier's Essay on tlie Theory
of the Earth, that accordance with the Mosaic cosmogony which
the preface of Professor Jameson had taught me to anticipate.

I confess, too, that this accordance has not been rendered much
more perceptible to my understanding, either by Homo's pro-
posed reading of tb.e beginning of Genesis, or by the subsequent
observations of Dr. Prichardf, in support of the term day be-
ing, in the Mosaic account, equivalent to an hidcjinite period.

'* In the beginning God created tlie heaven and the earth:

and the earth was without form, and void, and darkness was
upon the face of the deep." If it be supposed, with Homo, that

this act of divine energy was an indefinite period antecedent

to what is called the six days' creation, there will, as he ob-
serves, be no scriptural objection to the adoption of the belief,

that the earth may have " thus existfd" the " thousands of
years that preceded the history of man." Homo's reading \.h\x%

affords time for the deposition of the primitive rocks, as well as

for whatever else may have taken place previous to the gathering
together of the waters, and the appearance of the dry land on
the third day; but tliere its explanatory power expires, leaving

Cuvier's + ^^ thousands of animals that never were contempo-
raneous with man," together with his various deluges, to be re-

conciled to the Mosaic account by some other hypothesis.

As what Homo calls Bishop Horsley's hypothesis of a slower
revolution may by some be deemed sufficient for this purpose,

I must beg leave to offer a few observations relative to it. In

the preface already spoken of. Professor Jameson says, that
'' there are indeed many physical considerations which render it

probable that the motions of the earth may have been slower

during the time of its formation than after it was formed
||, and

consequently that the day, or period between morning and
evening, may have then been indefinitely longer than it is at

present," From this passage there is the reference I have given

in the margin, to Bisho]> Horsley's Sermons. To them I turned,

naturally expecting to find a development of the aunounced
hypothesis; but instead of the ^'^ many physical considerations

* Phil. Mag. No. 309. f lb. No 210.

X Cuvier's Essay, conclndino; period.
|j Vide Biiliop Horsley's Ser-

mons, 2d to!, pages 215 and follow in;:. In ttie preface tut refereuce is

to " p. 445 second edition," owing, 1 suppose, to a mistake.

vvhicli



10 On the Cosmogony of Moses.

which render it probable," I found only a w«ll-reasoncd refuta-

tion of the conjecture tliat, in tlie Mosaic history of the creation,

the word da7j means an indefinite portion of time. Towards

the close of the argument, the hishop says, " By what descrip-

tion could the word dai/ he more expressly limited to its literal

and common meaning, as denoting that portion of time which

is measured and consumed hy the earth's revolution on her

axis ? That this revolution was performed in the same space of

time in the heginning of the world as now, 1 woald not over

confidently affirm." This last is the only sentence in the ser-

mon, that connects Bishop Horslcy's name with the supposition

of a slower revolution ; which I shall now consider a little on

the ground of its intrinsic value. The rotation of the planets

on their axis seems exempt from the accelerations and retarda-

tions to which all their other motions are subject. No inequa-

iity has ever been detected in th? rotary motion of the earth; and

the relation between its polar and equatorial diameters shows,

that when it assumed its present figure the centrifugal force of

its particles, and consequently the rapidity of its diurnal revolu-

tion, could not be rHuch different from what they are at present.

But it may be said, that when the rotary impulse wa.s given, the

matter of the earth constituted the shell or crust of a hollow

sphere ; that afterwards this crust, being broken, fell in towards

its centre, and formed a spheroid of diminished magnitude

;

and that, in consequence, the rotary motion of the spheroid must
(in a certain proportion to its dimiimtion) be more rapid than

the original diurnal revolution of the hollow sphere. That an

acceleration of the earth's rotation must have resulted from such

a catastrophe is mathematically demonstrable ; but besides that

the supposition is wholly gratuitous, it would give no effectual

support to the hypothesis^ unless a magnitude were given to

the original hollow sphere, which the most visionary imagination

would scarcely dare to assign. Admitting, however, for a mo-
ment this hypothesis of a sloiver revolution, I would ask. Of what
duration was the earth's primitive diurnal rotation ? Was it one

thousand, or one hundred, of our years ? Although the greatest

of these periods would, perhaps, be too short for the purpose

assigned it, let us take only half of the least, and incjuire what
would be the state of the vegetable and animal world deprived

of Unfit and heat during Jive-aiid-twenly years ? for such, it

would appear, must have been their condition, at least after the

fourth day, on the suj)positi()n of the diurnal revolution of the

earth being ecjuul to no more than fiftv of our years.

There remains to be noticed the conjecture often made, that

in the Mosaic cosmogony the word day signifies an indefinite

portion of time. This conjecture seems completely disproved

by
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1

l)y Bislioj) Horsley : but with relation to Dr. Prichard's argu-

ment in its favour, drawn from the genius of the Hebrew lan-

guage, I would ask, whether the Hebrews ever understood the

word day, as used in the first chaj)ter of Genesis, to signify an
indefinite portion of time ? If they did not, is it probable that

tlie true sense of this Hebrew word, as there euiployed, should

always have remained unknown to them, and after a lapse of

some tliousand years, when they had long ceased to exist as a
nation, be discovered by the ingenuity of modern criticism ?

Acquiescing in the correctness of the remark, that the Hebrew
word which we translate day, was often used by the Hebrews,
and even by Moses himself, to designate an indefinite length of

time, the just inference seems to be, that, on account of this

usage of the term, Moses, when speaking of the Creation, thought

it netessary to circumscribe the length of each day by its natural

boundary. To show therefore that day used unrestrictedly, was
somatimes understood by the Hebrews to signify an indefinite

period, instead of strengthening Dr. Prichard's conclusion, tends

directly to its subversion ; indess he can further show, that the

word in Hebrew was ever so understood when the extent of its

signification was expressly limited to the duration of an evening

and a morning, or to the decay of light and its return, as Bishop

Horsley observes the words of Moses literally import.

An auxiliary argument of Dr. Prichard's is, that it would be

imputing a palpable absurdity to Moses to supi)ose him speaking

of days in the literal meaning of the word, before the creation of

the sun. But may it not i)c asked, whether the imputation of

absurdity would be greatly diminished by Dr. Prichard's al-

ternative of making him include an indefinite period of great

length, in an evening and a 7norningP In this view, there-

fore, the assumed figurative sense does not seem to have much
advantage over tlie literal. With the indulgence, however, of a

little of the privilege of conjecture, so freely used by others on

this subject, it will not be diflicult to clear the literal sense

from its apparent inconsistency.

Darkness being merely the absence of light, it is impossible

that they could ever coexist in the same place, so as to be sub-

ject, like substances in union, to an actual division. When,
therefore, after the creation of light, Moses says that God di-

vided the " light from the darkness," he cannot be literally un-

derstood: but we may suppose the matter of light at the mo-
ment of its creation diffused through the immensity of space

previously occupied by darkness, and that the dividing the light

from the darkness consisted in collecting it into one great tem-

porary reservoir. Now after this aggregation of the matter of

light on the first day, provided its position were not in the pio-

lunged



12 Geological Queries regarding the Coal- Strata

longed axis of the earth, the earth's rotary revolution would be
as accurately marked, and the appearances of da? and night, of

the decay and the return of light, would as regularly succeed

each other as after the creation of the sun.

1 am, sir,

Your very ohedient servant,

Bath, Dec. IC, 1C15.
'

F. E S.

111. Geological Queries^ regarding the Coal- Strata of North'

umlerlnnd and Durham , and the Appearances of such in

Lincolnshire. By A Corkesi'ondent.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— It is with great pleasure that I rerognlse in pages

405 and 6, (though tmder the signature N.J. W.) a communi-
cation " on the localities of coal," to he from the able pen of

Nathaniel John JFinck^ escj., who so- very kindly answered for-

mer queries put by me on the same subject, in pages 198 and

295 of your xlvth volume; and 1 am by this circumstance em-
boldened, to again trouble him fis follows; viz.

1st. Has it been ascertained, by actually tracing the Rocks

and strata on the surface (as Air. Smith has done in his Map),
or by a sufficiently extensive and careful comparison of t/ie

successions of beds and organic remains therein imbedded, in

the distant s:ituations of Alston- Moor, and others W of Bywell,

and N of the Coquet River, that the individual thin and nearly

7tseless seams of Crow Coal* in the former situation, thicken and
improve in quality, so as to become in the latter and more
northerly situations, tolerably good scams of workable CoalP

2d. Do the over-lying or mountain caps of Basait in the

northern and western parts of Northumbeiland, appear to be

unconJormable\ to the Strata beneath them ?, that is, do they

lie U])on the edges of their substrata, and have no place in the

series of strata to the east of their sites ? Or, are they detached

parts or hummocks of the great w^hin sill (Forster fath. 423 to

43/)?: whose continuous basset-edge would in such case be

traceable, from Dufton-fell and Caldron-suout (p. 41), north-

eastward to tiie sea.

.3d. Can it lie depended on, that small shells of Muscles
(whether of salt orfrcsk water origin, I do not ask, because this,

* Of \\}ii( li !\Tr. \V". Forster cmniirrntcs seven distiiirt hrds, in tlieLead-

niiiiiii^ scrii's, iVoni fullioin '2-14 to tntlion) 602 of Ills Section,

t Arc tliiTC ill tin sc (lUirici^, any masses (jf Red Mail or soft red Sand-

utojic, acconi|)an_\iiii; these Basaltic Cii]!s, or oiiicrwisc, in an uncwuform-

oble manner?
perhaps.
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perhaps, no one can safely say) " are met with in every Colliery"

of this district (p. 4G()); or even '^ in most pKices where iron-

stone i.s found in the shales, not only in the Newcastle Coal-

formation, but also in the metalliferous Limestone district, upon
whicli it rests," (p. 364 vol.xlv.)?

A pa4:ticu!ar answer, mentioning as many places (and if prac-

ticable the strata also, with reference to Forster's Section) as

possible, where such shells have been actually found, will infi-

nitely more oblige the querist, than any general answer whatever

to this question.

4th. In the boreing for Coals at Dinsdale on the Tecs (j). 466),
were any real Coal-seams, however thin, actually penetrated?

or were,ever real Coal-measures or metals, proved in this place ?.

The querist hopes his solicitude on this head may be pardoned
by Mr. W., when he mentions, that to him, when some years

ago hastily viewing this ilistrict, Dinsdale seemed to be situated

above the magnesian Lime, on a part of the British Series,

wherein no Coal-seams have yet to his knowledge been proved.

5th. Wa-j it //ear IVuinJieet on the Lincolnshire Coast, that

fragments of a black (brown?) Coal resembling that of Bovey
were washed on shore, together with bituminous Shale containing

numerous Shells ? The querist has been induced, for two rea-

sons, thus to frame his question ; first, because Mr. W. intimates,

that the same kind of shale is a suhstratum to the Chalk, which
the strata S of Wainfleet must be ; and next, because the foot

of the hill on the west side of Bolingbroke in the range of these

strata, produces such gray, bituminous, shelly, shale, and near
thereto on the NE of Rathby, they were boreing in search of
Coals, at the time he visited this district, in the cluncli Clay

;

the same part of the series of British strata, in which, at another
time, he found the thin Coal-formation of the Yorkshire east

moorlands (p. A'o^) to be situated. Whereas LoutJi appeared
clearly to him to stand, on the top of all the Chalk Strata: if

therefore any such beds of shale resembling Coal-measures,

especially seams of Coal, were there found, in or near to the

London Clay (on which Alford stands), it would prove a fact

quite new to the querist: except perhaps, that he once heard,

without giving credence thereto, that Coals appear above the

Chalk, somewhere to the east of the Medway near the southern

shore of the Thames ?

Not doubting Mr. W's friendly reception of the above queries

and hints, or that the answers to be expected thereupon will in-

terest many,

I remain,
Jan. 2, 1816. A CONSTANT READER.

IV. On
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IV. On Micrometer Telescopes. By Ez. Walter, Esq. of
Lynn, Norfolk.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Dear Sru,— In Dr. Brewster's ingenious treatise on new phi-

losophical instruments, tlicre is a note on page 59, respecting

my micrometer, described in tlie xxxviiith volume of the Philo-

sophical Magazine, which is not perfectly correct. I have,

therefore, to request the favour of a place in your Magazine, to

state the subject more explicitly than it seems to have appeared

to the learned author.

On page 59, Dr. Brewster gives '* A Description of an Eye-

piece Wire Micrometer," with the following paragraph as a

note :

" An instrument of nearly the same kind (says Dr. Brewster)

with that which is the subject of the following chapter, has been

described by Mr. Ezekiel Walker, in the Philosophical Maga-
zine for August 1811, vol. xxxviii. j). 127, as a new invention

of his own. 1 certainly cannot suppose that this ingenious

writer had an opportunity of seeing any of the instruments of

this kind which liad been constructed under my direction. So

earlv as the end of the year 180."), I sent a drawing and a de-

scrijkion of the eye-piece micrometer to Mr. Gary, optical-

instrument maker, London. In ISOG, one of the instruments

made for me by Messrs. Miller and Adie, Edinburgh, was ex-

amined by Professor Playfair; and since that time it has been

in the possession of a friend in London. The only variation

in the instrument proposed {constructed) by Mr. Walker, is the

use of Hues on a slip of mother-of-pearl, instead of the silver

wires."

Now the Doctor's micrometer (if I understand it) is founded

on the following property of the telescope, viz. when the eye-

tube, containing two glasses, is drawn out, the magnifying power

of the instrument is increased ; and this is the same principle

on which mine is constructed. This property seems to have

been discovered by Dr. Brewster himself; but it is not new, for

an account oT it w;is published many years ago.

In the year 1771, the late Mr. Benjamin Martin published a

description of a new optical instrument which lie calls "Micro-
scopiumPolydynamicnm: or anew Construction of a Microscope,

wherein a variety of magnifying powers is communicated to each

object-lens."

This microscope with its description I had from Mr. Martin's

shop, No. 171, Fleet-street, London. Conseciuently, I have

been many years acquainted with this property in optics, which
affords
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affords a very pleasing variety in the use of microscopes and

telescopes.—Of Dr. Brewster's instrument I knew nothing, till

1 saw an account of it, a few days ago, in his book.

In the Doctor's note it appears, that I use lines on a slip of

motker-nf-pearl, in my instrument : but this is a mistake ; for

it is expressly mentioned in my paper, that my micrometer con-

sists of a number of parallel lines drawn upon a piece of plane

glass.

Soon after I had formed the design of this instrument, I ap-

plied to the late Mr. Coventry of .Southwark, for a set of his

micrometers. Mr. C had none at that time, but promised to

send me a set, which I never received thouoh I waited for them
upwards of two years. But, not being willing to give up the

plan of my instrument, without trying how far it might be ren-

dered useful in practice, I undertook to draw lines upon glass

myself; and after an infinite number of unsuccessful attempts,

I succeeded so far as to draw parallel lines ttto-o^^ ^^ ^^ ^"^^

apart, which being intersected at right angles by equal line«

form minute scjuares, each one-iuillionth part of a superficial

inch. Whence I concluded that lines drawn, by the same me-
thod, at TiW^'^ ^^ ^" "^^'^ distant would be sufficiently accurate

for my purpose.

I am surprised to find so little use made of Mr. Coventry's

glasses ; for, if they were properly applied to optical instruments,

micrometers might be made that would supersede the u.e of all

others. For measuring small objects before the microscope,

these micrometers are unquestionably the best, both for precision

and readiness of aj)plicatif>n j and they may be applied to tele-

scopes for measuring small angles with equal advantage. To
illustrate this position, let the second example be taken from

p. 128, vol. xxxviii. of The Philosophical Magazine.
" The magnifying power of the telescope is 45 times.
^' Micrometer divisioua -^th of an ineh distant.

" Each division subtends an angle at the eye = 30".

" One inch of the eye-tube is .

.

.
.' = 52''."

But if the divisions of the micrometer were drawn -B-g^Ts^th of

an inch distant, which may be done with great exactness : Then,

Each division would subtend an angle . . =3^0 = IS''.

And one inch of the eye-tube would be . . = *-^ = 26".

Consequently,

-~ih of an inch on the eye-tube "1
^f. _

would be . . /. . . / ~ "^"
"

7-~th of ditto .. would be =r^«_:

T-^lh of ditto .. would be =^»^6jj. = 0T3"
As the divisions of the eye-tube may be read off to within

Y^y th part of an inch by a vernier scale, consequently the error

would
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vould seldom exceed one-tenth of a second ; and the errors

arising from mechanism in this micrometer cannot be of much
consequence, since the eve-tube is never drawn out further than

Y^ths of an inch ; for 2-G'' x f) ( = 15-G") is nearly = one divi-

sion of the micrometer.

From the comparative micrometer measures taken at the Ob-
servatory, Armagh, by the Rev. Dr. J. A. Hamilton, it appears

that the divided object-glasb micrometer and the wire-micrometer

are each liable to an error of 3" in taking the sun's diameter*.

On the divided object-glass micrometer. Dr. Hamilton ob-

serves, " its im|Jcrfeclions are ; that, to different eyes, and under

different circumst;inces of the same eve, the length of the focal

distance, that suits distinct vision, will vary, and of course the

quantity of the measures given by the scale is liable to a small

variation.

*'The principal defects of the wire-micrometer are; the dif-

ficultv of judging accurately of bisections, or contacts of the

fine wires, by the limbs to be measured; and the impossibility

of observing any diameter, except one perpendicular to the

equator."

In the construction of mv micrometer, 1 endeavoured to avoid

all optical illusions, and all mechanism that might produce any

sensible error.

1 remain, dear sir,

With much regard.

Your very obedient servant,

Lynn, Dec. 29, 1815.
'

Ez. WaLKEB.

V. On the Nature and Combinations of a newly-discovered vege-
table Acid; ivith Ol'scrvatiom on the malic Acid, and Sug-
gestions on the State in rvhich Acids may have previously

existed in Vegetables. By M. Donovan, Esq. Communi-
cated by W. H. WoLLASTON, M.D. Sec. R.S.

[Coucludctl from vol. x]\i, j). -Ij-l.]

Observations on the Malic yJcid.

Jn I /Sf), during an examination of different fruits and berries,

Scheele discovered that gooseberries, beside lemon acid, con-
tained one of a peculiar nature: this he afterwards found to

exist in apples, without, as he thought, a sensible admixture of

any other. On this account he gave it the name of apple acid,

or malic acid.

He also ascertained, that by the action of nitrous acid on sugar,

* liisli Transactions, vol. x,

a substance
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n substance is produced, uhicli shows no traces of nitric acid,

yet unites and forms a solnble salt with lime, " it therefore is

not the oxalic acid." By some other experiments he found that

an acid is prodnced " which does not differ in the least from

the properties of the apple acid, and is accordin<^ly the same."

This acid he detected in a great variety of vegetable juices.

Since that period, Vauquelin has extended the catalogue; but

of all other ])lants, it is most aljundantly contained in the Sem-
perviviim Tectomm.

Scheele's process for obtaining malic acid is as follows.

*' Saturate the juice of apples, whether ripe or unripe, with car-

bonate of potash ; add soiutif)n of acetate of lead until it cease

to produce a precipitation. To the edulcorated precipitate, add

as nuich dilute vitriolic acid, as is necessary to give the mixture

a perfectly acid taste, without any sweetness*."

There are several objections to this process, all of which seem
to have cousiderable weight. In the preceding pages I have

shown, that the juice of apples, whether ripe or unripe, always

contains two acids of very different properties. By the above

process these acids are not separated; they are in fact found in

what is supposed to be the resulting j)ure malic acid, and it is

impossible, without the most complicated processes, to obtain

this substance in the insulated form.

The precipitation of the lead by means of s\dphuric acid ap-

pears to l>e objectionable. 1 have often attempted to adjust

the proportion of the latter substance, so as to throw down all

the lead, without leaving any free sulphuric acid but I uniformly

failed: and it is evident that, if not impossible, il is exceedingly

difficult and troublesome.

Scheele also attein])ted to obtain malic acid from malate of

lime, by means of sulj)hnric acid, but found " the mode rather

difficult, as the acid would not let the calx fall completely.'*

Vau((uelin observed the same thing.

The last process proposed by Scheele, is to distil equal parts

of weak nitric acid and sui2;ar, until the mixture become brown,

which is a sign that all the nitrous acid has been abstracted: the

oxalic acid formed, is to be separated by lime-water, and the

remaining acid to be saturated with carbonate of lime. The so-

lution is to be filtered, the filtered liquor to be mixed with alco-

hol, and the coagulum thus obtained, is to be edulcorated with

new portions of alcohol. The coagulum is then to be dissolved

in water, and mixed with a solution of acetate of lead : a pre-

cipitate falls, which is to be treated with sulphuric acid, in the

manner already directed.

No one who has not gone through this proi-ess, can fully con-

* Crell'i Chcmische Annul. 1785, vol. ii. 295.

Vol.47. No. 213. jG/i. 1816. B ceive
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ceive the difficulty and expense of it : and I have found that the

acid obtained is variable in its nature. In one case I obtained

an acid, which, when mixed with «olution of acetate of lead, did

not at first produce any effect, but at length slowlv deposited a
precipitate. The heating of another portion of the acid ^itb

carbonate of lime, produced a separation of a black powder,

which po<:sessed the pro[)erties of charcoal. There ivere also

many other pecidiarities ; and the combined effect of all was to

convince me, that great diiferences exist between the acid ob-

tained in this manner, and that obtained by other processes.

The experiments of Vauquelin satisfied him that the acid which
b combined with lime in the Sempenirum Tectorum, is the true

Biaiic: and all my trials convince me, that it does not contain

even the least tjuantity of the sorbic. Since then, by the means
geiieralivemphned, we do not obtain malic acid, the onlv alter-

native is to adopt the hitherto neglected process of Vauquelin

;

and it v»i!l be found that his process affords the acid with greater

ease, and in much greater purity, than any other. The method
of detaching the acid from the malale of lead by sulphuric acid

is, as we have seen, diihcult : and the criterion of the taste is

liable to this fallacy, that as the sourness increases, the sweet-

ness decreases. There will, on this account, be a period when
the latter will disguise the former, and yet the lead will be still

present. I would therefore suggest the substiration of sulphu-

retted hydrogen in place of sulphuric acid.

If it were required to obtain malic acid exceedingly pure, and

still more divested of vegetable matter, the following process

mav be adopted.

The juice of Sempervivum Tectonim is to be evaporated to

two-thirds, and, after standing some hours, it is to l>e filtered,

and mixed with an ecjual quantity of alcohol. The coagulum

is to be separated by the filter, edulcorated «"ith fresh portions

of alcohol, and dried in the air, lest any adhering alcohol shonld

impede its subsequent solution. The mass is then to be dis-

solved in water, mixed with solution of acetate of lead, and
the precipitate collected on a filter. After being well edulco-

rated from any "^uperauoui acetate of lead, the precipitate is to

be boiled for fifteen minutes v*ith a little less of dilute sulphuric

acid than is sufficient to saturate the oxide of lead: and for thi«

part of the process, the criterion of sweetness will very well

answer the propose. The whole is to be set aside for some da)'^,

and, during this jieriod, a small quantity of sulphate of lead

which the malic acid held dissolved, will be deposited. The
li<{UOr is now to be filtered, and in order to separate the last

portions of lead, . stream of sulphuretted hydrogen is to be
traiiimittcd through it : the bUick precipitate is to be filtered

«>ff.
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off, and the liquor should be boiled in a vessel freely exposed,

until pfi])er moistened with acetate of lead is no longer blackened
by the discharged vapour. This acid is the purest that can be

obtained : it retains a slight odour of the gas, but even this is

destroyed by exjjosure to the air for a iew days.

Vau([ucl!:i obb^crvcs, that malic acid thus obtained is nearly co-
lourless: his was therefore diluted. I have found that it be-

comes perfectly brown by concentration : and I have decomposed
and recomposed malate of lead several times, using each time
the same specimen of malic acid; yet so obstinately did the co-

louring matter adhere, that it was always found in the resulting

acid. Thus, as far as we know, this acid cannot be procured

free from colour ; and the nearest approximation is that obtained

by Vauquelin's process.

Suggestions concerning the Stafcin nkicli Acids may previously

have existed in Vegetables.

I have sometimes indulged in the supposition, that the vege-

table acids are not primarily formed by the immediate union of

their elements, but tliat tJicy niuv have previously existed in a

definite combination, called the !;itter principle. It is possible

that this principle may be a conipouiul basis, which by uniting

to oxygen, or by undergoing more complicated processes, might
change its nature so ftir as to become an acid. The whole is a
mere conjecture, and perhaps deserving of little consideration

;

the facts, however, wliich suggested it may be noticed.

The sweetness of any vegetable juice has been generally at-

tributed to a sweet principle called sugar. In the same manner
it has been lately supposed, that bitterness depends on a bitter

principle, which, although variously disguised, is always identical.

Dr. Thomson has shown, that when water is digested over

quassia, and afterwards evaporated to dryness, a transparent

substance is obtained, which differs in its properties from all

ether vegetable piinciples: this he considers as the bitter prin-

ciple, and, I believe, with very great justice. I found that the

ii{}Uor obtained by digestion, although sliglitly coloured, was
transparent even to the end of the evaporation. The resultirig

mass was nearly transparent, and minute in quantity, conside'ing

the proportion of quassia employed; and such was its bitterness,

that a particle placed on the tongue, which could not have ex-

ceeded -V,-th of a grain, diiTu«ed an intense bitterness over the

whole mouth and fauces.

This matter was heated with nitric acid ; it dissolved with

effervescence, and the bitterness was no longer sensible. The
remaining substance formed a precipitate in acetate of lead,

which possessed all the properties of malate of lead : and it

B 2 appeared
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appeared tliat no other than the mahc acid was prodnced. Witli

this experiment the following agrees in a remarkable manner.

Five ontices of white sngar, and an equal weight of very strong

nitric acid were mixed in a retort. Without the application of

external heat the action commenced, and soon became violent.

When cold, the residual matter was found to be thick and tenr-

cious ; its taste was sour, and extremelv I,<itter. Tlic malic acid

being abstracted from a portion of this by means of lime, it was

found that the bitterness, now no longer disguised by acidity,

had become intense. The other portion, which had not been

saturated with lime, by being treated with more nitric acid, lost

all its bitterness, and oxalic acid was formed. In this experi-

ment it appears, that by some action of nitrous acid on sugar, a

bitter substance and malic acid were produced together ; that

by the further action of nitrou:> acid, the bitter substance dis-

appeared, and acid appeared in its stead.

The foregoing conjectures correspond also with the fact, that

by the action of certain substances on each other, the bitter

principle is evolved at the same time with those acids which I

suppose to have been produced from that compound basis: and

the appearance of both at the same time may be accounted for

by admitting that the conversion was not complete. Thus, if

alcohol be distilled with nitrous acid, a li(|Uor is produced which
has a sweet ta^te. If this litpior be le-distilled with another

portion of acid, a bitter liquor conies over. And if this bitter

liquor be distilled a third time with a fresh portion of nitrous

acid, crystals of oxalic acid make their appearance in the re-

siduum. This series of changes bears a striking resemblance to

that produced by the action of nitrous acid on sugar.

Ilaussman observed, that when nitric acid is digested with

indigo, a very bitter substance results, to which Welther gave the

name of Amer : in this process, oxalic acid is also formed.

The vegetable acids are even formed by the action of nitrous

acid on animal sul>stances ; in the instance of nuiscle we obtain

the al)ove-mentioned Amer with oxalic acid. In bile tlie bitter

])rinciple is already formed 5 when acted on by nitrous acid,

oxalic acid is produced.

On examination we shall not be at a loss to find operations

analogous to some of the ])receding, taking place naturally in

the vegetable kingdom. The Pynis Alnltts or common crab-

anple, while young, is very Ijitter, and has little sourness : as the

fiuit advances towards maturity, the taste becomes propor-

tionately som-, and the bitterness diminishes. The young berries

of the Sorius aucvparia also are bitter, contain but one acid,

and even that in small (piantity: when the berry is ripe, it con-

tains two acids, the coml)incd quantity of both is consideraldo,

but
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but the bitterness has in a great degree given place to a coarse

astringcncy.

It is not improbable, that the bitterness produced in all the

foregoing cases should be owing to the formation of the same
bitter principle: and its constant conjunction with a vegetable

acid, seems to show that there is some very intimate connexion
between them, at present unknown.
The preceding observations are offered as mere conjecture

;

and I am fully sensible of what little consideration should be
attached to them : they are not however entirely devoid of pro-

bability. An hypothesis is below the dignity of a system which
is founded on the indestructible basis of experiment : and even
though it be supported by the coincidence of admitted facts, by
direct analogies, and by the correspondence of received opinions,

it should nevertheless be the beginning and not the end of know-
ledge.

VI. Rulesfor ascertaining the Strength of Materials.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — J. HE following rules for ascertaining the strength of

materials are, I believe, new, and if ynxx think them worthy of a

place in your Magazine, the insertion of them will oblige

Yours, &:c.

T. T.

Put y= the direct cohesive force of a square inch of the ma-
terial

;

h = the breadth

;

d — the depth, or the dimension in the direction of the

pressure ; and,

I — the length.

Then the lateral or transverse strength of a rectangular pris-

matic beam or bar, is

-—.- if supported at one end,

and ~ if supported at both ends.

The lateral strength of a square beam or bar, when its dia-

gonal is placed vertically, is

-^-j- if supported at one end,

B 3 and
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and "— if supported nt Ijoth ends.

In this case d is the diajjonal. The strength of a square

beam is thejeast when tlie force is in the direction of the dia-

gonal. The lateral strength of a solid cylinder is

--^ if supported at one end,

and -y- if supported at both ends.

In this case r is the radius, and p = 3- 1-1 159 &c.

The lateral strength of a tube or hollow cylinder, is

• -
' —- if supported at one end.

, fp(R*— r*) .- .1,1 1

and — it supported at both ends
;

7? and r being the radii of the exterior and interior circles.

The section of the tube is supposed to retain its circular form

at the time of fracture. It has been said that wc cannot deter-

mine from theory the proper thickness of material for the tube,

so that its form may not be sensibly altered by the pressure ; but

this is a mistake, for b''- a very simple investigation the thickness

can be determined sufliciently near for any practical purpose.

The lateral strength of a triangular beam or bar is

•0564 3/ /-rf: .. , ,

if supported at one end,

•22572 fh fl-

own Y if supported at both ends.

In this case h is the base of the triangle, "and d the height

or the dimension in the direction of the pressure. The strength

is the same when the edge is uppermost as it is Mhen the op-

posite side is uppermost. The strength of a solid cylinder, pil-

lar, or column, to resist a force acting in the direction of its

axis is

-^-7-, where e is the extension of the mate-

rial at the time of fracture. The diameter of a column may
be so great in proportion to its length, that a less force than that

necessary to bend it, would crush it.

The force necessary to crusli a homogeneous solid cylinder is

^fprK
The last rule has not yet been compared with experiment,

indeed I do not know of any to compare it with. A set of ex-

periments, on this kind of fracture, would be useful, not only

to the architect and engineer, but also to the philosopher. " It

is
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is wonderful," says Professor Robison, " that in a matter of such
luujuestionable importance tlie public has not enabled some
persons of judgement to make proper trials;" and we cannot
vvitliout regret remark, that nothing worth notice has been added
to our experimental knowledge since Robison wrote his CKcel-

lent articles on the Strength of Materials.

If the rule given a1)ove is correct, the following table will

show the weight that would crush cyhnders of diirerent kinds of

materials.

Material.

Diiect co-

liesion of
a square
inch.

lbs.

Cast iron . . j 50,000
Lead

!

3.000
Freestone. .

.' 1,(^0
Fine freestone 205
Good brick..! 280

^Vciiiht in pound:
that will crush ;

cylinder an incl

in (lianittcr.

314,160
1S,S49

(),-2b3

l,2SS

;j59

Weight in pounds
[hat vsiil cruvh a

cylinder whose
I'ase is one foot

in aiea.

57,000,000
3,-150,000

1,152,000
236,160
322,560

VII. Further Eeinaiks on Dr. Bradley's Theoremfor coni-

pul'mg the Astronomic Refraction, By T, fcj. Evans, LL.D.
F.L.S.

1. HE attention of astronomers has lately been much occupied
with the astronomic refraction ; and perhaps no other subject

is so worthy their notice at this moment, since it is the greatest

obstacle of any, to imj)roven'!ents and accuracy in that .sciei5cc.

Much has latelv been done towards an exact determination of

its quantity at all altitudes a!)nve the liorizon, by the use of the

•modern circles of Ramsden, Troughtoa, and other eminent in-

strument-makers. The great care with which these have been
divided, and may be adjusted ; the minuteness with which
tliey may be read off, by means of micrometers, placed in the

microscopes ; and the certainty with which the object can be
bisected, in the field of view, by using cobwebs, or perhaps the

minute platiria wires latelv made by the ingenious Dr.Wollaston,
give us great reason to hope, that with the zeal of our present

best observers much time will not elapse, before tiie ditiicultics

now met with in discovering the quantity of the refraction, will

in a great measure, if not wholly, be removed.
Of all the different forraulse that have hitherto been pubhshed,

B i it
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it docs not apjjear that any one of them at present will give the

true refraction nearer tluui about six or seven secouds at ten

degrees of altitude, and most of them reach to that extent with

the same limits of error. It is therefore unnecessary to have

recourse to the long and laborious methods that have been of-

fered, when more simple ones will effect the purpose with equal

exactness. Our attention should rather be directed to the

improvcmeut of some one of the number, that is easily com-
puted so as to extend its aj)plication and bring it to correspond

better in observations made at low altitudes. But if it should be

found that the law of its progression does not admit of being ex-

pressed by xiformula, we must endeavour to remedy the defect by

means of a /(//;/e, that will give its'quantity at all necessary intervals.

According to the theory published by Mr. Thomas Simpson,

in his Mathematical Dissertations, and further improved by Dr.

Bradley, which, with modern determinations of the coefficients, is

the one now most commonly used in Klngland, on account of its

simplicity, the equation for the astronomic refraction is

p X tang.(Z.D-7zr) x (l + A) x (-,^)
which is evidently of the indeterminate kind, since it contains

no less than four unknown quantities, that require to be disco-

vered from other sources. These are p, ;/, ?•, and m ; of which

the first, />, is the refraction at 45" of altitude of the object above

the horizon, taken at any given standard of temperature and
density of the atmosphere. The second, w, is some multiple of

the third, or mean refraction r, bv which the zenith distance of

the object is to be diminished before its tangent is taken out of

the tables.

From a comparison of the theory with some accurate obser-

vations lately taken, I have had reason to think that n is not

a constant multiplier of r, as has hitherto been supposed, but

that it varies, according to some function of the altitude of the

object above the horizon.

The fourtli of these unknown coefficients, in, is the expansion

of a volume of air, for each degree of ascent of Fahrenheit's

thermometer; and the bamc comparison abovementioned, in con-

junction with the latest and most exact experiments of two justly

celebrated modern chemists has also furnished some strong rea-

sons for doubting, whether the expansion for each degree of the

thermometer is the same for all states of temperature, from the

freezing to the boiling point.

This incjuiry may, perhaps, by some persons be deemed in-

teresting, as it points out a subject where the determinations

of the chemist are corroborated by those of the astronomer.

These <
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These two branches of philosophy are apparently very distinct

from each other, and separated bv boundaries that do not
at first sight appear even to approximate. It is therefore

pleasing to discover a case wherein one of them is capable of

affording assistance to tlie other; as it shows their mutual de-

pendence, and consequently the advantages of cultivating and
improving at the same time all the departments of human know-
ledge.

By consulting Dr. Thomson's valuable Treatise of Chemistry,
vol. i.

J). 494, on the expansion of atmospheric air, we read as

follows :

" From the experiments of Dalton and Gay-Lussac it ap-
pears that all gaseous bodies whatever undergo the same ex-
pansion by the same addition of heat, su])posing them placed
under similar circumstances. Gay-Lussac found that air by be-
ing heated from 32° to 212^, expanded from 1000 to 1375 parts

under a pressure =0*76 of a metre (= 29*92152 English inches).

Mr. Dalton found that 1000 parts of air, heated from 55° to

212^, expanded to 1325 parts. He found also, that the ex-
pansion of air is very nearly equable ; or that the same increase

of bulk takes place, by the same addition of caloric, at all dif-

ferent temperatures. The expansion from 55^ to 133|°, was
167 parts; and from 133f to 212 it was 158 parts. He has
also shown that the expansion of air follows a regular geometric
progression, if we suppose that mercury expands as the square
of the temperature from the freezing point : and he has rendered
it probable, that the expansion of water and mercury is as the

square of the temperatme of each, reckoning from their respec-

tive freezing points. He finds, if this law be supposed, that

the expansion of water and mercury corresponds: hence he in-

fers, that all liquids follow the same law ; or that they expand
as the scjuare of the temperature, from the freezing point of

each."

If we reduce tliese experiments to the same standard, and
then bring their results into one point of view, they will be as

follows

:

'

First ^''M. Gay-Lussac found that air by being heated from
82^ to 212° expanded from 1000 parts to 1375 parts. There-

fore for 180 degrees it expanded ^--— of the whole : consequently

^' ^^^= rd^= = 1 = Ti^ = 0-002083 the expansion for each

degree of the thermometer when taken throughout the whole
extent of the scale from the freezing to the boiling point.

Secondly: iMr. Dalton found that air when heated from 55"

lo 212= expanded from 1000 to 1325 parts: therefore, as

157:
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^^''•S''= ^ -'il^ = 0"^^^-^^^^^-^ t'^e expansion for that

part of tlie scale reckoninji; from 55'' to 212*^

Thirdly: Mr. Diilton found that when the air was heated from
55° to 133i only, it expanded from 1000 to 11()7 parts; con-

sequentlv as 78-5 : ,-^^^ :: I :
',"- = 0-002r2738S5 the expan-

* • lOO ) /^.jtiO *

sion for each degree of the scale from 55° to 133 j".

Fourthly: The same ingenious experimentalist found that for

an accession of heat from 133[ to 212' the increase of Indk was

from 1000 jto 1 158 parts; we have therefore as 78"5 : -^ : : 1 :

—-—
- =0-00201273885, the rate of expansion reaching from

I33-|to2r2: and by bringing these together for the purpose

of more easy comparison, we find that

From 55" to 133}, the rate of expansion is 0-002127389
32 to 212 0-002083333
55 to 212 0-002070064
133ito2r2 0-002012739

The greatest rate ofexpansion in this statement is 0-002127389,

and the temperature corresponding is lower than either of the

others, viz. from 55 to I33i. The least rate is 0-002012739;

and its corresponding temperature is from 133 ^ to 212, which
is the highest of all the four. Of the other two, that from 32
to 212 includes a lower part of the scale than the one reaching

from 55 to 212; and we find the rate of expansion is propor-

tionally greater. It therefore appears, that the rate of expan-

sion for the low temperatures is greater than that for the high

ones ; and consec'uently w, the coefficient of 5, in that part of

the foregoing theorem which depends on the heat of the atmo-

sphere, viz. : ought to be variable according to the dif-

ferent heights of the mercury in the thermometer.

Although the above table shows pretty clearly that the rate of

expansion is greater in the low temperatures than in the high,

yet there is not a sufficient number of them, nor are they made at

the proper intervals to enable us to compute the exact law of this

rate, for all degrees, from the freezing to t^ic boiling point, which
for the subject under consideration is very much to be desired.

These are the determinations of the chemists. Let us now
endeavour to discover how far they are corroborated by the ob-

eervations of the astronomer.

In the last communication which Mr. firoombrldge has fur-

nished us with, on the subject of refraction (Phil.Trans, for 18H),
if we arrange the values of ;?, determined by that gentleman,

according to the different states of the thermometer, omitting

those
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those that belong to very low aUitudes as they are materially

affected by other considerations they will be as follows

:

Therm.

32-

34
36
36
37
39
39

40
40
40
42
43
431

53
53
54
55

59

60
61

62

Values of n.

74129
59582
70809
65835
63439
64778
21379

62402
6244

1

65160
64000
63706
62255

63505
16032
35247
61333
49971
54668

54576
61064
55849

At 32' the value of w is .

.

32 to 40 omitting the last 39
From 32 to 40 including the last 39

40 to43i
53 to 60 omitting the second 53

53 to 60 including the second 53

60 to 62
A slight examination of the above values of n

us that there is an evident change from 32** to 60'

the preceding formula we omit the part

fx(l+A),
or consider it as being constant ; and take only
part of the expression, viz.

''(^^—)x(tt;.7)'

3-74129
3-66345
3-59922
3-63327
3 52945
3-46793

357163
will convince

. Now if in

the remaining

or.
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or, t,{ZD—7ir) X (l-7?iS),

and substitute for n and for fl their two extreme values taken from

the foregoing table of means, we shall have in one instance,

/, (Z£)-3-74r) X {\-m x 32),

and in the other,

t, {ZD— 3-47 r) X (I — 7« X 56), supposing the

formula made for temperature zero.

Now in these two equations, the lower the mercury is in the

thermometer, the greater is the value of n found to be : and

the higher it is on the contrary, the less is the value of n : but

to obtain the two values of ?i equal in the two equations, it is

evident that the multiplier m must be increased at 32, and di-

Tuinislied at 56 ; which seems to be a further and interesting

corroboration, of what was before stated, viz. that the rate of

expansion for the low temperatures is greater than that for the

high ones.

By carrying this mode of reasoning a little further, and sup-

posing in the two last equations, that the values of /, (ZD— wr)

are constant, it would in ^that case be evident, that the variations

of m would be inversely as the numbers 32 and 56 ; or that

the rate of expansion would be in the inverse proportion of the

height of the thermometer, provided the refraction and the rest

of the coefficients remained the same. But as this is not the

case, and the result thus obtained is far greater than is proved

by experiments, and also that the ratio of the two values of /«,

in the two equations, is considerably nearer a ratio of equality,

it follows that the value of n must also vary, and possibly, ac-

cording to some function of ZD, or the zenith distance of the

object.

The difficulty of determining the values of m, imder all tem-

peratures of the atmosphere, and of n at all altitudes, above the

horizon will, from this, become evident : and it shows that

thev can only be obtained bv some such method as that of the

least squares proposed by M. Lagrange", and from a long series

of observations taken at all periods of the year, in order to find

them for the whole extent of the ranges of the barometer and

thermometer.

Were all other circumstances to remain the same, and only

the value of m to change, We might easily obtain it in the fol-

lowing manner

:

The mean refraction r is to the apparent refraction ^ as 1 to

r, or r : g : : I + 7« 5 : 1 ; and therefore rz=q(\ + /wS ),
\ -\-vie

consequently m = — .-
; and by taking the different

New Metliod of determining the Orbits of Comets. Paris, 1800. 4tn.

values
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values of g and d, as found from the observations^ we may ob-
tain that of m for all heiglits of the mercury in the thermo-
meter.

With respect to the value of p, Mr. Delambre found it to

be G0*-lf)9S72" at 45 degrees of apparent altitude, when the

barometer stood at 29-.92152 English inches, and Fahrenheit's

thermometer at 32°, Mr. Groomhridge found it 58-132967"
at the same altitude, when the barometer was 29 60 English

inches, and the thermometer at 45',

To compare these two values of p together, it is necessary to

reduce one of them to the tenor of the other. Thus Mr. De-
lamhre's determination, when brought to the same state of the

atmosphere as that of Mr. Groombridge, will be

«9-''998'2- X ^^|£||,(^-^—_): = 58.333 U".

and Mr. Groombridge makes his 5S* 132967''; the difference

0*200 143" is small, and confirms the accuracy of the observations

of both ; vet small as it appears, it will very materially affect the

refractions from 87° downwards to the horizon.

It is much to be doubted, whether this theorem or anv other

can be brought to agree with the utmost exactness in all cases

witii tlie refraction observed at very low altitudes, and for the

following reasons

:

The ray P S in its progress through the atmosphere from the

star S to the observer P, has probably to encounter layers of air

of various temperatures and dcn-sities, which differ considerably

from that indicated by the barometer and thermometer fixed

up for use at P, the station of the observer; therefore, to be

enabled to form any just conjecture of the deviations which the

ray may have undergone, we ought to knovv the state of the at-

mosphere all the way from P to S ; or at least we ought to be

acquainted with the heat and density indicated by these two in-

struments along the surface of the earth, from the station of

the observer at P to Q, the point innnediately beneath the ob-

ject observed,

It
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It is well known that showers of rain often proceed in zones

along the surface of the earth, in various directions ; and should

this have taken place across any part of the arc P Q, a short

time previous to the observation being made, tlie evaporation

that follows, by producing a greater degree of cold, will cause

a considerable augmentation in the refractive power of the cir-

cumambient air.

A large surface of sand, situated any where along the arc P Q
will, by absorbing a considerable portion of heat from the sun's

rays, and afterwards continuing to restore it to the atmosphere,

longer than the neighbouring soils that have absorbed less, by

keeping up the rarefaction, bend the ray out of its course, in,

an opposite direction to that of the former cause.

A large wood or a marsh will also be the cause of deviation

in the trajectoiy of the ray: and all these actions on its course

will be the stronger the nearer it lies to the horizon, or in other

words the less the altitude of the object.

Mr. Delambre, in the excellent Treatise of Astronomy which

he has lately published, makes the following remarks on the re-

fraction at low altitudes.

" It follows f-om all this that Simpson's Formula and Brad-

ley's Table will not agree with the observations. There is an

error of about 8" at 821% and no known table will agree with

them. That of the Board of Longitude computed from Laplace's

formula, and on the value which I found for the constant quan-

tity a, (the refraction at 45° which is p of our formula) agrees

better, but the error is still from 2" to 'S'\

" I have already spoken of tlie vmcertaintv of observations of

refraction in the neighbourhood of the horizon. I have re-

marked, from one. day to the next, and in circumstances which

were the same in appearance, that the refraction would vary from

\h'' to 20'', without my being able to assign any cause ; but the

variations arc still more sensible in the horizon, as we may judge

from the following statement

:

Computed
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" 111 the observations of zenith distances of terrestrial ob-

jects, I have repeatedly noticed, that at the setting of the sun

the refraction increased from 2 minntcs to 2f minutes; so

that objects which were hid during the whole of the day, became
visible in the evening. (Soc Base du Syst. Aletr. Decimal, t. i.

pag. 157, 151), and 16.5). I have never seen that the state of

the hygrometer had anv sensible influence on the terrestrial re-

fraction; (ibid. ))age Kiti). Messrs. Laplace, Gay-Lnssac anrl

Biot have proved, that it docs not produce any change in the

astronomic refraction."

—

Delanihre' s Asir. torn. i. p. ^JlS.

It is therefore evident, that to complete the solution of this

problem much vet remains to be done. From the present view

of the subject, it would appear as if the best mode would be, to

take successive altitudes of objects with an accurate altitude

and azimuth instrument, from the times of their rising in the

ea'^tern part of the horizon, till they set in the western part,

giving the preference to those that pass the meridian nearest to

the horizon below the pole: and to repeat the observations at

various seasons of the year under a great variety of densities and
temperatures of the atmosphere. Each single observation should

be recorded, and not the mean of a number, as is usual for other

purposes in astronomy. They should be taken in as quick suc-

cession near the horizon as accuracy will admit; but higher up

a smaller number will be sutiicient. 1"he meridional altitude

should also be taken with great care above the ])ole when the

state of the weather is favourable_, as that will materially assist in

the calculation.

By this means, the latitude of the place being known, together

with the declination and azimuth of the object, or the time

when the observation was made, we may, by computation, ob-

tain its true altitude ; and the difference between this and the

observed altitude will be the refraction at that point. In

this manner, from a number of observations, we shall obtain

the refraction at every degree of altitude, from the horizon to

the zenith ; and taking them under different densities and tem-

peratures, we may by equations of condition, or the method

of the least squares, develop the whole, and assign, with the ut-

most accuracy, to each unknown tpiantity in the formula, its

due magnitude in all its variety of circumstances.

The method is, it must be acknowledged, very laborious, and

will require much time, both in making the observations and

in coniputing them; but the advantages which astronomy will

derive from an exact determination of this equation, are pro-

portionally gnat. Did the duties of my situation afford suffi-

cient leisure, and the smoke of London permit the observations

to be made, I should feel the utmost gratification in performing

this labour, tedious as it appears to be.
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Thus I have endeavoured to sliovv in what points tliis theorem
is defective, not with any view to depiociatc its vahic, but to af^sist

in rendering it more perf'cet. It is tlie n)ost ^ini])le one we Ijavc

:

and wl\en the four unknown coefficients hefoiementioned, can be

ascertained for all altitudes, densities and teinj)eratuies, a great

obstacle to iniprovement will be removed, and the future pro-

gress of astronomy much facilitated.

Ciuibl'b Hospital, Nov. 15, 1815.

VIII. On the Mc/allic Salts.

To Mr. Ti/loch.

Sir, — JL iseg leave to obtrude myself again on your notice, to

offer a few remarks on the metallic salts, in reply to the answer

of your correspondent H. (p. 21(), vol. xlvi,) to my paper (p. 44
same volume). Tliis I feel myself imj)clled to do, not only from

the importance of the subject, but from some statements which
M. has adiluced as unobjceiionable facts in support of the theory

contained in his former ))apcr. I'cfore I jTOceed, however, it

will be necessarv to define the import of the words Jree and
excess as hereafter used, philosophical discussions requiring a
strict adherence to terms. Indeed an omission of this kind has

])rodueed some degree of displeasure in vour correspondent, who
objects to mv using the words free and excels indiscriminately,

which alone should be attributed to the different opinions we
entertain of the subject. By acid in excels I mean, when the

superabundance of acid is chemically combined with the base,

and forms a constituent part of the salt. By free acid, when
mechanically united or only adheriuf^ to the salt.

The inquiry is, if an excess of aciil is really essential to tlie

existence of all metallic salts. The arguments on one side tend

to show that it is essential, because their solutions constantly

indicate acidity with the test ; on the oilier side it is maintained,

that although free acid mav, and in general appears to be ne-

cessary for solution, yet it is not re([iiircd for the existence of

tlie '<alt.

As I endeavoured to prove that solubility was increased by an
increase of acid, H. in his answer draws the conclusion that, if

such was the case, a salt would not be precipitated bv acid in

any proportion, and that the acid must be 4.he solvent. And he
alleges in opposition, that the greater jiroportion of free acid,

rather than render a metallic salt more soluble, will in most in-

stances precipitate it, and that the water alone was the solvent;

Vol. 47. No. 213. Jfl/^ 1816.
' C otherwise,
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otherwibe one substance would become alternately the solvent

and precipitant of" the salt.

Froii) the tenor of our papers it cannot be misconceived that

water wa» intended as the medium of solution, particularly as I

btated the acid as the agent promoting the solubility, not as dis-

solving the salt ; and those least accpiainted with chemistry are

fully satisfied that neither the salts, alkalies, nor even acids them-
selves are soluble without such medium.

H. evidently finds a ditliculty in the attempt to reconcile

the incongruity of one body assisting alternately tiie solution and
precipitation of a salt. With him I Jihoidd find some hesitation

in admitting the fact, unless it could be accounted for on ra-

tional principles: but we observe ammonia precipitating and
Tedissolving the metallic salts ; we observe likewise water sa-

turated with a salt beginning to crystallize,—the crystallization

proceeding to a certain point, and the water then redi-ssolving

the crystals deposited. It is needless here to enter into the

causes producing such effects, I merely wished to show that che-

mistry was not without facts of this kind. With respect to the

case under consideration, acid cannot be added to an unlimited

extent ; for upon the addition of too considerable a quantity the

salt may be deprived entirely of the water by superior affinity,

as Berthollet has clearly demonstrated.

The slight degree of acid, either in excess or free, which is

apparent l)y the test, unless suj)ported by other very powerful

proofs cannot be depended on as decisive: the test proving no
more than that ^-j,V,-o^lth or ^-g-'^-^dth part of the solution was acid,

which minute portion might possibly adhere to the crystals.

If a siifTicient quantity of acid existed in the salts to require

the preposition super, an effervescence on the affusion of water
and the addition of carbonated alkali, would be observed in-

variably; but which is seldom the case with the neutral salts

carefully procured. Besides, many crystallized salts, on the ad-

dition of water, divide into super- and sub-salts; the former solu-

ble, the latter insoluble or nearly so: and sometimes the at-

traction of the water for the acid is sufficiently strong in a de-

gree to overcome the attraction of the acid for the base ; either

of which might be given as a reason for the indication of

acidity.

The salts of lead are consplcDous as being generally insoluble,

owing probably to the great attraction between the aciil and
l)ase; and it has not been denied them, on that account, to

class with the neutrals, and they are soluble on the addition of

free acid. Not only an increase of the acid forming the salt,

but often the addition of a difl'crent acid, as the acetic acid to

tile
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the inuriat of lead, the nitric aciil to the siilphat of silver, &:c,,

promotes materially the solubility.

In support of II.'s assertion, that metallic salts are suj)er-salts

with excess of oxide, he instances the formation of sulphat of

iron ; and savs, that after the action ceases, if sufficient iron had
been introduced, part of it remains uncomhiued, and the solu-

tion acid; hut this arises, I conceive, from the want of contact

between the free acid and iron, the crystals as they form sur-

rounding it; and this, perhaps, is one rccison why sulphat of iron

is seldom obtained unmixed with the super-snlpliat.

He states also that acid is indicated on the application of the

test to a large crystal of sulphat of copper on breaking it. 1

never had the satisfaction of obtaining a large crystal of the

salt, and am inclined to suspect it nmre than ))roi)aL)le he might
try tb.e blue vitriol of connncice, whicli is well known to be a

super-salt, the neutral sul})hat being seldom, if ever, obtained

;

or, if he really tried a large crystal of the neutral sulphat, it is

not unlikely that a minute portion of acid might have been re-

tained in the interstices or between the laminse of the crystal.

Mv opinion is, that there can be no solution of a metallic salt

without acid either free or in excess, Fourcroy, as before ob-
served, noticed this, as well as Berguian and most other chemical

writers ; and as this superabundance always appeared on the

solution of the salt, or was required to be added to enable the

salt to dissolve, it is natural to conclude that it is essential either

to the existence or to the solution of the salt. I am inclined

to adopt the latter opinion.

Were the reasons i)efore stated insufticient, I think the doc-

trine of Dalton decisive in favour of the existing theory. From
the mean of the most correct analysis, it appears that the binary

and ternary saks are composed of an equal number of atoms of

base and acid, or the one a multi))le of the other, whether al-

kaline, earthy, or metallic ; and that, with very few exceptions, the

neutral salts contain an c([ual number of atoms of base and acid,

and in the super- aud sub-salts the acid or base is a multiple of

the other respectively ; a coincidence so strong, and in my judge-

ment so conclusive, that if a minute quantity of acid can be de-

tected in a neutral salt, it can only be considered in ayree state,

and by no means a constituent part of the salt.

I ani, sir.

Most obediently yojirs.

Stoke Newington, Jan. 1, lol(J. G. S.

C 2 IX. On
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IX. On the dispersive Power of the Atmosphere', and its Effect
on astronomical ObservatioJis. By Sif.phen Lf.e, Clerk and
Lilrarian to the Rvynl Societi/. Communicated by W. H.
WoLLAsroN, M.D. Sec.B.S*-

lOTwiTHSTANDiNG the paiiis wliifh astronomers have taken

to determine aecurately tlie refraction of mixed light, nothing,

I believe, has ever been done towards ascertaining the dispersive

power of common air, or comparative degree of refrangibility

of the differently coloured rays in their passage through our at-

mosphere.

The importance of such an inquiry, however, must be obvious

to every one who duly considers the effect which tlie different

degrees of refrangil)ility of the variously coloured lights must
necessarily produce in the apparent situations of differently-co-

loured objects. Stars of different colours must be differently re-

fracted, and the apparent altitude of the sun must vary accord-

ing to the colour of the dark glass through which he is viewed.

Perliaps this cause alone is sufficient to explain the disagree-

ment which is found to exist between the latitude of a place de-

duced from observations of circumpolar stars, and that deduced
from observations of the sun during the solstices, which has so

long occupied the attention of astronomers, and has never yet

been satisfactorily accounted forf

.

The dispersive power of the atmosphere will also show wliv

Aldebaran and the red stars are sometimes seen projected on
the moon's disk in occultations by that planet, especially when
the immersion or emersion happens to be near her upper limb.

For the light of the moon being white, is more refracted than

that of the star, and consequently her limb more elevated, which
would occasion the star to appear within her disk a few seconds
before or after contact |.

The great disagreement which is found to exist in the decli-

nation of several of the fixed stars, as given by different ob-
servers, may probably be traced to the same cause, stars being
more or less refracted according to the predominant colour of

which their light is comnosed.
That the fixed stars differ from each other in respect to the

compo.sition of their light, must be obvious to any one who will

* Fioni ihc Pliiloscipliiral Transactions for \^\h, jtart ii.

t Vide Mr. I'iarzi's iMcinoir on theObiiquity of llie Ecliptic, in the Me-
moirs ot tlio S.'Cirta I/n/iaiia, vol. xi.

t Vide Pliilosopliical 'I'lansartions, vol. Ixxxiv. p. S-15. Jlistoire Celesfr

Franraisr, toni. i, p. ^JQS, 403, 413, 4C>5, 428, 407, nud Connois!<a-ice dex

Ttiniis fur lU 1 1,

onlv
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oiily take the trouble of comparing them on a fine night. They
present a striking variety of colour even to the naked eye. But
this difference becomes still more perceptible when they are

viewed through a prism properly adapted to the eye-piece of a
reflecting telescope.

A star viewed in this manner is converted into a prismatic

spectrum. Sirius and the brilliant white stars exhibit a large

brush of Ijeautiful violet, and the most refrangible colours iu

great abundance. Aldebaran, a Orionis, and the red stars show
only a small proportion of those colours, whilst the dull wliite

stars exhibit a great cjuantity of intense green light.

The planets also diiFer much from each other in this respect.

The moon, Venus, and Jupiter, seem to possess every colour

;

but the green is very pule in all of them. Mercury and Mars
appear deficient in the middle and most refrangible rays, whilst

the light of Saturn seems to be composed principally of the

meau rays with a very small j)roportion of the extreme colours

of the prism ^.

The different refrangibility of the differently coloured rays is

very visible in stars near the horizon. If viewed on a fine night

with a power of 200 and upwards, they appear expanded into a

prismatic spectrum, Sirius, when within a few degrees of the

horizon, presents a most beautiful object.

Having remarked the very oblong figure which the spectrum
assumes when near the horizon, and found from repeated obser-

vations of different stars that the separation of light begins to be
visible as high as 40^ or 50^ of altitude, I was led lo believe that

the dispersive power of the atmosphere must be sufficient, in

many cases, to produce considerable effect on astronomical ob-
servations ; and, consequently, to suppose that it would be de-

sirable to ascertain, if possible, the exact degree of separation

of the several raysf.

With this view, therefore, I began a series of observations
;

the result of which, and the manner of conducting tliem, I shall

iiow take the liberty of laying before the Society.

* Query. May not tliis circumstance explain wliy Saturn, tliough less

brilliant, bears inagiiifying better tliaii Jupiter and Venus !

f Dv. Herschel, in a note to his paper on Double Stars, publisberl in

the seventy-fifth volume of the Philosophical Transactions, says that the

prismatic power of the atmospliere is \'ery visible in low stars; and vtry

justly observes that this power ought not to be overlooked in delicate and
low observations: he gives the measure of two diameters of s Sagittarii,

which seem to indicate tdat the refraction of the extreme rays is about

-jjr -|-, the mean redaction. I think it due to that great astronomer to

mention the circumstance, tliough it uas totally unknown to me till long

a^"tcr I iiad completed my observations on JNIars.

C 3 The
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The first instniiiiciit employed for the pur|)o>e with any de-

gree of satisfaction, was the t-.vo-fcet reflector made by Mr.
Short, and which bclojigs to the Royal Society. In the com-
j)onnd focus of the eye-piece of this telescope, I fixed horizon-

talli/ a narrow slip of ivory. With the instrument thus ])re-

pared, I observed Capella, and other- low stars near the meri-

dian. Bv carefully noticing- the intervals of time between the

first contact and total inmiersion, and between the first ap])ear-

ance and complete emersion of the star from behind the slip of

ivory, I obtained data from which it was easy to calculate its

vertical breadth, which, comjjared by estimation with its hori-

zontal breadth, gave the separation of the extreme rays of light.

It was im))ossible, however, to remain long satisfied with

such coarse measure«^, and not finding it convenient to go to

much expense on this account, I applied to my friend Mr.
lleunie for the loan of his seven-feet reflector made by Dr.

Ilerschel, to wliich I ada[)tcd a very excellent wire micrometer

made by Mr. Troughton ; and thus^ by the kind assistance of

ray friends, I obtained instruments cajjable of measuring small

angles to the fraction of a second of sj)ace.

With this apparatus I repeatedly measured the diameter of

Mars during his opposition in ISl.'i. The Society's apartments

being well situated for tlie purpose, I observed the planet as

soon as he became visible over the buildings, until he attained

his meridian altitude, which never exceeded lo".

With a power of 17^ and upwards, the disk of the planet ap-

peared much elongated, especially when near the horizon ; the

upper limb was of a fine blue, the lower limb of a deep red.

By carefully measuring the diameter of Mars and the breadth

of the coloured edges, I endeavoured to ascertain, as exactly as

possible, the degree of separation of the differently coloured

images of the planet.

But after all it was no easy matter to measure the coloured

edges exactly, for the light which was necessary to illuminate

the wires, rendered the colours so very faint as to make it ex-

tremely difficult to distinguish ftieir precise boiuidaries. For
this reason, and becau>c I wished to apply higher powers than
could be used with the micrometer, 1 adopted tlie following

method, which I found far more convenient, and is, I believe,

quite as accurate.

1 drew on a sheet of paper several figures of two equal circles

cutting each other, placing the centres of the circles in the first

figure (Plate I.) y'^th of their radius from each other; in the se-

cond figure T^j^ths ; in the third ^V^hs ; and so on. The upper
crescent of these figures I painted blue, the lower crescent red,

and
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and the part common to both circles of a reddish yellow, soften-

ing the colours info each other as they appeared in the planet.

For I considered that, in fact, it was not a single image of Mars
that was seen, but a number of differently coloured images,

lying in" the same direction, though lifted one above another, as

represented in the annexed figures.

Having prepared a number of these drawings, I repeatedly

compared them with the planet viewed through the telescope

with different magnifving powers, carefully noting which figure

he most resembled, and the time of observation.

This being done, it was easy to calculate the exact altitude

from the time of observation, and to make a very near estimate

of the separation of the images from the figure referred to, com*
pared with the diameter of the planet found by the micrometer.

From a great number of observations on Mars, Venus, and
the fixed stars, taken in all these different ways, I found the de-

viation of the extreme ravs of light to be between --^ih and -^-L^th

})art of the total refraction.

It has already been observed, that the disagreement which is

found to exist betv/een the latitude of a place deduced from ob-

servations of circuinpolar stars, and that from observations of

the sun, mav perhaps be traced to the use of dark glasses. But
this will appear more evidently from a reference to the method
enij;ioyed by Dr. Bradley for determining the quantity of re-

fraction, which method is very clearly described by Dr. Maske-
lyne in the seventy-seventh volume of the Philosophical Trans-

actions. He savs.

That Dr. Bradley got the height of the pole from observations

of the circumpolar stars, and the height of the equator from
observations of the sun at the two equinoxes ; that he found

these two altitudes together amounted to 89", 58', 3'^, which
being subtracted from 90^, leaves V. aV, for the sum of the

refractions at the pole and equator ; and that of this quantity

he assigned 45|" to the former, and 1\\" to the latter.

But Dr. Bradley undoubtedly made use of dark glasses for

observing the sun, probably smoked glasses, which would give

C 4 him
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liiin a pale orange-colouicd iniajj^e, or one of less than mean rc-

fiaiv^ibility; cou'-ccjuentiy, the <juantity of refraction as found
by Dr. Bradley must be too small for white light.

This alone is sufficient to protluce a small difJerence between
the results of our observations of the sun and of the stars. I

shall now mention two other circumstances wiiich aj))jear to me
to have produccfl a still greater apparent disagreement.
The publication of the Nautical Almanack in 17<»7, led to the

general use of Hadlcy's sextant. In the construction of this

instrument, coloured glasses were indispcnsibly necessary; and
the great convenience in the use of them over smoked glasses,

soon occasioned the apjjJication of them to all other instruments.

These gla-^ses g'jnorallv give a deep-red image, or one of less re-

frangibility than f;mokcd glass. The effect of this alteration,

theretorc, should have been, that arising from too great correc-

tion for refraction in every thing depending on observations of

the sun.

The introduction of achromatic object-glasses* produced an
error of a different kind ; and one which, in certain cases, tends

to correct the other. In the single object-glass telescope (and
there were no others in Bradley's time) the differently coloured

images are formed at different focal distances, which, in a man-
ner, compels the observer to ailju-.t his instrutncnl to the most
intensL^ lig'^t ; that is to sav, to the orange-coloured f image ; by
this means the fainter colours, which occupv the greatest space

in the spectrum +, are dissipated, and lost among the more power-
ful rays. In good achromatic telescopes the case is very dif-

ferent, for all the rays being collected by them into one point,

every colour is seen in its proper place ; so that the observer, in

bisecting the spectrum, takes the altitude of the mean, or the

upper extremity of the green image.

But if the iipjjer extrensitv of the green image be taken in

observations of circumpolar starr., a greatej- correction than Dr.
Bradley's ought to be applied, in order to get the true height of

the pole.

It may not be amiss to observe here, that the observations of

Mr. Lai !ude at Paris, show a greater disat^rcement than those

at Greenwich
; and the observations of Mr. Piazzi at Palermo,

a still greater than those of Mr. Lalande. This, I appreliend,

must arise partly from the lesser elevation of the pole in those

places, and partly from the fainter colours in the stellar spectra

* An acliionatic oljcct-{i!as3 was first applird to the soutli quadrant at
Grcciuvicli ill 177'J, and to the iinrtli quadrant in 1789.

t \'ide Netvton's. Optic*, book F. part i. prop. vii.

I Ibid, book I, pari i'. prop, iii.

being
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being more distinctlv visible in the clear atinospheres of France

and Italy than in England.

It should seem then, that in order to get a perfect kiiowledge

of astronomical refraction, we ought to employ at least three

different methods of investigation. 1st. By observations of the "

fixed stars during the night, when all the jnisniatic colours are

visible. 2dly. Bv observations of the stars during the day,

when none but the orange-coloured rays are to be seen. And
Sdly. By observations T)f the sun with different coloured glasses.

By these means we might liope to obtain such an accurate know-

ledge of atmospheric refraction as would enable us to form tables

adapted to every possible circumstance.

But I must not take up the time of the Society by any addi-

tional observations. It is in vain for me to pursue the subject

any further, in a situation so ill-adapted to astronomical obser-

vations as Somerset Place : I shall therefore resign the task to

those who are more favourably placed in this respect, and who
possess instruments better calculated for an investigation which

reqixires so much accuracy.

X. A Geological Sketch of a Part of Cumberland and West-
moreland. By A Correspondent.

JL HE geology of Great Britain has of late years become an ob-

ject of considerable attention, and much has been done in ac-

quiring a knowledge of the different rocks, their relative position,

and the extent they occupy on the surface,—more especially in

the south of England, where the different formations appear to

have been described with as much accuracy as the present state

of our knowledge of the subject will admit. In the nortlicru

counties, however, little has been done except so far as regards

the Newcastle coal-formation, and the metalliferotis rocks of the

Cross Fell range of mountains ; and although the counties of

(/Umbcrland and Westmoreland have been fretpiently visited l)y

very eminent mineralogists, and some attempts luive been made
in describing their geology

;
yet from the multiplicity of forma-

tions they contain, these formations occurring in such detached

and insulated patches, and the very great difficulty in investi-

gating and ascertaining their relative positions, we must consi-

der our knowledge of the physical structure of these counties as

still very imperfect. As this knowledge can only be accjuired by

the united efforts of a number of individuals, I take the liberty

of offering to this Society*, the following notices of some rocks

* The Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcasde.
which
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which sccin hitherto to have escaped the attention of mineralo-

gists. Tlie Cross Fell range of mountains is composed of lime-

stone, sandstone, slate-clay, coal and greenstone ; the dij) of the

strata is towards the south-east, the mountains are very preci-

pitous towarfls the west, and generally rest upon the old red

sandstone; but tiiat this is not always the case, the following

facts will prove. At the foot of the Cross Fell range towards

the west, a series of small conical hills make their apijcarance,

which 1 have traced from beside Helton near Brough in West-
moreland, to the boundary of the county of Cumberland, a di-

stance of al)Out twelve miles ; but the base of these hills is no
where more than three quarters of a mile in breadth. From the

ohserviitions of Professor Ruckland, of whicli a ihort notice was
published in Thomson's Annals, it appears that those hills, or at

least the rocks which compose them, extend considerably further

north, at least as far as Melmerby in Cumberland ; but this was
unknown to me at the time I examined this neighbourhood.

These hills or pikes, as they are called in the county, are com-
posed of greenstone, grau-wackc and grau-wacke slate j and on
the north side of Dulton pike, which is the central one, granite

is found.

These primitive and transition rocks do not form a continued

Fine, but are interrupted by the red sandstone which nearly sur-

rounds the hills or pikes, till it almost comc-s in contact with the

limestone rocks : but although I have seen these rocks on the

surface at the distance of not more than 60 yards from each

other, I have never been able to find their junction, nor to sa-

tisfy myself as to their relative positions. At Dufton there is a
very good section of the junction of the metalliferous rocks with

the grau-wacke. The limestone, &c. ih approaching the older

rocks, vary from their nearly horizontal position, and rise towards

the west at an angle of about 45° against the side of Duftou
])ike ; and on the other side of the pike we find the red sand-

stone dip})ing towards the west. On Dufton pike both the

granite antl grau-wacke have been quarried for the purpose of

repairing the roads.

At Warcop the grau-wacke is covered by a very singular

limestone, some strata of which are so full of fragments of

quartz, that at first sight I took it for an alternation of grau-
wacke with limestone. The other strata arc, however, compact,
resembling basalt with small spangles of mica interspersed, and
there is one of oolite; the dip of this limestone is to the west,

at an angle of 10^ or 12'% and its outgoings are coveretl bv the

metalliferous rocks, which, as is always the case in this neigh-

bourhood upon their coming near tlio older rocks, have their in-

' clination
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clinatlon increased; but the increase here is very great, making
an angle of not less than 70" with the horizon. This limestone

is not more than half a mile in breadth, when the red sandstone

is found in nearly a conformable position, and apjoears to rest

upon the limestone; but of this I am not certain, as I could not

see these rocks in contact. I am inclined to consider this lime-

stone as belonging to the transition class, although I am aware

that it will be objected to, on account of its having beds of oolite,

which is always considered as belonging to the newest fl(jetz.

I am afraid we fetter ourselves too much by considering certain

fossils as belonging exclusively to certain classes of rocks, by
wliich means many encrusting fossils are overlooked. Mr. Bigg
-found asbestus iu greenstone at Melmerby Scar, and 1 have lately

found the same substance forming veins in Iransition greenstone

in the neighbourhood of Keswick:—now this mineral is always

described as belonging only to serpentine rocks. I found car-

bonate of strontian in the basalt of the Giant's Causeway, and
this substance is said only to belong to primitive mountains.

It is now about twelve years ago since I first observed granite

on Skiddaw and Saddleback, since when it has beeji frequently

visited ; but its relation with the other rocks composing these

mountains not having been ascertained, 1 was induced to ex-

amine them this summer. The granite is found in the bed of

the rivulet which separates these mountains, and extends north-

ward across the river Calduo to Carrick Fell ; it is rather small-

grained, composed of white felspar, quartz, and grayish mica.

The summits of Skiddaw and Saddleback are clay-slate and
hornblende-slate in alternate beds, dipping to the south at an
angle of about 60", and resting immediately on the granite; but

on Carrick Fell this rock is covered by gneiss, the felspar of

which is of a grayish-white colour; the mica abundant, but in

minute scales ; so that this rock might be mistaken for a thin

slaty micaceous sandstone, were it not sulficieiitlv chararcterized

by the felspar. The gneiss is again covered by mica-.^late, which
b.ecoming mixed with hornblende, passes into hornblende-shite,

thus proving the hornblende-slate, and consequently the cla\-

slate, to be of the same formation as the mica-slate. On the

other part of Carrick Fell, the mica-slate is covered by sienite,

wliich forms nearly the w^hole of the mountains of Carrick and
Caldbeck Fells. This sienite varies very much in its appearance :

the first rock of it we meet with is verv small grained, consisting

of reddish felspar-quartz, and very little green hornblende; after

that a beautifiil large-grained variety is found; the felspar white
with black hornblende, the crystals of which are frequently

)iearly an inch in length. As we proceed northward the horn-

blende •/<
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blende increases in quantity, and the sienite passes by almost

imperceptible gradations into a compact greenish-black green-

stone ; and on the summit of Higii-pike this greenstone forms

the basis of an elegant porphyry with crystals of green felspar

resembling the antique porphyry. Near High-pike a strong

east and west vein is wrought for lead ; but, from the hardness

of the rock and the difficulty of se])arating the numerous ores, I

am afraid not to much advantage. The vein stones in this mine
are quartz and sulphate of barytes, often so internately mixed
as to form a very singular stone. The ores are sulphuret of

lead,- carbonate of lead, and pliosphate of lead*, blende, copper-

pyrites, grey copper ore, green and blue copper ore, and ma-
lachite. I'he galena is antimonial, and is very rich in silver,

yielding in the refining furnace about GO ounces in the ton. I

traced this vein westward for about three miles to a place called

Silver Gill, where there is a very fine section of it on the sur-

face ; it is about three fathoms wide and hades to the north at

an angle of about 65". There is a tradition in the county, that

at this place a rich silver mine was wrought in the time of

queen Elizabeth, and certain it is that there are remains of very

extensive workings. An attempt has been made la«t spring to

recover this mine, for which purpose a trench has been cut across

the direction of the vein so as to bore the rock ; and although

this trench is not more than 200 yards from the old works, the

vein has not been found. The cause of failure is, that the sienite

is here covered by grau-waeke slate, into whicli the vein docs

not penetrate: this is different from what has been observed in

Cornwall, where the veins traverse both the granite and grau-

wacke slate; and I consider it as an interesting fact, siuce it bO

decidedly marks tlie difference between these rock^. The clay-

slate and hornblende shite on the sunnnits of Skiddaw and Sad-
dleljack, with the granite gneiss and mica-slate, and the sienite

of Carrick and Caldbeck Fells, must therefore belong to the pri-

mitive class of rocks ; whilst the grau-wacke and grau-wacke
slate which entirely surrounds these mountains are transition

rocks. Some other veins have been wrought for copper in the

sienite, hut not to any great extent; nor do they appear to be of

much value. Near Hiitfield Hall is a vein containing the oxides

of titanium and iron (the titan-eisan of the Germans) ;—By the

bye, Why is this fossil not described in any mineralogical work ?

* I fi)uiul one specimen wliich I believe to be muriate of lead; it lias

the follo\vmi; characters :— Crystal, a rcctangiiiar prism; colour, nravish-<

white ; lustre, hij^iily resplciuJciit a(laiiiaiitiiic,!nucli superior to carbonate of
lead ; hardness superior to carhniiat of lead. Not wishiii;; to injure the

?ptcimcii, I am not able to give any otiicr of its diaiactcr*.

Mr.
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Mr. Sheffield discovered molybdina in the same neighbourhood;

and I found a very well defined specimen of uolfram on ciuartz

in the bed of the river Galduo.

The coal-formation of Whitehaven is covered at St. Bees

Head by a curious bituminous clay, formed, as it were, of a
number of hollow cones inserted into each other, till a coluir.n is

formed whose length (about a foot) is equal to the thickness of

the stratum, and bv the lateral aggregation of these columns tlie

whole bed is formed : over this is a limestone containing mag-
aiesia and iron, and exactly resembling some of the dark-co-

loured more compact beds at Whitby. Above this is a red

sandstone, connected with which is clay, marl, and gypsum. Thus
a beautiful uniformitv exists on the two sides of the island: for

if we suppose the limestone, &:c. of the neighbourhood of Cocker-

niOL'th to accord with the metalliferous rocks of Ahton .Moor,

the Whitehaven coal-formation with that of Newcastle, tl>e

magnesian limestone of St. Bees with the Sunderland limestone,

and the red sandstone with that of the Tees,—we have the series

complete. Notwithstanding the opinion of Professor Kidd, that

our rocks are in a state of absolute confusion, I think I could

show that our rocks, though numerous and occurring in small

compass, are remarkably regular in their relations : but it would
be leading me too far from the object of this paper, which is

merely intended as a notice of some rocks v/hich have lately

fallen under mv observation.

XI. Specimen of a new Nomenclature for Meteorological

Science. By Tiiomas Forstej^, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — J. HE propensity which the English writers have to bor-

row from other languages terms used technically in the sciences,

renders their works so very difficult to be understood bv tho^^e

who do not understand the languages from which the v.ords are

derived. Besides which, their habit of borrowing word'^ h.as a

tendency to obliterate the distinctive characters of different

tongues, and has already made the P2nglish a motley and unphi-

losophical group of exotic words, which one might well suppose

had sprung from the confusion of Babel. It is my intention to

construct a scientific nomenclature (entirely out of our own lan-

guage, or its mother-tongue the Saxon), and to adopt it in

niv journals of meteorologv. 1 subjoin at present only a few

technical names, which I shall henceforward use, and which I

have aheadv made, partly from the consideration above alluded

to, and partly from having been repeatedly deoircd by arcisls

and
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and others who have made use of Mr, Howard's paper on the

Clouds, and of my hxst Essay on Atmospheric Phienouicna, in

order to depict more accurately clouds, &;c. and to make an

English nomenclature, as many persons unaccustomed to Latin

could not retain liic distinctions of the Latin nomenclatures in

their memories. The Latin terms for clouds, ori!4;innlly made by
L. Ilouaril, are very uselul in descriptions in Latin, and in

those wliicli arc to go abroad, or uhich are for scientilie persons

only; and should, 1 think, he inserted with the others. But we
ought to use terms of science constructed out of the language in

which that science is treated of.— I subjoin the following names
for clouds, substituted for the former ones, and others substi-

tuted for those which I ccmstructed from the Latin for halos

and other pha^nomena made by refraction ; and shall proceed in

future to a more extended nomenclature for other terms of me-
teorological science.

Cirrus, or Curixloud. I proj}ose to call this the curlcloud,

from its constant tendency to assume the fibrous and flexible

forms. It is bent and curled in all directions^ and curlcloud

comes nearest to its old name cirrus, of which cirniliis and curl

are diminutives.

CiRHOci MiJLUs, or SoNDKRCi.ouD, i.e. cloud consisting- of

an aggregate of clouds asunder (from A. S. sond, Old Eng. a-

sondcr and sonder) : the distinguishing marks of this cloud

being that of separate orbs aggregated together, and the change
to this cloud from others is a separation of continuity into par-

ticules.

CiRRosTRATUs, or Waneci.oud. The constantly evanescent

state of this cloud in all its forms suggests this name. It is al-

ways subsiding or altering its form, or ivaning, a verb now not

so nuich used as formerly, and which comes from the Anglo-

Saxon Fynigean, evanesctre ; \\hcnce also our words to faint,

feint, &c.

Cumulus, or Stackencj.oud, i.e. stackt cloud, from being

piled or heaped up ; to stack being a known verb for piling up.

The participial termination en gives the word a pleasanter sound
then stnckcloud.

Stratus, or Fallcloud, being the subsidence or falling of

the aqueous particles in the evening, I first thought of even-

cloud, corresj)onding to the German ahcndivulke ; but that is

not definite enough, as many clouds become evening clouds.

Cumuj.ostratus, or T\VAiN( j.oud: being the visible result

often of the coalescence of two modifications (oupposcd with

opposite electricities) and when it forms ])rimarily a similar union

being conjectured of particules separately electrified as soon as

formed.

Nimbus,
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Nimbus, or Raincloud, may be subdivided, and described

shortly, as stormclovd, tfumdercloiidj &c.

Halos will be called Moonri>gs, Sunrings, &c.

Coronas will be called Mooncrovvns, &c. But I give this

merely as an imperfect specimen of the nomenclature I am
niakinj^, and which I shall publish and give in your Magazine iii

a short time : meanwhile I shall adopt these words of Saxon de-

rivation in my journal, and give an explanation in the notes to

those not inserted here.

I am, &c.
Thomas Forster.

XII. On the Injluence of theAtmosphere on the Electro-Galvanic

Column of M. De Luc. By Mr, J. Tatum.

To Mr. Tilloch,

Sir,— iVj.TiiouGH various accounts of Mr. De Luc's electrical

column have appeared in your Magazine, I do not recollect tliat

any journal of its action as connected with atmospherical in-

fluence has yet appeared. Having long observed the very con-

siderable alteration Avhich every thermometrical change in the

atmosphere produced on the operation of this instrument, I

determined on keeping a regular journal, and noticing its cor-

responding change with those indicated by the barometer, ther-

mometer, De Luc's hygrometer, and the direction of the wind.

The results of my observations as deduced from my daily register

of those instruments have convinced me that the greatest changes

in the oscillations of the ball on De Luc's columns are chieflv,

if not entirely owing to the increased temperature of the at-

mosphere, and not to its moisture, as some of my philosophical

friends had supposed. By the following extract of my journal,

it appears that when the thermometer was 52" and hygrometer
81", the ball of the columns oscillated only 248 times in a mi-
nute; but when the thermometer was 5G^ and the hygrometer

50% it oscillated 284 times; a satisfactory proof that the heat

and not tlie moisture of the atmosphere increased the action of the

instrument. In the latter case, I had removed the instrument

to the gallery of my lecture-room, where the thermometer was
14" higher, and the hygrometer 5*^ drier than at the place from
whence it was removed.

It is proper also to add, that from the 1st till tlie ISth of tb.e

month the thermometer and hygrometer were not in the same
apartment with the electrical columns, a circumstance which
iniiy have occabioned some diiTerence iu the results. Since that

period
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period tlie whole apparatus has been inclosed logetlier in a

glass case, where all experience the same atmospheric influence.

As mv columns are constructed ;^imi!ar to those already de-

scrilied in your Magazine, it will be unnecessary to describe them
any further than to say that the diameter of the balls is 2*05

inches, their distance from each other (J'38, and the diameter of

the gold ball 0*4 inches. I have constructed scvcial other co-

lunms of different diameters; and from a compari->on of one

which is only 0*53 of an inch in diameter with one which is

0"7(j of an inch (and by which this register is kept), I am in-

clined to believe that the power of the instrument is very little

increased by the dian.eter of the plates, but that it regularly in-

creases with their number. But, as I am engaged in making
other columirs of different construction and diameter, 1 shall

boou be enabled to speak more decisively on this head.

Date.
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XIII. Description of a Gas Laynp for Coal-Mines, invented
ly Mr. E. Cauteh, of Exeter. Commu7iicaltd in a Letter

from Mr. Cartek to Sir 11. Davy*.
rr-y Fxrter, Dec. 27, 1B15.

Sir, — 1 HE maiiy shocking accounts of accidents in coal-nunes
from the explosion of gas, induced nne (no doubt with many
others) to consider some means of preventing such dreadful ac-
cidents. I'he contrivance of a lantern that might be kept as it

were insulated from the atmosphere of tlie mine, appeared the
most likely mode of preventing exj)losiGn ; and I thouglit mine,
of which I have subjoined a sketch, would fully answer the pur-
pose. W'hcn I was about sending this to the Editor of The Phi-
losophical Magazine, your experiments and very learned obser-

vations on the subject, and very ingenious contrivance of a safety-

lantern, appeared in that work ; the excellence of which in sim-
plicity and portability rendered it mmecessary^ I thought, for

rne to say any thing respecting mine. However, on reconsider-

ing the matter, I am induced to think that the coal-mines may
be lighted with much advantage, in point of expense, with gas,

as the mateiial for its production rises on the spot. My first

plan was intended for burning oil, and the addition of the pipe
for conducting gas is the only alteration made.
The pipes a and b are main pipes, the one to conduct gas from

the gasometer, the other to bring a supply of air to maintain

,, , ^ * Communicated by Sir H, Davy to die Editor.
\oI.47. No. 213. Jan. ISIG. D the
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the combustion: the aii-))i|)c to l)e kept full by the degree of

pressure that may be found rccjuisite from Lellous kept ir\ me-
tion by the steam-cngiur ; the bize of the bellows to be jjro-

portioned to the number of lii;hts that are to be fed. The lan-

tern shoultl be made perfeciiy air-tight, the crown of which

should terminate, as represented in tlie sketch, by a tube im-

mersed in water contained in the ba^in c. The air vitiated l)y

combustion would run into the tube and be forced through the

water by the pressure of air from the bellows. On one side of

the lantern hangs an air-tig!it glove fastened round a hole suf-

ficiently large to arlmit a man's hand; and on the same side is

a ease of matches and a bottle whicli may be ignited without

air escaping from the lantern, or finding its way into the lantern

from the mine. The aperture for tlic hand rnav be further se-

cured bv a door on the outside, d is an enlarged sketch of the

gas-burner and air-pipe v.^hich may be united with the lanteni

by the screw e.

Should this contrivance be founded on erroneous principles,^

which a very limited knowledge of science makes me doubtful

of, I hope that I shall be forgiven this intrusion, and that an

attempt to be useful will, with Sir Humphry Davy, be sufficient

apology for any liberty of this nature.

I am, sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

E. Carter.
To Sir H. Davy, &c. tifc. &!c.

*^* The idea of the ^' air-tight glove," suggested by Mr.
Carter, deserves the attention of the mine-owners, as it furnishes

a mean for relighting the lamp when extinguished, without any

danger of an explosion.

—

Note iy Sir H. Davy.

XIV. Notices respectirig Neiv Books.

On the Fire-damp of Coal-mines, from the Philosophical

Tranuutions of the Royal Society. JJllh an Aduertisement
containing an ykcouut of an Invention for lighting the

]\linei and consuming the Fire-damp without Danaer to the

Miner. By Sir Humi'hry Davy, LL.D. F.R^S. P.R.L
8vo.

-OiR H. Davy has published in an octavo form, the paj^er read

before the Royal Society, inserted in our last number. The
publication is |)rcfaced with the following advertisement, which
deserves to be very generally made known, as it describes a dis-

covery
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tovery made by Sir Humphry, since the reading of his paper,

which may be considered as an invention even more important

than that t'orniioi; the sul)ject of the paper itself.

This publication has the fr)Uo\ving dedication :

** To th? Lord Bishop of Durham, who has taken that warm
interest in the subject of these pages which might have been
expected from his exalted benevolence,

" They are dedicated as a testimony of the respect and at-

taclnnent of the author.

^' ADVKRTISEMENT.
'' It is impossible to converse with persons in the neighbour-

hood of the collieries where explosions have happened from the

fire-damp, and not to be strongly affected by the accounts they

give of the destruction of human life and the variety of human
misery produced by these dreadful accidents. By a single ex-

plosion in the Fellino; colliery* 94 persons were destroyed, and
nearly as many families plunged into deep distress ; and the

frequency of the (/i:cin-rence of these catastrophes, notwith-

standing the improvements in the ventilation of the mines, and
the continued activity of the persons concerned in the care of

the works, had almost produced a feeling of despair in the

minds of many benevolent persons, as to the possibility of finding

a remedy sufficiently simple and oeconomical to be used in the

mines ; and when I first turned my attention to the inquiry, it

was rather with a faint hope than a strong expectation of dis-

covering in the resources of chemistry means of securing the

miner from the effects of the fire-damp.
" On considering the subject before I was acquainted with the

nature of the gas, the simple method oi burning a lamp in a pneu-

matic apparatus supplied with air through water occurred to me, as

it probably has to every one versed in chemistry; but I found, o!i

inquiry, that this idea had been long ago put into execution by

Dr. Clanny, and published, whilst I was absent from England,

in tlie Philosophical Transactions. Dr. Clanuy showed me his

lamp at Bishop Wearmouth, after I had made some inquiries as

to the state of the mines. It apj)eared to m.e ingeniously ex-

ecuted ; but when I proposed the trial of it to some enlightened

and liberal inspectors of mines, they stated that its size, v/eight,

* A very interesting; accumit of this event lias been published by the

Rev. John Hodgson. I have named this lientleman amongst many others

who obligingly gave me assistance in my inquiries, and I cannot mentioa

him again without again makinp; my acknowiedo;oments for the variety of

information he afforded me dnrinsf the visits tliat we made tosether to the

collieries, and for the general interest he has taken in my experiments on
the subject.

D 2 and
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and the manual labour or niacliinery required to work It, ren-

dered it inapplicable for the common uses of the collieries.

" I had a verv portal)Ie lamp nuide on the principle of entire

insulation from the atmosphere, into which tiie air was thrown,

not through water, but by a small piston secured bv valves ; and

in this I found I coidd detonate any gaseous mixtures made ex-

j)losive bv atmospherical air, without comnumication of the ex-

])losion to the external atmosphere: but tiuding during an in-

vestigation of the chemical properties of the tire-damp new and

imexpected principles of security, I gave up all experiments upon

the pistou-lamp, as well as upon another contrivance of an en-

tirelv different kind described in the Appendix.
" The principles of security furnished to me by a philosophical

in(juiry into the properties of the gas are all derived from the

general fact, that the (ire-damp retpiires a much higher tempera-

ture for its combustion than other inflammable gases. Hence
small additions of azote or carbonic acid destroy the explosive

})owers of mixtures of fire-damp and air ; hence explosions of

mixtures will not take place when their quantities are small

compared to the cooling surfaces to which thev arc exposed

;

and hence one part of an explosive atmosphere of fire-damp

may be burnt in free communication with another bv certain

cooling apertures or surfaces without any danger of ex])losion.

" As soon as I had fully develo])ed the jnincij)les of security,

which was towards the end of October, I had a lamp constructed,

which 1 found was uniformly extinguished when introduced into

explosive mixtures of the fire-damp, and I communicated my
views on the subject in two pajDcrs read before the Royal Society,

November 9 and November 16.

" The President of the Royal Societv, with his accustomed zeal

for the promotion of every usefid ])nblic object, suggested to the

('ouncil of tiiat Body the propriety of giving speedv circulation

to these inquiries, and the Council liberally sanctioned their

immediate publication.

" I conscqtiently condensed the two papers into one ; added
some improvements in the construction of the lamps, and gave
to the investigations the form in which they appear in the fol-

lowing pages.
*' Since the paper and the Appendix have been jjrinted, the

consideration of the principle has led me to a discovery which
appears the most im})ortant in the whole progress of these re-

searches.
*' When I found that explosive mixtures admitted through

narrow metallic canals brought in contact with flame, burnt only

at the surface where they issued, I had hopes of keeping up a

constant
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constant flame from exjjlosive mixtures issiiiuf; from tubes or

canals ; but on trying tbis, even in atmosjDherical air, it failed.

" Conccivin ; tliat tbe failure uas owing to tlie great cooling

powers of the metallic sides of the canal, it occurred to me to

try the metallic whe-Jlame sieves, and with these I had perfect

success.
*' 1 inclosed a very small lamp in a cylinder made of wire-

gauze having 6400 apertures in the square inch. I closed all

apertures except those of the gauze, and introduced the lamp
burning brigjitly within the cyliiider into a large jar containing

several quarts of the most explosive mixture of gas from the di-

stillation of coal and air; the flame of the wick immediately dis-

appeared, or rather was lost, for the whole of the interior of the

cylinder became filled with a feeble but steady flame, of a green

colour, which burnt for some minutes, till it had entirely de-

stroyed the explosive j)ower of the atmosphere.
" This result, so satisfactory, immediately led to a number of

experiments which gave results, if possible, still more satisfac-

tory.

" I introduced the lamp inclosed in the cylinder, at different

times, into large quantities of various explosive mixtures, some
containing onlv one volume of coal-gas to four of air, and others

containing one of coal gas to 13 of air. In all cases the flame

was confined to the cylinder, and in all of them it continued till

the mixture ceased to be explosive.
'^ In mixtures of l.'i, 12, and 11 parts of air to one of coal-

gas, the flame of the taper did not disappear ; it became paler,

however, and blended with the flame of the explosive mixture

filling the cylinder. As the quantity of the inflammable air di-

minished, the flame became limited to the wick, and was gra-

dually extinguished. When there was as much as one of coal-

gas to 7 or 8 of air, the flame of the taper was lost at first in

the flame of the explosive mixture, whieh was very bright; but

it appeared as the mixture became less explosive.

" When the coal-gas was 1 to 4 or o, the flame of the wick
never appeared in any part of the experiment ; and the light of the

flame from the mixture was weaker than in the other experiments.
" In taking the wire-cylinder and its lamp out of the explo-

sive mixture, the flame of the lamp continued to burn in the at-

mosphere.
" In all the experiments the flame of the explosive mixture

in the cylinder had more or less of a greenish cast, which is pro-

bably to be attributed to the effect of the brass wire.

" In one instance, in which a very large wick w^as burnt in a

very small cylinder, the wire-gauze became red hot opposite to

the wick at the first moment of the introduction of the cyclinder

D 3 into
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into an atmosphere consisting of about 1 of coal-gas and 11 of

air
J
hut it scon lost this tein})erature : and in other experiments

made with •smaller wicks in a dark room, I have seldom seen the

wire dull red: but a*; no explosion ever took place in an atmo-

sphere made explosive by coal-gas, the circumstance, for rc;isons

that will be fulh' stated in the comtnunicat'un made to the Royal

Society*, will hold good with much more certainty of the fire-

damp.
" I own 1 expected an explosion in the instance when I saw

the wire-gauze red hot ; but the mass of heated matter was pro-

bably too small to heat considerably the portion of gas in con-

tact with it, and the cool air must have entered |)rinci pally at

this part of the wire-gauze evlinder, and must speedily have re-

duced the temperature ; and I have since found that a red-hot

wire of le-s than the V^th of an inch docs not explode mixtures

of coal-gas and air.

*' When I took the wire-gauze lamp out of the most explosive

mixture before it had corisumed much of the inflammable gas,

the mixture usually was explosive by the flame of the taper ; but

the explosive power of a mixture of 12 or 13 parts of air to one

of gas was very soon destroyed by the combustion in the cylinder

lamp ; and even when it was withdrawn almost immediately,

the taper i urnt in the mixture merelv with an enlarged flame.

" It is needless to dwell upon the practical applications of

these facts ; ifiany of them will be imn)ediately perceived. Wire-

gauze may be substituted for horn or glass in the safe-lanterns

or srrfe-lamps to be used in the collieries, and no air feeders be-

low the flame will he necessarv. The wire-gauze admits a free

circulatioji of air, and it emits considerably more light than

common horn. 1 have had small cylindrical caps of wire-

gauze made to fit small lamps by a screw, which are almost as

portable as a common candle without a candlestick ; and which
are trimn^ed and supplied with oil through safe apertures with-

out the necessity of taking off the cap. A similar cap may be

used with the common candles of the colliers introduced by an
a])erture made tight with moist pijie-clav.

" Brass-wire gauze of the proper degree of fineness is manu-
factured for the use of mills and for sieves. I found gauze
which contained 3G00 apertures in a square inch sufficiently fine

to prevent explosion used as a cylinder; but it did not bear the

]uoof of a concentred explosion from a close glass vessel.

Gauze of 5000 apertures to the scjuare inch stood, however, this

severe test. I have generally used gauze of 6400 apertures

;

and I liavc seen plated wire-gauze, which, I am told, is sold at

* Sec I'hil. Mag vol. \U'i p. ili—d\i.

Edinburgh,
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K<linburgh, so (ine that the square inch contains 13,200 aper-

tures.

" I have tried cyhnders of the size necessary for the colliers,

in explosive atmospheres contained in large glass vessels ; the

light given by a cylinder of seven inclies high and two inclies in

diameter in the fire-damp mixed with 12 of air, is nearly as

brigiit as that of the lam)) in common air, and even the least

brilliant flame would enable the miner to find his way, and, I

think, would be sufficient for him to work by when he was very

near it. The light is much increased by hanging within, from

the top of the cylinder, a small cage of platina or iron wire ; this

becomes ignited by the flame, and gives a steady red light in the

midst of it ; and 1 have never had an explosion in employing it.

" The cheapness of the wire-gauze safe-lamps or guards for

f:andles, will be an additional reason for bringing them into com-
mon use ; for the dearest of them can hardly cost more than

one shilling.

" They have the advantage of guarding the light from loose

materials falling from the roof of the mine; there is no danger

of their being broken ; and to prevent them from behig bent,

they mav be covered with a frame without, constructed of a few

pieces of thick wire. The gauze should be made into the form

of cylinders by double joinings sewn together through the double

part by a wire of small diameter ; any aj)erture larger than that

of the gauze-wire should be most carefully guarded against, and
the cylinders should be tried in a vessel filled with an explosive

mixture before they are used in the minp. A coating of oxide

is soon formed upon the brass ; but in my limited experience

this has appeared to defend tlic interior from the action of air,

and to render the wire durable : if, however, it should be found

that this does not hold jj^ood in the mines, thicker or plated

v.'iremaybe adopted, or d(ju!jle cylinders, or, at all events, as the

top of the cylinder is principally exposed to heat, this may be
double.

*' With the wire safe-lamp or guarded candle the miner may
explore all parts of the mine where exi)los;ve mixtmes exist, and
the state of the flame will show liim the degree ot contamination

of the air. As the fire-damp mixes with the air the flame will

enlarge. When the fire-damp has reached its explosive point

his cylinder will be filled with flame; but the flame of his vv'ick

will appear within the flame of the fire- damp. As the inflam-

mable gas increases in (juantity the flame of the lamp will disa])-

pear, and the flame in his cylinder will become paler ; and this

ought to be a signal to him to leave that part of the workings.

For v.hen the flame of the fire-damp is extinguished, though the

D 4 air
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air may l)e sufficiently rcspiniltle to enable him to make good his

way, yet it cannot be breathed safely for any time.
'* I found that sparks from steel and flint fell red, and with-

out scintillation, in a mixture of coal f^as in wliicli a cylinder

lamp had burnt out; and thev appeared e(|uallv dull and red in

a mixture of three parts of air and one part of coal }^as ; so that

the light of a steel mill would not be sullicient to work l)y in an

atmosphere in which the cylinder lamj) was extinijuished, and it

could oidy be employed to guide the miner out of an atmcsphere

which it would be fatal to breathe for a continuance.
*' To conclude : there appears every reason to expect that the

safe light, in this state of improvement, with proper attention,

will enable the miner to work with perfect security in parts of

the mines most lial>le to fire-damp, and that it will not only pre-

serve him from, but enable him to combat and subdue, bis most
dangerous enemy. Confined in the wire-gauze safe-lamp, the

flame of the fire-damp will be divested of all its terrors, and
made to expend energies formerly so destructive, in producing

an useful light.

London, Doc. 31, 1815.

Note.
^' " A considcTJible dceree of heat is ai&-(n/s produced bv the combustion of
the explosive fire-damp in tlie wire-j;aiizc cyliiideis; tlierefore a candle
soon melts a\\ay in the lantern, when the fnc-danip is burning in it; and if

candles are used with tlie \\ire-gauze safe-ijuard, the flame of the tiie-danip

should be extini;ui&hcd by puttii:;;; a v\oollen or linen extiniiuisher over tlie

cylinder, to |)revent the candle from drofiping out, or the candle should be
secured in the [jottom of the lantern, by a safety screw: wlart the fire-

damp is known to exist, it will, however, always be better to work with
small lamps, which may be fed with tallow; aiui wliere the objtct is to de-
stroy the iii'c-danip speedily, a large cylinder lamp witii doidtle -viie-gauze

may be used.

"The jt)inings in the lamps should be made rather with hard than soft

solder, and there siiould always be a liandle at the bottom, or a ring at the
top, to prevent the hand I'rom being burnt.

" The flame of the lire-damp in the cylinders may be easily extinguislicd

by a cover made of coarse paper, or by a woollen cap. It' any part of the
Avire is found to become str(jni;lv red hot, water may be tlu'ow ii upon it, or
the communication may be iiUerriipted l)y plates of metal
" INIany devices may be contrived for giving liiiht iiy the (ire-damp;

lamps may be made partly of ulass and paitiv of w irc-L'an/.e: and bv ma-
king a chimney partly of metal, the lire-damp may be burnt only at certain

Surfaces.
" When the cylinder himp is first introduced into an explosive atmo-

spliere, a musical sound is produced, like that produced by hydrogen burn-
ing in narrow tubcN.

*• 1 have since foutul that the size of the apertures may be carried to 900
in a scjuare inch, nml ihat the wire may be l-70th of an mch in thickness,

and these probably are not tiie limits. The larger the apertures of the

wire-
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wire-gauEO the n;reatcr the heat prodnced, and the mo'e hiillinnt tlic flame,

so tliiit uitli vcrv coarse \virc-t:i:uzc it will be proper to interrupt too fV«e

a circulation of air, Ijy using a tin-plate cylindfT uliicli will act as an cx-

tin^tiiiher, either for a part or llie whole of the flame ; and for security, it

may be proper to adopt double wire cylinders; pcrliaps iron wire will be
better than brass. It will be easy by various means to keep the tin-plate

cylinder be'(jw the red heat, though probably the temperature will nevei"

approach this.

Elements of Electricity a?i(l Electro-Cliemistry . By George

John Singer. 1 vol. 8vo. with Plates by Lowry, 507 pp.

Longman and Co. Price IGs.

The rapid progress of electrical discovery since the invention

of the battery of \'olta, and the present iuij)ortance of electri-

city as an essential brancli of chemical philosophy, are circum-

stances which render an elementarv work on this subject adapted

to the existing state of knowledge, an acquisition of real value :

and as the brilliant series of discoveries which have so eminently

distinguished the commencement of the 19th century have not

before appeared in any regular treatise on electricity, we no-
tice with pleasure the successful endeavours of Mr. Singer to

lessen the difficulties and promote the cultivation of an interest-

ing department of science bv a clear and comprehensive state-

ment of its most essential facts.

The author has paid very considerable attention to the ar-

rangement of his subject, and by this means has effectually

promoted his object of rendering it more familiar. We extract

the following remark on this subject from the preface to the

work. " By a pro])er attention to arrangement I have been

enabled to commuuicate a more extensive collection of facts in

a single volume, than is to be found in any existing treatise with

which I am acquainted ; and that attention may be expected to

render even more concise statements amply intelligible; for ma-
terials thus disposed are like the combination of stones in an

arch ; they mutually support each other, and form a connected

series in which every part is essential to the existence of the

whole."

The details in this work are certainly more intelligible and

less prolix than in the majority of those on the same subject

which have come under our obseivation ; and yet they involve a

more extensive series of phajnomena. This advantage is most

probably derived partly from the extensive practice of the author

as a lecturer, and partly from the assiduous attention which he

has paid to the science from a very early age. The subject is

introduced bv a historical sketch of the principal epochs of dis-

coverv, which is calculated to prepare the reader for the scien-

tific
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tiftc expo^sitioii of the science. The work itself is divided into

four parts, wiiicli are a-^ain subdivided into chapters. The first

part describes *"' electrical phaenomena and the circumstances

essential to their production." This part is divided into five

chapters, arranged as follows :

Chap. I. Nature of electrical action and sources of electrical

excitation
;

positive and negative electricitv.

Chap. II. Of conductors and non-conductors of electricity,

and of the electrical apparatiis.

Chap. III. Experiments with the electrical machine.—Theory
nf its action.— Pluenomeua of attraction and recession.

Chap. IV. On the phenomena of electric light.

Chap. V, On the Leydcn jar and the nature of electrical

influence.

This part of the work is chiefly remarkable for the distinct

arrangement which it presents, and for a careful selection of

experiments which are explained very dearlv by a judicious mo-
dification of Dr. Franklin's theory. The distinguishing charac-

ters of electrical action are described as consisting in the at-

traction of light substances and tlie emission of light, the re-

pulsion or separation observed between electrified substances

being ascribed by the author to the attraction of the surrounding

air or other medium, and not to any repulsive power, the existence

of which, he asserts, is purely hvpotheticai. In this opinion he

is supported by the authority of Kinucrslcy, Morgan, Volta, and

De Luc, and by the experiments of Lord Stanhope, and it cer-

tainly renders the ex]danation of many pliasnomena much more
simple and satisfactory.

The chief soiuces of electiical phaenomena are ; 1st, Friction.

2d, Change of form. 3d, Change of temperature. 4th, Con-
tact of disoimilar bodies. It is the last which our author con-

siders as in all cases the primary cause of electrical excitation

;

for it occurs in all the others ; and in the most simple case of

electrical action, that of De Luc's electrical cohunn, the contact

of dissimilar bodies is the only known cause of the effects pro-

duced.

In the table of t1ie effects of excitation, some corrections of

the residts gi\en ijy Cavallo are made ; but the author has not

rendered it either so complete or perfect as we were led to ex-

pect from our knowledge cf the extent of his experience.

A variety of experiments are adduced to prove that positive

and negative electricity are alwavs produced together, and the

ph;enomena resulting from the action of a Nairn's machine are

minutely described as affording t!ie following indications :

1 . That the cause of electricitv is corporeal ; for sensation

is affected bv it, and a mechanical impulse is experienced.

2. That
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2. That there is a mutual action between tlie electricities ex-

cited in the opposite conductors, since tlieir effects are more
powerful when directed at tlie same time to our conducting

body.

3. That the same relation which is observed between the

opposite conductors exists also between either of tliem aiid

the jrround, but in a different degree. From these phsenomena

the following propositions are deduced;

1. The cau!>e of electrical phaenoinena is material^ and pos-

sesses the properties of an elastic fluid.

2. The olectric fluid attracts and is attracted by all other

matter, and in consequence of such attraction exists in all known
substance-^.

3. The attraction of different bodies for the electric fluid i?

various, and so is that of the same body under different circum-

slances : consequently the quantity of electricity naturally exist-

ing in different substances may be unequal; and the same body

may attract more or less than if alone when combined with other

matter: but its original attraction will be restored by destroying

the artificial combination.

4. From some peculiarity in the nature of the electric fluid,

its attraction by and for common matter is more influenced by

figure than by mass ; and is consequently stronger in extensive

than in limited surfaces.

5. From the same peculiarity, the electric fluid moves with

great facility over tlie surface or through the substance of some
bodies, and is arrested in its progress by others.

6. When the attraction of any substance for electricity is equal

to the electric fluid it contains, that substance will evince no elec-

trical signs ; but these are immediately produced when there is

either more or less electric fluid than is adequate to the satura-

tion of the existing attraction : if there be mere, the electrical

signs v/ill be positive; if less, they will be negative.

This leads to the following theory of excitation. " The
bodies emj)loved have each a certain quantity of t!»e electric

fluid proportioned to their natural attraction for it. This thev

retain, and appear unelectrified so long as they remain in theU"

natural state. Now if two such bodies are brought into con-

tact, their natural attractions are altered, one of them attracts

more than in its separate state, and the other less; the electric

fluid diffuses itself amongst them in quantities proportioned to

their relative attractions, and they consequently appear unelec-

trified. But if they are suddenly separated, the new distribu-

tion of the electric fluid remains, whilst the origii-al attractions

are restored 3 and as these are not equal to each other, the bodies

will
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will a]i))car electrical ; that whose natural attraction was in-

creased by contact, having received an addition to its (juantity

of electric fluid, will be positively electrified ; and th.at whose

attraction was lessened, havintj lost a portion, will be negative."

The action of the electrical machine is explained very satis-

factorily by this theory. Its effect is to bring successively in

contact with the rubber diflfercnt parts of the '.urface of the glass,

which are as suddenly scjiarated from that contact, and carry

with them the electricity they have ac([uired by the change of

capacity it produces.

The same theory is applied very naturally to all the usual ef-

fects of electric motion and the action of diiferent conductors in

transmitting electricity : the explanation of points appears to

us novel and appropriate. It is stated to consist in promoting

the recession of the j)articles of electrified air, by protruding a

])artof tlie electrical atmosphere of the conductor into a situation

more exposed to the action of the ambient unelectrificd medium,
and therebv producing a current of air from the electrified jioint

to the nearest uninsulated body.

The plunenomena of electric light are treated at some length,

and explained in a very simple manner ; the Leyden jar, the

condenser, and the electro])horus, are referred to the action of

one principle, that of electrical influence, which has l)een so well

illustrated by Volta in his excellent paper in tlie Ixxiid volume

of the Philosophical Transactions. The explanations differ

essentially from those of most preceding writers. The author

uniformly avoids the use of repulsion as a principle of electri-

cal action, but he does not adopt to any extent the opinions

of those who have preceded him in this idea.

The second part of the work treats of the mechanical and

chemical agencies of electricity, and contains three cliapters.

Chap. 1. describes the instruments recjuired for the applica-

tion of the electric power to the purpose of experiment.

Chap. 2. the mechanical agencies of electricity.

Chap. o. chemical effects of electricity.

The description of instruments is concise ; it includes only

those which are really necessary; it contains much useful infor-

mation, and concludes with the following very just remark :

*' Tubes of glass, wires of different metals, corks, and a few

other materials, are adecjuate to the construction of an endless

variety of electrical machinerv, and the proper direction of such

resources is constantlv followed by useful discovery. Mechanical

dexterity is therefore essential to the character of an electrician,

since his progress will be in proportion to the facility with which

he can adapt the objects around him to new inquiries. He
cannot
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cannot deviate from the beaten track of his predecessors without
the aid of new combinations ; and when the supply of these is

derived from his own industry and ingenuity, the ardour of his

pursuit will be unim])eded by the delays or mistakes of others;

and the projection of any required improvement may conse-

quentlv be followed by its immediate consummation."
In describing the mechanical effects of electricity, Mr. Sin£rer

has ])articularly enlarged on the expansive effects it invariably

produces when passing from one conductor to another, and has

very successfully applied the oljservation of this effect to explain

the results obtained by Mr. Symmer, when a charge is passed

through several sheets of tin-foil placed between the leaves of

a paper book, which were considered as an indication of the

course of the electric fluid. As Mr. Singer has publisiied a
sejiarate paper on this subject in The Philosophical Magazine,
it is unnecessary ^or us to enter more fully on the subject. The
following experiments will probably be nevv to many of our

readers. *' Colour both sides of a card with vermilion, and place

it upon the table of the universal discharger; one of the wires

should be beneath the card, and the other in contact with its

upper side; the distance of the points of the wires being one
inch. If a charge be now passed through the wires, the fluid

will pass from the positive wire across the surface of the card to

the part over the negative wire, and it will perforate the card

in its passage to the negative wire. The course of the fluid is

permanently indicated by a neat black line on the card, reaching

from the point of the positive wire to the hole ; and by a dif-

fused black mark on the opposite side of the card around the

perforation, and next the negative wire. These effects are very

constant, the black line always appearing on the side of the

card which is in contact with the positive wire, and the perfora-

tion being near the negative wire."

Mr. Singer has also found that a light float-wheel, made of

card paper, and placed between two oppositely electrified points,

will move from the positive to the negative; and that a piece of

card paper supported vertically by a narrow cork base in a si-

milar situation, is thrown down also from the positive towards

the negative.

The experiments appear to us amongst the most satisfactory

that have been offered in evidence of a current of electricity

from the positive to the negative surface, but we do not regard

them as absolutely decisive.

The chemical agencies of electricity include only the effects

of common electricity, the action of the Voltaic apparatus being

reserved for the concluding part of the work. The action of

the electric charge on metals is treated at some length, and the

description
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description involves considerable practical inforination on the

means of condueling sneh experiments. The foliowini^ is a

simple means of revivina; metals from their oxides :

" Introduce some oxide of tin into a glass tnhc, so that when
the tube is laid horizontally the oxide may cover about half an

inch of its lower internal surface. Place the tube on the table

of the naiversal discharger, and introduce the pointed wires in-

to its opposite ends, that the portion of oxide niay lie between

them. Pass several strong charges in succession through the

tube, replacing the oxide in its situation, should it be dispersed.

If the charges are sufficiently powerful, a part of the tube will

soon be stained with metallic tin^ which has been revived by the

action of the transmitted electricity.

The decomposition of water and the action of electricity on

different gases are also fully described, and are accou.panied by

a table of the results cf electiifving mixed gases ; and another on

the action of electricity on compound gases. On the causes of

these phaenomena, which the author does not attempt to ex-

plain, he has the following observations :

" These various effects produced by the same agency do not

appear susceptible of any other explanation than that which as-

sumes the action of electricity to be mechanical ; and even oo
this assumption tliey are not strictly intelligible. The momen-
tary agitation into which the various mediuuT; are thrown by

the action of tlie spark, niigl.f be considered as likely to pro-

mote a nev/ arrangement of parts ; but, admitting this, why is

the change instantaneous in some instances, and gradual in

others ? And by what inversion of principle is the same impulse

that unites the particles of bodies, enabled subsequently to se-

parate them ? These are questions it would be interesting to

resolve ; but there appears no clue by Nvhich such intricate pro-

cesses can be at present analysed. 'IMie chemist nnust therefore

be content to avail himself of the practical advantages they af-

ford to liis art, and await the progress of discovery for the de-

velopment of their theoretical relations.''

An enumeration of the bodies which are rendered phospho-

rescent by electricity, v/ith remar];s on thatbingidaj'phoenomenon,

and a sketch of the magnetic clfects of electricity, close this part

pf the work, which the chemical student will find a very in-

teresting and instructive exercise.

I
I'o be continued.]

Mr. William Phillips has in the press, An Elementary Intro-

duction to the Knowledge of Mineralogy and of Minerals; in-

cluding some account of the places at wliich, and of the circum-

kiances under v\'Iiich, minerals arc found j nnd explanations of

the

J:
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the terms commonlj;^ used in mineralogical description. It \%

desit^ned for tlie use of the student, and will he comprised in a

snnill volume in dudecimo, which it is expected will be published

in the course of the month.

Dr. Granville has in the press, and nearly ready for puldica-

tlon, A Translation of that Part of Orfila's general Toxicology,

which more particularly relates to poisons from the vegetable

and animal kingdoms. The subject having formed a very im-
mediate branch of Doctor Granville's scientific pursuits, he has

been enabled to accompany his translation with copious notes

and additions.

The original has only been before the public a few days, and
is not yet in general circulation.

Origin of Nations,—In February 1816 will be published,

A Map of Scriptural and Classical Geography; accompanied by
an Historical and Descriptive Volume, in demy octavo ; wherein

the Origin of Nations is particularly examined and discussed
;

with reference to the numerous Authorities : am.ongst which
Herodotus, Hesiod, Strabo, Pliny, Diodorus Siculus, Cluverius,

Ptolomy, Mela, Bochart, &:c. have been expressly consulted.

The whole is intended to facilitate a knowledge of the progres-

sive Colonization of the Earth; and to establish, more clearly,

the Foundation of Universal and Chorographical History: and
also to combine a requisite appendage to every volume of the

Ancient Classics, with an indispensable Auxiliary to the Sacred
Memoirs of the Holy Scriptures. By T. Heming, of Magdaleiie

Hall, Oxford.

The size of the Map will be three feet two inches, by two feet

one inch ; including, in longitude, from the Meridian of London
to the Eastern Boundary of Persia; and in latitude, from the

Northern Coast of Africa to the Southern Shores of the Baltic and
Middle Regions of Pvussia, which contains all that is essentially

necessary to illustrate a Course of History from the first colonial

migrations of mankind, to the overthrow of the Roman Empire,
on a scale of three quarters of an inch to a degree.

The projection of the Map is the glohidar, which best pre-

ser\-e3 the proportion of the different countries ; and it was care-

fully divided into half degrees throughout, in order to lay down
the coasts, rivers, mountains, &c. the more accurately, and to

have the basis of the work correspond to the best corrected to-

pography of the present time.

The Map will be published by W. Phillips, George-Yard,
Lombard-Street.—Price, including the Historical and Descrip-
tive Volume, One Guinea, to be paid on deliverv.
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Mr. C. Taylor has commenced the publication of ^' Egypt,"
consisting of " a series of 100 engravings exhibiting the anti-

quities, architecture, inhabitants, costume, hveroglv])hics, ani-

mals, scenery, &c. of that countrv, witli accomjianving descrip-

tions and explanations in French and English. Selected from

the celebrated work detailing the expedition of the French, by

Baron Vivant Denon."
The engravings are executed by Middiman, Cardon, Cooke,

Roffo, «St"c. Tlie work is to be comprised in twenty mnubers,

large folio, at hve shillings each. Three numbers of this splendid

and highly curious work have already appeared, and their con-

tents and execution cannot fail to obtain jniblic ap))robation.

To astronomers the curious planisphere in the Temple of Teutyris

must be peculiarly interesting, as it proves " that the Egyptians

had a planetary system, and that their knowledge of the heavens

was reduced to principles." Egyptian locks, which fastened

t^ie gate of a town, the door of a house, or the smallest box or

drawer, furnish specimens of these ancient people's skill in me-
chanics : while the ])ortraits of the ditferent distinguished cha-

racters which Denon had so good an opportunity of taking in

Egypt, will amuse all persons of taste and inquiry rc'<j)ecting

human character and physiognomy.

^ Chemical Chart or Table, exhibiting an elementary View
of Chemistry, intended for the Use of Students and young Prac-

titioners in Pliysic ; also to revive the Memory of more expe-

rienced Persons ; adapted for hanging up in ])ublic and private

Libraries. Dedicated, by Permission, to George Pearson, Esq.

M.D. F.R.S. &:c. &c. By Robert Crowe, Surgeon R.N. Price

5s. 6d. Highley and Son. ISIG.

Several attempts have been made to reduce a knowledge of

the science of chemistry into a tabular form, but many disco-

veries have been made, and the whole system considerably mo-
dified, since their publication. Mr. Crowe, therefore, in availing

himself of preceding works, arranging the subjects somewhat
more simply, and including all the recent discoveries, has con-

tributed to facilitate the acquisition and recollection of this most

interesting science. He divides his Chart into three sections:

the first describes the earths and metals; the second treats of

•imple or undecompounded substances ; and the third, of com-
pound conibnstibles. In a distinct compartment the author has

arrang-d a very distinct view of the minerals, vegetable and
animal acids, which will be found very convenient for common
reference.

A Pro-
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A Prospectus has just appeared, annrHincing for publication

Upon the 3 1st of March the first namher of a Quarterly Journal of

Science and the Arts, and that it will be regularly continued upon
the last davs of March, Jane, .Septeml>€r, and December. Thia

Joiirnil wiil contain a series of original communications upon
subjects crjunected with science and the arts, and with philoso-

phical literature in eeneral. Notices of scientiSc discoveries

and inventions, and of experiment and researches earned on in

the Institution. Re»-ie-»vs and notices of scientific works. Abs-
tracts from 'he Transacdo.is of learned societies, and from do-

mestic and (jrel^ publications ; and accounts of the proceedings

of the i.embers of the Royal Institution, and of the public and
other courses of lectures.

The name of Mr. Brande, of the Royal Institution, to whom
communicatioDi are requested to be addressed, is a pledge that

thb work will be conducted on liberal and enlightened princi-

ples ; and we hope it will meet with due encoura^ment.

Dr. Henningr, of the Hot-Wells, Bristol, author of an Inquiry

into the Pathology of Scrofiila, is preparing for the press a wwk
on Pulmonar}- Consumption, which will be ready for publicadon

early in the spring.

Extract of a French Work entitled ^'VOptique des Cmi-
leun/^ {the Optics of Colours) . By Father Castel, a Je-

mit.

I know a painter whose taste and talent in portrait-painting I

esteem very much, and who, in showing me his painting-room,

which was verv poor in colours, made me expressly observe, that

there wa'N neitjier carmine, nor lake, nor vermilion for the reds,

nor any livelv vellow; but simj)ly Prussian blue for the blues

and greens, a brcun red for all sorts of reds and violets, and a
verv indifferent vellow, the name of which I have forgotten.

His portraits were verv fine. His flesh colours were more
especially very natural, very hvelv, and verv bright even, when it

was required.

I reasoned with him. and objected to him that other celebrated

painters did not fail to employ the most lively reds and the

brightest yellows. He agreed with me that paintings thus co-

loured, inore particularlv with red, were much in fashion. He
brought me bai.k, however, to truth and to immortality. Those
colours, he observed to me, are false : nature is livelv by con-
trast alone, and by the judgement she displays. All her colcHirs

are but indifferent in the detail of each trait -, but it is the op-
position which brings out her productions, and gives them H.*^,

fire, and the greatest cclai. He added that lake, carmine, ver-

Vol. 47. No. 213, Jan. lSi6. E niilion.
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milion, and otlicr sharp colours, luul not any body, and did not

hold for a long time, observing that those who employed them
did not work for immortalitv.

These lively colovns are in reality too pure: to give them body
and consistence, and at the same time to imitate nature—beau-

tiful nature—they should be soiled.

From all these observations I am of opinion, that to paint and

dve with effect, or, in a word, t© colour scientificallv and on re-

gular principles, such as I think are here developed or sketched

by me, all the reds, such as lake, carmine, and vermilion, the

red brown, minium even, should be taken in the mass, and by

their admixture an universal red produced.

The just proportions of this mixture would be found by de-

grees, and indeed very soon. It would certainly form a very

fine red—an intermediate red, tempered, j)riniitive, full, em-
bodied, harmonious, certain, and durable. 1 am led to think

that the brown red should predominate, and constitute its body

and principal basis.

The same mav be tried on the blues and vellows: there would

thus be three good colours, from which all descriptions of pure

and dingy tints of coloining would be produced, by blending

them two by two, or all the three.

A dark colour bordering on black might even be procured by

this mixture; and who knows but that a white, or whitish gray,

may not be formed by blending certain colours naturally clear,

such as are to be foiuul among the yellows, and even in a certain

degree among the reds ?

From art let us proceed to nature. I have observed that the

greater part of the colours employed by her wisely sparing

hand are also dingy colours, into the composition of which
many kinds of colours enter. It is very rare to find in flowers,

in shells, and more jiarticularly in animals, true simple colours,

or which do not result from the mixture of more than two sim-

ple colours.

This fact being once ascertained, it was not difficult for me to

enter into the reasons of nature. In the first place, the physical

and practical reason is the same as I have before assigned, that

every thing on the earth, and within the earth, is much blended;

and that all bodies, plants, minerals, and animals, :ire in reality

mixed.

But the causes of design, the final causes of nature, or of her

all-wise Author, merit at least as much or still greater attention.

The pure colours are very limited in their number, the dingy

ci)lr>urs are much more extensive, and form a much greater va-

rtcty—the only source of our delight.

It is in this way that the.verdure of the plain", which may be

thought
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thought so monotonous and uniform, is not at all so. If it were
throughout a fine green, a true green, it would in reality he a
very insijjid monotony. Notliing, however, is more diversified,

by the different touehe? of red, violet, and orange, whieh are

manifestly blended with this green, as if to soil it, and whieli

render it rieh, and inlmitely eharnhng,—on this aeeount alone,

that it is diversified.

One of the reasons why nature is lavish of her dingy colours,

is to give a brilliancy to the true colours, cither by their raritv,

or by the contrast. If we examine closely, we shall seldom see

a fine colour which is not contrasted, in natural objects, by ob-

scure colours: these become, however, precious, by the contrast

even which thev oppose to t!ie colours that are precious in

themselves, and with which tliev are assorted.

The green of the leaves of orange, lemon, and pomegranate
trees is considered as a fine green, and js every thing but that

if we view it attentively. The fact is, that we constantly repre-

sent it to ourselves in the point of view of these golden fruits,

or of these j)omegranate flowers, which, while it is relieved by
them, gives a fresh ccUtt to their beauty.

I have hnown a person who, in a picture of contrast, boasted

of the sliades, as if thev had been the finest colours in the

painting, saving expressly that he had never seen such fine co-

lours as these shades. He confounded the brightness which
they cast on the coloured parts, with the shades themselves.

Whatever contributes to the beauty of any thing, partakes in a
certain degree of this beauty. This is because every thing is

relative, and because a fine conformity renders the beauty reci-

procal to each of the terms of the comparison, altliough one of

them may be a negative beautv, oftentimes founded on a po--i-

tive uncomeliness.

*
XV. Proceedings oj' Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Jan. 11. OiR II. Davy communicated a short paper detail-

ing some further Experiments on Fire-damp. Sir H. has ad-

vanced from discovery to discovery in the most effectual mode of

preserving the lives of miners at the least possible e.vpense. It

appears from these experiments, that no new lamp or other ap-

paratus is necessary to prevent explosions; that the lamps now
in use, when covered with a wire-gauze screen, are not only per-

fectly sufficient to preserve the rniners from all danger, but even

mav be used to consume the nrc-damp bv burning it to show

E 2
'

them
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them li^ht. By siirrminding the himp with a fine wire-gaii/f

screen, satur.itinj^ the screen with fiie-chunp and inflaniini; the

whole ; the wire it fine, and the apertures not exceeding Vo^'' ^^

an incli, mav he made red hot without exphnhne; the circum-

ambient fire-(hinip. With a small portion of fire-damp in thf^

screen tiie llanie of the lamp is visible ; but when a considerable

portion is thrown into it, the whole becomes one entire flame.

In this manner the carbnrctted hydrogen gas may be burned

under the screen without the least danger of exploding the gae

around it.

The cnnch.ision of Dr. Brewster's curious paper On the Ra-

diation of Heat in Glass Plates was read ; but from the multi-

])licity of the experiments, and the necessity of diagrams to il-

lustrate them, it is impossible to convey any adequate and intel-

ligible idea of the new and important results. It appears that

this ingenious and indefatigable philosopher has succeeded in

ct>ntriving and arranging glass plates so as to form a new kiuf.l

of thcruKuneter, by making a series of plates (amounting to 20)

of dimensions varying in a reguhn- gradation. The apparatus is-

simple, and may be adapted to the performance of many pleasiiig

experimentSj as well as develoj)iiig some singular phaenovnena iu

optics.

Jan. 25. Another paper by Sir II. Davy was read, contain-

ing an account of soiiie more succes^ful experiments in the

cAUse of humanity and the interests of Coal Miners. It appears

that Sir ITs invention has already been ado])ted in two coal-

mines with the most complete succe-s ; thus at once falsifying

all the ignorant and invidious {nedidions of inhiunan speculators

about its inutility, and demonstrating, what every reasoning man
of science before believed, that the invention woaild be equally

eiTcctual and practicable. There is now every reason to believe

that Sir II's plan u'ill be universally adopted without the lea*t

delay. No man or society of men, indeed^ would now risk the

responsibility consequent on an explosion, when the mean*

of avoiding it ai-e both known and so easily adoj)ted. Tiie pre-

sf'Ut paper contains a variety of evperimcnts to asrcertain t];e

smallest number of apertures in a square inch which can be used

v.'ithout danger of exploding. Wire-gauze having apertures

yi.yth of an Inch, when the wire became red hot, exploded; but

gauze with apertures only of
^r'li^'^

were perfectly secure even

with tiie greatest heat. In some of his experiments, Sir Mum-
j)hry used gau/.e having HOOO apertures in a square inch, which-

wn-^ found as perfectly secure as a brick wall could have beet*

against explosion.

—

See pages .51 & .jf).,

I'art of a long paper, by Dr. \Vil>.on Phillip, wa^ read ; de-

tailing the result of numerous expeiimeats on the Nerves of

Rabbits

1
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Rabbits exposed to the Action of ihc Galvanic Fluid. In some
experiments the rabbits were first pitlied, and then galvanism

applied to ascertain how long and in what degree the vit«I func-

tions could be revived. It wa<5, however, candidly adniiited that

no legitimate conclusions couid be drawn from expcrimehts mad«
on animals under the circumstances of pain, diiease and de-

r^Migement occasioned bv the previous wounds.

ROYAL INSTITCTION.

The following is the Plan of an extended and practical Coiir-e

of Lectures and Demonstrations on Cliemlstry, to be delivere.l

in the Laboratory of tiie Royal Institution by V."illiam Thoniai
Brande, esq.

These Lectures wiH commence en Tuesday the Gth of Fe-

bruarv- at Nine in the morning, and will be continued every

Tuesday^ Thursday, and Saturday.

The subjects comprehended in the Course are treated of in

the following order :

Division I. Of the Powen and Properties of Matterj and the

general Laws oj Chemical Changes.

§ 1. Attraction—Crystallization—Chemical Affinity—Laws
of Combination and Decomposition.—§ 2. Light and Heat—
Their Influence as Chemical Agents in Art and Nature.

—

§ 3. Electricity— Its Laws and Connexion with Chemical Pliae-

liomena.

Diviiion IL Of undecompounded Substances and their mutual
Combinations.

§ 1. Substances that support Co.mbustion, Oxygen, Chlorine,

Iodine. — § 2. Inflammable and acidifiable Substances—Hy-
drogen—Nitrogen—Sulphur—Phosphorus—Carbon—Boron.

—

§ 3. Metals—and their Combinations with the various Sub-
stances described in the earlier part of the Course.

Division III. Vegetable Chemistry

.

§ 1. Chemical Physiology of Vej;etables.— § 2. Motles of

Analysis—Ultimate and proximate Elements.—§ 3. Processes

«f Ftrmentation, and tiieir Products.

Division IV. Chemistry of the Aniinal Kingdom.

§ 1. General views connected with this department of tiie

Science.—§ 2. Composition and Properties of the Solids aiid

Fluids of Animals—Products of Disease.— § 3. Auimai Funcr
tiT)ns.

Division V. Geology.

§ 1 . Primitive and secondarv Recks—Structure and situation

E3 oi
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of. Veins.—§ 2. Decay of Rocl;s—Production of Soils—Their
analysis and |)rinci])lcs of A5;ricultural improvement.—§ 3. Mi-
neral Waters—Methods of ascertaining their contents by Tests

and by Analysis.—§ 4. Volcanic Rocks—Phu.'nomena and Pro-
duets of Volcanic Eruptions.

In the first divison of each course, the principles and objects

of chemical science, and the general laws of chemical changes
arc explained, and the j)luenoniena of attraction, and of light,

heat, and electricity developed, and illustrated by numerous ex-
periments.

In the second division, the uudecompoundcd bodies are ex-

amined, and the modes of procuring them in a pure form, and
of ascertaining their chemical characters, exhibited upon an ex-
tended scale.—The lectures on the metals include a succinct

account of mineralogy, and of the methods of analysing and as-

saying ores.

This part of the courses will also contain a full examination
of ))harmaceutical chemistrv ; the chemical processes of the

Pharmacopa'iie will be particularly described^, and compared with
those adopted l)y the manufacturer.

The third and fourth divisions relate to organic substances.—
The chemical changes induced by vegetation are here inquired

into ; the principles of vegetables, the theory of fermentation,

and the characters of its products are then examined.
The chemical history of animals is the next object of inquiry

— it is illustrated bv an exaiuinatiou of their component parts,

in health and in disease; by an inquiry into the chemistry of

the animal functions, and into the application of chemical prin-

ciples to the treatment of diseases.

The courses conclude with an account of the structure of the

earth, of the changes which it is undergoing, of the objects and
uses of geology, and of the principles of agricultural chemistry.

The apj>lieations of chemistrv to the arts and manufactures,

and to (jecononiical purposes, are discussed at some length in

various parts of the courses ; and the most important of them
are experimentally exhibited.

The Admission Fee to each Course is Ft)ur Guineas ; or by

paying Eight Guineas, gentlemen are entitled to attend for an
unlimited time.

Further particulars maybe obtained by applying to Mr. Brande
or to Mr. Fineher at the Royal Institution, 21, Albemarle-Strect.

RUSSELL INSTITUTION.

A Course of Lectures on Electrical Philosophy, with its appli-

cation to the improvement of Chemical Science, and the expla-

nation of Natural Pluxnomcna, will be conmicnced at this In-

btitiitioa
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stitutlon by Mr. Singer, on Monday the 5th of February, puiic-

tuallv at Eight o'clock in the Evening.

These Lectures will be continued on the succeeding Mondays
at the same hour :—they will embrace the most important fea-

tia-es of this interesting i)r;uich of Natural Philosoiihy, with oc-

casional observations on the Sciences with whicli it is most

immediately connected.

Tickets and a Prospectus may be had of the Secretary at the

Institution, Great Coram Street, Russell Square.

XM. Iniellige/ice and Miscellaneous Articles,

J. HE Natuv;d History Society of Geneva has invited the na-
turalists of tiie v.'hole of Switzerland to attend a jjublic meeting
at Geneva, in order to lav the foundation of a general .society un-
der the name of "The Helvetic Society for the Natural Sciences."

M. Badeigfs Laborde, a seafaring gentleman of the depart-

ment of the Landes in France, has ascertained by repeated ex-

j)eriments, that the resinous trees of France are capable of

yielding rosin and tar not inferior in quality to those which are

brought from the north of Europe at a great exj^euse. .M. La-
borde has also ascertained that the French products contain the

same constituent parts with those of Sweden ; and that their

inferiority is entirely owing to the im})erfection of the furnaces

in which they are prepared, their defective preparation, and their

mixture with a certain quantity of water and heterogeneous

matters, and particularly from the want of essential oil, which is

burnt in the French operation for extracting rosin and tar.

Finally, it is easy to purify the French articles so as to render

them equally perfect, and at the same time far cheaper than
those of Sweden.

The public will be gratified to learn, that the British Ministers

are prepared to avail themselves of the opj^ortunity afforded by
the restoration of peace, to attend to the interest of science,

and add to the stock of general knowledge. A small expedition

is now about to proceed to explore the course of the Congo, in

the south of Africa. A transport, accompanied bv a steam-
boat, will proceed to the mouth of the river, where it will re-

main while the last-mentioned vessel is dispatched to follow the
course of the Congo, to ascertain how far it is navigable, and
the character of the inhabitantj of its shores 3 as also that of the

E 4 ^ animaU
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animals and the various articles of commerce which tiiat part of

the world may produce. Every precaution has hoeii t: ken to

guard au^ainst the ohji'Ct of the expedition heiu/j; di'-iS| pointed.
" The Congo" (tlie vessel which is to proceed up thr i p it is to

named) does not draw more than four feet of wnter. When it

shall be found impracticai)!e to pioceod further in Iter, [' e mi-

dertaking will he confided to two sjnall cutters which aie joined

together, the masts and sails being stacked be-W'Cen thein so as

to leave the navigators the full range or each, an<l the-e vvill not

draw more than eighteen inches of water. .*"'u(h anaiikcments

give fair promises of ultimate success ; hut that which gives us

most ho}3e is the care taken to man this little espedition in the

best possible manner. The hands to be en)ployed, in number
about 50, are all volunteers. None but those win. are proved

most efficient are accepted. Their esertitnis are stimulated by

double ])ay. The ot7icers arc selected for their merit ahuie, and

promotion is prumised to those who may return. A trial of the

vessels above mentioned, which are intended to be employed for

the purposes above described, will shortlv take pla<-e on the

Thames. They will leave England early in the present month
under the command of Captain Tuckev. It is expected it will

take from eighteen months to two years to accompHsh the ob-

jects of the voyage. Some natives of that part of Africa have

volunteered their services, and, it is highly probable, will prove

of great advantage. One represents himself as ion; more than

300 miles up the Congo, at a village on the banks of tfliat river;

and another as still further up. They speak the native language
with fluency, as also English, and, it is said, have given some
valuable information of the several kingdoms through which they
uuist pass.

STEA.M-EXGrNJiS IN CORNWALL.

According to Messrs. Leans' Report for December, the average
work of thirty-three engines was 19,33.1, 126 pounds of water
lifted one foot high with each bushel of coals consumed. Dnriiig
the same month the work done by Woolf's engine at Wheal Vor
was 46,907, 79:>, and that at Wheal Ai)raham, 47,ti22,0-10

poimds of water lifted to the same height with eacli bushel of
coals.

i;i;UMON OF SEPARATED PARTS.

Our readers-, particularly those of the medical profession, will

probably ncolhct thi<t Dr*. lialfour of Edinburgh j)ubli.shed in

1814, in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, two re-

markable cases of adhesion of amputated fingers. A similar

successful
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successful operation was performed lately in Scotland, as appears

bv the following interesting communication to Dr. Balfour by
Thomas Hunter, Escj. Surgeon, Port Glasgow.

" Januurv (i, 181 j.—John Galhreath, aged 45, by trade a

house-carpenter, in the act of hewing wood with an axe (which

h.e held in his left hand) struck off his thumb close to the arti-

culation of the first plialanx with the metacarpal bone. Being

confused bv the accident, he covered the stump with his otl'.er

hand, and, accompanied l)y the foreman of the work, arrive-d

about eight minutes after at my house. Upon exaujining the

parts, I found the portion of thumb he had supposed cut off,

lying in the hollow of his hand, buried in coagulated blood, and

still attached by a portion of skin not exceeding ouv^-cighth of

an inch in breadth.
" Had I not been acquainted, through the medium of the

Edinburgh ?\Iedical Journal, of your- success in re-unitiu;;, sepa-

rated parts, I certainly without the least hesitation would have

cast this part from me, and proceeded to dress the stump ; but

I resolved on saving it if possible.

** Having carefully cleaned the parts, and removed a small

splinter of bone, I replaced them, securing them witli three

fctitches. After covering the thumb with dressing-lint, I placed

a splint of jvood above all, extending from the wrist to a little

beyond the point of the thumb, and secured the whole, as neatly

as possible, with a narrow ribbon. Finally, wetting the whole

with tinctur. benzoin. con;p. I ordered him to call frequently,

that I might have the opportunity of ascertaining whether ad-

hesion would take place.

" 1 examined the parts daily. He felt no pain—no discharge

took place ; no smell was perceivable. In this way he passed

the time without ever having the first dressing touched, till the

twentieth day from the accident, when I became so anxious to

see the parts, that I undressed the hand, and, to my grea.t satis^

faction, found all skinned, one place, where there was a stitch»

excepted. This was dressed daily, and soon healed. The spliut-

of wood was continued for some time after, to give support to

the bone. The man has been working for some nmnths pa^t,

enjoying all the advantages of his thumb, only the motion of

the joint is impaired.
" The above is a just statement of the ca^e, and the patient

signs it with the hand that suffered the inji>ry.

(Signed) " John Galbreath, Patient.

" \Vm. Cubric, Foreman totheWork.
"Thomas Huuter, Surgeon."

THX
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THE BAZAAR.

Tlie origin and conimcnccmeiit of such an cstHMisliincnt la

London deserves to be recorded. Tlie greater part of our read-

ers must have seen some account of it in the daily newspapers:

our notice shall therefore be brief at present. ^\ lien more com-
pletely matured, and the whole i)ut in motion, we mav again re-

turn to it.

Tlie Briti>h Iiazaar owes its origin exclusiveiv to the active

])enevolcnce and j)liilaiithropy of Joim Trotter, E^q. of Soho-
Scpiare, a gentleman well known in the higher circles, and to

whom the nation owes many arrangements which liave so

much improved the circumstances of the British arniv when on
active service in the field. Mr. Trotter has not merely the

merit of contriving and arranging the establishment—but of

providing the entire means for carrying it into full operation. The
name adopted is, as our readers know, applied in the East to

large markets, many of them covered, in wliich the merchants
expose their goods to s;dc*5 different portions being occupied

by different traders. Mr. Trotter has devoted his extensive

premises in Soho-Square to the accommodation of an extensive,

industrious, but distressed class of the community, whose narrow
circumstances keep them in obscurity, and preclude the pos^^i-

bility of their exhibiting for sale, in shops of their own, the va-

rious products of their industry. He has fitted them up in the

most connnodious and elegant manner, with counters, drawers,

&c. With the lighting, warminir, ventilating, and watching

the premises the temporary occupiers will have no concern ; but

are to pay by the length of counter they mav respectively oc-

cupy, at the low rate of one-fourth part of a sliilling per foot,

for each day they may require the accommodation, ^^'hen their

little stock is sold off their expenses terminate—the family pre-

pare a new supi)ly—they know where they may be again ac-

commodated, and where no recommendation is wanted hut that

of an irrc]Koachal)le character.

So far as regards general accommodation, collecting the va-

rious productions of art and ingcmiity into one focus, and the

civility and beneficial rivalry excited by such an assemblage, the

* Tlie Bazaar of Taiiris is of sucli nn extent tliat it has more than onre
aflfordi d cover for "0,000 nun laiijjcd in order of battle ! It is very pro-

bahlc tli;it some of those extensive ruins still left at Palnnra, and other
aneient cities now desolate, which have been hiliierto con'-iiVrcd as (cui-

ples, or iht- palaces of royalty, arc tiie remains of covered IJaz.iars. 'I'iic

term Bazaar is ncitiicr more nor less than the Hci)re»v >voril "^Ji, which
means to scatter, to dispfr^c— applied in Arabic to the merchant, the dit-

peticr, and bcncc to the ['lace for the dixjyersiun of his conmiodities.

new
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new establishment will resemble those of the East ; but here

ihey cease to have any thini:«; in common. In every other point

of view the Bnti*ih Bazaar, lilce the British System of Education,

the Ijritisli and Foreign Pjible Society, and the British Saving-

Banks, will be foiuid adai)ted to lay the foundation of a new
system, which, we doubt not, will in a few years extend itself

not only to every large town in the British dominions, but

throughout Europe.

ANTIQUITIES.

Rome, Oct, 28.—There has just been found upon the Ap-
penine Way an ancient sun-dial, drawn upon marljle, Vvith the

name^ of the winds in Greek. It is exactly calculated for the

latitude of Rome. According to local circumstances, it is con-

cluded to be the discus belonging to Ilerodius Atticus, and de-

•scribed by Vitruvius.

JERUSALEM.

We understand that an artist of acknowledged respectability

and talent is now occupied witb an undertaking eminently cal-

culated to assist the antiquary in his researches upon the subject

of biblical anticjuities; namely, a picture of the site of Ancient

Jerusalem and the surrounding country, as now seen from the

Mount of Olives. The picture is to be submitted to public view

for a short time j^reparatorv to the publication of a series of

plates, accompanied by appropriate descriptions.

The painting exceeds 100 feet in length, and its elevation is

18 feet.

The ))ipes of the engines used in France for extinguishing fire

are made of flax, and are found to answer the purpose much
better than those made of leather. They are woven in the same
manner as the wicks of patent lamps, and can be made of any
length without a seam or joining. Wlien the water runs a short

time through the pipes tlie flax swells and no water escapes,

though the pressure be very great. They are more portable, not

so liable to be out of repair, and do not cost by one half so much
as the leather ones used in this country. This article is now
manufactured in Glasgow.

To Mr. Tillnch.

Sin,—Allow me to call the attention of your readers to the

consideration of the following singular property which I have

lately discovered is possessed by that useful substance sulphur.

If" a stick of sulphur is grasped in the hand, numerous snap-

pings
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ping* Jirr heard, exactly like fthough not so loud as) tlie clii-

chaiiie of the Lc-ydeii jar; this continues fietiiicntly as long as it

is held in the hand : feonietimes indeed after a short interval it

ceases, but the crackling may he again produced by warniing it.

Now, as wc know this suhftance is one of the most perfect

negative electrics, are we to infer that tlie bare holding it in the

hand is sulHcient to excite it, and to produce the same effects

as are obtained from a glass lube, or other electric, by friction ?

It is clear that the noise is occasioned by the conuminication of

a certain portion of its electiicity to the hand, as it is never

heard when approached by another electric body :—a piece of

metal warmed, v/hich is an equally good conductor with the hand,

also produces the same sound. I have no doubt but that in

the dark this noise would be accom)mnied by a scintillation si-

milar to that j)roduccd by the approach of a non -electric body

to an excited glass tube. As it is generally believed that hold-

ing a piece of sulphur in the hand is a cure for the cramp (and

1 am given to understand by a friend who has tried it, that it

has that property) ; are we to attribute its efficacy in this in-

stance, to the power it })ossesses of inij)arting a certain quantity

of electricity to the hand, which, by immediately acting on the

complaint, at once alleviates and removes it ?

Any information on this curious tubject will be gladly re-

ceived by

Your constant reader,

Jun. 22, 1316. J. F.

QUHRIES.

To Mr. rUloch,

Sir,— I shall consider it a favour, if you will publish in your

valuable Magazine the following queries and observations: they

may lead to some information, which will be as acceptable to

many of your readers, as to your constant student,

Vkri Investigator.

The principle of bevelled wheels was, I believe, first published

by De La Hire in the ixth volume of Meniobesjie i'Acaderti.

Paris, \^)iS(\ to 1699. But I would gladly be informed where

and ivhen they were first put in action ?

What is the dale, and by whom were governors or lift-tenters

first apj)lied to corn-mills driven by wind? and where was the

first governor aj)plied to the steam-engine ?

The Swedes contend with us for the priority of invention of

the thrashing-macliine. Can you inform me, whether they

liave any just ground for such a claim? If they have not, I

mragine that Mr. Sterling of Perthshire was the inventor about

]7'»^. Has
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Has there ever been published any separate treatise upon the

$teain-engine ? 1 suspect that much may have occasionally

appeared in some provincial towns, near which those valuable

machines are manufactured, or used to a great extent, without

ever reaching the metiopoiis.

Medical School of St. Thomas's and Guy's Hospitals.—The
Spring Courses of Lectures at these adjoining Hospitals will

commence the beginning of February, as follows ; viz.

yit St. Thomas's.—Anatomy and Operations of Surgery, by
Mr. Astley Cooper and Mr. U. Cline.—Principles and Practice

of Surgery, by Mr. Astley Cooper.

^t Guy's.— Practice of Medicine, by Dr. Babington and Dr.

Curry.—Chemistry, by Dr. Babington, Dr.Marcet and Mr. Allen.

—Experimental Philosophy, by Mr. Allen.—Theory of Medi-
cine, and Materia Medica, bv Dr. Currv and Dr. Cho'melev.—
Midwifery, and Diseases of Women and Children, by Dr. Hai^h-
ton.— Pliysiology, or Laws of the Animal fficonomy, by Dr.
Haighton.— Structure and Diseases of the Teeth, by Mr. Fox.

N. B. These several Lectures are so arranged, that no two of

them interfere in the hours of attendance ; and the whole is cal-

culated to form a Complete Course of Medical and Chirurgical

Instruction. Terms and other particulars may be Iea,rnt from
Mr. Stocker, Apothecary to Guy's Hospital.

f.lST OF PATENTS FOR NE\V INVENTIONS.

To George Mortoi5, of Covent Garden, in the county of Middle-
sex, for his mode of attaching horses to waggons and all otherfour-

wheeled carriages.—Toenrol 14th November 1815.—6 months.
To Joseph Baader, Doctorof Medicine, Knight of the kingdom

of Bavaria, for his improved plan of constructing rail-roads, and
carriages to be used on such improved rail-roads, for tiie more
easy, convenient, and expeditious conveyance of all sorts of

goods, wares, merchandize, persons, and all other articles

usually, or at any time, removed in carriages of any construction

whatever.— 14th November.—6 months.

To GeorgeAustin, of Wottonunderedge, in the county of Glou-
cester, and John Dutton the younger, of Hillsley, in the parish

of Hawksbury, in the said county, clothier, for certain improve-
ments in the operation of fulling woollen cloth, and for im-
ptovcmcnts in fulling-mills.—23d November.—2 months.
To Alhm Taylor, in the parish of Barking, in the county of

Ehsex, Daniel Gallafent senior, and Daniel Gallafent junior, in

the parish of Braiutree, iu the county of Essex, for their engine

for
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for raising cold and hot water.—2.5th November 1815.—

2

months.

To George Young, of Thames- street, London, for his improved

method of making :i ])eculi;ir species of canvass, which may be

tised more advantagc<nislv for military and other |Jurpo«es than

the canvass now in use.—.'ith December 181."}.—2 months.

To Jean Frederick, Marcjuis de Clialjanus, of Kussell-jjJace, in

the county of Middlesex^ for a metliod or methods for conducting'

the air and regulating the temperature in lionses and other

buildings, and warming and cooling either air or liquids in a

more expeditious and less expensive manner tlum hath hitherto

been done within this kingdom. ')th December.— 2 months.

ToJamesLee,of OldFord, in the county of MiddloseN,forcertain

improvements in the methods before invented bv liim ot })rcparing

hemp and flax for their various uses, and by which also other

vegetable substances may be rendered applicable to many of the

purposes for which hemp and flax are used.—5th December.

—

15 months.

To Cliristoj)her Dilil, of Frith-street, Soho, Middlesex (in con-

sctjuence of a communication made to him by a certain foreigner

residing abroad), for certain improvements in the metliod or

apparatus for dibtillation.— .ith Dcccmljer.—(5 months.

ToJohn ?\Iazel, of Poland-street, in tiie comity of Middlesex, for

his instrument or instruments, machine or machines, for the im-

provement of all musical performances, which he denominates a

metronome or musical time-keeper.—5th Dec.—6 months.

To Samuel Clegg, of the (ias- works, Peter-Street, \Vef:t-

miuister, in the county of Middlesex, engineer, for his improved

gas ap))aratus.—Dth Dec.— ti months.

To llobert Kinder, of Liverpool, Lancaster, for his improved

methcxl or means of propelling shij)s' boats and other vessels.

—

19th Dec.—2 months.

To Robert Dickinson, of Great Queen-Street, Lincoln's Inn

Fields, in the county of Middlesex, for his improvement or im-

provements in the hooj)s or hooping of barrels.— 19th Dec.

—

2 months.

To William Plenty, of Newbury, Berks, iron-founder, for his

plough or agricultural in)plcment made on a new or improved

jjrinciple and answering a two-fold purpose, so that land or

ground may be thereby both pared and ploughed.—22d Dec.

— 2 months.

To William Adamson, of tlie parish of St. George, Hanover-

Square, London, for his discovered princijdc by which an hori-

zontal wheel maybe so moved about its axis by water, as to give

it a power considerably greater than can be obtained l)y the aj)-

plication
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plication of water to a wliecl in any other position.— 22d Dec.
-—2 mouths.

To Josejjh Reynolds, of Kitley, in the county of Salop, for

certain improvements in the construction of wheel-carriages, and

of ploughs, and other im})lemcnt.s used in hus])anury. to be

moved by steam, heated air, or vapour.—9th January 181G.

—

2 months.

To Edward Cooper, of the parish of St. Mary, Newington

Butts, for a method of [)ainting paper for paper hanging.— 1 0th

Jan.—6 months.

To Thomas Dcakin, of Ludgate Hill, London, and John Ili-

chard Ilavncs, of St. John's Street, for an improved stove-grate

or lire-jduce,— 15th Jan.— (! months.

To James Barron, of VvVlls-Street, Oxford-Street, for an im-

provement or improvements on castors.—23d Jan.—2 months.

METEOROLOGY.

The following Register of the Rain-gauge kept in Edinburgh

bv Mr. Adie, optician, shows the quantity of rain that fell du-

ring more than eleven years, in inches and decimals of an incli

;

and it appears that there was more than an average quan-

tity fell in 1810.

5
IS

Jan.
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLK,

Bv Mr. Gary, of the Strand,

For January 18IG.

Days of

Mouth.

Dec.

Jan.

27

28

29
30
31

J

2

3

4

5

6

7

s

9

10

1 I

12

13

14

15

16

17

IB

19'

Thermometer.

42
32
45
43
28

28

27

37
29
30
45
40
40
45

49
5 2

38

39
39
38

37
40
34
33

20 35

21 38
22' 36
231 38

24| 3*9

25 38

2C 34

35

35

46
40
30
33
34

40
42
43
48
40
49
47
51

50

41
43
45
42
42
42
42

-io

40

39
42
40
40
40

42
29
46
23

27

26

27
35

35

40
35
36
'ib

46
48
44

39
33
40
33

40
36
34

39
39
39
39
38

39
36
35

Height of

liie Barom.
Inches.

29" 20
•79

•82

30-50
•50

•51

•16

•25

•23

•10

29-76
•85

.50
•52

•48

•01

•10

2S-97

2g'2i
•20

'67

•68

•69

•68

•50

•20

•22

•12

•10

•1 1

•32

0~.

Weather

Hain and Snow
iRaiu and Snow

7
I

Fair

10 Fair

7 Fair

6 Fair

7 Fair

10 Fair

1 2 Fair

6 Fair

Cloudy
8

i

Fair

O . Rain
10 !Fair

1

4

I

Fair

10 I Fair

JREiin

5
I
C!oudy

7 "Fair

jRain

1

4

I Fair

9
i

Fair

9 Fan-

4 Cloudy
5 Fair

Rain
6 Fair

Rain

O CUmdy
Fo<;gy

7 Cloudy

N.B. The Barometer'* height is taken at ouc o'clock.
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XVII. On Aerial Navigation, Bij Sir George CayleYjCoj/.

To Mr. Tllloch.

Sir,— 1 AM glad to find that the puhhc attention is called to

aerial navigation by Mr. Evans, in vour Magazine for Novenibcr
last. ' This snhject is of great importance to mankind, and is

worthy of more attention than is bestowed upon it. An unin-

terrupted navigable ocean, that comes to the threshold of every

man's door, ought not to be neglected as a source of humai>

gratification and advantage. Mr, Evans proposes the action of

a large inclined plane suspended below a common balloon, as

the means of making it take an oblique course in its ascent, and
by means of the same plane to make the weight of the appa-
ratus cause an oblique descent towards the same point of steer-

age. This principle is unquestionably capable of performing
what that gentleman proposes, although the construction he has
given is only adapted to effect the purpose in ascending, as the

want of weight in the plane would prevent it from operating,

excepting in a very limited degree, in the descent. In the small

balloons used by Mr. Evans, the plane was, in fact, the whole
burthen supported ; and hence, under the small velocity gene-
rated, the descent was as oblique as the ascent. But in the

balloon 80 feet in diameter described by that gentleman, the

plane in ascending would receive, according to his estimate,

above 2000 pounds of resistance from the air, and thus become
efficient ; whereas in descending it could only sustain a resist-

ance equal to its weight, 'vhich of course will be as little as pos-

sible, and hence it will be nearly inefficient. The general prin-

ciple, however,is perfectly true; and when applied advantageously,

although it is an indirect way of gaining the proposed horizontal

point, yet it will be as effectual as the process of tacking in or-

dinary navigation. Mr, Evans estimates that a Montgolfier

balloon of 80 feet in diameter, with a plane suspended under it

in an angle of 70° with a perpendicular line, the dimensions of

which are as 1'4 to 1, compared with the great circle of the

balloon, will be carried through the air by a power of ascent

equal to 2/92 pounds with a velocity of 28 feet per second, and
hence that the travelling horizontal speed will be about 19 miles

per hour.—If the resistance of air be taken at one pound per

square foot at a velocity of 23 feet per second, which is two feet

more than the common engineering estimate, the resistance cf

a globe to its great circle, according to Mr. Robins's experi-

ments, as 1 to 2-27, and the resistance of the plane as the square
Vol,47.No.214. Fe^. 1816. F of
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of the sine of the antjlo of incidence,— it will require about

r24.')0 pounds to produce this rate of conveyance in Mr. Evans's
balloon ; and hence the power he allows is not one-fourth part

of what is reciuired. This apparatus wo\ild, however, according

to my calculation, travel witli the speed of about 8' miles per

hour*, which is (|uite sufhcient to show the utility of the princi-

ple, whether the mistake be in Mr. Evans's figures or my own.
A feu- years ago I made many experiments upon the power

of inclined planes, some of which exceeded ."JOU square feet in

area: an atcouut of these may be seen in Mr. Nicholson's.Tour-

nal for November 1809, and February and March 1810. h
may be aflfirmed with confidence from these experiments, that in

oblicjuely descending the efficacy and steerage of the inclined

plane have been completely ascertained. Mv object was to leave

out the unwieldy bulk of balloons altogether, and to make use

of the inclined plane propelled by a light first mover. Although
luy attention has hitherto been diverted from making further

experiments, I am fully convinced that this mode of aerial na-

vigation is practicable, and will, ere long, be accomplished. In

the mean time I shall be glad to promote any promising ex-

periments upon the steerage of ballooris, and therefore offer the

following observations through the medium of your Magazine.
In con>;idering the means for obviating the relative resistance

of balloons in passing swiftly through the air, the leading ge-

neral principle is evidently to increa'^e their dimensions far be-

yond the limits hitherto adopted. The weight of their super-

ficial materials, and the resistance they meet with, being as the

squares of their diameters; whereas their power of support be-

ing as the cubes of these diameters, it follows that their power
may be made to bear any required proportion to their resistance.

Thus a balloon of one yard in diameter meets with ten times

more resistance, in proportion to its power, than a balloon of ten

yards in diameter.

The next consideration is, that a globe is by no means the be.st

shape for obviating resistance; a greater extension in the line

of its path, with a corresponding diminution in the section per-

pendicular to it, may be adopted with great advantage. Keeping
in view these two leading principles, the former of which places

the proper scale of experiments beyond the expense that indivi-

duals choose to appropriate to such purposes, I propose that

the following plan be adopted by those desirous of promoting
this noble art :—First, that a subscription be entered into for

* An error in the paper of Mr. Kvnns was corrected in our number for

December, making tlie velocity lOJ miles per hour.

obtaining
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obtaining a proper fund ;—and secondly, that a committee be

appointed by the subscribers for the purpose of carrying such

experiments as niav appear eligible into effect. To such a com-
mittee I should l)e glad to submit the jnoj)riety of making the

following experiment, wliich would be capable of trying all the

expedients hitherto proposed for steering balloons. The prin-

ciple proposed by Mr. Evans is onlv applicable, at present, to

tire- balloons ; and as these are the cheaj)est, and upon a large

scale with proper precautions may be nuide safe with respect to

fire, I propose that the experiments be made upon the Mout-
golfier baUoon. The scale I propose to adopt, though as small

as is compatible with the object in view, will appear to any one

who has not calculated the proportions required for the success

of the Cvperiment, of stupendous magnitude.—Amazement would
have been the consequence of presenting to the imagination of

an ancient Briton the idea of a British hundred-gun ship, when
oidy CDntemplating the principles of navigation exhibited in his

humble coracle covere<l with a skin. From the truck of the

flag-staff to the extreme of the bowsprit, a vessel of this sort

will measure about 90 yards ; and it is a wonderful effort of hu-

man ingenuity arising from the gradually accumulating know-
ledge of ages :—but the long boat of aerial navigation com-
mences about the bidk where the man-of-war of common navi-

gation has reached its full growth; and what may be the vessels,

I hope 7iot 7nen of war, of this sort which a thousand years of

human invention may bring to light, 1 am at a loss to contem-
plate.

Let A r> C represent the plan, side and end elevation of a

balloon or aerial vessel, made of woollen cloth, and kept to its

F 2 shape
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sliii))C l)y light poles attached to it, and internal cross brachigs

of wire or cord, opposiny; the tendency to become circnlar from

tlic internal pres^-nre of the heated air: this vessel to he l.">

yards in elevation, 30 in width, and 100 in length. Abont

27 yards below this ves>-el must i)e suspended a convenient boat-

shaped ear, by six ropes crjlieetini; the cordage of the netting.

This boat must be furnished with a light fire-grate; and an

cs\\\\ chinnicv of thin metal nuist descend Irom the l)alloon and
cover the lire. Tins chimney to he furnished with three fine

wire nets to prevent sjjarks from passing up it. A sail or rud-

der D must be attached to the boat from behind, whieli can be

turned to either side bv luaeing the boom to which it is fixed.

The cloth made use (jf heing woollen will not be subject to take

fire; but it is requisite that it should be made air-tight, and like-

Avisc impervious to rain, by some coats of paint or varnish on

the outside. The machine being thus completed so far as it is

necessary to try the principle of the inclined plane, as soon as

the balloon is inflated, let the front rojjes be lengthened and the

hinder ones shortened, till it stands in an aiigle of about oO*^ with

the horizon, when it will be found to rise in an angle of about 45*^,

and the horizontal velocity towards its destined hurl'our will be

about 20 miles per hour*.—TliC power of the heated air would
be about 17(i00 pounds: of this abont 6S0O pounds would be re-

quired to generate the velocity specified, and the remainder will

be consmned in the weight of materials, fuel, passengers, &c.

It may seem at the first view extraordinary that I should

propose to make use of so long a chimney; and this requires

some explanation. The exterior resistance of the air to the an-

terior portion of the balloon, will ainount on some parts »)f it to

about 2() pounds per scpiare yard at the proposed speed ; and

hence an interna! pressure at least e([ual to this must be created,

for the purpose of preserving the form of the balloon. This is

most readily effected by force of the long column of heated air

passing up such a chimney as I have descri!)ed ; for, were the

air within it no hotter than the general temperature of the bal-

loon, the 27 yards of chimney added to half the height of the

Vjalh/on woidd create a ]>rcssnrc rather exceeding what is re-

quired ; and I conceive it will, from its greater rarefaction, cre-

* Tliis calculation is L'lnnrKJcd upon the fdllowini:; data:—That in IMont-
goUicr balloons one cubic yard oj' ^|)ace has btcn ioiind to awe II ounces
of power— that the t'oini of the vessel will prevent it from rr ceiving more
than a third part of the resistance tliat its greatest cross .«tction would re-

ceive at the same velocity ; and that a velocity of tucnty-three feet per
second in air, creates a resistance of one pound per S'|uare foot, according
to some careful e.spcriuiciits of my ow n upon a very large scale,

ate
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ate as much pressure as will permit the prow of the halloon to

be dc])resscd to an angle of 80^ with the horizon, and still en-

able it to resist the impression of the air in descending. It is

scarcely necessary to observe that the balloon must be, as usual,

furnished with a large valve at the top, and likewise with one at

the bottom, to permit the escape of the hottest or coldest air as

required. If the sjjecific heat of air be to that of water as l*7i)

to I, it will re(|iiire about SSO pounds of fuel to inflate this bal-

loon, exclusive of wliat will be consumed to supply the waste of

heat during the operation ; and when a second rise is required,

by having suffered the escape of air equal to the power of 6800
pounds, it u i!l require the rapid combustion of 340 j)ounds of

shavings, chojjped straw, &c. to create a renewed ascent. Hence,

including waste, probably about 100 pounds of fuel will be ex-

pended for every mile of conveyance, exclusive of the first in-

flation.

When this experiment has been made, it will be easy to try

whether tiie balloon can be driven directly forward by sails wafted

bv the steam-engine at a less expense of fuel. In the former

case the balloon had to proceed along two sides of a right-an-

gled triangle only to gain the length of the hypothenuse : hence,

as the resistance varies as the square of the velocity, the same
horizontal speed of conveyance will l)e obtained with rather less

than half the resistance in the one case than the other. The
consumption of a steam horse power is about 30 pounds of wa-
ter and six or seven pounds of fuel per hour. I have made se-

veral calculations relative to this subject, but it will occupy too

much space for any one number of your valuable Magazine to

detail them ; I shall therefore close this paper, already perhaps

too long, bv stating, tliat if the dread of fire should deter any
one from wishing to promote this experiment, notwithstanding

the adoption of woollen cloth to prevent it, a perfect security

from this accid.ent may be obtained by using steam in lieu of

heated air for inflating the balloon, or at least a great mixture

of it with the heated air. The power of steam is greater than

air at the usual temperature in Montgolfier balloons in the ratio

of 18 to 11, although the first inflation will cost more fuel in

the ratio of 26 to 1. The resistance to a steam-balloon will ije

only as 1 to I "38, when compared with one of the same power
inflated by heated air; and b.ence a considerable saving of puwer
would be the result of adopting it. But several inconveniences

arise upon the introduction of steam into balloons, the chief of

which are the necessity of dou])ling the structure, so as to sus-

pend the steam balloon within one of heated air or gas, and of

the materials being incapable of absorbing water. However, I

F 3 think
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think it very possible that the following lines of Dr. Darwin
may eventually be realized

:

" Soon shall tliy ani), unconqiicrM '.team! afar

Drag tlie slow barj^c or drive the rapid car;

Or on wide waving winiis cxpaiuled bear

The flying chariot thrc.iii;h the liclds of air.

Fair crews triumphant, Icaninf; Iroin aboic,

Shall wave th»^ir Hutrcrini; kerchiefs as they move;
(^r warrior bands alarm the iiapini; crowd,

i\nd armies shrink beneath tiie shadow y cloud."

I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

Brompton, near Malton, Yorkshire, GeorGE CaYLEY.
Dec. 24, 1815.

XVIII. An Attempt to draw a Parallel between the Arts of
Painting and Sculpture*.

JL HE appellation of Sister Arts is generally given to Painting and
Sculpture: this mode of expression taken in a gener.il sense is

correct ; but the relations and resemblances which they respec-

tively present to the eyes of a common observer are very remote,

when they are considered attentively and with the eyes of an
artist.

Several eminent artists and amateurs, whom I have the ho-

nour to rank among my friends, having expressed their sur-

prise that very little had been written upon sculpture, while

the most petty scribbler thinks himself qualified to decide dog-
matically on the merit of painters, and to dwell pedantically

on all the parts of a picture; it occurred to me that the rea-

sons for such a seeming neglect of the former art, and micIi an
excess of criticism on the latter, were to be souuht for in the

essence of the two arts. In these few pages I shall therefore

endeavour to give a general idea of both.

Painting strikes the senses most forcibly, and the aid of co-

lours gives it the advantage of closelv resembling nature. Not
only do the aljundance and eclat of its produttions diffuse it

more widely and facilitate its reception in tiie world ; but the

means of its execution are so familiar and so well known, that

all men regard it as a common j)ropertv. But it is not in this

point of view, nor in this spirit, that it is made for all the world.

Sculpture, more confined to the workshop, less in view and of

more difficult removal, slower in its operations and less extensive

* Translated from an nnpnblislied mannscript of Count Caylus, in tlie

possession of INI. Tayollc, luerubcr of the French Institute.

—

Mat^asin En-
(ijclopedique.
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in its field of composition, not only curtails, and as it were shuts

up, but o!).scures the career which is always open with respect

to pain tint;, atjainsl iiarrovv niiiuls and professed boasters.

'Ihe I'acilitv of spoakinq; and the silence above alluded to are,

therefore, wholly dependent on the nature of each of these arts,

I am the more anxious to eomrnunicate tliese ideas on painting

and sculpture, because those who practise them evince no desire

to know that the labour and execution, the methods of which
as transmitted from master to scholar are adopted in the school,

to say the truth, are a kind of routine which may have advan-

tages for men of middlinj^ talents, whose habitudes induce idle-

ness. But this routine and this beaten track are not only ene-

mies to greatness, Imt lead artists to despise theory, and reject

the reflections which men of letters niav chance to conunimicate.

This prejudice, the source of the greatest misfortunes to the arts,

is absolutely false in its principle.

The slightest reflection teaches us that the theory of an art

always serves to the perfection of its practice ; and artists them-
selves prove every dav that these parts are inseparable : in fact,

those of superior talents would not retain the pre-eminence

which they enjoy, without the application of the essential parts

of theory to the beauty of the touch of the chisel, the perfection

of the tracings, and general grandeur of idea. I shall admit that

it may not be requisite that they should reason methodically on
their art, or write upon it with order : all this may not be re-

quired of them ; but they ought to be able to speak of it cor-

rectly, and with decent warmth : in short, they ought to be lu-

minous. Could they have these advantages, if this theory which
they despise were not indelibly but unconsciously rooted in their

minds ? It does exist there certainly, but mixed and confounded
with what they call their practice. We may be the more assured

that the theory is nothing but the rationale of the art, because

arti.sts continually use it without having the least, doubt of its

potency: in fact, they both oppose it incessantly to the critiques

which are made on their productions, and use it in those which
they make themselves on the works of ancient or modern artists.

In order that sculpture mav be brought within the compre-
hension of persons in general, who have no idea of the resources

of intellect and dexterity of workmanship requisite for its opera-

tions, I think it best to compare all its parts with those of

painting; to point out tlie portions which are common to both,

and which establish their sisterhood ; and, finally, to notice the

facilities or difficulties which both kinds of artists have to en-

counter. This arrangement appears to me to be the simplest,

and the most capable of making known the real difference of the

two arts.

F 4 Their
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Their common parent is Genius, that portion of the divinity

imp«)ssible to bo misunderstood and more impossible to defiiu',

which strikes, prockices, ilhnninates, creates, and cannot be con-

founded with any part of the human mind, which is always little

in its pre'^encc. This tmiver-al at;cnt hovers e(|uallv <iver the

two profC'sions, and diifusos, more or less, sparks of tire from

his luminous centre :—happy are those artists who are ^iulViciently

])rompt to receive thein, and sufBciently skilful to make the pro-

per application.

The imitation of nature is constantly the essence, the basis,

tlie property, and finally the common mother of the two arts :

but imitation alone produces mere pieces of ice ; it is but a

slave, if genius refuses to acconipany it : it is f^enius which fur-

nishes the grand means which lead to expression— to genius we
owe that penetration into the object, and that just and accurate

transport with w hich the soul is affected, and which flows from
the representation of action itself.

Painting and sculpture equally require the influence of a

father and a mother, to whom they owe the existence, or rather

the rc})roduction, of every instant of their being. Nevertheless,

far from sharing their gifts to their favourite daughters by the

same ways, genius and imitation subject them not only to their

particular object, but to the means \\ hich may exalt the magni-
ficence of their sources, and beget an admiration which ought to

be ascribed to its principle. Another object still more worthy of

these divine essences, is that of transmitting to posterity great

examples of heroism and virtue. Men who are truly wi-e and
truly heroic have, perhaps, no desire to be encouraged by the

lionourable recompenses which the arts distribute ; i)ut those

who succeed them may be guided and warmed by this reward

of good actions. Thus we may assert, that the u)onuments of

anti((uity have often been the source of the greatest virtues
;

for it is evident that living or too recent examples do not make
the same impression as the works of sculpture dedicated by an-
ti(|uity to virtue and glory:—the latter ))resent an isolated ex-

ample purified from every defect which could obscure it; the

former,/, e. the models of Hving or too recent characters, lose all

their eclat ; while their value is diminished by the self-love of

men who do not like to be surpassed by their contemj)oraries,

and who receive those personal impressions, those national ideas,

and finally imbibe all those prejudices, which the n)ind shuts

out with the utmost dilficulty as a consequence of these truths.

The arts ought to draw from anti(]nity the examples necessary

for humanity.

I trust that this digression will be forgiven, as I am here in-

<iuiring into the merits of an art which men in all ages have

charged
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cliarged to transmit to posterity just ideas of the grandeur of

the virtues and the stren!»th of empires.— 1 now return to the

details uhicli I have undertaken.

Paintina^ ])ossesses aniple means of making itself undertood :

the aid of local and aerial perspeetive, the multiplicity of plans,

aptness of site, facility of accessories, the instant of every move-
ment, all real and imaginary positions, and finally the colour

of the objects represented. What are the limits of all these ad-

vantages when thev are guided bv tlie hand of genius ? This
infjuiry does not belong to this place. The above eniueratiou

is merely given, that all the privations under which sculjjture la-

bours may !)e amply perceived.

Sculpture can only represent figures holding firmly by tiie

ground, from being obliged to have recourse almost always to

supports capable of sustaining the limbs and enabling them to

resist the weight of the body. What I say on this occasion re-

gards single figures ordy, and which are most usually treated bv
sculptu.re. It is true that groups are sometimes exhibited, but

in general tlie number of figures of which they are composed
is small; for it is rare to find them more extensive than that oi"

Dirce, that which we call the Farnese Bull, or the Baths of
ylpollo at Versailles. Bas-reliefs furnish sculpture with several

of the parts which painting uses at pleasure: they afford the

means of representing surrounding seenerv, landscape, multi-

plications of plans, and cousecpiently of perspective. The bas-

relief has besides the advantage of giving an idea of the kind
of light and the point of view for which the sculptor has com-
posed his piece. I shall add that, like the painter, he has only

a surface to adorn, that he may express actions varied at plea-

sure, and that he may arrange at will all the positions of nature

and fiction. Notwithstanding this increase of succours, each art

being retained within the limits which its essence prescribes to

it, these kinds of work are in several respects always inferior to

painting, and bas-reliefs often leave something to desire, even
without com))aring them to pictures ; for it is certain that they

arc! attended with great difficulties, and we have not always oc-
casion to remark, on viewing them, that the subject is well un-
derstood from the bas-relief. Their execution demands, there-

fore, a peculiar sort of talent.

After having overcome the difficulty of supporting the figure,

i. e. having found a method of doing so without making the ac-

tion appear constrained or unnatural, sculpture is obliged to dis-

cover a position which sludl be happy in every respec r : owd
whoever has not reflected upon this difficuitv, cannot conceive the

pains necessary to be taken to find an accurate and agreeable

adjustment of all the parts and for every point of view. We
ought
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ouglit not to forget that painting works under a single point of

AICW.

Tiie parts which are most isolated, and particularly the arms,

do not less embarrass the sculptor: he ought to have su])port

and solidity constantly in iiis nund; they are of such necessity

in execution, that in order to attain them, he is he(|uently com-

pelled to renoimce the most e\prcs•^ivc attitudes. How great is

the constraint therefore in composition! Wiiat are the curtail-

ments to which geniu>^ must not submit

!

The accessories concur to the action, and serve to make it

known ; their as:sistance is a very great resource to the arts :

clo(iuencc even makes use of them, for an epithet appears to

me to be an accessory, or if we please an attribute: the painter's

only-fear is lest he should abuse them; whereas the sculptor,

restrained within very narrow bounds, can employ only attributes

often of very general ap})]ication ; since they sometimes accord

with several figures, and since he can only place them on the

clothing, on the head, on tlie iiands, and sometimes on the sup-

port which has been mentioned.

I do not speak of the convenienceof positions, with res))ect to age

and character, nor of the correctness of the tracing, of the details

of putting the lim'hs and other organs in the right place, for these

parts are as necessary to scidpture as to painting: but the latter,

liaving onlv one front or one point of view to represent, is cnc-

cuted witli the more facility, because, if the painter perceives

some error, or some degree of perfection which he can add, he

is master of the art of instantly effacing and retouching : the

sculptor, on the contrary, is deprived of this advantage; he can-

not retrace his steps from the moment he has chipj)cd off a

piece of marble. I shall jjass over in silence the constraints

which the dimensions of t'.ie block frecjucntly occasion in pro-

ducing the given figure. But these constraints are not all which

the art undergoes. The painter c'looses the light which lie wishes

to fall on a surface: the sculptor has no choice: he has all

kinds of light at once, and this very abundance is to him a

source of embarrassment; for he is obliged to consider and to

reflect on all the parts of liis figure, and to work them accord-

ingly: it is himself in fact who, as it were, gives the lights to his

subject. A sculptor nuist also make several sketches until he

finds the i)roper attitude: in this respect the mind of the sculp-

tor is more creative than that of the painter. I5ut this vanity is

not satisfied but at the expense of much reflection and fatigue;

whereas the painter has all the oppositions of colour, accidents

and effects of every kind at his command, to j)roduce correspon-

dence and harmony in ])arts which concur most to general har-

inonv, I. c. to the charms of sight, 'i'he sculptor has no such

advantages.
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advantages. He has no guide but experience, and, if we may
so express ourselves, the fountain of liis chisel, as the painter has

that of his pencil. The iniitiition of the human skin is the ob-

ject and principle of the imitative arts: the flesh merits the

particular attention of both arts, since tliere is no part more pro-

minent and with which the spectator is more struck: it ought to

be perceived chieflv over the muscles which it covers, withoi-t

diminishing their play or size, and without altering their strength

or position. But how great are the diiferences in the method
of expressing this skin! Sculptors must search for examples in

the chefs-d'oeuvre of the Greeks; they alone have given the

model of profound knowledge and sublime execution: they must
place all their confidence in the correctness and beauty of their

works, and must not seek to surprise into admiration by a contrast

in the positions. It would have been desirable if ancient au-

thors had made any mention of their method of studying. It is

evident, however, that it must have been different from that of

the present day; for even those among the moderns who have

most copied and who have been most penetrated with admira-

tion of the Greek sculptors, have never caught their style nor

method of working. We merely know from the accounts of

Pliny, that, far from neglecting the theory, they reflected deeply

on thdir art. The great number of artists whom he mentions

as having written profoundly on this subject, does not admit of

our refusing to believe this compliment.

I return to the means which the painter possesses of giving

expression to the skin. It is easy for him to coloin- his work

;

and, without speaking of half-tints, to support it by large shades.

He may easily enliven it by forcible touches which ])roduce an
agreeable opposition and a haj)py contrast with this same skin;

whereas the sculptor cannot produce the same effect without the

greatest pains, aud he does so without the aid of any of those

chance-touches of the painter which resemble the sallies of the

imagination in a hoti mot which reflection never could have fore-

seen. When tlie studies of the painter are at an end, he may-

sit by his fire and survey all the parts of his picture: he covers,

extinguishes, revives, and harmonizes: tlie sculptor with a sharp

chisel, which acts only when it is struck with a mallet*, and
without having it in his power to restore the substance which it

has removed, cannot give harmony to his figure without the

most laborious attention and the most accurate judgement, sub-
ject to the idea of a perfect whole, which he ought to have con-
stantly present in his mind, without having it in his power to

* All the fine works of sculpture are tjnisfiod with the point of the

chisel: the ra^p is ii most perjjicious iiistrumenl.

abandon
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abamloii it for a moment. From the hair of the head to the sole

of ihc foot, how iiiauv touches of the chisel docs it not require

to render a piece of scvilptuie sublime !

'I'ht' two aits cannot pav too much attention to the subject

of draperies. We mit^lit niuke a lon^' dissertation on the abusen

in this de|)artment : l)ut sculpture rc(|uires in this respect still

greater pains than paintiiij;-. Bernini, whose talents are un-

questionable, has given much amplitiule and flow to his draperies.

This novelty has been productive of bad consc()ucnces. In or-

der to avoid the difficulties of forming- the naked figure, an ex-

cess of drapery has been resorted to bv the fohowers of Bernini:

thev have forgotten that the clothing ought always to recall the

idea of the form of the parts under it; latterly, in Italy as

well as in Trance, statues have been covered with a multiplicity

of large folds, and have exhibited motions which nature never

dictated. Thus stejipiug from abuse to abuse, the draperies have

been composed separately with great nicety, and frequently di-

rectly against the natural effect of the weight and movement of

the figure which they are intended to clothe. This is not asto-

nishing, since they are intended to be fixed tipon a lay-figure,

and adjusted at pleasure. The ancients are still our masters in

this respect: it was not tiuough ignorance or idleness that they

made clioice ol' light draperies, which have been erroneously de-

nominated moulded draperies; but the dresses which they re-

presented being composed of gauze or muslin, preserved the

naked shape, and conveyed the idea of all the movements of the

body in a manner so agreeable, that the eye was always satisfied,

and nature gained in some respects from voluptuousness.

It is scarcclv necessary to say that this proposition cannot l)e

geiicral ; and that decency re(|uiring a groat degree of modesty,

the figures which belong to religion in ])articular cannot admit of

much nakedness. But would it be impossible to dress them in

thinner clothes, less ample, and less loaded with great folds ? As to

those which we borrow from fable, we have too many reasons for

following the examples which the ancients have given us.

It cannot be said in favour of the sculptor that he has the ad-

vantage of moulding the jjarts. Without entering into a detail by

which painting may equally profit, it would result from this

operation that all statues would be excellent, because there is.

no part of the human body which cannot be moulded and copied

by the compass; nevertheless the contrary is too well demon-
strated: in fact, not only does nature sometimes present imper-

fections, l)ut all the parts selected and moulded do not agree

with each other. The joinings at least must be supplied: be-

sides, the character of a moulded part is generally frigid, and docs

not accord with the subject intended to be represented': and
lastly.
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lastly, the ))roporti()ns arc different. It must he admitted, how-
ever, that this Ihcility of moulding has fre(|uently Ijcon used by
ignorant sculptors ; hut it will always be easy to di^tingui^h the
use which tliey have made of it: nature breaks out, and the eye
is struck with it the moment it is perceived. Tluus we may say

in general, that by supposing an etjual degree of mediocTity, the

sculptor with the aid of tlie mould will appear superior to the

jjaisiter, when both of them work without genius.

It has been generally t'.iought that real colours applied to a
work of sculpture ought to produce the most perfect imitation.

This practice, adopted in the barbarous times of anti(juity, was
preserved throughout Europe until the revival of tlie arts. We
find even at this moment in country towns statues of saints

plastered over with various colours. The grosser senses of the

peasantry are struck with this alliance of sculpture and painting
;

but it is the only beauty they have : for I can safely assert, that

if Apelles and Lysippus could have joined their talents upon one
and the same statue, they would not have produced anv thing

agreeable or satisfactory : the two arts which these great men
have illustrated, lose equally their advantages by uniting their

efforts ; and nothing so forcibly proves their real difference, as

the productions which arise from their copartnership.

Colours when placed on a statue present no shading : the
details of the figure become fixed and immoveable; and although,

physically speaking, they cannot be otherwise, the pencil and the

chisel produce illusions, giving rise to ideas of the motion whieii

suits the parts, and present several details of the passions Vv'hich

they have seized and taken, as it were, on the wing.

The examination of a drapery will serve as a term of com-
parison, and may give an idea of the wav in which this opera-

tion of colouring destroys the fine and delicate expression of the

passions.

I shall suppose this drapery to be loose and flowing. The
painter will give to his picture either its lightness, the ;trength

of the wind, or that of the action. The drapery of the same
kind will be represented by sculpture much less extended, but

it will l>e sufficient if it seems to float in the air. From the mo-
ment that it is coated with paint it will become heavy ; its

folds, which are very fine in mere scu]})ture, will appear loaded.

The contour, deprived of tlie effect of opposition, such as the

painter gives it at pleasure in a pictme, wi!! become heavier, as

well as all the details of the mass: the salient parts treated by
sculpture can produce only harsh and crivde effects; for colouring

cannot suit all the aspects of a lay-figure, and t!ie work will

necessarily be deprived of every kind of harmony: thenceforward,

in
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in short, it can only be regar«1cd as an assemblage of masses,

without any general or particular connexion.

Thus, each of these arts, residini^ within bounds prescribed

by nature, ought to keep to its advantages, and surmount its de-

fects by touches niulually borrowed. Painting, notwithstanding

the grandeur and abundance of its means, always endeavours to

produce the effect of reliefs, and thus to imitate sculpture. The
latter, confined to solid matter, cannot be susceptible of har-

mony and op|josition, except from the variety of the workman-
ship of the chisel, and bv the more or less of decision in the

shading : it caiuiot draw this harmony from anv thing but from

itself, or, what is absolutely the same, from the mere colour of

the matter upon which it works: in order to please, it seeks the

harmony of painting :—both arts, therefore, mutually lend each

other assistance, in this case they are sisters; but they are dif-

ferent in their methods of attaining the same end, and they can-

not reside under the same roof.

It results from these reflections, founded on the essence and

the detail of the two arts, that the sculptor, having less assist-

ance, seems to have more merit when he arrests and astonishes

the spectator, to make him feel all the grandeur of a great ac-

tion : but at the same time the spectator requires a great variety

of lights to judge by; and conse(juentlv painting, being more
adapted to the capacity of all men, and flattering their idleness

more, must necessarily have more friends and a greater number
of partisans.

XIX. New Outlines of Cheynical Philosophy.

By Ez. Walker, Esq. of Lynn, Norfolk.

[Continued from vol. xlvi. p. 433.J

" Of the Decomposition of Water'''."

X TIE antiphlogistic theory has received its greatest support,*'

fays Dr. Priestley, " from the supposed discovery that water i*

resolvable into two principles ; one that of oxygen, the base of

dephlogisticated air; and the other, because it has no other origin

than water, hydrogen, or that which with the addition of ca-

lori(j2te, or the element of heat, constitutes inflammable air.

' One of the parts of the modern doctrine the most solidly esta-

blished,' say M. Berthollet and the other authors of tlie Re-

* From Pricitley's Essay on Phlogiston, jx 41.

port
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port on this subject {Examination of Kirwan, p. 17), Ms the

formation, the decomposition, and recompo'^ition of water. And
how can \ve doubt of it, wlien we see that, in binuinG: toc;ether

fifteen grains of inflammable air, and eiglity-hve of vital air, we
obtain exactly an hundred grains of water, in which, by decom-
position, we fiiid again the same principles, and in the same
proportions ? If we duubt of a truth established by experiments

so simple and palpable, there would be nothing certain in na-
tural pliilosophy.'

" Notwithstanding the confidence thus strongly ex])ressed by
these able and experienced chemist^," says Dr. Priestley, " I must
take the liberty to say, that the experiments to which they al-

hide appear to me very liable to exception, and the doctrine of

phlogiston easily accounts for all that they have observed.
" Their proof that water is decomposed, and resolved into two

kinds of air, is, that when steam is made to pass over red-hot
iron inflammable air is produced, and the iron acquires an ad-
dition of weight, becoming what is called finery cinder, bitt

what they call oxidof iron ; supposing that tliere is lodged in it

the oxygen which was one of the constituent parts of the water ex-
pended in the process, while the other part, or the hydrogen, with
the addition of heat, assumed the form of inflammable air.

"But in order to prove that this addition of weight to the iron

is really oxygen, tliey ought to be able to exhibit it in the form
of dcphlogisticated air, or of some other substance into which^
oxygen is allowed to enter ; but this they have not done," &;c.

—Dr. Priestley on Phlogiston, p. 42.

*^ ^n argjtment against t/ie decomposition of water from the

different proportions of the elements of ivhich it is siipposed
- to consist, according to different experiments.

*' According to the new theory, water consists of two princi-

ples, oxygen and hydrogen ; and they are separated by iron, or

charcoal, in a red heat, uniting with one of them, .and suffering

the other to escape; and therefore if in any case a quantity of

water be wholly expended in forming air, and only one of the

kinds be found, it will be that this water does not consist of two
elements. Now, according to one of my experiments, water

would appear to consist of only one of the kinds of air, and
according to another of the other.

" I have shown that by a slo\v supply of water in sending

steam over red-hot charcoal, the whole of the produce is inflam-

mable air, without any mixture of fixed air, or the production

of any thing, aerial, fluid, or solid, iiito whicli oxygen can be

supposed to enter.
'- From
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** From tills cxpcrimpiit, therefore, cfJmliictcd in this manner,
it mii;lit be concluded that water consists ol' liydrogcn only, with-

out any oxytjen.
^' But accordini; to my experiment with terra pojiderom n'crata,

it may he proved to consist ol uxv^en onlv. For when bteam

is sent o\tM" this sul)stance in a red heat, nothini^ hut the purest

lixed air is produced; and yet the whole of anv (jufmtitv of wa-
ter may he expended in that j)roduction. As water is not f^aid

to contain any carbon, this must he supplied hy the lerra pan-
(derosa, and all the o\yii;en hy the water. For aeeordinj; to the

theory fixed air consists of 28 parts of carbon, and 72 of oxygen.
*' These exi)erinients favotu- my h\pothesis, that water is the

basis of all kinds of air, and tlierefore, tliat without it no kind of

air can be jiroduced."— I)r, Priestley on IMdogiston^ jjageSl.

—

Northumberland, Feb. 1, 1 800.

"In my opinion," says Dr. Priestley, "and that of long standini;,

that black calx of iron called //?/t'77/ cinder contains no oxjgen,

bixt only water.
** Now what I maintain is, that when finery cinder is- revived

(which, however, is not done without the introduction of phlo-

giston*,) nothing but water is separated from it.

*' Northumberland, America, Nov. .1, 1802."—Philosophical

Journal, vol. iv. p. fid.

Experiments which tend to confirm the truth of Dr. Priest-

ley's have lately been published hy Sir Hum{)hry Davyf

.

*' I have mentioned, page 172," says Sir H. Davy, "that in the

electrization of a globule of mercury in water, oxygen appears

to be combined with the metal, and yet no hydrogen evolved.

I have ma?le a number of experiments on this subject, and have

ascertained that, in the process descril)ed, oxide is forn)ed,

without anv apparent comi)ensation,in the production of inflam-

mable matter; nor was I able to detect any combination into

which the hydrogen could have entered ; so that these experi-

ments as they now stand, would induce the belief that water is

the ponderable basis of both oxygen and hydrogen, and that

these two forms of matter owe their peculiar properties either to

the agency of imponderable suDstances, or to peculiar arrange-

ments of the particles of the same matter. P>ut such a formidable

conclusion as this must not be hastily adopted : for in all other

cases oxygen and hydrogen appear as perfectly inconvertible

* SrIiceU; says tlint " plilonistoi) is a true cUinoit and a sinijjlc princi-

ple."—Scliccle on .Air anil Virc, p. 10.').

For n lUDre particular account of plilogiston, see Philosopliiral iMaga^inc,

vol, xlvi. p. 430.

f I'roiu Davy's Elements of Clicin. Phil. p. 48j.

substances.
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iul)stanrcs, aii'l in no otlier Instance can one be procured from

water without the coircspomlent quantity of the otlier, or with-

out some product in whicli the other may be supposed to enter/'

The French chemists have introduced innumerable errors into

science, by drawinir false conclusions from their experiments.

When thev saw that, in Inuninu; together 15 grains of iu-

flaminal)Ie air, and 85 of vital air, they obtained exactly 100
grains of water, they concluded that water is a compound vX

those two gases. But lig'.it and heat wcne produced in their ex-

periment, as well as water: but these ])ha'noniena escaped their

notice ; and this oversight might lead them to form an erroneous

hypothesis. Since nothing that is inflammable can be procured

from pure water bv anv means vet discovered, it follows of

course tiiat the elements of combustion must first be put into

water before those two gases can be obtained, which are sup-

posed to be its component j)arts.

Now, when a Levdeu phial is discharged through the air,

light and heat are produced ; but when it is discharged through

water, two gases are formed by taking up a portion of it, which,

by a certain modification, constitutes their ponderable basis.

And an electric spark being passed through a mixture of these

gases, combustion is produced ; for, the elements contained in

them and in a charged Lcvden phial being the same, the effects

in both cases are produced bv the same cause.

From these incontestable facts it appears, that the aiitb.ors of

the new theory mistook the formation and decomposition of tiie

two gases, for the decomposition and recomposition of water.

And as this false hvpothesis has gained so mvich ground in Eng-
land as to be received as a chemical axiom, every correct ex-

periment ought therefore to be l)rought forward, that tends to

refute an erroneous opinion which retards tlie progress of true

.science,

Lynn, Jan. 2G, 1C16. EzEKIEL WaLKER.
[To be coiitimiecl.]

}vX. On J^'ater- Wheels applied hi propeUlvg Vessels in Nnvi-
gat'1072.

To Mr. Tdloch.

Sir, — J. HE practice of navigation by the rotary movement
of wheels having excited the attention of public authorities, as

well as of private individuals, perhaps yon will allow the fol-

lowing suggestions to be made known to the readers of your

Magazine.

Vol.iZ. No. 214. Fe^'. ISIG. G Let
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Let it l>c supposed that the axle of a wheel is furniblicd with

six tHjuidistaiit planes projecting from the axis, at right angles

to the line of its direction, in the form of a common water-whccl.

If the axle he made to rest upon tiie surface of stnguant water,

and the wlieel he made to revolve (juickiv through the fluid ; the

water, which is displaced by the lower planes, will Ije replaced

bv the contiguous jiarticles of water from the liont, Irom helow,

and from either side. Three of the planes will pass through

the fluid at the same time, and the motion of the wheel w ill be

much more resisted than if each of the planes could be made to

pass singly through the fluid at separate times. But, of the

three pianos passing through the fluid at the same time, the one
which has ju^t entered the water, and the other which is just

going to emerge from the water, have both together very little

tendency to imi)el the axle along the surface ; their waste of

power more tiian counterbalances their cfiicient power.

Let u wheel have its axis in the diameter of a hollow cylinder,

and he made to revolve through water at the depth of the axle
;

the water, extruded by the planes, can only be replaced through

the front passage : there can he no lateral currents ; the water

in front will be lowered by being drawn into the cvlinder bv the

moving pianos, and the water behind will be raised by the quan-

tities forced out in that direction ; both of which efl'ccts will

tend to cause a movement of the machine along the surface of

the sustaining water. In this state of a wheel, anv number of

planes will scarcely augment the resistance to motion, for the

water will be driven through the cylinder by the advanced plane

with the velocity of that plane; and the current which follows,

will be caused by the lateral jnessure of the lluid only: therefore

the retired j)laiies will find the requisite velocity already com-
numicatcd to the water with which they first come in ccntact,

and will move in concert with the stream, unresisted in any
perceptible degree, till they, successively being brought in ad-
vance, will exercise alternately a similar function, of .'.cting by
a separate impulse against tlve resisting flnid. Under these cir-

cumstance':, the resistance to motion will be the pressure of

water upon the area of a single plane. The horizontal per-

cussion of a descending phme against the surface of the fluid

will be iuq)oieepti))le, ami exempt from all those incoiueniences

which would result from llio same act of a wheel moving in free

water,

Again, let three j^arts of a case be strongly connected to-

gether, namely, a flat bottom and two sides, and let the axle

of a wheel be supported in the sides so as to revolve clear of

the bottom. Let the top of the case he a curved plate drawn
over the sides, air-tight, and made to descend both wavs,

round
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round the perimeter of the wheel, about twenty-five degrees be-

low the axle : two parallel openings will then remain at the

lower part of the case, equal in depth to one-third the diameter

of the wheel. Let each plane be one-third the diameter iii

depth, which size will leave the central part of the wheel to re-

tain a considerable open space, according to the present general

structure ofsteam-boat wheels. Let the machinery, thus formed,

be lowered into water till the wheel becomes wholly covered with

the fiuid ; and in tliat state, through a tube whicli has been pre-

pared for the occasion, let air be forced into the machine till

the water becomes depressed twentv-five degrees below the axle,

when it will just meet the top of the lowest plane •. If the wheel

be then made to revolve, the water will be drawn and extruded

through the parallel openings at the bottom of the case, and
the machine will be moved from its position by the resistance of

the fluid to the acting j)iancs. The condensed air by its speci-

fic levity will always occupy the upper sections of the case,

and by its elastic pressure will keep down the inclosed water

very nearly to one determined horizontal level. Passing through

the open space round the asle, the air by its fluent and springy

properties will continue to arrange itself in the upper sections,

conformably to any motion of the wheel, and in such a manner
that its elastic pressure shall act almost equally on either surface

of the upper planes, without producing a sensible obstruction to

their movement.
The machinery can easily be applied to any part of a boat or

vessel ; but it is calculated to ascertain if a central station can

be practically occupied by a wheel.

To prevent the escape of the condensed air through the groove

in which the working end of the axle revolves, one method shall

be described. Let a box, two feet long and two inches deep,

by means of circular holes in the sides, be forced upon the end
of the axle at the exterior of the machine, to which it must be
closely attached. Let the box be nearly filled with water or oil,

and let the condensed air, from the interior of the machine, be

admitted through a fixed communicating tube, into the box
above the fluid. The air, which endeavours to escape round the

axle by its own elastic power, will then be resisted l)y the same
power acting upon the fluid in the external box, and by the ad-

ditional weight of the fluid also : therefore the air can never

escape in that direction, unless the more dense fluid be first ex-

* Our correspondent is probably not aware that the idea of inclosing

the wheel in an air-tii^ht case, and depressing the surface of" the water
by means of injected air, was some years ago emlraced in a parent ob-
tivined by Mr, I'revcthick alone, or in conjunction with Mr. Dickinson.

G 2 pelled
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pcllcd from the circumference of the axle which is surrounded
by it in ihe box. Any ve(iui'5ite suppHcs of water or of oil can
bo fiiriiihhed to the box by a variety of siniv.lc nicanx ; and thus
tlie axle may be allowed to revolve in circles, whose concave
])erinieters will not e\en embrace it waicr-tiglit, and yet pre-
serve the air securely from escaping.

'ihe centre of a vessel is that pait which is least affected by
any agitation of the clc-ments ; and it may, perhaps, lie practica-
ble to assi^^n a central position to the wheel; and if that as,si(j;n-

juent of place be practicable, the wlicel n)ay be made to act etii-

cicntly when t!ie whole circumference revolves at anv depth be-
low the external surface of tiie water through which the vessel

moves. An inclosed wheel may be comparatively small in dia-
meter, because the descending planes strike the water horizon-
tally without any obstruction to their progress ; a waste of
power will be saved, because the resistance to motion will be the
pressure of water upon the area only of a single plane ; and
the exterior case will be an important protection to the wheels.

As an act of amusement, a strong box had its toj) and both
ends removed, and was fastened by iron bars to the stern of a
heavy row-boat at sea; a wheel was placed upon the sides of
the box with its axle touching the water, and then made to re-

volve by pressing with the right and left hand alternately upon
the perimeter. The boat was impelled half a mile through the
waves ; but the power was badly placed, and likewise too small
to give any velocity to the \^heel. The stern is the very worst
position for a wheel ; the water at the stern of the boat is

lowered by the moving planes, and much efficient pressure is

destroyed by the act.

E.

XXI. Ansicer to the Geological Queries of a Constant Evader'-.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — JL o tlie questions put to me by a correspondeut, at

p. 12 of )our last Magazine, on the subject of tiie diiYerent re-

positories of coal in the NE part of England, I shall replv with
M nuich brevity as the subject will admit, and hope my answers
may be found satisfactory.

To (piery 1.—Mines of coal and quarries of eucrinal limestone
nrc worked at short intervals from the sea-coast of Northutriber-

land N of the Coquet in a direct line to Alston Moor; but the

* bee our la.it rmuiber, p. 1,.',

>aluablc
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valuable seams found in the low country liave basseted out be-

fore the mountainous district is reached. The thin Ijeds of crow
coal are subordinate seams in the same formation.

2.
—

^rhe overlying masses and beds of basalt situated in tlie

NE of Northumberland resemble those of the King's Park at

Kdinbnrgh, in miniature ; whereas the great wliin sill of the

lead-mine country apj^ears to l)e a wedge-shaped bed of Ijasalt

ihickening towards the .SW, and separating the more regular

strata in the same manner as the toadstonc of Derbyshire.

3.— Chiv, ironstone ;'.nd shale comprising muscle shells are

met with from tlie sliorc at Holy Island to the banks of North
and South Tvne, and in the Newcastle coal-field from the rocks

at the mouth of Shields Harbour to V/ylam Colliery.—See the

Map of Northumberland.
4.—The calcareous red and white sandstones, shales and gvp-

?uin, over which the Tees fiows from the vicinity of Croft to

the sea, and winch I conjecture is the red marl formation of some
south country geologir^ts, was priwed to comprise thin seams of

bad coal on the Dinsdalc estate, by borings made in l/SD; and
for the fact I beg leave to refer to the sections in the port folio

of the Geological Society.—This set of strata certainly rests

ujion the magnesian limestone, and is covered by the alum shale

rock.

5.—The specimens of coal which were presented me by a

gentleman v,-ho collected them on the Lincolnshire coast are

black as jet, though re.sem!)ling browii coal in structure. I am
aware that the bituminous shale situated immediately below the

hard chalk, and out of which clunch these fragments of coal are

conjectured to have been washed, does not occur on the surfiice

at Louth;— yet I cannot think the coal worked at Easingwoid

should be referred to the same repository; but, from the am-
monites and other marine exnvire there detected, should rathei

refer it to the thin coal-formation which lies w\)0\\ the alum-
vock, and is covered by the oolite limestone in the neighbourhood

of York, &c. particularlv the dip of the Whitby formatioii being

towards the South West.

Shoiild this supposition be erroneous;, I hope your correspon-

dent will take the trouble to set me right.

I am, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Kertcafctle-upon-Tyiie, Feb. 10, 1816. N,

P.S. Brown ligneous coal is met with among the basaltic

rocks of the Giant's Causeway, Antrim.

G3 XXII. On
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XXII. On the Deprexsion of Mercury in the Tide of a Ba-
rometer, depending on i(s capillar// Action. By M. La-
FLACli*.

jLt is necessarv to determiue the niagiiitudo of tliis ilepressiou

in order to rcinicr baioiacters compaiable with each otlier. For

tins purpose we find, in the Philosopliic;-.! Transactions for 1776,
a table of corrections formed from experiment by Lord Charles

Cavendish. At this period the theory of caj)illary action was
unknown [?]: but this theory having Ijeen since discovered,

and reduced to the fundamental )M-inci[)lc of chemical affinities,

that of a mutual action of the molecules of matter, decreasing

with extreme rapidity, so as to become insensible at the smallest

perceptible distances, it becomes proper to derive from this

principle the table of the depression of mercury, and to borrow
from observation only the necessary elements, as is usual in

a-stronomy. In this manner we have the advantage of obtaining-

those elements with all possible precision, bv comparing the

whole of the phenomena depending on them with the results of

theory; and we avoid the small irregularities which the errors

of observations introduce into a table formed from experiment

only. In this case, the elements required are the angle which
the surface of the mercury makes with the side of the tube with
which it is in contact, and the depression of the merciirv below
the general level, in a very narrow tube of glass. The more ov

less perfect dryness of the tubes may affect these elements. We
know that their interior surface is lined with a stratum of water
which it is very difhcult to remove. It is within this stratum

tTiat the mercury of the barometer rises and falls: its thickness

is sufficient to render the action of the glass on the mercury in-

sensible ; and the depression of this liquid in the barometer is

determined by the reciprocal action of water and mercury. The
boiling of the mercury in the tube diminishes more and more
the thickness of the aqueous covering ; but it ai)pears that in

the best barometers it still remains sufficient to render the action

of the glass insensible. We find in the excellent sij)hon baro-

meter of the observatory, that the convexity of the drop which
terminates the two columns of the liquid, is not sensibly diiferent

in the two branches ; and I have concluded from the experi-

ments of M. Gay-Lussac, that this convexity is the same that

takes place in a tube of glass completely moistened, provided

that the water do not cover any part of the surface of the droj);

'' for if the whole surface is covered, I have shown that this sur-

* From tljc Couitois^auct dcs Tims, 1812, p. ^AIk

face
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face then becomes that of a hemisphere." If, liowever, we boil

the mercury for a very long time in a l)aromcter tube, we at last

so far dimiuisii the thickness of the stratum of water, as to ren-

der sensible the action of the glass on the mcrcurv. It has
been shown by the excellent experiments of Casbois the Beiic-

flictine, that by means of a ion^-continued el)ullition, the sur-

face of the droj) becomes less and less convex, tlion plane, and
at last concave ; and in this case th.e capillary phenomena
change their nature, and the de])ression is converted into an
elevation. But in making barometers, the boiling is never car-

ried so far ; and the action of the glass on the mercury not
being sensible, whatever differences there may be in the materials

of the glass, they have no influence of the capillary effects of

the tubes. We will suppose then, agreeably to exjieiiment, that

the angle of contact of the surface of the mercury with the sides

of the tube is the same as in the open air. This angle, and the

dcpressioji of the mercury in very narrow tubes, are very diiKcult

to determine by experiment ; tliey may be collected from dif-

ferent phenomena, such as the thickness of a broad drop of

mercury on a horizontal plane of glass ; the difference of the

level of the general surface of a quantity of mercury, and of the

contact of this surface with the vertical side of a vessel of glass;

the depression of mercury in very narrow tubes ; and this same
depression when the mercury is introduced into a tube of glass,

so moist, that its surface is covered by a small column of water.

I have inferred from the whole of these phenomena, observed

with very accurate instruments by M. Gay-Lussac, that the an-

gle of contact of the surface of the mercury with the glass is

•48 of a right angle [, or 43" 12'] ; and that the mercury, in a

tube of glass of the diameter of one ten-thousandth of a

millimetre, would be depressed 947<)6 millimetres below the

level, [or in a tube of a ten-thousandth of an inch, 14G-9 inches].

The following table is deduced from these elements, according

to which the action of mercury on itself is, for equal volumes,

very nearly six times and one-third as great as that of mercury

on water.

In order to form this table, it was necessary to integrate by

approximation the differential equation of the second order lie-

longing to the surface of mercury contained in a cylindrical tube

of glass. This equation, which I have given in my Theory of

capillary action, furnishes a very simple expression of the radio's

of curvature oi the generating curve of the surface. Consider-

ing this curve, therefore, as a series of small circular arcs, de-

scribed with these different radii, and joining each other at their

extremities, we shall have the corresponding ordinates of the

curve, so much the more precisely as we^ employ a greater uum-
G 4 ber
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ber of (Hvisinns. The extent of tlic curve, beginning from the

vertex, is the angle wliich its termination makes with the hori-

zon, ajnounting in this case to o'i deeim.il dej^rees: this ha?

been divided into twelve erpial part-*, and the di^pression of the
mercury supposed successively ecpial to 4-.'3, 4, ^'5, 2, I'.'), and
1 millimetre: then for each tenth down to -l and 'Oo milli-

metre. The depression hcing always inverselv proportional to

the radius of curvature at the vertex of the curve, the first radius

v.-as immediately known. This radius gave the values of the

absciss and ordinate corresponding to the first division, consi-

dering it as the arc of a circle, the absciss being alwavs taken
upon the axis of the curve, beginning from its summit. These
first values, being substituted in the cxj^ression for the radius of

curvature, gave the second radius, and by means of this the in-

crements of the absciss and ordinate in the second division were
determined, considering the curve again in this part as a circular

arc described with tlie second radius of curvature. In this man-
ner the second values of the absciss and ordinate were obtained,
hy means of which a third radius of ciuvatme was deteru^.ined.

Proceeding in the same manner to the last division, the last value

of the ordinate becomes equal to the semidiameter of the tube
corresponding to tlie suppovx-d dej^ression. Bat for a depression
below eight-tenths of a millimetre, tlie radii of curvature near
the vertex are so large, that it was necessary to divide the ex-
tent of the arc into smaller portions ; the calculation has there-

fore been made for every two decimal degrees, as far as 12 ; and
for tb.e first six degrees, by the assistance of converging series,

which I have derived from the differential e(]uatio!: of the sur-

face of a liqui(Vwhen the greatest inclination is inconsiderable.

The formul.Te and the series wliich have been employed for

the first six decimal degrees are the.se. Let V('"> be th.e inclina-

tion of the end of the curve at the lower extremitv of the rth
divisi<.'n; let %'"> and « ") be the absciss and ordiiiate corre-

sponding to the same extremity; let h'"^ also be the radius of
curvature at the same point, and b at the vertex of tlie cm-ve

;

the diiierential equation of the curvtr wjil irive = - +

^ciz"'^ — .sin V<''); oi being a constant coe.licient equal to
u,

— , when the millimetre is made unity. "We shall then have

U 1'-+ '> = uct -f 2ho> sin -^CVc-^ ^) ~ Vc^) . cos - (V('-+ '^ +

VV>); ^(••+ I) = x,'>' -f- 2l<''> sin -i (V^'+i) - Vc--') .sin-V -+ '^
-f

V''>): and for the first division u^'^'> ^ Z'.sinV^^j and ^i^') =
20
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2^* . sin- -— V<i). The depression of the mercury in the baro-

7nctor i3 -^-. {Siippl. Tk, dc I'ylct. Cap. p. 5!) . . .) The for-

inuhc i'or z, and for --• (p. GO) give the following scnes, which

liave been employed for depressions less than '8 millimetre

:

z= ^ (2'SSG0:)GG.n'- + 'iT- 17 003:V2 . n^ + 5"-101SG73 . z/' -4.
at- ^

8^78380 10. ^^'^ + r()-27I020G.?^"\. .), and tang V = --

.T-1S70S6G.Z/ + 3.772\V32.u^ +T.8S001S6.z^5 4.7.6SGS9-10.a-'

4- 9-2719206.7^'' + . . .) : the coefficients of the powers of u
b'.Mng here re])resente(l by their logarithms, for the assistance of
the calculation ; and the figures distinguished by a horizontal

stroke being negative indices. In this manner, by as-signing to

u such a value that V should be between four and six decimal
degrees, the (torresponchng ordinate.^ have been very accurately

determined for ihis inclination of the end of the curve : hence,
by means of the preceding formulas, these ordinates have been
calcidatcd for V = G", and this angle has been successively in-

creased by two degrees at each step still it became 12^^ and
then by four degrees as far as V = o2^.

In order to arrange the results obtained by this method in a
table c;dculated for equal increments of the diameter of the tube.

I have observed that tlic di;ferenccs of tiie iogaritlnns of the de-
pressions form in this case a series which varies Init very slovvly.

By means of this property, I have obtained without difficulty

the following table, the princi])al • calculations having been
obligingly furnished me by Mr.Bouvard ; and the same property
v.ill also serve for the mterpolation of the tal>le.

We find in Nicholson.'s Journal for October IS09, a similar

table, formed by the expansion of the expressions for z and
"in V into a series, and founded on elements differing but little

from those which we have eni]j!oved. These two t.tbies agree
very nearly with each other, and with that which Lord Charles.

Cavendish had deduced from experiments. But the method
which we have just explained ajjpears to me to be more
accurate [??], and more convenient i'ov calculation [??] ; it has
besides the advantage [?r] of showing the inliucnce of the varia-
tion of the angle of contact of the surface of the mercury with
the tube on the capillary action. It is well known that i)v the
friction of the mercury against the sides of the tube, and per-
Jiaps also by a peculiar viscooity of the liquid, the angle is liable

to
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to considerable variations: it Hitniiiislics sensibly when the ba-

rometer ri'^es, and increases when it descends, the snrface of

the drop bec«)ming more convex in tlie former case, and less

convex in the latter. In order to restore the snrface to its na-

tnral state, it is nsnal to strike the tnbc gently and repeatedly;

bnt it is ditTlcnIt to remove the inegnlaritv altogether. For-

tunately when tlic tube is very large, the variations of the angle

of contact have but little eftcct on the depression of the sum-
mit, though they sensibly alter the height of the convex part.

The method above explained adords us the means of appreciat-

ing this alteration. For, the depression remaining the same, it

enables us to ascertain the addition made to the corresponding

ordinatcs of the section of the surface in the last division of its

length: and then, the angle of contact being supposed constant,

it gives us the variations of the extreme corresponding ordinates,

with reference to a given variation in the dej)ressioa. It is easy

to infer from these determinations, by the methods of the dif-

ferential calculus, the variations of the depression of the smii-

niit of the drop, and of its height, depending on a given varia-

tion of the angle of contact ; and consequently the variation of

the depression corresponding to an observed variation of the

height of the drop. I find in this manner, that in a tube 11'4

millimetres in diameter, a diminution of one-tenth of a milli-

metre, in the height of the convex portion, produces in the de-

pression depending on capillary action a diminution of -015;

that is, about one-seventh as much as the diminution of the

height.

Tahle of the Depressions of the Mercunj in the Barometer de-

rivedfrom its capillary Action, expressed in Millimetres.

Diatn.
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the arc 4/=' 20', tvhile M.Laplace's Elements ctr<? -01469
and 46= 48'.

Diam. Depression. Diiini. Depression.
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terms easy to be comprehended l)v all persons of modern tc edu-

cation, he had iiuiimaejed the ohl iie:;leeted Norman French lor

a set of liueoulli ejjiihcts uliieli wonhl hcive posed un unlir/iuiry s'

!Si!pj><).se tiiat the suU more illustrious Linn.ens, instead ol hij» most
ailmirahle^ eomi'-rehensive, and eoniprehen^///^^ terms, liad pub-
lished !ns Sysicma Xul7/r(P, his Gcncru and Species f-'lanfurum,

with a seienlific nou'tneUaurc extracted fr(jm the Ijarljan us ra-

dicals of the Swedi^.h language, can it be for a moment thought

that the study of natme, and consequent e>;j)ansion of the hu-

man mind, would have been .so universal as it ha])pily has l?ecn ?

In illustration^ let us consider the laui;uages of botany and
mineralogy: a person ])0.s«essii]g r.o more kno«'ledf;e of the

Icarjied kinn;uages than is necessary for the proper comprehending
of our ouii, without being able to translate a tiingle line of \irgil

or Horace, may (from the universal adoption of the Linuar'au

phraseology) in a very ihort time be able to take up the Flora

of ninjost any country, and stroll with its author through paths

of flowers ; now investigiiting the scanty herbage of the northern

regions, and then revelling in the magnificent productions of

New Holland or the Cape. Mineralogy on the contrary, whose
connexion with chemistry, whose durable production.') abounding
with beauty, brilliancy, and the n;o:it correct geometry, would,
under more favouralde circumstances, have been studied with

delight, is comparatively neglected ; and may not the neglect

be in a great measure attributed to the jargon with which it is
'

hicumbered ? a jargon unintelligible to any but the Germans,
from whom it sprung, and the few who have degraded themselves

by their conversion into Germanised Englishmen ! Had the state

of chemical and mineralogical knowledge been the same in the

time of Linnaeus as it is at present, he would most proijablv have
occasioned the extensive cultivation of the latter, by bestowing

on it a language brilliant and exact as its own native crystals

;

whereas the student is now enveloped in a fog, dark and im-
])enetrable as the recesses from whence those crystals are de-

rived.

If Mr. Forster's meteorological ob^^ervations were intended

for the inforiuation of his countrymen only, and were made known
to them through a medium the circulation of which was eou-

f]r.cd to the limits of our own isle, there could be no objection

to his conveying instruction in the terms he proposes ; but when
it i."; recollected that yom- valuable Magazine most deservedly

attracts the attention of those citizens of the scientific common-
wealth who reside abroad *j 1 should hope that, on reconsidering

the

* Mr. F. admits tlic projirifty of .Mr. Howard's noiut iiclaturc in ricscrip-

tioi;.'5 ill Lalii), oi wliicli arc tu vu aljioud; liic laUcr is uttuaily llic tase

with
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the clrcunistiince, il, will ajipoav to h'un a'; nna(]\Isable to force

a set of Saxon terms upon our frllow-la'uovirers on the contiiiciit,

as it would be in oursch-cs to iujin'e our masticating {rppartitus,

l>y inefrcctnc<]Iy cndeavouriiig to bccoujc ma'sters of the German
luineralogical dissonance f.

I by no means wish tliis to he ooTisidered as the commcnce-
ij;ci;t of a controversy, but as containing a s'.ateuient of the

oj)inion of one whose want of knowledge is, perhaps, only

equaiie'd b\ his regret that his knowledge is not more extended.

I have the Iionoiir to he, sir,

\'oiir most obedient humble servant,

Old Brompton, Feb. 19, 1816. P. J- BilOWX.

P. S.—The snapping of sulphur vvlien held in the warm hand,
as noticed by your corresponcient J. F., is a property uhich has

long been known: it is mentioned bv several authors to v^ho;^e

works 1 have not the opportunity of immediate reference; but

I can venture from memory to refer to the lesson on Sul-

phur in Lagrange's Manual of Chemistry: for J. F's ingenious

observations on the subject he has full credit.

vitli tlinso iiiscrtCi! in yowT Magazine: and witii respect to the difficulty of
iin|)rcssii)g on tiic minds of mere En^lisli readers, names derived from the

I.atiii, it is ])resunieci that tlie term cuwulns "ill as readily convey the idea
of a hea;)in£; up, or accumiilatiiin («(i e«w«/i^s) of clouds, as the proposed
one of stackeric/oiid : iiuJred, if new terms must lie acquired, the triflips

additional dithcuity (should any cxht) will be no itiipediiiient to those sti-

mulated by a desire to learn.

t As many of your youhg readers vvho arc pleased wldi tiic study of
mineralogy may not have entered into its invcstij;ati(ms five years ago, I
shall consider no apologv neeessary for recommending^ to their perusal

!RIr. Chenevix's " llcflections on some iMineralogical Systems," puhiished
in your xxwith and following vohimes. In volume Tixx\itli, ai.d last para-

graph of page 379, I would suggest a manuscript reference to be made to

vol. xlii. page i^'i, where Professor Stromcyer's Observations o.i the Com-
position of Ai'ragonite will add force to Mr. C.'s arguments; by removing
the only olijeclion of any weight which remained opposed to the systeTis

of M. liaiiy. Newton incurred the ridicide of the pseiido-philosophrrs of
his day", by arguing; /hw? </ifn?y/, tiiat diamond ought to be mliummabls,
and that water itself should also contain mueh itiflammal)le matter. Those
whose ridicule he experienced had long rested in their graves, when thi?

brilliant discoveiies of modern ehemistry proved the correctness of hii

assertion. Can M. Ilaiiy's principles need a more hononral)le coinparisoj) }

T liey pointed out to him that arragonite ought to differ fiom c.u fionate of
lime; the most celebrated chemists of the early pait of the 19iii century
were long unable to detect the ditTerence ; it is at length discovered, to tha

iniuiortal honour of the lVt?ncl) philosopher, and I trust to die sad discorii-

fiturc of the partisans oi external characlers and fnineralngical instinct.

XXIV. On
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XXIV. On the Coamogmiy of Moses; in Ansiver to the Stric'

tures of F. E s*. i>y J. C. Prichaud, Esq.

To Mr, Tilloch.

Sir, — JL FEKr, it incumbent upon me to rci)ly to some stric-

tures eoatributcd by a correspoiulent to the last number of your

Magazine, on a paper of n)ine wbicli you (Jiil me the lionour of

inserting in the Philosophical Magazine for October, and which

contained an attempt to illustrate the wonderful and striking

conformity that exists between the series of events recorded in

the beginning of Genesis, and the result of geological researches

into the crust of our globe.

The question turns upon the sense we ought to affix to the

words interpreted the " days" of the creation. I have en-

deavoured to show that, if we receive the expression as desig-

nating indefinite ]jcriods of time, the whole account bears tlie

most important relations to the epochs of nature. 1 will add

that, if we pay no regard to the genius of Hebrew literature, but

are determined to interpret tlie writings of Moses according to

the strictest rules which the idioms of om- western languages

impose, we shall distort the sen.se of many sublime passages ; and
in this particular instance, in the place of a true detail of events,

which we know to have really happened, shall substitute a rela-

tion improbable in itself, and wholly irreconcilable with the cer-

tain results of sensible evidence.

Rut to proceed to the argument. Your correspondent seems

willing to allow that the word " day" might properly bear the

sense I have atfised to it, did it not occur in conjunction with

the terms which designate the natural commencement and ter-

miiuition of a dav, viz. morning and evening. Now, this cir-

cumstance appears to me to occasion no difficulty whatever.

Nothiiig is more common than this mode of expression, even in

languages of so stifT and unbending a texture as the modern
European dialects. If we use the word day to signify a portion

of time, and have occasion to allude to the beginning or end of

the period designated, we always carry on the metaphor, and
adopt the corresponding terms. We continually hear such phrases

in rhetorical or poetical language as " the eicnuigoiowx days"
the ^' mornini;," ^' 7ioo?Jtidc," and *' evening" of hunvdu life.

The poet Cbay uses the very terms in dispute, when alluding in

one of his poems to the beginning and termination of Richard

the Second's reign. He says " Fair laughs the morn," &;c.

—

* See our last numljcr, ]). 9.

« the
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"the gilded vessel goes,"

—

'^ regardless of the sweeping whirl-

wind's sway,"—'^that hush'd in grim repose expects his evening

prey." It will he said that this is the peculiar style of poetry:

but is it possible to doubt that the former part of Genesis is a

poetical composition? Have not the first chapters all the man-
ner and decoration of the sacred poetry of the East,—not indeed

of tl-« poetry of fiction, hut of the poetry of elevated feeling, and
of that style which sets forth great moral truths by means of

striking images in a manner fitted to produce their full impres-

sion ? However, a parallel passage may easilv he found in plain

English prose. Tiie following is from Sir Walter Raleigh

:

*' The Devil is now more laborious than ever, the long dai/ of

mankind drawing towards an evening." I doubt not that I

could find a hundred such examples if I had leisure to look for

them.

Perhaps it may be thought more important in the present

case to remark, that in the most ancient books of the Oriental

nations which remain to our times, excepting only the writings

of Moses, the metaphorical use of the word day is very com-
mon ; and, what is more to our purpose, the words which desig-

nate the natural terminations and divisions of a clay, as night or

evening, and twilight or njorning, are accurately specified, the

metaphorical sense being still carried on. But before I proceed

to adduce examples ot this kind, 1 must obviate an objection

that will immediately be made to any reference to such sources

in the present question. It will be asked, What relation can

the books of other Eastern nations have to the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, v,'hich are the productions of inspired writers ? To this

I answer, that tbe Oriental nations have exhibited from very re-

mote times a general resemblance, a common character in their

modes of thinking and acting ; that the same conformity may be

expected, and really exists, in their manner of expressing their

thoughts, and in the style of their compositions ; and therefore

that the writings preserved by one of these nations from distant

ages may afford illustration with respect to the use of language

among the others. But further, I am persuaded that some of

the compositions I refer to, have a much nearer connexion with

the early writings of the Hebrews than is universally appre-

hended.

Many biblical scholars have held the opinion that the early

part of Genesis consists of records preserved from periods of

very remote antiquity, and adopted by Moses as furnishing an

authentic sketch of the principal events which had hai)pened in

the world down to the time of Abraham, when the particular

history of the Hebrews begins, and immediately assumes the

character
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cliaractor of a coiitcniporarv and circumstantial narrative. I

confess tliat this opinion seems to me to be supported by several

strong arf<uments : but in maintaining it I do not place the au-

thor of the I'entatcnch in the rank of common conipilers of

historical fragments possessed merely of natural inteliiij;ence; nor

do I apprehend that the authority of the records theni'selves can

be diniini«ihcd by assii^niujo: them to an age as near as possible

to the events recorded : neither do I regard them in their origin

as conmioii historical testimonies. The cosmogojiy cannot he

a piice of conimon liistory resting on human testimony. It

must cert;iinlv be either a fragment of the imagination, or a

prodiuliou wliich ou'ed its origin to some supernatural intelli-

gence; and that it is not a mere figment, I am convinced by the

accuracv \vith which it details the succession of the epochs of

nature.

The only argtnnent which I shall notice in proof of the opinion

above mentioned, is the great diversiLv of style which has been

traced in various portions of the ante-Hebraic history, and the

solution which this hyj)othesis affords of a phamomcnon which

is whoilv inexplicable on any other ; viz. the remarkable cou-

nexion discovered between the primitive histories of tl'.e most

remote nations on the earth, and these documejits embodied in

the Genesis. The facts 1 allude to are to be found in many
authors, audi need not detail them here; tho'igh, as it will prc-

sentlv appear, they bear a near relation to tiie subject of this pa-

per, it is In vain to attem])t to account for tliis coincidence,

in the manner which some of the Fathers and Hyde and Prideaux

have pursued, as by converting Abraham into Eralima; or by

niaklng Zoroaster a rcnegado Jew ; sii^.ce not only the Asiatic

nations, but the Runic (scalds of Iceland and Scandinavia, and the

ancient priests of Mexico, were equally in possession of the pri-

mitive traditions ; and the latter certainly never obtained them
f;oni Jerusalem.

These phajnomena can only be solved by going back to the

first jjeriods of human societv. There are many circumstances

ivhich indicate that certain records were preserved from ante-

diluvian times. That alphabetic characters were known before

the deluge, is not very probable ; but that b.ieroglyphic or per-

haps picture writing was practised, docs not seem inadmissi;)le,

when we consider that these arts are found among nations in a

vcrv rude state of society, as the Canadians and South American

Indians. It may reasonablv be supposed that the true interpre-

tation of ?uch memorials was preserved among some nations,

and lost or diversified among others ; nor is it to be doubted

that the IIclwcws retained the genuine sense, as they also pre-

served
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served in purity the primitive Jt'i;:iot). We may thus account

for the different representatloub which we often find of the same
historical tacts or moral truths.

We have, moieover, direct historical testimony of the existence

of antedihivian records. Many ancient authors, particularly

St. Jude and Josephus, alkide to writings wliich were attributed

to the patriarch Enoch : and tliough 1 am not disposcfl to ad-

vocate the authenticity of any such productiojis, yet the frequent

mention of them proves that the Hebrews were persuaded that

some writinti;s l)ad survived tlie flood. But Berosus, whose

Chaldean history of tiie ten antediluvian generations differs but

little from that of Moses, expressly affirms that Xisuthrus or

Noah, after tlie intim.ation given him of tlie catastrophe that

vas approaching, diligently compiled records of the former his-

tory of the world, from which all existing accounts are said to

have been derived.

We are thus enabled to account for the fact that scarcely any

thing is contained in the antediluvian history of Moses, which

may not also be foimd, though mnre or less embellished, in tlie

records of other nations, particularly in those of the Hindoos.

Thus in the Institutes of Menu, as translated by Sir W. Jones,

tliere are some passages relating to the epochs of the creation;

and it is chiefly for the sake of quoting these that I have made
so long a digression.

That Menu or Satyavraeta was Noah, is certain from the ac-

count of his escape from an universal deluge, which agrees in

eeneral with thnt of Moses, containing also some of the fabulous

circumstances mentioned by Berosus. For the Hindoo story I

refer your readers to the extracts given in several parts of Sir

W. Jones's works ; and need only quote the following words, in

Mhich Vishnti is said to have foretold the approaching cata-

strophe. " In seven days all creatures which have offended me
shall be destroved bv a deluge ; but thou siialt be secured in a

capacious vessel miraculously formed : take, therefore, all kinds

of medicinal herbs and esculent grain for food; and together

with the seven holy men, your wives, and pairs of all animals,

enter the ark without fear*," &;c.

The Institutes of Menu begin with an account of the creation,

v%hich bears a strong resemblance to that of Moses, though em-
bellished or deformed by many wild conceits. The spirit of God
moving on the face of the waters is expressed in the same terrns.

?*'Ienu afterwards proceeds to define the periods which are termed

davs and nights. He says, " Learn now the duration of a day

and night of Brahma and of the several ages," &;c.—" Sages

* Tianskitcd from the first Parana.

Vol. 47. No. 214. Feh. 1816. H have
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have given the name of Crita to an age containing 4000 years

of the gods ; the twilight preceding it consists of as many
hundreds, and the tivili^hl following it of the same number,"
&:c.—" And bv reckoning a thousand such divine ages, a day of

Brahma may be known : his nig/it has also an ecjual duration."

-
—" At the close of his night, having long reposed, ho awakes,

and awaking exerts intellect."—'* Intellect, called into action by

his will to create worlds, performs again the work of creation."

{hislitut. IShnu, by Sir W. Jones, chap. 1.)

The relation of this account to the Mosaic cosmogony, and

to the particular object for which 1 have been induced to cite it,

appears to me so obvious, that I cannot help thinking it will be

considered by every \mprcjudiced person as affording a strong

confirmation to the interpretation I have endeavoured to main-

tain, especially if it be allowed that Moses founded his narrative

on an antediluvian record, and that another similar relic fur-

nished the basis of the Hindoo legend; for it caiuiot be imagined

that the story, as it now stands, was the work of Menu or Noah.
The a))plication of the words twilight and Jiight is to be parti-

cularly remarked.

I shall not attempt to trace the record of the cosmogony

among the different nations who preserved vestiges of it, hut

shall content myself with adducing one more example : it is found

in the scanty relics of the literature of the Etruscans, a peo-

ple whose early history is lost in the dark night of antiquity.

Suidas* informs us that there was a verv ancient Etruscan his-

torian of great authority, in whose works was found an account

of the creation of the world, which he said was divided by the

Creator into six departments, each occupying the space of a

thousand years. In the course of the first chiliad or millennium

he created the heaven and earth ; in the second, the visible

firmament ; in the third, the waters of the ocean and those con-

tained in the earth ; in the fourth, the great luminaries of heaven

;

in the fifth, vegetables, and all kinds of animals ; and in the

sixth and last, man. The same remark which I made above

OH the Hindoo legend may be applied still more forcibly to this

accouiit preserved by the Etruscans.

From these considerations I think we may conclude it to be

highly probable, that the words of the first chapter of Genesis

are to be interpreted in a tropical sense. But, even if it should

be made to appear that the words and phrases will not bear t\\\%

construction, according to the natural forms of language, still I

should by no means concede that we are to understand the

cosmogony according to the vulgar acceptation ; and I should

support this opinion on the following grounds.

• Suidas in voce Twgf»i>(».

There
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There arc many parts of the ancient Hebrew Scriptures

which it is obviously necessary to understand, and which are

to be understood according to the judgement of the most learned

and orthodox critics, in a metaphorical manner 3 not by mere

changes in the force of particular words, but by figurative ap-

plications of tlie sense of whole passages, the real meaning be-

ing contained in some allusion, and expressed by a type, which

under a sensible and striking image conveys a more abstract

truth. It is well known that a similar method of illustration

prevailed extensivelv among the philosophers of tl.'e East, from

whom tlic (neeks learnt to divide their doctrines into esoteric

and exoteric, a practice which was introduced by Pythagoras

and Plato, and followed by Aristotle and others. We are well

assured that the learned among the Jews viewed many parts of

their ancient Scriptures in this light; and, after the captivity of

their nation at Fiahyion, in which calamity a considerable portion

of their literature was lost, and the explanations of many things

apparently forgotten, which had been preserved among the

priests, set themselves to make up the deficiency. The extent

of the Talmud, and the great authority which this compilation

acquired, notwithstanding its numerous absurdities, proves how
firmly thev were persuaded of the esoteric sense contained in

manv parts of the biblical writings. At the Christian xra there

was only one sect, viz. the Sadducees, who wholly followed the

literal meaning, and they were held in no great estimation : and
we learn from St. Paul, that the Pharisees, who allowed the

figurative sense, had the truest interpretation of the Jewish dis-

cipline. It was in this path that Hillel acquired so much fame,

ai; well as his descendant and follower Gamaliel. Philo* the

learned Jew, and Josephus, assure us that many passages must
be explained in this tropical or figurative way; and, what is

very remarkable and strongly in favour of my argument, they

both make an express observation to this effect, with reference

to the six davs' work of the creation. It cannot be denied that

this mode of interpreting has led to many abuses, and that

Origen and others, bv explaining away the historical facts of the

Old Testament into types and metaphors, converted history into

a mass of mystical absurdity. But this is no argument against

the limited and judicious application of a method which is

sanctioned, as we have seen, bv the highest authorities among
the Jews themselves and which has been acknowledged by all

Christian writers to be necessary for the explanation of many
passages. Thus, for example, what sense, except the most

trifling one, can be made of the following passage, if we are

: * fli'iiij Jad,tiii> in Costnopa'ia item in Allegpriis.

U 2 obliged
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obliged to adhere to the obvious rneanin!:; of the words ? *' f

will put ejr.iiity between thee and the woman, and bclween her

seed and ihv seed ; it shall bruise thv head, and thou slialt bruibe

his heel."

It beinc^ certain that we are to look for an esoteric sense in

sonic passages, there is none wliich more evidently recjuires such

an interpretation than the cosmos^ony. Had Moses read a

lecture on gcologv to the shepherds of Goshen, and told them
what space of time each oceanic deposit octnipied, and by what
organic remains it is to be recognised, he would have spent his

time to little purpose. His object, doubtless, was to declare that

the universe was the work of the Almighty (Creator, and to set

this truth in a point of view the most striking and impressive.

At the same time, by mentioning a series of events which really

took place, in the exact order in which we are now assured that

they actually happened, he has left us a proof that he was not

uttering a rhapsody the mere oftspring of his imagination.

But if we are determined to adhere to the vulgar acceptation,

we shall, as I said before, establish a total and irreconcilable

schism between the Mosaic relation and the evidence of indu-

bitable facts.

No man who has witnessed the proofs to wliich geology re-

fers, and who is capable of putting two ])ropositions together,

can refuse to adtnit this conclusion. In traversing a mountainous

district no idea forces itself more irresistibly on the mind, than

the vast periods of time which must have elapsed during the

gradual dcjiosition and consolidation of the innnense series of

beds which constitute all the highest regions of the globe. These
phaenomena attest indispnitably an oera of incalculable extent be-

fore the first efforts of living nature. The second c|Joch, viz.

that of zoopl.ytes and vegetables, must have comprehended a

vast concourse of ages. Pallas mentions a succession of lime-

stone beds containing encrinites and other zoophvtes, which lie

one uj)on another to the extent of 60 miles. The whole of

Wales belongs to this yera ; for I have seen inipressions of zoo-

phytes and testacea on the summit of 8nowdon, which is the

oldest part of the district, and the newest part is occupied by
the coal-formation. What n lapse of time must the successive

deposition of all the rocky beds which form this district have

occfipied ! Again, if we proceed from the centre of South

Britain, in a direct line towards Paris, we tread at every step

fropi older to newer beds. We begin with the oldest beds, which
belong to the third epoch, and contain the remains of fishes;

and wc reach the Paris basin before we discover the oldest ves-

tiges of ([uadiupeds ; and there wc only find the bones of PalfP-

otheria and other Pachydervies, which seem to have lived their

dav,
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day, and to have become extinct long belbre tlie surface of tiie

ear til l)ecame fitted for the reception of man, or even of the

<|uaclruj)ecls whicli are subservient to his use, and which would

seem to have inunediateiy preceded his a])pcarance, since we
find their relics only in alluvial grounds.

With res|)ect to the successive extinction of these races of ani-

inafs, it is a fact easily explained. As the water of tiie ocean

became ]Kepared for more perfect creatures, it maybe supposed

that it was unfit for sustaining those to which its former quah-

ties had given Inrth. I have elsewhere endeavoured to sliowT

that all land animals had originally a local and determinate seat

on the globe. Confined by natural barriers within the limits of

their native regions, many of them seem to have awaited the

hour of tlieir destrnction bv means of inundations and other ca-

tastrophes.

On the hypothesis proposed bv your correspondent, I shall

only remark tliat, although purely conjectural, it is liable to an

oljjection drawn from physical considerations. A number of

curious coincidences render it highly probable that the orbital

motions of the planets and tlieir motions of rotation were pro-

duced by the same physical cause, and were therefore simulta-

neous in their commencement. The circumstances I allude to

are set forth in a most luminous and striking manner by Laplace

in his Sysleme de la Kalure. But it is futile to enter into a

discussion of what may have happened before the creation of the

sun.

Having thus fully stated the grounds of the opinion I formerly

ventured to offer, I shall decline all further controversy on this

subject.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Bristol, Feb. 12, 1816. J. C. PriCHARD.

XXY.On Safe-Lampsfor Mines.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — In the month of November last I had the pleasure to

communicate to vou the result of several successful experiments,

made in the presence of the Literary and Philosophical Society

here, with the safe-lamp invented by Mr. Stephenson, which, I am
happy to add, has been since used in the most dangerons parts of

some coal-mines without anv accident having occurred. On Tues-

day the 6th instant Sir H. Davy's recently improved lamp, the

flame of which is encompassed by wire-gauze^ was also exhibited

H3 by
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by a professional gentleman u lio liad previously tried it in Walls

End and Hebburn collieries ; and its merits a[)pear to be still

greater than those of Mr. Stephenson's. The lamp being sns-

pended in a vessel of glass open at the top, and the carbuietted

hydrogen admitted from below, the bright flame of the wick

nearly disappeared, but the cylinder of wire-gauze was hlled

with a feeble but steady greenish light. On a greater volume
of inflammable air being thrown in, the flame gradually died out.

Results more satisfactory could not he expected nor wished for,

particularly when we were assured that these accorded with

numerous trials made in the most hazardous drifts of our coal-

mines.

Notwithstanding all that has been lately said in some of the

periodical publications, respecting the obstinacy of the viewers

employed here, and the stupidity of their under agents and pit-

men, you may depend upon it that these safe-lamps are hailed

by this class of people as a most fortunate discovery, which will

soon be adopted by them in every mine infected with lire-damp.

And could a mode be struck out, of preventing inflammation tak-

ing place by means of the furnace placed at the bottom of the up-

cast shaft to accelerate the circulation of air through the work-
ings, little would be wanting to render the occujjation of tlie

collier as safe at least as that of the persons employed in lead

and copper mines.

Your most obedient servant,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Feb. 16, 1816. X.

XXVI. On the Tides. By M. Laplace*.

[Readtothejirst Class of Ihe Institute the 10//' ofJuli/\S[5.f']

J- HIS phaenomenon particularly merits the attention of ob-

serve.'-s, both because it is the nearest and most perceptible

effect of the action of the heavenly i)odies, and because the nu-

merous varieties it presents are well calculated to verify the law

of universal gravitation. At the re(juest of the Academy of

Sciences a course of observation^, were made at the begitming of

the last century in the port of Brest, whicli were continued du-

ring six successive years, and of which the greater part have

been published by Lalande in the fourth volume of his A^ironorn'ie.

The situation of the port is very favourable for observations of

this kind. It communicates with the sea by means of a canal,

* From tlie Connoissance da Tims for 1818.

t For this translation we arc intJcLitcd to T. S. Evans, jun. of the Col-

lege school, Gloucester.

terminating
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terminating in a very large road, at the extremity of which the

port has been built. Thus the irregularities of the motion of

tlie sea are considerably weakened before tliey reach the port,

very nearly in the same manner as the oscillations produced in

the barometer by the irregular motion of a vessel, are diminished
by a contraction in the tube of this instrument. In other re-

spects the tides being considerable at Brest, the casual varia-

tions occasioned by win<ls form only a suudl part of them. It

may also be remarked in the ol>servations made of these tides,

however few there may be of them, that a great regularity pre-

vails which is not altered by the little river, which loses itself

in the immense road of this port. Struck with tliis regularity,

I solicited govenmicnt to order a new course of observations to

I'C made at Brest, during an entire period of the motion of the

:;odes of the lunar orbit. They had long been wished for. Thei^e

new observations are dated from the 1st of June 1S06, and sir.ee

that period they have been continued miinterruptedlv to th*;S

day. There is still, however, much wanting. They relate

neither to the same part of the port, nor to the same scale. The
observations of the first five years have been made at the place

called La Mature, the others were taken near the bason. I

observe that this change has produced only slight differences;

but it would have been better, undoubtedly, if all the observations

had been made at the same place and upon the same scale. It

is time, indeed, that ph?enomcna of this nature should be ob-

served with the same care as those of astronomy.

In tliese new observations I have considered those of the year

J8O7 and of the seven subsequent years. In each equinox and
in each solstice I have chosen the three syzygies and the three

quadratures nearest to this equinox and this solstice. In the

syzygies I have taken the excess of tlie high water of the evening

above the low water of the morning of the day which precedes

the svzygy, of the day of the syzygy, and of the four following

days, because the highest tide happens about the middle of this

interval. I have made a sum of these excesses corresponding

to each day, by doubling the excesses which relate to the inter-

mediate syzygy, or that nearest to the equinox or the solstice.

By this means the effects produced by the variation of the di-

stances of the sun and of the moon from the earth are destroyed:

for if the moon were, for example, towards its perigeum in the

intermediate syzvgv, it would be near its apogeum in the two
extreme syzvgies. The sums of the excesses thus obtained are,

therefore, very nearly independent of the variations of the mo-
tion nnd of the distances of the heavenly bodies. There are

still inequalities of the tides, different from that inequality,

whose period is about half a day, and which in our ports is

H 4 much
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niucli greater than the others. For bv considerintj at the same
time the observations at the two e(|uiMOKcs and at the two
solstices, tlic effect of the small inc(|iialitv, whose period is

nearly a day, is inntnally destroyed. The sums in question

are consequently entirely (ming to the great ineiiualitv. The
winds can have little influence on them; for, if thev raise the high
water, they must ecjually depress the low water.

'

I have deter-

mined the law of these sums for each year, by observing, that

their variation is very nearly proportional to the square of their

distance in lime from the maximum which has given me this

niaxinjum ; its distance at the mean of the times of tlie svzygy
tides, and the coefficient of the s(|uare of the times in tlie law
of the valiation. \A'ith regard to this coeflicient, tlie little dif-

ference which the observations of each year present, proves the

regularicy of these observations: uud according to the laws
which I have elsewhere established, on the probability of results

deduced from a great number of observations, some judgement
may be formed of the accuracy of results determined from the
whole of the observations of eight vears.

In the same manner I have considered the quadrature tides,

by taking the excess of the high water hi the morning above the
low water of the evening of the day of the quadrature, and of

the three following days. The increase of the tides, beginning
from the minimum, being much more rapid than their decrease,

beginniiig from the maximum, 1 have thought it necessary to

confine the law of the variation proportional to the square of the
time within a much shorter interval.

In all these results the influence which the declinations of the
heavenly bodies have on the tides, and upon the law of their va-
riation in the syzygies and in the quadratures, is evidently

shown. In considering-, by the same method, eighteen ecpiinoc-

tial syzygy tides towards l)oth the perigeum and the apngeum of
the moon, the influence which the changes of the lunar distance

hcive upon the height and upon the law of variation of the tides,

is manifested with the same degree. of evidence. It is thus that
by combining observations in such a wav as to bring out every
clement, which we are desirous of knowing, we are able to se-

parate t!ie laws of the ph^enomena when mixed and confounded
together in the collections of observations.

After having obtained the results I liave just mentioned, I

compared thein with the theory of the tides delivered in the

fourth book of the Mcccwiqiie Celeste. This theory is founded
on a principle of duiamics, which renders it very simple, and
indejK'ndent of the local circumstances of the port, which cir-

cumstances are too complicated for tl.e possibility of submitting

rheni to calculation, j^^y ijieans of this principle, they enter

into
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itito the results of the analysis as. arbitrary quantities, which ought
thus to represent the obserxatiotis, if the universal gravitation is

in fact the true cause of tf'e tides. The principle is this : The
slate (if' a system of bodies in which the primitive condilions of
motion have disappeared by the resistance it meets tuilh, is pe-
riodical, as lucll as theforces whicii animate it. By reuniting

this principle to that of the coexistence of very small oscillations,

I ha\e obtained an expression for the height of the tides, of

which the arbitrary quantities comprise the effect of the local

circumstances of the port. To deduce this, I have reduced the

generating expression of lunar and solar forces acting upon the

ocean into a series containing the sines awd cosines of angles in-

creasing proportionally to the time. Each term of the series

may be considered as representiiig the action of another object,

which moves uniformly at a constant distance, in the plane of

the equator. Thence arise several kinds of partial tides, the

periods of which are about half a lunar dav, a day, a month, a
half-year, a year; and lastly, eighteen years and a half, which r.

the duration of the periodical motion of the nodes of the lunar

orbit.

In the book which I have quoted of the JMecan'ique Celeste,

1 have compared this theory uith the observations made at

Brest at the commencement of the last century; and 1 have
determined the constant arbitrary quantities relative to this

j)oi t. I was curious to see whether these circumstances were
found to be the same by the observations made a century after-

wards, or whether they have experienced any alteration bv the

changes which the operations of nature and art have produced,

cither at the bottom of the sea or in the port, and on the ad-
jacent coasts. Tlie result of this incjuiry is, tluit the actual

heights of the tides, in the port of Brest, surpass the heights

determined by the old observations by about Vt'^. One part

of this difference may arise from the distance of the points wbere
these observations were made ; anoth.er part may be attributed

to the errors of the observations: but these two causes do not
seem to me sufficient to produce the whole difference which in-

dicate with great ]jrobability a secular change in the action of
the sun aiul moon on the tides of Brest, if we could be well

assured of the exactness of the graduations of the old scale, and
taking into account its inclination to the horizon. But the un-
certainty we ;;re in with respect to this point, does not permit
us to pronounce upon this change, which ougiit in suture to

fix the attention of observers. In other respects the agreement
is surprising between the old and the modern observations, as

well as the theory ; with regard to the variations of the heights
of the tides depending on the declinations and distances of the

heavenly
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Iicuveiily boilics from the earth, and tlie laws of their increase

aiul decrease in proportion as they recede from their maxi-
mum and from their minimum. In the Micaviqve Celtnle I

had not considered those laws relatively to the variations of the

distances of the moon from the earth. Here I take them into

consideration, and I find the ^ame agreement between the obser-

vation and the theory.

The retardation of the greatest and least tides which follow

the times of syzyj^^ies and (jnadratures, was observed by the an-

cients themselves, as we read in Pliny the naturalist. Daniel

Bernouilli, in his paper on the Tides, that gained the prize

proposed in 17-10 by the Academy of Sciences, attributes

this retardation to the inertia of the water; and perhaps also,

adds he, to the time taken bv the action of the moon to trans-

mit itself to the earth. Rut I have proved in the fourth book
of the Mecaiiiqne Celeste, that by allowing for the inertia of

t'ae water, the highest tides would coincide with the svzyaies,

if tlie sea covered uniformly the whole surface of the earth. As
to the time of the transmission of the action of the moon, I have

discovered by a comparative view of the whole of the celestial

pliaenomena, that the attraction of n)atter is transmitted with a

velocity incomparably greater than even the velocity of light

itself. We must therefore seek some other cause for the retar-

dation in question. I have proved in the book quoted aljove,

that this cause is the ra|)idity of the motion of the celestial body
in its orbit, combined with the local circumstances of the port-

I liave remarked, moreover, that the same cause may increase

t;i8 ratio of the action of the moon on the sea to that of the

sun ; and I have given a method of determining this increase by
means of the observations, the idea of which is this : Let us

suppose the motion of the sun to be uniform :—if we consider

only the great inccjuality of the tides whose period is about half

a day, the sobu- tide is decomposed very nearly into two others,

vv'hjch arc exactly those that would be produced by two celestial

bodies moving uniformly, but with different velocities, in the

])lane of the equotor, at the mean distance of the sun from the

earth. The mass of the fust body is that of the sun, n)uhip]ied

by the cosine of the inclin.ition of the ecliptic to the equator:

its motion is that of the sun in its orbit. The second body con-

stantly corresponds with the spring equinox, and its mass is that

of the sun multiplied bv the half of the square of the sine of

the obliquity of the ecli})tic. At the equinox these bodies are

cither in conjmiction or in opposition, and tlie tide is the sum
of the tides produced by each of them :—at the solstice the bodies

are in (luadratme, and the tide is the diftcrence of these partial

tides. The observations of the solar tide in these two ))oints

show.
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show, therefoie, the relation of the partial tides, and consequently

tlie ratio of the actions of the heavenly bodies on the ocean; and

bv comparing it to the ratio of their masses, the increase pro-

duced on it by the difference of their motion will be determined.

Tins increase is almost insensible for the sun, on account of

the slowness of its motion ; but it is very evident for the moon,

whose motion is thirteen times more rapid, and whose action

on the sea is nearly three times greater.

By comparing in the fourth book of the ISIecanique Celeste,

the observations of equinoctial and solstitial tides in the syzygies

and the quadratures, I was led by this method to an increase of

at least a tenth in the ratio of the action of the moon to that of

the sun ; but I remarked that an element so delicate ought to

be determined by a greater number of observations. The col-

lection of modern observations has procured me this advantage.

These observations, employed in double number, confirm the in-

crease indicated in' the ancient observations, and they make it

more than one-eighth. Another method founded on the com-
parison of the tides towards the apogemn and perigenm of the

moon, and applied to the ancient as well as modern observations,

leads us also to a similar result.—Thus the increase of the action

of the heavenly l)odies on the tides in the port of Brest ought

not to leave any doubt.

The results of observations being alvvays susceptible of error-,

it is necessary to know the probability that those errors are con-

tained within given limits. It is conceived, and with truth, that

the probability remaining the same, tiiose limits are the more
diminished as the observations are more numerous, and agree

better with each other. But tins general view of the subject

is not sufficient to warrant the exactness of the results of obser-

vations and the existence of regular causes which they seem to

point out. Sometimes, indeed, it has induced us to seek for the

cause of phsenomena which v/ere only the accidents of chance.

The calculation of probabilities can alone enable us to appre-

ciate these objects, which renders its use of the highest import-

ance in physical and moral sciences. The preceding researches

afforded me an opportunity too favourable to be neglected, of

applying the new formulae which I have oi)tained in my Theorie

analyihjue des Prohalilitcs, to one of the grandest phaenomena
of nature. I there explain at full length the application I have

made of it to the laws of the tides. My object has been, not
oidy to confirm the truth of those laws, but to trace the way
which must be pursued in applications of this kind. Among
these laws, the most delicate are those of the increase and de-

crease of the tides towards their maximum and their minimum,
and the influence which the declinations of the heavenly bodies

and
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and the variation of their distances from the earth, exercise ii»

this respect. It is evident tliat these laws are determined by
the observations with extreme precision and probabiHtv, which
ex}iiains the remarkable agreement between the results of mo-
dern observations with those which the oUl observations hfid

given me, and with tlie theory of gravitation. According to this

th<u)ry, the action of the moon on the sea follows the inverse

ratio of the cube of its distance from the centre of the earth ; and
this law represents the observations of the tides with nuch exact-

ness, that by these observations alone the law of attraction being

reciprocally as the scjuare of the distances might be determined.

My principal desire was to appiv my fornmlss of probability

to the increase of the action of the moon on the tides, depend-
ing on local circumstances. To determine this, the preceding
observations have furnished me with sixteen ecjuations of con-
r;ition, and from them 1 have determined this increase to be
equal to the -VoVo P^rt of the action of the moon on the ocean.
By applying my formula} to this result, I find that there are

21, 100 chances to one, that the local circumstances of the port

of Brest increase the ratio of the action of the moon on the

tides to that of the sun: this increase may therefore be consi-

dered as certain; Ijut there arc only fourteeti chances to one that

the prece<]ing value is not in error one half. We must there-

fore wait for new observations to obtain it with great probabi-

lity of being mistaken by only very small quantities.

The ratio of the actions of the moon and of the sun on the

sea, corrected for the effect of local circumstances, is very im-
portant to be known, because it determines the coefficients

;

1st, of the tencstrial nutation; 2dly, of the inequality of the

precession of the e(juinoxes ; and 3dlv, of the lunar equation of

the sun's motion. Newton and Daniel Bernouilli had deduced
this ratio from the phienomena of the tides, but without having

regard to the correction I have just spoken of, which they did

not suspect. The ratio which I have determined, and corrected

by the whole of the preceding observations, gives the mass of

the moon etjual to -s-s-t? ^'^^* "^ ^''*'' ^^'"^h being unity. It

therefore gives in sexugesinuil seconds, f)"G.V'' for the coeffi-

cient of the nutation ; which snrpas-c. the coefficient deter-

mined by the observations of Maskclync oidv bv -rinr ^^ ^ ^^~

cond. My fornuilye of probability show that there are 21,400
chances to one, that the nutation is not below 9'3l", and there

are the same number of chances to one, that it is not above
9'94". According to this same ratio the coelFicient of the in-

equality of the i)recession is 18*0-4, and that of the lunar equa-

tion of the solar tables is 7*«'>(»''', which differs from the co-

effu'icnt that M. Dclambre found directly from the examination

of
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of a great number of solar observations only by -j-|-q- of a se-

cond. In this calculation, I have sujiposed die mean parallax

of the siui eciual to 8-59'', corresponding with that uhich I have

deduced from mv theory of the moon, compared with the in-

equalitv of the lunar motion, known by the name of paralluctic

ineqiialily, and which M. liurckhardt has determined by means
of a very great number of observations. M. Ferere, a learned

Spanish astronomer, has lately confirmed this parallax by a new
investigation of the transit of Venus in 17^)9; in which, by his

own observations, he has corrected the latitude and longitude of

places where this transit has been observed in America. The
agreement between all these computations determined by phx-
nomena so vague, is an additional confirmation of the principle

of universal gravitation.

XXVI I. A neiu Instrument for comparing Linear Measures,
Brj M. DE Prony^-.

jL he comparison of linear measures, v.'hen great accuracy is

aecessarv, requires careful and delicate operations, as vvell as the

use of machinery not generally employed in commercial con-
cerns, and diificult to be procured. I have already published

the description of an instrument of this kind, invented and made
by M. Lenoir, member of the Board of Longitude, which is

as perfect as can be wished; but its expense and size put it

out of the power of common observers to procure^ and render

it useless to travellers, who wish to kno'.v the proportion between
some given standard, and the linear measures of any couutrv
through which they may pass.

I have had made for my own use, a comparer, which joins

the two advaiitages of oeconomy and portability : all the pieces

of whicii it is composed may be fitted into a box of the size of a
quarto book. The dearest part is a microscope ; but even this

requires nothing different from those with v/hich observers are

commonly furnished. In general it is only necessary to be at

the expense of making three additional pieces, which I shall de-
scribe presently.

The properties and use of my comparer are foujided on the

progress which the art of dividing a right line has made within

the last half century. This instrument has therefore, indepen-
dently of the above advantages, that of requiring no vernier nor
micrometer screw, &;c.

It is well known that M. Richer, one of the first artists ®f
Paris for the construction of mathematical instruments, has

* Cuiiim'.iiiicJileti I _v Dr. Evans.

Icnz
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long been in the habit of making divisions on glass that are very

clear and niinutc at the distances of iOOths of a millimeter, and

even less *. A ghvss having two or three millimeters with the

•livision of one of them into 100 parts costs at his house, ten

or twelve francs.

Some foreign artists have also sncccedcd in tliis kind of

work. I procured in my travels in Italy, two .small discs of glass

on each of which are two millimeters, the one divided into ten

and the other into a hundred equal parts. 1 had them of

M. Capello of Turin, an artist who is ecjuallv celebrated for his

inventive mind and his ability to execute what he has con-

ceived.

I know also at Paris an amateur, M. Le Raillif, who applies

all the leisure moments which his situation under government
affords, to the cultivation of the sciences ; and who among his

other talents possesses that of dividing a right line on glass in a

rare and remarkable maimer. He has had the kindness to trace

for me on a small disc of glass 21 tenths of a nnllimeter ; ten

of which are subdivided into lOOdths and 200dths. These divi-

sions of 200dths are very neat, and perfectly visible with a mi-

croscope niagnifving 100 times.

Those persons who wish to possess a comparer like mine,

ought first to procure one of these glasses on which a right line

is divided into as many millimeters as they please, and one of

these millimeters subdivided into lOOdths. The first 10, 20, 30,

Sic. strokes of this subdivision into 100, are j>rolonged, and the

5, ]5, 25th, Arc. should be also prolonged, but less than the

former, in order that the tenths and half-tenths of a millimeter

may be distinguished at the first glance of the eye.

The piece of which I have just spoken must be fixed at one

of the extremities of a brass rule, the lengths of the strokes of

the divisions being perpendicular to the length of the rule which
carries at its extremity a sttcl stud, intended to be put in con-

tact with the ends of the linear measures which we may have to

compare.

Another fixed stud must be screwed and held very solidly on
a board or a table which holds the measures and all the ap-

paratus.

When we wish to compare any two linear measures, one of

lliem must first be placed in such a way that one of its extremities

* I li:uc a micromrter srit w mack by this able artist, two deciuif ters

ill k'li'^tli. IIf! en';a<:efl to cut these (livi>i(ms at intervals of a halt' milli-

meter, and he siu ceedcd so well that tlu' most ri^id proofs could not dis-

cover the least inequality that was scnsihlc throughout the whole 200 di-

visions. This is one of the most diiTicuit tasks that can be undertaken of

this kind.

may
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may rest against tlie fixod stud, atul it-s other end in contact with

the nioveal)le oiio ; the whole heing so disposed, that the axe<of
the rules, the axis of the linear measures, and the middle points

of the divisions on the <;lass are oxaetly in right lines. The ihi-

croscope held by the saliie hoard, or the same table on which
tlie otiier parts of the apparatus and the linear measures are

laid, must be so pointed to one of the divisions on tlie g!a^s,

that after some preliminary trials, or first appr(jxiinative data,

on the ratios of the linear measures, we may he certain that the

second measure to be compared, when we have made the same
dispositions res])ecfcing it, will bring the lOOdths cr 200dt]is of a

Uiiilimeter under a itrokf, which is afterwards to be determined

wr.eu placed in the focus of the microscope; which microscope,

when the collimation has been established, with respect to the

beginning of tlie divibions, must be kept immoveable during the

comparison of the two linear measures.

The apparatus is to be disposed in such a wav^ that the glass

carrving the divisions may be placed between the reflecting mir-

ror of the microscope and the object lens ; and if we wish to

adjust the focus- line to the line at the beginning of the divisions,

we make the supports of the microscope to abut against the point

of a fixed horizontal screw and nut ; this support being made to

slide along a rule parallel to the linear measures. The parallelisn.!

between the focus-line and the strokes of the division is easily

obtained by the hand, by causing the microscope to turn round
in the circular horizontal ring in which it is inclosed.

The collimation of the focus- line with one of the strokes on
the divisions on the glass being thus well established, we remove
the first linear measure, and replace it v/ith the second, by rest-

ing the moveable stud against one of its ends, and making its

other end to abut against the fixed stud. The point of collimation

will change, if the measures are not equal; and their diffcrenct;

of length will be given by the quantity that the second measure
shall have removed the first stroke of the divisioiio from the divi-

sion on which the collimation was established for the first ; which
quantity of removal is measured by the mimbcr of millimeter^,

and lOOdths of a millimeter, contained between the two successive

points of collimation.

I return to the line placed in the focus of the microscope. It

is e?.r>y to conceive the extreme fineness that this line must have,

since it ouglit to appear on the space contained betv/een two
consecutive divisions on the glass; which spaces are lOOdths of

mi'Iimeters, and so as to permit their evaluation by estimation

»; to lOOOdths of a millimeter. I believe it would be in vain to at-
' tempt to perform this by placing a wire in the focus ; and that

the finest of those tlia': are comtuonly adapted to telescopes,

cither
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either for the purposes of surveying, or for tho«-e of astronorriy,

cover >ipac-es innch too great to allow of a "similar estimation,

althoiigi.) thcv only uiulergo the inng»iif>ini; jjouer of the evc-

gla.ss. i received Iron! M. J3reguet, uiemher of the lioard of

Longitude, a platina wire made in England ijy an ingenious pro-

cess. This wire had been passed through a hole when enveloped

in a covering of -silver; and wlien the eonipountl of the two metals

had i)een reduced to its greatest fineness, the silver was dissolved,

and the platina wire left luicovered. The maker hud v\iitten on

the piece which contained the wire of which I speak the number
()0()0, to indicate that its diameter is ^^._dth of a fraction of

au English foot, wliich M, Brcguet thinks is a Imc. If he has

been rightly inforuied in this respect, there is an enormous mis-

calculation in the evaluation of the maker ; for his wire, when
stretched and put in contact with the divi'^ion of lOOdths of a mil-

limeter, covered the interval between two strokes, and the strokes

themselves. Its magnitude is therefore more than 0"01 millimeter,

whilst the English evaluation only makes it 0'0()()35 millimeter :

and if, as I am inclined to believe, it is not GOOOdths of a line,

hut oTdy G,()()Odths of an ii;ch, that he intended to indicate by the

mnnber (5000 written on the bide of the wire, there is still an er-

ror of 3-5ths ; for the T^oVodi^h part of an English inch= 0-0042

millimeter.

This wire, which lias probably the greatest, degree of fineness

that can be attained in the present state of the arts, does not

therefore give us the most delicate line that can he rendered

percejjtible to the eve ; and my divisions of 10(>(hhs of millimeters

en glass serve as a proof of this. The thickness of each line of

this division is onlv al)0Ut the third of the length of the intervr.l

contained between two imnicdiatelv adjoiuing strokes; so that

this thickness is, according to what 1 have said above, less than

the third of the diameter of the English platina wire. For these

reasons I have determined not to put the wire in the focus of the

microscope, but to put a p^ece of plain glass there, on which

I\I. Riclier has traced for me two lines at right angles, of such

a degree of fineness and neatness, that when one of these lines

piojects itself between two strokes of the divisions on glass, the

proportion between its distances from each adjoining stroke may
easily be estimated. This expedient aifords also the advantage

of great solidity, and -that of rendering the application of a ver-

nier to the apparatus (juite easy by having on the glass in the

focus ten parallel strokes, which should cover 9 or 11 of the di-

visions of lOOdthsof a millimeter.

It is unnecessary to trouble ourselves about the loss of light

occasioned by this ghiss in the focus ; for notwithstanding its

interposition between the eye and the object^ an intensity of light

that
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that the eye still supports very well, causes the strokes marked
ou the glass, bearing the divisions into lO'Jdths of a millimeter, to

disappear. It has sometimes happened, that I have intercepted

a part Oi' this light by placing my hand before the reflecting

mirror: and I have remarked, that in seeking by the vertical

motion of this hand the proper position for the degree of light

that I wanted, 1 made the point of coUimation to vary within

the limits of about -iy^dth of a millimeter. According to this

observation it is necessary, whilst we are comparing the linear

measures, to keep the quantity of light thrown on the divided

glass in the interior of the microscope always in the same state.

Tlie accuracy and convenience of my new comparer has al-

ready been submitted to frequent trials. The ratios of some of

the linear measures on which it has been tried had been deter-

mined with the great comparer oi M, Lenoir, and the agreement
between the results furnished by both instruments has been very

satisfactory. Among the operations from which these results

are derived there is one that I made with my colleagues Messrs.

Bouvard and Arrago. One of the objects of comparison was
the standard platina metre of the observatory.

To Mr. TUloch.

Dear Sir,— In consequence of the observations made in the

preceding paper, on t!ie size ^f the very hue platina wire so in-

geniously contrived and made by Dr. \V(illaston, I deemed it pro-

per to inform him that I intended to ])resent you \yith a transla-

tion uf M. de Prony'§ Memoir for publication in your valuable

Magazine. I have accordingly been favoured by that gentleman

with the subjoined information on the subject, which nv.t only

explains the difficulty, but informs us of the manner in which

the wire is produced, and the mode adopted for estimating its

size. The portions of an inch called lines, which the French

scientific gentlemen use very commonly, are rarely employed in

this country: it. was therefore very natural to conclude, that

M. Breguet must have made some mistake, in the statement of

its dimensions which he carried back with him to France, and

communicated to M. de Prony.

I remain, dear sir,

Yours, &c. &c.

Christ's Hospital, Feb. ^0, 181G. T. S. EvANS.

" When Mr. Breguet was in London, he received from Dr.

Woliaston a specimen of platina wire -^j^^'^o-dth of an inch in dia-

meter.

Vol.47. No. 214. Fei-. 1816. I ''The
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" The data from which Dr. \V. infers the diineiiMons of so

small a wire mav serve as a means of estimating the aecxirary

of M. Ffony'b metliod when ai)phed to the measure of such oh-

jccts.

" A wire of pure plutiiia is drawn till ton grains of it mea-

sure 24 inches, so that itn diameter is thus known to be --ijdth

of an inch.

" j\ portion of tliis wire is then coated with silver cast round

it in a cylindrical mould, (about xV'^''^ of an inch in diameter).

"• The cylinder is then drawn till each inch is elongated to

400 inches, in which state the diameter of the })latina is known
to be reduced in the proportion of the square root of 400 or

twentv-fold : so that its diameter is then TyVTr^^li of an inch.

" If any portion of the silver wire be then further drawn till

oac inch measures nine inches, the platina wire within it is then

reduced to -j^d part of its last diameter, and is consequently

^j,'_._dth of an inch in thickness.
*' If the silver wire be then dissolved by nitric acid, the dia-

meter of the platina which remains undissolved (although kept

perfectly clean) could not with confidence be pronounced inac-

curate by a mensuration in which its dimensions were at tirst

presumed to be -^-j-j-^^dths of an inch.

Feb. 20, 1816. " W. II, Woi.I.ASTOX."

XXVIII. Remarks on the Genhgicnl Sketch of a Part of Cum'
berland and JVeslmore.land.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— Xn your Magazine for hist month, (]).41,) in an article

cr.titled "A Geological Sketch of a Part of Cumberland and West-

moreland," your correspondent notices as a fact, that carbonate

of stroutites has !;een found in tlie basalt of the (Jiant's Cnusc-

wav. This is a circumstance that has frequently been noticed

to me, and specimens have been shown me, as carbonate of

stroutites, which I have uniformly found to be carl^onate of lime.

It is nothing uncommon to mistake the one substance for the

other, the carbonate of stroutites from Braunsdorf in Saxony
having long been considced as the hard carbonate of lime among
the German mineralogists.— I should therefore he glad to ktiow

from your correspondent, through the medium of your Magazine,

whether the specimen he refers to has been submitted to ana-

lysis.

Your correspondent likewise notices that the day-slate and

honiblcud slate of .Skiddaw rest inmicdiately on granite j which

woulii
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would lead one to believe that granite occurred on Skiddavv it-

self. This is not the case: the nearest occurrence of granite to

iSkidda-A' is at a considerable distance on the east of the moun-
tain, beyond where granite a^ain occurs, on t!ie road hetwecil

Kendal and Chale. There is a third station in that district of

country where granite is also found ; on the sea coast, near

Muncaster; besides which in Wartdale, as well as at Buttermere,

a species of rock occurs, which bears a strong resembiaiice to

some varieties of granite. I found the relations of these two
last-mentioned rocks so very obscurely niarked, that I cannot

pretend to give any opinion about them. I notice tiie localities,

with a. view to direct the attention of other geologists. My
visits to this beautiful country have been pretty much like those

of other tourists ; 1 have therefore had httle time to follow up
any observations.— I have seldom found any country so very

puzzling to make out, or to describe geologically in any thing

like a satisfactory manner. To this, therefore, 1 attribute the

neglect it ajjpears to have experienced. It remains a fertile

source of geological disquisition, and theorists will find it as dif-

ficult to acco'.nmodate to their respective opinions as any district

betv.'een this and Kamschutka.
Yours,

Edinburgh, Feb. 15, 1816. S. N.

XXIX. New Doctrines, as to the Nature of Mathematical and
other Certainti/.

To Mr. Tillnch.

Sir,— ItIapi'ening a few evenings ago to be in a company
of persons supposed to be distinguished by their learning and
acquirements, the subject of conversation accidentally turned on
the nature of the evidences of different truths or certainties; when
the Editor of one of our Monthly Journals being present, he

with great earnestness maintained, that there is no kind of su-

periority in mathematical certainty over that arising from testi-

mony ;
" and mathematicians (said he) have deceived themselves

into a contrary belief, from not being aware that every tioo

thi/?gs, said by them to be demonstrated to be equaL are in

reality ^7ze same thing!: When for instance (continued he) they

say, tlie three angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones,

their reasoning only amounts to showing that they are the same!"
and so on.

One of the company happening now to remark, that this wavS

but to over-look the distinction between and to confound equa-

I 2 lit}/
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lily and identity ; and looking round and perceiving a sup-

pressed smile in the countenances ot" some of his .^iditors, the

fust speaker resumed, by saying, that he considered the evidence

of various historical facts, such for instances, that there was

such a man as .luhus Csesar, and that there is sucli a place as

Rome, &:c. as not less complete and perfect, with any mathema-

tical truth whatever!. " Nay (continued he), 1 have even been 05-

sured by'single persons of some things, 1 as firmly believe as I

do any truths uliatsoever .'."

Perceiving now a more general and stronger tendency ta

smiling, in the attentive circle around him, the speaker (who is

a North Briton) rather hastily concluded, by saying, " 1 know
that in this country such opinions are only laughed at, and that

every English mathematician holds a diflferent opinion : but that

shall not induce me to cb.ange mine :"—and I think I heard him

add, while the group which had stood around him was in the

act of separating, that he intended shortly to enlarge on these

topics in his Journal.

Relying confidently, as I do, on the issue of any investigation

into the paramount pretensions of mathematicnl, over almost

all, if not every other kind of certainty (which latter are in-

deed but probabilities, sometimes of a very high amount it is

admitted*), I sincerely hope that the learned Editor will not

fail of either supporting or retracting his rather singular opinions,

as above mentioned. Whether this may or may not haj^pen

to be the case, I judge it proper to request the favour of your

insertion of this notice of these opinions ; and to request of

some more able hand, who heard them advanced, or others, to

enter without delay on their refutation in your Magazine, wliich

wull oblige.

Yours, &c.

Mathematicus»

XXX. Speedy and easy Method of copying Drawings.
By M. De LASTEYRlEf.

iVl. DE Lasteyrie first followed the method of rendering the

paper transparent by rubbing it with oil of petroleum or asphal-

* The speaker insisted much, on tite ahsolufe certainti/ that the sun will

rise touionow; ntid was very free in his cpnsurts, of whsit llie celebrated
Liiplace has adviiiiccd on tliis as a probabtc event. Speakin;; uf the tau$

of nature, lie said, none ou^ht to be admitted as such. which every man
docs not know and fully admit uil/iout demonsfrnduii ; that is, intuitivclyj.'

was added, either by the speaker or sonic one of his hcaicrs, Midiout aJy
disschl thrrefrnni on iiis part.

t rroiu Llie Arc/lives dcs Decoutcrtcs.

turn.
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turn. This method completely answered the purpose ; but hav-

ing observed that this oil gave out a strong and disagreeable

smell, and that it evaporated too quickly, he conceived that the

different essences extracted from vegetables, without being at-

tended with the same inconveniences, might give to paper a

suIHcient degree of transparency to allow a drawing upon which
it miglit l)e laid to be disiiuctly seen tiirough it.

For this i)urpose he emploved essence of lavender, or oil of

spike, and essence of citron, which are preferable to oil of petro-

leum ; because instead of having a bad smell they yield a very

agreeable perfume : and as they evaporate more slowly, the

paper retains its transparency for a greater length of time, by
which means the operation of copying is facilitated.

The essences used for this process ought to be as limpid as

the purest water. If thev were- coloured, they would leave marks
and stains upon the paper. They are rarely to be met with in

•commerce in a state of sulficient puritv ; but thev may be easily

freed from their colouring particles by a second distillation.

Take a sheet of common drawing paper, and smear it on one
side only with a brush dipjjed into the essence. The space thus

rendered transparent should be about seven or eight decimetres

square ; for, if it be much larger, the essence may evaporate be-

fore the drawing is finished, and the paper lose its transpa-

rency.

This done, lay the paper upon the drawing, and trace with

the pencil the strokes that are seen underneath. Having copied

the drawing upon that part of the paper which has been smeared
with the essence, rub it upon the other parts, and thus .proceed

till the whole is finished. Then hold the paper before the fire,

shaking it gently to accelelate the evaporation ; taking care that

it be at such a distance that the hand can bear the heat without

inconvenience. When the evaporation is completed, the paper
again becomes opaque, and retains all its original whiteness. You
may then draw upon it with a pen, wash or paint with colours.

The jirocess is as easy in practice as it is advantageous, on ac-

count of the time which it saves, and the precision and accuracy

Avith which you ohlzanJac-similes of prints and drawings that

you wish to copy.

XXXI. On a Method of making Ship Lariterns with Mica
and Wire. Bjj M. Rochon *.

X. HE great fragility of glass does not allow of its being employed
in every sort of lantern, lamp, &:c. In the navy it is necessary

* From the Annaies cles Arts ct Manufactures.

13 that
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that the watcli-hghts, tliose of the powder-room, Sec. bhonirJ

transmit the light through liorn, or other substance 'capable bf

resisting great sliocks. This material is at present sufficiently

plentiful, and is very well manufactured, in France : but as it

fell s-hort in the maga/ines at the begiiuiing of the revolution,

M. Rnchon supplicfl its place for the ship-lanterns by a net-

work of wire, of a large mesh, covered with a light coat ot

transparent isinglass. This artificial hornwas at that time of

great service in the navy.

The arrival of an American vessel having on board several

pieces of foliated mica perfectly transparent, suggested to

M. Rochon the idea of emi)loying it in the place of glass or horn,

in preference to isinglass and copal varnish. This mineral is

found in abundance in the tjuarrics of granite in the environs of

Newpori in North America. Hitherto it luis l)cen only known
in the district of Witten, in Siberia, which furnishes it in large

flakes. The preparation of tliis mineral, to render it of use as

a medium for transmitting light, consists in separating it in |)latcs,

more or less thick, uith a double-edged knife. The Siberians,

says the traveller Gmelin, use these transparent plates as much
for their windows as for their lanterns. The Russian navy con-

sumes a great deal of it ; all the window-lights of the vessels are

of this substance, which, indc|iendent of its great transparency,

resists the strong shock of artillery. The surfaces of the flakes

or plates of this incombustible mineral are about two e!ls s<[uare.

M. Vaurueiin has found in it ten parts of silcx, seven of alumine
;

and the limits of its specific weight are, according to the calcu-

lations of M. Rrissot, between 26.') and 293.

We are assured that the Americans use foliated mica for the

same ]nirposes as the Russians. They employ also dcmispherical

masses of glass to reflect the rays of light in such parts of the

vessels where the blowing of the wind will not allow of lanterns.

Although we might be able to procure squares of mica suffi-

ciently transparent, and thick enough to resist the most violent

blows, the necessity of oicononiizing a substance so rare, and to

give it the utmost degree of transparency, determined M. Rochon

to inclose it between two pieces of tinned iron net-work of a large

iTiesh. The wires of these meshes, which are manufactured in

a weaver's loom, do not intercept a hundredth ])art of the light-

By these means he is cnal)led to make the squares of an unli-

mited size with plates that are of uncijual sizes. Gum arable

serves to connect them together ; and with some very fine cop-

per wire, well-tempered, a few stitches made with a fine needle

will fit it firmly in the frame that incloses it.

One of the light-houses on the coast of Bretagne, at the

entrance of the Chaniiol_, having had its windows broken by aii

accident.
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accident, which extinguished all the fires during the night, and
the magazines of the navy being at that time unj)rovidcd vvitn

panes ol" sufficient dimensions, iM. Roelion promptly supplied the

deficiency, by putting up j)anes made of tlie mica of Newport.
We see, therefore, that this substance may be rendered useful

for such purposes, although it does not appear that the navy have
yet adopted it. Its dearuess is probably the reason. The same
reason too will, doubtless, for a long time, ))revent it from beii'.g*

brought into domestic use ; and our ordinary lanterns happilv

at present reipiire no alteration.

XXXII. Notices respcciing New Books.

Elements of Eleciricity and Klectro-Chemistry. By Gforc.e
JoKN Singer, Esq.

[(.!oiiliiiucd from p. 62.]

JL iir. third part -of IMr. Singer's work treats of the "natural
agencies of electricity," and includes four chapters^ arranged as

follows :

Chap. I. On the identity of electricity and the cause of

lightning.

Chap. II. On the phenomena of thunder-storms, and on the

probable sources of atmosphereical electricity.

Chap. III. On some luminous phaDnomena of the atmo-
sphere, the observations of atmospherical electricity, and the ar-

rangement of a new system of insulation. •^'

Chap. IV, Connexion of electricity with medicine"and with
natural history.

The utility of this part of the treatise renders it highly in-

teresting ; and we observe with pleasure, that Mr. Singer has

bestowed particular attention on the most useful applications of

electrical science, and that he has given very extensive practical

information on this part of his subject. We camiot attempt to

convey more than a general idea of the ample details this por-

tion of the work contains. The following is extracted from the

description of a lightning conductor, p. 224. " The conduct-

ing rod or rods (for if the building is large there should be se-

veral) should lie formed of copper or iron, three quarters of an
inch thick. It" upper extreniiJ-y should be acutely pointed,

r.nd rise three or four feet above the highest part of the building.

The parts of which the rod is formed should be joined closely; the

ends that are applied to each other being screwed together. All

the metallic parts of the roof should be connected with the rod,

I 4 and
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and it should pass down in as direct a line as possible, and pe-

netrate several feet below tlie foundation, from which it should

be inclined outward. Tiie undercround part of the conductor

is better formed of cop))er, to prevent its decay ; it should be

connected, if it-^jossibly can, v,ith a moist stratum of earth or

with a large bodv of water. The penetration of the coi.ductor

to some depth below the level of the foundation, will in many
instances procure this advantage fwr it. "^rhe conductor is some-

times made wholly of copper, it may then be thinner than if

made of iron : for a stationary ccnduetor, I should conceive that

a copper rod of half an inch thick would answer every recjuired

purpose ; and there is little doubt that a less quantity of metal

made into a hollow tube so as to increase its superficies would

be equally or even more effectual. Conductors for ships have

been made of chains (which are higldy improper) and of cop-

per v.lres which arc easily attached : but they are with equal

ease detached ; and I have been informed by several ca])tains,

that in many sliips furnislicd with such conductors, they are kept

in an inactive state packed up below during long and hazardous

voyages. For this reason it would be better that fixed con-

ductors should be employed ; they might I should conceive be

attached to the mast, and where motion is required an inter-

ru})Lion should be made in the inflexible conductor, and its parts

be connected together by a length of spiral wire, which would

be at once perfectly continuous, and sufficiently flexible to yield

to every necessary movement."
Conductors for ships will be much more effectual if they are

connected with a strip of metal surrounding the deck, and con-

tinued to.fhe copper-bottom. Carriages which r.re usually fil-

leted rou»t,i with metal for ornament, may be rendered very se-

cure if these strips are connected with each other, and continued

over every edge, so as to .surround the pri)minences of the carriage

completely, a metallic communication being continued from them

to the ground. In the open air Mr. Singer advises that shelter be

not sought beneath, a high tree, or building, but considers a di-

stance of twenty or thirty feet from them as rather an eligible

situation. He particularly insists on the necessity of avoiding

every approach to large masses of w^ater, and even to the stream-

lets which may have resulted from a recent shower ; for they are

all cxcelleDt conductors, and likely to deteruiine the direction of

the explosion. In a house, the partial conductors which usually

detcr;riine the cour.ie of the discharge are for the most part the

appendages of the walls and partitions; the most secure. situa-

t'ov., therefore, is the miildle of the ro(nn ; and this nuiy be reur

dered more so, by standing on a glass-legged stool, a mattress,

or even a thick woollen hearth-rug. Tiie middle story is the

niost
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most secure : for explosions sometimes occur from the earth to

the clouds ; and many instances are on record in which the lowest

story of a buildin:^ luis been the only part which has sustained

injury ; hence it is absurd to take refuge in a cellar, or cave, &c.

Chinmevs are excellent conductors, from the soot or charcoal

Vvith which they arc lined : consequently it is essential to avoid

any approach to the fire-place : and the same caution is neces-

saiy with respect to gilt furniture, bell wires, and extensive sur-

faces of metal of every description. In a carriage, the precaution

of keeping at some distance from its back and sides is also ad-

visable. The several varieties of the tluuider-storm are shov/n

to be closely imitated by a pro])er use of the electrical apparatus;

and the source of the vast accumulations of electricity by which

these phenomena are produced, is traced to the circulation of wa-
ter in the atmosphere ; hence thunder occurs most frequently iu

summer, and storms are most tremendous in all situations where
the sun's influence oper.ites to the greatest extent. The exact

nature of these natural processes of excitation is at present far

from being clearly understood ; but the analogy between them
and many of our artificial methods is clearly described in the

follovviug observation of our author :
—"The different electrical

state of diilerent parts of the atmosphercj obtains principally in

the masses of vapour or clouds that float in it ; and the origin

of this electricity, as well as the cause of its various changes, is

probably to be traced to the mutability of these masses ; for it

has been seen, that cliange of form, heating and cooling, fric-

tion, and the contact of dissimilar bodies, are the artificial sources

of electrical excitation, and the clouds experience in succession

the o])eration of all these causes." The opinions of Volta,

Saussure, De Luc, &c. are given with great impartiality, and

as fully as is consistent with the nature of the work.

The phenomena of the northern lights, and other luminous ap-

pearances of the atmosphere, are aho treated at some length
;

and this section deserves notice for the clearness with which tlie

various facts arc stated. The author shows a marked distinction

between the larc:er and smaller meteors. He considers the lat-

ter as very analogous to the appearances of electricity ; but the

larger meteors he regards as incapable of explanation in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge.

In'describing the means of observing atmospherical electricity,

an account is given of a very remarkable apparatus for that pur-

pose, which has been recently constructed by our correspondent

Air. Crosse of Broomfield. It is described as " consisting of

copper wire, one-sixteenth of an inch thick, stretched and insu-

lated between stout upright masts of from 100 to 110 feet in

height. The most unwearied exertion has been employed to

give
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jjive unexampled extent atid perfection to this apparatus : the

insulated uirc has been extended to tlie extraordinary length of

one mile and a i|uarter ; and a varit'tv of ingenious contrivances

have heen apphed to preserve the insulation. IJut the length of

the wire reiulcrcd it so liable to injury, aiul subject to depreda-
tion, ,that it has been found expedient to shorten it to 1800
feet, and until the present time no means have been devised

that sufficiently preserve the insulation during a dense fog, or

driving snow."
The apparatus has been preserved in constant activity during

eighteen months; and a series of ol)scrvations have been made
with it, which afford some very interesting information on the

subject of atn"!os])herical electricity. The details which Mr.
Singer has gi^en are, however, too extensive for the limits of

this notice ; and we must refer the reader to the work ittclf for

the information they contain.

In pursuing these int|uiries, Mr. Singer has been led to a dis-

f every of the first importance to the practical electrician. It is

well known that one of the most perplexing cares attendant on
electrical experiments, is tlic preservation of the insulating parts

of the apparatus in a perfectly dry state ; and in moist weather
tliis is so far from practicable, that nuuiy experiments are from
necessity avoided in consefpience. INIr. Singer has contrived

an arrangement which jjrevents the free contact of the air

with the surface of the insulator, and consequently precludes

the deposition of moisture upon it, and preserves it in a proper

state for use under nearly every variation of weather. The
gold-leaf electrometer constructed on this principle becomes
a truly valuable instrument : it retains its electricity for a con-
sideral)le peiiod ; and as it scarcely ever requires to be warmed
or wi|)ed, is much more useful, and less liable to be deranged,

tlian in the old construction. The description which is given of

t'liia method of insulation is nearly confined to the development
of its general principle, and is by no means so extensive as we
could have wished ; for we deem it one of the most useful dis-

coveries in practical electricity which has come under our notice

for some time.

The experiments of Nollet and others on the action of elec-

tricity on organi/ccd bodies are mentioned as introductory to the

practice of medical electricity, which is developed with much
skill within very moderate limits : an account of the torpedo and
gymnotus, which comprises the most interesting facts that are

at present known concerning those animals, precedes a detail of

the experiments of (ialvani, Volta, and others, to the period at

which the latter produced his extraordiiuary invention of the

VoIt?.ic battery. This part of the sul)ject is not extensive, but it

appears
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appears explicit and impartial. I\Ir. Singer has given it unrler

:lie general title of Galvanism, because it originated entirely

with the experiments of the learned professor of Bologna. Under
the arrangement which is here given to it, Galvanisni certainly

forms a verv proper introchiction to the fourth and last part of

.Mr, Singer's work, which has for its subject "Voltaic electricity."

This subject, the most novel, and to manv the most interesting

before us, is discussed in four chapters under the following titles:

Cliap. 1 . Structure of the Voltaic apparatus, and nature of its

electrical })henomena.

Chap. 2. On the chemical effects of tlic Voltaic ajjparatiis,

Clia|).3. Extensive agency of tlie Voltaic apparatus as an in-

strument of chemical analysis. Its influence in tiie evolution of
light, and the [uoduction of he?it.

Chap. L Sketch of the state of tlieoretical kno-.vledge in Vol-

taic ekctricity. Structure and properties of tiie electric columu.
The con^^truction oi the various parts pf the Voltaic apparat\i3

is described in clear terms, and a particularly full account of the

process of cementing the trongh is given.

The author prefers the original trough of Cruickshank to th?,!

formed on the principle of the coiiroiijie de lasses, which is at

present so much in use. Iji the former, all the plates being acted

on at one surface only, each jjroduces its full proportion of effect,

and continues for some time active : in the latter, on^ surface

of the zinc is wasted to very little purpose ; the acid is sooner

saturated, and its action is consequently niore transient. To de-

inonstrate the electrical effects of the Voltaic battery, Mr. Singer

employs river water only, as the medium of connexion between
his plates, and' finds it preferable for this purpose to any acid

mixture. " With a series of 50 groups a delicate gold-leaf elec-

trometer will be affected without the aid of the condenser. With
100 pairs the divergence of the gold leaves is sutticiently distinct

;

and with a series of 1000 groups even pith balls are made to di-

verge. In these experiments, a wire proceeding from one extre-

mity of the battery is to be connected with the foot of tlie electro-

meter, whilst a wire proceeding from the opposite end is brought
to touch its cap. The elcctiicity of the zinc side is aluays po-
sitive ; that of the copper side always negative." By employing
water in his Voltaic apparatus Mr. Singer has discovers i that

the powers of that apparatus may be accumulated in an electrical

battery, which, when connected with it, will always i)e charged
more highly than the apparatus itself, producing loud spark.s,

cjnd burning metaUic leaves, when the Voltaic series employed
to communicate the charge to it has no such power alone.

'Jhis method of employing the Voltaic apparatus is a very ex-

(t-!!ent
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cellc.it one ; for it maintains its action without any rcncwetl at-

tention for ninuths, and prohabiv for years: and as tlie effect iu-

creasps with the nmnber of plates emplojed, Mr. Sinp;er suggests

that, l>y employing 50 or 100,000 plates, a considcjable charge

might be constantly kept up in an electrical batterv, and that at

no expen'^e but the first cost of the apparatus ; which would be
SUiTicicnt if formed of plates two inclies scpiare.

!n noticiiii; the chemical action of the \'oltaic apparatus it is

remarked, that its operations are very different to tliose of com-
mon electricity, which are usually attended l)y mechanical action,

and rarelv by any unequivocal production of heat ; whilst in the

A'oltaic apparatus when no light is evolved an elevation of tem.-

p^rature njay be usually observed : and when bv its intense ac-

tion there is a copious evolution of light, heat is produced in a

superior degree to that which results from any other j}rocess of

art. When metals are revived from their solutions bv Voltaic

electricity, it is noticed as a singular fact, tliat none but lead,

till, .Mid silver, appear as brilliant metallic vegetations. The
various experiments of decomjiosition and. transl'er, with the in-

teresting discoveries of Sir H. Davy, are detailed with great ac-

curacy and perspicuity, accompanied by occasional observations

of the author which tend considerably to the elucidation of the

subject. So much information is indeed included in this part

of the work, that v»'e have no wish to lessen the interest it is cal-

culated to excite, by giving a series of a!)ridged extracts from
that Avhich should be read in its complete state. Considerable

attention is given to the experiments and observations of Dr.
Wollaston, Sir H. Davy, and others who have made useful re-

searches on the subject. The facts throughout appear to be
stated with great impartiality, and the remarks and experiments
of the author evince a very perfect acquaintance with his sub-

ject, and habits of research and inquiry which cannot fail to

render an essential service to the cause in which they are em-
})loyed. We are pleased to observe that no attempt is made to

add to xhe various hypotheses that have l)een adv.inced to ac-

count for the phenomena of Voltaic electricity: the experiments

and observations of the author appear rather to support the

opinions of Volta; yet no hypothesis is insisted on, but the

deficiences of the principal ones that h.ave been proposed are

noticed very freely, and 'vith a spirit highly characteristic of the

independent feelings of the writer.

The ingenious analysis of the Voltaic apparatus by our valu-

able correspondent, M. De Luc, is noticed with considerable ap-
probation by Mr. Singer, who has extei^ded the experiments of

that venerable philosopher, and confunted the accuracy of his

results.
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rrsvilts. He considers theiri of the greatest importance, as de-

fining most accurately the really efficient parts of the Voltaic

apparatus, and providing a source of perpetual electrical action,

whicli may hereafter prove very highly useful.

Supplement to the Fourth and Fifth Editions cf the Encj/clo-

pcedia Britannica, Volume I. Part I. with a Preliminary Dis-

sertation, " exhibiting a general View of the Progress of mcta-

j)hysical, ethical, and political Philosophy since the Revival

of Letters in Europe. By Diigald Stewart, Esq. F.R.SS.

Loud. & Edin,, &c. &c." Edinl)urgh : Constable and Co.

We notice the above most valuable publication, chiefly with a

view to call the attention of our readers to the very learned and

copious dis'^ertation on the progress of human knowledge, which

Professor Dugald Stewart has prefixed.

To follow this elegant writer and profound scholar seriatim^

through his enumeration of those who have contributed to the

advancement of science and philosophy eince the revival of let-

ters would far exceed th.e limits which we have prescribed to

ourselves in this department of our work ; but we have been so

smitten with the eloquent and compreliensive review which Mr.
Stewart has given of the philosophical life and wri-tings of the

great Bacon, that we presume to tiiink that our readers will

consider some extracts from that part of the preliminary disser-

tation as affording an intellectual treat of rare occurrence.
*' The state of science." the author philosophically observes,

" towards the close of the sixteenth century presented a field

of observation singularly calculated to attract the curiosity and

to awaken the ge:iius of Bacon ; nor was it the least of Lis per-

sonal advantages, that, as the son of 0!ie of Queen Elizabeth's

ministers, he Iiad a ready access, wherever he went, to the most
enlightened society in Europe. While yet only in the seven-

teenth year of his age, he was removed I)y his father from Cam-
bridge to Paris, where it is not to be douljted that tlie novelty

of the literary scene must have largely contributed to cherish

the natural liberality and independence of his mind. Sir Joshua

Reynolds has remarked, in one of his academical discourses, that
' every seminary of learning is surrounded with an atmospliere

of floating knowledge, where every mind may imbibe somewhat
congenial to its own original conceptions.' He might have

added, with still greater truth, that it is an atmosphere, of which
it is more peculiarly salutary for those who have been elsewhere

reared to breathe the air. The remark is applicable to higher

pursuits than were in the contemplation of this philosophical

artist ; and it suggests a hint of no inconsiderable value for the

education of youth.
*' Thei
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*•
'J'he nit-rits of Hacon, as ihc father of cxpcritnoiital plil-

losopliy, are so universally acknowledjivd, that it wouUl he su-

perfluous to touch upon them here. The ht^hts which he )ia^

stnieU out in various l)ranchcs of the philosopliy of mind, have

been much less attended to; although the whole scope and te-

nor ()f his speculations show, that to this study his genius wa?

far more stroni:lv and happily turned, than to that of the ma-
terial world. It was not, a3 sonic seem to have imaiiincd, by

sagacious anticipations of particuhu" discoveries aftcrvvaids to he

made in plivsics, that his writings have had so powerful an in-

lliience in ;;ccclcrating the advancenient of that science. In thj

oxtent and accuracy of his physical knowledge, he was far in-

ferior to many of his predecessors; but he surpassed them all

in his knowledge of the laws, the resources, and the limits of

tho human understanding. The sanguine expectations with

which he looked forward to tlie future, \vere founded solely or.

Lis confidence in the untried capacities of the viii/d; and on a

conviction of the possibility of invigorating and guiding, l)y mean-
of logical rules, those faculties which, in all our researches aftc:

truth, are the organs or instruments to be employed. ' Such

rules,* as he himself has observed, * do in some sort equal

men's wits, and leave no great adviuitage or pre-eminence to the

j>errect and excellent motions of the spirit. To draw a straigh:

line, or to describe a circle, by aim of hand only, there nuist be

a great difference between an imsteadv and unpractised hand,

uiid a stcadv and practised ; but to do it by rule or compass it

ii much alike'
'' Nor is it merely as a logician that Bacon is entitled to no-

tice on the present occasion. It would be difficult to name an-

other writer prior to Locke, whose works are enriched with so

many just observations on the intellectual phaenoniena. Among
these, the most valuable relate to the laws of memory, and of

imngination ; the latter of wliich subjects he seems to have

studied with peculiar care. In one short but beautiful paragraph

concerning pnetry (under wliich title may be comprehended all

the various creations of tins faculty) he has exhausted every

thing that philosophy and good sense have yet had to offer, on

what has been since called the BeMU Ideal', a topic, which has

furnished occasion to so numv over-refinements among the French

critics, and to so much extravagance and mysticism in the cloud-

capt metaphysics of the new German school. In considering

imagination as connected with the nervous system, more parti-

cularly as connected with that species of hvmpathv to which me-
dical writers have given the. name oi imitatum, he has suggested

some vejy irjportant hints, which none of his successors have

hitherto prosecuted ; and has, at tlic same time, left an exam])ie

of
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of cautious liKjuIry, worthy to bo studied Ia' all who may attempt
to iuvc.stiii.atc the laws regulating the uuiou between mind and.

body. Mis illustration of the different classes of prejudice.s

incident to human nature, is, in point of practical utility, at least

equal to any thing on tliat head to he found in Locke ; of whom
it is impossihle to forbear remarking, as a circumstance not

ea'-lly cxplica])le, that he should have resumed this important

discussion, witlunit once mentioning the name of his great pre-

decessor. The chief imjirovemeut made bv Locke, in the

further prosecution of the argument, is the application of Hobbes's

theory of association, to explain in what manner these prejudices

arc originally generated,
" In Bacon's scattered hints on topics connected with the

phllosoj)hy of the mind, strictly so called, nothing is more re-

markable than the precise and just ideas they display of the pro-

per aim of this science. He had manifestly reflected much and
successfully on the o])erations of his own understanding, and had
studied with uncommon sagacity the intellectual characters of

others. Of his reflpctinns and observations on both subjects, he
has recorded manv important results ; and has in general stated

them without the slightest reference to any physiological theory

concerning their causes, or to any analogical explanations founded

on the caprices of metaphorical language. If, on some occasions,

he assumes J:he existence of animal spirits, as the medium of

communication between soul and body, it must be remembered,
that this was then the universal belief of the learned ; and that

it was at a much later period not less confidently avowed by
Locke. Nor ought it to be overlooked (I mention it to the cre-

dit of I'ot/i authors), that in such instances the /i7r/ is comruonly

so stated, as to render it easy for the reader to detach it from
the theory. As to the scholastic (piestions concerning the na-

ture and essence of mind,—whether it be extended or unex-
tondod ? whether it have any relation to space or to time ? or

whether (as was contended by others) it exist in every nhi, but

in no place P—Bacon has uniformly passed them over with silent

contempt ; and has })robably contributed not less eiFectual'y to

bring them into general discredit, bv this indirect intimation of

his own opinion, than if he had descended to the ungrateful

task of exposing their absurdity.

" While Bacon, hovvevcr, so cautiously avoids these unpro-
fitable discussions about the nature of mind, he decidedly states

bis conviction, that i\\efaculiies of man differ not merely in de-

gree, but in kind, from the instincts of the brutes. * I do not,

therefore,' he observes on one occasion, ^ approve of that con-

fused and promiscuous method in which philosophers are accus-

tomed to treat of pneumatology ; as if the huiuan soul ranked

above
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above tlwse of brutes, merely like the sun above the star:-, <ii

like ijoUi above other metals*
•' Ai;i()ug the various topics started by Bacon for the coubi-

deration of future logicians, he did not overlook (what may be

justly regnrdecl, in a praetical view, as \\v: most interesting of

all lof^ical problems) the cpiestion conccminp; the mutual inllu-

ence of thought and of language on eae!i other. ' Men believe,'

savs he, ^ that their reason governs their \vords ; but it often

Ijappius that words have power enougii to rc-nct upon reason.'

This aphorism may be considered as the text of by far the most

valuable part of Locke's Essay,

—

that which relates to the

imperfections and abuse of words ; but it was not till within the

last twenty years that its depth and importance were perceived

in all their extent. I need scarcely say, that I allude to the

excellent Memoirs of M. Prevost and of M. Degerando, ' On
Signs considered in their Connexion with the Intellectual Ope-
rations.' The anticipations formed by Racon, of tliat branch of

modern logic which relates to loiivcrsal grammar, do no less

honour to liis sagacity. ' Grammar,' he observes, ' is of two

kinds, the one literary, the other philosoj)hical. The former has

for its object to trace the analogies running through the structure

of a particular tongue, so as to facilitate its acquisition to a

foreigner, or to enable him to speak it with correctness and

purity. The latter directs the attention, r.ut to the analogies

which words bear to word;, but to the analogies which words

bear to things ;' or, as he afterwards c>:phiins hiuiself more
clearlv, ' to laiigup.ge considered as the sensible portraiture or

image of the mental processes.' In further illustration of these

hints, he takes notice of the lights which the different genius of

different languages refiects on the characters and habits of those

by whom they were respectively spoken. ' Thus,' says he, * it

is easy to perceive tliat the Greeks were ad(!icted to the culture

of tlie arts, the Rou^.ans engrossed with the conduct of atiairs
;

iuasmucli as the technical distinctions introduced in the pro-

gress of refinement require the aid of compounded words; while

the real business of life stands in no need of so artificial a phraseo-

logy.' Ideas of this sort have, in the course of a very few

years, alread\ become common, and almost tritical ; but how
different was Vic case tv»'o centuries ago !

" With tho-c sound and enlarged views concerning the philo-

sophy of the mind, it will not a])pear surprising to those who
have attended to th.e slow and irregular advances of human rea-

son, that Bacon should occasionally blend incidental remarks,

savouring of the habits of thinking prevalent in his time. A
carious example of this occui-s in the same chapter which con-

tains his excellent definition or description of universal grammar.
' This
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* Tills too/ he observes, ' is worthy f-f notice, that the ancient

languages were full of declensions, of" cases, of conjugations, of

ienses, and of other t-iniilar inflections; while the modern, rd-

most enti;elv destitute of these, indolently acromplish the same

piirpcf-e hv' the help of prepositions, and of auxiliary verb'-.

* Whence,' he contiuucs, ' may be inferred (however we may
flatter ourselves with the idea of our own superioiity), that the

liiiman int-'liect was much more acute and subtile in ancient

tiian it iH)w is in modern times.' How very uidike is this la.st

lenection to tlie usual strain of Bacon's writings! it seems, in-

deed, i! uch Kiore congenial to the philosopliy of Mr. Harris and

of Lord VIonbofido ; and it has accordingly been sanctioned

with the approbation of both these learned authors. If my
memory does not deceive me, it is the oidy passage in Bacon's

works, which Lord Monboddo has anywliere condescended to

fjUote.

" These observations aflford me a convenient opportunity for

remarking the progress and diffusion of" //.'&• pfiilosapfucal spirit

^

i;ince the beginning of the seventeenth century. In the short

Jsassage just cited from Bacon, there are involved no less than

two capital errors, which are now almost universally ranked, by

men of education, among the grossest prejudices of the multi-

tude. The one, that the declensions and conjugations of the

ancient languages, and the modern substitution in their place

of pre})ositioMS and auxiliarv verb"*, are, both of them, the deli-

berate and systematical contrivances of speculative grammarians;

the other (still less analogous to Bacon's general style of rea-

soning), that the faculties of man have declined as the world

has grown older. Both of these errors maybe now said to have

disappeared entirely. The latter, more particularly, must, to

the rising generation, seem so absurd, that it alm<ist requires an

apology to have meritioned it. That the capacities of the hu-

man minfl have been in all ages the same ; and that the diversity

of phaenornena exhibited by our species is the result merely of

the different circumstances in which men are placed, has been

long received as an incontrovertible logical m.axiin ; or rather,

such is the influence of early instruction, that we are a})t to re-

gard it as one of the most obvious anggesstions of co:nmon sense.

And yet, till about the time of Montesquieu, it was by no means

so generallv recognised bv tlie learned, as to havo a sensil)le in-

fluenc" Oil the fashionable tone of thinking over Euvorje. The
applica'i n of t!:is. fundamental and le;ifling i-iea t(^ t'le natural

or t/ii I'i'.ril IjisfiiTi/ oi' soeicty in all its various asjjec:s;—to

the histv>t\ oi' languages, of the arts, of the sciences, of laws, of

government, of manners, and of religion,—is the peculiar glory

«:f the latter half of the eighteenth century ; and forms a cha-

\'ol . 4 7 . No. 2 1 4 . FcY . i S U;
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racteristical feature in its pliilosojjhy, uhich even the imagina-

tion of Bacon was unable to foresee.

** It woii'.d be endless to particularize the oriiiiiial suggestion*

thrown out bv Bacon on toj)i(r>> connected with the science of

mind. The few passages of this >t)rt already quoted, are pro-

duced merelv as a .specimen ot the rest. They are by no means
selected as tlie most importaiit in hi^5 writings ; but, as they

happened to be tliose which hud left the .strongest impression ou
n\v memory, I thought them a!+ likely as any other, to invite

tlic curiosity of niv readers to a careful examination of the rich

mine from which thev are extracted.
" The ethical disqui: itions of Bacon are almost entirely of a

practical nature. Of the two theoretical ciuestions .so muclv

agitated, in both parts of this i-iland, during the eighteenth cen-

tury, conceiuing the priin'iple and the ohji-cl of moral approl-a.-

tion, he has said nolhing; but he has opened .some new and \\\-

tcresting views with respect to the influence ui custom and the for-

mation of habils;—a most important article of moral j}:)iloso-

phy, on winch he has enlarged more ably and more usefully than

any writer since Aristotle. Under the same head of Ethics may
be mentioned tlie small volume to which he has given the title

of Essays; the best known and the most jiopular of all his works.

It is also one of those where the sui)eriority of his genius appears

to the greatest advantage ; the novelty and depth of his re-

fiectioas often receiving a strong relief frrm the triteness of his

subject. It may be read from beginning to end in a few hours,

—and yet, after the twentieth perusal, one seldom fails to le-

ii.ark in it something overlooked before. This, indeed, is a

characteristic of all Bacon's writings, and isonly tobe accou)ited

for by the inexliaustible aliment thev ftn-nish to our own thoughts,

and the sympathetic activity they impart to our torj)id faculties.

'* The siiggestions of Bacon for tlie improvement of |)olitical

philosophy, exhibit as strong a contrast to the narrow systems"

of contemporary statesmen, as the inductive logic to that of the

schools. How profound and comprehensive are the views opened
in the following passages, when compared with tlie .scope of tlie

celebrated treatise De Jure Iklli et Pads ! a v>ork which was
fir'-t published about a yaw before Bacon's death, and which
continued, for a Imndred and fifty vear.s afterwards, to be regarded

in all the prote:5tant universities of Europe as an inexhaustible

treasure of moral and jurispru;:entijil wisdom !

** ' The ultimate object which legislators ought to have in

view, and to which all their enactments and sanctions ought to

he subservient, is, that tlia c'uizens may live happily. For this

purpose, it is necessary *.'v.^.t they should receive a religious and
pious etlucationj that they should be trained to good morals;

that
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that they should be secured from foreign enemies by proper rni-

iitai y arniiigemerits ; tlnit they should t.e giiiirded by an effectuj-.l

police a£^aiiist seditions and private nijurics ; that thev !>liould be

loyid to govcniinent, and obedient to magistrates ; nnd finallv,

that they should abound iu wealth, and in other national re-

sources.'—* The science of such matters certainly belongs more
particularly to the province of men who, by liabits of public

bu>iuess, have been led to take a comprehensive survey of the

social order ; of tlie interests of tlie community at large ; of the

rules of natural ec^aity; of the manners of liations ; of the dif-

ferent Ibrins of government ; and who are thus prepared to rea-

son concerning the v.isdom of lav.s, both from considerations of

jUitice and of policy. 7'he great desideratum, accordingly, is,

by investigating the principles of natural justice, and those of

political expediency, to exhibit a theoretical model of legisla-

tion, Avhich, wlnle it serves as a standard for estimating the

comparative excellence of municipal codes, mav suggest hints

for their correction and imj)rovement, to such as have at heart

the wclfaie of mankind.'
^' Ho'.v precise the notion was that Bacon had formed of a

philosophical system of jurisprudence (with which as a standard

the municipal laws of different nations might be compared), ap-

pears from a remarkable expression, in wliich he mentions it as

the pTO})cr busir.css of those \\iio might attempt to carry his

plan into execution, to Investigate those ' leges legiim, ex qui-

bus informatio pcti possit, quid in singuHs legibus bene aut pcr-

peram positum aut constitutum sit.' I do not know if, in Ba-
con's prophetic anticipations of the future progress of physics,

there be anything more charactcristical, both of the grandeur

and of the justness of his conceptions, than this short definition;

more particularly, when we consider how widely Grotius, iu a

work professedly devoted to this very inquiry, was scon after to

^v^l^der from the right path, in consequence of his vague and
wavering idea of the aim of his researches.

" The sagacity, however, displayed in these, and various other

passages of u similar import, can by no means be duly appre-

ciated, without attending, at the saniG time, to the cautious and
temperate maxims so ire(|uenlly inculcated bv the author on the

subject of pohtical innovation. ' A stubborn retention of cus-

toms is a turbulent thing, not less than the introduction of new.'—
* Time is the areatest innovator ; shall we then not imitate

time, wliich iimovates so silently as to mock the sense ?* Nearly
connected witii these aphorisms, are the profound reflections in

the first book De j4vginevtis Scitntianim, on the necessity of

accommodating every new institution to the character and cir-

cumstances of the people for whom it is intended j and on the

K 2 peculiar
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pcculi.ii ci.ui^Of which literary men run of overlookiiir^ thi'; cnti-

.'f.idcration, from the f;uniliar acquaintance thev acquire, in the

rnvjise r>{ their early studies, with the ideas and .sentimentt of
tb" niirient classics.

'"' The remark of Bacon on tlie Mv^tcmatical policy of Henry
VI F. was nlallife•^^ly sne;gcsted hv the sanic trail! of thinking;.

• His laws (whoso marks t!iem well) wore deep and not vnli^ar

;

not made on the spur of a particular occasion for the present,

hnl out of providence fcr the futnie ; to make the estate of hi-*

pr.nple still more and nu>rc h;ip])v, after the manner of the legis-

lilOrs in ancient and heroic times.' How far this noble eulogy

was merited, either by the legislators of antiquity, or by the

modern prince on whom Bacon iias bestowed it, is n question of

I'Ltle moment. 1 quote it merelv on account of the importaiit

philosophical distinction which it indipectly marks, l.etween
* deep and vulgar laws;' the former invariably aiming to accom-
plish their end, not by giving any sn.dden shock to the feelings

and interests of the existing generation, hut by allowing to na-

tural causes time and oj)portunity to operate; and by removing
those artificial obstacles which check the progressive tendencies

of society. It is probable that, on this occasion, Bacon had an

eye more particularly to the memorable statute of (ilicnalion ;

to the effects of which (whatever were the motives of its author)

the above description certainly applies in an eminent dctrree.

*' After all, however, it mubt be acl-.nowledged, that it is rather

"n his general views and maxims, than in the details of his po-

y.tical theories, that Bacon's sagacity appears to advantage. His

notions with res])e<;t to commercial policy seem to have been

more peculiarly erroneous ; originating in an overweening opi-

nion of the clncacy of law, in matters where natural causes ought

to be allowed a free operation. It is observed bv Mr. Hume,
that the statutes of Henry VII. relating fo the police of his

kingdom, arc generally contrived with more judgement than his

commercial regulations. The same writer adds, that * the more
simple ideas of order and equity are sufficient to guide a legis-

lator in everything that regards the internal administration of

justice ; but that the principles of commerce are nnich more
complicated, and require long experience and deep rcHection to

be well understood in any state. The real conseciuence is there

often contrary to first ai>pea', ances. No wonder that during

the reign of Henry VII. these matters were frecjuentlv mistaken ;

and it may safely be afiirmed, that even in the age of Lord Ba-
con very imperfect and erroneous ideas were formed on -that

subject.'

" The instances mentioned by Hume in confirmation of tfiese

general remarks, arc pccr.liarly gratifying to those wh.o have a

plea?tne
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f)lt'asure m tracing the slow but certain progress of reason and

iiberality. * During the reij^n,' says he, ' of Ilenry VII. it was

prohi!)itecl to export horses, as if' ti\iit ex[)ortation did not en-

courage tlie breed, and make them ujore plentiful in tlie king-

dom. Prices were also affixed to woollen cloth", to caps and

hats, and the wages of hibourcr.s weie regulated by law. It is

evident thai ihtit; matins ojighl always te be hft Jic^, and'be

intrusted to the common course of business and commerced—
' For a like reason,' the historian continues, ' the law enacted

f.gainst inclosurcs, and for the keeping up of farm-house:,,

scarcely deserves the praises bestowed on it by Lord Bacon. It

husbandmen understand agriculture, and have a ready vent for

their commodities, we need not dread a diminution of the people

employed in the country. Duriiig a century and a half after

this period, there was a frecjuent renewal of laws and edicts

against depopiilation ; whence we may infer, that none of them
were ever executed. The natiuai course of improvement at last

provided a remtdjj.''

" These acute and decisive strictures on the impolicy of some

laws highly applauded by Bacon, while they strongly illustrate

the uarnnv and mistaken views in political (economy entertained

by the wisest statesmen and philosophers two centuries ago, afford

Ht the sa'.ne time a proof of t!ie general diffusion wlitch has sinca

taken place among the people of Great Britain, of juster and

more enlightened opinioiis on this important branch of legisla-

tion. Wherever such doctrines find their way mto the page of

history, it may be safely inferred that the public mind is not in-

disposed to give them a welcome reception.

" Tiie ideas of Bacon concerning the education of youth,

irere sucli as might be expected from a pliilosophicnl statesman.

On the conduct of education in general, with a view to the tle-

velopment and improvement of the intellectual character, he has

suggested various useful hin.ts in different parts of his works ; hvx

what I wish chiefly to remark at present is, the paramcmnt im-

portance which he has attached to the education of the people,

—comparing (as he ha.s repeatedly done) the efiects of early cul-

ture on the understaudiag and the lieart, to the ai)undant l^rir-

vest which rewards the diligent husbandman for trie toils of ih.e

spring. To this analogy he seems to have been particularly

ijnxious to attract the attention of his readers, by bestowing on

education the title of the Gcari^ics of the mifid ; identifying, by

a happy and impressive metaphor, the two proudest fnnctioiiS

intrusted to the legislator,—the encouragement of agricultural

jMdustrv, and the care of national instruction. In both instances,

tViO Ipgislator exerts a power which is literally productive or

irtativc ) coaipeillng, in the one rase, the ;uipvofiiable desert

K3 %^
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to pour fourth its latent riches; and in the other, \-ivifylna; the

dormant seeds of genius and virtue, and redeeming from the

neglected wastes of human intelleet, a new and unexuccted ac-

cesoion to the common inheritance of mankind.
*' When from sur-h specul.itions as these we de'cei.d to tjje

treatise De Jure I'tlli et Pacts, tlie contrast is niortifyim; in-

deed. And yet, to m.uch better suited wt^re the talents and ac-

com.pli.shmcnts of Grotius to the taste not only of his contem-

poraries but of their remote descendants, that, while the merits

of Bacon failed, for a century and a half, to command the ge-

neral admiration of Europe, Grotius continued, even in our Bri-

tish univer.sities, the acknowledged oracle of jurispiudence andof

ethics, till long after the death of Montesquieu. Nor was Paeon

himself unappri/ed of the slow growl!; of his jdsti nmous fame.

No writer seems ever to have felt nu)ro deeply, that he properly

belonged to a later and more enlightened age;— a sentiment

which he has pathetically expressed in that clause of his testa-

ment, where he " bequeaths his name to j)( sterity, after some

generations shall be past."

Mr. Accni!' has in tlie press a Ihird edition of liis Practical

'I'reatibC on Gas Li'^ht. Exhibiting a sunm-ary description of

the apparatus and machinery best calculated for illumiiniting

streets, houses, and mamifactories, with coal-gas. With re-

marks on the utility, safety, and general nature of this new
hranch of civil oeconomy. The work will be published the 1st

of March.

In the press, A new Work entitled " The Element"^ and

Genius of the French Lmiguage, licing a natural and rational

method of teaching a language with sciences deduced from the

analysis of tlie luunan nuiid."

" Memoirs of the Ionian Isles, and of their Relations with

European Turkey ; translated from the Original Manuscript of

M. de Vaudoiicourt, late General in the Italian service : with a

very acci.rate and comj)rehcnsive Map."

XXXIIi, Proceedings of I.earned Societies.

ROYAL St^CIl.TV.

Ecb. 1 .md 8. vJn these evenings the conclusion of Dr. Wilson

Phillip's cxperimcjjts to astertain the relation betwcin the sjui-

guiferoMs aud nervous sys-tcmsj and the ganglia, was read. This

papcr^
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paper, which is tlic third and conchidina; one on thie curimts sub-

ject, entered into a very wide field of physiological research, and
ejnbraced many .singular conclusions and general infcreuces,

Aviiich cannot be adequately detiiiL'fl in this abstract. The author
states, that the sanguiferous system can exist independent of the

nerves; but the latter can stimulate the former, or retard and
even totally obstruct it. He next took an extensive view of se-

cretion, as connected with these systems, the ganglia and spinal

marrow. Animal heat he considers a secretion. When the fluids

f^ecretcd by the glands are accumulated, secretion is not there-

fore suspended ; on the cfmtrary, irs continuance is necessary to

the healthy ftate of the glands and the other vital functions.

Secretion and galvanism he thinks produ.cc similar effects. In

conclusion the author observed, that in all his experiments he
had, wherever it was practicable without injury to the result, de-

stroyed the sensibility of the animal previous to the commence-
ment of his operations, and had also avoided all unnecessary re-

j)etition of cruel experiments, or any useless waste of animal life.

He proceeded to lay dov.n some general and very judicious rules

to avoid cruelty in making such experiments, and reflected on
the conduct of some French phyi,iologists in this respect. The
oi)ject, he observed, of such opcration.s is the ultimate advantage
of society : if that be obtainable, it w^as vveaki^&ss, and not hu-
manity, to reject or decline them ; if not, it would be wanton
eruelty.

A letter from Dr. Brewster to the right honourahle President

was read, relating some new experiments on the double refractive

powers of tluate of lime ?.i\d muriate of ?oda. Haiiy had justly

observed, that all crystals have regidar cubes, or tetrahedrons
;

for their integral molecules are devoid of the property of double re-

fracting crystals. Mains and Biot confirmed this observation; but

Dr. B. has discovered, that under j)eculi:a- circumstances Huate of

lime and muriate of soda have a double refractive power, and
polarize ligl;t. He found that a mass of iluate of lime, having

a cube in the centre, but surrounded with different facets, pola-

rized light ; but that the light passe/1 through the cubic crystul

xvithout any chan2;e. Muriate of soda, some crystals of which
measured three inches, gave very fine colours ; blue with comple-

ment of red, red with complement of yellow, &c. This discovery

not only contril)utes to confirm the accuracy of crystallography,

hut will also facilitate its progress, as it must tempt many persons

to direct their attention to a branch of science so fertile, and so

curious in its phaenomeua.

Feb. 15. Two mathematical papers were laid before the So-
ciety br professor Robertson, F.R.S. but they were of a natur«

not proper for general reading.

K 4 Mr.
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Mr. Todd, a surgeon in tTie Royal Navy, presented an account

of his observations made on the torjiedo at the Cape of Good
Hope. Tlie peculiar organs of this aniiiuil have been descrilitd

by the hie NIr Hiniter. Mr. T. found that when the electric

organs are ofien excited tliey Ionc their power, and the aninia!

dies much scioner. Its fir'.t strokes are always the most violent,

and grow gradually nioie and more feeble imtil (jnite eslmusteii,

t'.nd then t!ie animal dies The author cut open the little tubes

or electric organs in the breast ; and b\ this process the animal

lost its electric powers, but continued to live lo^jgcr than those

whose electricity was entirely exhausted. The torpedos subjected

to these exp<Miments were smaller than tlmsc found in tlie north-

ern seas, i)einc; only from five to eiqht inciics lon^, and from

th'"ee to five broad. Thev were caught by the sailors when
fishing in the usual manner while the Lion lav at anchor of^' the

Cape. Some of the toipedos manifested a kind of rehntance

to give shocks ; others parted with them very freely : hence tlie

author is ineiined to believe that it rerjuires a con^iderable etToiL

in the animal to give shocks, and one which shortens its lilc-.

The toipedos were kept in casks of salt-water, in which they

lived from two to five days.

Feb. 21. A short paper by Sir Everard Home was read, con-

taining some observations on the structure of the feet of some
lacertae, particularly the ijecko. Sir Joseph Banks, who snifered

nothing to escape his observation, noticed, while in Batavia,

that the gecko is a very familiar inmate of the houses ; and that

it could run along their smooth ciclings, having its i)ack down-
wards, wi^h the greatest ease, contrary to the laws of gravity.

He mentiotied this circumstance to Sir Everard, and also sup-

])iied him with a large one weighing three ounces, in oriler that

he might examine th.e structure of its feet. The result of his

inquiry is, that the feet of the gecko have some resemblance to

the acfinia of those fish which adhere to the sides of ship*. ; that

they, at every step, form a partial vaceuuni below them, which
thus enables them to run with their !)ack downwards.

This evejiing their imperial liighnesses the archdukes John
and Lewis of Austria, brothers uf the emperor of Austria, having

Ween elected at a previous meeting, were regularly introduced as

fellows of the Royal Society of London for improving natural

knowledge.

KIRWAMAN SOf.IKTY OF DUBLIN.

Dec. 13. 181.1. A paper "On some liquid Combinations of

»^x\ muriatic Acid, and their Application to the discluirging of

Turkey Red iu Calico Fri.'itinc;," v.as read bv V. Wilson, esq.

Feb.
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Feb. 7, I SI 6. A paper " On a new Process for obtaining pure

Mlver, with Observations on the Defects of the Processes hitherto

•^mploved," was read by M. Donovan, Esq. Secretary.

We foiljcar {j;iving anv fuithcr account of this paper for the

present, as we shall probably be enabled to f^ive it in full in ihe

next month.
Fe!>. 2 1 , A ballot having taken place, the following genile-

.en were elected officers for the current year :

Prts'ide/it.

Right Hon. George Knox, M. R. I. A.

Vice Pre'<ffJf-f'ts.

J.Ogilby, M.D.
I
R. Blake, M.D, M.R.I. A.

Secretary and 'i'reusurcr.

M. Donovan, E>:ij.

Council.

S. Witter, Esq. A Cannlchael,Esq.M.R.I.A.

D.Wilson, Esq. J. Tardy, Esq.

J. Patten, Esq.

XXXIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

THli FLAMSPIIERE OF DEXDERA.

J.N our xivth volume we inserted a copy of the zodiac found in the

portico ol' tiiis temple, at-coaipanied with a dissertation thereon

by the now decease*.! Dr. Henley » The object of the author was,

in opi)osition to the French scejjtics, who affected to draw from
the structure of this curious astronomical monument an inference

that it was at least 17»)0n yu.-u-a old, to show from evidence fur-

nished by the zodiac itself, tiiat it was not constructed earlier

than the reign of Augustus. It woidd a])pear that the reasoning

of Dr. Heulej has been considered as conclusive by the learned^

for we have seen no attempt made to controvert it.

Our astronomical readers will be gratihed l)y receiving in the

present number a plate re|»rc>er:tiug a planisphere found in one
of the apartments of the sau^.e temple, UiOst exquisitely engraved
by Cardon *.

Our readers will naturally turn to our xivth volume to examine
v.-hethet

* Foi I lie use ((f this valiia'ile tii.'raving we are iiifli' ted t.) h circdni-

•tance wtucii ()ii.;iit not to be coiic-eulcd. Kxaminm^ unc lav at ^Ir i'ay-

lor's tlie iiiiinbers alreadv piilili'^hed of the work entitled "ECYH," jioiiced
).' our last,) the Sight oi' tliis piaiiisphere brought on some conversati jii re-

ki.vt t\j the LTOgresg which l!it' Egyptians must huve made in astro!«)ra\

.

Ihe
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wliethcT any or wliat coincidence there may be between thi'. |)lii-

iiisphcre luul the zodiac referred to. We siiall be happy to re-

ceive from any of our correspondents w haiever rational conjec-

tures may occur to tliem respecting the plani.spliere. To us it

appears that it has reference to a period at which Taurus, LeOj

Scojf)io, and Aquarius, were the cardinal signs; for these signs

are made to coincide respectively with the four corners of the

apartment : hut this settles notliing as to the liiric at wliich it

vva") set up. We shall only throw out the suggestion (which

m-iy yet he very foolish), v/hether something relative to the pre-

cession of the equinoxes is not mdicated by the overlapping, as

it were, of some of the signs t We are aware that the duplicates

of Taurus and of Let) have been considered as extra-zodiacal

asterisnis ; but may they not be intended to mark a difference

between the moveable and fixed zodiacs:—between the ideal

zodiac, which astronomers always make to commence with the

vernal eijuinox, still calling the first 30^ ylries, and the stellar

constellation origiuallv so called ? If so, Taurus seems to be

marked as the venial equmox at a period much more ancient

than the date of the erection of the temple of Denderaj and if

so, by the motion of Taurus in the moveable zodiac, when the

equinox had changed a whole sign the ujoveable Gemini would
come to the j)lace of the stationary Taurus, and so of the other

signs, making ybibs to become the vernal sign : and by a second

change of a whole sign the moveable Taurus would reach the

Stationary P/sr* 5, bringing the moveable Libra to the stationary

Tea. Is this indicated in the planisphere before us? If so, the

vernal equinox at the time when this planisphere was put up
appears to have been in the stellar P/5ce^, which it is no\v quitting.

The precession of the equinoxes, as it is called, is at the rate of

about 2 1 \ centuries for one sign.

Letterfrom IM, Van Mons, dated Brussels, Fel. 10.
*' It is said that Berzelius has made some decisive experi-

ments on chlorine, and on the quantity of oxygen which it con-

tains. I think that after mine his proof was not necessary:

and what in fact could we wish for stronger than sweet mercury,

which in 100 of oxidule which it contains, gives four of oxygen
and corrosive sublimate j which on the same quantity of oxide

Tlic zodiac of t!ie portico, and tlie {lisscrtafion of l)r Henley, of course

werf- mentioned ; aii<l iMr. Taylor, rcnnirkim; that the plate of the plaiii-

splieic nas so well engraved, tliat it could licar printiiiij off a sutiicient

injiijljt'i- for till! I'liilijsopiiical ^lai^azine, ns well as for the opcnsivr work
which I'.c is now [iulilisliinj;,a(ldeti that he should be ploasrt^to sec it in tlie

«ork in which l)r, IJcnIcy's J)ii*i=rrtaiioii had appeared, as it ini(:ht then

meet the 03 ts of boiijc uliu liavc already paid attention to the subject.

ghes
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gives eight of oxygen ; and which leave as tlicir residues, the

former a Mack powder composed of 14 of dry muriatic acid

and of 82 of reduced mercury ; and the latter a red ]!owder

co!n}H>sed of 20 of dry muriatic acid and 72 of reduced mer-
cury ; and all powders of a,->tonishiu^ liijhtness, of dull instead

of briglU colours, which the oxvgen iru,eneratcs into their primi-

tive salts, and f;um v.hicli water takes up the dry acids, the mer-
cury reuuiiuing reduced ?

*' lierzelius is of my way of thinking, as to the existence of

oxygen in azote. I have su[)joined a note on this suhject. I was
the lirst to,class azote f.mong the comtMistibles, and the firf,t also

to class it'aniong the oxidated bodies. Wherefore all thi« noise

about a new t'leorv ?— is it not uierelv putting in a new form

what others have ir.veated ?

" Jurassic acid has been found in opium inGerinany ; and from
this discovery it has been couclnded that the narcotic ^irtue of

opium depends on that acid. You will agree witli nie, that there

is only a step between them.
" I have found that we may extract the soluble parts of most

organized substances, by treating their powder precisely like

colfec. But if too much boiling water is poured in, nothing

more of the substance is comirujnicated to it. I made my first

experiment of this kind,on gall-nuts in poA>-der, for makinii,- ink,

ajid I niade it with peif^ct ease. The ink obtained was a true

black, dif! not become thick, and did not deposit anv of its ingre-

dients ; but we must iise tire sulphate oxidated, and not that

which is oxidiilatcd, and put in the gum and sugar-candy last oi

all.

" It is .".aid that Gay-Lussac has published a work on the prussic

acid, aiul that lie has ftxuui, hke nic, that this acid is azot'i-

carbonated livdrogen. 1 have ouid, in my trau'^lation of Eu-
cholz ansl of Davy, that this acid is siniilar to the hydrothioiiic

acid, or suljdnuetted hydrogen. The hydrogens proper to tlie

two combustibles, and those which constitute them, azots

in tiie state of ammoina, and sulphur in the state of hvdro-
gcnate<l sulphur, are taken up by the tiiirtl hydrogen, and thw

dry acids are ext)osed. The hydrogens may by heat be taken
from the double ra^iical of the prussic acid, without the elements

of this radical i>eing separated ; and I am led to thlidi that they

are united m the same manner as carbon is with sulphur in the

alcoiiol of Lampadius ; i.e. the combustible which is found in the

highest ratio is substituted for the oxygen of the dry acid of tLe

other combustible, this oxvgen being proportioned ro the water.

In the combination the carbon or the azote is in a reduced state,

and they are also subsaturated with the quantity of hydrogen,

v-'hich &cx\CH to compose their oxygeri into water. This ex-

plaiiia
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plains the reason why the oxyc^en alone does not dcc<->tii|io-c tlic

ttlcohol of Lampadius into ncids of its two combustibles ; and
also shows why the water resolves them into sulphur, laicl into

tegcne;;i.tcd carl)nn. It ought to be the same with the radical

of the prussic acid.

" It seems to result from some first experiments of Vauquelin

on the iiyperoxygenntcd muriatic acid, that the dry muriatic acid

may he saturated with oxygen at least in three ratio*?.

*' The venerable Von Crell, loaded with scientific honours, and
full of years, has still had courage and strength of mind enough
to translate Thenard's Chemistry.

*' It is a remarknblc peculiarity, that the father of modern c}ie-

mists should translate into his own language the work of the

youngest. He has enriched his trauslaliun with a great number
of notes.

*' My journal cannot yet make its appearance. This country

suffers so nm( h, we are all so miserable and so poor, that I can-

not de])end on many subscribers ; and the misery, the state of

disQuietude, and want of encouragement, arc as general in France.
" I am, &c. j'. B. Van Mons."

Note aUudt'd to as xtcljoincd to the above Letter ly

M. Fan Mons.
*•' M. Berzelius no longer considers azote as the radical ele-

mentary couibusiible of th" nitric acid. He thinks that this

acid is composed of 8S,29 parts of oxygen, and 11, "'-i^ parts of

an unknou'n radical, which he calls iiiliia.

*' As in 100 parts of nitric acid we find 26,425 of azote owW^
and 73,575 of oxygen, and as there ought to be 80,29 parts, the

21,715 paits of oxvgen wanting must be contained in the 26,425
parts 0/ azote; and this azote ouglit consequently to be com-
poied of 24,715 of oxygen, and 11,72 of the unknown radical

which the author calls vihic.

" According to tliis, 100 jjarts of a^ote consist of 44,82 of ni-

tria, and 55,68 of oxvgen. The hydrogen acted in these cxjjcii-

B'<8nts as an elementary body, or at least as a combustible exempt
from oxygen.

" If we are to consider hydrogen as an elementai-y substance,

Rnd azote, on the ct.ntrarv, as an oxide, then ammonia nm^t

necessarilv have for its principles, nitria, hydrogen, and oxygen.

V/e mav always regard it as the oxide of a con)po\md radical.

We may figure to ourselves that it consists, according to given

volujnes, of one proportion of nitria and six proportions of hy-

drogen :—ammi>nia, on tlie contrary, consists of one ])roporti(/n

»•' nitric, one proportion of o.NVgsn, and six proportions of lr>

-
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" Rerzellus aUo thinks that tlie amal2;am obtained from the

rethicfion of ammonia contains a peculiar metal. This metal,

he observes, cannot be a simple body, since the radical of the

ammonia is compound."

M. Frevsmuth has discovered columbium in Bohemia. He
CKtracted it from a mineral whicii had been hitiierto regarded as

a natiye^'iulphiiret of zinc, and also for nigrin, which it rcsem-

bl'js. The author thinks that tautalium and columbium are

very different metals, notvvithstanding the resemblances which
Woilaston found between them. M. Jac(}uin has in his posses-

sion a piece of columbium extracted from this ore.

M. Michellotti has dissolved silver in the simple muriatic acid

at a boiline: heat, and ol)tained a crvstallizable salt soluble in

water and in alcohol, and which is sublimated after the manner
of the muriates called the hutyraceons muriates. This gentle-

man thinks that it is a hydrochloride-oxide, the mu.riate les-s

precipitated being an oxidule. The water is divided more or

into a portion with excess of acid, and into a portion with ex-

cels of oxide.

MANUSCRFP^S OF KERCULANEUM, AKD THE AT^TIQUITIES OF
POMI'EIA.

We copy from a German journal the following note, whi h
dontains some facts not perfectly known hitherto, though not oi

very recent date.

"On the 26th of Novem!)er, 1R13, a letter was read in the

Royal Society of Copenhagen from Mr. Schubart, containing se-

veral literary notices from Italy. He relates among other thijig^

that about 300 of the Herculanean manuscripts have been u);i-»

oiled. Among them are the following important works :

—

1. Philomedes (should this be Philodemus ?) on the Influence

of Music on the human Constitution.

2. Ej)icurus upon Nature, two volumes.

3. Philomedes on Rhetoric, two parts.

4. Philomedes on the-Affinity between tlicViitucs and t'le VIoe*!<

i

5. Philomedes on the Vices.

6. Philomedes on the Poets.

7. Philomedes' Philosophical Fragments,
8. Democritus Geometricus's Fragments.

0. Philostratus on unreasonable Contempt*
10. Carneseus upon Friendsidp.

11. Cotothes upon Plato'.s Dialogue of hh,
12. Philoinedc; on Iveligion.

13. Chrv^ippur, on Providence,
" The
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*' The excavations :it Pompcia arc prosecuted after a certain

plan, so as to go round the whole town, which, when ciearid

tVom the ashes that cover it, will prol);il)ly becoir.e one day the

most remaikahle nionunient of anlifpiity."

An improved Priiitjng-inachiiie just completed hy^-lr. Koenig,

the inventor of that which has In'cn employed upwards of a

twelvemonlh in printing;- the Tiintis and Erc^ihg Mail news-

papers, was tried for the first time on Wednesday, Feh. 28th, at

the niJinufactorv, in the presence of their Imperial liighnesscN

the Archdukes John and Li^ui.s. Mr. Koeniii; has now made
some verv material improvements in his inventiori, hy which iu

advantages are greatly increased.

To Mr. Tilloch.

SfR,—Bv giving place in your next Mng-azinc to the follovvin^j

vou will oblige maiiy of your scientific friends, as v/ell as a con-

stant reader of your Magazine.
" Latelv died at Bristol Mr. Jo?;eph Ilerhcrt, an lionovar-

member of the Geological Society, whose assiduity and kncv^'-

\Gd^c in that science were univeisally acknowledged by those v.ho

have witnessed his efforts, and seen liis beautiful cabinet of mi-

nerals, fossils, shells, &:c. the collection of tv.enty year-?, and
which is to be disposed of by apj)l!catiou to Mr. Richard \ Igor,

No. 2, James's Place, Kingsdown, near Bristol.

" I remain, sir, your obcfiient servant,

Bristol, Fob. 14. 1^16.
'

" RjCHAllD VlGOR."

To ,Vr. Til/och.

SiH,—The following particulars relative to ti^e late inten.<e

c<jtd jnay be worth recording in your Magazine. On the morn-
ing of the 7th of February the cold very much increased, and in

the nig'it wa« very severe ; the thermometer being about ten

degrees of Fahrenheit. On the 8th it scarcely rose above that

degree ail day, and at midnight was (]"
; at three o'clock in the

morning of the i)th, o'""; and at sunrise, 4*^. In other j)r.rts of

the parish of Ilacknev it is said to have been two degrees lower.

At \Valtham«tovv, about three the same morniuij-, it was \\^.

The same night it was about 2^" at Clapton. On the 10th it

rose several degrees, and the ordinary cold of winter returned.

Nothing remarkable either in the height or variation of the ba-

rometer, or of any other mctcrcologieal instrument, occurred
;

the sky was, during tl'.c cold, almo.st entirely free from clouds.

Any observations of other correspondents will oblige Yours, &:c.

Thomas Fouste?..

LECTURE.
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LECTURE.
Mr. Clarke will commcuce his next Course of Lectnieis on

Midwiierv and the Diseases of Women and C/hildren, on Monday,
March 18th. Tiie Lectures are read every Morning from a
Quarter past Ten to a Quarter past Eleven, for the convenience

of Students attending the Hospitals;

For Paiticiilars apply to Mr. Clarke, at the Lecture-Room,

10, Saville Row, Burlington Gardens.

r.rST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.
To Davis Redniund, of Johnson's-Court, Fleet-Street, Lon-

don, for his improved machine for the manufacture of corks and
bungs.—9th Dec. 1815.—6 months.

To .John George Drake, of Chapman- Street, Pentonville,

chemist, for a certain method of expelling the molasses of syrup

out of refuied sugars in a !«horter period tiian is at present prac-

tised with pipe-elav.—3d Feb. ISIG.—6 mouths.

To John Millington, of Duke-Street, Manchester-Square,

engiiieer, for certain machinery to be moved by wind, steam,

manual labour, or any of the processes now employed for moving
macliinery by means of which boats, l)arges, and other fioating

vessels may be propelled or moved in the water.— 1st Feb.—

6

months.

To John Budgeon, of Dartford, in the county of Kent, paper-

maker, for a process for reducing rags or articles composed of
silk or cotton after they have been used, and bringing tkeni into

their original state, and rendering the material of which they

are composed, fit to be manufactured, and again applied to be-
neficial and useful purposes.—3d Feb.—2 months.

To John Thomas Dawes, of West Bromwich, in the county
of Stafford, ironmaster, for certain improvements in steam-
er^giues, some of which imj)rovements are applicable to other pur-

poses.—6ih Feb.—2 m.onths.

To Joseph Barker, of Cottage Green, Camberwell, artist, for

certain means of continuing the motion of machinery.—Gth Feb.
— 6 months.

To William Milton, of Heckfield, Hants, clerk, for certain

improvements upon the wheels and perches of carriages.— lOtli

Feb.—G months.

To Henry De Sarul, of Leicester-Street, Leicester- Square,

artificial florist, in consequence of a communication made to

liim by a certain foreigner rc^siding abroad, for his improved cy-

lindrical gold and silver sweep and washing machine.— 20th
Feb.- -6 months.

To William Baynham, of London Foad, Surrey, chemist, for

his composition of making leather aad other articles water-

proof.—20th Feb.—6 months. . metuoro-
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meteorological table,

By Mr, Gary, of the Strand,
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XXXV. On a correct practical Method for cutting Spherical

Brick Niches—On the Spiral Line— afid On Spandrel Groins.

Bij Mr. RiciiAKD Brown, of ITells- Street, Oxford-Road,

I. 0?i Spherical Brick Niches.

l! ROM my never having seen in any pnblication hitherto, a

correct practical method for cutting sphericnl brick niches (a

thing so essential) I was induced to send for insertion in your use-

fid Magazine the accompanying j)late. It contains an accurate

drawing of the moulds and templets as used for gauging the

bricks in the head of the niches recently executed in the north

liank of Drury Lane Theatre : therefore these lines may safely be
depended on when applied to all such future works.

I am, sir,

Yours respectfully,

rcbruary 1816. RiCHARD BroWN*

On spherical Niches, Plate U.fg. A.

First describe the curvature of the plan with the radii st, sv,

then mark the bricks on it, beginning at the front with a header

as t, and then with a stretcher as i, and so on alternately. The plan

being now laid down, next project the orthographical elevation ^^
from the plan, and from thence proceed with the divisions of the

bricks round the head of the niche, observing that the joints must
always be so arranged as to have a brick fall directly over the

centre of the niche, as i^ : this is called the key of the arch.

The bricks are next radiated to the centre of the niche, and the

heading joints described concentric to each other, which com-
pletes the construction of the niche. Next for the moulds :-

—

First form the centring, as shown by the orthographical elevation

qhq (which is sufficiently explicit without detail) ; then from

(jq bring down the lines to 4/;, and on r with the radius rn again

describe the plan of the niche on which are shown the ichnogra-

phical appearance of the centring and some of the radiating lines

of the brick-work. These lines, which are to be the guide in

laying the bricks on the centring, are projected ichnographically

on the centring, in the following manner : First, describe the

arch m'),&cc. e(|ual to the rise of the iiiche iiead ; and for plainer

inspection, suppose the arch to contain but five bricks round

the head, which arch is here divided into five equal parts, as

shown by the numerical figures ; next divide half the plan into

four e([ual parts or more (at discretion): these four divisions are

then to be drawn parallel to r«, and from 1 2 3 4, lines are to

Vol. 47. No. 215. March 1816. L be
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bfi drawn up to the line 5 m, and from thence described round

to the radial lines 4, 3. If lliese lines are now brought dowu
to intersect t!ie parallel lines on the ichnograpliv, the intersec-

tions will then give the points through which the curves niusi

jjass, as seen described on the centring. These lines being now
shown ichnographically i>'.i tlie centring, it is next recpiired to

make a mould tor drawing them mechanically on the centring,

und for gauging the edge of the templet c,c,Cii : this is done

most expeditiously (and sufficiently accurate for the workman)

in the following nianncr: Take the four numerical divibior.s

f:\)m the plan and set them on the line 12 3 4 at fig. B ;

the^e lines then draw parallel to c/ry, and bring up from the

plan of the centring the corresponding lines ee, &;c. and where

tiiey intersect the parallel lines 123 4 will be tlie extreme

edge of the mould. The other edge of the mould is found

bv merely transferring the distances on the o];poiite side <if

the centre line. The rule J' shows a mechanical methodj aa

used bv some workmen for striking the joints on the centring

;

bat as it is liable to variation, 1 ^hall merely explain it: A rule

is first fixed at the centre/, and in the direction of any joint

divided round the arch ; a string is then fixed at the back of

the centring oj)positej, and the other end of the string brought

to the upper edge of the rule, and from that slided gradually

down on the centring in the direction of the rule. The joint is

then marked by the line with a pencil.

I now proceed with the moulds and templets for gan-

ging and rubbing the bricks by ; c/<i fie? represents the ground

(glued uj) like a piece of dado) to which the inclined wedge-like

mould ccc is fixed. This njould re(iuires to be very accuratelv

made, as it becomes tlie regulating n)ould of all the bricks

throughout the niche, and to which the bricks are fitted; a a

shows the section of the hither end of the mould, which end*

imperceptibly in a tliin edge at /, likewise inclining to p, where

it vvill nlso fall to a point: the edge ccc also curving round

agreeably to the mould wx shown above, and swelled by th«

mould, fig. B, being bent round it. The mould aa, observe,

must be the exact thickness of one (jf the bricks taken from the

elevation, as g, o, for instance ; but here the mould is si ivn a«

if the bricks were six times as large. This is to make it more
evident.

The mould being now made and screwed on the ground*,

next mark the divisions of the bricks round the edge of the-

mould ccc, likewise on the grounds, which divisions draw to-

wards p by means of a rule. This vvill now give the mould for

the thickncbs, inclination and joint, of every re jui red brick, and
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mil, taken from i^jO, 7) o, &:c. every templet tl^roughout the

niche, the core excepted.—The moulds zzz, fig. C, give the

bevel, curvature, and convexity of the bricks in the core of the

niche, which core is generally composed of about two bricks,

(but sometimes of stone) and is always introduced on account
of the bricks becomirig so very thin at the back. Thus is the

v.liole suiiiciently and practically explained.

II. On the Spiral Line.

The construction of the screw round the cylinder (which is

performed by a wedge bent round it), and the evolution of the

spiral line from the cone, not being generally understood among
mechanics, I have been induced to lay before your readers the
following simple illustrative diagrams.

Fig. H represents an orthographical cylinder, and the semi-
circle 1 23 4 half its plan or circumference : this cylinder we v/\\\

suppose is required to be cut into a screw. To do thi«. the num-
ber of revolutions or threads to be cut must first be determined:

if there i)e four, five, or more worms, it will then require less

power to tui n the screw than if it were less vermiculated : here the

.screw has only two revolutions. To construct them., first draw the

line a 8, at right angles to the cylinder, on which line set twice

the circumference as shown by the figures 1 23 4, 8 I 23 4,&;c.

next erect the line 8, p, j)crpendicular to the base line 8, and
place the height of the cylinder thereon : then from p produce a
line to a: this will now rcpiesent the surface of the wedge, which
wedge is to be represented as furled round the cylinder in the

following manner. First, draw the lines 1 234, Sec, perpen-
dicularly up the surface of the cyliiider, and on the wedge; next
produce parallel lines from the inclined points hhJi, and perpen-
dicular to Sp, until they cross the cylinder: the points of in-

tersection on tlie surface will then be the points through which
the curve or thread must pass: this ij the construction and a
developiiient of th.e screw. For the spiral line, first form a cone,

as at fig. L, of the same height and (h'ameter at the base as the
cylinder; then set one leg of the compasses at the apex of the
cone /, extending the other leg to r, and with the radius t, r,

dcocribe the curve r8; on this curve set sixteen divisions,

four beir.^ equal to the circumference of the base of the cone,

and the sixteen equal to two revolutions round its base : next
converge these lines towards t : this being done, take from the

wedge of the cylinder the length of the lines 4 h, 4 h, Sec. and set

tliem on the lines 4 i, 4 l>, &;c. of the conic evolution : next

L 2 set
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set the compasses on /, and revolve the hnes h I, &:c. to come

in contact with the cone : these lines then draw parallel to th«

babc of the cone; and where tiicy intersect the inclined lines on

the conic surface will be the nndulatinj; or serpentine line; the

spiral one will now be seen to a demonstration by the diagram

fig. O above, which diagram is formed by the rcvolution-i

round the respective jjoints brought up from the cone below

Figs. DEFG show the conic sections by a very simple method,

which is new*. ?", i, for example, shows the cone. Now sup-

pose the line ^ / to he the section-line for the liy})erbola, (a

section perpendicular to the base of the cone,) take the distance

tn at the base, and set it to k, b, on each side of tlie line h;

next set the compasses on the cone at O, and revolve roimd the

dotted lines c c ; then take the measures / ? r, and set them on

each side the line h: these lines draw perpendicidar to b b, and

produce the jnirallel lines t p, &c. then at the intersections of

these perpendicular lines with the horizontal ones will be points

through whicli to describe the hyperbola. For the parabola

(a section cut })arallel to the side of the cone) take the distances

1 2 3 at fig. D, and set them up the line 1 2 8 fig. F ; these

lines draw parallel to dd', then from the cone D take the

measures e c,e c, and set them on each side the line li at fig. F,

which lines draw perpendicular to dd, and the intersections with

the parallel lines will give the points through which to describe

the parabola.

For the ellipsis (a section cut obliquely through the cone), find

the centre of the section-line marked 1,2, at fig. D, and from

the apex of the cone draw a dotted line to the base through 1 :

then with the centre 7i revolve round the dotted line to x. The
dotted line a is also produced at right angles to the dotted line

i,n, proceeding from the apex of the cone; next draw the line

l,7n at right angles to the section line 1, 2, and revolve the dotted

line ia round to m ; then will the line \,?n be the minor, and

the line i,2 the major diameters of the ellipsis; to describe

which, take the two diameters and place them at fig. G, then

form the figure as there shown : this is plain to inspection.

III. On Spandrel Groins.

I have also sent for insertion in your next number, a draw-
ing of the new and more effectual method of building groined

* The sections oi the Scalene Conel Iiavc ^.hown in my Treatise on tlic

Practical Princijilcs of Perspective.

arches
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arches in brick-work, than the common one generally adopted
(termed spandrel groins), witli the centring and moulds laid

down as used for executing the same. These kinds of groined

arches are better adapted for subterraneous structures, and better

answer the purpose for large warehouses where immense weights
or burthens are required above them, than the common method
of vaulting, they being less liable to fracture at the groined angles

by any extraordinary impulse operating on the crown of the

arch. This system of vaulting, I believe, has not yet been pub-
lished in any work. As far as I can learn, they were first executed
by Mr. Alexander, architect, at the London Docks ; and recently

by Mr. Laing, architect, at the new Custom-House.
BB represents the ichnography of the caps of the piers with

the abutments of the arches, as shown at RR. Fig. P. repre-

sents the scenographic view of the groined vault as executed;

XXX the elevation of one of the centres made of two-inch
deal board rising circularly six feet, which is one-third the

span; the whole oj)ening being 18 feet, rt, rt, &c. represent

the angle rib of the same thickness traced from A 6, A5, &c.;
mm shows the plan of the ribs, which are two feet apart ; nn a
square centring box ; and ziuu the ichnography of the boarding

on the centring. These boards are each 1 \ inch thick : at

the London Docks l| inch boards were used, the arches there

being one brick and half thick. Fig. R shows the mould by
which to cut or form the ends of the boards to the centring.

Tins mould is made in the following manner: Take the hither-

most divisions 1 2 3 4 5 6, at z, and set them on the line

1234 5 0, at fig. R; these lines draw parallel and at right

angles to the line 1,6; next take the divisions at the plan hn,
hn, &c. and transfer them to dp, ~) p, &c. and the intersections

will give the mould sought for. To find the mould fig. T, for

the spandrel of the groin, first draw the lines a a, &c. at right

angles to the centre line a a ; then take the height h6, ho, &c.
and set them on the lines ac,ac, &c. ; by this means you will

form the angle curvature or middle rib : next take the separate

distances cc, &:c. and set them on the line ee, &c. at fig. T.
These lines draw parallel and at right angles to the line ee;
lastly, take the distances an, an, &c. and set them from e to o

(the corresponding divisions) seen at fig. T ; this will now give

the length and bevel of each board round the spandrel, which is

all the moulds required in constructing the centring in this way:
observe the line oo, Sec. at fig. T is a straight line: one side of

the bricks in the arch (but not visible in this drawing) has a
concavity on their surface for a key to the mortar ; this is formed
by the mould when made.

L 3 The
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Thebrick-work forleveliiii'nbove the groins is Ljroutfd; in some
cases groined vaults C()iit:iiii i'Ut a single aicli ; flooring joints are

laid ii'.t'r their ti)i)s an ! lulled u[) between uith dry inhl)isii. It

is mce'sarv to sav, th ' ieis of the former groins are huil' with

Aberdeen and the caps with Dinidee granite, it being fouitd the

hardest and best calculated for tins purpi sf ; ol)ser\e, the joints

of the stones must be left open round the ;)iers until the groined

arches arc veil settled, otlierwise the >toncs at the joints will

flush or chip i>fT. This has been foimd to be the case in practice.

The {lra^\ing in <iiitline Uiarked fig. S >-ho\vs a better and

jnore advisable method of centring these groins, where coiisider-

able labour and wood may be saved. For example, PP, \c. are

piers of the groins, LLL ledgers of deal (juartering running hori-

zontally aloiig each bay, and supp.orted on shores; c c c, &c.

plans of the centres, as ranged and fixed on the ledge..-.: each

bav or passage being centred in this manner ; next board them
over, forming them into a seniicylinder, as a conuuon vault or

area. This being done, next get out a mould for marking the

common intersections of the cross arches : to do this, take

the divisions 0123 1, and .«^ct them on the line 1234 at

fig. M ; these lines dravv parallel to < ach other and at ri^ht an-

gles to the perpendicular line 4. Next take the distances ahy

a b, &:c. and transfer them to 4 tj, 3 ??, Sec. this will then give

the curvature of the mould, and which mould is, seen further

applied on the ichuography of the centring. Jack ribs, as rr,

&c. are next to be regularly fixed on the cylinder, and boarded

over, making the whole of the centring I)y this means appear

as the centring of a couuuou equal ])itch cvlindric groin. To
form the spandrels of the groins, first take the divisions //,&c.

and transfer them to the line h h, &c. at fig. N ; next take the

measures ed, ed, &c. and transfer them to h i, h i, &c. at fig. N :

this will then give the mould whereby to mark out the spandrels

on the centring^and which mould is seen applied thereon. Lastly,

bridging pieces, as shown at gg, &;c. are to be fixed across the

angles and boarded, which form the spandrels and complete the

centring for receiving the brick-work. Thus is the whole suf-

ficiently and practically CNplained.

XXXVT. Jnr
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XXXVI. Answer to Remarks on Mr. Donovan's '* ReflKCtlom

on the Inade(]uacy of electrknl Hypotheses.'''

To Mr. Tillock.

Sir, — W JTH regard to the remarks contained in your Maga-
zine for December last, upon my " Reflections on the Inadequacy

of electrical Hypotheses," I beg leave to offer a tew observa-

tioTis.

Amongst a variety of statctncntsratlicr unusual in philosophi-

cal controversy, it is there mentioned that I observed but half

of the necessary pluenomena, that it was the wrong half, &c. ;

rliat I passed my errors tlirou:;h the Klrwanian Society, and the

Royal Irish Academy, and i« the latter case so successfully as to

obtain the prize from that learned Ijody. . It was principally on

these accounts tliat the axithor of the remarks undertook to de-

tect my errors, which, as he chooses to assert, had thus received

the assent of two literary institutions. Half at least of this task

'.vas unnecessary: the paper in i)uestion never was read in the

Academy, and never obtained the prize. The essay which

really did obtain tlie pri?e I f^ent in December 1813, and wag

on a very different subject; the essay on electricity was read in

t'ae Kirwanian Society nearly two }ear3 before*'. The inaccu-

racy of the above-mentint^ed statement is therefore surprising

;

and the more so, when it is considered with what caution and

deference a learned body of nicn (including many fellows of the

university, and most of the literary characters of the country,)

-,«hould be treated by an unkaovvn individual. This much I fell it

my diitv to say with regard to the Academy; and but for this, I

should have been disin-eline-d to occupy the j;ages of your Maj^a-

>;ine, or obtrude myself o« the notice of its readers, concern.ing

a trifling question at issue merely as to facts.

Extensive reading would have shown that the electrical states

attributed in my " Reflections" to the Leyden phial had not

been noticed bv me alone. Experimenters of great reputation had
observed analogous facts, and of this a perusal of the v»orks of

Wilson, Eeles.ofthe Encychpcedia Britamtka {art. Elech icily)

,

and of various other authorities that I now forget, will afford am-
ple testimonv ; so that the correctness of my experiments stands

supported by the concurrence of persons of high reputation. The
question does not relate merely to the states of the phial, but

comprises the whole doctrine of plus and minus :• they are inse-

'• This is (listiiictlv nolfil iu the abstracts of the Klrwanian Society.

—

i'lnl. Mag.

L 4 parably
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paiably connected ; and as the hvpollic^is stands, one part can-

not be niaintained without contradicting the other. Why, there-

fore, should so limited a survey of th«)sc objections be taken,

which are all in harnionv ; and why need one part of tlie hypo-

thesis be sustained when it is opposed by the other ?

In my '* Reflections, &c." 1 gave a caution concerning the

experiments there detailed. Tiiey are ot" a delicate kind, and

I stated that they only succeed in certain states of the ueather.

The period when I made them was dry sunnv weather, and I

have never found them to succeed easily but in the nuddle of

summer. This is a source of fallacy, which from the season could

not have been guarded against in the counter-experiments.

There are various other sources of error. Thus it is very dif-

ficult to determine what body is positi\e or what negative; for

positive bodies will, under certain circumstances, attract positive

bodies ; and negative bodies will attract negative. Of this also

no notice has been taken.

Tiie electrometer of Bcnnet is an instrument not to be de-

pended on without acquaintance with a principle of electricity

which I have developed, and which in a work soon to appear

will be shown to have misled many able investigators Any
electrometer on the same principle, whether jjith-balls or gold-

leaf, is liable to the same objection. In the counter-experiments

tliis error has not been guarded .igainst.

To the sarcasm and wit affected in the paper alluded to, I an-

swer but with silence. I conceive them below the dii^nity of

philosophy, and have seldom seen them employed but in the ab-

sence of sounder arguments. The attempt evident throughout

the whole, of making my humble labours appear nugatory, and

myself little better than an idiot, produces no other effect than

to compel me to decline further controversy, and to recommend
more temperate and cautious investigation of the opinions of

others.

I have the honour to be, 5cc.

Dublin, Feb. 23, 181G. M. DoNOVAN.

XXXVII. Some Meleorolac^ical Ob<terr>(itions wade in the Ne-
therlands. Brj M. Van Moss, of Brussels *.

W E have this last vear remarked a singular opposition be-

tween the usual meteorological indications and the weather.

'^ ConiuiLinicalcd by tlic Autiior.

The
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The air scarcely ever became dry without the barometer de-

scending instead of rising with the storm, and the lowering instead

of the rising of the thermometer most freciucntly preceded the

rain. The rapid risings and faUings of the barometer were fol-

lowed by weather more or less fine, and it rained at an elevation

above the " very fine luealher," while it was dry with a lowering

below the stormy point ; and the hygrometer, like the manome-
ter, harmonized with the reversed indications of the other instru-

ments.

Winter opened with a frost of 11° of Reaumur the first dayt

this extraordinary cohl will break the elasticity of the air, and
a long thaw with continual rains will be the consequence of it:

this thaw is besides indicated by all the habitudes of animals and
plants : all the larvae are found at the surface of the ground, and
the roots of j)lants have risen : no retreat of any insect is deep,

and they are rather put out of the reach of the rain than of the

frost. Astronomical appearances indicate the same thing, and
augur a humid and warm season from beginning to end. Aeute
rheumatisms (but as yet there is no intermittent fever) prognos-
ticate the approaching hmnidity of the season. There have beej>

scarcely any but north winds during the whole year, and these

have lasted whole weeks at a time. The wild or mountain
plants have uniformly overtopped those sown, and the harvest^

have thereby suffered much. The fruits of autumn are stil!

(February) green, and the fiHiits of winter, and even of spring,

are eatable.

The extraordinary temperatmes of the season, either of heat

or cold, have not a.s usual been followed by extraordinary op-
posite temperatures. The barometer rising with the stationary

thermometer has not once indicated fine weather, and in ge-

neral the motions of the thermometer do not seem to have been
influenced by the inverse movements of the barometer. Never-
theless the fine and prolonged rains, v/hich I call the rebounding

rains [pluies de retente) have most frequently been the precursors

of dry weather. The decrements of the moons have almost re-

stored calmness to the air. I saw during the serene weather of

September the thermometer ascend and the barometer descend

at 1 1 o'cloclt at night ; and when I rose, both instruments had
returned to their station by day. At 3 o'clock no movement
was remarked, and during the whole month the barometer was
very changeable, although the manometer was stationary, and
during the whole year the needle of this instrument, at other

times so true, marked falsely. This proves that the air presses

niore by its elasticity than by its weight; and the winds, contrary

to custom, seemed to be the cause instead of the effect of the

changes 3—I say seemed to le, because it is never so in fact.

The
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The bii>knc»o of the fires has rardv indicated that tlie oxygen in

the air was owing rather to vapour than to an azotic compound.
The influence which propagates frost acts from south to north :

tlus ah)ne accounts for its siiort duration. It is at the points of

passage of a hne which from the ruling star stretches to the

centre of the eartli, that remarkable changes are successiivcly

manifested : a similar rc-action, at least a regular one, has not

been observed tliis year. The revolutions in the body of the

sun, the eruption of several volcanoes in this body, the short

duration of it< revolution on its axis, &;c. which have been per-

ceived at the Milan observatory— could all these have in-

fluenced the variations detailed r—Time will show.

B. Van Mons.

5fXXVin. Seqml to the mcLmchohj Catastrophe at Heaion
CoUitry.

" nionniy and ralm. attendant on tlic close

Of all our |>iin<:b I sntP.

; Ai Icniitli liv fate com peU'd.

On tlu- <i)l,i (»a\en)cnti)i(t; liv Dut e\i'iiM.

(irovi-lliiij; anioiif; tie dead
I j;iirviv"d,

Aivl tardy hitf with pnppliration tirVl."

T<"YD*s Tiuijslution (>/ Dan ri'.'s Injiino, cant.j xixiii. stariTas 1 1,1 j.

To Mr. Tilloch.

5fR, — In \oiir number for last June, you did me the favour

to print the narrative I transmitted of the inundation at Ileatou

Colliery, bv whicli accident tliirty-tiirce men and forty-two boys

were either drowned or irrecoverably inclosed in the hiijher re-

cesses of the miiie. The steam-engines having at length drawn

out the water, I am enabled to communicate the sequel to this

tragedy. On the (ith of January the first body was found : it was
that of an old man employed on the waggon- way ; and a fact

worthy of notice is, that the waste water in whicli he had been

immersed had destroyed the woollen clothes and corroded the

iron parts of a knife the deceased had in hi^ pocket
;
yet his

linen and the bone haft of the knife reniaineil entire. Shortly

after Mr. Miller, tlie under viewer, the wasteuKin, and a few

others were discovered : they had met a similar fate, having

been overtaken by the water about a hundred yards from the

shaft to which they had been hastening to save themselves. But
the lot of these eight persons may be considered fortunate ; for

their sufferings were transient when compared with those which

•awaited the unhappy beings left at work towards tlic rise of the

mine.
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rfime, and as yet unconscious oF their drcadfi;! situation. About

the Ifith of Fobniary the higher part of the u'orkincs xvas ejc-

plore'l. -:md now a -cene triilv horrilj! ^ wav presented to view;

for here lav the corpses of ftftv-six hnuian being's, uhom the

water had ne\er reached, beinj; situated thirty-five f'ttho?n< abore

its level. Thev had collected together near the crane, and were

found within a space of thirty vards of each other. Their posi-

tions and attitudes were various;—several ap[>»?ared to have

fallen forwards from off an inequality, or rather «tep in the coal

on wliich they had l>ecn sittin*^—oth'^rs, from their hands bein:^

clapped together, see:ned to hav? expired while addressing them-

selves to tiie prott'ction of the Deity—two, who were r'-cogniscd

as brothers, had died in the act of taking a last farewell, by

grasping each other's hand,—and one poor litile boy repo^^ed

in his father's arms. Two slight cabins had been hastily con-

atructed hv nailing up deal boards, ar,d in one of these melan-

choly habitations three of the stoutest miners liad breathed their

iaftt: and what stems singular, one of them had either been

btripped of his clothci by his surviving companions, or had
throv.Ti off all covering from mental derangement. A large

lump nf horse flesh wraj>ped up in a jacket, nearly two pounds

of candies, and three others which bad died out when half-

burned, were found in this apaitment, if it can be so called.

One man, well known to have possessed a remarkably pacific

disposition, had retired to a di-tance to end his days al'.ne and

in quiet : and that this would be the case was predicted bv
many of his fellow-workmen who were acquainted with his mild

teniper. .Anotlier hatl l)ecn placed to watch the rise and fail

of the water, to ascertain ndiich sticks had been placed, and was

found dead at his post.

There were two horses in the part of the mine to which tk^

people had retired. One had been slaughtered, its entrails taken

out, and hind (piarters cut up for use ; the other was fastened ti

a stake, which it had ;dn»ost gnawed to pieces, as well as a corf

or coal basket that had been left within its reach.

An important question nnist novv occur to everv friend of

humanity For how long a time did these ill fated people exis^-

in their horrible abode ? Unforttuiatelv, to this inquirv no pre-

cise answer can l)e given ; but that they perished for want of

respiral)1e air, and not from hunger and thirst, is certain ; for

most of the flesh cut from the horse, together with a consider-

able quantity of horse beans, was unconsumed, and a spring of

good water i^su'-d into this part of the collierv : besides, the un-

hurned remains of candles afford evidence of a still stronger

nature :—a.nd by these data the coroner's jury was enabled t'>

pronounce
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proiKUUice a verdict accordingly. The overman had left the
chalk-board on wliicli it is usual to take down an accomit of
the work done, together with his pocket book, in an empty rorf.

On these !^onle memoranda might have been expected to be
noted

; but no writing subsequent to the catastrophe appeared
on either. Two of the men's watches had stopped at four

o'clock ;—this period of time inif>;ht be somewhat more than
twenty-four hours after descending into the mine : but it is also

probable they may have wound \ip their watches after the acci-

dent had taken place; .".nd notwithstanding various reports, I do
not believe that any document was discovered to throw light on
this lamentable part of the subject.

On referring to my former letter, it may be seen that the owners
of Heaton mine opened the shaft of an ancient colllerv situated

about 300 yards from the place where the pitmen were known
to be at work; but, owing to innumerable falls from the roof, and
the jjrevalence of carbonic acid gas and carburetted hvdrogeii

gas, were prevented from penetrating further tlian 80 yards into

the waste. On a Wednesday morning the accident happened,
and by the following Saturday the scaffold which closed the old

pit was reached and removed. By th«sc means it is thought bv
some professional men that the pure air, already much reduced
by respiration and combustion, would be let out through the

broken coal, and that this would be the utmost possible period

of these miserable suiferers' existence. Though it must fre-

(fuently have fallen to the lot of miners to have been entombed
alive in the prosecution of their ha/.atdous avocations, vet I know
ot but l\\o of these occurrences upon record. The first was
published by Dr. Percival in the Mciuoirs of the Philosophical

Society at Manchester for 178;). A pitman, whose name was
Travas, had the misfortune to be shut up in a mine at Ashby-
under-Line, owing to a quantity of earth bursting into the shaft,

which was 00 yards deep. Here he remained inclosed in a ca-

vity three yards in length by two in breadth—in a seam only

two feet thick, without either water or food, and where the can-

dles of the workmen who dug him out vvould not burn— for the

space of seven days and nights,—and though perfectly sensible

when found, he died in a few hours after.

The other occurrence took place at Bcaujoc, in the vicinitv of

Liege, in 1S12, and was detailed in a pauqjhlet by Baron De
Micoud. It nearly resembled the Ileaton inundation, except

that the water rushed from an upjjer seam of coal, and not from

a waste situated to the rise. This colliery is 18(> yards in depth,

and its seam oa} inches thick:—here seventy men and boys were
ohut up without food or wholesome water, and where their can-

dles
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(lies could not be kept burniiifi;, for the duration of five <lays and

nights ; but were at length fortunately extricated Ijy a drift be-

ing driven from an adjoining mine. In this case I ain led to

thiidi. tlie quantity of deleterious gas had been less considerable

than at Hcaton.

I have now only to remark, that the bodies of those men which

had laid in wet places were much decayed; but where the floor

was dry, though their flesh had become shrivelled, tliey were all

easily recognised by their features being entire.

"^'ours,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, March 4, 1816. N.

P. S.—Eleven more corpses remain undiscovered in the re-

cesses of the mine.

XXXIX. Some Account of certain ylgates presenting ly an arti-

ficial Arrangement the jlspcct of organized Bodies. By
A/. GiLLiiT DE L.vuMENT, Engineer to the Mines of France -.

JVJ.. MoREAU DE St. Mery, having brought from Italy some

agates found in the bed of the Trebia, which discharges itself

into the Po near Plaisance, sent a polished one to M. de Mont-
egre, who ishowed it to me at the Institute on the 9th of Oct.

1815.

I immediately observed that the appearance of the organized

body which this agate presented seemed to have been given it by

art. We showed it afterwards to several naturalists, who at the first

glance thought they saw in it the marks of the wood of the palm-

tree; while others thought they saw the traces of a marine body.

In fact, this agate presents in the middle some round conical

bodies penetrating into tiie stone, the summits of which are

at the surface, and the united bases of which form an appear-

ance of a network with hcxahedral meshes : in other parts of

the stone we find only small insiilated cones with circular bases.

Having for a long time remarked the fractures which the

blows of a hammer produced on hard and homogeneous stones,

I had ascertained that under the place where the blow was
given cones were formed, the summ-.t of which vas at the point

of contact, and of which the base was sunk more or less re-

gularly into the stone ; and I had thus formed with fine free-

stone the Instrons freestone of Haiiy. According to this ob-
servation, I think I may venture to say, that the appearances of

organized bodies in the agate in question had been formed by
blows adroitly given and struck in succession beside each other.

* Communicated by the Author,

I even
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1 even iiiade the atreiiipt niv^cll, iind 1 thus dhtaincd agates

f!irni«.he(l \v\\\\ cones prc-t'iitiufi; the aspect otOriiiiiiized hodies.

The aiijute iroiii Italv seems to have* i»eti) j)(>lislied after tlic

blow, which has removed the summits of several cones from tlie

aiiiMIe of tlie stone, and hns ^iven tliein a slvaiii^e appearance.

In this a^atc and in mine, small circles are seen with the mi-

croscope at the places where the hlows have ijcen t^ivcn ; on

wetting;, both the cones partly disappear on account of the liquid

penetratintj the fissures, hut on drying all these cones re-ajipcar.

The Marquis dc Dree has in his line collection an agate set in

\m ring, which he .showed me lately, and which has cones that

Eiust have had the same origin.

The object of this observatioii is to inform amateurs that

tbrei^n dealers know how to produce in certain agates very

pretty effects, by an artificial arrangement, which they frequcntiy

jtive out to be natma!, having effected it so as Lompietely to

receive the eye.

j^ccoiint of an Atroli/e u/ilckje/l i?/ Mnrnrirr, and a Mass of
Native Iron whic/tjcll in Bohemia. By the same.

Chevalier de Schreibers, supcrintendant of the Imperial col-

lection in natural history at Vienna, has communicated an ac-

count of an aerolite exhibiting stiikirig anomalies from all those

hitherto kuovvn. 1 jiresented to the Geological i^ociety of Paris

two pieces of this variety: the smallcit was given me at Milan,

by Father Pini in 18i3,as having fallen in Moravia: but not be-

Mig aifectcd bytht? magnetic needle, and containing no iron in a

r.ative state, like all tiie other stones which have fallen from the

iitmospheie, I doubted its reality as an aerolite: several })ersons

tvcn regarded it as a piece of a crucible. The largest piece was

i''.ven me by M. Schreibers : it \z still covered with its crust almo-t

all over; it is not affected by the magnet, contains no iron in a me-
tallic st'ite and no nickel, ;iud is lighter than the common aerolites

cf the same volume. It pre.-cnts a bUick shining and as il sh.i-

t,rcen surface, •.^ hich distinguishes It from other aerolites at the

tirat glance. id. Schreibers personally ascertained that this

stone really fell in Moravia, ;it oluvnora near Iglav/, on the 22d

cf May ItiUS.

The same gentlemen ga.ve vc,<i ;uiother very interesting piece :

it is entirely n-ttive iron, and detached from a mass weighing

upwards of 190 pounds, which !c!l at Ellenbogcn in Bohemia.

This pic'-'e has since been cut into ihe shape of a coin. It ha*

the peculiar property when placed \\\ weak nitric acid of being

attacked unequully, and of then e\hibitii\g blackish particler,

and also ?ome whitish in icliefj which have a curious arrange-

ment
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meut with respect to each other, and which seem to flow from

a hiw of crystallization whidi one vvoiiUl tliiiik led to the octa-

liedral form. I think that the hlacki--h parts are iron surcharged

with carbon (steel), and the white })arts iron. It seems pro-

hai)le that the blackish portions being hrst consolidated have

as it were crystallized into the mass of iron when still liquid or

soft. M. Schreiliers regards this arrangement as peculiar to all

the native iron which has fallen from the atniosj)hcre.

I attempted to treat in a similar way a j)iece of native iron

wiiioh fell in Siberia, and described by Pallas : and in fact, small

black and white specks became very visible ; but in this j^peci-

men the iron having been subjected to a high temperature which

rendered it cellular, the black and wliite marks liave followed

the contours of the cavities, arid are very remarkable.

XL. Answer nfW. u, G.S. vji the Meiallie Sails.

To Mr. Tdloih.

Sir, — i-x your Magazine of January last appeared another

paper from your correspondent G. S., who, tliough he apologizes

for a small mistake committed in his first, has now strayed so

far from propriety, that it will, perhaps, cost him more trouble

to extricate himself, than it has to attain that state into which

hi.* last has hurried him.

You will observe a passage (page .'35) with which he begins:
'' In support of H.'s assertion, that metallic salts are super-salts

with excess of oxide
—

" This assertion he presses on me : but

the evidence of some of your former numbers, in which my papers

are inserted, cannot fail to oonvince your readers, that if this is

also a misconstruction of your correspondent's, it must equally

display his ignorance of the science of chemistry, and of the sub-

stance of my former papers; or should it not be as I have re-

presented, finding that his arguments were in some measure
weakened by fny last, he wishes to introduce this new assertion

on wy part, so that it may accord more agreeably v/ith hi*s

wishes, and enable him to bear down with redoubled violeiice

on my tortured opinion ; thus making a poor endeavour to take

h-y this btratageni that which he could not force by truth.

Now do I consequently lay open for him to commence an at-

tack o!i tint o|)ini6n which 1 set forth, against which he may
probaldy have as much to say, as against that which he has al-

ready framed for me.
With this I conclude, that as it is impossible for the most able

chemist to cope with one who is regardless of that on which he

pretend?
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])retends to argue, I feel myself completely justified in rcliii-

<|iiishing the present controversy : it wouki indeed be litigious

in the extreme for me to continue to oppose one who write*

not against me, hut against the new svstem (that metallic salt^

nre super-salts witii exce-^s of oxide) of which your correspon-

lieiit G. 8. is the autiior.

^'ours obediently,

London, Miircli G, 113 It). H.

XL I. On Fiilmijiaiing Gold. By J. E. Van Mons^ of
Brussels^''.

"

J. HERE is a preparation of gold which presents much interest,

and on which the nephew of the illustrious Driessen has published

a verv good essay :— I mean fulminating gold. This compound
may be procured by all the methods of putting ammonia in re-

action on dissolved gold; by aqua regia, with which we precipi-

tate gold by the help of a soluble oxide, and by the muriate of

ji,old which we decompose by means of ammonia ; by the oxide,

of gold which we treat with ammonia^ cither gaseous or liquid

or with any ammoniacal saltj and finally, by this same oxide,

which we must keep some time in a dark and damp place

where the air is stagnant, i prepare it with most advantage by
precipitating by jjotash a diluted solution of muriate of gold

and muriate of anmionia. The precipitate is at first muriate of

ammonia and gold; but the instant the ammonia becomes free,

'•: is aurate of ammonia, called ammonium of gold, or fulminating

gold, which is produced.

Fulminating gold is not decomj)csed by any acid, and it is not

by the alkalies : nevertheless the first of these bodies disunite

:t by the adjunction of a hyperoxygenated muriate and liijuid

chlorine ; without this adjunction, but with the assistance of

heat, double muriate being produced. This happens from the

combustibles having more energy than its metal. This com-
pound is a salt in \vhich the oxide of gold |)erforms the functions

of acid, and the ammonia the function of an oxide : it is there-

fore, as I have already said, an aurate of ammonia, which exists

bv an engagement the more intimate as the oxygen of the gold,

with which the oxygen of the ammonia is proportioned, presents

more caloric to displace. The acids, in order to decompose this

salt, ought either to take the ammonia from it or dissolve at

once its two elements ; but for the first effect it is necessary

that the oxide of gold should be insulated from the oxygen
Avanting caloric, and for the second effect it would be necessary

* Comniu;.ic'.itC(j hy tic A'jiIkm-.

that
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that the acids should be able to dissolve oxide of this same qua-

lity, both which are absolutely impossibilities: aud if such ef-

fects could be obtained, they would multiply ad injinitum the

number of oxides, salts, and all other bodies having oxygen in

combination.

Nevertheless fire and time, by adding caloric to the oxygen
of the gold, determine the disengagement of the princijjles of

tiie fulnnnating g*ild and their being taken in solution : energetic

combustibles take from the gold the oxygen, with its defect of

caloric, reduce its metal, and set the ammonia at liberty: which
explains bow, in a globe of fire strongly healed, the fulminating

gold is decompo'^ed without fulminating ; which certainly would
not liappen if the ball were platina, gold, or silver.

Ammonia has too little affinity with water to enable that

liquid aided by heat to take it from the gold : nevertheless

the heat in this case brings together the active principles of the

compound ; and this happens when we wash it with very hct

water: the caloric displaces in the first place the ammonia from
the oxide, the hydrogen from the azote, and the oxygen from

the gold, and pressure disunites them by forming water. Ful-

minating gold does not detonate inider water, for want of power
to take the temperature requisite for this effect ; and at a heat

a little higher it resolves into its nearest principles, with the

single exception of the case in which it has been washed too

hot.

Carbon organized and hydrogenated in the oils with ether and
alcohol, as well as azote hydrogenated in ammonia, take up the

oxide of gold from its solvents; which j)rovc.s that this body acts

more willingly by capacity than by intensity; and the oils may
even decompose the fulminating gold by taking up on one hand
its oxide and on the other hand its ammonia. The oxide of

gold which is separated from its solutions by the contact of the

air—wdl it be aurate of organized azote, or oxide rendered inso-

luble by hyperoxidation ? In this last case, as these solutions

are aUvavs with an excess of acid, the heating in those of the

muriatic acid must determine the resumption in solution of the

oxide under the formation of oxygenated muriatic acid.

The sulphuric acid highly concentrated decomposes fulnnnating

gold bv provoking the union between the principles of the water

in order to appropriate to itself this water. The detonating com-
pounds, which the same acid decomposes with an explosion, set

the oxygen at liberty.

The i'ulminating gold is formed spontaneously in the same
circumstances and by the same causes as the native nitrate of

lime: it is the organized azote of the air hydrogenating itself

into an oxidule which produces the first body, and the same
Vol.47. No. 215. Mfl/c/il81G. M azote
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azote sub-hydrogenating itself into an acid which produces* the

-second ; and it may be presumed that the two actions take place

simultaneously, or depend upon each other.

Gold in very minute division is dissolved in chlorine by the

help of heat, and also when nitro-muriate of gold is partly de-

composed by heat, then treated with muriatic acid, and evapo-

rated to dryness. It is a brown substance, very deliquescent,

which easily decomposes the water of the atmosphere, forming

muriate of gold. 1 have not as yet examined it with precision.

On Silucr. [By the same.]

It will not easily be believed, as Brugnatelli observes, that

silver, which is a metal reducible per se, maybe oxidized in the

air, and at a heat which its oxide scarcely requires in or-

der to be reduced. There must, therefore, be some other

cause than oxidation which renders silver vitrifiable : and this

cause will deserve examination. A very intense heat, or tlie

electric fluid,—do they organize a portion of the oxygen of the

primitive matter which forms the basis of the silver, in such a

way as to originate an oxide different from the ordinary oxide

of that metal ? This is a difficult question. Such an eft'cct, by

displacing hydrogen with the oxygen of the primitive matter,

will compose a metal more hydrogenated, and which will be

irreducible in the fire; and the oxidation will take place not by

the oxygen of the air, but by that which is proper to the primi-

tive matter.

We must inquire if the oxide of silver obtained by fire pos-

sesses other qualities than the oxide of the same metal obtained

by the acids; and in the contrary case, we must ascertain if the

reagents employed in this examination do not separate the super-

combined hydrogen, proportioning at the same time the oxygen

of the caloric to the degree of the new hydrogenation ; or if, by

oxidating the hydrogen of the oxide at the ordinary degree,

they do not separate some of it from the water—two circum-

stances which will bring silver back to its first constitution. ^

We know already that the metals are oxidated bv the electric

fluid, as well in vacuo as in contact with the air. The ex-

periments relative to the oxidation of silver bv caloric alone

must be undertaken on a very large scale in close vessels, on ac-

count of the volatility of the metal, and in vacuo: we mu»t
particularly ascertain if the metal, in returning to its primitive

state, undergoes a loss of weight.

If the fact of the mineral organization of the primitive matter

of a metal by the electric fluid, or by a red heat, is confirmed

;

we may explain how in aerolites the metals may be artificially

composed.
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•omposed, and the nature as well as the mode of organlstation of

the j)rlmitive matter of the globe will thereby I)e elucidated; and

we shall extract oxygen from a .sul)Stauce in which its presence

is least expected. This fact will, besides, denote that the metals

the oxides of which are reducible by fire, owe this quality to a

smaller dose of oxygen, which is at the same time the cause of

tiieir greater weight.

Juncker had already ascertained that at a very intense heat

silver is converted into a fused oxide ; and Richter mentions the

fact of a considerable quantity of silver which a modern alchemist

had kept in the fire several years,, being thereby transformed

into a mass of fused oxide. M. Richter having obtained this

*nass, tried to reduce ft, first by heat and afterwards by the usual

reducers, but he was able to extract only a very small portion of

metal.

Silver, on being organized, may also become an acidifiable

combustible ; for between an oxide and such a body the distance

is not great : and if azote is hydrogenated into ammonia, and
if tellurium and arsenic, by an inverse action, from metals become
acidifiable combustibles, silver may very well, on receiving ca-

l6ric, without losing hydrogen, become a double super-combina-

tion of this principle, and constitute either an acidifiable com-
bustible or the oxide of a different metal, more energetic, because

it has more hydrogen, and because with precautions we may ob-

tain it reduced. This will be the second artificial metal, and
others will soon follow, which, like ammonia, will be decom-
posable, because it will exist by composition, and in which
caloric, favoured by a disposing affinity, may be substituted for

the hydrogen of the new metallization, and allow the oxide of

silver to be reduced, per se, into its metal : but hydrogen at a

le.'iser heat might also be substituted for the water of the new
metal, and thus present it to us reduced. How can we see

oxide of silver resist reduction in the fire, without making such

a phaenomenon the subject of the most serious meditation ?

XLII. On the Cosmogony of Moses, in Ansiver to Dr.
Pritchard. By F. E s.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sib, — i. FERL no inclination to involve Doctor Prichard in

controversy ; but as he has had the advantage of fully stating the

grounds of his opinions, given in your Magazine, relative to

the Mosaic cosmogony, it will, I presume, be allowed me briefly

to examine whether he has succeeded in removing the objections

against them indicated in my former letter.

M 2 In
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In the paper* which occasioned my observations, Doctof

Prichard, after havine:, as he imagined, exhibited a complete co-

incidence between the scries of facts detailed in the fnst chap-

ter of Genesis and those inferred from geoloiijical jihaMiomena,

remarks, that *'\f this coincidence is surprising in itself, it ap-

pears the more so when we compare the cosmogony of the He-

l)rews with the notions on tins subject that |)revailed among
other nations of antiquity. IVefmd hwariabli/ that all other

speculations on thi^ subject are Jojinded on somefanciful ana-

logy with natural processes that are daily observed." In his

recent commimication f, however, our attention is particularly

directed to, and our surprise excited by, " the remarkable con-

nexion discovered between the primitive histories of the most

remote nations on the earth and these documents embodied in

Genesis." It is c;dded t!)at, not only the Aeiatic natijns, but the

Runic scalds of Iceland and Scandinavia, and the ancieiit priests of

Mexico were equally in possession of the primitive traditions
;"

and the latter certainly never obtained them from Jernsalcraj.

Other similar facts are adduced in support of the oi)inion that

the early parts of Genesis are a compilation: but in maintaining

it, Doctor Prichard does not '*' place the autlior of the Penta-

teuch in the rank of common compilers of historical fragments

possessed merely of natural intelligence ;" nor does he regard

the supposed materials of the compilation, " in their origin as

common historical testimonies." On this hypothesis I shall

merely obseve, that if in relating events which no uninspired

person could ever with certainty knoiu, the author of the Pen-

tateuch had recourse to records and traditions of whatever cha-

racter or antiquity, it could only be to supply the want of im-

mediate inspiration. It scen)s, therefore, that to preserve con-

sistency, either the hypotliesis or the inspiration of Moses must

be abandoned.

I now proceed to the points in discussion. In my former ob-

servations the word day is admitted to have been figuratively

eni})loyed in IIclucw, a.? it has, I believe, in every language, to

s'-^nifv an indefinite portion of time ; but I cuntendL'd that hi

the six days creation it cannot be so understood ; because, for

no other discoverable j)urpose than to guard the term against a

nietaphorical interpretation, its meaning is there ex])ressly con-

fined to the duration of an evening and a morning, to the decay

and the return of light, the limits of a natural day. This limita-

tion, reiterated six times in terms as ex})licit as language can

.supply, caui.cs no difficulty whatever to Doctor Prichard; "for,"

he remarks, " if we use the word day to signify a portion of

Fhil. Mag. No. ilO, j.. 285. 1 Ibid, No. 211. \ p. 113.

time.
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•time, and have occauon to allude to the loghming or end of trie

period designated, we always carry on the nietaj^hor and adoi^t

the corresponding terms." The truth of tliis position is ob-

vious ; but its application, instead of supporting ihe tropical

sense contended for, affords an additional objection against it.

In the day and night of Brama, the duration of the respective

portions, the preceding and following twilight, the day, and the

night, are all clironological periods ; and a distinct notion is

conveyed in properly sustained figurative language of the re-

lative time of the exertion of Brama, wh^n it is said, " At the

close of his night, having long reposed, he wakes, and awaking

exerts intellect." Had the morning and the evening been

thus U'C-d in Genesis, to mark precedence or Gubsequence of dif-

ferent acts of creation in the same day; had it been said, Tiie

sun was made in the morning, the moon in the evening of the

foui t!i day, the language would with equal ))ropriety have borne

a literal or figurative interpretation. But it is remarkable, thai

ueither the morning nor the evening is once alluded to for any

such purpose : the acts of each day are enumerated, and the

day itself is said to consist of an evening and a morning. This

being so, if da7/ be understood figuratively, there does not ap-

pear to have been the slightest " occasion to allude to the be-

ginning or end of the period designated" by it; since no other

information would be conveyed by the supposed allusions, than

that an indefinite period was composed of a metaphorical evening

and morning; or, in other words, that one indefinite period con-

sisted of two indefinite periods. I do not, however, pretend to

appreciate the value of this information, estimated " according-

to the genius of Hebrew literature."

The other, and more weighty objection,—that it does not ap-

pear that the Hebrew people ever understood tlie six days of the

creation as equivalent to so many indefinite periods,—seems im-
plicitly admitted by the remark, that had Pvjoses read a lecture

on geology to '• the shepherds of Gf)shen, and told them what
space of time each oceanic deposit occupied, and by what or-

ganic remains it is to be recognised, he would have spent his

time to little purpose." Moses, however, told " the shepiierds

of Goshen" many things quite as difficult to comprehend as that

each epoch of the creation had occupied an extensive period :

nor does it seem at all easier to conceive creation the work of

six days than of as many thousand years. With respect to suc-

cessive oceanic deposits, each characterized by peculiar organic

remains, no trace of such a series of events is discoverable in the

Mosaic account. On the contrary, in that narrative, the waters

retire previous to the existence of animated beings, and never

again cover the earth until the days of Noah j and the work
M 3 of
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of creation is represented as simply progressive, which is little

consonant with a series of creations and extinctions of whole
races antecedent to the formation of man. Conld these ap-
parently irreconcilable discordancies he overlooked, still Doctor
Prichard's parallel between the facts detailed in Genesis and
those inferred from geological observation would fail. According
to the sense in which the twentieth and two following verses of

the first chapter of Genesis have hitherto been generally under-

stood, all the inhabitants of the waters were called into existence

on the fifth day ; while geological inference places the orders of

testacea and zoophytes in the third ; that is, in a period when,
according to Moses, nothing animate was created. It is true.

Doctor Prichard thinks their deficiency in loco- motion sufficient.

to exclude them from the fifth day's creation. I5ut besides that

this criticism may be suspected of over-refinement, it is to be

observed tliat, if they be excluded from that day, it is absolutely

certain that Moses has assigned them no otl.er. When, there-

fore, zoophytes for their analogy to vegetables, and testacea

without participating in that analogy, are removed from the

fifth to the third day, and we are afterwards called upon to

admire the coincidence of the series of the facts detailed in

Genesis with those inferred from geological phaenomena, Doctor
Prichard seems to forget that the coincidence is effected by his

placing two orders of animated beings where Moses never placed

thein.

I am, sir.

Your very obedient servant,

Bath, March 10, 1816. F. E S.

P. S.—The conjecture thrown out at the close of my former

letter has no higher pretension than a simple possibility. In

making it. I was perfectly aware of the objection which Doctor

P., observes may be drawn from physical considerations set forth

(not in the " Systcme de la Nature" but) in Laplace's Expo-
sition dii Systeme du Monde.

XLIII. Observations on the late excessive cold IVeather. By
Wm. Skrjmshire, Esq. of IVisbedi.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— J.N consequence of the public solicitation of your valua-

ble correspondent Mr. T. Forster, as well as for the information

of the other readers of your useful Magazine, I am induced to

send the following observations respecting the late intense cold

cV experienced in this part of the kingdom.
My
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My thermometer is graduated according to Fahrenheit's scale,

and I have no reason to dou})t its accuracy. It is placed out

of doors facing the NE, witfi a projecting edge of brick-work

to defend it from the rays of the rising sun.

My barometer is a wheel instrument, therefore I do not rely

on it for extrenie accuracy, but as affording sufficient informa-

tion of the vicissitudes in the pressure of the atmosphere. In

my observations with this instrument, the letters r.J'. s. denote

that the mercury is either rising, falling, or stationary, at the

time of noting the observation.

I generally register my observations in a morning only, but

on particular occasions they are repeated oftener, especially be-
tween nine and ten at night. Tiie journal is not kept, perhaps,

with that accuracy and regularity which are necessary to meet
the public eye, but merely for my own amusement, and as con-

nected with observations on the culture of certain plants which
at present occupies my attention.

February 18 IG.

Tuesday 6th.—Eight o'clock A.M.
Wind NE. bride—Barometer 28-95/. Thermometer 36^
Sky dull, \vith small rain and sleet.

Nine o'clock P.M. The sleet this morning was soon suc-

ceeded by snow, of which we had three or four showers during

the day ; but this evening it fell faster, and now continues on
the ground. Barometer fallen to 28*80 s,

Wednesday 7th.—Nine o'clock A.M.
Whid NE. Barometer 28-80 s. Thermometer 30^
Much snow has fallen during the night ; and still continues

to fall. It lies on the ground about three or four inches deep,

on a level.

Ten o'clock P.M.—It cleared up soon after the morning ob-
servation was registered j but wc hr.d several slight showers of

Jnow during the day.

The barometer began to rise this evening. The sky is now
clear, and it is a very sharp frost, the thermometer 20'^.

Thursday Sth.—-Half past eight o'clock A.M.
Wind N.—Barometer 29'07 r. Thermometer 26°.

Alternate snow and sunshine. It has been a severe frost in

the night, and still continues. My well-water pump is frozen

for the first time this year. This pump is situated in a warm
Rumford kitchen, which is in use daily from eight o'clock in the

morning till nine at night. I make this remark because it satis-

factorily proves to my mind, that the thermometer had been se-

veral degrees below 20^^ during the night.

^ Ten o'clock P.M.—The atmosphere was dull this afternoon;

but learing up in the evening, a bright rooon-light night suc-

J\(1
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ceeded,
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c«eded, with an intense frost ; tlie thermometer being now at

Friday 9th.—Half past eight o'clock A.M.
\Vind S.—Barometer '20-o(). Thcrniometcr at zero !

The sun brig4it, A hrilUant sky. Not a cloud to be seen in

the hemisphere. The air feeling intensely cold.

Ten o'clock P.M.—The frost has continued very severe the

whole day.

The thermometer rose to 10^ at noon, and is now at the same

degree.

^Saturday 10th.—Nine o'clock A.M.
Wind .SJG. Barometer 29-34 r. Thermometer 10°. Atmo-

sphere rather dull.

Ten o'clock P.M.—A little snow fell this e\ening. The
thermometer rose to 22^ during the day, and is now at 26'.

The weather continued with the common cold of winter till

Thursday the 15th of the same month, when it began to thaw,

and the barometer, which had been stationary at 29-91 for three

days, began to fall in the evening. The next day was very hazy,

and the thaw continue<i with a falling barometer, and the ther-

mometer at 42^.

1 leave it for others who have more leisure and abilities than

mvself, to settle the aj^parent discrepancy in the accoimts that

have been published respecting the intense cold with which this

kingdom has lately been visited. But I must confess that one

of the motives which has induced me to give this public testi-

mony of the fiicts that I lioticed, was an observation in the Me-
teorological Report, published in the Monthly Magazine for

February, where the reporter boldly asserts, that he is " qiiite

sure that those iiho talk of the thermometer being at 6° or 26°

beloiv thefreezing point are under a mistake
"

Now, sir, I do not pretend to be either wiser or more accurate

than others who have paid attention to this subject, but am
" quite sure" that 1 was wide awike when I examined my
thermometer ;— aye, and at the time too when I noted in my
journal the facts above related. And having been in the habit

of making meteorological observations for nearly 30 years, it is

very prol)al)le that I may have acquired some portion of exact-

ness, if not of facility in reading off figures from the graduated

scale of a philos(!j)i:ical instrument, at least within half a dozen

degrees! And I do aver, that at half past eight o'clock on the

morning of Friday the 9th ult., Fahrenheit's thermometer stood

at zero ! and as the sun rose with splendour at a (juarter past

seven o'clock on that morning, I have but little hesitation in be-

lieving that at two hours before sun-ri.'-e the thermometer was

some degrees below zero !

Recollecting
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Recoiiccting the degrees of cold which are destructive to difr

ferent vegetables growing in ^his kingdom, that even turneps on
the ground ii> wii;ter are injured by 24^ and totally destroyed

by 30 behnv the freezing point ; we may naturally conclude

that great devastation must have been committed by the late

severe weather : but the destn.."tion would ha'/e been unparalleled

in this kingdoTn, had not the ground been previously covered by
snow, espe':ially as the sun rose with splendour on the morning
of the i'th ult., thus greatly augmenting the danger to the living

principle. Therefore, when we reflect upon these circumstar.ccs,

what a powerful source of gratitude thev ought to prove in

pur minds, to that jjreat and beneficent Being, who has spread

6uch a protecting mantle over the fertile fields of this highly cul-

tivated country!

I remain, sir.

Yours, &c.
Wisbech, March 8, I8l6. Wm. SkrIMSHIR2.

.XLIV. On Aerostation. By Richard Lovell Edgewop.t;-!,

Esq. F.R.S. ^c.&c. <^c.

To Mr. Tilhch.

Sir,— J. HKRE is something apparently selfish and ungracicis

in claiming inventions that are published by others. But in

philosophy, as well as in law, a fatal error is often comm.itted Lv
larhe-i,—or, in plain English, by leaving unclaimed, for a length

of time, a right that belongs to us.

Tlie in;;e!iious Sir George Cayley has frequently proposed to

jmpel flying bodie<5, by letting them descend obliquely throug'i

the air, and forcing them in a contrary ol.liquity against the air

by impellii!£f them upwards. He refers to Mr. Evans's paper in

your Slagazine for November last. Now, sir, I did actually ap-

j)ly this invention to a small fire-balloon at my o«ni house in

the year 17St), which confirmed me in the cpiuion of the prac-

ticability of this invention. But as there were a great number
of thatched houses in mv neighbourhood, I desisted from making-
further trials.

In 1S02 I became acquainted with M. Montgolfier at Pari«,

when two of my friends who were with me, asked M. 'Montgolfier

whether any practicable means of directing balloons had ever

been communicated to him. He replied, *' Never, but in a let-

ter from a gentleman in Ireland." One of my friends imme-
diately inquired, whether that letter had been coranumicated to

him in the year 17S2^ by the Marqvjs de la Poype, of Bourg en
Bresse.
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Bre^sc. Me «aid that it was. *^'ri)cn," said my friend, " thut

letter uas written by Mr. Edgeworth, lor I saw it when it was

dispatched."

Montgolfier was extremely pleased; took the trouble of ex-

plaining to nie many of his ingeniouss tontrivanccs, particularly

jiis hel'icr hydrmdlqitt:.

I cannot omit to mention an instance of M. Montgolfier's

candour and generosity. After having taken considerable pains

to obviate objections which had been made to his parachute,

I communicated to him the means of rendering the descent of

the parachute perfectly safe and equable.

When we were going awav, we passed through the magnifi-

cent staircase of the Conservatoire ties ylrts et Metiers, Rue
St. Martin.. *' There," said he, pointing to the dome, " is

an instance of national gratitude
;
you see the remains of my

original balloon suspended from the roof, and my parachute

annexed to it. I will have my |)arachute taken down, and yours

substituted in its place."

These, however, are relations resting merely on assertion,—

but in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. vi.

page 101, there is in an Essay of mine the follovi'ing note:

*' A balloon may be carried forward with certainty and celerity

in any direction where there is no perceptible wind, if it is al-

ternately lowered and elevated by altering from time to time its

specifia gravity, which may be done by various means, without

losing much hydrogen gas ; and if it be furnished with fins or

small sails, and be set to a proper angle, with its line of ascent

and descent, their vertical pressure against the air will impel the

balloon forward."
" Swift manoeuvres hi.i Laputa in this manner :

** I tried this invention on a small balloon in the house of the

late ingenious Dr. Usher, (Professor of Astronomy in the Univer-

sity of Dublin), the friend of science, and of those who wished

to improve it."

I do not mean to insinuate in the most remote manner, that

Sir George Cayley or Mr. Evans knew any thing of my inven-

tion
;
probably they never heard my name ; and far from wishing

to derogate from their merit, 1 shall with pleasure contribute to

a subscription for carrying on any practicable plan for the ad-

vancement of aerostation. Earnestly hoping that it may be ap-

]>licd to better purposes than those to which it has been hitherto

unworthily confined,

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,

EdSCWortIif<town, Treland, KlCIID LoV£LL EdGEWOETH.
March 6, 1816.

P. S.—Owe
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P. 8.—One of the most powerful means of retarding tlie pro-

gress of aerostation has been ridicule. In the Essay to which
i have alluded there is the following passage :

" The disposition to ridicule every scientific project as absurd,

until it has been absolutely brought to perfection, has been the

common topic of complaint amongst men of inventive genius ;

and it is curious to observe, that poets, who suffer so m.uch them-
selves by the taunts of men of the v.orld, and by the apr.thy of

the vulgar, should in their turn revenge themselves upon men of

science, and treat their speculations with disdain. Ben Jonsou
has attempted this, in one of his masques, with a degree of hu-
mour which is not always the portion of those who throw ri-

dicule on scieiice. Merefool, the clown of the piece, consults

an adept, who promises to instruct him in all occult secrets, and
to show him apparitions of all the learned men of the ancients;

but every man who is called lor happens to be bu-^v, from Pv-
thagoras, * who has rashly n\\\ himself upon an employme:U of

keeping asses from a field of beans,' to Archimedesj who is

.meditating the invention of

* A rare mnusc-triip with oviW wings,

And a cat's foot to cntcli the niice alone.*

" Not only the same taste for ridicule, but the same ideas
we find repeated, with a slight alteration, at different aera^.

Aristophanes and Lucian amongst the ancients ; and Butler,

Swift, and Voltaire, the three modern masters of ridicule, have
in various shapes the same ideas, and are alike disposed to con-
found the ingenious and the extravagant. The best way of

parrying the stroke of ridicule is to receive it with good hu-
mour ; Laugh with those who laugh, and persevere with those

who labour, should be the motto of men who possess the powers
of invention.

*^ The late Dr. Johnson, who in his Rasselas ridiculed th?

idea of the art of fiying, lived long enough to see the ascent of

the first air-balloon."

XLV. Report made by Messrs. Heurtier, Percier, and Dv-
FOURNY, to the Class of F'me Arts of the French Institute, of
the hahonrs of the French Architects at Rome during the

Years 1812 and 1813*.

v:yENTLEMEN,—You will rccollect that the labours prescribed

by your regulations to the pupils who are architectural pensioners

* Magasin Encyclop^dicue, Nov. 1815.

of
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of the French government at the Academy of Rome are divided

into two classes.

The one cou)prehencls studies of the details which during tlie

first three years of their residence thev oui^ht to furnish, in or-

der to show how they had l)een cnijdoving their time, and the

progress ^vhi^il tliey are making in the study of the art ; works

the property of wliich remaiiis with the author.

The other description of hibours consists in the restoration of

ancient monuments, which the pupils ought to undertake during

their residence, and present in a finished state at tiie expiration

oi their term. These restorations, which we rnav regard as the

completion of their education, appertain to government.

Your commission has followed the order of this division, in the

esamiuation which you liavo directed them to make of the works

sent from Rome this year. Their report will embrace, first, tUe

analysis of the studies of amiual details ; and secondly, that of

the restoration of anti([ue monuments.
M, Suys, one of your pupils, has extended his researches over

the three orders of architecture.

In order to study the Doric and Ionic orders, he has judi-

ciously chosen those of the theatre of Marcellus, as the most
correct of the edifices of ancient Rome, and even of Italy. Of
the three drawings which he has made, one traces the whole

of tlie two orders raised on each ether, with the arcades made
in tile inlercolumniations : the two other drawings, the details

of each of these orders; i. e. its base, capital, and eritablature.

As to tiie Corinthian orilcr—among the excellent models con-

tained in ancient Rome, M. Suys gives the preference to that

of the temple of Mars the Avenger, wliich, better than any other

pcrliajis, demonstrates how, by adding boldness to grace, the

genius of tiie ancients knew how to impress character on front

elevations the most elegant and rich.

Of the four drawings which he has given of this monument,
the first gives the plan and general elevation, taken from the

work ofLa()acco, and v.-iiich he has borrowed. Tiie other three

drawings present the elevation of two of the three intercolumni-

ations wliich are .still standing, and the working details of the

base, capital, architrave, and rich ceiling which covers the por-

tico.

M. Siivs deserves no less praii-.e for the care which lie has

tiken to point out throughout the nature of the materials, and
their fine execution, than for tlie .skill with which he has given

the c!;aracter of the precious ornaments with wliicli ihis order is

enriched. By following this course M. Suys may e.xpcct suc-

cess at every step of his career.

It is certainly surprising that DcsgcdetZj so careful in general

"ill
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111 collecting the monuments of ancient Rome, should have to-

Uilly nc,i:;,lected the Trajan Pillar, one of the mcj-t perfect in

Rome. Perliups he regarded it as a monument of sculpture rather

than of architecture; perhaps also, ignorant as he was of drawing,

he despaired of being able to give its beauties.

However this may be, M. Chatillon has given a proof of his

caste in selecting this splendid monument of antiquity for one of

ihe suhjeet-j of his studies.

He has executed five drawings; which present, 1st. The plan

and elevation of the whole column, and surmounted, as it was
when entire, by the statue of the emperor Trajan : 2dly, The
fagade of the pedestal at the entrance side, with the base and
'apital of the column: finally, two fragments of ancUher face of

A pedestal, which exhibit the trophies, eagles, and other orna-

ments. These studies or figures are exceedingly well drav.n,

and are calculated to give a favor<rai)le idea of tliose which M.
Chatillon has since made on the ])ortico of Octavius, and the

transmission of which is announced.

M. Provost has directed his attcntio!i to the remains of the

i emple of Jupiter Tonans.

VVe know that, buried almost entirely r.nder the ruins of the

edifice of the ?vIons Capitolinus, on the slope of which it was
constructed, this temple lias ^long exhibited no other remains

than three isolated colunms, forming the right angle of tlie pc-

iistyle of its anterior fagade: they were besides buried in such

a way as to show only the upper part of their shafts, the caj)itals,

and part of the entablature : so that none of the architects

who since the revival of the art have published collections of

antiquities, had either seen or given the toitte evsemLlc.

M. Provost, profiting by tlie excavations made around the feet

of those columns under the auspices of the French government,

during his stay at Rome, not only surveyed them entire, but

executed four drawings of their details.

The first contains the total elevation, of the intercohunniation

which forms the angle of the interior facade, from the level of

the ancient soil to tlie summit of the entablature, with all the

Tarions plans, sections and profiles, necessary to its development.

The three other drawings are consecrattul to the details; such

as the base and the capital, the entablature of the sofile of the

architrave, and the frieze of sacrificial instruments which runs

along the flank of the temple.

Thus (thanks to M. Provostj we now enjoy for the first lime

a complete view of the Temple of Jupiter Tonans, one of the

most magnificent of ancient Rome; ;md that without coiitr dic-

tion which unites in the highest ciegiee the luxury of ornament
with delicacv and neatness of execution.

The
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The most essential particulars in this new Corinthian model
are:

1

.

The diflferencc of breadth which exists between the two in-

tercolumniations of the angle; that of the anterior face having;

three modules, whereas that of the flank has only two and a

lialf. This kind of irregularity has been occasioned, according

to all appearance, hv the great proxirr.ity of the ancient edifice

called Tabulaiiuni, wh.ich, n(.)t admitting of giving the flank of

tiie temple tiie accustomed depth, constrained tiie architect to

reduce the breadth of the intercolumniations.

2. The height of the column, which, being carried to tew

diameters and a fourth, presents one of the most slender and

elegant Corinthian proportions with which we are acquainted.

5. The nature of the stylobate, which consists of a simple

marble die, without base or cornice, and one diameter high,

placed under each column.

A. Finally, tlie steps which, practised in the intervals between

the dies, served for the ascent from the ancient way to that of

the peristyle of the temple. This practice of placing the steps

in the thick part of the pedestals of the columns had not been

before remarked, except in the ancient Temple of Minerva at

Assise. The j)resent is a new instance, which deserves to be

imitated on all occasions, when it is not )}ermitted to bring in

front of the peristyle the steps by which we are to ascend it.

M. Gauthier has presented various interesting studies for the

years 1812 and 1813. They consist in a drawing of the con-

f^ole of the arch of Titus ; in the restoration of the Temple of

Jupiter Stator; and in that of the Temple of Peace : the whole

forming fifteen large drawings.

The console placed at the key-stone of the arch of Titus, one

of the finest which we see in ancient monuments, is very beauti-

ful : besides the foliage and other ornaments with which it is

enriched, it presents in its anterior front a figure standing, very

imich decayed, which, according to the attributes still percepti-

ble, seems to have represented the City of Rome, with the hel-

met on her head, supported on a lance, and holding a crown
of laurel. M. Gauthier has drawn this console both in front

and in profile, in a broad and soft manner, and in the propor-

tion of half of the real size; a task which has not hitherto been
attempted.

In three other drawings he gives the plan and elevation as re-

stored, of the Temple of Jupiter Stator. For a long time, as

in well known, the remains of this temple were reduced to three

isolated columns, and of which a portion of the shaft, the base,

and the stylobate were buried so deep, that hitherto those parts

had not hitherto been observed, M, Gauthier, profiting by an

excavation
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excavation in 1813, by the orders of tlic French government,
around those cohnnns, and carried to the level of the first coursie

of their foundations, ascertained that they had, not steps, (as in-

dicated by Palladio,) but one continued stylobate formed of larp^e

blocks of stone covered with marble slabs ; and consequently
these columns must have formed part of the lateral peristyle of
th.e temple.

These observations, and the precise measurements which he
has taken to all those parts, have afforded him the means of

fixing with ceitainty the general pro])ortions of the whole, left

incomplete to the j)resent time ; and consequently to restore in

a suitable manner the plan of the temple and the entire eleva-

tion of its facade. The capital and the entablature are given

with great truth, and in such a way as to give a just idea of the

magnificence of this monument; one of the purest models vvliich

students can possess for beauty of general proportion, graceful-

ness of profile, and the exquisite taste of the ornaments with

which they are enriched without profusion.

The Temple of Peace, which M. Gauthier made the object ot

his studies in 1813, did not present in his opinion the same kind

of merit. Certainly the same purity is visible both in the ge-
neral character of this monument, and in the distribution, taste,

ard execution of its ornaments : we cannot even refuse to ad-
mit that the ensemble of its character resembles strongly tliat

of theThermoe and other edifices built in the time of Dioclesian,

the firfet jera of the decline of the art ; but the magnificent ar-

rangement of the plan, tiie colossal dimensions of the masses,

and the means of construction employed to ensure the necessary

stability, furnish a new source of investigation.

For these reasons the Temple of Peace has from the earliest

times fixed the attention of studious architects. From the first

aera of the restoration of the art, Serlio and Palladio published

the drawings of it; an examj)le which w'as followed by many
others, particularlv by Desgodetz, who, more exact, corrected

the mistakes of his predecessors, but cannot give as yet any thing

but an incomplete work ; because, in his time as at present, the

remains of this edifice were buried under enormous ruins, w Inch

rendered every inquiry fruitless.

^\'hat artists have long desired, the French government has

undertaken. By excavations executed by their orders in 1812
and 1813, the entire surface of the ground-floor of the building

was cleared, and which in some places was covered with more
than twenty-five feet of earth.

M. Gauthier followed step by step these excavations, and mea-
sured and drew not only all the vestiges of the plan of the edifice,

but even the smallest fragments of ornaments which appeared to

be
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be adapted to throw lii;ht on its dcroratioii : and the result of thes^

inqniiii'^ ha- been y;iveii to tlie world bv bim in twelve drawings^

three dI" wliich exliibit tbe plan and clcvaiion of the edifice in

its present state of ruin, with tlie inditatiou of the parts unco-
vered in the excavations : and in theotlicr drawings, tlie monu-
mcnt is restored entirely, with all the details of the orders which
decorate it both externally and internally.

The most remarkable parts of this restoration, because they

are ajisolutely new, are :

1. The plan, section, and external elevation of the portico

which ranged along the whole ciistern part of the edifice, and
preceded its entrance on the side of t!ie Colvseuin: the com-
partments of the pavement in cipoline and yellow antique marble_,

atid those of the groined arches adorned with caissons.

2. The plan, more exact and complete than hitherto drawn,

of the three naves composing the body of the temple, with all

the com])artments of its magniiicent pavement formed of the

most valuable marbles, such as violet brecke, the yellov/ antique_,

the green granite, j)orphyry, and serpentine.

3. The entire decoration of the grand circular niche which
occupies the niiddle of the north flank, restored according to

the fragments of bases, columns, capitals, and entablatures dis-

covered in this part. The bad style of these fragments and their

coarse execution, added to the vestiges of a Christian altar found

also in this place, lead the author to conjecture that the deco-

ration of this niche has undergone changes at the time of the

edifice being converted into a chinch.

4. The lateral entrance made in the fiank of the temple op-

posite to this niche, and \vhich ought to have looked into the Via
Sacra.

5. The measurements in detail of the grand column nov.- raised

on the plan of St. Mary Major, and which, as we already know,
was taken from the Temple of Peace. It results from these

measurements, given for the first time with precision, that this

column presents the singularity of being thickened about one-

tliird up the shaft, and diminishing very little at its upper part :

without doubt, in order to present more strength to the arch,

and more resistance to the burthen which it had to support.

6. Finally, th& most valuable of these restorations, because it

was the most unexpected, is that of the decoration of the arch

which covered the central nave of the edifice. It has been

drawn from the numerous fragments discovered in the excava-

tions, collected and combined by M. Gauthier, so as to repro-

duce not only the arrangement of the various square caissons,

lo;:enges, ovals and triangulars, of which it is comj)osed, but the

minutest ornuracnt in t>tucco with which it was enriched ', so

tha-;
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that tlicre remains nothing more to clcsite upon this most im-

portant part of the decoration of tl;e edihce.

It appears that thj excavations hitherto executed have not

presented any indication whieh proved that this edifice had hecn

connected with any other j v\'hence it has been hastily ^'oncluded

that it has never formed part of a palace or a suite of i^aths, as

jii^enerally thought. Nevertheless, before giving; up thit. idea, it

would he necessary to trV an excavation which has hitlierto been

neglected. This is of the ground coiujjrehended between the

Temple of Peace and the two halls adjoining, vulgarly called the

Temples of the Sun and Moon. This excavation, well directed,

would perhaps discover the ancient communications which have

been suspected to exist between these edific-es with the mere
foundation, as the Temples of the Sun and Moon exhibit a
striking analogy to the Temple of Peace, both in tlieir construc-

tion and in the compartments in stucco with which their arches

are udorned.

SucI) a discovery would remove every doubt ; for the more
attentively we consider the edifice in question, in whole or in

parts,—the style of its architecture being evidently inferior to that

which prevailed in the time of Claudius and Vespasian, to whom
the erection has been ascribed, and particularly the arrange-

ment of its plan, which, similar to that of the halls of the baths

or palaces, has nothing in common vvith the wcti known ar-

rangements of the temples of the ancients,—the more wo are per-

suaded that tradition is defective respecting the true d"stination

of this edifice.

As to its date, it is sufficient to cast our eyes on the drawings

of M. Gauthier, who has with the most praiseworthy fidelity given

the true character of the details, in order to be convinced that

ornaments of a style and execution semi -barbarous cannot be
the work of the Augustan age of architecture.

M. Gauthier has added to his drawing? an explanatorv notice,

in which he gives not only th.e description of the virious parts

of the edifice, but also all the details of its r instruction, which he

has studied with the greatest care, besides c/ery information rela-

tive to the excavations, in which have been fonud the aaterials

which served as his authority for establishing with cert 'nty the

restoration of the received parts of this vnst rnon...Tient.

In a word, the restoration of the Temple of Peace, wh^'ch was
not obligr.tory on M. Gauthier, does honour in every respect to

his zeal and talerts. and cannot but augur vveii for that ^f the

Temple of Mars the Avenger, which he has just finished or the

government. His work is the more precious, as, several frag-

ments which served as his authority being already destroyed, it

is not possible now to make one more complete. This last con-

Vol. 47. No. 215. iWarcA 1816. N sideratiou
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sideration ought to induce the class to ask M. Gauthler, to whom
we arc indebted for thi-? restoration of the Temple of Peace, to

present the same to government, in order to be added to those

which it already po'^sesses, and among which it will hold a most

distingnishcd place.

The bare review of the works })resented by Messrs. Suys,

Chiitillon, I'rovost, and Gautliier, for their annual tribute of

1812 and I >IM, demonstrates that, so far from having neglected

to fulfil the ol)li^ations imposed by the regulations, they have

even outstepped then). Their zeal in this respect does not merit

less eulogv than their eagerness to profit by the cscuvations,

ordered with so much munificence by the French government, of

most of the monuments of Roman magnificence.

While on this subject, it nuiy be necessary to remind our readers

that from the year 1809 to the end of 1813 the French au-

thorities at Rome have incessantly excavated and laid bare, for

the sake of the advancement of erudition and the instruction of

architects, the remains of the chief edifices of ancient Rome :

it is thus that we have successively seen exposed to view the

tem|)les of Antoninus and Faustin»^, of Vesta, of Fortuua Virilis,

of Concord, of Jupiter Tonans, of Peace, of the Sun, the Moon,
and Jupiter Stator ; the arches of Janus, and of the Goldsmiths,

the column of Phocas, Trajan's Forum, the baths of Titus j and

lastly, the Colyseum.

The restorations of ancient monuments, made for the goveru-

inent by Messrs. Lederc and Huyot, and of which the com-
mittee is about to give an account, will not he less interesting.

Among the ancient edifices which time has respected, none is

more imposing, better preserved, or rather less damaged, than

the Pantheon: none is better calculated to give an elevated idea

of the genius of the ancients for architecture ; for even at the

time it was erected (which was the most flourishing iera of the

art) it was regarded as one of the most beautiful chefs-d'oeuvre.

It is in this way that Pliny, Dion Cassius, Suetonius, Ammianus
Marcellinus, Spartianus, &:c. speak of it.

The moderns have paid the snnie adoration to it: from the

happy epoch of the revival of the art, learned men and artists

have miceasingly made it the subject of their meditations and

studies. The most celebrated architects, Serlio, Palladio, Pietro

Ligorio, Fontana, Desgoiletz, Piranesi, have published the mea-
^urements ; and the two iatter in particular with sucli precision

that their works appear to leave nothing to be desired.

This suliject had not therefore the advantage of noveltv: nay,

it was even to all appearance exhausted. M. Lederc, however,

has chosen it as the subject of one of his restorations^ and he has

110 reason to complain of want of success.

in
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In a scries of twenty-one drawings executed with the most
rare intelligence and on a very large scale, M. Leclerc has not
only revived as it were, his suhject by the immense developments
v.hich he has given l>oth to the lout cnsemlle and to the de-
tails, and by the art with which he has develojied them ; but he
has succeeded in giving a move couinlete work than any one has
done hitheito, and new even in many re-'pects in consequence of

tl\e numerous discoveries v.'ith which he has enriched it.

In the state of impossibility in which the connnittee find them-
selves of indicating all of them, they will content themselves with
describing the most imi)ortant, beginning with those which are

relative to tlie external parts of the temple.

1. Hitherto we have not had an exact drawing of the flight

of steps by whicli, from the place in frt)nt of the Pantlieon, its

portico was attained. This external part of the edihce having
been long covered by t!ie successions of rubbish thrown on the

adjacent ground, each had drawn it according to his own ideas,

his taste, or fancy. M. Leclerc, according to the observations

made and the vestigc"? discovered at the time of the excavations

of 1801, in front as well as upon the flanks of tiie portico and
(if the body of the temple, has restored this interesting part in

its true form.

Me shows that the ground of the surrounding square was
paved with large irregular flags of Travertine marble, and that

the temple was ascended by means of four steps of white mar-
ble ; at the top of which was a broad pavement or foot-path

whicli extended not only over the whole of the facade, hut even
over the outskirts of the circumference of the temple, where it

was sustained by a continued siyhibatjnn.

2. Vitruvius in the second chapter of his third book, treating of

the various thicknesses to be given to columns according to the

different breadths of Ihe intercolumuiations, tjrescribes the thick-

ening of a hftieth part of the diameter of the columns placed in the
angle of the porticos :

" because," he says, " tlie great light which
strikes them more than the others making them appear more
slenrler, it is necessary to remedy this false appearance, which
would otiierwise deceive the eye."

Vi. Leclerc has verified that the column of the angle of the
portico towards the right of the spectator is in fact stronger

than the others by a fiftieth nearly of its diameter ', the column
of the opposite angle does not exhibit the same conformity with
the precept of Vitruvius, but we know that it v/as placed there

at the time of a very modern restoration.

3. The two great niches which occupy the bottom of the
aisles of the portico, stripped for a long time of every indication

of covering, have been hitherto drawn smooth and without anv
N 2 kind
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kind of ornament by Serlio, PuUailioaml De^godetz, a barenncs*

which agrees Ijadly with the richness of the general appearance.

Piraucsi is the only person who of late years has suspected that

those niches were formerly covered with marble. M. Leclerc,

))Ui>hint^ his observations further, has ascertained liy the arrange-

ment of the holes of the rivetings perceptible in tlie bricks, that

not only were they covered with marble throughout their whole

circumference, but also that tliey had an impost, which received

a fillet or archivolt of marble also which stretched around the

ccintnre of the niche.

•1. He is also the first who remarked, above the interior cor-

nices of the portico, the chases cut for receiving the bronze

arches which cover the three navos of the portico: an observa-

tion which, added to the authority of Serlio, Pietro Ligorio and
PalladiOjluiS afforded him the means of restoring in its primitive

form that part of the portico the magnificence of which exceeded
all Idea.

5. The three cornices, which begird at different heights the

external circumference of the temple, had not been drawn exactly

either by Desgodetz or Piranesi. M. Leclerc has ascertained

the true profile, as well as the stucco ornaments of which he has

discovered the remains : so that we may regard as new the de-

tails which he gives of those three cornices.

6. He has also examined with care tlie upper part of the

creeping cornice of the front, in order to ascertain if there had
been at the extremities pedCsStals for supporting statues, as

Serlio, Palladio, Desgodetz and Piranesi have drawn them ; and
he has ascertained that there were pedestaU on the pediment
oidy, and not at the angles.

7. This inquiry, for which he was compelled to remove the

tiles which cover this part, led him to perceive a range of holes

extending above the whole of the creeping cornice of the front

:

a certain proof that the front was surmounted by a frieze of

ornaments cut in marble or bronze, and which he has conse-

ciuently thought himself entitled to give in his drawing.

8. Not content with having developed, in a particular elevation

and section, the ornaments and all the details of construction of

this frontispiece, from the first course of the foundations to the

.summit of the petliment, M. Leclerc formed the happy idea of

bringing togethei , on the same paper and on tl.e s:ime scale, the

details of the construction of other antique frontispieces which
time hag respected. Such are the Doric frontispieces of the

small Temple of Pfpstum and that of Hercules at Con, the Ionic

frontispiece of the Temples of Fortuna Virilis and of Concord
at Rome, and the Corinthian frontispiece of the jiortico of Oc-
taviu'j at Home. In short, this is a drawing as novel as it is in-

structive.
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structive, wliich, exhibiting under one and the flame point of

view the parallel of the construction of the best preserved an-

cient frontispieces, facilitates the compurison of the materials em-
ployed, as well as that of their section, their ornaments, and other

means of execution.

P. Doubts had been always entertained respecting the simul-

taneous construction of the two frontispieces which we re-

marked at the facade of the Pantheon. Those of good taste,

and even tlie most enlightened artists, shocked at this vicious

doable cmj>loyment of the frontispiece, which being only a mere
representation of the roof ought to be essentially unique in a
building, did not hesitate to pronounce that these two fronts

could not have existed together in the primitive state of the

Pantheon, and that doubtless the posterior frontispiece formed
the summit of a first fagadc, on wliich had been placed afterwards

the portico and its frontispiece.

However ]dausible this opinion may be, it must give way to

the evidence of the result obtained by M. Lcclcrc : according to

a series of observations too h^ng to detail, but directed with the

greatest sagacity, he has coiicluded, and demonstrated by his

drawings, not only that the horizontal cornice of the posterior

frontispiece lias not been cut with a view to introduce therein

the frontispiece of the portico, but that it has been always thus

from the origin of the edifice, and that the intimate connexion

of the construction of these two frontispieces with tliat of the

body of the edifice does not admit of a doubt that they had
been constructed at the same time.

10. One of the most important points to elucidate, because

it serves to decide what has always been the true destination of

the monument, was to examine if, as a number of writers^have

asserted, the Pantheon originally formed part of the baths of

Agrippa, of which it must have formed one of the principal

apartments. By an attentive examination of the posterior part

of the edifice, to which are still attached considerable remains

frf those baths, M. Leclerc has ascertained that in fact they were
immediately contiguous to the Pantheon, that the masonry of

the two edifices was intimately connected to a certain height,

that even the second exterior cornice of the Pantheon went round
and seemed to have prevailed on the body of the edifice for the

baths ; but that there was no aperture and no orifice to warrant

the idea that there had ever existed between them anv interior

and direct communication : hence he concluded that from its

origin the Pantheon had always been a temple.

If from the exterior of the Pantheon we pass with M. Leclerc

into the interior, we shall find that his studies and inquiries have

Ijot been less fruitful

.

N3 11. Some
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11. Sonic writers have asserted that the small biiildiugs or

tabernacles, which to tlie nnmber of eight are distributed around
its circumference, were added at tlic time of the consecration

of the temple to the worshij) of tlie Christian religion : this

mistake is entirely cleared up by the developments which
M. Leclerc gives of their construction. These demou'^trate that

it is and ahvavs has been connected with that of the body of the

edifice; and that those altars or tabernacles have existed from
the origin, and have undergone no other alterations than those

occasioned by successive reparations and the change of religion.

12. The frie/es of rumiing palm-leaves, which M. Leclerc

has drawn on the fi ontispieees of these altars, as well as on the

cornice of the interior order, are fullv warranted bv the holes

which he found in these parts, indications which had not pre-

viously been observed.

13. Finally, v;nious sections taken on the great semicircular

and square niches distributed around the interior circum(crcnce,

show that the construction of the Corinthian order which deco-

rates them, is so connected with that of the body of the temple
that it becomes impossible to suppose, as has generally been
done, that this order was added afterwards.

Such are the observations and researches which led M. Leclerc

to conclude :

1. That the building of the Pantheon, from its original con-

struction, has been destined to serve as a temple ; and never

formed part of the baths of Agrippa, with which it has not any
direct conmiunication.

2. That the Corinthian order which decorates the interior,

and that of the entrance portico, date from the epoch of tlic

primitive construction of the edifice, and are not additions made
to the circular part of the temple subsecpient to the time of

Agrippa.

If we refer to those v\ho have written on tlie subject, we find

all of them to be of a contrary opinion. According to .Michael

Angelo, quoted by Vasari (Life of Sansovino), the Pantheon was
the work of three architects, the first of whom built the interi(;r

order to its entablature, the second the attic, and the third the

external portico.

In order to set aside an opinion so gcncrallv adopted, other

methods than simple reasonings are wanted. M, Leclerc was
aware of this; and freeing himself from all spirit of system, guided
merely by the light of actual ol)servation, he has had the merit
of being the first to throw true light on those important ques-
tions, by means of almost ocular demonstration.
The results which he thus obtained deserve the more confi-

deace, that they have not been admitted by him until after having

been
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been discussed with tlie most enlightened antiquaries and artists

of Rome, to whom he couiiiiunicated them on the ve^-y grouTid

as soon as the discoveries were made, and who were obhged to

sacrifice their opinions to the evidence- of their senses.

These results are besi(le>< j)crfectly in unison both with tl»e

inscription which the frontispiece bears, and with Phnv, the only

one of the ancient writers who saw this monument entire; for

by using tlie words Pantheum ub Jgrippa factum, he has evi-

dently testified that the erection of this huihhng as well as its

completion was owing to the munificence of the same man : the

conception and execution were conse(ntently the fruits of one

and the same genius.

To this rapid sketch of the prind})al observations of M. Le-
clerc the committee ought to add : 1st, That he has particularlv

endeavoured to give their true character to the ornaments, and
to represent with the most scrupulous exactitude the nature,

the arrangement, even the colour of the materials; in short, all

the details of construction, uimoticed for the most part or badly

indicated hitherto. 2dly, That he has added to his drawings

verv satisfactory explanatory notes, containing the description of

the monument, the indication of the sources where he got it,

and the authorities to which he refers for restoring the lost parts.

3rdly, Tluit the numerous drawings which M. Leclerc has de-

dicated to this fine restoration are executed in every respect

with a perfection to entitle them to serve as models of their

kind; and that henceforth we cannot expect to see the Pantheon,

that chef'-d' tmivre of ancient grandeur, grace, and liarmonv,

represented in all its details with more intelligence, purity, and
precision.

M. Huvot has presented the restorations of the celebrated

Temple of Fortune, as well as the Forum of the ancient city of

Praeneste.

We know that this city (now Palaestriiia) is situated in Latium,

twenty-three miles from Rome, towards the east, and rises into

an amphitheatre on the slope of a moinitain forming the ex-

tremity of one of the branches of the Apennines.

Its origin is of the highest antiquity. Cicero says that he
cannot assign the epoch of it : what appears certain is, that lo!ig

before the founding of Rome this city had its gods and temples,

the most considerable of which was that of Fortune, who was
afterwards worshipped throiighont all Italy.

When Sylla assumed the dictatorship (B. C. S2) Praencs'te

contained buildings of great importance. Cicero speaks of its

walls as being of an opns incertum, or irregular polygotis, v.hich

he says was a construction in use among the Dorians : he s])eaks

N 4 also
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also of a large space exposed to the sun, wliich he calls So'

larium.

AcconHnii: to Suotoniu^, the Forum occupied the ?pacc con-

tahicd between the puhlic road and the foot of the temple : it

had two ground plans, the one inferior and the other siiperior,

and its porticos v/erc adorned with statue*;. TI ere were also

to be seen there, according to Varro, two BasiHeae, one called

iEmilia, the other Fulvia, and a Cinomon.

Livv sjjeaks of a statue of Jupiter Impcrator, who ^^ as held

in great veneration, aiul who douljtless had a temple in the

Foruu). Authors also mention temples of Juno, Mars, the god-

dess Opis, and particularly the famous temple of Fortune, which

situated at the top of the eity conunanded it, and filled it al-

most entirelv with its a'ppendages which extended to the Forum.

After having had kings and various kinds of governujonts,

Proeneste sulyugated by the Romans under the conduct of Cin-

cinnatus, destroyed then restored by Svlla, who sent a colony

there, flourished during the emperors, and preserved its splendour

to the f.'.ll of tlie empire.

From this period Prteneste declined, and in tlie various devas-

tations whiclr it suffered its monuments were destroyed: on the

ruins of which the modern Palaestriua has gradually been raised.

The latter increa'^ing from time to time now presents the

singular spectacle of houses, churches, and high palaces, sus-

pended as it were on the vast terraces which sujjported the an-

cient edifices.

It has been through those modern buildings that M. Huyot
has set about seeking out and measuring the remains of the monu-
ments which formed the splendour of the ancient Prauieste.

The enterprise was the more difficult, as he embarked upon

it almost without guides : those only whom he could consult

were Pietro Ligorio, among whose manuscript drawings a ge-

neral plan and perspective view of this temple with its atrium

and appendages were found ; Pietro da Gortona, from whov©

drawings a y)lan and general elevation were engraved on a large

scale ; and .Suares, who in his Prcenesle j4tifiqiin, and \'olpi in

the VehisLat'wm, have inserted perspective views.

Inexact and incomplete as these works are, and the friuts of the

imagination rather than of the observations of their authors,

they could offer but very feeble assistance.

Piranesi, that indefatigable investigator of ancient monuments,

ha« published nothing on the latter : there was therefore a new
mine to explore, and M. Huyot acquitted himself with the

greatest success.

He has given six drawings of the results of his extensive in-

quiries.
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quirles. The first three give the plan, elevation, and general

section of the ancient Pritncste, in their jiresent state, and
stripped of the modern constructions which cover them ; the

three other drawings present the plan, elevation, and general

t*ections of the ancient city, with its chief edifices, restored in

tiie .state in which tliev must have existed at the time of Sylla,

an epoch selected by the author to make the restoration.

We there ascertain the ancient Praenestine way, which leads

from Rome to the principal entrance of the city ; its walls and
various gates ; the easy flight of steps which lead to a first plat-

form, on which was established the Fovum of the city; which in

its lower part comprehended the Basilicae of /Emilia and Fulvia,

the Temples of Juno and ^^sculapius, and the pools of water for

the use of those who came to visit the Temple of Fortune ; and
in its upper part the Temple of Jupiter Imperator with its por-

ticos.

Above the Forum are several terraces and flights of steps of

easy ascent, constructed of irregidar polvg;)ns, which led to a

second platform containing the atrium and the dependences of

the Temple of Fortune. Lastly, this tem{)le itself erected on a

piece of ground still more elevated and crowning the whole.

In order to appreciate correctly the merit of such a work, we
must consider the obstacles of every kind which it M'as necessary

to surmount.

The immense extent of tliese edifices, and their situation on
the abrupt slope of a rugged mountain, were already sufficient

to render very difficult the operations necessary for drawing the

plans of their ruins : and how much must the difficulties have

been increased, by the complete superposition as it were of a
modern city, the streets, squares and pul)lic buildings of which

intersect in every direction and disturb the arrangement of the

ancient city 1

If we reflect that it was in spite of these obstacles, that it Vvas

necessary first to draw and establish in an accurate manner the

respective directions and levels of this multitude of terraces made
at different altitudes on the brow of the mountain : afterwards

to ascertain the remains of the ancient monuments scattered

over the platforms which separate these terraces; to discriminate

between them and the modern construction with which they are

often confounded by the identity of the materials ; finally, to

unite and arrange all these fragments, and to form a whole out

of them, which should agree at once with the notices left by au-

thors, the vestiges still existing, and the rules of art; we may
easily suppose that, to succeed in such an enterprise, it would be

necessary to join to a consummate practice in the study of an-

ticjuiticsa perseverance and sagacity of the rarest description.

To
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To leave nothing unaccomplished, M. Iluyot has added to htj

th-awings a very copious memoir, and which lie ho])es to have the

honour to read to the class, in which collecting all the notices

scattered through writers, lie gives a sketch of the history of

Prieneste, and treats of the ancient names of that city, its origin,

of the various spots of ground which it occupied, and of its suc-

cessive extensions ; of the monuments with which it is eml)el-

lished, and of the date of their constrtiction : histlv, lie describes

the modern city of Pala^strina, and the remains of the Temple of

Fortune, the special ol)jcct of his study.

This last )iart is the most interesting for the art, because it

contains the proper notions for determining tlie style and cha-

racter of the architecture of the montmicnts of ancient Prieneste.

Allhou(ih the most ancient, perhaps, of those which Ave know iu

Italy, they are those only in which we remark the simultaneous

emplovment of the three orders of architecture.

In short, according to the fragments found in the lower part

of the city, we find thut the Doric order was employed in the

lower part of the Forum : its fluted column with sharp ridges and
without base, and the profile of its capital, resemble closelv those

of the Tem])le of Hercules at Cori, and the portico which is

known by the name of Palidarhnn, the remains of which are

seen on the Capitol. A stylobatnm still preserved in its place,

in the upper part of the Forum, exhibits also the Doric character,

the frieze of its entablature being adorned with triglvphs and
wreaths, executed precisely in the style of those which we sec on
a sarcophagus of the Scipios.

The Ionic order entered into the decoration of the edifices

dependent on the Temple of Fortune : its capitals, if we are to

judge from those which have been found, w^ere very badly sculp-

tured, and nearly of the same kind with those of the ancient

portico which is still seen at Perousis.

As to the Corinthian order, it is that which we meet Avith most
frequently in the buildings at Praeneste : although repeated ten

times, it is remarkable that its proportion and ornaments are

always the same : its chapter is decorated with acanthus leaves

turned up, and friezed like those of the capital of the Temple of

the Svl)ils at Tivoli, and its height is a single diameter onlv, con-

formably to the doctrine of Vitruvius. The cornices of this or-

der are profiled in a very simple manner, and exhibit no kind of

ornament.

With respect to the construction, all the walls, either of llie

terraces or of the body of the buildings, are executed in the

opus iricertiim, composed sometimes of immense blocks of stone

cut in irregular polygons, and placed on each other without ce-

mentj sometimes of thin stones mi,\ed and blocked up with lime

;

ia
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In several parts of these edifices we see arcades with full cein-

tures, the arches of which exhibit sections ree^ularly furnished.

These various observations, when compared, lead the author

to conchide that, the monuments of Praencste liavins^ l)oth bv the

manner (if their construction and the style of their architecture

an eviilcu' analot^y vvith the Teniplcs of Hercules at Cori, and
of the Sybils at Tivoli, vvith tlie tuhulnr'mm of the Capitol and
some otiier remains of anti(juity scattered through Etruria,

their erection dates from an ejK)ch at least contemporary, i. e.

far anterior to the foundation of the empire, and that conse-

quently the style of their architecture may give an idea of that

which was brought i)y the Greek colonies who came to Italy.

This hasty sketch of a work which has cost the author three

years labour, dining vvhich he made ten voyages to Palsestrina

and a stay of six consecutive months, will be suiruienc to de-

monstrate its importance.

In extricating from its ruins the ancient Pra?neste, l\I. Huyot
has not only made us acquainted with one of the most celebrated

monuments of antiquitv, of which but a very imperfect idea had
been entertained, and one of the vastest and most magnificent

architectural conceptions of the genius of the ancients; but also

a style of architecture little known hitherto, and which for the

sake of the art ought to be more noticed.

In all these respects the work of M. Huyot is wortliv of the

approbation of the class, and lie has to tiiauk tlie government for

permitting him to continue a vear longer at Rome.

Such is the result of the examination which your committee

has made of the works sent lately by the French architects

studying at Rome : this anavlsis, succinct as it is, will be suffi-

cient to give a high idea of their importance: and if, looking

back ten years, you recollect the various restorations already

made, and the architectural works published or engraved since

their return to France, you must acknowledge that the progress

of French architecture has been increasing. Among the works
published during these ten years by the pupils of the School of

Architecture, we may distinguish the Ruins of Pa^stum, by

M. Lagardette ; a Collection of Tovvn and Country Houses, by

M. Dubut; Tuscan Arcliitccture, by Messrs, Grandjean and
Famin ; a Collection of the finest Tombs of Italy, by M. Grand-
jean ; the Riiins of Pompeii, by M. Mazois : t!ie complete Works
of Vignole, by Messrs. Le Bas and Debret.

There no\v remain to be engraved the restorations of the

Temple of Patrician Chastity, by M. Dubut : the Temple of

Vesta at Rome, by M. Coussin ; the Mausoleum of Cecilia

Metella^ by M. Grandjean j the Temple of Ajitoninus and Fau-
stina,
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therefore precipitated. But the copper of commerce ahvay?

contains other metals : hence we must examine if any of thenj

innuiunlc the product. Lead, antimony and arsenic have been
finmd in copper. Tiie first and hist dissolve in the nitrous acid.

Antimony scarcely dissolves in dilute nitric acid, but I find tliat

^vhcn alloyed v.itli a largo portion of copper it dissolves with

sufhcient facility. Hence none of the above metals will be foimil

in the reduced silver. When cop))er is dissolved in strong nitric

ncid, the solutioii when saturated lets fall a brown powder
which Fourcroy considered oxide of coj)per. I collected a small

quantity of this povtder, heated it to a bright red, and found it

magnetic. Its saturated solution also struck a black with tinc-

tme of galls. This powder is therefore iron, and probably a

sub-oxyi;itrate. But when copper is protipitating the silver from

its nitrous solution, the iron, as I have found, will renuiin dis-

solved, provided that no lieat be used, and that the acid used in

forming the nitrate did not exceed s. G. 1*2.

The only metal, therefore, which adulterates tlie precipitated

silver is copper, proceeding no douI)t, as Vauquelin observes,

from the galvanic action between the precipitant and ]jrecipitate<l

metals. It might be doubted that ammonia will dissolve the

copper, as it is commonly supposed that this n;etal in its me-
tallic state is very little, or not at all, acted on by that alkali. Tlic

observation, however, does not apply to copper minutely divided.

I boiled ammonia on copper powder precipitated from its solu-

tion by iron, and well cleansed by washing with dilute nuiriatic

aeid : the ammonia in a minute or two assumed a deep blue

colour. The silver resulting from the above dcicribed proces'i

does not afford the least trace of copper to the strictest scrutiny.

It the solution of 24() grains of silver be made to amount to two
ounces measure, the silver precipitates speedily when the copper

is immersed ; and the particles are large enough to subside, and
to permit the pouring off of the washings without loss.

The quantity of copper necessary to precipitate 100 grains of

pure silver is 2S"7 grains, according to a great number of trials

Avliich all agreed. Bergman makes it iH : but in this case the

difference is of no couse(|uence.

The solution from which the silver has been separated af-

fords no preci]utatc with nuuiate of soda : hence the separation

is coni})lete: and I find tliat, v.'ith a little care, the loss of silver

by filtration and decai\tation need not exceed 3 per cent.

The boiling with ammonia merely takes up the copper : when
ammonia is boiled on silver, even in powder, and afterwards

saturated with muriatic acid, the transparency of the fluid is

scarcely iuij)aired.

1 have been thus minute in my account of so simple a process,

because
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because 1 conceived that ncvv.incl'.UHls are entitled to no consi-

deration unless they are shown to he adequate to their end, and
riecessarj/, on account of some im|jcrfeetions in the means pre-

viouslv employed. The advantages to he derived from tlie pro-

cess now [iroposed are the recovery of the whole of tlie silver,

the i)urity of it, and the little time and trouhle required for the

operation.

XLVII. On Airostatiofi. By A Correspokdent.

. To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — X iiK enthusiasm excited l)y the first invention of bal-

looiis, has like all the other movements of enthusiasm produced
a reaction, which has hitherto involved in a kind of ridicule

every attempt to a]>ply them to any useful purpose, and which
has been fatal to any progress in their improvement. The steady

march of the human mind, howes'cr, ultimately triuniphs over

these alternate fits of extravagance and torpor ; and the day is

proha!)lv not very distant, when the theories of ingenious nieu

controlled l)v the sober experiments of science will lead to more
lia))py results.

'I'lie weight of the machinery necessary to give a mechanical
impulse to balloons, appears to be an insurmountable obstacle

to that nrode of conducting them ; and the inclined plane lately

reconnncnued hy your ingenious correspondents is liable to tiie

same oljjection, and perhaps in a still greater degree.

Methods nmst therefore be devised of rendering the atmo-
sphere subservient to their motion and guidance as well as to

their support. The contrary currents of air that generally take

])lace at dilFerent elevations are well known; and it is presumed
that if the balloon were retained near the upper confine of one
stratum, and if a small auxiliary balloon were a.ttached by a rope

and permitted to ascend into another stratum, the velocity of

the former would be sulliciently retarded to admit of its being

steered in a course inclined by several degrees to the direction

of that current in which it floated : much in the same manner
that the skilful seaman drops his vessel down a strong tideway^

by giving her a slight velocity in the opposite dhcciion^ which
enables him to sheer and steer her at pleasure.

Or, on the contrary, the auxiliary might be made to descend

in search of a ))roper resisting current of air.

If the stratum. should be too extensive to ])ush the auxiliary

beyond its liuiits, even then the diminished rapidity of the v.ind

at a great elevation would probably produce a sufficient eftect.

In
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In crossing the sea, perhaps, a small weight might be allowed

to drag through the water, which would effectually answer Uie

purpose of steering the balloon obliquely across the wind, by Sir

George Caylev's sail-rudder.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your most obedient servant and wellwisher,

Loixloh, March 17, 1816. ^ •
"'

XLVII. Notices respecting New Books.

MR.Donovan has in the press An Essay on the Origin, Pro-

grcijs, and present State of Galvanism, with a Statement of a

new Theory. It is divided into three |)arts. The first contains

a s^ketch of the history of Galvanism divided into four periods.

The second contains investigations speculative and experimental

of the principal hvpothes^es ; vi/. of those of Volta, Fabroni, and

of the Briti-^h philosophers: of the hypothesis of electro-che-

mical afiinity as maintained by Davy and Berzelius
; and of the

identity of the agent in Galvanic and electric pliyenomena. The

third part comprises a statement of a new theory of Galvanism,

and is divided into two chapters. The first includes the general

principles of what has been called the excitement of Galvanism.

The second chapter is devoted to the application of these prin-

ciples in explaining Galvanic ])hienomena, and is subdivided into

five sections. The first section treats of Galvanic decompositions

in General. The «ecund presents a new theory of metallic arbori-

zations. The third explains the source of the light and heat

manifested in certain experiments. The fourth explains the

source of the electrical appearances : and the fifth shows the

cause of the nmscular contractions and shock.

in this theory the agency of an electric or Galvanic fluid is

not admitted ; the phaenomena are conceived to be explicable

bv the mere operation of chemical affinity.

Dr. C. H. Parry, of Bath, has just published An Inquiry into

the Nature, Cause, and Varieties of the Arterial Pulse ; and

Dr. G. E. Male, of Birmingham, has given to the world An Epi-

tome of Juridical and Forensic Medicine.

, XLVIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Fob. 29. A PArEii on Capillar}- Attraction, by J. Ivory, Esq.

F.K.S., was read. This able mathematician observed that, not-

withstanding
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XvlthstaiuHug the immense number of dissertations on this phae*

Ijomenon which had been pubhshed, still much is wanting to-

wards a lull and satisfactory solution of the question. In no-
ticing the various methods proposed for explaininj^ capillary at-

traction, he remarked that Clairaut was the only philosopher

who supposed that the attraction of tubes extended to any visi-

ble distance ; on the contrary, Newton and all other mathema-
ticians considered the sphere of attraction to be confined to tl>e

particles immediately in contact with the tube, and that it did

not extend to any sensible distance. This has been the generally

received doctrine, and the author thinks it confirmed by the re-

flection of light, as observed in glass. But the true theory of

this phaenomenon was not known till Professor Leslie, in the

Philosophical Magazine for 1802, first stated, in a popular man-
ner, that the attraction is in proportion to the density of the

fluid, and that temperature considerably modifies capillary at-

traction. This discovery Mr. Ivory considers as furnishing the

mean.i of giving a complete theoretical and experimental ex-

planation of this long debated phaenomenon. Having observed

that most philosophers had dwelt on the theory, and that very

few direct experiments were ever made to ascei tain the mode or

Mature and extent of capillary attraction, he commenced a series

of actual experiments on the subject. He measured the curves

formed by glass when immersed in a fluid, calculated the mole-

cular attraction of the fluid, &c. and in this manner performed

a great variety of experiments ; but many more, he observed,

may still be made without exhausting the subject. His theo-

retical method differed from that of Laplace, in being susceptible

of application to physical experiment ; whereas that of the French
mathematician was founded on the calculus. The remainder of

this ingenious paper was of a nature not fit for public reading;.

^ March T . A letter from Dr. Brewster to the President was
read. On the Nature of double refracting Crystals, and the Me-
thod of communicating this Power to Glass, &c. The new and
curious researches of this philosopher haviiig led him to investi-

gate particularly the nature of doubly refracting crystals, he has

at length discovered that if two plates of glass 0*30 of an inch

thick be bent together, they yield the series of seven colours

mentioned by Newton. He found in every case that pressure

and thickness imparted to glass the power of polarizing light

;

pressure also on plates of glass gives them the power oi double

refraction. By mechanical pressure he could thus communicate
to plates of glass, crystals of muriate of soda^ &c, the property

of doubly refracting crystals.

March 14. In the conclusion of Dr. Brewster*s experiments,

v/hich were illustrated by figures of the various appearances, &;c.

Vol.47. No. 215. McrM 1816. O ,^his,

J
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this most successful investigator of '* physical optics" observed

tliat the subject of double refraction is still extremely intricate

aud difficult ; and that this phaenomenon, like electricity and

maguetisni, presents numerous facts, which in the present state

of our knowledge are yet inex])licahle. Crystallization, he thinks,

i-s probably o\viii<? to a peculiar fluid of which we have yet no

adequate knowledge : but however this may be, the facts and

experiments which he has adduced tend to favour the undulatory

tlieory of light, &c.

A paper On the Calculus of Function, by Mr. Babbage, was

laid before the Society j but it was of a nature not fit for public

readii.g.

March 21. Sir E. Home, in a short paper, related some ex-

periments tending to prove the effects of medicines on the blood,

wliether taken into the stomach or injected into the veins. He
injected fluids into the jugular vein of dogs, and made some ex-

periments on himself with the eau jntdicinale, and instanced the

effect it had on his pulse, which is usually 80 in a minute. He
compared the effects with those of mercury taken into the sto-

mach; and the general result appears to be, that poisons injected

directly into the blood kill somewhat sooner (although in a si-

milar mode) than if taken into the stomach.

Part of a paper by Dr. T. Thomson was read On Phosphoric

Acid, in which the atomic theory is introduced and extended,

.and some of Dr. Berzelius's opinions controverted.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Report of the Council to the General Annual Meeting,
Fehruary 2, 1816.

In presenting their Report for the year 1815, the Council have

pleasure in announcing that the Society has increased in number,

that its finances have improved, and that the presents and me-
moirs transmitted to it since the last anniversary have been both

numerous and important.

The following is a statement of the numbers of the Society

at the last and present anniversaries.
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1

Of the 240 ordinary members, 14 have compounded for the

annual contribution, \^)Q are subject to the annual contribu-

tion, and 60 are exempt from it, as not residing within 20 miles

of the metropolis.

The following papers have been read before the Society since

the last anniversary.

A Memoir on the Native Oxyd of

Uranium .

.

. . bv William Phillips, Esq.

Sky by J. MacCulloc'h, M.D.
Quartz Rock .

.

. . by the same.

the Fossils in Cambridge-
shire .

.

.

,

. . by the Woodwardian Prof,

the Basalt of Christiania by Samuel Solly, Esq.

the Limestone of Plymouth by the Rev, R. Hannah, jun.

the Mine of Huel Peever,

in Cornwall .

.

., by John Williams, Esq.

the Mineralogy of the South-
western part of Somer-
setshire .

.

. . by Leonard Horner, Esq.

a Bone found in the Lake
of Geneva .

.

. . by F. Berger, M.D.
Basalt .

.

.

.

• • by Thomas Hare, Esq.

some Specimen from the

Isle of Tino, in the

Archipelago .

.

• • hy Leonard Homer, Esq.

a Geode found at Oak-
hampton ,

.

. . by the Woodwardian Prof,

the Rocks in the vicinity

of Duftan .

.

. . by the Rev, W. Buckland.

.,.,., some Specimens found

chiefly in Flanders . , by Knight Spencer, Esq.
an Analysis of Swedish

Felspar .

.

. . by J. S. W. Herschel, Esq.
'.'.''. ... a Plant in Chalcedony . . by J. MacCulloch, M.D.

Native Tellurium from
Norway .

.

. . by Professor Esmark.
the Angles of the primitive

Crystals of Quartz and
Sulphate of Barytes . . by William Phillips, Esq,

the Salt Mines of Cardona
in Catalonia .

.

. . by T. S. Traill, M.D.
the Iserine found near Li-

verpool .

.

. . by the same.

. /. . .j. Organic Remains from
Wc^t(^n Mjper mare . . by G, Cumberland, Esq.

2 A Me-
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A Memoir on the Geology of a part

of Lincolnshire . . by Edward Bogg, Eaq.
the Carnelians of the East

Indies .

.

. . by Copland, Esq.
Coak . . . . . . by John Taylor, Esq.

the Physical Geography of

Donegal .

.

. . by F. Bcrger, M.D.
...... the Plastic Clay and the

Beds which accoin.-

pauy it .

.

. . by the Rev. W. Buckland.
the Rocks in the Neigh-

bourhood of the Island <

of Salettc, and Bombay by Babington, Esq.

...... a Catalogue of Minerals

found at St. Helena,

now at the East India

House .

.

. . by Samuel Davis, Esq.
A list of the presents continued from the 2d volume of the

Society's Transactions will be published in the 3d volume.
The Council are happy to announce that, according to the

arrangements they have made, the 3d volume of the Geological

Transactions will appear in the course of the present session. It

will contribute, they hope, to direct the attention of the public

to the rational and useful researches that form the subject of its

]>ages, and to support the reputation which the Society has ac-

quired by the publication of its former volumes. The papers sub-

mitted to the public in this volume will show that the authors

have continued to act upon the principle of avoiding the dis-

cussion of theories which are too systematic and extensive, and
of treating geology principally as a science of observation.

The exertions of Mr. Greenough to complete the Geological

Map of England have been incessant, and a great part of the

work is now engraved.

The Council report with the utmost regret that the President

ha^ expressed his wish of not continuing in the chair beyond the

period for which he originally undertook that office, and which
terminates upon the present anniversary. The assurances of the

deep sense of the honour conferred upon him, with which he ha<»

accompanied the expression of his wish, will be thought super-

fluous by those who have witnessed his conduct during the time
he has filled the situation, and his unremitting endeavours to

promote the interests of the Society.

The junior secretary, finding the time occupied by his official

duties incompatible with the claims of other engagements of

considerable importance to himself, begs leave to withdraw him-
self
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self for the present from a trust which the memhers at large

would no doubt be very desirous again to commit to his tried

activity and abilities. The arrangement of the most interesting

department of the Society's cabinet, namely, that which illustrates

the natural order of succession of the English strata, is entirely

due to his care and knowledge. The vacancy occasioned by his

retirement, under a less prosperous state of the Society, it would

not have been easy in an adequate manner to supply.

It was reported at the last Ammal Meeting, that the apart-

ments then in the occupation of the Society were altogether in-

sufficient for the arrangement of the collection ; and the Council,

Dot unmindful of this evil, has laboured during the whole of the

year to obtain a residence that would meet the growing wants

of the -Society. The necessity of a removal has since become
the more urgent. Notice has been given that the Society intends

to quit its present apartments, and it is now a tenant only by

sufferance.

A regard to the limited revenues of the Society, and a disin-

clination on the part of the Council to call upon the members
for sacrifices, which though intended to be voluntary might by
some be regarded as compulsory, have been the real obstacles to

the attainment of this great object. On resigning its trust for the

year 1815, as the last act of its power, the Council strongly and
earnestly recommends the case to the consideration of the mem-
bers.

At the Annual General Meeting, held 2d February 1616, the

Report of the Council was read and approved
;

The thanks-of -the Society were voted to William Blake, Esq.

retiring from the office of President; to George Bellas Green-

«>ugh, Esq. retiring by rotation from the office of Vice President;

to Henrv Warburton, Esq. retiring from the office of Secretary;

to Samuel Solly, Esq. retiring from the office of Foreign Secre-

tary; to William Hasledine Pepys, Esq. retiring from the office

of Treasurer.

FRENCH SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF ARTS.

Among the novelties exhibited by French artists during the

yearl8l5,wefind the following enumerated as the most striking

:

1. Some beautiful specimens of painting on velvet, by M.
Vauchelet ; among these was a highly-finished portrait of thf

emperor Alexander.

2. Several utensils of platina, among which are dish cov-^'^j

watch chains, &:c. by M. Janets, who has entirely suppressed the

use of arsenic in his process for rendering platina malleable.

3. Celestial and terrestrial globes of glass for lamps, most ac-

curately engraved and coloured.

O 3 Among
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Among the printed papers sent in to the Society were :

A paper by M. Lasteyrie, on making flour and bread, from

potatoes; by which it appears that this vegetable may be kept

for many years in the state ol" powder.

A paper bv Baron de Werneck, showing the quantity of po-

tash contained in the various trees, shrubs, and plants, which

yield this substance.

XLIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

STATE OF CHEMICAL SCIENCE OX THE CONTINENT.

Extract of a Letterfrom M. Dobereiner to 3/. Van Mons*.I.I- on. S.*} I Fchrunry.

N 3 note to p. 59 of my Elements of Pharmaceutical Che-
mistry, I expressed a suspicion that phosphorus might Ije com-
posed of a peculiar substance and of hydrogen. This idea, which
was founded upon a particular experiment, has since been con-

firmed.

If we introduce into a retort three parts of iodine and one of

phosphorus, both as dry as possible, and heat them by the flame

of a spirit lamp, the two bodies will penetrate with an extrica-

tion of light and vaporisation of hydro-iodic acid, and there will

remain in the retort a brilliant substance of a brownish-red co-

lour, which, when washed and dried, keeps in the air without

being aHered at the habitual temperature of that fluid : by a

strong heat, however, it inflames and burns in the air, dries,

and forms vapour of phosphoric acid. As the hvdro-iodic acid

is the product of the combination of hydrogen with iodine, and

as the latter no more than phosphorus contains water, we ought

to admit that the hydrogen has taken its origin from the phos-

phorus, and that the reddish-brown residue, after being washed

and dried, i^ de-hydrogenated phosphorus. This conclusion \^

also confirmed by the circumstance, that the new iodine, heated

with the residue, gives no longer hydro-iodic acid. According to

this result, phosphorus is, like sulphur, a hydrine and not a simple

body.

The charcoal of wood 's a proto-hydrlne. When the sub-

iauce in very line powder, and mixed with two parts of iron re-

d'-ced, and one part of oxide of manganese, is made red hot for

fiCvtral hours, the latter of these bodies de-hydrogenates it, and
the t^Tnlcr condenses it. The produce of this operation is iron

alloyed n\%\\ i;ianganese, and a lamellated friable matter^ which

* Communicated by il. Van Mens.

is
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is of a blackish-gray colour, and has the metallic lustre. Thii?

is carboiiion united with a little iron and manganese, from which

we may separate it by along-continued digestion with aqua regia

and muriatic acid. The sulphur docs not take the latter metals

from the fire ; which proves that they are chemically combined

with the carbonion.

In the course of my lecture yesterday I tried to produce bo-

rlum by treating borax with charcoal, and the experiment coiji-

pletely succeeded. I mixed 220 grains of calcined borax with

18 grains of very fine charcoal, and I kept this mixture for tv/o

hours at a red heat in a gun-barrel. There was produced a black

fused n)ass ; which after having been washed with water, and

afterwards dried, left a deep olive-colo\n-ed powder, which had

all the characters and all the properties ascribed by Davy to bo-

rium.

I discovered nearly two months since a new sparkling pyro-

phorus, which preserves its property of shining for a long time,

and which may serve as a portable match. We obtain it by cal-

cining during an hour at a gentle red heat, and in a gun barrel,

a mixture of one part of calcined alum, and two parts of subcar-

bonate of potash, and from one-half to a whole part of lamp-

black. This pyrophorus seems to be composed of potassion and

sulphuret of carbonion. I also met the sulphuret of carbonion

in the liver-formed ore of mercury of Idria, as may be seen ia

Schweiger's Journal.

I have also recently discovered that the muriate of lead of

Derbyshire is composed of phosphoric acid and of lead, and that

the ceta camit of Peru consists of chloric acid and copper.

M. Dulong, continuing the researches of Thomson, has found

that the oxalic acid in uniting warm with the oxides of zinc or

lead, allows 0'20 to escape of its weight in water : the oxalates

resulting from it do not afterwards yield in their decomposition

in the dry way any thing but gaseous oxide of carbon, carbonic

acid, and tlie oxide of the metal. M. Dulong asks if these salts

are carbonites or carbonates of reduced metal ? He thinks they

are the latter. The oxalates of other metals do not give out

any water except at a very strong heat ; afterwards they yield

carbonic acid ; no oxide of carbon, but, in lieu of it, the metal

reduced : and the oxalates of soluble earth give out, under the

action of heat, em{)yreumatic oil, water, oxide of carbon, car-

bonated hydrogen, carbonic acid, carbon, and sub-carbonate.

We see that these differences depend on the retentive forces rc

on the energy of the o:sides which form the bases of the salts

It is long since I asserted that the vegetable acids wer^ l^y-

drates, sub-hydrates, or super- hydrates of carbonous aci<^- This

acid exists no more in the uncombined state than the oxide of

O 4 sulphur.
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s'llphur, and it resolve*, on being isolated, into complete acid

&rA rx'.ii : a» the oxide of sulphur resolves it>elf into sulphur

and fclphurtxrs acid ; and we may rigorously suppose that tlie

one is a combination of carbonic acid with the oxide of carbon,

and the other a combination of sulphurous acid with sulphur,

Conned both into salts. The weak oxides merely retain the

carbnoous acid long enough to strip it of its water, and after-

wards they gire up their oxygen to it, which is saturated into

carbonic acid. The strongest oxides separate i: instantly &om
its water ; and as they do not give their oxygen to it, the car-

boDOQs acid oo quitting them is resolved into oxide of carbon

and carbonic add ; and the oxides which retain it strongly, as

well as its water, allow its oxygen to concentrate into a portion

cf its snbstance, and in such a manner that carbon is set free,

an-i hydrogen is displaced from it, by the water : and this prin-

form carbonated hydrogen and emp}Teum=ttic oil.

: 1 r was thinking of my metallofluores and metallochlores

when lie supposed it possible that reduced metals could be united

to carbonic acid : but the case is very different; for the carbonic

acid retains ita own wa»:er, and deposits only the water of its or-

garazatioc : whereas the fluoric and muriatic acids deposit the

first water, and imite dry with the reduced metals. The result*

of Dnions: show that the oxides in the carbonates are propor-

tioned to the quantity of oxygen bt-longing to the dry carbonic

acid, whidi coarerts the carbonous acid into common carbonic

acid.

Cocmt Real, who lately spent a few days with me, has in-

vented an instrument for the extraction in the cold way of sub-

stances of the organic kingdoms, which is ver}' ingenious,

simple, and convenient. The dissolving liquid, which sometimes

becomes a displacing liquid, produces its own action. The in-

strument is a c^.'linder of any jpven size ; but it ought to have

the power of considerable re-sistance. It may be made of glass,

wood, tin or copper, according to the u^e for which it is in-

tended. Two diaphragms, or wire sieves, are fitted in at each ex-

tremity, and are intended to contain the substance, which ought

to be as minutelv pounded as possible, and a little preribcd doini,

that the Hf.uid when entering it may be retained. Over this cy-

linder a tube may be fixed, from two up to eight feet in height,

cestined to receive the menstnaum, and to produce a strong

freaavre, which may be rendered sudden or gradual at pleasure.

Itwe 611 the tube with mercury, the matter in the cylinder being

p€n«trated with spirits of wine, oil, or water, the pressure be-
come\ immense. This tube may be as narrow as you plea«e,

since aVquid, whatever be the base of its column, acts in pro-

portioo to the height of the lattCTj and not in presort!on to the

diameter
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^sBKterofitipffafcBgatiaD. TIm fiist portioBK of Bqmi vUdi
pMB tbroagh die lotrer sieve axe so diarged vith cbe safadye

soatter, tiiat dwy are as thick as spnfs "^ the ifjiwwg por-

tiflBs ha«« aeicber taste nor colocr. Qnaasia, far imfnfe, »»

oUained at fiist in its consistaice of estnact, and wint eaaacs

aftetwaids has no taste. The w ifciuiiug matteis with thek ap-

propriate soirents are also taken up at ooce. The extractive

matter of tea, coflee, and hop bO off in such a state of eoDcen-

tralioii, that thermaT be kept for Tears witboatspaifing. They
are of course to be diliited with water fior use. With a bottle oe

this extract in mie's pocket, it is aakf pecessanr to hare b(H&ng

yrxter, milk and sugar, to make good tea fx taSt^ which hacre

afl their colouring rirtoes, and hare not lo&t a paiticie of asoma.

If an extract is wanted by means of any other menstnpna than

water, for instance by alcohol, by alkaEne fiqoor, aci^ or OKi,

the organic substance most be ia^v^poated with them, and

water poured in above. These Hqmds saturated with the solobls

snbstaBce pass through without the smallest poctian of water

being mixed with them. Pounded almonds are obtained ia

tlua oil : and, when the water p«s»s, it b of a red colour. For

the oils which freexe, the temperature most not be too low. Is

short, every substance which o^gfat not to be eUborated by hear,

cr vrfaat vre may call boiled, is obtained ^leetfily aad coauao-

<fioadj by this apparatns, which may be called a Ssaohmg pnss^

Its appBration is wtrrersal, and its results tdll be curious ; it will

fiBMah every substance free firom alteration by hea^ with sob-

CO—

p

oaition, supercomposttiop, at decompossdon : the waHaa
of organic substances will be pofected and fadhtated by it, and
their elements will be soon better known.

Note hf M. VoM Mons on Ike a&ocv l^ler.

I hare observed to M. Dobereiner, in my reply, that m all

probability' hb icxfine was iodous acid, and the water of washing,

after haviiig taken off the iodic acid dry. must hare left enough
of oxygen with the phosphoru5 to courert it into hydrophospho-
rous acid. I call iodous add, iodi&e half saturated widi hydro-

gen ; as we call sulphurous acid, sulphur half saturated with oxy-

gen. We obcain this acid either by demi-sakuration with h)iiro-

gen, or by the disengagement cf the hatf of the asntg^i oi the

icKiine by means of water ; or, noally, 1^ the nuxturc of iodine

^)>'ith iodic acid : and ou the suppositioa that the residue nmsK
have been de-hydrogenated phosphocus> this new bedy, on being
burnt in dry air, coiild not give out vapours of pbosplMmttsi add,
aud above all hydrophosphorou5 acid. The osTgen of the iocBne

r-'v^airin? witb the phosphorus must hare been iat—afrfetdy

combined.
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sulphur, and it rssolves, on being isolated, into complete acid

and oxide ; a* tlie oxide of sulphur resolves iti>elf into sulphur

and sulphurous acid ; and we may rigorously suppose that the

one is a combination of carbonic acid with the oxide of carbon,

and the other a combination of sulphurous acid with sulphur,

formed both into salts. The weak oxides merely retain the

carbonous acid long enough to strip it of its water, and after-

wards they give up their oxvgen to it, which is saturated into

carbonic acid. The strongest oxides separate it instantly from

its water ; and as they do not give their oxygen to it, the car-

bonous acid on quitting them is resolved into oxide of carbon

and carbonic acid ; and the oxides which retain it strongly, as

well as its water, allow its oxygen to concentrate into a portion

of its substance, ajid in such a manner that carbon is set free,

and hydrogen is displaced from it, by the water : and this prin-

ciple mav form carbonated hydrogen and empyreum-itic oil.

M.Dulongwas thinking of my metallofluores and metallochlores

when he supposed it possible that reduced metals could be united

to carbonic acid : but the case is very different; for the carbonic

acid retains its own water, and deposits only the water of its or-

ganization ; whereas the fluoric and muriatic acids deposit the

first water, and unite dry with the reduced metals. The results

of Dulong show that the oxides in the carbonates are propor-

tioned to the quantity of oxygen belonging lo the dry carbonic

acid, which converts the carbonous acid into common carbonic

acid.

Count Real, who lately spent a few days with me, has in-

vented an instrument for the extraction in the cold way of sub-

stances of the organic kingdoms, which is very ingenious,

simple, and convenient. The dissolving liquid, which sometimes

becomes a displacing liquid, produces its own action. The in-

strument is a cylinder of any given size ; but it ought to have

the power of considerable resistance. It may be made of glass,

wood, tin or copper, according to the use for which it is in-

tended. Two diaphragms, or wire sieves, are fitted in at each ex-

tremity, and are intended to contain the substance, which oug'it

to be as minutely pounded as possible, and a little pressed down,

that the licjuid when entering it may be retained. Over this cy-

linder a tube may be fixed, from two up to eight feet in height,

destined to receive the menstruum, and to produce a strong

jressure, which may be rendered sudden or gradual at pleasure.

Itwe fill the tube with mercury, the matter in the cylinder being

penetrated with spirits of wine, oil, or water, the pressure be-
comet. immense. This tube may be as narrow as you please,

since aVquid, whatever be the base of its column, acts in pro-

portion to the height of the latter^ and not in proportion to the

diameter
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diameter of its prolongation. The first portions of liquid which

pass thro»)gh the lower sieve arc so charged with the soluble

matter, that they are as thick as syrup, and the remaining por-

tions have neither taste nor colour. Quassia, for instance, i5

obtained at first in its consistence of extract, and what conie?i

afterwards has no taste. The colouring matters with their ap-

propriate solvents are also taken up at once. The extractive

matter of tea, coffee, and hops fall off in such a state of concen-

tration, that they may be kept for years without spoiling. They
are of course to be diluted with water for use. With a bottle ot

this extract in one's pocket, it is only necessary to have boiling

water, milk and sugar, to n)ake good tea or coffee, which have

all their colouring virtues, and have not lobt a particle of aroma.

If an extract is wanted by means of any other menstruum thati

Avater, for instance by alcohol, by alkaline liquor, acid, or oil,

the organic substance must be impregnated with them, and

water poured in above. These liquids saturated with the soluble

substance pass through without the smallest portion of water

being mixed with them. Pounded almonds are obtained iu

thin oil ; and, when the water passes, it is of a red colour. For

the oils which freeze, the temperature must not be too low. In

short, every substance which ought not to be elaborated by heat,

or what we may call boiled, is obtained speedily and commo-
diously by this apparatus, which may be called a dissolving press.

Its application is universal, and its results will be curious ; it will

furnish every substance free from alteration by heat, with sub-

composition, supercomposition, or decomposition : the analysis

of organic substances will be perfected and facihtated by it, and

their elements will be soon better known.

Note ly M. Van Mans on the above letter.

I have observed to M. Dobereiner, in my reply, that in all

probability his iodine was iodous acid, and the water of washing,

after having taken off the iodic acid dry, must have left enough
of oxygen with the phosphorus to convert it into hydrophospho-
rous acid. I call iodous acid, iodine half saturated with hydro-

gen ; as we call sulphurous acid, sulphur half saturated with oxy-

gen. We obtain this acid either by demi-saturation with hydro-

gen, or by the disengagement of the half of the oxygen of the

iodine by means of water ; or, finally, by the mixture of iodine

with iodic acid : and on the supposition that the residue must
have been de-hydrogenated phosphorus, this new brdy, on being
burnt in dry air, could not give out vapours of phosphorous acid,

and above all hydrophosphorous acid. The oxygen of the iodine

reniaining with the phosphorus must have been incompletely

combined^
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combined, atul the heating by completing the coinbinution niUbt

liave caused the flame which was develuj)ed. Iodine is rarely

found witliout an admixture of idious acid. The iodous acid is

perhaps iodate oi idiouatc of iodic acid, and the sulphurous

acid, perhaps sul])hate of bulphur.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

We have been favoured with the following oflicial account of

the most recent topographical surveys of the above important

British colony.

" Govermnent and General Orders.

" Govcrnineut-llouse, Sydiiov, June 10, 1815.

" CIVIL nr.PAUTMKNT.

** The Governor desires to communicate, for the information

of the public, the residt of his late tour over the Western or Blue

Mountains, undertaken for the purpose of being enabled per-

sonally to appreciate the importance of the tract of country ly-

ing westward of them; which had been explored in the latter

end of the year 1813 and beginning of J 81 4 by Mr. George

William Evans, deputy surveyor of lands.

*^ To those who know how very limited a tract of country has

been hitherto occupied by the colonists of New South Wales,

extending along the eastern coast to the north and south of

Port Jackson only 80 miles, and westward about 40 miles to the

foot of that chain of mountains in the interior which forms its

western boundary, it must be a subject of fistonishment and re-

gret, that amongst so large a population no one appeared within

the first 25 years of the establishment of this settlement possessed

of sufficient energy of mind to induce him fully to explore a pas-

sage over these mountains :—but, when it is considered that for

the greater part of that time even this circumscribed portion of

country afforded sufficient produce for the wants of the people,

whilst on the other hand the whole surface of the country be-

yond those limits was a thick and in many places nearly an im-

jienetrul;le forest, the surprise at the want of effort to surmount

8uch difficulties must abate very considerably.

" The records of the colony only afford two instances of any

bold attempt luiving been made to discover the country to the

westward of the Blue Mountains.—The first was by Mr. Bass,

and the other by Mr. Caley, and both ended in disappointment

—

a circumstance which will not be much wondered at by those

who have lately crossed those moimtains.
*' To Gregory Blaxland and William Wentworth, esquires, and

Lieutenant Lawson, of the Royal Veteran Company, the merit

is
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\% due of having, with extraordinary patience and much fatigue,

effected the first })assage over the incit nigged and difficult part

of tlic Blue Mountains.
'^ The governor, being strongly impressed with the irnpovtauce

of the object, had, early after his arrival in this colony, formed

the resolution of encouraging the attempt to find a passage to

the western country, and vvillinglv availed himself of the facilities^

which the discoveries of these three gentlemen afforded liim.

Accordingly, on the 20th of November 1813 he intrusted the

accomplishment of this object to Mr. George William Evans,

deputy survevor of lands, the result of whose journey uas laid

before the public, through the medium of the Sydney Gazette,

on the 12th of February ISM.
*' The favourable account given by Mr. Evans of the country

he had explored, induced the governor to cause a road to be

constructed for the passage and conveyance of cattle and pro-

visions to the interior ; and men of good character, from amongst
a number of convicts svho had volunteered their vserviues, were
selected to perform this arduous work, on condition of being

fed and clothed during the continuance of their labour, and
being granted emancipations as their final reward on the com-
pletion of the work.
" The direction and superintendence of this great work wa"

intrusted to William Cox, esq. the chief magistrate at Windsor;

and to the astonishment of every one who knows what was to l?e

encountered, and sees what has been done, he effected its com-
pletion in six months from the time of its commencement, hap-

pily without the loss of a man, or any serious accident. The
governor is at a loss to appreciate fully the services rendered by
Mr. Cox to this colony, in the execution of this arduous work,
which promises to be of the greatest public utility, by opening
a new source of wealth to the industrious and enterprising.

When it is considered that Mr. Cox voluntarily relinquished the

comforts of his own house, and the society of his numerous fa-

mily, and exposed himself to much personal fatigue, with onlv

such temporary covering as a bark hut could afford from the in-

clemency of the season, it is dilhcult to express the sentiment*

of approbation to which such privations and services are en-
titled.

Mr. Cox having reported the road as completed on the 2ist

of January, the governor, accompanied by Mrs. Macquarie and
that gentleman, commenced his tour on the 25 th of April last,

over the Blue Mountains, and was joined by .Sir John Jamieson
at the Nepean, who accompanied him during the entire tour.

—

The following gentlemen composed the governor's suite : Mr.
Campbell^ sectretarv j Capti Antill, major of brigade ; Lieut.

Watts
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Watts, aid-de-catiip ; Mr. Redfcrn, assistant surgeon ; Mr,
Oxlcy, surveyor general ; Mr. Meehan, deputy surveyor general;

Mr. Lewin, painter and naturalist ; and Mr. G. W. Evans, de-

puty surveyor of lands, who had been sent forward for the pur-

j)Ose of making further discoveries, and rejoined the party on the

day of arrival at Bathurst Plains.
*' The commencement of the ascent from Emu Plains to the

first depot, and thence to a resting place, now called Spring

Wood, distant 12 miles from Emu Ford, was througli a very

handsome open forest of lofty trees, and much more practicable

and easy than was expected. The facility of the ascent for this

distance excited surprise, and is certainly not well calculated to

give the traveller a just idea of the difficulties he has afterwards

to encounter.—At a further distance of four miles a sadden

change is perceived in the appearance of the timber and the

quality of the soil—the former becoming stunted, and the latter

barren and rocky. At this place the fatigues of the journey may
be said to commence. Here the country became altogether

mountainous, and extremely rugged.—Near to thelSth mile

mark (it is to be observed that the measure commences from Emu
Ford) a pile of stones attracted attention: it is close to the line

of road, on the top of a rugged and abrupt ascent, and is sup-

posed to have been placed there by Mr. Caley, as the extreme

limit of his tour :—hence the governor gave that part of the

mountain the name of Caley's Repulse. To have penetrated

even so far, was at that time an effort of no small difficulty.

—

From hence, forward to the 26th mile, is a succession of steep

and rugged hills, some of which are almost so abrupt as to deny

a passage altogether; but at this place a considerably extensi\e

plain is arrived at, which constitutes the summit of the Western

Mountains ; and from thence a most extensive and beautiful

prospect presents itself on all sides to the eye. The town of

Windsor, the river Hawkesbury, Prospect Hill, and other objects

within that part of the colony now inhabited, of equal interest,

are distinctly seen from hence.—The majestic grandeur of the

situation, combined with the various objects to be seen from this

place, induced the governor to give it the appellation of The
King's Table Land.—On the SW. side of the King's Table Land
the mountain terminates in abrupt precipices of immense depth,

at the bottom of which is seen a glen, as romantically beautiful

as can be imagined, bounded on the further side by mountains

of great magnitude, terminating equally abruptly as the others

;

and the whole thickly covered with timber. The length of this

picturesque and remarkable tract of country is about 24 mile?,

to which the governor gave the name of The Prince Regent's

Glen,'—Proceeding hence to the 33d mile on the top of a hill,
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nn opening presents itself on the SW. side of the Prince Regent's

Glen, from whence a view is obtaijied particuhirly beautiful and
grand—mountains rising beyond nioimtains, with stupendous

masses of rock in the fore-ground, here strike the eye with ad-

miration and astonishment. The circular form in which tlie

whole is so wonderfullv disposed, induced the governor to give

the name of Pitt's Amphitheatre (in honour of the late right

honourable William Pitt) to this offset or branch from the Prince

Regent's Glen. The road continues from hence, for the space

of 17 miles, on the ridge of the mountain which forms one side

of the Prince Regent's Glen, and there it suddenly terminates i:i

nearly a perpendicular precipice of 676 feet high, as ascertained

by measurement. The road constructed by Mr. Cox down this

rugged and tremendous descent, through all it?, windings, is no
less than three-fourths of a mile in length, and has been exe-

cuted with such skill and stability as reflects much credit on him.

The labour here undergone, and the difficulties surmounted, can
only be appreciated by those who view this scene. In order to

perpetuate the memory of Mr. Cox's services, the governor

deemed it a tribute justly due to him, to give his name to this

grand and extraordinary pass ; and he accordingly called it

Cox's Pass. Having descended into the valley at the bottom
of this pass, the retrospective view of the overhanging mountain
is magnificently grand. Although the present pass is the only

practicable point yet discovered for descending by, yet the moun-
tain is much higher than those on either side of it, from whence
it is distiiiguished at a considerable distance, when approaching
it from the interior, and in this point of view it has the appear-
ance of a very high distinct hill, although it is in fact only the

abrupt termination of a ridge. The governor gave the name of
Mount York to this termination of the ridge, in honour of his

royal highness the duke of York.
" On descending Cox's Pass, the governor was much gratified

by the appearance of good pasture land and soil fit for cultiva-

tion, which was the first he had met with since the commence-
ment of his tour. The valley at the base of Mount York he
called The Vale of Clwyd, in consequence of the stroui; re-

semblance it bore to the vale of that name in North Wales. The
griws in this vale is of a good quality and very abundant, and
a rivulet of fine water runs along it from the eastward, which
unites itself at the western extremity of the vale with another
rivulet containing still more water,—The junction of those two
streams forms a very handsome river, now called by the governor
Cox's River

; which takes its course, as has been .^'nce aster-
tnined, through the Prince Regent's Glen, and empties itself into
the river Nepean -, and it is conjectured, from the nature of the

country
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country tlirmie;i» which it passes, that it must be one of the prin-

cipal causes (»r the floods which have been oocasioually felt on the

low bunks of the river Ilawkesbury, into which the Ncpean dis-

charges itself. The vale of Clwyd. from the base of Mount York,
extends six miles in a westerly direction, and has its termination

at Cox's River. Westward of this river the country again be-

comes hilly, but is generally open forest land, and very good
pasturage.

*' Three miles to the westward of the \'ale of Clvvyd, Messrs.

Blaxland, Wentworth, and Lawson had formerly terminated their

excursion ; and wlien the various difficulties are considered which
rliey had to coutend with, especially until they had effected the

descent from Mount York, to which place they were obliged to

pass through a thick brush-wood, where they were under the

necessity of cutting a passage for their baggage-horses, the se-

verity of which labour had seriously affected their healths, their

patient endurance of .such fatigue cannot fail to excite much
surprise and admiration.—In commemoration of their merits,

three beautiful high hills joining each other at the end of their

tour at this place, have received their names in the following

order ; viz. — Mount Blaxland, Wentworth's Sugar Loaf,

and Lawscm's Sugar Loaf. A range of very lofty hills and
iiarrow valleys alternately form the tract of country from Cox's

River, for a distance of 16 miles, until the Fish River is arrived

at ; and the stage between these rivers is consecjuently very se-

vere and oppressive on the cattle. To this range the governoi

gave the name of Clarence Hilly Range.
'^ Proceeding from the Fish River, and at a short distance

firom it, a very .singular and beautiful mountain attracts the at-

tention, its summit being crowned with a large and very extra-

ordinary-looking rock, nearly circular in form, which gives to

the whole very much the appearance of a hill fort, such as are

frequent in India.—To this lofty hill Mr. Evans, who was the first

European discoverer, gave the name of Mount Evans. Passing

on from hence the country continues hilly, but affords good
pasturage, gradually improving to Sidmouth Valley, which is

distant from the pass of the Fish River eight miles. The land

here is level, and the first met with unencumbered with timber:

it is not of very considerable extent, but abound.s with a great

variety of herbs and plants, such as would probably highly in-

terest and gratify the scientific botanist.—This beautiful little

valley runs north-west and south-east, between hills of easy

a.scent, thinly covered with timber.—Leaving Sidmouth Valley,

the country becomes again hilly, and in other respects resembles

very much the country to the ea-stward of the valley for some
miles. Having reached Campbell River, distant 13 miles from

Sidmouth
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Sidmouth Valley, the governor was highly gratified by the ap-

pearance of the country, which there began to exhibit an open

an extensive view of gently rising grounds and fertile plains.

—

Judging from the height of the banks, and its general width, the

Campbell River must lie on some occasions of very considerable

magnitude ; but the extraordinary drought which has apparently

prevailed on the western side of the mountains, equally as through-

out tills colony for the last three years, has reduced this river so

much that it may be more properly called a chain of pools than

a running stream at the present tin^e. In the reaches or pools cf

the Campbell River, the very curious animal called the paradox, cr

water-mole, is seen in great numbers, The soil on both banks
is uncommonly rich, and the grass is consequently luxuriant.

—

Two miles to the southward of the line of road which crosses

the Campbell River, there is a very fine rich tract of lov/ lands,

which has been named Mitchell Plains. Flax was found here

growing in considerable quantities.—The Fish River, which
forms ji junction with the Campbell River a few miles to the
northward of the road and bridge over the latter, has also two
very fertile plains on its banks, the one called O'Connell Plains,

an-d the other Macquarie Plains, both of considerable extent,

and very capable of yielding all the necessaries of life.

" At the distance of seven miles from the bridge over tlie

Campbell River, Bathurst Plains open to the view, presenting a
rich tract of champaign country of 1 1 miles in length, bounded
on both sides by gently rising and very beautiful hills, thinly

wooded. The Macquarie River, which is constituted by the junc-
tion of the Fish and Campbell River, takes a winding course

through the plains, which can be easily traced from the high
lands adjoining, by the particular verdure of the trees on its

banks, which are likewise the only trees throughout the extent
of the plains.—The level and clean surface of these plains gives

them at first view very much the appearance of lands in a state

of cultivation.

'^ It is impossible to behold this grand scene without a feeliijg

of admiration and surprise, whilst the silence and solitude which
reign in a space of such extent and beauty as seems designed by
Nature for the occupancy and comfort of man, create a degree
of .melancholy in the mind which may be more easily imagined
than described.

" The governor and suite arrived at these plains on Thursday
t'le 4th of May, and encamped on the southern or left bank of
tiie Macquarie River—the situation being selected in consequence
of its commanding a beautifiil and extensive prospect for many
miles in every direction around it.—At this place the governor
remaii'^d id: a week, which time he occupied in making excur-

sions
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"Ions in different directions through the adjoining coutitryj on
both .sides of the river.

** On Sunday, tlie 7th of May, the governor fixed on a site

suitable for the erection of a town at some future period, to which
lie gave the name of Bathurst, in honour of the present secre-

tary of state for the colonics.—The situation of Bathurst is

elevated sudicicntly beyond the reach of any floods which may
occur, and is at the same time so near to the river on its south

bank as to derive all tlie advantages of its clear and beautiful

stream. The mechanics and settlers of whatever description who
may be hereafter permitted to form permanent residences to

themselves at this place, will have the highlv important advan-

tages of a rich and fertile soil, with a beautiful river flowing

through it, for all the uses of man. The governor must how-
ever add, that the hopes which were once so sanguinely enter-

tained, of this river becoming navigable to the Western Sea, have

ended in disappointment.
" During the week that the governor remained at Bathurst,

he made daily excursions in various directions : one of these ex-

tended 22 miles in a south-west direction, and on that occasion,

as well as on all the others, he found th.e country composed
chiefly of valleys and plains, separated occasionally by ranges of

low hills ;—the soil throughout being generally fertile, and well

circumstanced for the purpose of agriculture or grazing.

" The governor here feels much pleasure in being enabled to

communicate to the public, that the favourable reports which he

liad received of the country to the west of the Blue Mountains

liave not been by any means exaggerated,—the difficulties which

present themselves in the journey from hence are certainly great

aud inevitable ; but those persons who may be inclined to be-

come permanent settlers there, will probably content themselves

with visiting this part of the colony but rarely, aud of course will

have them seldom to encounter.— Plenty of water and a suffi-

ciency of grass are to be found in the mountains for the su))port

of such cattle as may be sent over them; and the tracts of fer-

tile soil aud rich pasturage which the new country affords, are

fully extensive enough for any increase of population and stock

which can pos.sil)ly take place for many years.

" Within a distance of ten miles from the site of Bathurst,

there is not less than fifty thousand acres of land clear of timber,

and fully one half of that may he considered excellent soil, well

calculated for cultivation. It is a matter of regret, that in pro-

portion as the soil improves the timber degenerates; and it is

to be remarked, that every where to the westward of the moun-
tains it is much inferior both in size and quality to that within

the present colony: there i?, however, a sufficiency of timber of

tolerable
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tolerable quality within the district around Batliurst, for the

purposes of house-building and hu>jbandry.

"The governor has liere to lament, that neither coals nor lime-

stone have ht-en yet discovered in the uef-.tern country; articles

in theni-elve>> of so much importance, that the want of them
must be >even ly felt whenever that country shall be settled.

" Having euunieiatcd the principal and most inij)ortant fea-

tures of this new country, the governor lias now to notice some
of its live prodnctions. All around Bathurst abounds in a va-

riety of game ; and the two principal rivers contain a great

quantity of ti»>h, hut all of one denouiinatioa^ resembling the

percii in appearance, and of a delicate and line flavour, not un-
like that of a rock cod : this fish grows to a large size, and h
very voracious. Several of them were caught during the gover-

nor's stay at Bathurst, and at the halting-place on the Fish Ri-

ver. One of those caught weighed 17 lbs and the people sta-

tioned at Bathurst reported that thev had caught some weighing
•25 lbs.

^' The field game are th.e kangaroos, emus, black swans, wild

geese, wild turkeys, bustards, ducks of various kinds, quail,

bronze, and other pigeons, &c.6i'c. The water- mole, or paradox,

also abounds in all the rivers and jjonds.

*' The site designed for the town of Bathurst, by observation

taken at the flag- staff, which was erected on the day of Bathurst

receiving that name, is situated in latitude 33- 24' .'^O" south,

and in longitude 149" 37' 45" east of Greenwich, being also

27i miles north of Government-house in S\Th.ey, and 944- west

of it, bearing west 2U' 31 >' north, 83 geographic miles, or 954
statute miles ; the measured road distance from Sydney to

Bathurst being 14U Eiiglish mdes.
" The road constructed by Mr. Cox and the party under him

commences at Emu Ford, on the left bank of the river Nepean,

and is thence carried 101 ' miles to the flag-staff at Bathurst : this

road has been carefuilv measured, and each mile regularly marked
on the trees growing on the lelt side of the road proceeding to-

wards Bathurst.
" The governor in his tour made the following stages, in

which he was principally regulated l)y the consideration of having

good pasturage for the cattle, and plenty of water :

1st stage:—Spring Wood, distant from Emu Ford 12 miles

2d ditto—Jamieson's Valley, or 2d depot, distant

from ditto . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 2S miles

3d ditto—Blackheath, distant from ditto . . 41 miles

4th ditto—Cox's River, distant from ditto . , 56 miles

5th ditto—The Fish River, distant from ditto . . 72 miles

6th ditto—Sidmouth Vallev, distant from ditto . . SO miles
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7th stage— (;anij)l)ell River, distant from Kniu Ford 01 milo?

Sth ditto—Batlinrst, distant from ditto . . . . 101^ miles.

" At all ot wiiich places the traveller may assure himself of

good grass,. and water in ahundanee.
*' On Tinirsday the lltli of May the governor and suite set

out from Bathurst on their return, and arrived at Sydney on

Friday the iDth ultimo.

" The governor deems it expedient here to notify to the puhlic,

that he does not mean to make any grants of land to the west-

ward of the Blue Mountains until he shall receive the commands
of Mis Majesty's ministers on that sul)jcct, and in reply to the

report he is now ahout to make them upon it.

•' In the mean time, such gentlemen or other rcspectahle free

persons as may wish to vihit this new country, will he permitted

to do so on making a written application to the governor to th.at

effect ; who will order them to he furnished with written passes.

It is at the same time strictly ordered and directed, that no per-

son, wiiethtT civil or military, shall attempt to travel over the

Blue Mountains without having previously applied for and ob-

tained permission, in the above prescril)ed form. The military

guard stationed at the first dejjot on the mountains will receive

full instructions to prevent the progress of any persons Avho shall

not have obtained regular passes. The necessity for the esta-

blishing and strictly enforcing tliis regulation is too obvious to

every one who will reflect on it, to require any explanation here.

" The governor cannot conclude this account of his tour,

without offering his best acknowledgements to William Cox, esq.

for the important service he has rendered to the colony in so

short a period of time, by opening a passage to the new-dis-

covered country, and at the same time assuring him, that he

shall have great pleasure in recommending his meritorious ser-

vices on this occasion to the favourable consideration of His

Majesty's Ministers.

" By command of his excellency the Governor,

"John Thomas Campijeli., Secretary.''

M. Orfila has continued his interesting researches upon poi-

sons. According to the second part of his work now published,

he does not consider opium as a narcotic or a stimulant, but lus

exercising an action completely .sid gC7ieris. With respect to

the Sola/ium nigrum^ M. Orfila does not think it is poisonous

at all ; and adds, that the Belladonna must have been the dele-

terious plant mistaken for it bv authors.

With respect to the effects of poison from narcotics, as they

have been called, M. Orfila observes that authors have pre-

t-cribed the vegetable acids, coffee, camphor, water, chlorine,

and
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ard bleeding. M. Orfila has proved, however, 1. That the

%egetab!e acids couslantly liasten death, when they exist in the

.stoniacli along with the narcotic, wh.ich is owing to the acids

forming the solution of the poison, and consequently its absorp-

tion. (There are ten experiments to verify tins fact.) 2. That
acidulated water was very usefp.l for combating the effects of

narcotics, when they had been previously rejected by vomiting

:

thus animals which would have died infallibly at the end of an
liour, were paved by administering to them night and day, for

twenty-four or thirtv-six hour';, several dosos o'l water soured by
a little vinegar: those which were nearly revived bv the end of

the day, and which had been nciflected during the night, died

for want of assistance. 3. That a strong infusion of coffee is

an antidote to the effects of poison by means of narcotics, and
the animals to which it was administered night and day reco-

vered. 4. That the decoction of coiTsje is much less energetic

than the infusion. 5. That camphor is not the counterpoisOu

to narcotics, but that it may be administered in small doses to

diminish their effects. 6. That water and mucilaginous pre-

parations, so far from being useful, hasten the approach of death,

because they favour the absorption of the poison. 7. That
bleeding was never injurious, and that it was frecjuentlv sufficient

to operate the revival of plethoric animals, which would never-

theless have died two or three days afterwards, if they had not
been attended to : and lastly, that it is best always to open the
jugular vpin. S. That chlorine acts nearly like the vegetable

acids.

M. Orfila has announced his intention to compare the effects

of the poisonous plants of Africa and the South of Europe, with
those which he has obtained in France. He is also collectijin-

materials for a work, in which he means to show in whr^.t cases

the fluids of living animals are deranged, become venomous, and
the diseases which they produce.

Mr. Robertson Buchanan, of Glasgow, has published a work
On the best Method of constructing and navigating Steam Boats,

illustrated with fourteen engravings.

Madame Candida Lena Pcrpenti, of Como in Italy, has re-

vived the art of s|)inning and weaving the amianih//s. M. Mos-
cati, of Turin, has sent some good specimens of the clcth made
from it, with a paper descriptive of the process, to the French
fSociety of Arts.

The cloth manufactory at Mouzonin the Ardennes, in France,
has been lighted since 1813 with gas made from coal.

P 2 - M. Vogel
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M. Vogel has aiialvsed the brick-dust sediment of the humnn
urine, known by the appeUation of the rosacic acid. This substance

has not been found in the urine of a healthy person by M. Vot;el,

althougli M. Proust was of a contrary o|jinioii. The former

observes :
—" 1 never found that this red sul)stance was formed

previous to or during the state of fever ; it aK\ :i\ < began t(» make
its appearance at the period when the crisis was completely past.

Ilcccjitly I had an opportunity of procuring a consideraljle quan-^

tlty of this substance. A friend who is sul)ject to goutv attacks

voided this kind of urine during fifteen davs, and collected the

red powder for me by filtration, (/old water has no eflfect on
it, but boiling water dissolves it coinp/letelv. The solution is

])rownish ; and as it cools, a white })owder is deposited. The
liquid has a smell like that of urine, and reddens turnsole tinc-

ture.

" J3oiling alcohol of the specific gravity of 40"^ in Baume's are-

ometer, dissolves it sensibly, but not so completely as boiling

water. By decanting off the alcohol, and boiling the residue se-

veral times with a new (piantity of alcohol, this liquid finishes

by being perfectly colourless, and there remains a much paler

powder, and upon which alcohol seems no longer to act. After

being dried, this powder is almost white. It forms a strong

froth with cold nitric acid ; ar.d when the mixture is evaporated

to dryness, red soft bcales remain, as is the case when uric acid

is heated by nitric acid. The alcohol saturated with this red

matter was evaporated to dryness, and a red powder remained

unalterable in the air, which I consider as pure rosacic acid,

and from which the uric acid has been separated by the alcohol.

On the rosacic acid thus purified I made the following experi-

ments :— It was completely dissolved in water : the aqueous

solution reddens turnsole tincture, without however disturb-

ing lime-water; which proves that no phosphoric acid is pre-

sent.
*' The rosacic acid dissolves without effervescence in concen-

trated sulphuric acid. A red liquor is produced, which gradu-

ally becomes darker. This liquid loses its colour on the addi-

tion of a little water, and a white powder is precipitated, 'i'lie

Name white sediment is produced bv alcohol. The white powder
is almost insoluble in water, when it is washed until all the sul-

phuric acifl is taken from it. It presents all the characteristics

of uric acid. When we sprinkle the rosacic acid vvith a few

drops of sulphuric acid, the ))owder acquires a fine red colour;

but it soon becomes white, and in this state it resembles the

uric hcid.

" The yn\n\i\ sulphurous acid in which we shake the pulveru-

lent acid acquires a very lively redj a shade which it preserves

a long
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a long time even in sulphurous acid, and without the latter losing

its peculiar smell. When tiic rosacic acid is dried, \\hich has

been in contact witli the sulphurous acid, it yields a very fine

carmine colour. Wlien nitric acid at 32' is poured on the ro-

sacic acifl, there is ininiediateiy a considerable swelliuii np, and
a brisk effervescence of nitrous gas ; the red powder disappears,

and a yellowi'^h white substance is formed. On boiling the li-

f[Uor, the whole is dissolved, and there remain, by a slow evapo-

ration, red scales ])erfectly similar to those which are obtained

by treating the uric acid with nitric acid. According to M.
Proust, by pouring nitric acid on this acid a considerable quan-
tity of carbonic acid gas is liberated. Since the nitric acid only

can produce such an effervescence, the extrication of the car-

bonic acid and of the nitrous gas can only be ascribed to a reci-

procal decomposition which the rosacic acid and the nitric acid

exercise on each other. The simple muriatic acid does not ap-
pear to have a sensible action on the rosacic acid ; the p<:)v/der

remains in it diluted, without losing its intensity of colour^ and
it is only after a iew days that it becomes fawn-coloured. The
oxv-muriatic acid discolours the red colour very speefhlv, and
makes it yellow.

'^ Water charged with sulphurated hydrogen has no kind of

action on the rosacic acid. These two substances may remain
together for fifteen days without undergoing any change. Never-
theless, after a longer time the red powder disappears entirely,

and the liijuor acquires a putrid ammoniacal smell.

" When we sprinkle the rosacic acid with a concentrated so-

lution of caustic potash, the powder immediately acquires a
brownish colour, and abundance of ammonia is liberated. This
combination of rosacic aciil and of potath is very soluble in

water.

"The acids precipitate from it a powder ofa yellow colour; and
i-t would seem as if the rosacic acid by its union with potash had
uh'eady undergone a kind of decomposition ; at least I have not
been able to reproduce it by m.eans of an acid with its primitive

red colour. Liquid ammonia left in contact during some hours

with the rosacic acid converts it into a fine yellow powder. The
ammonia is combined in this yellow powder in the state of salt

with t!ie rosacic acid, and this salt is more soluble in water than
the rosacic acid it?;elf. The rosacic acid is precipitated in a yel-

low powder from the aqueoiTS solution of this salt with a base of

ammonia. On sprinkling the rosacic acid with a concentrated

volution of nitrate of silver, the powder loses its colour in a f<iw

hours and becomes bottle green. The pure nitric acid diluted

in a solution of nitrate of silver also assumes after some time a
brownish aspect. The nitrate of mercury and muriate of tin

P .'3 produce
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jjroducc nothing similar on the rosacic acid. Upon the whole,

M. Vogel conchulcy, with the exception of the citcunistance of

colour, and of the action of the sulphurou'; and sulphuric acid«,

that the rosacic acid does not riilTer essentially from the uric

acid ; and nature, in changing the one into the other, makes no

great effort."

PHOSPHATE OF ALUMINE.

M. Vauquclin has puhlished in the jinnales de Chimie the

following brief note on the j)hospliate of alumine :—" The
method hitherto regarded as the best ibr separating the phos-

phoric acid from iron, with which it is frequently mixed in the

ores, consists in fusing the latter with j)Otasli, &c. : but if there

is a.t the same time ahniiine in tiic^e ores, it is also dissolved in

the alk'iii, and is found united to the phosphoric acid when we
precipitate the latter, and iucrea>es the quantity of it. This

alumine might make us believe in the presence of the phos-

phoric acid, even when it does not exist, if we do not examine
the precipitate with attention.

" If the alumine exists with the phosphoric acid in an ore of

iron, it is evident that these two bodies will be dissolved in the

potash, will be precipitated bom it when we saturate the alkali

j)recisely bv an acid, and will ])e redissolved together by an ex-

cess of acid. If we add lime water in order to precipitate the

phosphoric acid, the ahunine will be also preeij)itated; but if we
treat the precii)itate when still moist by a solution of potash, it

will not be completely dissolved ; and this will be the proof of the

existence of the phosphoric acid: otherwise the solution would
take |)lace completely.
" This method appears to me the most i.-ertain, not only for

ascertaining the presence of the phosphoric acid in iron ores,

but also for estimating the quantitv of it. In fact, we caimot

analyse the pliospliate of alumine either by the alkidies or the car-

bonates : the former dissolve the entire combination, the otliers

dissolve it in part; in such a way, however, that there is a greater

quantity of phosphoric acid in tlie part dissolved than in that

which is not, 1 ascertained this in the following way : I boiled

a certain quantity of jjliosplrate of alumine with a solution of

carbonate of })otash. I fdtered the liq\ior in order to sej)arate it

from the undissolved portion, and 1 saturatcil with acetic acid

the excess of the carbonate of potash : there was formed a ])re-

cipitate, which was ])hosphate of alumine. I afterwards put an

excess of acid in the li(|Uor, and I assured mysrlf that in this

state it was not precipitated by ammonia; a proof that it did

not contain any more phosphate of alumitie : hut it had been

precipitated by lime water; which proves that the alkali had di-

vided
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vifJerl the phosphate of ahimine into super-sulphate which it had

lU'^solved, and into sub-sulphate wliich it Icit. We may besides

<li'tinc;uis!i pure ahnninc from the phosphate with this base :

the alumine is tran^))arent, and as it were gvlatinous ; tlie phos-

phate on the contrarv is opa(pie white : but this (piality does

not always announce the presence of the phosphoric acid in

aiumine, lor silcx and lime give it this opaque aspect.

'^ Although ammonia does not perceptibly dissolve pure alu-

mine, it dissolves a great (juantity of phosphate of alumiiie, which

it shares, like the carbonates, both into super- and sub-sulj)hate."

M. \'anquelin has analysed the bark of the South American
]ih\ut called the inalamho, brought to Europe by Messrs. Hum-
l)oldt and Bou])land. It had l)een strongly recommended as a

febrifuge, and of service cis a substitute for the Peruvian bar];

now in use. M. Vauquelin finds the malambo bark to contain :

1. a volatile aromatic oil; 2. a very bitter resin ; 3. an extract

soluble in water. The resin is of a reddish brown, dry, and
.sliining in its fracture : when put into the mouth it seems to be

at first tasteless, but some time afterwards its bitterness is de-

veloped in a very striking manner: it is very soluble, particularly

in warm alcohol, and its solution is abimdantly precipitated by

water; it is not soluble in the alkalies. When placed upon a

Mann body, it is dispersed almost entirely in smoke which has

tlie smell of incense. When subjected to the operation of heat

in close vessels, it furnislied an acid water and a thicl; oil the

smell of which was not agreeable, and some charcoal.

The extract is of a vellowish brown colour : its fracture is

sliiuiug when drv, but it becomes soft in the air ; it is not bitter

if it is U.41 was'.ied in alcohol : it is viscous and gluey w hen hu-

mid. When subjected to heat in close vessels this extract fur-

nishe.s a brown oil, a watery mixture which reddens turnsole, and

from w'hich potash nevertheless liberates ammonia in a very

sensible manner. The charcoal remaining in the retort, when
l.'iirnt iu a platina crucible left some very alkaline ashes, and

wliich furnished by lixiviation a considerable quantity of sub-

tarbomite of potash of a green colour, similar to that of certain

potashes of commerce. This colour is owing to manganese, for

by saturating this alkali by the muriatic acid the combination

assumed a very fine red colour. This alkali certainly comes

from some salts insoluble in alcohol, such as the tartrate, citrate,

or oxalate of potash.

The volatile oil is slightly citrine, lighter than water, of a

smell which seems at onee to resemble pepper and thyme : it is

slightly siduble in water, to which it communicates its smell and

its pungent taste : it js vcrv ><oluble in alcohol.

P 4 The
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The hark of the malaniho when incinerated furnished yellowish

v/hite ashes, which were entirely dissolved with effervescence in

tlic nunifiiic acid : the ammonia precipitate. I from its solution

a little I'lD-phate of lime mixed with ircn ; the --ulpl uric acid

afteivnr ^ ponrod into this sfdution. and the latter e^upoiated to

drvne--^ mhI calcined, gave abundance of sulphate ot hiLe, ;i little

snipliate rf ij.njinesia, and there was ;iKo a little ^ilc\ This

l.irk therefore contains the same principle^ as the vcijetables of

Euro})e, and shows that the soil ib nearly the same over the

glohe, or at leait that vegetables uniforndy extract from it the

sannc sui)srances.

The most ahnnda)it principle in the malaniho hark is the re-

sin, since ir forms one-fifth part of it. In this resin the hitter

taste resides, ;(nd also the chief virtue of the hark. The volatile

and aromatic nil which accompanies the bitter principle affords

room t< hope that it may he eniployed as a tonic. But the re-

sin being very abundant and nauseously Idlter, and the volatile

oil very acrid, the bark roust be givet> at first in small doses and
with caution. The form most advantageous for administering

it is that of tinctine, mixed with syrup or water and sugar.

EARTHQUAKE AT IHE ISLAND OF MADEIRA.

By letters from Madeira, dated on the 8th of February last, it

appears that there was a severe shock of an earthquake felt

there on the 2d of February. The shock was very violent, and
lasted four or five minutes, according to flifferent persons. It

threw down the cross of one of the parish churches, of which
the walls were ai»o shaken. Other churches and houses were
damaged in various parts of the island. What appears more lin-

gular is, that on the 5th of February an American vessel arrived,

the captain of which related, that on the 2d, about one o'clock

in the morning, being then about 30<.) miles from the Azores, and
700 miles from Madeira, his vessel sustained a shock as severe as

if it had struck on a rock. The crew were greatly alarmed, and
tiie captain sounded imrrsediately, but found no I>ottoin. He Wii.s

perfectly at a loss how to account for this estraordiuary circuiu-

atancCj un'il after Ins arrival at Madeira.

STEAM ENGINES IN COHNWALL.

By Messrs. Leans' Report for January, the average work of

o3 engines was 2n,f)9-l,f).j() pounds of water lifted one foot high

with each bushel of coals consumed VV'ooIf's engine at Wheal
Vor durinir the same month lilted -I7,9()0,.'i."i3 pound><, and his

engine at Wheal Abraham 47,<»22,0-lO pounds, one foot high

with each bushel of coals.

By the Report for February the average work of 34 engines
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was 20,GG7,398 pounds lifted one foot ultli each bushel of eoals.

Woolf s euijine at Wheal \'or lifted Art ,^^'A ^'.]Q:] ; and the one at

\\'heal Abraham 4.5,896,3^2 pounds one foot high with each
bushel.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Joseph Manton, of Davies-strcet, Bcrke'ev-square, gun-
maker, for his improvements in the construction and use

of certain of the parts of tire-arms, and also of the shoeing of

horses, February 29. IS 16.— 6 month*.

To Francis Terril, of Loufjacre, coachmaker, for his new
wheel-guard.—2d March.—6 nionths.

To John Wood the Younner. of Bradford, worsted spinner,

and Josliua Wordsworth, in the parish of Leeds, machine mak«-,
for certain improvetnents in machines ajjplicable to every de-

scription of spinning.—2d M an. h.-7-2 months.

To Bryan DsjuUin, of Grange-road, Bermond-^ev, engineer,

for a method of effecting certain pur])oses or processes, in which
a tempora'ure above that of boiling water is requisite or desirable,

by applying the temperature requisite or desirable in the said

certain process for effecting the said certain purpose.s, in a man-
ner not hitherto employed therein.— 2d March.—2 months.
To Geor^^e Frederick Muntz, of Birmingham, in the county of

Warwick, roller of metals, for a method of abating, or nearly

destroying!:, smoke, and of obtaining a valuable product there-

from. 2d Maich — 2 months
To Jolm Leigli Bradburv, of the city of Gloucester, gentle-

man, for certain improvements in the machinery for spinning

of cotton, flax, wool, tow, worsted, or any other fibrous sub-

stance.—9th March.—6 months.

To Pierre Francois MontgolHer, of Leicester square, engineer,

for his iniprovements on the machine denominated itlitr hy-
draulique, or hvdrudic ram.— l-4th March.—6 months.
To John Stead, of Wicker, i'.i the town-.hi, of Brightside

Rieriow, in the parish of Sheffield, coachmaker, for a stage-

coach, or other coach or carriage, for the carrying of passe ngerai

on lighter autl more commodious principles than usual, that is to

^ay, tor the carrying of four or more inside passengers ; six, eight,

ten, or more on-suje i)assengers,with greater safety than those now
in use carrying the same number of passengers.— 1-lth March.

—

2 months.

To Marc Isambard Brunel,of Lindsay-row, Chelsea, who in con-
sequence of a commumc ; < ii made to him [)v a certain frif i^net
re sidmg abroad, is become possessed of the inventi"n of the *' tri-

toiteur," or knittmg machine.— l4th March. - 6 months.
To William West and Daniel We^t, both of Bombay in th-

East
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East Indies, for a certain method of producing and applyinj^

power and motion to presses and other mechanical apparatus.

—

14th March.—20 months.
To Pierre Francois Montgolfier, of Leicester-square, engineer,

and Henry Daniel Dayme of the same place, gentleman, for cer-

tain improvements in a machine which acts hy the cxjian-itHi or

contraction of air heated by fire, and which machine is applicable

to the raising of water, or giving niotion to mills or other ma-
chines.— 14th March.—6 montlis.

To James Dowson, of No. 6.'i, Strand, Esq. for certain new or

improved means of producing or communicating motion in or

unto bodies, either wholly or in part surrounded by water, or

any or either of them, by the reaction of suitable apparatus upon
the said water or air, or upon both of theui.— 14th March.

—

6 months.

To John Filkin, of No. 60, Old-street Road, in the parish of

Shoreditch, truss-maker, William Filkin of tlie same place,

truss-maker, and Joseph Barton, of No. 20, Lombard-street,
in the city of London, gentleman, for a new truss.— 14th March.
—G months.

To Samuel Jean Pauley, of No. 5, Knightsbridgc, ojjpositc

the Cannon brewhouse, engineer, for an article or substance for

making, without seaius, coats, great- coats, waistcoats, habits,

cloaks, pantaloons, mantles, stockings, socks, and any other

kind of clothing, covers for undirellas and for hats. Mattresses,

.seats, and cushions filled with atmosplieric air.—23th March..

—

2 months.

To Emo Tonkin, of the City Road, in the parish of St, Leo-
nard, Shoicditch, for a globe reflecting stove for light and heat.

— 20tli March.—2 months.
To Pierre Pellcton, of Manchester, in the county of Lancaster,

chemist, for a new method of making sulphuric acid, com-
monly called oil of vitriol.— 18th March.— (i months.

To P^merson Dawson, of A\'elbeck-street, ironmonger, and
John Isaac Hawkins, of Tichfield-street, for an improveuicnt or

addition to grates and stoves, and an instrument, machine, or

ajjparatus, for supplying grates and stoves with fuel.—23d ^Llrch.

—2 months.

To Robert Cameron, jun. of the city of Edinburgh, paper-

maker, for a machine for manufacturing paper on a princij)Ie

entirely new.—23 March.—G months.
To Joseph Bowles, of Bennett's Street, Blackfriars Road,

mill-wright, for certain improvements in or on oil mills.

—

23d March.—G months.
To Samuel Brown, of Westgate, in the count v of Norfolk,

iron-founder, for certain improvement j upon the swing and
wheeled
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wheeled plough-carriages and plough-shares.— 2.'^d March.

—

fj nioiitli*.

To Heiirv Oshonie, of Borde^ley, in the parish of Aston in the

county of Waruick, for a method or princ-i])]e of pro(Uicing cy-

linders of various descriptions.— 2.'ld March.—6 months.

To John Merrvweather, of the castle of Lincoln, in the county

of Lincoln, gentleman, for certain means of propelling boats and
vessels tlnough the water.—2od March.— () months.

To Abraham Rogers, of Sheft, in the parish of Halifax, in the

county of York, coal merchant, for a method of effecting a saving

in the consumption of coal, or fuel, by an improvement in the

mode of setting or heating boilers and steam-engines, and other

I>odies of different descriptions; and also for heating and warm-
ing stoves, drying houses, manufactories, and other buildings,

and for burning different descriptions of gasscs.—23d March.
— 2 months.

To Leberecht Stanhauser, of Old Bond street, merchant, for

a new or improved castor or roller for tables, sofas, bedsteads,

and other article^.—23d March.—2 months.

To .Tames \'ounie, of Theobald's Road, Red-lit>n-s(|uare,

ironmonger, for his discovery for the prevention or cure of iuiokv

chimneys,—23d March.— i months.

— *
I

Meteorological Olservations viade principally at Edinburgh in

March IS Hi.

Sill,—We have had the great changeability of the weather
during the greatest part of the year in the south of England, so

frequently alluded to by meteorologists, that it may be worth
while to notice, previous to the regular journal of the weather
which I subjoin, that tiie inhabitants of this city say thev do not
rememi)er to have had so changeable a reason for many voars.

."^ince mv arrival here on tl.o 2.";d of February, the atmosphere
has been constantly changing; clear frost, snow, rain, and tlie

heat of 50" of Fahrcnr.eit, ail in tlie sj)nce of twenty-four hours.

1 regret that the multiplicity of other employments has prevented

nie from keeping a register of the weather, till the 12th instant.

March 12.—Rapidly succeeding but gentle showers with clear

intervals, and gale from tlie westward, with temjierate atmo-
sphere of about .tO'' at the ma.ximuni.

March 13.—\'ery clear morning, followed about noon by
snow showers, and wind in gales. Fine dear moon-light night,

and gentle stratus near the ground.
March 14.—A frost, which came on in the night; all the

ground hard ; the sky was obscure with haze, and at the same
time gentle wind. Showers of snow and rain in the afternoon
and night. Stackencloud and wancclcud.

March
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March 15.—Obscure morning and colder; some light siio^v

showers and a clear windy night.

March 16.— Fine clear njorning, but .showers of snow and
rain came in tlie afternoon.

March 17.—Clear morning. Wanecloud and other modifi-

cations were followed about noon bv showers of snow and rain

from the northward. Travelling on to Stirling, I found the at-

mosphere become much warmer. The sun eaine out, and the

evening was mild and calm. The snow Uiv on the mountains-

while the lower lands were warm. I noticed stackenclouds or

cumuli rising from behind the higher lulls ; others seemed to

sit upon them, and to preserve tiie cuujulativcness of structure

just as when they float upon the diurnal vapour plane.

There seenis to be the same almost constant tendency to pro-

duce rainclouds in these hilly regions hereabout, as 1 have be-

fore noticed in those of Wales. I have noticed also some other

circumstances common to the atmospheric pha.niomenci of both

countries, and which probably belong to mountainous districts

in general. The rain does not generally fall in such large and
deluging streams as often happens in the flat countries of Eng-
land. The interchange of sunny clearness and of showers is

more rapid, and the sondercloud* and wanecloud* have not
usually such a well defined character. This latter circumstance

1 cannot easily account for, except it be that the moistcr air of

these regions conducts off more readily the electric fluid from
the modihcations, and thus weakens the specific cause of their

particular characters. It can hardlv be owing to the elevated

peaks of the mountains approaching nearer to the cloiuls, as the

wanecloud sometimes- ])reserves its form when l<^dging, or at

least in close apposition to the top of a mountain, in the same
manner as it docs to a mountainous stackendoud, as noticed by
Aratus

:

'// vr^rArj ogtcjo^ iJi-'j^rr^rriTai ev Kog'J^ri<nv, See.

The constant windy state of Edinburgh have I often noticed on
the mountainous shores of England and A\'ales ; and in a number
cf small balloons which were flying about over Edinburgh, I did

not notice any to get a second current, as was cenerallv the

case in my exijcriments witJi balloons in England. I shall pro-

ceed, with your i)ermission, to communicate further observations

on the nephcology of this country in your next.

1 remain, sir, &c.

Stirling, March 17, 1816. TllOMAb FoRSTER.

''
i. e. cirrocumulus and cirroslralus.

METEDRO-
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE

Extracted from tlie Register kept at Kinfauns Castle, N. Bri-

tain, the reisdenee of Lord Gray,
Supposed Lat. 56° 23i'.—Above the Sea 129 feet.

1815.

January.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON,

LINCOLNSHIRE.

[The time of" observation, unless otlierwise, ?)tateil, is at 1 P.M.j
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Cahv, of the StranD;,

For Mmcli 1816.
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LI. On the Cosmogony of Moses, By Mr. Andrew Horn,

To Mr. Ti/loch.

Sir, — X HE researches of geology liave at lengtli obtained for

tlie cobinogony of Moses tliat attention which its iutriii-sic uiciit

ahvays deniancleil. The pages of the Philosophical Magaziiie have
for several mouths pu'^t been occupied hv various disquisitions

upon the subject, particularly respecting the meaning of the

term day. But in none of them, I conceive, has the true sense

been elicited, as designating each of the six successive periods of

the Genesis. Dr. Prichard has indeed pointed cut the tropical

scu'^e in the term ptriod ; but its ])articu!ar n]jplic;vtion in the

cosmogony presents a difficulty which the figurative construction

cannot bv anv means remove. Your correspondent F. E s

has taken advantage of this, and stated his objections in lan-

guage sufficiently explicit to shou' his estimate of the Genesis and
its author.

After being long engaged in a work illustrative of the Mosaic
Cosmogonv, whicli is nearly finishied, allow me to say, that the

results I have obtained from mv investigations differ materially

from those of all your correspondents upon this su'^jec t. How-
ever, as 1 agree with Dr. Prichard in his estimation of the Ge-
nesis, before 1 oifer any opinion upon tlie import of the term
day, as there used, I would observe, that although ' he does

not' " place the author of the Pentateuch in the rank of com-
mon compilers of liistorical fragments, possessed merelv of na-

tural intelligence," he can have little dirtkulty in escajnng from

the dilemma, to which F. E s itnagines he has reduced
him, in page ISU of your last lunnber. W certain events re-

corded in the Genesis are found to agree with what may be

called universal tradition, and some of those events never could

have l)een conceived in any human mind without supernatural

intelligence, this universal coincidence must, therefore, be re-

ferred to some common source. But we are not to suppose

iMose3 the first j)erson to whom the communication was made.
Obvious reasons might be urged, why this favour should have

been granted to the great progenitor of ma;.kind. The notion

oi a iesinning-—that the universe once had no existence, most
assuredly, is neither a dictate of reason nor a plrysica! disco-

very. Now there never was a fact, left to tradition, but what
has been corrupted. Was it possible, then, that the traditionary

account of the origin of the world should during a progress of

3000 years have escaped corruption ? Wlien the facts, there-

fore, came to be recorded, tliev must have been so corrupted,

Vol. 47. No. 216. ^/jnZ 1816. Q that
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that nothing less than inspiration could have enabled Moses or

any other man to separate truth troni error, to supply what was

lost, and dulv arrans^e the whole.

I presutne that it is scarcely possible to f)btain a just con-

ception of any detached ))art or term in the Genesis, without

previou.slv knowiui^ the author'^s princi'ples. A^ui this cannot

well be attained witliout some ac(|uaintance with the orij^inai

language. Tl«)se in general who have possessed this rcqui'site,

have either twisted his expressions to countenance some precon-

ceived hvpothesis, or, taking a superficixU vi<^\v of the cosmogony^

pronounced t!ie whole unphiiosophical and vulgar. After ma-
ture investigation, I do not hesitate to say that, the two grand

princijjles of the cosmogony are atoms and a jlu'id. Ikdore we
can, tlierefore, ascertain f:lie sense of the word :=3V {day), we
might first to estiJ^Wsh the meaning of the ijrecediug term "n«,

commonly translated light. From a collation of passages where

this word and its cognate terms occur, the ruling idea is, evi-

dently, that of Jlitidity. The divine Ji(tt for the existence of

tiie Ajir ought, therefore, to be reudered " Let a fluid be f ligbt

being only one of its pro])ertles. Hence tha term cether, sO'

famous in the cosmogonies, and so ill defmed in the systematic

philosophy of tlic Greeks, is to be traced to the "iTsn nw [Ath-

eaur) of the Mosaic cosmogony.

It is a vulgar error to suppose the sim was not created until

ihefourth day. Moses does not say that God created, but that

he 7?inde, formed, or com])leted the sun in this period. According

to the order of th.e narrative, the atomic masses of the earth and

celestial bodies were !;ronght into existence before the <^/A6';-.

Having premised these things, we are PiOW prepared to explain

a part of the Genesis which has not a little perjdexed exposi-

tors, and will lea,d us to the true explan:ition of the term doy^

as there used. Our commo'i veTsion reads, ver. 6 :
" God di-

vided the light from the darkness." But darkness is no real

being; and it is an absurdity into which Moses never could have

iallen, to re])reseiit the Creator dividing things necessarily di-

stinct. Now tlie difficulty is at once removed, by only supplying,

the word earth, the antecedent with which the passage evi-

dently stands comiected ; thus literally, " And (iod divided {the

earth) between the light and betiueen the darkness." Hence the

Bpheroidity of tlie earth i» not only here intimated; but, as a globe

cannot poshibiy have one hemisphere eyil'ighlened and the other

dark but by light proceeding from an opposite focus, we have

also a direct proof that the sun existed at thi.s period, and

oi)erated upon the earth by transmitting \i6 fluid or light feebly

indeed at first, for it did not produce it^ full effect till the

fourth dav, when the Crentcr pronounced it '"good," or fit

"to
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** to regulate times and seasons :" so that from thenceforward

they might be exactly calculated by its regular influence upon
the motions of the earth.

Time is measured by the motion of bodies ; and their velocity

U quicker or slower according to the diameter of the rotatory

body, and the quantity of force acting upon it. The planet

Jupiter takes only about ten hours to perform one revolution

upon its axis, which comprises a morning and an evening, and
astronomers call this a day. The moon, again, employs about

IGOO hours in making one rotation upon her axis, comprising

also a morning and an evening, and this period is denomi-
nated a day. Hence also, in the phraseology of Moses, the term
dai/, in each of the successive periods of the Genesis, properly

denotes ofie rotation of the earth upon its axis, without any re-

gard to the length or duration of the time ; for, as the motions
of our earth have been from the first moment dependent upon
the sun, its influence upon the earth was at fii»st extremely weak.
Hence the diurnal rotation of the earth and progress in its orbit

were then inconceivably slow ; but the velocity of both motions
gradually increased till the end of the fourth day, when the suu
was perfected. The space of time, therefore, in each of the four

first daijs or revolutions of the earth was of mdsjinite length, and
each had " an evening and a morning." Hence these revolutions

were true solar days: but every period or day differed from another;

because the rotatory velocity of the earth was continually ac-

celerated from the first moment till the end of the fourth day.

The quantity of time therefore, or duration of any one preced-

ing minute, or hour, was greater than any that succeeded ; so

that the first minute of the first day may have been equal, in

duration or length of time, to a month or a year, compared with

the last minute of the fourth day, the rotatory velocity in this

minute being so much quicker. Thus it is evident that the

fo2ir first days or rotations of t!ie earth were periods that dif^

fered in their length, and their duration is indefinite.

I am, sir.

Your very obedient servant,

W:- combe, April 9, 1816. AndrIsW Horn^ .

LII. Brief Remarks on some indigenous Roses. By
M. J. Winch, Esq. of Newcastle.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— JL HOUGH of late years the study of botany appears to

have given way ki a great measure to the more novel pursuits of
O 2 Tninpralnorv
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mineralogy and geology; yet I trust that a few short observa-

tions on several Roses, natives; of the north of England, may still

be acceptable to a few of your readers, particularly as numerous

doubts and difficulties are entertained l)y the most skilful bo-

tanists of the age respecting many species or varieties of this

elegant and interesting but intricate genus.

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Newcastle, M:ircli 24, 18 IG, M. J. WiNCH.

No, 1. Rosa spinosi^sima. Willd. Sp. PI. 2. 10G7. FI. Rrit. 2.

537. Eng. Bot. 187.

R. pimpiiielUfolia. Syst. Nut. ed. 10. 10G2.

Flower-stalks smooth, fruit black.

On the sands of the sea-shore and in the alpine valleys

of Teesdale.

The Burnet-leaved rose is a shrub of very hmiible growth,

but rises to a tall bush in hedges and woods near this

place,—The figure in English Botany is well delineated;

but the fruit should have been almost black, to distin-

guish it more clearly from the next species,

No. 2. Rosa rule/la. Eng. Bot. 252 1

.

J?, spinosissima, var. 3. With, vol.2, p. 465.—var. 8.

Martyu's .Miller's Gardener's Dictionary.

R. pimpinellifoUa. Hort. Cantab, ed. 7. p. 15 1.?

Flower-stalks bristly, fruit scarlet.

This pretty rose, which is certainly very distinct from

the preceding, occurs sparingly mixed with it on tlic

sea-beach near Shields Law in the county of Durham.
It appears to have been first noticed by a Mr. .\tkin-

son, and transmitted to the late Dr. \\'iihering from

Landscall Haws in Lancashire, where several acres of

land are covered by this highly ornamental shrub. Is

not this called R. pimpintUifoVia in some botanic-

gardens, and by the nursery-men in the vicinity of

London ?

No. 3. Rosa inuoluta. Fl. Brit. 3. 1398. Eng. Bot. 2068.

Fruit and flower-stalks very prickly.

Resembles R. spiiio>,issima in its n»anner of growth ; and

in the shade rises to a tall shrub.— In Ilcaton Dean
below Benton Bridge, Nortliumberland. Rare.

No. 4. Rosa arvensis. Willd. Sp. PI. 2. 1066. Fl. Brit. 2. 538.
Eng. Bot. 188.

In hedges and woods east of Newcastle frequent, generally

bearing its flowers single (see var. 2. Hudson and
Withering},
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\\'itliering), not clusteretl as represented in English

Ijotanv.

No. 5. R^.<t viliosa. Willd. ?p. PI. 2. 10G9. Fl. Brit. 2. 53S.

K:!g. Bot. 5S:?.

Sou-crby's drawing is a good representation of the flo'.vcr

of this rose, as it mav l)e observed in the rich country

about Darhi'.gton. Near Newcastle the shrnh becomes
less hixuriant, and the jictals are of a deeper iiue.

No. 6. Bosa mollis. Enij. I^ot. 24.")f).

R. v'llosa. ^. moiils.ima. Willd. Sp. PI. 2. 1070. PI.

Brit. 2. 53S.

Rosa ii/lves/ris folio molliter hirsuto, friictu rotundo

glabro, ctilyce et pevlicuio hi^pidis. Da!l in Dill. Rail

Syn.. 478.

When /?. villosa grow? on sterile soil or in a bleak si-

tuation, it a?siunes the stunted habit and full red fiower

of the specimen fii^ured by Sowerbv, and mentioned

by Diilenius. This 1 consider as nothiii'^ but a variety

of the preceding species. Near Newcastle it is ex-

tremely common, its fruit varying from perfect smooth-
ness to a considerable degree of roughness, and the

bush altering in mode of growth according to soil and
exposure.

No. 7. Rosa tomenloM. Fl. Brit. 2. 539. Eng. Bot. 990.

This rose, which is by no means rare in the north, and
forms one of the chief ornaments of the woods and
hedges south-west from Newcastle, appears to be ill-

understood by the Swedish botanists. The figure in

English Botany represents the plant as nourishing in

the south of England, and even about Darlington : b\it

surely the prickles are too much hooked.—With us the

shrub is less robust, its fruit smaller, and petals of a

darker red.

No. S. Rosa nddcriiiGsa. Willd. Sp. PI. 2. 1073. Fl. Biit. 2.

540. Eng. Bot. 991.

Though the sweet-briar mav occasionallvbe met with on
our ballast hills or in hedges, I suspect it is not indige-

nous in these places, but has been imported from the

south of England in one instance, and carried from
gardens by birds in the other.—the chaFK-hills of Sur-

rey, Kent, iSjc. appearing to be the original habitat of

the Eglantine.

No. 9. Rosa scalriusaila. Eng. Bot. 1396.
Rosa sp. nov. Winch. Guide, vol. 1. 48, vol. 2. pref. 5.

Calyx permanent ; fruit globose, bristly.

Var. ^. Fruit smooth.

Q3 In
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In woods and hedges about Newcastle frequent. The
buds of tliis species are peculiarly handsome when
sufficiently expanded to sliow the bright-red tints with

which the outer edge of tlie white petals is marked.

No. 10. Rosa camva. WilUL Sp. Pi. 2. 1077. Fl. Brit. 2. 540,

Eng. Bot. 992.

In hedges common.
No. 1 1 . Rosa ghmcQphylla. Species Nova.

Calyx permanent ; fruit ovate, smooth. Leaflets ovate

pointed, doubly serrated, glaucous
;

prickles hooked.

This is a much slenderer, tliotigh less trailing briar than

the foregoing ; its flowers are pale pink, generally in

pairs or single, and its fruit large. From /?. canina

it further differs in habit by not having young shoots

sprouting beyond the blossoms, so as to give them the

appearance of being axillary. To a rose named
K. scnlricosa by Acharius in the Stockholm Trans-

actigns it seems more nearly allied than even to R. ca-

nina; but differs in the fruit being ovate, not globu-

lar, and the segments of its calyx less divided. This

was sent me by Dr. Swartz, with the following re-

mark :
" R. canina proxima, sed fruclus sithrotun-

dus et aa/Iei recliores." I make no doubt the former

has been often overlooked as a variety of the Dog
Rose ; it also resembles R. ccesia of English Botany,

t. 2367, but differs in many points, besides having

smooth, not downy leaves. By Mr. VV'oo<ls, a gentle-

man who has paid particular attention to this genus,

I am likewise assured they are distinct.

No. 12. Rosa dumetorum. Eng. Bot. 2579.

In a hedge on Friars-goose Quay below Gateshead, pro-

bablv brought there with ballast from the south of

England. This rose is accurately delineated in Eng-
lish Botany, but the calyx is long permanent on the

fruit. No doubt can exist of its being different from

every other British species. Like R. canina it fre-»

quentlv throws out long leading shoots which soon

overtop the bunches of flowers.

No, 13. Rosa alia, WiUd. Sp. PI. 2. lOSO.

Naturalized in a w ood by the Tyne, above Hebburn Quay,

Pnrhain,

LIII. On
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lAll. On Dr. Murray's Oppositiov to Professny Prevost's
Theory of Radiant Caloric ; on Elect) ical Pluenomeiia^ tuid

on Sir H, D.wy's SaJ'e Lamp.

To I\lr. Tilloch.

Sin^

—

l.Jn.. Murray 1i;is oj)posetl the theorv of Prcvost oTi

Radiant Heat. lie (Dr. M.) says that the fAiH^ked metallic

surface of the canister containing a freezing mixture, when
jjiaced in tlte focus of a ttjirror, opposhig another hoidinu,- a ther-

momeber, should depress the tempcratine vio>e thantlie hlackened

f.iiie of the canister, if this lln-'crv he true^ Ivat that tlu^ contrary

is the fact.

It is accepted that a hlacker.ed surface radiates Tieat more
copiously than when the nietahic sn.rface is unimpaired ; and it

is inferred by the Docto?- from this circumstance, that lieat ra-

diating in greater t|uautity from the canister hy means of the

black surface, should compensate more largely thari t!ie uncovered
surface fortiie loss of temperatme sustained hythe thermometer
in the opposing reflector. Experiment, however, teaches that

the thermometer is less depressed by the clean uietailic than the

painted surface, i. c. tliere is a greater decrement of temperature

by the dark surface than by that which has an unclouded lustre.

it must however be admitted, that the various colours absorb

heat differently^ black surfaces exceeding them in this respect,

'Hence white unpolished surfaces absorb heat slower than those

that are blackened. The decrement of temperature may be ac-

-counted for by presuming that the facilities of absorption are

in a more exalted ratio than the powers of radiation.

Mr. Walker on Electrical Phcencmena.

Your indefatigable corresp\)ndent Mr. W., among his quota-
tions, refers to some exi^eriments which do not tend tosujjport the

views of which he is the advocate. When aqueous vapour, it is

stated, passes through an ignited porcelain tui>e (lined with char-

coal), hydrogen is formed. This /:? not ihecaae—^A mixture of car-

bonic acid aad hydrogen, as might be naturally expected, passes

over into the recipient, forming /i//t//-o-cf;r^o?/a/c. It is dillicult

to believe that pure carbonic acid ga^ can be obtained by passing

steam through a tube lined with carbonate Ijarytes. But grant

it true, I cai! conceive that the quantum of heat employed may
serve to detach carbonic add gas from tlie carbonate haiytes, and
that this aeriform fluid may be found in the inverted vessel ou
the pneumatic cistern — no doubt in compaiiy with aqueous
vapour—That carbonic acid gas is formed in yniimited quantity
from a limited portion of carbonate barytes is incredible. Mr.
WaJker might as well adduce the experiment as a proof that

Q 4 water
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water was partly if not wliollv carbonic acid gas. The fmcr] air

beiiiu^ displaced from the liarvtes, the water will unite with the

earth and form a lujdrate. In introducing the experiment of

Sir M. Davy, vonr correspondent seems not aware of that of

Doberciiier of Jena. The former di-tinguished chemist in elec-

trifying loo great a portion of mercury did not succed in amal-

gamating it: but it is of a piece with tliat of Dobereincr. The
latter, In' using a minute portion of mercury in contact with

walfeM,, a'.id submitting it to the action of \ oltaic electricity, found

oxygen developed at the positive wire, while no hydrogen evolved

at the negative extremity : but the fluidity of the mercury was

arrested, and a solid amalgam formed ; and this amalgam when
submitted to heat gave off //////r''<Te//, while the mercury resumed

\i?, fluid form. Tliis would look as if liydrogeu was a metal

dissolved in caloric, and illustrates the electrization of ammonia
associated with mercury—which pha-nomenon admits of an easy

solution, if we admit nitrogen to be a compound of oxygen and
hydrogen, of which I see no cause to doubt. 1 am not pre-

pared to say that amalgamation with mercury is conclusive on
the question of metallization—the experiments of Crosse wotild

lead us to doubt it.

Sir IIuMPHiiY Davy's S'.ife-hnnp.

I am happy in adding my complete comiction of the perfect

safety of this invulual)lc discovery. It cannot be over-rated.

The triumphs of humanity in tliis instance are complete, and

will laud in grateful reminiscence the name of Davy.

On Thursday (28th ultimo) I descended the "William" Pit

here, in company with that enlightened practical miner Mr.

Peele, when Sir H. Davy's safe- lamp was put to the severest

proof, in a recess of the most dangerous workings of the mine,

and where a candle would have proved certain (lestruction. We
only wanted the jiresence of Sir IIun)phry to inne i^ilarcd in our

admiration t)f the imposing spectacle. The llame of the lamp

was lirst capt with a blueish flame, a lambent light was then

seen playing in the cylinder, and tiie flame of the lire-damp af-

terwards enlarging filled the whole wire-gauze. For some time

the flame of the wick could be discerned within the lucid at-

inosj)here of fire-damp, and then the whole was calmly extin-

guished. More brilliant results the friends of humanity could

scarcely have dared to hope for. iSo|;histry is put to the Idush,

Independent of experiments which 1 had myself made with the

safe-lamp, I placed implicit reliance on the manipulations of

this illustrious chemist;—my confidence has not been shaken,

nor have my expectations been deceived ; and my conviction i?

now absolute.

As
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As Sir M. Daw haH rcconimentle'l tliat the wire cylinder

*>hou!ci he oiled wlien not in use, to preserve from oxidation, it

was of importance to ascertain whether, should the rtame of the

fire-damp from its intensity set fire to the oil on the internal

surface, it might not, hy possihility, comnmnicate with that

on the exterior. For this purpose I ohscured with na[)htha on
hoth sides a central portion of wire gauze containing 3,i'AlO

meshes to the scjuarc inch, and having ignited this on one side,

I found it did not comii'.unicate with that of the other, nor to

alcohol, etlicr, or .sul).diuret of carhon applied hy means of a

camel hair pencil. I find I can even burn alcohol on each side,

separated only by the fine open curtain of wire-gauze, without

the flames " mingling into one," and this i;s beautifiillv illus-

trated from different colours being imparted to flaming alcohol

by nitrates, copper, and strontites. My experiments with iu-

ilammable gases led to similar results.

I could not, by means of the blowpipe, force flame through

this plexus, even when red hot, to fire ether a{)plied bv a pencil

to the opposite side. I need not insist on the varied experiments

I instituted. The application of wire-gauze to cut off the com-
munication of flame is as extensive as the ncceesities and con-

veniences of life. Enveloped in a mantle of wiie-gauze lined

with woollen, we may run the gauntlet of flame, and defy its

power.

Imprisoned in the cylinder of wire-gauze the captive fire-

damp possesses no cause for ararm, exhibiting to the astonished

eye an impressive and beautiful phsenomenon.

I am respectfully, sir.

Very obediently yours,

Whitehaven, April 2, I0I6. J. MuHRAY.

LIV. Description of the IMcnagerie ot Schoenhrnnn in Austria.

By M. Marcel de Serres*.

JL nn menagerie of Schoenbrunn is the most extensive in Europe.
Ail the animals which it contains are separated from each other,

and have a commodious asylum against the severity of the

weather, and abundance of sj)ace for exercise. It is in the valleys

of the fine park of Schoenbrunn that the dens or cages are to be
f5een for the various animals. The extremity of these rows of

cages is merely closed with an iron gate, and the public have
therefore a full view of all the animals in the menagerie. All of

them have every thing they want beside them. Thus they have

* Aanales dcs Arts et Manyfac lures, tome Iv. p. 248.

water
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water in which to halho, a thick shade to screen them from

the sun, as wcil as an open held in wliich they may enjoy it»<

rays.

Several very rare animals iiave lived in the menagerie of

Schcenhrunn: bnt we shall only in'stance at present the '.vihJ ox of

Transylvania, known to naturalists hy the name nt' aurochs {Da
ynts), a species remarkable for the crest or mane it presents on

its hack. The atirnchs is now an almost extinct hiced, anil it is

only in Lithuania that it is to he n)et with : it shonid seem as

if this species had been very alnmdant in the forests of that part

of Europe, as well as in those of Hungary, Thus, as we have had

occasion to observe in the living state the animal designated

by Aristotle as the boiiasos, and which the moderns had parti-

cularly distinguished by the name of aurochs and bos 7ovs ; we
thought that the description of an animal so rare might be

interesting to naturalists. We have therefore been i'lduced to

j)ublish the following observations, which we liad collected re-

specting an animal that naturalists have so seldom seen. This

description might also have a high degree of interest, since the

bones of the same individual which we have seen living, are de-

posited in the Natural History Museum at Paris.

The aiiroc/is, or wild ox of the north of Europe, is a species

known since the time of Aristotle, who alone of all the Greeks

has left us a detailed dcscrii)tion, in design;iting them under tlve

name of bovasos. While thus designating the aurochs, the

T*32onians called it rtionapos, and it seem.s that it was still

known under the name of monops, o{ monetos, and oi jnoiiapos.

At, subsecjuently, various Latin authors have erroneously distin-

guished two kinds of wild oxen, some moderns, thinking they

discovered the second species in the bison, have thought that the

Creek ex])ression bovasos was a translation of the Celto-

Scythian word won'/ms, formed of the article as and tlie

Sclavonic word ivojiny, which signifies perfume. Thus, as

Aristotle observed that the bonasos was called by the Paeonians

mofiapos; this latter word has been derived from nionapux, signi-

fving liaving a thick mane. It is evident that all these etymo-

logies mav be well (bunded, since the aurochs exhales a veiy

perceptible smell of musk, and presents a thick mane; but they

are far from prosing the ojjinion which is sought to be drawn.

The description given by Aristotle of the aurochs is too de-

tailed to permit us to quote it entirely; but we shall give the

principal heads of it: "The size of the aurochs is that of a bull,

init shorter and thicker than the ox. Its skin is so large that

it nuiy serve as a bed for seven persons. Its mane is covered

with softer and longer hairs than that of the horse. The breast

of the bonasos is fawn-coloured, and it.s mane is of a reddish

gray,
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gray, and falls over the eyes and shoulders. The hair of the lower

part or belly is darker, and like wool." Its feet are cloven, and
the teeth as well as the interior parts arc similar to those of the

ox. The arrangement which Aristotle gives to the horns of the

aurochs—of being folded and !)cnt over each other in such a way
that they cannot strike— is a peculiarity of the individual which
Aristotle had before him; and which must have been correct, for

he repeats the description twice. We know however that this

character can scarcely be regarded as constant, since it varies in

the same individual. Lastly, he assigns to each horn the size

of a pahn or upwards.

With the exception of the fable which Aristotle relates on the

subject of the excrements of tlie aurochs, and whicii Pliny and
i^lian have carefully preserved, the description of this great na-

turalist is distinct and dear. Finally, he assigns Paeonia as the

country of the lo/iasos, and says that it inhabits Mou'it Mena-
pius, whicli separates Pceonia from Media. Pliny, in afterwards

copying the description of Aristotle, docs not cndeavoiu to as-

certain what animal could ])e the hovasos of the Greek naturalist

;

he merely contents himself with saying :
" Tradunt in Pseonia

feram, quae lonasus vocatur, equina juba, cgetera tauro siunlem,

cornil)us ita in se flexis ut non sint utilia pugnae
;
quapropter

fuga sibi auxiliari reddentem in ea fimum interduni et trium

jugerum longitudine : ctijus contactus sequentes ut ignis aliquis

amburat." Hitherto Pliny only speaks of one species of wild

ox, as well as Aristotle ; but in other jilace^ lie designaces two,

since he savs ;
" Jubatos hhunle^ excellentique vi et velocitate

uros quibus imperitum vulgus bubalorum nomen imponit." He
also returns to those two species of oxen ;'and observes that the

Greeks had not experienced the medical properties of the wild

oxen or bisons, with which the forests of India are filled. Plin.

Hist. Nat. c. 28.

Solinus in copying the Latin naturalist also distinguishes two
kinds of wild oxen ; and he asserts that in the forests of Hyr-
cania the hisons are very common as well as the wus, and that

these are the oxen distinguished by the vulgar under the name of

huhalus. Oppian speaks of the honasos in a manner as inexact

as Pausanias, who, in describing the bulls exhibited in the spec-

tacles at Rome, does not give the name of 6oiia'6s, but rather

bison, making it come from Paeonia, the country of the former,-

as Aristotle had observed.

Caesar, always accurate in his details, has decribed the honasus
of Aristotle by the name of unts. But he has described only
one species of wild bull which he had observed in the forests of

Hyrcania, This animal, he says, is very large, having the co-

lour,
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lour, stature, and carriage of a bull : their strength and agility

arc also, as he says, extreme*.
\'irgil in his Georgic^, like Julius Caesar in his Commentaries,

makes mention of only one species of wild o.x^ which he also

calls urus.

In the second book- of his Gcorgics we find the following pas-

sage :

*' Tc\eii(la; sepcs etiam, ct pros oinnc tcDCiuluni eit,

Pt;«cipiife lUim fVuiis leiidii iiiiprudciisqiie laliorum;

Ciii, super ii.di^na^ lixeinft'^, solcmqne potcntcin,

Sylvestrcs uri asbidiife, c;iprca?quc' sequaces

liluduiU."

Gcor. lib. ji, v. 371.

In his third book he returns to the subject

;

" Tempore non alio die unt regionibus illis

Qu^.'-itas ad sacra bovos Junoiiis, et uris

luiparibus duct05 alta ad donaiia curriis."

Gear. lil). iii. ver. 531.

Seneca and Martial distinguished, like Pliny, two species of

wild oxen:
" Tibi flant variaj pectora tigres,

Til)i villosi terfja bisoiit.es,

J^atisque feri coinibus uri."

Senec. Hyppul.

*^ lUi ccssit atrox hubalus atqiie bison,"

;

Martial.

As Pliny had already designated the bonasos of Aristotle by
the name of bubalus, it is evident that Martial had Pliny in his

eye.

Thus the ancients, with the exception of Caesar and Aristotle,

distinguished two kinds of wild oxen, which the moderns have

endeavoured to trace : but the inquiry has led most of our mo-
dern naturalists to think that the oxen with humps on the

shoulders were of the same race with the aurochs, and that all

oxen with or without humps came from the wild ox of Lithua.iia.

Gessner was the first modern naturalist who distinguished the

bison of the ancients from the 7trus; and his opinion in addition

to Buffon's has rendered the difficulties on the subject more in-

tricate. It is important, in short, to know if the biso7is of tlie

ancients were the same species with the bowisos of Aristotle,

and if the oxen of the new continent, called improperly biiO?iSf

l^long also to the same race. Lastly, if the domestic oxen came

* Lib vi. 2G. The O(btion of .Tiilius (^a-sar, by Clarke, priiitfd at

London in 1712, ^ives a very huge fv^iiic to the inirocin, but it is very in-

accurate. The neck and fuic Icjjs urc by far too siiort, and t^ie a ucrior

purt is by far tuo broacj,

froil'l
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from the wild oxen of Psonia and Lithuania, or rather from

another primitive stock. The most illustrious naturalist of our

davs (Buflbn) endeavours to throw light on these delicate ques-

tions, without doing so, however, in the most satisfactory man-
ner. Messrs, Cuvier, Lacepede, aiid Geoffroy have together

nearly set the matter at rest. It results from their observations

:

1. That it appears very clear that the I'onasos of" Aristotle is

the same animal with the urus of Julius CiEsar, and that the

liso?/ of the Ilomans is this very honasos, to which the appella-

tion of Lnibalus has also been given.

2. That the ok with tlie hunch of tlie new continent, named
imjjroperly bUon., is a species of ox which has nothing in com-
mon with the honasos of Aristotle, who does not seem to have

known the ox with the luuich. Besides, if Aristotle had known
an ox with a hunch, he v.-ould not have asserted in the same place

where he speaks of the iojiasos, that the camel was the only

quadruped which had a hunch on the back.

3. That we ought to acknowledge the zebra as the source

of our race of domestic oxen, rather than the aurochs, which

differs from the former by characters which it is not usual for

nature to vary.

4. That the name of 7ir2is, applied by Julius Caesar to the ani-

mal just described, might be a name originally German, as AI-

drovandiis and Gessner have alreadv imngincd ; and this opir.ion

aj)pears to vs much more probable than that of Macrol>ius,

who regarded the name of urns as a French word. In fact, the

Germans still designate the uri/s by tlie r.ame of aucr-ochs, icald-

oc/is, and i/r-ochs, which signifies properly wild ox, or ox of the

forests. Those who are' familiar with the German language

know how easy it is to imagine that the varieties in pronuncia-

tion adopted in Germany might have changed the word urui

into aurochs: the fact is, the former is merely a softer pronun-
ciation of the v,'ord. Servius explains the word urus in a man-
ner much more learned; and he derives it from the Greek word
ogo:, which signifies mountain.

Description of the Aurochs or Bos Urus.

The size of the aurochs does not much surpass that of our
largest-sized domestic oxen : but its form is much thicker and
8<|uatter. This thickness is tiie more remarkable when we
coujpare it with the anterior part of the body of the 7(rus, which
is much broader. This greater breadth is particularly remark-
able in the legs. But their larger size seems to depend merely
on the muscles; for in the skeletons of the various species we
do not remark any very marked differences.

The
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The shape or contours are nigged, and not soft or round like

those of the domestic ox, and all its limbs -strongly indicate in

Bonie measure its savage nature and great strength. The thick

and woolly inane which covers all the anterior part of the body
of the ai/rncfi\, and the thick beard which hangs below its chin,

give it a wild air, which the intenseness of its stare and its

sombre and grave countenance render still more striking.

The head of the aurorhs is very broad, nav, even ahnost

square. In its greatest breadth it measures eleven inches five

lines, while its greatest length is 18 inches. If we compare tha

breadth of the head of our domestic oxen with that of the

muodis^ we find that thev are nearly as 3 to 4. The forehead

of the aurochs is also broader than it is high, and it is full and
swoln, but less so than that of the luffulo.

This last character is even particular enough to enable us

easily to distinguish this species from that of our domestic oxen,

which have their forehead flat and a little concave. This dis-

position of tlie forehead with that of the horns separates those

two species : thus thiC horns of the aurochs are not placed on

the same level with the upper lir.e of the forehead, hut rather

below, so that they form uith the line of the forehead an acute

angle. The horns of the common ox arc on the contrary more
elevated than the line of the forehead, so that they form with

it an almost obtuse angle. As to the plan of the occi|)Ut, it is

quadrangular in the domestic ox, while it is semicircular in

the aurochs.

The salient angle of the interorbitarv arcade forms in the au-

rochs a marked prominence of two inches, which is very con-

siderable. The anterior of the head of tlie un/s, the part wliere

the nostrils are placed, is singularly flat and s(juare in this

species. This flatness is not found in anv other species, and
seems to be a character i)eculiarlY inherent to the latter. The
nostrils of the aurochs have this particularity, that they form
almost a perfect circle ; whereas those of the hujj'alo and do-

mestic ox are decidedly oval. As to the black skin of the nostrils,

it is thick and sylid, and forms a thick flap.

The head of the aurochs is very hairy, and it is particularly

under the chin that it presents a thick and occasionally a long

beard. The ears of this species of ox are short, hairy, and

j)laccd behind above the horns. As to the horns, as their di-

rection is subject to vary, and as the same individual presents

them sometimes in opposite ilirections, we shall not stop to de-

scribe them. We shall content ourselves with observing here

that this direction is never from front to back, as in the buj/'aln

for instance j bcbides, iu this species they arc thick and broad,

but
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but short : tliis is not the case always in the races of our do-
mestic oxen; for instance, in the varieties ol' tlie oxen of Hun-
gary, and even of Romania, which have very long horns.

The 2inis has a broad but short neck, and we do not see that
the skin ever forms numerous and pendent folds, as observed in

the domestic ox, and in the greater number of the species of
this genus. It is generally very hairy and covered with a thick

mane, wh.ich always becomes thicker towards the lower part.

It is this mane wliich has made this species be confounded by
several naturalists with the bison of the new continent, which
seems to have a mane still more abundant.

The form of the body of the aurochs is generally thicker than
that of the domestic oxen, audits body is also much more hairy,

particularly in the fore parts and on the back. The hairs are

generally very long and very thick. Finally, the aurochs has
fourteen j^air of ribs, while we observe but thirteen in all the
other species of oxen.

The legs of the urus are short and thick, particularly the fore

legs : they are also covered with long and numerous hairs ; the;

feet are cloven and hairy, the hoofs are short, but strong and
thick : as to the fetlocks, they are long and placed above the

hoofs. From the direction of these fetlocks they almost touch the
ground : those of the fore feet are shorter and more s([ua'e than
those of the hind feet, which are longer, but also not .so broad.

The tail of the u/zroch-i scarcely reaches half down the thigh;

but the hair which covers ii touches the ground : it is tufted, and
the hair is long and thick.

The breast of the aurochs which we saw, was of a reddish

brown, or of a dull fawn colour, and almost of one tint: the

liair of the body, as well as the mane which covered the whole
of the neck and part of the shoulders, had not that grayish

tinge which Aristotle makes one of the characters of the hanasos.

The hair of the urus is not short and frizzled, but, on the con-

trary, long and straight, and in the individutJ just mentioned
it is of a generally uniform colour.

The aurochs presents, therefore, as its chief characters : a face

very flat, the forehead slightly swoln, the horns placed below
the line of the occiput, and the interori)itary arcade very salient

:

Lastly, a thick mane and fourteen pair of ribs. The characters

presented by the occiput, of being arranged in a semicircle, and
of forming an obtuse angle with the forehead, are also equally

important, and may very clearly serve for the distinction of this

species.

The dimensions of the aurochs are as follow :

Length following the curvature of the back_, nine feet thre^

inches. Length
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Length from tlie orbit to the anus, seven feet seven Indies.

Height taken at ti>e IiigliCbt point of ilie backj f.ve feet uvuc

inches.

Length of the head, one foot ten ip.ehes.

Breadth, one foot four inches.

Length from the extremity of the nostrils to the extremity of

the eve, one foot.

From tlie extremity of the eye to the root of tlie horn«j five

in 'she ;.

l^ieadth of the horns taken al their hasc, four inches.

Length of the neck to the shoulder-blade taken obliquely, cr.c

foot five inches.

Heiglit from the hoof of the fore foot with the different cur-

vatures to the uior.t elevated part ot the hack, five feet nine

inches.

vSpaee between the train behind and the train before, two feet

eight inches.

Height from the fore foot to the chest, iwo feet five inches.

Height from tlie fore feet to the line of the body, two feet two

inches.

Height from the hind feet measured to the line of the body,

two feet seven inches.

Length of the neck, one foot eight inches.

Length of the tail, four feet.

We may refer to the a/ircclis the descriptions and figures un-

der mentioned.

1. The species which. Aristotle has described bv the name of

lofiosoa.

2. The sj>ecies of oxen described by the Greeks bv the names

of inonapoSf movepos, and movops.

3. The oxen described by Plinv, under the names of honasus,

liihahis, and bison, as well as all those which the ancient Latin

authors called by these names. We must not confound wit;;

the auroch<) the species which some moderns have described by

the name of hiihaln<i, which is nothing but the buffalo.

4. The urns of .lulius Ctesar and Virgil.

5. The figures of Aldrovandus are so inacciu'ate that we can

scarcely refer to the aurochs that which he gives of the urns.

As to Johnston, as he has adopted the opinion of certain Latin

authors in distinguishing the two species of wild oxen, he has

also given drawings of them, hi ])Iate xix. he has given the

loniisos ; aiid in |date xx. the urns. If these two figures were

accurate, they would certainly indicate two very different ar.i-

mals; but when we consider the little credit which Johnston de-

serves, we cannot refer to them with proprietv.

6. Th>
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6. Tlie ox figured in tlie Commentaries of Sigismond D'Her-
ix'rstcin.

7. The ox rcnresented by Aiithony Wied in the Maj) of Mus-
covy,

8. The ox rrprrseiited in the large edition of Julius Cae«ar

publishcfl at London by Clarke. In this fignuc the feet are re-

presented by far too small to support the mass of the bodv.

9. The zimbrc or wild ox of Moldavia, or the ziifer, zubr^ iiir

or turon of Poland, is certaiidy the aurochs.

10. The white Lhon of Forster and Pennant is only a variety

of the ai/ruchs.

11. The figure of the female urus, given by Gilibcrt in his

History of Quadrupeds.
12. The figure of tl.e nuro(/i<; of Bertuch, plate xiv. fig. 1,

wliich is to be found in the Taf'ebi Jes yll/gemc2?ien^ Nnlurge-
schiclitc. Tiie figures given by Bertuch are so ?mall, and in

general so bad, that we can jdace but little confidence in them.
13. The descriptions which Pallas has given of the 2irvs are

exact, and he also cites another de^^cription of the anatomist

Wilde, which has the same advantage.

The aurochs which ^ve saw was a male,u'hich had lived thirty

years in the menagerie. It came from Transvlvania. In a fire

which broke out in the place wlicre it was kept, it owed its

preservation to its great strength ; for it broke the chains by
which it was fastened, dug \\\) the door of its den, end over-

throwing every obstacle escaped from the fiames. This great

strength of the aurochs would make it very valuable if it could

be trained for domestic purposes ; but all the attcm]Jts made to

tame this one at Schoenbrunn were fruitless. When I saw it, it

was not quite so ferocious, for age b.ad diminished its strength.

The brandies of trees which had been given it for food, and
of which it vv'as very fond, had so worn down its teeth that it

could no longer digest but v.ith pain, not being able to masti-

cate. It died soon afterwards of consumption.

The aurochs is a species almost lost in the present day: some
fev.' individuals oidv are found thinly scattered in the forests of

Lithuania and Transylvania. We are assured that tliere are

some in the Kraj)ac Mountains also. It appears that it was for-

merly very common in some tcm]ierate regions of Europe. The
descriptions of ancient Liitin authors give us every reason to be-

lieve so.

The individual which \vc saw at Schoenbrunn emitted a hoarse

but very strong sound, and which had something in it sad and
mournful: it roared, but never bellowed like an ox. When it

was frightened or crossed in any way, it roared so loud that its

keepers were frequently terrified for the consequences.

Vol.47. No. 216. J/)?77 1816. R LV. On
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L'^". On Ihc Coimo^'^ny of Moses. i7y Dr. Prichard; ir,

Reply ioF. E s.

To Mr. Tillodi.

Sir,— xN the last number of tlie Philosophical Ma^^azinc I oh-
seire a second attack upon iny paper on the Mosaic Cosmogony.
I had declined enteiiug into aiiy further tontroversv on this

suhject ; but on inatme consideration it appears to nie a matter
of so inuc!) importance to prove that tlie exordium of the He-
brew Scriptures is capalijc of a rational and philosophical inter-

pretation, instead of one which gives it very much the air of a

piece of mythology, that I have resolved to reply to the stric-

tures of your correspondent.

lie has detected me in one error, to which I must certaiidy

plead guilty ; viz. that of citing Laplace's Sysicme du Monde
by a designation not (juite accurate. I wrote in great haste,

and had not leisure for correcting my composition; and I could

even point out to my keen-si^^htcd adversary some other verbal

inaccuracies equally importajit, which I discovered in looking

over my paper since I received the number of the Philosoj)hical

'Magazine which contains it; but as these matters have little

relation to the argument before us, I shall proceed to consider

on what grounds I am accused by Mr. F. E s of contradict-

ing my own statements.

I observed in my first paper, that the speculations of heathen
philosophers on the Cosmogony were founded on some fanciful

analogy with natural processes that are daily ob.'^erved ; and in

my last communication 1 have said that the historical docu-
ments contained in the early part of Genesis may be trace<l

among many remote nations ; and that not only the Asiatics but
the Scandinavians and Mexicans " were equally in possession of

the primitive traditions." But I beg to have it observed, that

in this latter instance 1 made no allusion to the Cosmogony.
Neither the Scandinavians ii()r the Mexicans had, as far as I

remember, any notions on this subject wliich bore the slightest

analogy to the account which wc have in the Pentateuch. The
former on the contrary held that the earth was in the beginning
the dead body of a huge giant, while the latter imputed the
origin of the human species to the fall of an aerolite. Yet in

the mjthological fables of both these nations there are manv
circumstances referring to the history of mankind, which were
evidently derivctl from the same source with some relations con-
tained in the eaily Scriptures of the Hebrews; and it was oulv
tor the sake of proving this t^onnexion, and the consequence
which I deduced from it, that they were alluded to. I may add

that
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tint those nations who preserved the tradition of tlie Cosmogonv,
tho Hindoos for example, added so many fictitious circum-

stances to it, that in the character which it a-^sumes in their

hands it may well jie contracted vvitli that simple narrative of

events which we find in the beginning of Genesis.

Neither is the hypothesis, that the early parts of this book are

a compilation—incomi)atihle with the opinion that Moses was
an inspired writer ; unless' it be proved that all inspired persons

have possessed tiie attril)ute of omniscience, which I am not

disposed to concede as a self-evident trutli. If, as I\Ir. F. E a

maintains, tlie supposition that Moses had recourse to previously

existing documents in)j)lies the want of inspiration, 1 would beg
to ask whether .St. Matthew and St. Luke were in want of in-

spiration when they had recourse to previously existing docu-
ments in compiling their genealogies? Or, if they wrote from
immediate revelation, hov/ happened it that one of tliem fol-

lowed the Hebrew text, and the oth.er theSeptuagint translation?

It is absurd to hold asiy argument on tlie extent of endowments
coticerning the nature and limitations of which we are wholly

ignorant; l)ut the example above cited is sulhcient to prove that

it is not beneath the dignity of an inspired writer to avail him-
self of historical documents where any such exist. Michaelis

has fully proved that Moses framed liis code of laws by combi-
ning the ancient usages of the nomadic Hebrews with the insti-

tutions of the agricultural Egyptians. Surely then we may ven-

ture to conjecture that he adt)pted into his annals the most au-
thentic documents that, existed concerning the history of the

world. But the account of the Cosmogony must have been at

first derived from a particular revelation, and therefore it is just

as easy to suppose that it was revealed to Moses as to Enoch
or Noah. I allow the force of this argument, and should ac-

quiesce in th;» conclusion drav.n from it, if there were not facts

wtiich a;)pear to prove that the document in question is really

iiiore ancient than the age of .Moses.

Notwithstanding Mr. V. E s's objections, it is still manifest

that the Cosmogony of ?vlenu bears a remarkable analogy to that

of Moses. In the former it is said that at the close or termi-

nation of each night a reiterated act of creation took place.

How does this differ essentially from the force of the jjhrases

"The evening had come and tlie morning had come—one day

—

when God said, Let there be a firmament," &c.? This is not a
day included by its natural limits, otherwise it would have been
said the morning and evi'iiing. I'he expressions are equivalent

to these: After the clo'ie of one day, and when the daumng of

another had appeared, the act of creation was renewed. Tui-
light is the word that occurs in the translation of Menu. ^Ve

R 2 are
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are presently told by Menu that cat-h clay comprelicnded a long^

succession of ages. In the Etruscan Cosmogony, which l)eais a

still more striking analogv to the Hebrevv, and on which your

correspondent luis forgotten to make anv rcjnaik, the duration

of each period is expressly mentioned to have Ix-en a chiliad, or

a thousand vcars. If the Hindoos and Elruscans derived these

records froni the same source whence Moses obtained his account,

which I thiidi almost certain, the conclusion 1 have drawn seems

to be scarcely avoidal)le.

I now proceed to " the other con] more weighty oljcct'ion—
that it does not appear that the ilehniv people ever understood

the six day^ of the crerilion" in any other sense tlian the literal

one. And here I would beg leave to ask Mr. F. E s how
we are to interpret the passage in which it is said that God
created man after his own image. Are we to understand by a

metaphor, that man was created an intellectual and moral being;

or must we receive the expressions literally, as we have reason

to believe the Hebrew people did, who are supposed on good
grounds to have been anthropomorphites ? If so, I presume we
must also give a literal interpretation to sucli phrases as " It

repented God," " God rested on the seventh day," &c. &;c.

And if we succeed in establishing all these points, we shall at

length bring the theology of Moses much more nearly on a level

with that of Ilesiod than it has been sup))osed to be. If, how-
ever, as I suppose it will be conceded, these expressions demand
a figurative ex))lanation, though the Hebrew people, at least tlie

vulgar, understood them literally; I am at liberty to assume the

same latitude with respect to the days of the creation. While
adverting to the prsralent notions of the Hebrews on this sub-

ject, it is somewhat surprising that Mr. F. E s did not think

it worth while to take notice of the t)pinions of tlie two most
learned antiquaries of that nation, viz. .losephus and Philo,

whom I cited in m\ last paper, and who expressly aiiirni that

the account of the six days' work is metaphorical. Philo parti-

cularly says, " It is a pkce of rustic simplicity to understand it

literally.""

Lastly; Mr. F. E s says that I have effected the coinci-

dences which I call u])on him to admire between the Cosmogony
and theE})ochs of Nature, I)vtransferring the creation of zoophytes

and testacea from the fifth day to the third; whereas, accortling

to the sense in which the twentieth and two following verses in

the first chapter of Genesis ^^ have hitherto been gentratly under-

stood, all the inkabitaiits of the waters were called into ex-

istence on the fifth day." It is of little importance in what
sen^e these passages have been generally un<lerstood by careless

icadcfb, if the expressions they contain will not bear the eon-

structioa
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struotion imputed to them. The LXX certainly did not under-

stand the words which describe the filth day's creation as in-

chuhng corals and bivalves, otherwise they surely would not have

rendered them ru. kyityj ri. y,iyaKci, k'A 'na.Tccv -^'jy^riV ^c«c/;y hyrsToov.

The Hebrew word whicii the LXX have rendered sq-^tcc gives

the idea of proc;ressive motion ; and it occurs in a .similar sense

in many otiier places, but particularly in l^salui civ. 20, \\hcre

it is applied to the roving of wild beasts in the night. It is

therefore very certain, as your correspondent has hinted, that

Moses has assigned no place for zoophytes and testacea; neither

has he mentioned forest-trees, or shrubs, or lichen^, for he did

not write the Cosmogony with the Syslevui NaLurce before him.
The Hebrew language being verv poor in terms of classification,

a few leading objects in each class are mentioned; and we are

left to understand that the analogous kinds were conjoined with
those which are named. Thus in the third day's creation we are

told that " grass and seed-hearing herbs andjhiit-hear'mg trees"

began to exist; and we are left to supply all the remainder of
the vegetable world, including marine plants to which no allu-

sion is made. It is not going much fiuther out of the way to

add corals and madrepoies, and even testacea^ considering that

no other place is allotted to them, and that on the next day
whales and progressive acjuatic animals only are mentioned. At
any rate, it is evident that Moses had it not in contemplation

to make a complete census of the whole number of created

beings : and when we find zoophytes and testacea associated in

the earth with the earliest remains of vegetable productions, and
evidently belonging to the same epoch in the creation, the pre-

sence of the former constitutes no exception to the coincidence

which would otherwise be complete,

Mr. F. E s seems to have given up his hypothesis for ex-
plaining the revolution of night and day before the creation of

the sun, and even avows that he u''as aware of the physical cir-

cumstances which render it untenable, before he advanced it.

There is one interpretation, however, of the fourteenth aiid fol-

lowing verses which will assist him out of this difficidty, and
will even remove one great objection to the sense lie attaches to

the six days. The explanation I allude to, is that which was
proposed by Dr. Geddes, a learned but bold commentator, whose
method of criticism merits in many instances the severest repre-

hension. In this particular passage I believe he has discovered

the true sense ; and I shall therefore cite his translation of it,

though it deprives me of one argument in favour of mv own hy-
pothesis which has not been answered. Dr. G. considers the

words ^'^ Let there be lights in /he firmmnent of heave ?i to il-

luminate the earthy" as equivalent to ^^ Let lights appear/' Sec.

R 3 and
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and lie proves that the words here used do not necessarily imply

a new creation of tlie sun, and cites the authority of Origeii

who was of the same opinion. Accordingly the sun may have

existed i)cforc tills period, though it only now hccanie visihle on

the earth in conseiiuence of the changes which had taken place

in the terrestrial atmosphere. On this hypothesis all the mo-
tions of the solar system may he supposed to have sul)sistcd

for ages before the epoch to which the Mosaic Cosmogony (ex-

cept perhaps tliC lii st verso of it) refers.

If this interpretation he allowed, the whole Co«mogony will

present a sdicMue perfectly rational and consistent with it.-elf, as

well as coinciding admlra!)ly with the inioMnation which natural

philosophers have gained concerning the system of the world.

It is well known that certain stars have at various times disap-

peared from the l.cavens or have ceased to be luminous, whdo

others have been ol)served which were not before visible; as the

star observed by Ilippaichus, which induced that celebrated

astronomer to make a catalogue of the heavenly bodies, and that

which shone for a time with so much splendor in Cassiopoeia.

Others have been for a time either partially or wholly obscured,

and have again become luminous. Hence it is probable that

those which have been observed for the first time, really existed

in the heavens before they were seen, and remained for many
ages in a dark unilluminatcd state. Such may have been the.

condition of our ;nn and solar system before the period when

light is said by Moses to have appeared in the world ; and

during the preceding ages the state of the earth revol?»iiig round

a dark sun is well described by the expressions " The earlli

was desolale and void, and darkness upon the face of the deep."

If these spetidations are allowed, in which no cause is assumed

that is not known really to exist, I would venture to propose

the following j)araphrase of the Cosmogony:

Ver. 1. At some vory remote epoch God created the ma-
terial universe.

[Through the remainder of the chapter Moses confines his

attention to the changes that were effected in this tcrracjueous

globe, and only " mentions such other parts of the universe as

became eventually correlative to it."]

Ver. 2. The world remained long desolate and void, and a

dark inist* environed the surface of our globe.

At length the Divine Energy (the Spirit of God) began to

exert itself, and to set in action that train of physical changes

which was destined to develop the organized creation.

* Tliis is the senic of the Hebrew word "jtyn.— See I'arkhursl's and

XJuxtorf's Lexicons.

Ver.
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Ver. 3

—

4. The solar system became illuminated by the

sun, which had hitherto been a dark body. " The liglit here

mentioned," says Dr. Geddes, " may even from the context it-

self be readily supposed to l)e but an imperfect and partial light,

such as we often see in a fog'i,fy day; wiiieri liglit would f^radually

increase in proportion as the air wa^exjKmcled and rarefied;, until

on the fourth day it received the utmo'-t dej^ree of brightness

from the unclouded appearance of the sun." Tliis indeed seems
to be the only sense in which it is possible to understand the

existence of light before the ajjpearance of tlie sun. The com-
mon interpretation of tiie " days" of the creation is thus ren-

dered more tenable than it can otherwise become,

Ver. 5. Termination of the first period.

Ver. G—7. The atmosphere becoming less dense, is called

an expanse, in which the aerial waters or clouds now float iii

separate masses.

Ver. 8. Termination of the second period.

Ver. 9. The higher regions of the earth emerge from the

mViversal ocean, never again to be covered by it until the era

of the deluge.

Ver. 11— 12. "Grass and seed- bearing herbs and fruit'

hearing trees created." Moses only alludes here to the vegeta-

ble creation on dry land. He makes no mention of marine
plants, corals, madrepores, &c. or testacea.

Ver. 13. Termination of the third period.

Ver. 14, &c. The heavenly bodies now first shine clearly on
the surface of the earth.

Ver, 19. Termination of the fourth period.

Ver. 20—21. Whales and fishes produced in the sea, and
birds on the land,

Ver. 23. Termination of the fifth period.

Ver. '2A,kc. Creation of land quadrupeds.

Ver. 2.5, &c. Creation of man.
Your correspondent will of course treat tills interpretation

with contempt, unless he should happen to think it favourable

to his own hypothesis : but 1 have little doubt of its appearing

to unprejudiced persons the most probable mode of explaining

the cosmogony.
I have tlie honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Bristol, April 11. 18JG. J. C. Pri CHARD,

R 4 LVI. Mr,
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LVI. Mr. HuM£ on Emetic Tartar.

To Mr. Tilloch.

SiK, — In addition to what I have ah-cady coinnuinitatcd* to

you, in rcf;;ard to iny methods of prtpariu^ emetic tartar, I beg
to bul)niit to yoiir leaders a eopv of" a letter whieh I .sent, ahovc

two years a^o, to the President ot the l{(*val College of Physi-

cians, London.
This I hope will serve as a protection against the offieioug

and, I may say, illiberal, intrusion of one, who seems still de-

termined to injure my professional re}jutation and, consequently,

tiie welfare of my family.

I h.ave said viclhod't, because, bv more wavs than one, 1 have

cfteetcd the decomposition, and have proved tliat an oxide of

antimony, fit ff»r the purpose, can be obtained directly from the

common black sulphuret either by means of viiric acid alone,

pro))erly diluted with water, or the i?igredit7its themselves by
wliieh this acid is prepared, together with the necessary quantity

of water.

The process which I sent to you, and whieh von have already

admitted into tiie Philosophical Magazine, has been supported

by the n.iost ample and favourable testimonies, both by manu-
facturers and otiiers who are competent to judge of its merits

;

I have therefore no indueeuaient at present to recommend any

change in that prescription.

I take this occasion to declare tl.at, excepting the preparation

of the medicine in (piestion, the tartarizcd antinionv, I had less

to do with the changes that have been made either in the for-

mer volume or in the editio nova of the Pharmacopoeia than

may be supposed ; I had no direct communici'tion with the

committee ; nor do I know, even at th.is moment, how and of

whom this committee was composed, whether it was open to all

the members of the College, or secret and select; conseuuently

I had no opportunity of preventing the material error {dun cola)

which had unfortun;itely slij)ped into the fornuda lor antlnwniinn

iartarizatiim.

The letter, of which 1 shall subjoin a eopv, was never meant
to be kept as a secret, furllier than to be jjresented //V.i/ to the

consideration of the committee, which, as I understood, had been

apj)ointed to reform the Pharmacopoeia of the London College.

This letter, if admitted into your pages, will serve as a registry,

notwithstanding all that has l)een asserted by one who has writ-

ten so much and done so little, that the process which the Col-

lege has now abandoned might have been profitably modihed j

* riiil'jsopliiciil Magazine, vol. xlv. p. liOJ.

that
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that the nitric acid was not in such great excess had a sufficient

{|uantity of water heen employed, and that the muriatic acid is

not of so much conse(|uence in the formation of protoxide of
antimony, since the whole of the eleven fluid ounces there jn-e-

scribed might have heen omitted.

I remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,
Long Acre, April 17, 181G. Jos. HuME.

''To Dr. Latham, ^c. &c. &c.
'' Sir,—A very simple and, I believe, effectual method of pre-

paring tartarized antimony occurred to me yesterday, which I

am anxious to present to you lest I should he anticipated un-
fairly by any other experimentalist.

*' I shall not at present take up more of your time than to

state the following sketch of the process.
*' The common black sulphuret of antimony is boiled with

nitrous acid largely (iiluted with water. This produces an oxide
of antimony which, after being properly washed, is to be boiled

with supertartrate oi potass and distilled water. The oi^eratiou

is then to be finished in the usual manner by evaporation and
crystallization.

" I have the honour to be^ Sir, &c.
Long-Acre, Jan. 21, 1814. " Jos. HtTME."

LVII. On constructing Electric Columns . By B. M. Forster,
Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch..

Sir,'— 1 HAVE lately formed an electric column, 1>y a process

somewhat different from any hitherto adopted, I believe ; and
imagining that it may prove ,a very convenient one, 1 wish by
means of your publication to make it known, hoping that those

persons who are interested about this curious instrument will

make experiments to determine the comparative power of a

column formed by this method, and one made according to Mr.
De Luc's original plan.

Not being able easily to procure manganese in a finely-pow-

dered state, which I understand has been made use of instead

of plates of zinc, I was desirous of trving the effect of zinc verv

finely powdered; and having obtained some of this substance

pulverized, in order to get the very fine particles I sifted it

through muslin, then mixed it v>'ith a solution of common glue

and some moist sugar. This mixture 1 laid on the back of

Dutch-
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Dulch-^iill cmhns%ed paper with a brush, by which mctiiod a

triple disc was ohtaincfl, consisting of Dutch metal (copper),

paper and zinc. Perliaps some one may be able to describe the

exact method of makinc^ the Dutch-gilt paprr; if so, I shall

esteem it a favour to be informed of it. I understand-that the

jnetal is formed of copper principally, but of what other sub-

stance is unknown to me. It appears to me that a considerable

advantage may be gained by the above-nicntii;ned process, both
in time and laljour, as these plates or discs arc much more easily

punched out than plates of zinc, and the placing them in a co-

lumn is also much more easily done on account of there being

only one kind of disc, therefore less chance of a mistake is

likely to occur in the disposition of them. If paper with .silver-^

leaf laid on it, as described in Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxxv.

p. 205 (March ISIO), were used instead of Dutch-gilt paper,

the effect would probably be stronger, and still more so if discs

of silvered paper and discs of paper with powdered zinc were
used, as tlie j)aper would then be more capable of imbiljing

moisture from the atmosphere than when both sides are coated
with metal. As the gold-leaf electrometer, commonly used for

experiments with the electric column, is rather an expensive

one, and troublesome on account of the delicacy of the gold-
leaves, it may not be unacceptable to manv of your readers to

be informed, that a metal-leaved electrometer of great sensibility

may at a very reasonable cost be made, with a small lamp-glass

fitted up with a mahogany top and base; the leaves are to be
inadc of Dutch metal fastened to a thick piece of brass wire or

slip of wood fixed into a piece of cork (which is to be glued on
to the wooden cap) ; slips of tin-foil or Dutch-metal are to be
pasted on two opposite parts of the glass cylinder as usual.

Electrometers made with Dutch-metal as above mentioned,
arc strongly affected by a person's finger being ))laced on them,
if he suddenly rise from a cliair(\vith a horse-hair seat) and stand

upon a dry fire-hearth, the electric effects being produced by
his woollen clothing rubbing against the horse-hair chair.

A dry fire-hearth being found to be a verij good insulator,

I frequently make use of it instead of a stool with glass legs.

.Should it be found that zinc dust laid on, as in the foregoing

account, does answer the purpose desired; this method may
be Avorthy of the attention of tlie philosophical-instrument-ma-
kcrs, as they might probably find a sale for this (as it may be
called) electrical paper. If zinc could be })rocured in as thin

leaves as silver or Dutch-metal, it probably would be belter for

f:lcctric columns than zinc dust.
April ir,18lG. B, M. FoRSTER.
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LVIIT. Hcporl of the Select Comvi'iliee of the House of Com

-

moJia, appointed to inquire, whether it he expedient that the

Colltction mentioned in the Earl of Elgin's Petition, pre-

sented to the House on the loth Day of Ffhruari/ last, should

he purchased on behalf of the Ptthlic; and // io, u hat Price it

moy be reasonable to allow for the same.

J. HE Select Committee consider the subject referred to tliem,

as divided into four j)rincipal heads
;

The first of whicli rchitcs to the authority by which this col-

lection was acqiiired:—The second to the circumstances under
which that authority was granted :—The third to the merit of

the marbles as works of sculpture, and the importance of making
them public property, for the purpose of j)r()motiMg the .study of

tlie fine arts in Great Britain ;— and The fourth to their value as

objects of sale ; which includes the consideration of the expense
which has attended the removing, transporting, and bringing

them to England. To these will be added some general obser-

vations upon what is to be found, in various authors, relating to

these marbles.

I. ^^'hen tlie Earl of Elgin quitted England upon his mission

to the Ottoman Porte, it was his original intention to make that

appointment benelicial to the progress of the fine arts in Great
Britain, by procuring accurate drawings and casts of the valu-

able remains of sculpture and architecture scattered throughout
Greece, and particularly concentrated at Athens.

. With this view he engaged Signor Lusieri, a painter of repu-

tation, who was then in the service of the King of theTwoSicilies,

together with two architects, two modellers, and a figure-paintar,

whom Mr. Hamilton (now under-secretary of state) engaged at

Rome and dispatched with Lusieri, in tlie summer of JSOO^from
Constantinople to Athens.

They were employed tliere about nine months, from August
1 800 to May ISOl, without having any sprt of facility or accom-
modation afforded to them : nor was the Acropolis accessible to

them, even for the purpose of taking drawings, except by the

payment of a large fee, whicli was exacted daily.

The other five artists were withdrawn from Athens in January
1803; but Lusieri has continued there ever since, excepting du-

ring the short period of our hostilities with the Ottoman Porte.

During the year 1800, Egypt was in the power of the French

:

and that sort of contempt and dislike which has always charac-
terised the Turkish government and people in their behaviour

towards every denomination of Christians, prevailed in full force.

The success of the British arms in Egypt^ and the expeeted

restitutior^
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rcViitution of tliHt province to the Poito, wroiifrht a wondcrfiil

uiul instantaiK'ous cilaiiiie in the disposition of all ranks and dc-

.st-riptions of people towards our nation. Universal bcnevolonce

and i:;ood-\vill appeared to take place of suspicion and aversion.

Nothinj;^ was refused wliich was asked ; and Lord Elgin, avail-

ini; liiniself of this favoundde and unexpected alteration, oh-

iaiui'd, in the .suninier of 1801, access to th.e Acropolis for ge-

neral purposes, with j)c"nnisNiou to draw, model, and reincnc

;

to which was added, a special license to ex'-avate in a particular

])lace. Lord Elgin mentions in his evidence, that he was obliged

to send from Athens to Constantinople for leave to remove a

house ; at the same time rcmaiking that, in point of fact, all

perndssions isstiing from the Porte to any distant provinces, are

little better than authorities to make the best bargain that can

be ma'lc with the local magistracies. The ap|)lications uj)on

this subject passed in verbal conversations ; Init the v.arrants

or fermauus were granted in writing, addressed to the chief au-

thorities resident at Athens, to whom they were delivered, and

in whose hands tliey remained: so that your conunittee had no

opportunity of Itarning from Lord Elgin himself their exact tenor,

or of ascertaining in wliat terms they noticed, or allowed, the

displacing or carrying away of these marbles. But Dr. Hunt,

who accompanied Lord I'^lgin as chaplain to the embassy, has pre-

served, and has now in his possession, a translation of the second

fermann, v/liich extended the powers of the first ; but as be had

it not with liim in London, to produce before your conunittee,

he stated the substance, according to his recollection, which was
*' That, in order to shf)W their jjarticular respect to the ambassa-

dor of Great Britain, the august ally of the Porte, with whou)

thev were now and had long been in the strictest alliance, they

gave to his esceliencv and to his secretary, and the artists em-
ployed by him, the most extensive jUMinission to view, draw and

model the ancient temples of the idols, aiul the sculptures upon

iheni, and to make excavations, and to take away any stones

that might ap!)ear interesting to them." He stated fiuther,

that no remonstraiice was at any time made, nor any <lisplcasnre

shown by the Tinkish government, either at Constantinople or

at Athens, against the extensive interpretation which was put

upon this feruuum; and although the work of taking down and

removing was going on for months, and even years, and was

conducted in the most public manner, numbers of native la-

bourers, to the amount of some hundretls, being fre(piently em-
ployed, not the least obstruction was ever interi)osed, nor the

smallest uneasiness shown after the granting of this second fer-

mann. Among the Greek juipulation and iidiabitants of Athens

it occasioned no sort of dissatisfaction j but, as Mr. Hamilton,

an
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an eye-witness, expresses it, so far from exciting- any unpleasant

eeasation, tlie people seemed to feel it as the means of biinginsj

foreigners into tlirir country, and of having mouev spent anio;i^

thein. The Turks showed a total indiiforence and aj)athy as to

the preservation of these reiuains, except when in a fit of wan-
ton destruction thcv sometimes carried their disregard so far as

to do mischief by firing at them. The numerous travellers and
admirers of the arts cominitted greater waste, from a very dif-

ferent motive; for many of those v.lio visited the Acropolis

tempted tiie soldiers and other people about the fortress to l)ring

them down heads, legs, or arms, or whatever other j)ieces thev

could carry off.

A translation of the fermaun itself ho,s since been foruardcd
by Dr. Hunt, which is printed in the A))jjen(hx.

II. Upon the second division, it nnist be premised, that an-
tecedently to Lord Elgin's departure for Conslantinojjle. he coia-

municated bis intentions of bringing home casts and drawings

from Athens, for the benefit and advancement of the fine arts iu

this country, to Mr. Pitt, Lord Grenvillc, and Mr. Dundas, sug-

gesting to them the propriety of considering it as a national oij-

ject, fit to be undertaken and carried into effect at the puljlic

expense ; but that this recommendation was in no degree en-

couraged, either at that time or afterwards.

It is evident, from a letter of Lord Elgin to the secretary of

state, 13 January, 1803, that he considered iiimseif as having

no sort of claim for his disbursements in the prosecution of these

pursuits, though he stated, in the same disjjatch, the heavy ex-

penses in vvhiish they had involved him, so as to make it ex-

tremely inconvenient for him to forgo any of the usual allow-

ances to which ambassadors at other courts were entitled. It

cannot, therefore, be doubted, that l.e looked upon himself iu

this respect as acting in a character entirely distinct from his

official situation. But whether the government from v.'honi he

obtained permission *lid, or could so consider him, is a question

which can be solved only by conjecture and reasoning, in the

absence and deficiency of all positive testimony. The Turkish

ministers of that day arc, in fact, the only persons in the world

capable (if they are still alive) of deciding the doubt ; and it is

probable that even theVj if it were possible to consult them, might

be unable to form any very distinct discrimination as to tlie cha-

racter in consideration of which tliey acceded to Lord Elgin's

rc([uest. The occasion made them, beyond all precedent, pro-

pitious to whatever was desired in behalf of the English nation;

tliey readily, therefore, complied with all that was asked by Lord
Elgin. He was an Englishman of high rank ; he was also am-
bassador from our court : they granted the same pcrmii:iion to

no
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no otiier iiidiviilual : Imt thei:, as Lord Elgin observes, no oilier

individual applied lor it to the -same extent, nor h;id indeed the

sjune unlimited means lor carrying such an undertaking into ex-

ecution. The expression of one of the mobt intelligent and di-

stinguished of the British travellers, who visited Athens about

the same period, appears to your committee to convey as cor-

rect a judgement as cnn be formed upon this question, which is

incapable of being satisfactorily r-eparated, and must be taken in

the aggregate.

The Earl of Aberdeen, in answer to an inquiry, whether the

authority and infbu>ncc of a public situation was in his opinion

necessary for accomplisliing the removal of these marbles, an-

swered, that he did not think a jirivate individual could have ac-

comj)lislied the removal of the remains which Lord Elgin ob-

tained : and Dr. Hunt, who had better opportunities of informa-

tion upon this jioint than any other person who has been ex-

amined, gave it as his decided opinion, that " a British subject

not in the situation of ambassador, could not have been able to

o])ta!n from the Turkish government a fermaun of such extensive

powers."

It mav not be unworthv of remark, that the only other piece

of sculpture which was ever reino\ed from its ))lace for the j)ur-

pose of export wa^ tJiken by M. Choiseul (ionffier, when he

was ambassador from France to tlie Porte ; but whether he did

it by express permission, or in some less ostensible way, no means

of ascertaining are v.ithin the reach of your connnittee. It waS

undoubtedlv at various times an object with tlie French govern-

ment to t)btain possession of some of these valual)le remains, and

it is probable, according to the testimony of Lord Aberdeen, and

others, that at no great distance of time they might have been

removed by that government from their original site, if they kad

not been taken away and secured for this country by Lord Elgin.

IIL The third part is involved in nnicli less intricacy: and

although iu all matters of taste there is room for great variety

and latitude of opinion, there will be found upon this branch of

the suliject much more nuilormity and agreement than could

have been expected. "^I'lie testimony of several of the most

eminent artists in this kingdom, who have been examined, rates

these marbles in the very first class of ancient art, some placing

them a little above, and others but very little below the Apollo

Belvidere, the Laoeooii, and the Torso of the Belvidere. They
f.peak <if them with admiration and enthusiasm ; and notwith-

standing the manifold injuries of time and weather, and those

mutilations which they have sustained from the fortuitous or

designed injuries of neglect, or mischief, they consider them as

among the ftnest models, and the most exq^i^iisite monuments of

antiquity.
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1

Antiquity. The general current of this portion of the evidence

makes no doubt of referring tlie date of the^e works to the ori-

ginal building of the Parthenon, and to the designs of I'liiciias,

the dawn of every thing which adorned and ennobled Greece.

With this estimation of the excellence of these works it is na-
tural to conclude that they are recommended by the same au-
thorities as higlily fit, and a,dn)irably adapted to form a school

for study, to improve our national taste for the fine arts, and to

diffuse a more perfect knowledge of them throughout this P..ing-

doni.

Much indeed may l)e rcasona1)ly hoped and expected, from

the general observation, and admiration of such distinguished.

examples. The end of the fifteenth and beginning of the six-

teenth centuries, enlightened bv the discovery of several of the

noblest remains of anticpiity, produced in Italy an abundant har-

vest of the most eminent men, who made gigantic advances in

the path of art, as painters, sculi)tors, and arciiiteets. Caught
by the novelty, attracted by t!ie beauty, and enamoured of the

perfection of those newly disclosed treasures, thev inibil)ed the

genuine spirit of ancient excellence, and transfused it into their

own compositions.

It is surprising to observe in the best of these marbles In how
great a degree the close imitation of nature is coinbiacd with

grandeur of style, while the exact details of the former in no
degree detract from the eOect and predominance of the latter,

The two finest single figures of this collection differ materially

in this respect from the Apol'o Belvidere, wliich may be selected

as the highest and most suljlime representation of ideal forai

and beauty, which sculpture has ever enibodied, and turned into

shape.

The evidence upon this part of the inquiry \vill be read with

satisfaction and interest, both where it is immediately connected

with these marbles, and where it branches out into extraneous

observations, but all of them relating to the study of the antique.

A reference is made by one of the witnesses to a sculptor*,

eminent throughout Europe for his vv'orks, wlio lately left this

metropolis highly gratified bv tlie view of these treasures of that

branch of art which he has cultivated with so much success.

His own letter to the Earl of Elgin upon this subject is uiserted

in the Appendix.
In the judgement of Mr. Payne Knight, whose valuation wiil

be referred to in a subsecjuent page, the first class is not assigned

to the two principal statues of this collection ; but he rates the

metopes in the fust class of works in high relief, and knov/s of

* Caaova.

nothing:
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nothing so fine in'that kind. lie places also the frize in the first

class of low relief; and considering a general museum of art to

be very desirahle, he looks upon such an addition to our national

collection as likclv to contribute to the improvement of the arts,

and to i>econie a \orv valuable acfpiisilion ; for tlic im|)ortation

of nhicii Lord Elgin is entitled to the gratitude of his country.

IV. The directions of the house in the order of reference

impose uj*on your committee the task of forming and sub-

uustiii^' an opinion upon the fourth head, which otherwise the

scantiness of n)fiterials for fixing a pecuniary .value, and the un-

willingness, or inability, in those who are practically most con-

versant in statuary' tx) afford any lights upon this part of the

subject, would have rather induced them to decline.

The produce of this collection, if it .should be brought to sale

in separate lots, in the present dej)rcciated slate of almost exerv

;\rticle, and more particularly of such as are of precarious and
fanciful value, would j)robabiy be much inferiu.* to what niay be

denominated its intrinsic valu(\

The nuitilatcd state of all the larger figures, the want either

of heads or features, of limbs or surface, in most of the metopes,

and in a great propoiiion of the compartments even of tiie larger

frixe, render tiiis collection, if divided, but litde adapted to s-erve

for the decoration of private liouses. It should therefoie be

considered as forming a whole, and should unciuestionably he

kept entire as a scho(j! of art, and a study for the formation of

artists. The competitors in t!ic market, if it should be offered

for sale without separation, could not be numerous. Some of

the sovereigns of Europe, added to such of the great galleries or

national institutions in various parts of the continent, as may
possess funds at the disposal of t!ieir directors sufficient for such

a jjurjiose, would in all jirobability be the only purchasers.

It is not however reasonable n.or becoming the liberality of

parliament to withhold upon this account, whatever, under all

the circumstances, may be, deemed a just and ade(]uate price ;

and more particularly in a case where parliament is left to fix its

own valuation, and no specific sinn is demanded, or even sug-

gested, by the party wlio offers the collection to the public.

It is obvious that the money c.N])ended in the accjuisition of

anv commodity is not necessarily the measure of its real value.

The sum laid out in gaining possession of two articles of the

same intrinsic worth, may, and often does, vary considerably.

Jn making two excavations, for instance, of equal magnitude and
labour, a broken bust or some few fragments may he discovered

in the one, and a perfect statue in the other. The first cost of

the broken bust and of the entire statue woidd in that case be

the same
J
but it cannot be said that the value is therefore

c([ual.
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equal. In tlie same matnier, by the loss or detention of a ship,

a great charge may have been incurred, and the original out-

going excessively enhanced ; but the value to the buyer will in

no degree be affected by these extraneous accidents. Supposing

again, artists to have been engaged at considerable salaries du-

ring a large period in wliich they could do little or nothing, the

first cost would be burdensome in this case also to the employer
;

but those who bought v/ould look only at the value of the article

in the market where it might be exposed to sale, without caring,

or inquiring how, or at what expense it was brought thither.

Supposing, on the other hand, that the thirteen other metopes
had been bouffht at the Custom-house sale at the same price

which that of M. Choiseul Gouffier* fetched, it could never be

said that the value of them was no more than twenty-four or

twenty-five pounds a-piece.

It is perfectly just and reasonable that the seller should en-

deavour fidly to reimburse himself for all expenses, and to ac-

quire a profit also ; but it will be impossible for him to do so,

whenever the disbursements have exceeded the fair money price

of that which he has to dispose of.

Your committee refer to Lord Elgin's evidence for the large

and heavv charges which have attended the formation of this

collection, and the placing of it in its present situation ; which
amount, from 1799 to January 1803, to 62,440/. including

23,240/. for the interest of money; and according to a sup-

plemental account, continued from 1803 to 1816, to no less a

sum than 74,000/. including the same stun for interest.

All the papers which are in his possession upon this subject,

including a journal of above 90 pages, of the daily expenses of

his principal artist Lusieri (from 1803 to the close of 1814), who
still remains in his eniplovment at Atliens, together with the

account current of Messrs. Hayes of Malta (from Aj)ril 1807 to

May 1811), have been freely submitted to your committee 5 and

there can be no doubt, from the inspection of those accounts,

confirmed also by other testimony, that the disbursements were

very considerable ; but supposing them to reach the full sum at

which they are calculated, your committee do not hesitate to

express their opinion, that they afford no just criterion of the

value of the collection, and therefore must not be taken as a just

basis for estimating it.

* M, Ciioiscul, the French minister at the Porte, liad obtained pennls-

sion to rein ive sculptures from Atliens. The tVigate. which was conveying

them to France was cai)cni'vl by Lord Nelson. Fhe marbles were, after-

wards sold at a rummage sale at the Custom-house, and bought by Lord

Elgin, who ilien thought them a part of his own collcctiouj the packages

having no directions.

—

Edjt.

Vol. 47. No. 216. April 1816. S Two
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'1 V, o \'rilr.ation'i, ;iii<i oulv two in detail, have been laid btfine

vour committee, which <ire printed ; diftorinu; nio»it widely in the

paiticv.lara, and in the total ; that of Mr. Piivne Kni^h.t amount-
ing: to 2:),(>0()/. and that of Mr. Hamilton to 60,8(10/.

The only other sum mentioned as a money price, is in the

evidence of the Eail of Al)erdcen, who nainffl 3.S, ()()()/. as a sort

of conjectural estimate of t!ic whole, without entering into par-

ticulars.

In addition to the instances of prices qr.oted in Mr. Payne

Knia;ht's evidence, the sums paid fen* other celebrated marbles

deserve to be bron;;ht under the imtice of the house.

The Townley c(<lIection, which was purchased for the Eritiili

Museum iti .Imie 18().> for 20,000/., is frequently referred to in

the examinations of the witnesses, wit'a some variety of opinion

as to its intrinsic value; Init it is to be observed of all the prin-

cipal sculptures in that collection, that thev were in excellent

condition with the surface perfect ; and where injured, they

were generallv well restored, and perfectly adapted for the de-

coration and almost for the oriian:ental furniture of a private

house, as they were indeed disposed by Mr. Towidey in his life-

time.

In what proportion the .state of mutilation in which the Elgin

niarbK's are left, and al)ove all the corrosion of nmch of the sur-

face by weather reduce their, value, it is difticiilt precisely to as-

certain ; but it may unquestiotiablv be aliirmed in the words of

one of the sculptors* examined (who rates these works in the

highest class of art) that "the Townleyan marbles being entire,

are, in a commrrcial poiiit of view, the more valuable of the twc)

:

but that the Eliiin marbles, as possessing that matter vvhicli

artists most retpiire, claim a higher consideration."

The yEgina marble^, which arc also referred to, and were well

known to one of the memlxTS of von.r committeef, who was in

treaty to purciiase them for the British. Museum, sold for G,0<M)/.

to the Prince Royal of Bavaria, which was less than the Brinv.h

government had directed to be ofTered, after a prior negotiatinn

for obtaining them had failed ; their real value hovrever was
supposed not to exceed 400(U. at which Liisieri estimated them.

They are described as valuable in j)oint of remote antiquity, and
curious in that respect, but of no distinguished merit as speci-

mens of sculpture, their style Ix'ing what is usually called Etrus-

Cfin, and older than the nge of Phidias.

The marbles at Phigalia, in Arcadia, have lately been pur-

chased for the Museum at tho expense of 15,0(K)/. increased by

a very unfavourable exchange to 19,000/. a sum which your

* R. ^Vestmacott, esq. R..\. f .1. N. FftEakeilfy, o»q.

committee,
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«ommittee, after inspecting them, venture to consider as more
than equal to tlieir vahic.

It is true that an English gentleman"^, concerned in disco-

vering them, was ready to give the same sum; and therefore no
sort of censure can attach on those who purchased them abroad,

for our national gallery, without any possil)ie opporturiity of

viewing and examining the sculpture, but knowing them only

from the sketches which were sent over, and the place wheie
they were dug up, to be undoubted and authentic remains of

Greek artists of the best time.

When the first offer was made by the Earl of Elgin to Mr.
Perceval, of putting the public in possession of this collection,

Mr. Long, a nielnber of your committee, was authorized by Mr.
Perceval to acquaint Lord Elgin, that he was willing to propose

to parliament to purchase it for iJO,000/. provided Lord Elgin

should make out, to the satisfaction of a committee of the house

of commons, tliat he had expended so much in acquiring and
transporting it.

Lord Elgin declined this proposal, for the reasons stated by

him in his evidence: and until the month of June 1815 no
further step was taken on either side; but at that time a peti-

tion was presented, on the part of Lord Elgin, to the house,

vi^hich, owing to the late period of the session, was not pro-

ceeded upon. Eighty additional cases have been received since

1811, the contents of which, enumerated in Mr. Hamilton's

evidence, now form a part of the collection. The medals also,

of vvhieli the value is uiore easily defined, were not included in

the proposal m.ade to Mr. Perceval.

Against these augmentations must be set the rise in the value

cf money, which is unquestionably not inconsiderable, between

the present time and the year 1811; a cause or consequence of

which is the depreciation of every commodity, either of necessity

or fancy, vv'hich is brought to sale.

Your committee, therefore, do not think that they sJKndd be

justified, in JK'half of the public, if tiiey were to recommend to

the house any extension of Mr. Perceval's offer to a greater

amount than 5000/. : and, under all the circumstances that they

have endeavoured to bring utsder the view of the house, they

judge thirtv-five thousand ])ounds to be a reasonable and suffi-

cient price for this collection.

Your committee oliserviug, that by the act A^i Geo. III.

c. 127, for vestirig the Tovvnleyan collection in the trustees of the

British Museum, § 4, the proprietor of that collection, Mr,
Townlev Standish, was added to the trustees of the British iMu-

* Mr. Lee, of Warwickshiic.

3 2 teum,
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seunij consider the Earl of Elgin (and his heirs being Earls of

Elgin) as equallv entitled to the same distinction, and recom-

mend that a clause should lie inserted to that effect, if it should

be necessary that an act shoidd pass for transferring his collection

to the public.

It may not be deemed foreign to this subject, if y<nir com-
mittee ventme to extend their observations somewhat beyond

the strict limit of their immediate inquiry, and lay l)efore the

house what occurs to them as not uninjportant with regard to

the ago. and authenticity of these sculptures. Tiie great work*

with which Pericles adorned and strengthened Athens, were ail

carried on under the direction and superintendance of Phidias :

for this, there is the authority of variouji ancient writers, and

particularly of Plutarch ; but he distinctly asserts in the same
passage, that Callicrates and Ictimis executed the work of the

Parthenon ; which is confirmed also by Pansanias, so far as re-

lates to Ictinus, who likewise ornamented or constructed the

temple of Apollo at Phigalla*; from whence, by a singular

coincidence, the sculptures in high relief lately purchased for

the British Museum, and frequently referred to in the evidence,

were transported.

The stvie of this work, in the opinion of the artists, indicates

that it belongs to the same period, though the execution is

rated as inferior to that of the Elgin marbles. In the fabulous

stories which are represented upon both, there is a very striking

similarity ; and it may be remarked in passing, that the sub-

jects of the metopes, and of the smaller frize, which is sculp-

tured with the battle of the Amazons, correspond with two out

of the four subjects mentioned by Pliny, as adorning the shield

and dress of the Minerva ; so that there was a general unifor-

mity of design in the stories which were selected for the internal

and external decoration of the Parthenon. The taste of tha

same artist, Ictinus, probably led him to repeat the same idcjis,

which abound in graceful forms, and variety of composition,

when he was employed upon the temple of another divinity at

a distance from Athens.

The statue of Minerva, within the temjile, was the work of

Phidias himself, and, with the exception of the Jupiter which

he made at Elis, the most celebrated of his productions. It

was composed of ivory and gold ; with regard to which, some
very curious anecdotes relating to the political history of that

time are to be found in the same writers: the earliest of which,

* Tlic pcii'iltiinate syllable should he pronounced lonp; Plii^^aila closes

tvio hexameter verses, one of which is quoted by Pansanias, and the other

by Slcphanus Byzanlinus, from Ilhianus a poet of Ciclc.

from
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from a passage in a cotemporary poet, Aristophanes, proves

that the value of these materials involved both Pericles and the

director of his works in great trouble and jeopardy; upon which
account the latter is said to have withdrawn to Elis, and to have

ended his days there, leaving it doubtful whether his death was
natural, or in consetjuence of a judicial sentence : but Plutarch

places his death at Athens, and in prison, either by disease or

by poison.

It has been dqubted whether Phidias himself ever wrought in

marble ; but although, when he did not use ivory, his chief

material was unquestionably bronze ; there are authorities suf-

ficient to establish, beyond all controversy, that he sometimes

applied his hand to marble, Pliny, for instance, asserts that he

did so, and mentions a Venus ascribed to him, existing in hi.<

own time in the collection (or in the portico) of Octavia. Phi-

dias is called by Aristotle a skilful worker in stone ; and Pan-
sanias enumerates a celestial Venus of Parian marble, undoubt-

edly of his hand ; and the Ilhamnusian Nemesis, also of the same
material. Some of his statues in bronze were brought to Rome
by Paulus ^milius, and by Catulus.

His great reputation, however, was founded upon his repre-

sentations of the gods, in which he was supposed more excellent

than in human forms, and especially upon his works in ivory, in

which he stood unrivalled*.

Elidasthe Argive is mentioned as the master of Phidias; which

honour is also shared by Hippias. His two most celebrated

scholars were Alcamenes an Athenian of noble birth, and Ago-
racritus of Paros ; the latter of whom was his favourite; and it

was reported, that out of affection to him, Phidias put his

scholar's name upon several of his own works: among which the

statue called Rhamnusian Nemesis is particularized by Pliny and
Suidas.

In another passage of Pliny, Alcamenes is classed with Critias,

Nestocles, and Hcgias, who are called the rivals of Phidias. The
name of Colotes is preserved as another of his scholars.

The other great sculptors who were living at the same time

with Phidias, and flourished very soon after him, were Agelades,

Gallon, Polycletus, Phragmon, Gorgias, Lacon, Myron, Pytha-

goras, Scopas, and Perelius.

The passage in which Pausanias mentions the sculptures on
the pediments is extremely short, and to this effect: "As you

enter the temple which they call Parthenon, all that is contained

in what is termed the (eagles) pediments, relates in every par-

ticular to the birth of Minerva j but on tiie (opposite or back

* Qiiii)tili:tn xii. c. 10.

S 3 front
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front is the contest of Minerva and Neptune for the land ;—bnt

the statue itself is formed of ivory and ;:;old." The state of di-

Japidution into which this temple was fallen when Stuart visited

it in 1751, and made most correct drawings for liis valuable

work, left little opjjortunity of examiniufi; and comparing what
remained upon that part of the temple with the passage referred

to: but an account is preserved by travellers, who about eighty

years earlier foinid one of these pediments in toleral)le preserva-!-

tion, before the war between the Turks and W-netians, in 1 687,
had done so much damage to this adniirable stiucture. The
observations of cue of these (Dr. Spon a French physician) may
be literally translated thus :

" The highest part of the front which the Greeks called ' the

Eagle,' and our architects ' the Fronton,' is enriched with a
group of beautiful figures in marble, which appear from below
as large as life. They are of entire relief, and wondcrfullv well

worked. Pausanias savs nothing more, than that this sculpture

related to the birth of Alincrva. The general design is this :

'^ Jupiter, who is under the highest angle of the pediment
(fronton) has the right arm broken, in which, probablv, he held

his thunderbolt ; his legs are thrown wide from each other, with-

out doubt to make room for his eagle. Although these two
characteristics are wanting, one caimot avoid recognising hini

by his beard, and by the majesty with which the sculptor has
invested him. He is naked, as they usually represented him,
a\id particularly the Greeks, who for the most part made their

figures naked ; on his right is a statue which has its head and
arms mutilated, draped to about half the leg, which one may
judge to be a Victory, which precedes the car of Minerva, whose
horses she leads. They are the work of some hand as bold
as it was delicate, which would not perhaps have yielded to

Phidias, or Praxiteles, so renowned for (representing) horses.

Minerva is sitting upon the car, rather in the habit of goddess
of the sciences, than of war; for she is not dressed as a warrior,

having neither helmet, nor shield, nor head of Medusa upon
her breast: she has the air of youth, and her head-dress is not
different from tluit of Venus. Another female figure without a
head is sitting behind her with a child, which she hoKls upon
her knees. 1 cannot say who she is ; but I had no trou!)lc in

making out or recognising the two next, which are the last on
that side; it is the em])cror Hadrian sitting, and half naked,
and, next to him, his wile Sabiiia. It seems that they arc both
looking on with pleasure at the trium])h of the goddess. I do
not believe that before mo any person observed this particularity,

which deserves to be remarked: * On the left of .hipiter are five

or six figures, of which some have lost the heads ; it is probably

tlie
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the circle of the gods, where Jupiter is about to introduce Mi-
nerva, and to make her be acknowledr^ed for his daughter/ The
pediment behind represented, according to the same author, the

dispute'which Minerva and Neptune iuid for naming the city; but

all the figures are fallen from tliem, except one head of a sea-

horse, which was the usual accompaniment of this god : these

figures of the two pediments were not so ancient as the body of

the temple built by Pericles, for which there wants no other ar-

gument than that of the statue of Hadrian, which is to be seen

there, and the marble which is whiter than the rest. Ail the

rest has not been touched. The Marquis de Nointel had de-

signs made of the whole, v/hen he went to Athens; his painter

worked there for two nionths, and almost lost his eyes, because

he was obliged to draw everv thing from below, without a scaf-

fold."— {Voyaoe par Jacob Spon .-'Lyons, 167S ; 2 tom. p. 144.)

Wheler, who travelled with Spon, and published his Work at

London (four years later) in 16!^2, says, " But my companion
made me observe the next two figures sitting in the corner to be

of the emperor Hadrian and his empress Sabina, whom I easily

knew to be so, by the manv medals and statues I have seen of

them." And again, " But the emperor Hadrian most probably

repaired it, and adorned it with those figures at each front. For

the whiteness of the marble, and his own statue joined with

them, apparently show them to be of a later age than the first,

and done by that emperor's command. Within the portico on
high, and (m the outside of the cella of the temple itself, is an-

other border of basso relievo round about it, or at least on th/e

fiorth and south sides, which, without doubt, is as ancient as the

temple, and of admirable work, but not so high a relievo as the

other. Thereon are represented sacrifices^, processions, and other

ceremonies of the heathens' worship ; most of them were designed

bv the Marquis de Nointel, who eniplovcd a painter to do it tv.o

months together, and showed them to us when we waited on him
at Constantinople."

Another French author, who publi-hcd, three years earlier

than Spon, a work called " Atlienes Ancienne et Nouvelle, par

le S*" de la Guilletiere a Paris," 167''>,—say<, "Pericles em-
ployed upon the Parthenon the celeln'ated architects Callicrates

and Ictinus. The last, who had more reputation than the

former, wrote a descri])tion of it in a book*, which he com-
posed on purpose, and which has been lost ; and we should

proliablv not now liave the opportunitv of admiring the building

itself, if the emperor Hadrian had not preserved it to us, by the

* Tctinus and Carpinn were jointly roncerufd in this work, for^hich
wv hate the aulhonty ot ViUiivius, li >. 7. jira^fnt.

S 4 repairs
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repairs which he caused to be clone. It is to his care thftt wt
owe the few icmains ot aritiquitv which aic still entire at

Athens."

In the Antifiuitics of /\tliens, I)y Stuart, vol. ii. p. 4, it is said,

" Paasanias gives h'.it a transient account of this temple, nor

does he say whether Hadrian repaired it, though his statue

and that of his empress Sabiua in the western pediment have

occasioned a doubt whether the sculptures, in both, were not

put up by him. Wlielcr and Spon were of this opinion, and
say thcv were whiter than the rest of the building. The statue

of Antinous, now remaining at Rojne, may be thouglit a proof

that there were artists in his time capable of executing them
;

but tliis whiteness is no proof that they were more n\odern than

the temple, for they might be made of a whiter marble ; and
the heads of Hadrian and Sabina might be put on two of the

ancient figures, which was no uncommon practice among the

Romans; and if we may give credit to Plutarch, the buildings

of Pericles were not in the least impaired by age in his time;

therefore, this temple could not want any material repairs in

the reign of Hadrian."

With regard to the works of Hadrian at Athens, Spartian

says "that he did much for the Athenians*;" and a little

after, on his second visit to Athens, " going to the east he made
his journey through Athens, and dedicated the vvorks which he

had begun there ; and particularly a temple to Olympian Ju-
piter, and an altar to himself."

The account given by Dion Cassius is nearly to the same
effect, adding, that he placed his own statue within the temple
of 01ynij)ian Jupiter, which he erectedf.

He called some other cities after his own name, and directed a

part of Athens to be styled Hadrianopolis J : but no mention
is made by any ancient author, of his touching or repairing the

Parthenon. Pausauias, who wrote in his reign, says that " the

temples wliich Hadrian either erected from the foundation, or

adorned with dedicated gifts and decorations, or whatever do-

nations he made to tlie cities of the Greeks, and of the Bar-
barians also, Ivho made application to bin), were all recorded

at Athens in the temple common to all the gods§."

It is not unlikely, that a confused recollection of the statue

which Hadrian actually placed at Athens, may have led one of

t!ie earliest travellers into a mistake, wiiich has been repeated

an<l countenanced by sulrscfpient writers : but Mr, Fauvel, who
will be ([noted presently, speaks as from his own examination

• Folio rdii,. Paris Kt'20, p. 6. t I) ixix. r. 16.

\ Sjiariiiii), p. 10. § P.ni';. Att. p. .S. I.H. Xvl.

and
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and observation, when he mentions the two statues in question

;

which, it is to be observed, still rcmaiti (without their heads)

upon the pediment of the entrance, and have not been removed

by Lord Elgin.

An exact copy of these drawings, by the Marqviis de Nointel's

painter, is given in M. Barry's works; which are rendered more

valuable on account of the destruction of a- considerable part of

the temple in the Turkish war by the falling of a Venetian bomb,
within a short time after the year in which they were made ;

which, however, must have been prior to the date of 16S3,

affixed to the plate in Barry's Works (2d vol, p. 163. London,

180!).)

Some notes of Mr. Fauvel, a painter and anti(]iiarian, who
moulded and took casts from the greatest part of the sculptures,

and remained fifteen vears at Athens, are given with the tracings

of these drawings ; in which it is said, with regard to these pedi-

ments, " these figures were adorned with bronze, at least if we
may judge l)V the head of Sal)iua, which is one of the tvvo that

remain ; and which, having fallen, and being much mutilated,

was brought to Mr. Fauvel. The traces are visil)le of the little

cramps which probably fixed the crown to the head. The head

of the eniperior Hadrian still exists. Probably this group has

been inserted to do honour to that emperor, for it is of a work-
manship different from the rest of this sculpture."

Your committee catmot dismiss this interesting subject, with-

out submitting to the attentive reflection of the house, how
highly the cultivation of the fine arts has contributed to the re-

putation, character, and dignitv of every government by which
they have been encouraged, and how intimately they are con-

nected with the advancement of every thing valuable in science,

literature, and philosophy. In contemplating the importance

and splendor to which so small a republic as Athens rose, l)y the

geni\is and energy of her citizens, exerted in the path of such

studies, it is impossible to overlook how transient the memory
and fame of extended empires and of might v contpierors are,

in comparison of those who have rendered inconsiderable state*

eminent, and immortalized their own names by these pursuits.

But if it be true, as we learn from historv and experience, that

free government^ afford a soil most suitable to the fnoduction of

native talent, to the maturing of the powers o( the human mind,
and to the growth of every species of excellence, i)v opening to

merit the prospect of reward and distinction, no country can be
better adapted than our own to afford an honourable asylum to

these monuments of the school of Phidias, and of the admini-
jtration of Pericles; where, secure from further injurv and de-

gradation,
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Ijradation, thev may receive that admiration and lioinac^p to

wliicii thev are entitled, and serve in return as inodcl?^ and ex-

fiinplcs to those, who hy knowint? how to revere and appreciate

them, may learn first to imitate, and ultimately to rival them.

Marcli 25, 1816.

*j^* The witnesses examined were: tTie Earl of Elgin ; the

Fight Hon. Charles Lone: ; William Hamilton, Esq. ; Joseph

NoUekens, Esq. R.A. ; John Fiaxman, Esq. R.A. ; Richard

Westniacott, Esq. ; Francis Channtry, Esq.; Charles Rossi,

Esq. R.A. ; Sir Thomas Lawrence, Knt. R.A. ; Richard Payne

Knight, Esq. ; William Wilkins, Esq. ; Taylor Comhe, Esq. ; the

Karl of Aberdeen ; John Paeon, Esq. ; J.B. Sawrey Morritt.Esq.j

John Nicliolas Fazakerley, Es(|. ; Alex. Day, Es(]. ; Rev. Dr.

Philip Hunt, LL.D. Questions in writiiij; were also sent to the

President of the Roval Academy, who, owing to indisposition,

eould not wait upon the committee; and these with his answers

thereto are also inserted in the Aj)pendix.

All the artists examined spoke in the most entluisiastic terms

of these noble specimens of art: most of them preferred the

Theseus and the Neptune even to the Belvidere Apollo, and tlie

Laocoon ; and all of them agreed that the collection was finer

than any thing they had ever seen.

The Phi/golian Marbles.

The following particulars relative to the Phygalian and yEgina

marbles are extracted from Mr. Hamilton's evidence before the

committee on the Elgin marbles.
" Are vou acfpiaintcd with the transaction relating to the pur-

chase of the Phvgalian marbles ?—Yes, I am ; the best infor-

mation I can give to the commitlee, on the subject cf the ptir-

chase of the Phvgalian marbles, is contained in a memorandum,
the copv of which I put into Mr. Long's hands about ten d.iys

ago: This is the paper. [It was read as follows.]

" Memorandum on the purchase of the Phygalian Marbles

on accoimt of the British Government.
" When the first intelligence of the discovery of the Phygalian

marbles, by a party of English and (icrman travellers, in the

month of IS 12, was received in England, I heard,

owing to niv intimacy with the fiwuily of .Mr. Cockerell, father

of one of tl^e fortunate discoverers, frequent and detailed ac-

counts of the l)eauty of these remains of antiquity, and the ex-

traordinary state of preservation in which they had been found,

notwithstanding the lapse of more tlian twenty centuries since

they had been sculptured. In that and the subsequent year,

drawings of the bas-reliefs were received in England by \ arious

hands,
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hands, particularly some very correct ones by Mr.C. R. Cockerell,

brought bv Mr. Frederick North, all attesting the beauty of the

composition, and eminently satisfactory with reiijard to the age

in which they had been made. These drawings I saw frequently

exhibited to persons the most competent to form a judgement of

the merit of the originals ; and they met with universal admira-

tion, both in general society, and jjarticnlarly at the meeting's of

the Dilettanti Society. It was on all hands hoped that they

might be purchased by the British government, and that they

would not be deterred by the bad success of the negotiation for

the i^gina marbles, from becoming competitors also for these :

these feelings were also expressed by several of the trustees of the

British Museum, but in such general terms, that I was not very

sanguine of what seemed to be the wish of all being brought

about by the efficient co-oi)eration of a few; though I was aware
that this offered the only chance of .'-uccess. Perhaps the failure

of the two successive attempts, which had Ijeen made for the

purchase of the /Egina marbles, damped, in some measure, the

disposition of those who, from their public situation, and correct

judgement in all matters of taste, were qualified and entitled to

interfere. However it was, the time for the public sale an-

nounced for the 1st May 1S14 was fast approaching, and no
steps were taken for the attainment of the object, of which I was
aware, beyond a few visits, which I recei-.ed about that time

from General Turner, to ex})ress the hoj)es of the Prince Regent,

to whom the drawings, brought home by Mr. North, had been

submitted by Mr. Cockerell, the father, that the marbles in

question would be purchased; and from Mr. Planta, to express

tlie same hopes on the part of the British Museum, though un-

authorized officially by the trustees.

" With regard to the supposed value of tliese marbles, as none
had been seen in England, and scarcely anv traveller of taste or

judgement who had seen them at Corfu, except Mr. North, had
given his opinion in this country as to their relative or compa-
rative merit; the only criterions that any one could go bv were,

first, a comparison between the drawings of them and the ori-

ginal works of Phidias in the Elgin collection ; and secondly,

the price put upon them by the proprietors, below which it was
formally declared that they would not be parted with ; and a
sum equal to which I was assured that one of the proprietors

had offered to give, if the public sale could be dispensed with, or
if no larger sum were offered. His price was 15,000/. or G(),000

Spanish dollars; the collection might in fact be worth that sum,
or more or less ; it was not possible to anticipate. However, I

fell confident, from the degree of merit which it was evident

ther
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they must possess, at the sight of drawings sent home by Mr.
R. Cockerell, a gentleman incapable of disguise, as well as from
the interest which must necessarily be felt in every work of

Grecian art executed in the age of Pericles, or at least in that

ininiediately subsetjuent ; considering likev;ise the general dis-

appointment and regret which would be felt if the moment were
lost, and they should irrecoverably get into the hands of one of

the continental sovereigns ; I was convinced that it would be
desirable for the cause of the arts in England, that the purchase
should, if possible, be effected.

" Lord Castlereagh being at this time absent on the conti-

nent, I apj)lied forthwith to the first Lord of the Treasury, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Colonial Secretary of

State ; and on laying before them the above considerations, I

received from them severally their consent, that the governor of

Zante should be authorised to effect the purchase at a public

sale to the amount mentioned. A messenger was immediately

sent off, who arrived a few days previous to the sale, and the

bargain was concluded for 60,000 dollars.

"Was the pmchase effected at 15,000/.?—The price was

60,000 dollars ; by the course of exchange it came to 19,000/.
" To what circumstance was it owing, a public sale could not

be dispensed with ?—Because the property belonged half to Ger-

mans and half to Englishmen, and they would not allow any one,

even of the discoverers, to make the purchase without a public

sale. Mr. Lee, one of the Englishmen, a gentleman of large

fortune in Warwickshire, I was assured, offered the money if he

was allowed to take them without a public sale, and I have that

in Mr. Cockerell's hand-writing.
" Do vou know what the expense of bringing them to England

was ?—No, I do not ; they came over in a ship of war or a trans-

port, therefore I should think the expense would be very little.

" You mentioned that the public were disappointed respecting

the iEgina marbles ; in what way was that ?—They were dis-

covered about two years before, by two English travellers and two

German travellers. Mr. Cockerell was one of the English dis-

coverers, and he wrote a detailed account of it home to his

father, and mentioned, that the value they set upon them at

Athens at that time was 6000/. This being communicated, and

being the subject of conversation at the Dilettanti Society, Lord

Hardwicke, who is a member of that Society and a trustee of

the British Mnscnm, undertook to recommend to the trustees

of the British Mueseum, to rccjucst the authority of Government

to make an offer of 6000/. The offer was made in the first in-

stance through Mr. Cockerell, but on these conditions, that we
should
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should be allowed to bring home the marbles to England, and

if they were found worth 6,000/. that we should have the re-

fusal of them ; if not, they should be allowed to be exported,

free of duty, for any other purchaser. This offer having ar-

rived at Athens, was not accepted ; for they said it was a kind

of blind bargain; that they did not know what might become of

them. Afterwards the British Museum sent out Mr. Combe,
the superintendant of antiquities, to Malta, to bid 8,000/. at a

sale of them expected to take place on the first of November.

He arrived a i'ew days before that date ; he waited the month
of November, but no sale took place, and he left his commis-
sion with the governor of the island ; but in the mean time a

private sale had taken place at Zante to the Prince Royal of

Bavaria ; but notwithstanding they were sold to the Prince

Roval of Bavaria, they were conveyed for a few montlis to

Malta, for greater security : and there was a considerable diffe-

rence of opinion whether we ought not to have insisted upon a

second sale, having been disappointed in the first sale not

having taken place at Malta as it was publicly announced; but

it was ultimately determined to give up the matter.
" Can you state what sum the Prince Royal of Bavaria gave

for those marbles ?— I understood (5,000/.

" Do you know of what those ^gina marbles consisted ?

—

I think there were seventeen figures with sixteen heads, which
were found under the two pediments of the temple of Jupiter

at Mg'ma..
" Of what proportions were the figures ?—I should say be-

tween three and four feet."

LIX. On certain Electrical Phcenomena. By Thos. Hovvldy,
Esq. in Reply to Mr. Donovan.

Sir,— i-VJr, Donovan has pointed out in the number of your

Magazine for March, an inaccuracy of mine concerning hi*

"Reflections on the Inadequacy of Electrical Hypotheses." In

the conclusion of mv examination of some experiments of that

gentleman, inserted in your numl)er for December, I inadver-

tently stated that the " Reflections," had obtained a prize from
the Royal Irish Academy. 1 find on consulting the page and
volume of your Magazine to which I referred in a vote accom-
panying my ^/afemenf, that it was his " Essay on the Origin,

&c. of Galvanism," and not the " Reflections," that was ho-
noured with the prize. Should this unintentional mis-statement
have been in the smallest degree offensive to the Royal Irish

Academy or to Mr. Donovan, I beg leave, sij-, to express my
regret
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regret at its occurreuce. I must at the same time ohscrvCj th«t

Mr. Donovan has also been guilty of an inadvertency, having

roost strangely, but 1 cannot believe wilfully, misrepresented

the meaning conveyed in the first part of the sentence with

which mv paper concludes, as will evidently appear by corri-

paring it with the lirst two sentences in the second j)aragraph

of his answer.

I now proceed to reply to the obj^ervations by wliich he at-

tempts to support the correctness of his experiments, and to

invalidate the results of those which I have opposed to them.
" Extensive reading would have shown that the electrical states

attributed in my ' Refiections' to the Lcyden phial had not

been noticed bv me alone.
*' Experimenters of great reputation had observed analogous

facts, and of this a perusal of the works of WiKson, Eeles, of

the Encvclopn^dia Britannica (art. Electricity), and of various

other authorities that I now forget, will afForil ample testimony,

&;c." Here it would have been well, if, instea<l of making this

vague reference to authority, Mr. Donovan had specified sovie

of the fjtts which " experimenters of great reputation had ob-

served," and had shown in what manner and to what extent

thev support //is experiments. That he should have referred to

Eeles is singular; for, in the first place, he has in his '• Reflec-

tions" combated that writer's hypothesis ; and secondly, as he

must be aware, his own experiments (supposing them correct)

are as irreconcilable to that hypothesis, as they are to Franklin's

theory. It does not appear therefore that Eeles can render any

assistance to Mr. Donovan on this occasion ; and if he could

have derived any from the other sources he has mentioned, it is

pity he has not availed himself of it. " The question does

not relate merely to the states of the phial, but comprises the

whole doctrine of plii<; and mhius." Mr. Donovan's memory
appears here to have fi^iied him ; for the objections he has urged

in his " Reflections" against the doctrine of accumulation and
deficiency, are derived })rincipally from his examination of the

electrical states of the phial; and accordingly it was those ob-

jections alojie that I undertook to refute. Hence there is

little proprictv in the following questions which he puts in his

answer. " Why should so limited a survey of those ol)jections

be taken, which are all in harmony; and why need one part of

the hypothesis be sustained when it is opposed by the other ?"

lie isicludes here in the term " objections" not only those he
Ijad made in his " Reflections," but also those'' analogous facts"

\vhi( b, he says, " exj)erimenters of great reputation had ob-

served;" but which he did not there specifij and propose as

such', although in his answer he lumps theirs and his own to-

gether,
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gelher, and then complains that in my " limited survey" I did

not notice ttie ot)jection.s of both ; when ho knows that in his

" Reflections" he stated only his own objections but notie of
theirs, and consequently I had only the former to notice. *' The
experiments are of n dehcate kind, and I stated that tlicy only
succeed in certain states of the weather. The period when
I made them was dry suimy weather, and 1 have ne\er found
them to succeed easily hut in the middle of summer." Mr. Do-
novan in the above sentences has endeavoured to define the

slate of the tventker in which his (leUcnlfi experiments will

succeed; hut unfortunately he has not accomplished his inten-

tion. "The period when he made them, he says, was drv and
iunny." Now we may have dry and sunny weather in sprins^,

summer, autumn, and winter; and consequentlv i-t: might have
been inferred that in such a case the experiments might he
made in either of those seasons : but this inference seems to be
doubtful ; for he immediately adds, " I have never found them
to succeed easily but in the middle of summer." Here, tliough

the time or season of the year is determined, the state of the

weather is left undetermined ; for the middle of summer is not
al'.vays dry and suiuiy, but is sometimes dry and cloudy, and
sometimes wet and cloudy. This uncertainty with respect to

the vveather seems to have prevented Mr. Donovan from re-

peating his exjjerimcnts; but when lie receives the intenigenc«

that they may u-ilk a little care h& successfully performed iri

every state of the u-eat/ier, on any day in the year, and at any
hour of the day, he will doubtless be much gratified to find

that he needs not wait till midsummer to ascertain the fallacy of

his own, or the correctness of mine. " It is very difficult to

determine what body is positive or what negative; for positive

bodies will, under certain circumstances, attract positive bodies,

and negative bodies will attract negative." 1 deny that it is

very difficult to determine what body is positive or what negative,

for in most cases it is extremely easy to determine it ; and if

Mr. Donovan has really experienced any difficulty in such cases,

he has cx[)erienced it v.here no other electrician has experienced

any. If he alludes particularly to the experiments in dispute,

I still deny the fact ; for there are several methods by which the

electrical states of the phial may be ascertained with ease and
Certainty. The reason that he as5igns for the above difficulty is,

that " positive bodies will, under certain circumstances, attract-

positive bodies; and negative bodies will attract negative." Let
this be granted, and I ask, will positive bodies repel 7icgative

ladies^ or negative bodies repel positive bodies, under any cir-

cumstances whatever ? For, if tliey will not, this difficulty of

Mr. Donovan*3 must vanish in a moment. " The electrometer

of
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vf Bennet is an instninieut not to be depended on without ac-

quaintance with a principle of electricity which I have developed,

and whicii in a work soon to appear will be shown to have

iviisled many able investij^ators. Any electrometer on the same
principle, whether pith-l)alls or gold-leaf, is liable to the same
objection. In tlie counter-experiments this error has not been

guarded aj^ainst. ' Mr. Donovan, not satisfied with the defence

he has niadc for his experiments, here turns short round upon
the innocent electrometers, and tells us they cannot be de|)ende(l

on ; and yet, I believe that any of them may be more safely de-

pended on than the sulphur on which he has been pleased to

place his whole reliance. However, if he continues obstinate,

and is determined to reject their testimony, I have no ol)jection

to his so doing; for, on re-perusing mv paper, he will find that

the excited glass tube by always steadily repelling the balls con-

nected with the overcharged surface of the jar, and that the ex-

cited wax by always steadily repelling those connected with the

undercharged surface, afford ample evidence in my favour in-

dependently of the testimony of the reprobated electrometers.

Equally steady in its testimony was the small Leyden phial

I employed, and the electrometers were only used to ascertain

the electric changes which took place in the excited electrics:

hence Mr. Donovan's attack upon the electrometers avails him
nothing, and there is little truth in the remark that " in the

counter-experiments tliis error has not been guarded against
;"

for, had the electrometers been as treacherous as he would wish

MS to believe, and had I been as much deceived by employitig

them in my experiments as he was by nut employing them in

his, my errors would still have had no relation to the electrical

states of the phial; because they were ascertained by the faithful

;ind unimpeached testimony of the other instruments.

I am, sir,

Your oblige*] servant,

flcrefonl, April 15, 1316. ThOMAS HoWLDY.

LX. On preserving Potatoes Jor Sea Store or Exportation,

by Mr. Chari.ks Whitlow, of Cojiada', and on preserving

CarrotsJ by H. B. Way, Esq, of Bridport Harbour*.

rr^ New York ColTec-Hons. , VeU. 12, 1815.

Sir,— JL HE usual mode at present practised for endeavouring

to preserve potatoes, is to leave them after digging exposed to

the s\)n and air until they are dry : this exposure generally

* rrom Trun.iucli:iTis iif the Sociclj/Jbr the Kncotira^cment of Arts, Mann-
fiictuies and Commerce, vol. xxxiii. for 1815.—The silver medal of the So-

ciety was voted for this cuinmiiniration.

causes
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causes tlietn to have a bitter taste, and it may be remarked,
that potatoes are never so sweet to the palate as when cooked
immediately after dig<iin£i^. I find that when potatoes are left

in large heaps or pits in the ground, that a fer ueritation takes

place which destroys the sweet flavour of the jiotatoes. In order
to prevent that fermentation, and to preserve them from losing

the oriiiinal fine and pleasant flavour, mv plan is (and which ex-
perience proves to me to have the desired effect) to have thfm
packed in casks as they are digj^ing from the ground, and to

have the ca.sks, when the potatoes are piled in them, filled up
with sand or earth, taking care that is done as speedily as pos-
sible, and that all vacant spaces in the cask are filled up by the

earth or sand: the cask thus packed holds as many potatoes as

it would was the earth or sand used in the packing ; and as the
vacant spaces of the cask of potatoes so packed are filled, the

,air is totally excluded, and cain^ot act on the potatoes, and
consecjuently no fermentation can take place.

I sailed from New York to St. BartholomcAv's, and brought
with me two hundred barrels of potatoes packed in the above
manner : on my arrival at the island I found, as I expected,

that the potatoes had preserved all their original sweetness of

flavour, in fact, as good as when firr,t dug, having undergone
no fermentation, nor in the sliglitest degree affected bv the

bilge or close air of the ship. Some barrels of the potatoes I sold

there, and at the neighbouring islands, fiir four dollars per

bushel : at the same time potatoes taken out in bulk without

packing, and others that were brought there packed in casks

which had not been filled up with earth, sold only for one dollar

per bushel, they being injured in tlie passage by the bilged air

and fermentation, being bitter and bad, whilst mine were as

perfectly sweet and dry as when dug : what remained I shipped

from St. Bartholomew's to Jamaica, where they arrived in equal

good condition, and sold at a higher price than thev had brought
at the former island : some of these casks of potatoes were put
in a cool cellar by the purchaser at Jamaica; and on examining
them wlien I was leaving the island two months^ after, I found
that they had, in a very small degree, sprouted, but that all

their original flavour was preserved. Reflecting seriously on
this discovery, suggested to my mind the idea of proposing to

the British nation a mode of supplying their West India colonies

with a good and wholesome food for the negroes, and also for

the white people, and which would find an additional market
for the farmer at home, a valuable freight for the merchant, and
a more extended market for the lumber of the North American
colonies, viz. of Canada, Nova Scotia, &c.

It is well known that our ships in the West India trade in

Vol.. 47. No. 216. April 1S16. T general
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general go out in ballast, or not more than one-tliird freighteil,

carryini^ out some small quantity of European eommodities; br.l

the bulk of their freight consisting of empty casks, and materials

for making casks. It is also well known how valuable a food

potatoes are in the West India islands, and how much they are

prized there: no one ac(iuaintcd with the West Indies and it^.

commerce, but nnist be aware how much labour of the unfortu-

nate negro is at present employed in making casks, puncheons,

8cc. for bringing home the produce, and of what immense value

casks are there. Let timber imported from our North Aiiierican

colonies be made into casks, hogslieads, rum puncheons, cof-

fee barrels, &:c. &.c. let these be filled in my mode, as described,

with potatoes, I contend, that the value of the casks which

brings out potatoes will more than compensate for their freight,

and the earth will keep the cask perfectly sweet, and ready,

without any labour, to bring home any produce.

The potatoes must come cheap to market, the ship owner

can afford cheap freight, having now none, or next to none,

for his outward-bound vessels.

The farmers on the sea-coast can easily supply more than t\\ t..

hundred thousand tons of potatoes, and the population of the

West India islands would consume more than that quantity.

Any overplus required may be readily supplied in like manner

in Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Canada, &c. The food of the

negro is at present Indian corn and meal, which, with a small

quantity of potatoes now used in the islands, was formerly prin-

cipally supplied by the United States, who receive in return, in

cash and produce, nearly ten millions of dollars. Potatoes and

fish, together with the j)roduce of the islands, will give a much
more wholesome food, in a greater abundance, and at a more

reasonable rate.

The policy of our legislature surely should be to encourage

the parent state and the colonies, supplying each other in every

possible manner, and to discourage aliens from reaping advan-

tages from British capital, industry, and exertion, more par-

ticularly so when by judicious arrangement both the colonies

and the mother country can have their wants supplied better

from their superabundant productions than from foreign states.

Proper encouragement for the fisheries of Newfoundland, with

settlements for those employed in that part of the service on the

coast of our settlements in North America, is indispensably ne-

cessary—markets there are in abundance for the employment of

more ships and seamen thati wc have now in that trade.

By my jilan of preserving ))otatoes, a wholesome food will be

provided for the West India islands, nmch better and cheaper

than they pos-icss at present j a valuable freight for our out-

ward-
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ward -bound shipping, which they now want j that hy doing so

will in some measure enable the merchant to have his return

freight cheaper, and thus we do away with the idea of having

our isands dependent on tlie American Slates for food. We
save an immense sun) of m.oney annually given to foreigners

;

and to tlie man of humane feeling it must be a source of grati-

fication, to see that by this mode the severe labour of the poor

black is much lightened, his condition ameliorated ; and by
having less occasion for his labour, aiding to abolish that horrid

traffic of the sla\e trade. We fmd a mavket never before disco-

vered for our agricultural exertions, giving healthful and bene-
ficial employment to many families at home and abroad, and a
saving to the nation of at least five hundred thousand pounds
annually. Charles Whitlow.

To C. Tayinr, M.D. Sec.

A communication from H. B. Way, Esq. (printed in the same
volume, and for which the Society voted the Ceres silver medal,)

on the preservation of carrots duringwinter, corroborates the above
plan for preserving roots. The following is the substance of Mr.
Way's comnnmication :

—

His carrots were sown broadcast in the usual wav, in his garden,

March 23d, 1814, and thinned out as wanted for family use

;

and on the 2()th of August following they vvere all dug up, the

greens and tops of the roots cut off and cleared from the earth

that adhered to them, and were immediately put in a dry cask,

first laying a layer of earth on the bottom of the cask, and then

a layer of carrots and earth alternately, till the whole were put in.

The cask being covered was then placed in a dry cellar, and re-

mained there till sent to the Society in March 1815. Carrots

preserved in this way are vastly superior to carrots that remain

in the ground till the latter end of September or October, and then

taken up and preserved; but they require nearly double the time

in boiling that carrots do when immediately taken out of the

ground.

It appeared to the committee, on minute examination, that the

means adopted by Mr. VV'ay for preserving carrots, is fully adequate

to the purpose ; and that where an opportunity offers of procur-
ing proper casks, carrots may be preserved for many months in

this mode, cither for exportation or home use, in a perfectly sound
^!tatc.

T 2 LXI. Notices
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LXI. Notices respecting New Books.

Chemical Essni/s, principally relating to the Arts and Manufac-
' tures of the British Dominions. By Samuel Parkes, F.L.S.,

Member of the Geological Society, &c. in Five Vols., with

Twenty-three Copper-plate Engravings. Price 21. "is.

s our last volume, p. 48, we gave an article on the Citric Acid,

extracted from this work, and in a note promised to lay before

cur readers some further account of this very interesting and en-

tertaining production. We hoped to have done so before this

time; but have been prevented by a pressure of temporary subjects

which would have lost much of their utility by a delay; and

besides, Mr. Parkes's work contains so large a mass of curious and

original matter, that it required some time to make such a selec-

tion as might render justice to so useful, judicious, and laborious

a writer.

The work consists of Fifteen distinct Essays on the following

subjects :

I. On the Utility of Chemistry to th? Arts and Manufactures

of Great Britain.— II. On Temperature.—III. On the various

methods of ascertaining the Specific Gravity of Bodies.—IV. On
Calico Printing.—V. On Barytic Earth.—VI. On Carbon.

—

Yll. On the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.— VIII. On the Pre-

paration and Uses of Citric Acid.— IX. On the fixed Alkalies.

—

X. On the Manufacture of Earthen Ware and Porcelain.—XI. On
the Manufacture of the different kinds of Glass.—XII. On the Art

and Practice of Bleaching.—XIII. On Water, and the various

Methods of its Purification.—XIV. On the Manufacture of Sal

Ammoniac.—XV. On Edge Tools, and the methods of tempering
tliem.

The last volume of this interesting publication contains 250
additional notes, which are written in a perspicuous manner, and
contain so much important information as to form a very valuable

aitpendix to the work. A most copious and useful index, an ap-

pendage too often omitted in modern works, closes the volume.
It will not be expected th.nt we should make extracts from

every essay; but we shali endeavour to give some of the most in-

teresting and useful parts of the work, for the information and in-

struction of our readers.

In the first essay, which is on the utility of a knowledge of

chemistry to the arts, we are told that " formerly the professors

of medicine were so ignorant of the nature of the salts, that no
longer ago than the year 1/05 there was a ])ublic dispute between
the celebrated Margraff and Mens, de Machy, respecting the base

of the super tartrite of potash, whether or no it was an alkali."

In
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In one of the notes to the same essay we are told that " Boer-
haave, who had a botanical garden of eight acres, and who was
so intent upon stocking it with every exotic that he could pro -

cure, as once to have styled a present of a few American seeds
^ viunera aiiro cnriora,' gifts n)ore precious than gold, was. not-
vvithstanding, so captivated with chemistry, that he sometimes
spent vvhole days and nights successively in the study and pro-
cesses of the art."

The essay on Temperaturk is divided into two branches, viz.

natural and artificial. The variety of climate in the different

regions of the earth, the effects of caloric on animal and vegeta-
ble life, and the nature of its agency on combustible suljstances,

are arranged under the first division of the >ul)ject ; while that on
(irtijicial temperature contains a detail of a variety of expedients

for procuring fire ; for modifying the effects of heat and cold ; for

economizing fuel; and for improving many operations which have
a considerable influence on the success of many of the manufac-
tures of the country.

In speaking of the means which have been employed by dif-

ferent nations, and in different periods of the world, for producing
fire, Mr. Parkes says, " In ancient times fire was always employed
in the rites of religion ; it consumed the burnt offerings of the

Patriarchs; was kept continually burning in the Jewish taber-

nacle ; was looked upon as the origin of life *, the soul of the
world, the symbol of Deity; and considering it as the visible sign

of an iiivisii)le Being, it has from time immemorial been actually

worshipped by the Persians, and by some other Asiatic nationsf.
" According to Pliny, fire was for a long time unknown to some

of the ancient Egyptians ; and when Eudoxus the astronomer
showed it them, they were absolutely in raptures. The produc-
tion of fire by collision, and the use of flint and steel X, were
however known long before the time of Pliny."

In that part of the essay which relates to the subject of pro-
ducing artificial cold, several chemical processes are related which
can be conducted to better advantage at a tem.perature below
freezing than at any other; and having remarked that " it might
be worth while to inquire whether an ice-house might not be em-

* Fire was so i;ei)er;illy considered as tlic imaire of lite, that fig/itcd torches
were usually plac-ed iii the hands ot" the newly married ; and at their deatlis

extinguis/ted torches were placed upon their tombs. Kssai snr le l'\'U sacre,

<Jcc. 8vo. 17< 8.

t The sacred lire of tiie Vestal virgins, amomj; the Romans, was bel)eld by
them with little less than adoration. Nunia hiiilt a tem[)le to V'esta, the
goddess of fire, whir h in alter a;^es was rebuilt with great mauiiiifioeiice.

I The Laplanders bcsjin tlieir contracts ot"mariia<;e v\itli the tiie and flint;

for tire with them is the author of life; and the flint, say they, is eternal, for

the treasure of fire within it never fails.

T 3 ploveri
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ployed with advantage during the stjminor months in preservina;

meat," it is added that " from the sahnon fisheries in Scotland

and the north of England, the fish are sent to the metropolis,

during the greater part of the season, packed with ice, in boxes

about four feet long and eighteen inches deep. When packed,

the ice, which is previou ly broken as small as bay-salt, is put

over them and beaten down as hard as can be without bruising

the salmon. In this manner they are ke])t perfectly fresh for two

or three weeks."

In treating of the advantages which may be derived from arti-

ficial cold, Mr. Parkcs reconnnends the use of frigorific mixtures

to freeze occasionally the brain and the eyes of those animals

which are to undergo dissection by anatomical pupils, those parts

not being easily dissected in any other way, and informs us that

this method was first practised by the great Mr. Boyle. In the

directions which are given for the use of saline mixtures to pro-

duce artificial cold, Mr. Parkes has very properly remarked that
'^ it i« of consecjuence to have the salts fresh crystallized, thorough-

ly dried, and then finely pulverized ; that the mixtures lie made
rapidly, aiul in vessels as^hin as can be procured."

An expeilient related by Mr. Parkes, and which is adopted by

people in northern regions for procuring water in winter, is

curious. " During the winter at Hud>on's Bay, the surfoce of

the lakes and rivers is covered with ice of such great thickness,

that no water can be procured without cutting throiigh the ice

with axes and wedges, which is a very lal)orious and tedious

operation. As soon, therefore, as the surface of the water which

has been laid open has acquired a thin plate of ice, the labourer

heaps over it a quantity of snow, which, by being a bad conduc-

tor of heat, prevents the caloric of the water from passing upwards

according to its natural tendency. Then, during the remainder

of the winter, the inhabitants have only to remove a little of the

snow, when occasion may require it, and they have water im-

niediately."

A hint which Mr. Parkes gives in vol. i. p. 284, respecting the

fuel proper for steam engine and other large iron boilers, deserves

to be noted. In such cases " sulphurous coals should be avoided,

as the sulphur which rises during combustion is apt to occasion

a rapid decay of tliat part of the boiler which is exposed to the

action of the fire. It produces a sulphurct of iron, which wastes

away as fast as it is formed."

The last 100 pages of this essay are chiefly occupied in giving

directions for building stills, I'urnaccs, chimneys, ^-c. and in advice

respecting the choice and management of fuel, all arising from

the author's experience in his own manufactory ; but we must con-

fine our notice to a t hort (*vliact relating to the management of

rcverberatory
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ievcrberatory furnaces, at pajje 302 of this volume :

—

" In rever-

beratory furnaces for the decomposition of neutral salts and the

luannfacnire of alkalies, ash-pit-doors are of no use, as it is never

!ieccssarv to check the fire suddenly, as in other o))erations. On
the contrary, I have found it advantageous to have the ash-pits

as deej), and the chimneys as high, as possible, in order to occa-

vsion a strong and uninterrupted draught, I cannot suffer this

opportunity to pass v^ithout remarking, that the proprietors of

reverberatory furnaces should contrive to continue their processes

night and day ; or, if that be impracticable, they should rake up
the fire and stop the passage to the chimney so as to prevent the

furnace from cooling during the night. Furnaces thus worked
will last six or seven times as lohg as those do which frequently

stand idle. The contraction of the materials during the time of

cooling, and the subsequent expansion, wear them out rapidly."

But in our estimation the most important part of this essay is

that where the author urges the necessity of attending to temper

rature in the conduct of manufacturing processes. A great num-
ber of cases in corrolioratiou of this advice are adduced, which
are well deserving of the perusal of all practical men : see page
.'341—,SS2. The detail of the facts above alluded to is concluded

in the following manner :
—" I trust enough has now been offered

to induce every manufacturer who may peruse these loose hints,

to ap])ly them to his own business, and to consider whether some
of his own peculiar processes might not be very materially im-

proved by a variation of the temperature at v/hich they have

usually been conducted. This is the chief object I had in view

in composing this essay; and as all the principal observations are

founded upon experience and the best information 1 could procure,

I entertain some confidence that it will be acceptable, and prove

highlv useful—especially to the British manufacturer."
" The superior knowledge of our manufacturers has been the

great source of our excellence as a commercial nation ; but there

is a danger, amid the growing intelligence of the age, of our losing

this proud pre-emiuencc, unless some spirited individuals, in every

class of society, aim at informing the public mind, and exciting

that emulation among our respective artists, which is sure to

stimulate their exertions and lead them on to perfection." These

remarks are closed by some spirited national observations, which

will be read with considerable interest.

The third essay in these volumes is entitled Si'ECiFic Gravity;
and as we do not recollect ever to have seen any treatise express-

ly on this su1)ject, we deem it as important as any which the work

contains. It is well calculated to instruct young people in all the

different modes of ascertaining the specific gravity of gasses, fluids

md solids. U contains some original tables for the calculation of

T 4 specific
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specific /gravities, and is accomj)aiiied with drawings of the dif-

ferent instruments which are usually enijiloyed for that purpose.

Essav IV. is on Calico-Pri.nting. This essay contmcnces with

an historical account of the various modes of staining and orna-

menting linen garments from the earliest ages ; describes some

of the processes of calico-printing in India; and then the different

methods which are pursued by the calico-printers of Great Britain

and Ireland in the present day. The managements are however

so various, ami the processes so diversified, that an attempt to

detail then here would be incou)})atilde with our circumscribed

limits. A few extracts must therefore suffice from this essay.

What Mr. Parkes observes respecting the use of the dung of the

cow may be interesting to our readers, as it is new and curious.

" When the pieces of calico have been properly stoved, they are

passed," he savs, " through water at various temperatures, with

a little cow-dung mixed in it. The intention of the dung is to

absorb and remove that portion of the mordant which is not ac-

tually combined with the cloth, and which otherwise might stain

the white or unprinted parts.

" I suspect," continues lu% " the dung of the cow is servicea-

ble in another way besides that of cleansing *, though the printer

mav not be aware of the nature of its operation. It is ac-

knowledged that madder, cochineal, and some other dyes, pro-

duce much better colours on woo/len than on cotton cloths,

ov/ing to the fonner being of animal, and the latter of vegetable

origin. I presume, therefore, thfxt the dung imparts an animal

matter f to the fibres of the cotton, and that this animal matter

acts as an additional ujordant, and thus more powerfully attracts

the colouring particles of the dye, than the mordants alone would

be capable of doing. If a piece of calico, prepared with acetate

of alumiiie, be divided into two j)arts, and the superfluous mor-

dant removed from one of them by cow- dung and water, and

from the other by water only, though both fluids were at the same

temperature, it will be found, on ]>assing the two portions through

a decoction of weld or quercitron bark, that the yellow will be

much more intense and bright in that which had been submitted

to the action of the cow-dung."

The account of the advantages of cylinder printing is thus given

by Mr. Parkes.:—" These machines," says he, " have not only

the excellence of printing more correctly than can possibly be

done by means of the l)lock, but the saving of time and labour

which they afford is great indeed. A piece of calico which would

• " 'I'o ell tin calicoes hv immersion in a dung-\esbcl, may ap|.)car to be A

Rtrnnu'e plira'-c; bill as this is the technical laiigiia^e of tlie trade, no otber

coiilfi be employed witli propiit iv.

t Bortholict, vvliu unalysi'd the dung of llic cow, fuimd in it a substance

partaking of the nnlure of hile.

take
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take a man and a boy three hours to print with one colour, or

six hours to finish with two coloins, may bv this means be done
in three minutes, or three minutes and a half, and then much
more completely than could even have been imagined before the

introduction of this invention." There are many iiew and im-
portant hints thrown out in different parts of this essay, but we
must refer our readers to the work itself for the particulars. Some
copper- plate engravings of the new apparatus accompany this

essay.

The work before us, besides numerous known facts judiciously

selected, contains so much new, curious, and useful information,

detailed in a pleasing and popular manner, that we would will-

ingly enlarge our extracts if we could find room : but our limits

forbid this at present.

A Practical Treatise on propellitis; Vessels ly Steam, ^'c. By
Robertson Buchanan, Civil Engineer; illustrated with
sixteen engravings. 8vo. 204 pages.

The sui)ject to which this volume is principally devoted, ha«
for some time occupied much of the public attention. After a
short introduction, Mr. Buchanan states the peculiarities of the

Clyde navigation, that being the river on which the first at-

tempt, deserving of notice, to navigate by steam was made in

this country in the year 1812: this forms the First Part; and
here the author has introduced a popular account and descrip-

tion of that inestimable invention, the Steam Engine—Part II.

contains descriptions of various modes which have been proposed
or tried for propelling vessels. Parts III. and VIII. an account
of steam navigation on other rivers in Great Britain and Ireland.

—

An account of the steam boats in America occupies Part IV.

—

Part V. is devoted to vessels in America propelled bv means of
machinery diiven by from eight to thirteen iiorse^ or mules,

working a gin on the deck.—Part VI. is dedicated to subjects

relating to the theory and practice of Naval Architecture, as

being intimately connected with steam navigation, and cm-
braces § 1. The resistance of fluids : § 2. Experiments illustra-

tive of the motions of resisted fluids: § iJ. Experiments made
under the direction of the Society for the linprovement of Naval
Architecture : § 4. Of the forms best adapted for stability

:

§ 5, Of the forms best adapted to prevent rolling and pitching:

§ 6. Of steering: § 7. Iniprovements in ship-bnilding—Mr. Sep-
pings's and Mr. Walters's described : § 8, § 9, are occupied
with hints respecting timber, and the removal of imperfections

in the common construction. Part VII. Miscellaneous obser-

vMtions.—An Appendix.
This work deserves commendation. The subject of steam-

navigation
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navigation has been treated in a popular manner, while the in-

formation communicated by the author is lucid and satisfactory.

The plates are remarkably well drawn, and engraved in the

first style.

Mr. Taylor, of the Architectural Library, Ilolborn, has just

published the Fourth Volume of tlie yV]^.ti([uitics of Athens, &c'.

measured and delineated l)y James Stuart, F.R.S. and F.S.A.,

and Nicholas Revett, Painters and Architectsj edited by Joseph

Woods, Architect.

This volume contains 88 plates, besides 15 vignettes, en-

graved by the best artists, imiformly with the preceding vohmies;

together with historical and descriptive Jiccounts of the several

subjects ; also a portrait of Mr. Revett, from a picture painted

Ijy himself, and engraved in the line manner by Isaac Taylor,

and memoirs of the lives of the authors.

Messrs. Stuart and Revett being detained at Venice, in their

way to Athens, made an excursion to Pola, where they passed

six months in measuring the subjects, and in making the draw-

ings, which are now submitted to the public; and which formed

a part of their original scheme oi publication.

The admiration with which these remains of antiquity have

always been mentioned, no less than their intrinsic merits, ren-

der it desirable that they should be offered in com))lcte detail to

the public, which has by no means been the case in any of the

works in which they have hitherto been noticed. The subjects

are an amphitheatre, the temple of Rome and Augustus, and

the arch of the Sergii.

The sketch books of Messrs. Stuart and Revett have furnished

several plates of curious fragments of ancient architecture and
sculpture found in the Greek Islands, with views of Mount Par-

nassus and the Rock of Deljdn.

The exquisite sculptures winch adorned the temple of Minerva
at Athens have ever been objects of the highest admiration,

and are now become particularly interesting, from the circum-

stance of a large portion of them having arrived in this countrv.

Of these beautiful specimens of ancient art there are 34 plates,

from drawings by Mr. Pars, representing the entire west frieze

of the cell, with some parts of the north and soutli sides, and
several of the metopes of the exterior frieze. These, with those

already published in the second volume of this work, exhibit all

the scidptme which remained of the temple at the time (1751)

Stuart and Revett were at Athens. Amongst these are five

plates, showing the state of the sculpture in the pediments in

the year 1083, when visited by the Mar(|uis de Nointel, from

copies of the original drawings in the King's library at Paris.

These
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These valuable documents show the entire composition of the

sculpture in the west front.

Dr. Adams is preparing for the press, Memoirs of the Life,

Doctrines, and Opinions of the late John Hunter ; founder of

the fluiiterian Museum at the College of Surgeons in London.
These memoirs are carefully collected from authentic documents,

and anecdote-j, and also from the writings, lectures, and con-
versations of the deceased.

A Journal of Science mid the Arts, No. I. Edited at the Royal
lTistitutio?i of Great Britain, Published Quarterly.

In a former number we announced the expected appearance o*

this publication, edited by Mr. Brande. The first number was
published at the beginning of April, and contains— 1 . A paper by
Sir H. Davy on his safe-lamp, of which we have already laid a

description before our readers.—2. Demonstrations of some of

Dr. M. Stewart's General Theorems; and an account of some new
properties of the Circle: byC. Babbage, Esq. F R.S.—3. On-^ome
phenomena attending the process of Solution, and on theii appli-

cation to tiie laws of Crystallization : by J.F. Daniell, Esq F R.S.

and M.R.I.A. This is a very interesting paper, and the ex-

periments of the author tend to support the ingenious theory of

Dr. Woilaston respecting crvstalline arrangement.
^' If a m.'iss of any moderately soluble salt be su^^pended in a

vessel of u-ater, we may shortly observe that it is not equally

acted upon by the fluid. We shall perceive that it has betii more
dissolved toward the upper than the lower part, ;nid the whole

piece will assume, more or less, the form of a cone, with the apex

at the surface of the liquid. The particles of water which are in

immediate contact with the salt combine with a portion of it, and
thus becoming sp.ecifically heavier than the remainder, sink to

the bottom ot tiie vessel ; others succeed, and follow the same
course. A layer of saturated solution is thus deposited, whieli

increases in bulk as the process proceeds, protecting in its rise

that part of the mass which is covered with it, from further action.

The power of the solvent is therefore longer exercised upon the

upper than the lower surfaces, producing, by its gradual decrease,

the above-mentioned peculiarity of shape. This modification of

solution by gravity is entirelv counteracted by agitation; but if the

})rocess be carried on in a glass vessel, with some care, the cur-

rent of descending liquid mavbe rendered perceptible to tlie eye.
*' But there is a much more important circum-'tance at' nding

this process, which it is the particular object of the present paper

to illustrate and consider. Independent of the modification of

form
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form produced by the cnuse above described, the surface of a

body i"? never ec'uaily acted upon by a solvent. Stride or ridges

may be detected in various placos, and, indeed, generally cover

the whole ot" its superficies, which prove, not only that the me-
chanical attraction of the solid has resisted chemical action, but

that it has resisted it more in some directions than in others.

The following ex))eiiments, which only require time and moderate
aitention, while they give determinate results, are explanatory, at

ouce, of the cause and progress of the phenomena.
" If we immerse an amorphous mass of alum in water, and

set it by in a place where it may remain undisturbed for a period

of throe or four weeks, at the expiration of that time we shall

find that it has assumed the pyramidal form before described.

Upon a further examination, we shall observe that the lower end

of the iijass jjresents the form of octohedrons and sections of oc-

tohedrons. as it were, carved or stamped upon its surface. These

figures will be high in relief, and of various dimensions.—They
will be most distinct at the lower extremity, becoming less so as

they ascend, till at length they are totally obliterated.

*' A continuation of the process, however, would evidently re-

solve the whole into similar figures, their cessation arising solely

from that superior power of solution which subsists in the upper

stratum of the liquid.

*' These crystalline forms are produced when the water is par-

tially saturated with the salt, and acting with diminished energy

is nearly counterbalanced bv its mechanical structure ; and we
are thus put in possession of the important fact, that this latter

power does not merely act, as has been hitherto supposed, in the

grosser forms of aggregation, but in the more (omplicated and
delicate arrangements of crystalline polarity.

** This regular structure is developed both when we employ an

amorp!iou> mass and a regular crystal, jiroving that the ultimate

arrangement of particles is the same in both ; and that the like

disposition exists, both when the slowness of approximation has

bounded the solid with symmetric planes, and when the "iudden-

ness oF the condensation has forced the aggregated molecules into

a more contracted space.
'* This new process of dissection admits of more extensive ap-

plication tl^ai: might at fir^t be imaained, and we are thus fur-

nished with :• method (»fana!v.'<ing crystalline arrangements, which
promises to lead to important result'^. The geometrical figures

produced by these means, are not less determinate when the

proicss 1 .IS been carefullv conducted, than those which result

from the common nethods of cr\stiitlization ; and thev are the

more instructive, inasmuch as we are presented in the same group

with an extensive series of modifications, and decrements of the

primitive
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primitive form, which shew by their relative position, and mu-
tual connexion, the gradual steps by which one form passes into

another."

Borax, crvstal.s of sulphate of copper, sulphate of nia.ernesia,

submitted to cautious solution, also yielded distinct crystalline

forms. Crystals of carbonate of lime, carbonate of barytes, a
crystal of quartz, and a polished carnelian, submitted cautiou^jlv

to the action of their projier solvents, gave similar indications,

but rendered less perfect, in some instances, bv extricated ga«

making paths for its escape along the surface of the crystal, and
there preventing the regular action of the acid. Bismuth, nickel,

antimony, and some other metals gave evidence also of regular

crystallization.—The author, after detailing these experiments,

proceeds to inquire '* whether this new method of analvsis may
not be calculated to throw some light upon crvstalline arrange-

ments in general ?" He then describes particularly the crystalline

forms brought to view on the surface of the piece of alum, with

a view to a proper theory which may agree with all the results.

" It is evident," he remarks, " tiiat no general theory of crys-

tallization can be applied to the cases under contemplation, which
is not founded upon such a disposition of constituent particles as

may furnish all the modifications of form before described, by the

mere abstraction of certain individuals from a congeries, v^ithout

altering the original relative position of those which remain.

That is to sav, supposing we adopt the hypothesis of the spheri-

cal form of the molecules, it will not be sufficient that a cube

may be constructed by the superposition of four balls upon the

top of four other balls *, and an octohedron by placing four

spheres in a square, with two others in the interstices between

them (in wliich two combinations it is evident that the position

of no three particles is alike) ; but the disposition of the cube

must include that of the octohedron, and this latter must be

obtainable by the equal abstraction of certain members of the

former, without interfering with the quiescent state of the re-

mainder."

He then assumes, for inquiry, the sphere as the form of the

primitive particles, and proceeds to construct figures to illustrate

their relative position, and to prove whether l.iy the abstraction

of certain rows or quantities of spheres from the mass, withotit

disturbing those that are left, the mass or any portion of it can

be made to exhibit the required forms. He makes a base of 36
balls, on these other I)all.s to the number of 25 are placed in a

plane occupying the interstices formed on the surface of the 3G.

* S«er tlie construction of the cuLe as proposed ?)V Vr. H. Woliaston,
M.D. Sec. R.S. Phil. Trails. 18 l-J.

On
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Oil these alternate layers of 3(1 mid 2.3 are placed till the height

equals the hase, thnt is, a cube is formed—the atoms represented

by the i)alls being- kept in their place by attraction. He then

shows by appropriate figures that all the crystals exhibited on the

face of the alum " may be satisfactorily derived from a series of

spheres maintaining chat relative pobilicn uhich they must as-

sume if endued with the power of mutual attraction." " The
surfaces and lines of the solids produced, are in no instance inter-

rupted, or broken, by a space ecjual to the diameter of one par-

ticle. Will any other geometrical solid furnish as simple and
satisfactory a solution?" The cube assumed as the integrant

particle is demonstrated to be defective.
'' But there are many substances in nature resolvable, both by

mechanical division and chemical solution, into regular solids,

vvhich, it is evident, cannot in any way be constructed of spheri-

cal particles. The rhomboids, for instance, of carbonate of lime,

and the flattened octohedron produced by the action of water

upon a four-sided prism of sulphate of magnesia. Is the theory

^•alculated only to resolve the peculiarities of the former class

;

or may it be extended by similar observations so as to include

crystalline arrangements of every descrijJtion ?

" The latter of the two substances just instanced, would seem
at once to point to a flattening of the elementary sphere, as af-

fording a solution of the problem, with respect to its individual

properties ; but how far may this idea be generalized ? And are

?here any peculiarities in this class of bodies, vvhich may direct

us to this explanation of their nature ?"

Mr. Daniell then shows that spheroids may be so arranged as

to yield all the forms and modifications which are the subject of

inquiry, and concludes his ingenious paper as follows :

" A singular confirmation of the spheroidical form of the ulti-

mate particles of crystallized bodies, offers itself in the contem-
plation of a local arrangement which is common to crystals of

every substance. If we suppose two nuclei to be formed in any
solution, in such a manner that the axis of one shall run in a
contrary direction to the axis of the other, each will of course at-

tract a particular system of [)articlesfromthesurrounding medium.
Shoidd the two, therefore, come in contact, a greater number
will be collected at the point of junction than at any other, and
they will therefore arrange themselves in the least possible space.

Accordingly we find, that whenever a irystal is attached to an-

other, in such a manner that their axes run in contrary direc-

tions, if we pull the two asunder, we shall invariably be presented

with a regular hexagoual arrangement at the point of junction,

whatever be the form of the crystal, the nature of the substance,

or the direction in which at any other part it would be disposed

to
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to sejDarate by mechanical force. This observation has been re-

peatedly verified upon carbonate of lime, selenite, fluor-spar,

tjuartz, topaz, and other mineral bodies.
** Tlie foregoing experiments aiul observatiwis are offered in

support of the ingenious theory of Dr. Wolhiston, whose simple

and satisfactory ehicidation of the principles of crvstalline ar-

rangement has solveji the difriculties, and remedied the iacon-

j^istencies of all previous explanations of the phenomena. Former
hypotheses, however laborious in their construction, were defec-

tive, and unsatisfactory in the fundamental data of their arrange-

ment, and were incomjjetent even to explain the solitary fact from
v.hich they originally emanated.

'' This, however, is found to stand the test of experiment, as

far as it is applicable from the nature of the subject ; and another
analogy is thus opened to the admirers of the simplicity and
beautiful connexion of the order of the universe, who will recog-

nise, hi the invisible and scarcely imaginable atoms of a crystal,

the same forms which in incomprelicnsible magnitude roll their

majestic courses in the planetary system."

The other articles in the number before us are :—4. Oa a sin-

gular malformation of the human Heart ; by N. L. Young, Esv],

—5. Some account of the external changes which take place i\i

the Surinam Frog {Runa paradoxnhmn.) from its earliest stages

till it becomes a perfect animal ; byW. M. Ireland, Esq.—6. An
account of the physical properties of the Malambo Bark.—7- A
new blow pipe.—This contrivance consists in employing a vessel

containing compressed air, and furnished with a syringe to renew
the supply.

8. On Aqua regia, or Nitro- muriatic Acid : By Sir H. Davy.
—Strong nitrous acid, saturated with nitrous gas, and mixed
with a saturated solution of muriatic acid gas, produces no other

effect than might be expected from the action of nitrous acid of

the same strength on an equal quantity of water : the acid *o

formed has no action on gold or platina. Equal volumes of mu-
riatic acid gas and nitrous gas being mixed over mercury, and
ba?f a volume of oxygen being added, the condensation will on4v

be what might be expected from the formation of nitrous acid

gas; and when decomposed or absorbed by the mercury, the mu-
natic acid gas, unaltered, is found mixed with a portion of nitrous

gas. ^' It appears then, that nitrons acid and muriatic acid gas

have no action on each other." The mixture of colourless nitric

acid and muriatic acid of coznmerce is yellow , and dissoWes gold

and platinum. If gently heated, it gives off pure chlorine, and
becomes deeper coloured; if the heat be continued, chlorine still

rises, but mixed with nitrous acid gas, v/hich may be separated

from it by a small quantity of water. If heated till no more
chlorine
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chlorine can be procured frdiii it, it can no longer act on gold rr

pliitiii'nii, and nothing r scs rVom it hut a mixture of nitrous acid

and niiniatic acid. " It ajipears then that nitro nuiriatic acid

owes its (jccnliar pKiporties to a mutual decompo¥itit)n of the

nitric and mnriatic acid ; and that water, chlorine, and nitrous

acid i^as are the results: aiid the attracticms which produce these

results appear to he tiie attraction of oxygen for hydrogen to

form water, and that of nitrous acid gas for water." Aqua regia

" does not oxidate gold and platina, hut merely causes their com-
bination with chloiine; and when it produces neutral salts, they

are mixtures, and not chemical coml>inations of nitrates and
compounds of chlorine."

9. On the freezing of Wine, and the Specific Gravity of Sul-

phuric Acid. ; by 8. Parkes.— 10. Observations on the applica-

tion of Coal Gas to the purposes of Illumination; by Mr.Brande.
— 11. An anomalous case of Chemical Atlinitv, by R. Phillips,

Esq.— 12. Effects of a ])aralvtic Stroke upon the powers of ad-

justment of the Eyes to near Distances, by Sir E.Home, Bart.

—

13. Review of Beudant's " Essai d'un Cours elementaire et

general des Sciences physiques."— 14. Life and Writings of

Hedwig. &c. &c. &c.

LXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

March 28 and April 4. i he reading of Dr. Thos. Thomson's
paper on Phosphoric Acid was continued. In the series of ex-

periments which the author had undertaken to ascertain with

precision the weight of an atom of phosphorus, he noticed se-

veral combinations of acids which had not hitherto attracted the

attention of chemists, and to which lie gave new names. But as

he did not pursue his analvsis to the extreme in every case, he re-

served his detailed observations on some of them for a future

paper, his chief object being to detect the combinations of phos-

phorus. Manv of his conclusions are the result of calculation

on the previonslv-known combinations of atoms of oxvgen with

different bodies, rather than of direct experiment. In some
cases his experiments did not corrcsjjond with his pre-conceived

theory of atomical combination, and then he readilv abandoned
the accuracy of the former to the supposed infallibility of tlie

latter. Nevertheless lie found, beyond doubt, that j)hosphoru9

combines with lime in six different proyiortions ; aiid that, as

three of these combinations could not be multiples, they were in

direct oppONition to the atomic theory so pompously announced
bv
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by Berzelius. Hence he concluded that the Swedish Professor

has estabhshed his canons rather too hastily, and from data

which, however they may correspond with the cheoiical phae-

nomena of six or eight salts, are inconi})atible with the facts

relative to nearly a hundred others. Dr. T. operated chiefly on

bones, and the phosphat of lime which tliey contain : in o})era-

ting he followed the process proposed by Eckberg in 179^*, and

preferred the deflagrating of phosphorus in oxygen, to every

other mode of ascertaining their relative combinations. But his

apparatus being small, his experiments were often made on the

couibustion of a single grain of phosphorus in oxygen gas.

April 2.3. A verv short paper by Sir Everard Home was read,

as an appendix to his remarks on the eflPocts of certain medicines

on the circulation of the blood, and in proof of his opinion that

their efficacy is entirely owing to their action on the circulation

diminishing the pulse, &:c. To confirm this position, it was

suggested to him to try the effects of his gout medicine thrown
directly into the blood without the intermedium of the stomach.

With this view 160 grains were injected into the veins of a dog,

when the animal in a few minutes became convulsed, his pulse

lowered, respiration difficult, had evacuations, and in five hours

died. On opening the stomach it was found inflamed^ and the

whole appearances were exactly the same as if the poison had
been taken into the stomach. Sir E. considers this a demon-
stration, as far as it is possible in such a case, of the truth

of his theory.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A Report by Dr. Granville, on a Memoir of M. Methuon, on

the Mode in which earthy and metallic Crystals, not of a saline

Nature, are formed, was read on the 16th Feb.
" Crystals, according to Mons. Methuon, are not the imme-

diate consequence of undisturbed solution or fusion ; but the

produce of a peculiar decomposition of amorphous crystallizable

masses, the particles of which arrange themselves, during de-

composition, according to certain laws of attraction ; the process

being carried on in the dry way, and in the air,"

About twelve years ago, while engaged in some mineral pur-

suits in Elba, his attention was directed to a block of argil-

laceous schistus tvith pyrites, which appeared to have been re-

cently detached from a stratum of that substance, forming the

basis of a large mass of sandstone projecting from one of the

sides of the mountain. On examining it he found that several

capillary crystals of alum from | to | of an inch in length co-
vered its superior surface. This as well as the lateral sides of

the stone were in an evident state of decomposition more or less

Vol.47. No. 216. y^/>r/7 1816. U advanced.
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advanced, to the depth of 1 f inch. There was some dust lying in

the intervals between the crystals, which he blew off; and he ob-

served that tlie wind iiad previou-^ly scattered some of it aronnd

tlie stone as it lay on the earth. Struck with this singular ap-

pearance, and almost instantaneously seizing the hint from na-

ture, Mons. Methuon raised \vith sticks an appropriate shelter,

under which he placed the mineral, and frequently paid a visit

to the apparatus. The eloni^ation of the crystals and the ac-

compainin:; decomjjo.utiou of the stone, became every day more
visible, until, at the end of two months, ihe f'or7}ier were nearly

double in si/e, and the latter had increased in proportion.

"This discovery of the alum," exclaims M. Methuon, "being
formed in the air, and not in water, made a strong impression

upon me, and I confess I could n(;t forbear thinking there existed

some analogy between this formation, and that of the earthy and

metallic cr\ stals not of a saline nature. It was evident, indeed,

tluit the ahiui, in this case, did not exist in the rock, but was

the immed'uite effect of its decomposition ; that a portion of the

sulphur from the pyrites passed into the acid state by means of

its contact with the atmospheric air ; and that this acidj com-
bining with the argil, formed the crystals of alum."

He repeated his observations, multiplied his experiments, and

instituted more particular inquiries in the island, which led, he

says, to a discovery of recent crystals formed from a decomposi-

tion of the amorphous masses in which they were implanted.
*' Nav, at one time, he seems to have caught nature in the very

act of forming crystals of quartz on a mass of silico-calcareous

earth, from the surface of which M. Methuon had carefully re-

moved all s'gns of pre-existing crystallization. The author

marked the spot well, and left it. After a few weeks, some small

points of rock-crvstal made their appearance; by degrees the

pyramidal summits were formed ; and these were gradually fol-

lowed by the prism ; its mass diminishing in size, as the crystal

became more and more diaphanous. At the end of three-and-

twenty months, the period at which M. Methuon (piitted the

island, there were six ieaiiliful crystals ofqnartz^ from ^ to ^
of an inch in length, and ^ of an inch in diameter ; the silico-

calcareous stone arouuil them being excavated in the same pro-

j)ortion. But a fluid seemed, in this instance, to have had a

part in the formati(Mi of these crystals ; for, although the locality

of the fossil producing thein is described to have been beyond

the reach of the waves, yet it is admitted that their spray, par-

ticularly in tempestuous weather^ often bedewed its exposed sur-

face.
** In a similar manner did M. M. obtain crystals of yenile,

some specimens of which he has preserved to th.s moment."
Afterwards
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AftprwarJs InPiedirioiit, "on removing some indistinct crystals

of alaUle and garnet., which he had discovered on breaking an
amorphous mass of those substances, and on takiiic; the prof)cr

precnutions, consisting in throwing some loose earth and stones

against the surface from which the crystals had been removed ;

after the lapse of six years, M. M. had the satisfaction of gather-

a srrcnnd and a third crop of new beautiful crystals, formed du-
ring that period, some of which were sent to tjie public institu-

tions at Paris.

Having transported some of the shapeless mass of alal'tle^

gai'itct, green idncra.se, pyroxcufi, and amorphous pyrites; and
formed with them an artiiiciai mountain, v/hich was placed on
the chimnev-piece in his room ; after many days and weeks of

anxiety, he had at last the pleasure of seeing crystals of all these

substances emerge from this heterogeneoin mixture. "The
first," says the author, " which I had the satisfaction of seeing

on mv artificial mountain, were small prisms of pyroxeiie; next

came the sutnmits of crystals of alaliie, then planes oi garnet

y

after which those of idacrase and peridot followed in succes-

sion."

To produce nru> crops of crystal from cabinet specimens, was
the next attem'jt. In .Inly 1814 three specimens of idocrase,

pro})eily exansiued and described, were delivered to him from
the School of Mines, and in November were submitted to the

crystolU ing process. In April 1815 new crystals were found

on the surface of each of the specimens.

From a number of similar facts M. Methuoil conceives " that

the natural process of crystallization originally begins in a par-

tial decomposition of the surface of a crystallizalle fossil ; that

from certain spots of this suiface, where it has first begun, the

decomposition proceeds in straight and narrow lines to other

similar sj>ot,s which in their turn send forth similar lines, some-
times parallel to the former, at other times crossing each other

;

thus dividing, or, more comiiionly speaking, carving or engraving

the surface of the fossil into several compartments, which be-

come, by a continuance of the ])rocess of decon^position, as many
distinct pieces, constituting the body of the crystal in its rough

state; and lastly, that daring tliis process the substances of a

different nature, contained in the mineral, separate, and arrange

themselves, in one or more ])arts of the same compartment, the

fossil mass continuing to be solid and hard, but fragile and easy to

be broken;" the author having often broken, between his fingers,

some which had before withstood the strongest percussions.

M. Methuou maintains that he has proved : " 1st, That cry-

stals begin to form at their summit, edges, and solid angles.

U 2 2dly,
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2(lly, Tliat nature produces, by a direct process, all simple and
compound crystals, without firat Jbrmirijr a nucleus in tlie latter.

3dly, That the matter, serving to form the crystals, is in the

state of a solid mass before, and continues in that same state

during the whole process of crystuUization. It may he called

crystaLliznble matter. 'Ithly, That iry^taUiznile matter is that

which has filled, by infiltration, tlie chasms and clefts of moun-
tains, and the cavities of rocks ; which coujposes the veins, the

stalactites, and the stalagmites ; and, in general, all that which
constitutes accidental formations found in llocksy vndules, &;c.

within large uiasses."

He recommends for his crystallogenous process, " a bed one

inch thick, composed of loose earth, obtained irom the decouj-

position of the stone in whicli the crystallizable matter is found,

having an elevated brim of the same material round it, one-third

of an inch in height. Some balls made of the same earth are

disposed here and there on this bed, on which are placed various

pieces of solid crystallizable matter, formerly known under the

name of crystalline matrix . On these pieces other balls are

properly disposed, serving to support some more specimens of

crystallizable matter, so arranged as not to touch each other.

The whole of it is then made as solid as possihle, by the addition

of other large and small balls, introduced wherever any space

exists ; and lastly, tiie apparatus is surrounded by a wall of bricks

laid singly on each other, without any mortar, and in a way to

admit a free circulation of air.

'' Every two or three days the whole apparatus is watered, so

as to keep it in a state of constant humidity, and no more. A
degree of temperature is maintained ecjual to the internal tem-
perature of the earth ; and the apparatus is examined every fort-

night or three weeks; when, if necessary, the pieces may be care-

fully washed and replaced, taking care to arrange then, so, that

the balls which before were under, may now be placed above.

After a certain lapse of time, the crystallizable matter is found

to present distinct and beautiful crystal of the substances em-
ployed."

ROYAL SOCIETY OF KDINBURGH.

Papers on the following subjects have been read at this So-

ciety since the commencement of the present session:

On the Optical Properties of Fluate of Lime and Muriate of

Soda; by Dr. Brewster. The author has ascertained that this

class of crystals possesses the property of double refraction.

Large masses of muriate of soda, fluate of lime, alum, and dia-

mond not only possess this property, but do so in a manner dif-

ferent

i
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ferent from all the other crystals of the mineral kingdom; com-
bining in the same specimen the structure of both the classes of

douljly refracting crystals. In one part of their mass they have

the snnie structure as calcareous spar, and crystals of that class
;

in another the structure of sulphate of lime, and crystals of that

class ; and Ui some parts thev do not exhibit double refraction.

Experiments made at Woburn Abbey for fletermining the Pro-

portion between the Load and Draught of Horses in Waggons.
The instrutnent employed was contrived by Mr. Salmon of

Woburn. One general result was, that in a four-wheeled wag-
gon of the ordinary construction, on a good road and on a hori-

zontal plane, the draught is between a 25th and a 30th of the

load. With a load of one ton the draught is between 75 and

80 pounds. Several other results were deduced.

Account of a Chromatic Thermometer, bv Dr. Brewster. This

instrument is founded on a newlv discovered action of heat upon
glass. Glass is thrown into a iransient state of crystallization

during the propagation of heat through its mass. When in this

state it acts on polarized light like crystallized bodies, and pro-

duces various orders of colours in different parts of the glass-

plate. The number of fringes increases, or the tints rise in

Newton's scale, as the temperature of the source of heat is in-

creased ; so that the difference between the temperature of the

glass and that of the source of heat, is measured by the num-
ber of the fringes, or the nature of the tints which are developed.

As every tint in the scale of colours has an accurate numerical

value, differences of temperature may be measured with the ut-

most correctness, from the lowest temperature up to those at

which glass begins to lose its solidity.

The heat of the hand applied to a single plate of glass three-

tenths of an inch thick, produces a perceptible effect in crystal-

lizing the plate ; so that, if ten plates were employed, a difference

of temperature, equal to one-tenth of that which was applied to

the single plate, will be distinctly appreciable.

Extracts from an unpublished Memoir of Laplace on the Ap-
plication of the Calculation of Probabilities to Physics. The
extracts referred particularly to the figure of the earth as de-

duced from the vibrations of pendulums, lie finds from thirty-

seven of the best experiments on the length of the seconds pen-

dulum in diff'.'rent latitudes, that the increase of gravity from the

equator to the poles, follows the law which theory points out as

the most simple ; and concludes that the density of the earth

must augment regularlv from the surface to the centre ; and
hence he infers the original fluidity of the whole—a state, he

ad<ls, which nothing but excessive heat could produce. [This

fluidity may be allowed without admitting the cause he has as-

U 3 signed
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signed for it.] From his formula Mr. Playfair finds the Icni^th

of the seconds' pendulum for London to be 39' 13009 English

inches. The bill now before parliament for equalizing weights

and measures states the length to be 39' 13017.

An Account of the Slcej)ing Woman of Dunninald,near Mon-
trose; by the Rev. James pjiewster. Her fni.t sleeping ht lasted

from the 27th to the 3(Hh of June IS 15. Ne:%t morning she

again fell into a sleep which la'?ted sevi'n days— without motion,

food, or evacuation. At the end of this time, by moving her

hand and pointing to her mouth, it was understood she wanted

food, which was given to her ; I)ut she remained in her lethargic

state still tlie Sth of August,—six weeks in all, without appear-

ing to be awake, except on tb.c 30th of June. Her pidse for the

first two weeks was about 50; the third week GO; and pre-

vious to recovery it .was at 70 to 72. Though extrenudy rechiced,

she gained strength so rapidly that before tlie end of August she

worked regularly at tiie harvest. This case is well authenticated.

In a paper on Barometers, by Mr. Playfair, iron tubes are

recommended for barometrical observations in mountainous or

remote countries. The tubes being truly bored, and of the pro-

per length, the mercury is to be potned into them at the place

of observation. A linger being then jdaced on the oiiiice, the

tube inverted in a cuj) of mercury, and being again stopped with

the finger (after all f.scillation has ceased) and withdrawing the

cup, t!^.e (juantity in the tube will give the result. The quantity

mav be measured by means of a graduated float.

Pajjcrs on the following subjects hnve also been read. On
an Aerolite which fell near Piombav on the 5ih of Novemlier

1814. On Means for Lighting Coal Mines. On the Educatitm

of Mitchell, the I)lind and der.f Lad. On Analyses of 8ca-water.

An Account of an Animal found in Horses' E\cs in liulia. Ex-
periments on Light ; also a Paper on the prot)al)le Existence of

a new Species of Rays in the Solar Spectrum, apparently pro-

duced by the Collision of the Particles of Light when emitted

from the Sun's Siu'faee ; by Dr. Brewster. Anrl an Account of

some Veins of Greenstone "which traverse the Granite of Sable

Mountain.

WER' KRFAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIKTY OF JiDIXIiURCH.

On Saturday, the 13th of April, Mr. Thomas Forster read a

paper to the Wernerian Society of Natural History of P2(!iid)mgh,

on the generic varieties in the forms of the brain and crania of

animals, and the possibility of distinguishing the genus and sex of

animals ijy the figure of th-e skull. Mr. F. illustrated his paper by

about fifteen dra'.vings of crania of different animals made froii^

nature, under his direction, by Mr. Lizars of Edinburgh.

^VOYAl,
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF FRANCE.

Analym of the Labours of flic Class (f Mathematical and
Physical Scie/ices Jor the Year 1815. By Ai. Cuvier.

CHKMISTRY.
We have during the last two years spoken of those acids with-

out ow^eu, or, as thev are nuw called, hudracid'^, whicL have
made such a considerable breach in the imposing edifice of" tb.e

chemical theory of Lavitisier. The latjours of M. Gav-Lussac
have this year proved that there is one more to add to this class:

that which M. De Morveau had called prussic acid, because it

enters into the composition of Prussian blue, and because, its ra-

dical not beini,^ known, it was not possible then to derive from
that source its denoinination.

The experiments of Margraaf, Bergman, and Scheele, did not
admit of a doubt that in Prussian blue the iron was united with

a sul)stance which perfornied tlie part of an acid. M. Eerthoj-

let had suspected hovvever for a long time that oxygen did not

enter into its composition, but merely carbon, azote and hydro-
gen; and this suspicion has been changed into a certainty by
Gay-Lussac.
On decomposing, with the precautions which be points out,

the prussiate of mercury by the hydrochloric (otherwise muriatic)

acid, he obtained pure prussic acid ; and we have ah'eady

spoken in one of our preceding reports of the singular properties

which lie found in it in this state, and chielly of its extreme vo-

latility. On afterwards burning the vapour of tliis acid by
oxygen and the electric spark, he obtained determinate quan-
tities of water, carbonic acid and azote. The oxygen consumed
in the production of the two first of these substances is wanting;
and it follows from this conclusion, that one volume of vapour
of pru<^sic acid results from the combination and concentration

of one volume of vapour of carbon, half a volume of azote, and
half a volume of hydrogen ; or, by expressing these volumes by
weights, according to the density of each of these vapours, 100
parts of acid contain 44*39 carbon

51 '71 azote

3*;<0 liydiogen.

Thus the prussic acid contains more azote and less hvdrocen
than tlie other animal substances, from which it is particulaily

distinguished by the total absence of oxygon.

This is the first hvdracid known, the radical of which is de-

composable; and this radical M. Gav-Lussac aKo succeeded ia

obtaining freed from its hydrogen. Not being at)le to preserve

this epithet of p/"?/i.f7C, which belongs only to an accident, he has

given it the appellation of cvanogene (that is to say, producing

blue). The prussic acid will therefore take in future the deno-

U 4 mination
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niination of hydrocyanic ; its combinations with the bases, that

of hydrocyanutes; and the combinations of its radical, that of

cyanures.

We would fain give an account of the numerous and delicate

experiments bv which M. Ciay-Lussac referred to the one or

the other of these classes the various products resulting from

the action of the prussic acid on bodies, and all the properties

which he has brought to light ; but our limits do not admit of

it. Suffice it to say, that Prussian blue in particular seems to

him to be rather a cyanure of iron which has retained water,

than a hydrocyanat, or, as it was formerly called, a prussiale.

This cvanogene, considered bv itself, presented some remarka-

ble properties : it is a permanent elastic fluid, the density of which

to that of the air is as 1. 80&4 to 1, of a peculiar pungent smell,

giving a sharp taste to water, and burning with a purple flame.

Water absorbs four times its volume, and alcohol 23 : its direct

analysis gave the same result with that of the hydrocyanic acid,

i. e. one volume of vapour of carbon for half a volume of azote.

[To 1)6 continued.

j

LXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

COMMUNICATIONS RESPECTING SIR H. DAVy's SAFE-LAMP.

XlAV'tNG learnt by the Newcastle newspapers that a deputation

from the coal-owners of the rivers Tyne and Wear, &c. had

waited on Sir Humphry Davy, on his return from Scotland

through Newcastle, in the end of March, to express to him
their opinion of the merits of his invention for guarding the

lives of miners against the effects of fire-damp explosions, and

to thank him for the benefits thus conferred on humanity ; we
were anxious to be enabled to give all tiie publicity in our power

to such an un{|uestionable testimonv, as being the most satis-

factorv reply to the animadversions which appeared in another

periodical work on the observations which we have before made
on this most important discovery. We could not for obvious

reasons refpiest Sir Humphry to furnish us with the documents

wanted. We applied to the chairman of the meeting alluded to,

and our retpiest met with that prompt attention which we an-

ticipated, 'i'lie facts are brieflv these : A deputation from the

coal owners addressed the following note

" To Sir hi. Davy, &c. ^c. <^c.

*' Messrs. Lamb, Brown, Potts, Watson, C'ronden, Wahlie,

Jas. Lamb, and Buddie, forming a deputation from the coal-

owners of the rivers Tyne and Wear, and the ports of Hartley

and
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and Blyth, request the honour of paying their respects to Sir

H. Davy, and of presenting to him a letter containing an ex-
pression of the thanks of the coal-owners."

The following is the letter which the said deputation deliver-

ed into the hand of Sir Humphry :

*' 7o Sir Hump/try Davy, LL.D. &c.
" Newcastle, Murch 25. 1816.

*' Sir,—As chairman of the general meeting of proprietors of

coal-mines u])on the rivers Tyne and Wear, held at tlie Assem-
bly Rooms at Newcastle on the 18th inst., I was requested to

express to you their united thanks and approbation for the

great and important discovery of your safety-lamp for exploring

mines charged with inflammable gas, which they think ad-
mirably calculated to ol)viate those dreadful calamities, and the
lamentable destruction of human Ives, which of late have so fre-

quently occurred in the mines of this country.
** They are most powerfully impressed with admiration and

gratitude toward the splendid talents and brilliant acquirements
that have achieved so momentous and important a discovery,

unparalleled in the history of mining, and not surpassed by any
discovery of the present day ; and they hope that whilst the

tribute of applause and glory is showered down upon those who
invent the weapons of destruction, this great and unrivaled

discovery for preserving the lives of our fellow-creatures will be
rewarded by some mark of national distinction and honour.

" 1 am, sir,

*' Your most obedient humble servant,

" George Waldie, Chairman."

As, on a question of the kind before us, no testimony can be
of equal weight with that of the people most directly interested

in the prosperity and safety of the mines,—in addition to the

foregoing, and to what we have given in another page of our

present number respecting the coal-mines at Whitehaven, we
subjoin an

Extract of a Letter from- John Peile, E^q. on the Use of the

I'Vire Gauze Safe-Lamp.
" Collierv-Office, Whiteliavcn, Feb. 21, 1816.

" It gives us great pleasure to add our confirmation on the

safety of Sir H. Davy's safe-lamp, and to express our confidence
in the security of this simple yet curious-invented instrument.
We this day put its efficacy to the test in the most dangerous
places we have in William pit, and in each experiment the re-

sult corresponded with the description published. Our first ex-
periment was in Russia stem-drift, with some strong blowers of

fire-
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fire-damp from a stratum of stone. In approaching the con-

fines of the foul air, the flame of the wick increased in bulk,

and by progressively advancing, the wire cylinder first becanie

filled with flame from the explosive mixture, and at last the

whole extinguished witliout producing the least flame on the

exterior of tiie wire. These experiments were frequently re-

peated with the same effect. We then proceeded to the Trial

Inbanks, where we have for many months been working with

steel-Miills, not daring to introduce a candle on account of the

quantity of fire-damp generated. In these places the same
safety and eiTects were found as in Russia drift, to the great as-

tonishment of the workmen emplovcd.
** The simplicity of the lamp is beyond description, and, ex-

cept from tlie repeated proof of its security, to look at, it ap-
pears incredible.

" In all places where danger is the least suspected, there can

be no doubt the lamp will be absolute security if properly a})-

plied, and in a little time it will become in general use. The
light produced from the lamp (trimmed with spermaceti oil) was
quite suliicient for the ordinary purposes of working. The thanks

of miners must ever be given to Sir Humphry Davy for this

momentous discovery, I have the honour to be, &c.
" John Peile.'*

We have great pleasure in stating that the coal- trade has libe-

rally preserited 100 guineas to IMr. Stevenson, of Killingworth

Colliery, for his ingenious lamp described in a preceding number
of the Philosophical Magazine, which, though superseded by Sir

Humphry Davy's more perfect invention, not only evinced great

ingenuity, but promised much comparative safety to the miners.

The public have been amused witliin the last few weeks, by a

boy witli extraordinary calculating powers, who is exhibited bv
his friends in the Great Room at ^|Jring Gardens : Perhaps the

following short account cf the calculating phaenoii.enon of Eng-
land, as he is called, will be a satisfaction to ovn* readers.

George Bidder was born in a cottage at Morton Hampstead,
twelve miles from Exeter, Dev<uishire, on the Hthof Jiuje 18()6.

His father William Bidder, a hard-working mason, principally

occupied in making the stone fences with whicli that country

al>ounds, has seven children, four bovs and three girls: flie boys

assist the fatlicr, girls at service ; (ioorge, the youngest but two,

whose time was employed as coimtry chi'drcti's art-, v.ent to a

thrce-halfi)cnce a-week school till seven \ears old, when the first

proof he gave of his extr;.ordinary abilities was in reckoning the

nails in a horse's four shoes, and by degrees doubling them from

a farthing 32 times 3 tliib brought on other questions, when his

ready
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ready replies induced his fatlier to make a tour to the principal

towns : Bristol, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bath, Cambridge, &c.
&c. where he gave iiniver.sal satisfaction. In London he ap-
peared before the Dukes of Kent and Sussex, Lord Stanhope,

Sir Joseph Banks, and the principal nobility and gentry. Her
Majesty having signified her commands, lie appeared before her

and the three Princesses at Windsor, and answered the questions

proposed to him i)y the Bishop of Salisbury, without the least

agitation or hesitation, so quickly and correctly, as highly to

please Her Majesty, vt'ho made him a handsome present. He
continues to improve in his calculations, and solves very difiicult

questions in a manner to astonish and de'ight the company.
He is just now learning to urite; figures he canjiot make, nor is

it intended lie should be taught yet—Lord Stanhope, who has

much noticed him, advising his friends against it, as fearing it

may in some measure interfere with that intuitive faculty he at

present possesses; and certainly tl.e knowledge of figures could

not make him more ready than he now is.

The following, among many others, are questions he has cor-

rectly answered :

1. Suppose a cistern caj)able of containing 170 gallons, to

receive from one cock 54 gallons, and at the same time to lose

by leakage 30 gallons in one minute ; In v.hat time will the said

cistern be full ?

2. How many drops are there in a pipe of wine, supposing

each cubic inch to contain 46S5 drops, each gallon 231 inches,

and 126 gallons in a pipe ?

3. How many times will a wheel of 8 feet 3 inches in cir-

cumference revolve in going 99.9 miles ?

4. Suppose the national debt to be 802,032,000/ ; If I pay
147,000/. a day, how long sliall I be in paying it off?

5. What is the square root of 88,1 15,769 ?

6. If a person is 14 years eld, and walks 14 mile^ each day,

reckoning 365 days to the year; How many inches has he
walked ?

7. If I purchase nine marbles for one halfpenny ; How many
can I purchase at the same rate for U>75/. Ids. 2 uA ?

8. How many groats are tliere in 49'^,265,.ll(i farthings?

9. Suppose St. Paul's was 20 years building, and 500 people
daily employed, and each consumed | lb. of meat j)er day; How
much was consumed in the 20 years ?

10. Suppose a circular reservoir to contain 10,GG9 hogsheads
at 6 feet in depth ; What will it contain if made 10:^ inches
deeper, and in what time would the whole be full from a spring
producing 1 hogshead per minute ?

11. If
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11. If a man was to fall from the sun 80,000,000 miles, at a

mile per minute ; How \ong would he be falling; ?

12. In the cube of 36; How many times 15228?.

STEAM ENGINES IN CORNWALL.

It appears by Messrs. Lean's Report for March 1816, that the

average work of thirty-five engines was 1{),720,4()6 pounds of

water lifted one foot high with each bushel of coals consumed
;

that Wooit's engine at Wheal Var, during that month, lifted

48,432,702 pounds, and his engine at Wheal Abraham
49,966,698 pounds one foot high with each bushel of coals.

We understand that the fine Collection of Minerals, which

belonged to the late Rev. Mr. Hennah, of St. Austell in Corn-
wall, will be sold by Mr. King early hi June next.

Theatre of Anatomy, AJedicine, &^c. Blenheim Street,

Great Marlborough Street.—The Summer Course of Lectures

at this School will begin on Monday, June 3, 1816.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery, by Mr. Brookes daily at

Seven in the Morning. Dissections as usual.

Chemistry and Materia Medica, daily at Eight in the Morning,

Theory and Practice of Physic at Nine, with Examinations by
Dr. Ager, Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, &:c.

Three Courses are given every year, each occupying nearly

four months. Further particulars may be known from Mr.
Brookes, at the Theatre; or from Dr. Ager, 69 Margaret Street,

Cavendish Square.

Dr. Clutterbuck will begin his Summer Course of Lectures on

the Theorv and Practice of Physic, Materia Medica, and Che-
mistry, early in June.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To John vSorby the younger, of Sheffield, in the county of

York, edge-tool maker, for a method of making an auger for

the use of shipwrights, millwrights, carpenters, and other arti-

ficers,ui)()n anew and improved construction.—23d March 1816.

—2 months.

To William Macnamara, of East Smithfield, plate-glass

manufacturer, in consequence of a coninumication made to him
bv a certain foreigner residing abroad, for his method or methods
of manufacturing glass.— 23d March.—(> months.

To Uriah Haddock, of the parish of Holloway, chemist, for

a new species of pail. t-colour and cement for painting and co-

louring
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louring and preserving the interior and exterior of houses, ships,

and other things.—23d March.—H months.

To William Lewis, of Briuisconib, Gloucestershire, dyer, for

his new machine for fulling woollen or other cloths that require

such process.—5th April.— 6 months.

To Joseph Turner, of Layton, in the county of York, for his

improved rotary engine, and application thereof, with or without

other machinery, to useful purposes.—8th April.—2 months.

To .lohn Woodhouse, of Broni'^grove in the county of Wor-
cester, for his method of forming the ground for roads and pave-

ments, and also for paving and repairing old pavements and

roads.—9th April.—6 months.

To William Atkinson, of Bentinck-street in the parish of St.

Mary-le-bone, for his new or improved method or methods of

forniingblocks with bricks and cement in the form of Ashlar-stone

for building, so as to have the appearance of stone.—9ih April.

—6 months.

To William Stenson, of Coleford, Gloucestershire, for his im-

proved engine to be worked by steam or any other power.—9th

April.—6 months.

To William Lapalle, of the city of Bristol, for his method or

contrivance for an improvement in the construction of a gig, and of

cards, so called, in the clothing and other manufactories, or other

machines or instruments used and employed in such manufac-

tories for the same or similar purposes.—23d April.—2 months.

Meteorological Observations made in Scotland, principally/ at

Edinburgh,from March \8th to April I'Sih 1816.

March 18.— (At Sterling) Showers with wind from the north-

ward.

March 19.—Sky chiefly obscure with less wind, fair calm
evening. Wind again at night. Dark night.

March 20.— Fair day with cumuli, &c. and little wind. Dark
night.

March 2\.—Showery weather returned, with fair intervals;

temperature moderate.

March 22,—Obscure and windy.

March 23.—Fair day, and sky chiefly clear with cumulus, &:c.

March 24.— Obscure and calm, followed by whistling wind
sweeping dust along.

March 25—29 *.—Obscure in general, but dry and with wind
in gales.

March
* On the evening of the 27th being on the hills above Edinburgh about

4§ o'clock, I noticed a great clearness in the windward, i.e. east; while

the town to the westward and southward was involved in thick mist. I'his

mutt
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March 30, 3 1 .—Fair with gales blowing along clouds of dust}

wanocloud and stackcncloud, &c. but no distinct appearances of

rain.

^piil 1.—Obscure but fair day; with gentle gales.

ylpril 2.— Fair gray day, cloudy with gales at night from the

south\\ard. The du^t became troui)lesomc, and there was a

whistling noise in the wind which often forebodes rain ; with a

ring or corona about the moon.
April 3,4, 5.—Cloudy and in general obscure, with fine in-

tervals and light gales of wind. 1 did not pay particular attention

to tlie weallier these three days, being otherwise engaged.

j^pnl 6.—Towards evening gentle showers of rain. The at-

mosjihere cold and wintcrlike. The crocus vernalis in flower in

an inclosed piece of ground in the middle of Edinburgh Old
Town.

April 7.—Rainy morning. It cleared toward noon, but showers

returned again from the northward at 2 p. m.
April b.—Showery weather, with snow and sleet and cold. I

was very sensiljle of the difference between the weather here and
that in England, particularly in the southern parts at this time

of the year.

April 9.—Fine spring-like day, stackenclouds or nimuli, with

wanccloud in tlie afternoon. The distances were clear to wind-
ward ; but the crows about the sca^hore near Leith and Portobello

flew about, alighting frequently near the water's edge, and uttering

a hoarse and frequent cry—an indication of rain noticed byAratus;

and which was verified on the moirow.

April 10,—Obscure and rainv day; it held up for a very short

time now and then. Air cold, and windy from N.W.
April 11.—Clouds and a great deal of small rain. Fine at

night.

April 12.—Warmer in the morning, and the clouds lofty with

breaks, through which the sun came out. Cold wind again at

night.

April 13.—Clear morning, showers of snow succeeded, but it

did not lie on the ground. Towards evening a strong N.W.
wind blew, and it became clear and very cold, with a frosty night.

10, Collcse-Strcct Edinburgh, ThoMAS FoRSTER.
April, 14lli, 1816.

must have arison partly from tlie smoke from tlie rhimncys of the houses,

Lilt not entirely, as 1 noticxd that Lcitli was partially involved in mistiness,

and partially clear; and that the misty places chanued, so that tlic fallcloud

cansinji the misty appearance appeared to travel -Aung with the wind. I

have observed that Edmburgh is more misty in proportion to the wind
blowing than any other place I have yet seen.

MKTEOEO-
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METKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON,

LINCOLNSHIRE.

[Tlie time of observation, unless otherwise stated, is at 1 P.M.]

Age of

the

Moon.

1816.

March 15

16
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Cart, op the Strand,

For Jpril 1S16.
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LXIV. On Atrial Navigation. Bij Sir George Cayley, Bart,

F.R.S., l^c.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — L am glad to see the subject of aerial navigation noticed

by Mr. Lovel Edgeworth, and likewise by a gentleman under the

signature of T. H. in your Magazine for March last. Mr.
William Bland has likewise written an ingenious paper upon this

subject in the Monthly Magazine for March. I wish to bring

all those who interest tliemselvcs in this invention, to act in

concert towards its completion, rather than to be jealous of each

other respecting their own share of credit as inventors r indeed,

unless we can realize our object, very little credit will be due to

these speculations. Mr. Edgeworth, who upon good_ groimds
puts in so early a claim to a knowledge of the principle of

steering balloons by the inclined plane, has quite misconceived

the nature of the priiici})lc' upon which my former jiapers upon
the subject of aerial navigation were founded, when he says that
*' Sir George Cayley has frecjuently proposed to impel flying

bodies by letting them descend obliquely through the air, and
forcing them in a contrary obliquity again-it the air by impelling

them lipwards." My plan rested upon the following fact : that

if a plane of any given magnitude, say 100 square feet, were
placed so as to make any small angle with an horizontal line,

suppose an inclination of one to ten ; then, if it were propelled

forward in the horizontal path, like a bird in the act of skim-

mins, by a force of ten pounds, till t-lie horizontal resistance of the

air eciualled this pressure, the plane would have power to sustain

one hundred pounds weight during its progress. I proposed to

create this slight horizontal pressure by the power of a light

lirst mover, several of which were there alluded to, particularly

one where the combustion of oil of tar was made use of as the

moving power. This engine had been exhibited in a working state

to Mr. Rennie, Mr. Cartwright, and other gentlemen capable of

appreciating its powers ; and it appeared from the minutes of

Mr. Chapman, civil engineer of Newcastle, that eighty drops

raised eight hundred weight the height of twenty- two inches;

hence a. horse power may consume from ten to twelve pounds

per hour. The expense of power, however, with this engine

being much greater than with the steanvengine, the po.tentee

never proceeded further than the original experiments. From this

statement it is plain that the tacking operation alluded to by
Mr. Edgeworth,

—

hy ^'^ impelling them upwards," and then

letting gravity operate in the descent,—was not any part of my
plan, although, being acquainted with the princiole of oblique

Vol. 47 . No. 2 1 7 . May 1 c 1 6
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foites, and not having a proper first mover, I was obliged to

try the experiments as to steadiness and steerage by merely al-

lowing the vessel to sail from the top of a hill ; and it was to

this circumstance that I alluded in my observations upon Mr.
Evans's paper, the descending half of the movement that gentle-

man pro[)osed being perfectly similar to, and therefore corrobo-

rated bv my experiments.

1 have related this matter more minutely, because Mr. Edge-
worth's statement rather gave me a claim to the principle of

steering balloons by means of the inclined plane, which 1 do not

possess. Indeed I hold it- perfectly in my recollection, (although

I cannot state either the name of the partv or the publication

in which I read the account,) that an ingenious young man se-

veral years ago had tried some successful experiments on the

steerage of balloons by the inclined plane, but had died before

he completed his invention.

Should this subject gain importance by experimental success,

this, and no doubt many other claims of various kinds, will be

attempted to be placed over the heads of those gentlemen, who
novv will, I hope, have the more substantial credit of realizing

and perfecting the invention for the uses of mankind. For my
own part, I shall sue for no share in the scranible respecting

Montgolfier balloons, but that of braving the risible muscles

of my friends in substituting acres for yards of cloth in their

structure, unless indeed it be for the addition of a chimvey, a

most common, natural, and in this case particularly useful ap-

pendage to a fire. I shall however be extremely gratified in

being ai)le to claim the credit of standing on the same list with

Mr. Edgeworth as a subscriber towards completing this noble

art ;—with this view I request Mr. Tilloch to be kind enough
to permit a list of subscriptions to remain at his house till a few

names be collected and a committee appointed*';— no one to be

called upon ior his subscription money till such a sum be sub-

scribed for as will be suihcient to try the first experiment pro-

posed by the committee.

In my last paper it was stated that I had made some calcu-

lations relative to the quantity of fuel that woidd be consumed
in propelling the Montgolfier balloon there described, at a ve-

locity of twenty miles per hour, bv the steam-engine. According

to the returns made of the Cornwall engines, Mr. Woolf's

engine raises al>out fifty millious of pounds, one foot high, with

a bushel or eighty-four pounds of coal. Hence 1 estimate tliat

twenty pounds of coal per mile would be consumed in this ope-

I ran linvc no ol irciinii to keep a li-^tortiie iiainrp nfMirli seiUJemcn ;n

nia^ wish to coDlriljutf Ui an txpcnmcnt o( the kii.il rccoiumcmied.— A. T.

ration.
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l-atio'n, and therefore the expense would not be considerable.

—

l>ut as no more than GSOO pounds, the unconsunied power of

this balloon, can be allowed for the weight of the engine, its wa-
ter and fuel, besides that of an extensive surface for wafting, it

appears upon estimating the weight of these things'^, that

thi^ balloon, extensive as it is, is, as I before said, only the long-

boat of its species, and not quite large enough to take advantage
of the saving power of the steam-engine at so great a velocity

as twenty miles per hour : though it will answer the j)urpose of
a first experiment at fifteen miles per hour with a prop'ortionate

saving of fuel.

Upon larger constructions, however, it will appear that aerial

navigation will be performed much cheaper in a horizontal

path by the steam-engine, than u])on the ascending and de-
scending plan with the inclined plane. Several years ago I made
many estimates of the application of first movers to these long
balloons ; but I always found that the enormous size required to

be successfully driven by them, placed the proper scale of ex-
periments quite out of the reach of any individual, and unfor-
tunately of such magnitude as to render the public of that dav,
if appealed to, more incredulous than ever upon the subject. Aly
own experiments were therefore confined to the inclined plane,

which offers a good result upon a smaller coiif^truction. Tlie
introduction of the steam-boat, together with " the steady march
of the human mind" during so many years of unexampled
scientific discovery, attended by practicable results in the rapid
improvement of almost every art, will now enable me to state

my ideas upon this subject, without stepping beyond the limits

of many an inquiring mind. My former paper showed that the
Montgolfter balloon there described was only the long-boat of
this class of vessels

;
yet I felt ol)liged t;^) pave the wav for the

introduction of so huge an infant o'otruded Uj)on the ci\iiizpd

world, by leading the unprepared mind from the contemplation
of a hundred-gun ship of ninety yards in length, to a baiioon
of a hundred ; and although in the course of this paper I shall

be obliged to point out objects in reserve upon a larger scale,

yet as a matter of experiment, I have nothing to add to the hulk
of the balloon already described. It would be a great advantage
to that vessel if the greater j)ortion of its long chimnev, from
about twenty feet above the fire, were made of flexible materials
well coated with the mixture of brick-dust, &:c. with which the
firework-makers protect their materials :—this would allow of

* Coals for (jiic hour - - 360 pounds
Water for do. - - - 3540
Weight of the wing or waftage 1000
Leaving only . - - 1900 for the weight of the engine.

(J800

X 2 proper
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proper movement ulicn tlie machine was at anchor to the earth

from some point under the prow. It ought hkewise to be ob-
served, that, owini; to the internal i)rcssuro there will be exerted
a power of about 46(' pounds per lineal vavd, endeavouring to tear

the cloth asunder. Tliis ])ower is easily ))rovided against by a
wide netting, although most cloths would sustain it without such
additional strength. Another circutnstancc to be adverted to,

is the advantage that would arise from regulating the shape of

the prow in the best manner for obviating the resistance of the

air. Theory unfortiuiately is of little use upon this occasion, for

Nature, always true to itself, makes the prow of the bird con-

cave, and that of the fish convex to their axes ; whereas theory'

would appoint both alike. In the absence of all gjood theory,

I shall, as proposed in one of my former papers, give the form
of the vvoodcock from actual measurement, that bird having
frequently to cross at least 500 miles of sea at one flight, and
Nature seeming to hav^united every contrivance to blend strength

with lightiiess in its structure ;—hence it is more than probable,

that as the resistance of the air was the obstacle which all this

contrivance was calculated to overcome, the external form is

nearly the best possible, being that which v.ould more than all

the rest tend to the ease of the performance.

Fig. 1, Plate IV. sliDws a section of this bird through its axis.

Fig. 2, is a tranverse section with the apparatus suspended. The
ordinales are given in hundredth parts of an inch at the distance

of one inch from each other. The weight of the individual bird

correspomling with these measures was 121 ounces, and the ve-

locity of its leisure flight in cahu air will have been about 28 miles

per hour. It may possibly recjuire a different form of prow for

o!)viating resistance best at different velocities, and what may be
the best form for a small object may not be so, even at the same
velocity, for a large one: Ami notwithstanding this, I know no
better guide, and shall therefore recommend the e\j:)eriment to

be made in the form of the [>row delineated, as far as it can be
made to agree with the flattened structure necessary in this in-

stance for the trial of the inclined plane. That tlie practica-

bility of constructing this balloon may be better judged of, I here ,

subjoin the following estimates respecting it.

Tlie quantity of cloth and the general appearance seem
enormous; yet it must be recollected that it is only an inflated

bag, and that the r>7-")0 square yards it corisists of would all

pack up in a cubical bore .'3'- yards each way, allowing 1-Jth of

an inch for the thickness of each fold, which nui->t be amplv
sufficient. The cloth 1 made use of in mvcxperiuicnts gcneralh

weighed half a pound per scpiare yard ; but probably, including

the netting, the estimate for the present purpose should be taken

at
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at a pound per yani ; hence the \vei<;ht would be 5750 pounds.

Let the car, chimney, iScc. be taken at 2000, and there would be

the power of iiOjOleltuuoccnpied, in addition to the power of G,800
pounds for effecting its progressive motion : however, it would

be necessary for one hour's travelling to carry about 2000 poiuuia

weight of fuel, which would only leave power to convey a crew

of seven men : hence it would be more suitable to carry about

20 men, and to reduce the ascending velocity to 15 miles per

hour, allov/intr the descent to remain at the ifiill speed, vvhich

would reduce the general speed to l/j miles per hour.

This statement plainly shows that the Montgolher balloon I

have described is the least that would be efiicient, which 1 trust

will shield me from the imputation of holding extravagant opi-

nions upon this subject in proposing it. Indeed the unwieldy

bulk of these bodies is unwillingly thrust upon me by the result

oi calculations grounded upon the facts of the case.

The danger attending the hydrogen gas balloon, where any
first mover is used that acts by tire, is a great obstacle to their

introduction ; otherwise a balloon of this kind equal in pou'or

to the one described, would not exceed 70 yards in length, and
would meet with rather less than half the resistance, and of

course not consume more than half the power to drive it at the

])roposed velocity—there are other inconveuiencies attending

these balloons, and their cost in tilling -is not one of the least.

The great resistance upon the prow iimst be balanced either by

.1 tirni wanded texture, or by internal condensation ; the former

is heavy and inca])able of being folded up, and the latter waste-

ful, a.s it is impracticable to have it air-tight enough not to al-

low a vast escapage. This would oblige a double structure, one

of thin oiled silk containing the gas, and one of a coarser texture

surrounding it, which could receive the condensation necessary

from common air driven in occasionally by a pump; or perhaps,

with some little contrivance an aperture at the point of the

prow, receiving the full direct resistance of the external air,

commensurate uith the velocity of the balloon, would answer tl lis

purpose. The danger from fire might be greatly reduced by
having the balloon at a considerable distance above the car, say

20 yards, and the surface for wattage might be so arranged as

to permit of a safe descent even in the event of the balloon
' taking fire, and being obliged to be cut away.

It was rny intention to have ascertained v.'hat proportion of

azote with hydrogen gas would render it incombustible on its

access to common air; but owing to an acciddent in the experi-

ment immediately previous to my leaving home, this must be

reserved to a future opportunity;—perhaps the adulteration re-

f^uired may be so great as to render the specific gravity of the

X 3 mixture
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mixture too nearly the same as atmospheric air to be of any use

in this instance; but if azote in the ratio of one half, or even

two to one, be ascertained to be sufficient, it will be an excellent

step gained towards realizing; this invention.

It is evident that if aerial navigation ever be brought home
to the uses of man (and who, noting the progressive stages of

society, can set a limit to the powers which the benevolent Au-
thor of his being designed him bv proper gradations to become
possessed of?), it can only be done upon a scale of which the

balloon described is the first unit ; and although in the present

day this unit is abundantly large enough in a practical point of

view to occupy all the attention that can be afforded to the sub-

ject ; vet I shall nevertheless obtrude a little in pjojpec/ upon
the duties of our posterity respecting this art, as in a doing the

capabilities that remain in store for our race will operate as an

encouragement towards our availing ourselves of the first step.

It has already been observed, that as balloons increase in size, the

diminution of their relative resistance, when compared with their

power, keeps pace with that increase. Upon this principle it is

easy to show that a balloon of the form delineated, inflated with

hydrogen gas, when extended to the length of 144 yards, will

meet with no more resistance when compared with the weight

it will sustain, including its materials, than the resistance of the

bird compared with its weight. vSurcly we cannot wish for a

better basis for swift aerial navigation, than that of a vessel ca-

pable of suspending in the air as many multiples of the weight

of the bird, as its resistance contains multiples of the resistance

of the bird at the same velocity. This balloon would recpiire

1 1880 square yards of cloth, which would fi)ld within a cubic

chest rather exceeding four yards each way, if of single struc-

ture ; but I have taken it as a double structure, which would of

course require two such spaces, and the weight at two pounds
per yard will be 24000 pounds. I allow 1 7000 pounds for the

other materials, including a surface of the necessary extent for

waftage; when, deduding these weights, the supporting power,

which is KSSjOOO pounds, will be reduced to 122,0(K) pounds, or

50 tons. This power remains to be diyi<led in a proper ratio

between the weight of the first mover and that of the cargo or

crew intended to be conveyed. Although two-thirds of the

weight of most birds is devoted to the nniscles of its wings, a»id

arguing from the rapid consumption of their food, that tlieir

muscles may be more energetic tlian those of quadrupeds, weight

for weight
;
yet it is improbable that this excess is in any great

proportion. The famous race-horse Eclipse is said ':o have gono

for one mile at the rate of (iO miles per hour, which is a far

greater velocity than any bird whose flight I have measured ; and
he
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lie had the disadvantage of carrying tlie weight of a man upon
liis back. If therefore the energies of birds be taken at double

those of quadrupeds in this statement, more than an ample al-

lowance is made in their favour. This power in birds is cliicfly

employed in tiie waftr.'^e necessary for l\\v\v support, and a smaller

portion of it is apj)lied to overcome the direct resistance of their

body: but in the case of the balloon the supporting power is al-

ready obtained, and the whole energies of the first mover will

be directed towards overcoming the resiNtance of the ))row only,

which is in no greater proportion to the weight of the whole

apparatus than that of the bird to its weight.

Upon estimating the probable weight even of steam-engines

upon a large scale, it appears that IGO pounds per horse power
is an ample allowance with its load of coal and water for one

hour*; and as the water is a considerable part of the whole, and

can be recovered again for the use of the engine by permitting

the steam to pass within the double coats of the balloon, and to

be thus exposed to so extensive a cooling surface, it is probable

that 200 pounds per horse power will be more than sufficient

for vvorking twelve hours without any further supply of water or

fuel—with a velocity of 20 miles per hour in calm air, this

length of time would imply a stage of 240 miles. The steam-

horse power raising 550 pounds one foot hieh j)er second, is

considered by engineers as exceeding the average power of the

largest dray-horses one-fourth. Upon weighing one of these

animals of about the middle rsize, I found it to he fourteen hundred

weight or 156S pounds; and I am informed some of the largest

of these .horses have weighed a ton.—But if we take the smaller

weight as approaching the average, we must increase it one-

fourth part to make an animal equal in power to the steam-

horse : hence the weight of the steam-horse will be as 200
pounds to 1950 pounds when compared to that of the living

animal. And to follow the argument I have been using, if the

* Estimate of the Wei^ltt ufan Expansive Steam-engine of 100 Horses T*u<cer,

Ifis;.

Weight of ;i cylinder 2 ft. 4 inch, diameter by 4 ft. 7 inch, in leiigtl) ^ .,, \
one incli thick - - - - - - - - -J*

400 foet surface of tubulated boiler at ten pounds per foot -

Connecting parts, piston, tkc. say . _ _ - .

Water for an hour at 30 pounds per horse's power
Coal for ditto at five pounds per ditto, being more than sum-

^
cient in Mr. WooU's engines - - ' - S

Weight of fuel constantly occupying the fire-place, say -

Weight of water occupying the boiler - -

The pressure is estimated at 20 pounds per square iiicii, and the stroke

4 ft. 7 inch, each second.

X 4 weight
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weight of the steam-horse be deducted, there will remain 1750
pounds, which will, according to these estimates, be the weight

of inert cargo in terms of horse powers which would be conveyed

by this means. This Is not a correct mode of estimating the

matter in question ; but I wisli to show, by entering into this com-
parison of animal and engine power, how verv much the latter

exceeds the former in energy, weight for weight ; and that even

if the estimates should be so false as to be five-fold wrong, yet

there would be sufficient power for the purpose. I shall deduct

three times the weight of the engine estimated in the note from

the 50 tons of power imoccupied in the balloon, when there will

remain rather more than 34 tons of power for any purpose re-

quired. This would convey 500 men during one hour. 410 men
during 12 hours, 290 men for 24 hours, and 50 men for 48
hours, without fresh supplies of fuel or water. The extent of

the voyage in calm air would in the latter case be 960 miles.

I do not offer this statement with anv expectation of its being

realized in our age; but I do affirm that balloon navigation does

liold out the capabilities I have so daringly ventured to investi-

gate; and I trust that others will join Mr. Edgeworth and my-
self in promoting experiments upon a subject that promises

eventually such advantage to mankind ; the progress of civili-

zation being evidenily commensurate with the facility of com-
munication. The expense of constructing the Montgolfier

balloon described in my former paper, if taken at three shillings

per yard including the macliinery, would be 870 pounds, and
probably 1000 or 1500 pounds would defray the expenses of the

experiment. The douI)Ie cloth of the hydrogen gas balloon at

six shillings would cost 3600 pounds, and the engines, &c. say

from 6 to 7000 pounds ; so that this immense fabric, when com-
pared to the large ships it seems to outvie, is not a tenth part

of their cost. Their expense, however, when compared with

their freight, will be about 300/. per ton. The formation of

hydrogen gas by the usual process is slow and expensive ; but by
keeping fresh supplies of iron borings red hot within an exten-

sive cavity properly constructed, and ])assing steam through the

hydrogen gas, may be supplied at a very cheap rate, and with
considerable rapidity.

The vast strides which science of every kind has made within

the last twenty years renders every advancing step more easy
;

and it appears to me that England may soon have the honour
of perfecting the con&tru( tion of balloons, although the inven-

tion of them was not altogetlier her own. 'I'he heavy expense,
however, of such extensive experiments renders it necessary that

it should become a national object; and as the means of di-

recting balloons are within the scope of information of almost

every
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every engineer in this mechanical country ; the only real credit

that can be acquired in this pursuit, will be given to those who
do actually realize the invention, and this will be due to each in-

dividual in proportion to the liberality with which he supports

the undertaking.

Large individual subscriptions however are not necessary to

o!)tain 1500/. and in fact subscriptions of one guinea are often

more productive than those of a hundred. But whatever gentle-

men may think proper to subscribe, whilst the subject is before

them, I would request them to give notice of immediately, as by

that means, and tliat alone, can any further step be taken be-

fore the su!)ject will be forgotten.

I remain, sir.

Your obedient servant,

B.-ompton, April 5, 181G. Geo. CaYLEV.

P. S.—The sketch represents an end view of a hydrogen gas

balloon with thr^e tiers of wing to be worked by the steam-

engine, or any other first mover ; each wing to be divided intf»

many stripes or portions, which are so constructed as to heel up

and down by the alternate pressure of the air above and below

them at each stroke of the engine, and thus by their oblique

waft to propel the balloon.

LXV. De5cr?p;ioMq/'Mr. Phillips London's Hydrometer; with

Remarks on the curing of Mackerelfor Exportation or IVin-

ier Uae •;.

Sir,— 1 HERKWiTH send yon a half barrel of mackerel, part

of twenty-five thousand mackerel cured on my plan ; also Mr.

Cutler's certificate, that so many were cured at Ramsgate du-

ring the last season, most of which were shipj)ed for Russia.

They were all cured by immersion in brine of British solid salt,

agreeably to the method I had tb.e honour of communicating to

the Society, and which is printed in the thirty-second volume of

the Society's Transactions, p. 204. The whole were extremely

fine, and full as beautiful as the specimen sent, which I hope will

meet the approbation of the Society.

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,

No. 57, Cannon-strcct, London, PhilLIPS LoNDON.
Feb. 14, 1815.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

* From Transactions of the Societyfor the 'Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures and Commerce, vol. \xxiii. tor 1815.—The Society's silver incilal

set in gold was voted to Mr. Loudoi) tor this commiiuicatiou.

From
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From Mr. London's statement nt a meeting of the committee,
it appears that the brine onght always to contain a reduniliincy

of salt; in such rase there is not the least danger of the hsh

pntrcfying or growing rancid, as the extra lumps of solid salt in

the brine immediately act upon any watery or other licjuors

ivliich proceed from the fish when inclosed in the cask. That
the same process will also answer perfectly well for preserving

beef or any animal food for sea store.

Ceriijicate.

Mr. London cured by his new process under my immediate In-

spection upwards of 25,000 mackerel at Kamsgate, in Kent,

during the last season.

John Cutler, Licensed Fish Curcr,

Sept. 28, 1814. at llamsgate, Kent.

"Reference to the E?igraving of Mr. London's Hydrometer,

Plate IV. fig. 3.

This instrument consists of a glass bottle, with a ground-glass

stopper, to be filled with brine made from a solution of solid salt

in water ; within it are three glass bubbles, o, h, c, of different

specific gravities, so graduated that, supposing the temperature

of the air to be at sixty degrees of Falircnheit's thermometer,

and only one bubble floats on the surfiicc, as shown in the en-

graving at a, it indicates the specific gravity of the brine to be

1,155, containing about 20 parts salt, and SO of water, which is

insufficient to cure animal matters with certainty by immersion

in it.

When the second bubble, c, floats, it indicates the specific

gravity of the brine to be 1,180, or about 24 parts salt, and 76
parts water, which may be w^ed for the purpose of immersion.

But when the three bubbles, a, l, c, float, they indicate the

specific gravity to be 1,106, or about 28 salt, and 72 water.

This brine will fuUv answer the purpose in the hottest weather

in most climates, provided the rules be attended to wliich 1 had

the honour to send to the Society last year, and the meat or

fish always completely covered with the brine.

Thillifs London.

LXVL On
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LXVI. On the Slate of the Manufacture of Sugar in France.

By M. le Cow/c Ciiaj tal *.

-L HE last fivc-and-twenty years will form a memorable epocha
in the annals of French industry. Most of the extraordinary

events that have succeeded each other have concurred to fa-

vour its progress. France, deprived of her colonies, blockaded

at all her frontiers, found herself reduced to rely on her own in-

ternal strength ; and by raising a contribution of the knowledge
of her inliabitants, and of the productions of her soil, she has

been enabled to .satisfy all her wants, to create arts Avliich be-

fore liad no existence, to improve those that were known, and
to render herself independent of foreign countries for the greatest

part of the articles of her consumption. Thus we have succes-

sively seen improved the arts of refining saltpetre, the manufac-
ture of arms and of powder, of tanning leather, of spinning cot-

ton, wool, and flax, of weaving generally, and the execution of

several other arts to which we were strangers; such as the de-

composition of sea-salt for the extraction of soda ; the forma-
tion of alum and copperas ; the fixing upon woven goods several

colours which had been previously considered as fugitive; the

substitution of the sugar of beet-root for that of the sugar cane

;

of woad in the place of the indigo plant, and of madder for the

scarlet of cochineal. We might say, indeed, that the learned

had diverted their attention from dwelling on public calamity,

by fixing it-on the means of consoling the people and lightening

the burthen of their misfortunes.

Although these discoveries and many others are now become
regular manufactures, it is to be feared that some of them will

fall again into oblivion, either in consequence of the facility with

which we can resort to the former sources, or from the habit

and prejudice which recommend.i in the eyes of the consumer
those commodities that have been a long time in use, or even

by erroneous measures of administration ; I therefore think it

an important object that all these processes be carefully de-

scribed, in order that they may be transmitted to ))osterity. It

will at least prove to them what science is capable of accom-
plishing for the prosperity of a nation at a critical period, and
they may extract from it this consolatory truth, that France has

the means within herself of satisfying almost all her wants.

I shall confine mvself now to show how France has been en-

abled to supply the place of the sugar of tlie new world by tlie

products of her own soil ; and if the Institute approve this work,

i shall have the honour of submitting to it successively all the

* Annates de Chimie cl Fliijsiquc.

now
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new processes of manufacture that can be iulercbting to industry,

to commcicc, and the nation.

\\'e recollect with t<Mror those dilTicult t'lncs when the French,

driven from the seas, had no connnunication either with their

own colonics or those of other nations. France fijund herself all

at once deprived of all the products of Asia and Anicrica, of

whicli the greatest part had become articles of the first necessity.

She called upon the industry of her own people ; the government
encouraged their eftbrts, and in a little time we obtained substi-

tutes for some by indigenous products, and we found in the pro-

ductions of our soil, sul)stances absolutely of the same nature us

those for which we had hitherto been dependent on the new
world. The cottons of Spain, of Rome, and Naples, cs])ecially

those of Castellamarc, are employed in the place of those of

America anrl India ; madder takes the place of cochineal by the

process of Messrs. Gouin ; woad, as it is treated in the establish-

ments of Messrs. Puymaurin, Uou(|n(js, and Giobert, furnishes

excellent indigo; and the numerous manufactories formed for

the extraction of sugar from beet-root, show to Europe that we
have sliakcn off the yoke of the new vrorld.

Hardly were these establishments formed, scarcclv were the

still imperfect processes cstai)lished, than another order of things

took place: peace has again opened the communication, our old

habits have resumed their empire, and in a little time probaldy

we shall have banished to the raidv of chimreras, the p-ossibility

of manufacturing sugar and indigo among ourselves. However,
some persons have continued, and still continue, to extract

sugar from beet-root ; and it is easy to prove that this manu-
facture may be su])ported in competition with that of the colo-

nics, which I believe 1 shall demonstrate in this memoir.
When France began to experience the want of sugar, we at

first sought for the means of supplying it in the syrups of certain

fruits, especially the grape, and this manufacture has been sin-

gularly improved. Large establishments were formed in several

parts of the kingdom for the extraction of syrup, and they have

been productive of two important results, e(|nally advantageous;

first, of causing the consumption of a great (piautity of syrup in

the place of sugar for several domestic purposes, and exclusively

in the hospitals; secondly, of giving a value to our grapas which

at that period had scarcely any. A little time afterwards a me-
thod was found of extracting a farinaceous and solid sugar from

the grape, and this product was more similar to the cane sugar

than the syrup; it was like the cane sugar in having no smell,

and could bo employed instead of it in every way, by using two

or three times its weight to produce the same effect. This

sugar is not susceptible of crystallization. Nearly at the same
time.
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time, chemistry furnished the means of decolorating honey and
depriving it of smell, so that it could be employed in the infu-

sions of tea and coffee as well as the best syrup of sugar.

All these processes were become domestic operations, and
very little privation was suffered from the scarcity of cane sugar;
but it was reserved for chemistry to produce in our climate the

actual sugar of the colonies, and this was not long in coming to

pa'ss. Already the analyses of Margraaf and the important la-

bours of Achard had put us in the way; all now to be done was
to improve the processes, and form a sufHcient jumiber of esta-

blishments to supply the demattd. To effect this, the encourage-
ment was prodigious, and in a single year we saw more than a
Imndred and liftv manufactories arise, some of which have pro-
ceeded with great succes-*, and have ])oured into the market se-

veral millions of excellent siigar. The failure of a great number
of these establishments may doubtless be traced to causes that
nnist necessarily accrue on the introduction of any new species

of industry, either to an error in die choice of situation, or to

the great expense incurred in setting up the apparatus, or in

short to the deficiency of proper information on the suiiject.

In the niidst of a vast wreck of establishments, some ajt;

found which have continued to v/ork prosperously for four years.

In these we may reasonably expect to find lessons of practical

knowledge and oeconomical management, as well as the best

methods of cultivating the beet-root, and of extracting sugar

fronj it ; and as my own establishment is of this number^ I shall

limit myself to the testimony of my owri experience.

On the Culture and Preservation of tlia Beel-root.

It should be sown towards the end of March or in April, when
there is no longer any fear of" frost.

It is of different colours, white, red, yellow, or mottled,

and sometimes the pellicle is red and the inside white. It is

now known bv all agriculturists, and especially by those of Ger-
many, that the same colour is not always reproduced ; as for

example, in a field that has been sown with seed proceeding

from the vellow beet, the produce has proved more or less white

or rod, and tliis I have had occasion to remark myself.

In Germany they prefer the white beet-root, in France tlie

yellow; but in consequence of many comparative experiments I

am of opinion that they give too much importance to the co-

lour. I have not observed that the different colours produce

anv perceptible variation in the residts, when the root proceeds

frnm the same soil and the same culture.

The most proper soil for the cultivation of the beet-root is

that which is both light and rich^ and of a y,ood depth. Poor,

drv.
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flrv, and J^andy soils are not at all .suit.ible, for the beet conic*

Tip in such ground quite small and dry: the juice it affords marks

eleven degrees by the areometer of Baunie, but is by no niean«

plentiful. It has happened to nie not to be able to extract froi.'i

it more than 32 per cent. The juice is very uiuch charged with

sugar; but the proportion does not indemnify the manufacturer.

Neither is stiff argillaceous soil proper for it. The seed comes

up badly, especially if f<oon after it is sown a heavy rain happen

to fall, which heaps up the earth and prevents the access of air:

in which case the seed rots without germinating. I lost in ISlo

ten hectares (equal to twenty French acres) of beet-root by this

accident. It is even seldom that in stiff soil the beet acquires

much si;;e; it is thrust above the surface only because there is

no longer room for it below. Meadows newly ploughed and

alluvial earths manured, and for a long time used, are very pro-

per for the cidture of this root. A good ground will furnish a

hundred thousand of beet per hectare; 1 have even gatbered as

many as a hundred and twenty from a meadow newly ploughed:

))Ut the mean product is from forty to fifty thousand.

The ground intended to receive beet should be prepared by

two or thiee vei-y deep ploughings. Three years ago I sowed
some in ground that was intended to receive corn in the autumn;
I prepared it by two good i)loughings and a suitable manuring;

I sowed towards the end of March, and gathered in the be-

ginning of October. I left the leaves uj)on the ground, sowed
the corn, and covered it in the ordinary way; in this manner mv
liarvest of beet-root was an intermediate harvest, which did not

deprive the estate of a grain of corn.

Three years experience has convinced me that the crop of

corn was equally good upon this ground, as upon that which had
lain fallow during sunnncr ; and further, that the thinning,

weeding, and gathering of the btcl-root had cleared the soil of

all weeds, and tl.at these corn-fields were less infested with them
than any other. It was for some time believed that ground
newly manured produced beet root less rich in sugar; and it

has even been added, that when put into ground manured bv
sheep the root produces only saltpetre. I can safely affirm that

these assertions are erroneous, and that the production of salt-

petre is owing to another cause, which I shall demonstrate in

the sequel.

Four different methods have been successively adopted for

sowing the seed of the beet; but 1 prefer that by l)road-rast, like

corn, and covering it over afterwards by the harrow. This me-
thod, which is the most simple of any, is the most advantageous,

although it ref|uires a mucli greater (juantity of seed than the

6ther8 : it takes about three kilogranunes per acre, instead of

one
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one and a half; but this difference is hardly to be considered,

since the price of the seed is reduced to a reasonable rate. Be-
sides, the advantages of this method are considerable: 1st, by
employing this quantity of seed we are assured that all the soil

will be covered ; 2dly, as soon as the plant is well up, it is

weeded and tbinned of all the useless roots, and only those re-

t;uned that are vigorous, so that a good harvest is always cer-

tain, whatever weather it may have endured.

0)1 the Care that Beet-root requires diirmg its Vegetation.

Perhaps there is no plant that suffers more from the vicinity

of others than the beet-root ; it remains small and without vi-

gour, if the ground be not carefully cleared of all the plants that

spring up beside it.

The weeding should be renewed as often as the ground be-

comes covered with weeds : but in general two operations are

sufficient. It is an expense and trouble well bestov.ed, for the

produce of an acre well weeded is at least double what it would
be if neglected.

In general the beet is gathered in the beginning of October,

and the operation is terminated towards the fifteenth. The time

of gathering is not a matter of indifference ; but every one knows
that in the course of vegetation there is formed a succession of

dilferent products which replace each other ; so that the cry-

stallizable sugar is contained ui the beet-root only at a certain

period of its vegetation, and that this period is the time that

must be chosen to gather it.

In support of this opinion I can state a fact established by
M. Daracq, whose talents and good seiisc are well known, and
who formed about three years ago, in concert with tlie prefect

of the department des Landes, M. le Comte D'Angos, the pro-

ject of establishing sug;u'-works from beet-root.

From the month of July until towards the end of August he

made a trial of the beet every eight days, and he constantly ex-

tracted three and a half per cent, of fine sugar: from these spe-

cimens he believed himself certain of success, and from that

time bestowed all his care on the formation of his establish-

ment, and discontinued his weekly trials; but he was greatly

.surprised, wl\en towards the end of October he resumed his ope-

rations on the beet, to find it no I- :iger possible to extract an

atom of crystallized sugar from it. It appears, that when the

beet has terminated its saccharine vegetation, if I may so ex-

press myself, it forms nitrate of potash, at the expense of the

constituent principles of the sugar: and this formation takes

place in the ground, when it is assisted by the heat, just the

same as it docs in the store-houses.

In
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In March 1813 I wished to use some heet which I had stored

ill a cellar, and obtained from it only nitrate of potash, al-

though it was neither decayed nor had germinatecl; this beet

yielded less juice by one-third, than that which had been kept

in the open air, or in magazines well aired.

It is not uncommon for puffs of nitrous gas to come out ot

the abundant skim which forms when the juice of tlie beet ib

poured into a boiler ; the production of this gas discovers the

commencement of a change in the beet, although in this state

sugar may still be extracted from it : I have several times ob-

served this pheeuomenon, and always in the circumstances above

mentioned. By the progress of the alteration this nitrous gas

passes to the state of nitric acid, this acid unites with the pot-

ash and forms nitrates, and then the decomposition of the cry-

stallizable sugar is completed.

AVe must not be surprised then if in the whole of the south,

from Bordeaux to Lyons, it is found that beet which has re-

mained in the ground until the end of October, will afford only

nitrate of potash, and not an atom of crystallizable sugar. As
the beet-roots are pulled up, the leaves should be stripped oft

and left on the ground for manure, when there is not enough of

them for the consumption of cattle.

Beet is as soon injured by frost as by heat: it is frozen at a

temperature of one degree below zero of Reaunuu'; and begins

to germinate and change at a temperature of eight or nine de-

grees above it.

In order to keep beet in a proper state it should be stored in

a dry place, of a temperature a few degrees above zero of the

thermometer. A barn oi granary are very proper places for a

magazine of this nature ; but it is seldom that the whole quan-

tity can be lodged in one building ; for \\n.\\l of a covered place

sutficiently s[)acious it must often be left in the open air, and
when this is the case a dry piece of groimd must be selected,

which is not subject to be overflowed; on this ground a bed of

stones should be laid, and on the stones a layer of straw ; in

the middle should be raised a stake, and bunches of straw placed

round it that reach to the top; round this the beet should be

heaped, till it forms a square of seven or eight feet In' five or six

in height. The stake is afterward'^ to betaken away, so that the

space which it occupied may form a so»t of chimney to give

egress to the vapours that escape from the beet. The sides and
the top must then be covered with a bed of straw, the top being

made to incline, that the rain may not fall in or remain upon it

;

and the whole should be confined by bands that the wind may
not have power to disturb the straw. Some cultivators, espe-

cially in the north, preserve their beet by heaping it in the fields,

covering
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covering it with earth and enveloj)ing the whole by abed of heath

or broom, so tliat water cannot penetrate.

But wliatever method may be adopted in storing beet, there

are some general precautions to be attended to which are indis-

pensable in all cases. In the first place, it must not be stored

up when wet; and if the weather will permit, it is very desirable

that it should be left for a few days in the fields to drv. Se-

condly, it must not be covered up until frost is cxi)ected, and
must be uncovered, and left so as long as the temperature is a

few degrees above freezing, provided it does not rain. Thirdly,

it should be often examined; and if it appears to become heated,

or decayed, or germinates, the heap must be opened, the in-

jured roots separated from it, and then it must be made up
again.

On the Extraction of Sugarfrom Beet-root.

The eN traction of sugar from this plant has given rise to a
course of operations which I shall successively describe. During
four years that it has been praelised in France, many different

processes have been emjjloyed, and great modifications have
been adojUed in each of the operations. I have examined and
comj^ared them all, but bhall confine myself to the description

of that which has constantly afforded the best resuUs.

Tlie beet in the state in which it is taken out of the fields is

more or less clogged with earth, and the surface is more or less

covered with radicles; before it is operated upon it must be

freed from these incumbrances and the top cut off, which does

not sensibly contain any sugar.

In some establishments the dirt is taken off by washing, and
the top and radicles by a knife; but w-ashing is tedious and ex-

pensive ; it requires a great quantity of water, and the operation

is difficult to jierform in the severe cold of v/inter. The most
ceconomical mode of washing is to put from 100 to I-lOlbs. into

a cvlinder composed of thick iron wire, liaif the cylinder being

immersed in water contained in a trough under it; the cylinder

is kept constantly turning round. In a little time the beet is

freed from the dirt, the cylinder is then raised above the trough,

a door which it contains is opened, and the beet slides down an

inclined plane, which carries it beyond the trough.

J have no wasliing in mv esta'blishmeut ; i>ut I have the top

and radicles cut off", and the surface of the roots cleaned, all

with a knife. This operation is executed with facility by wo-
men, and costs twelve sous or sixty centime** per thousand.

The sugar is extracted by tvv^o successive operations. 1st,

The beet is reduced to a pulp by means of graters: the best of

Vol.47. No. 217. May ISIG. Y
""

these
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these graters consist of cylinders furnished on the surface with

liulentcd plates ; these cyhnders may be moved so rapidly, by

means of wheels, that they will make 400 revolutions in a mi-
luite, and will tear and reduce the beet "to a pulp in an instant.

I'wo of these graters, put in motion by the same machinery, and
attended by three women and two children, are sufficient to

grate daily 10,000 weight of beet, by working only four hours

a-day, two hours at a timej it is very rare that half an hour

more is necessary.

Immediately as the operation of grating is terminated, the

persons employed begin to cleanse the graters, to wash them,
and then to place round them the 5000 weight of beet that are to-

be grated at the second operation.

In order that the pulp may be of a good quality, it must have
the aj)pcarance of a soft paste, without any lumps; for the press,

however powerful, can extract but a very small proportion of

juice from fragments of beet that have not been torn. When it

is only crushed between mill-stoncs, in the manner that is prac-

tised for making cider and perry, the juice obtained from the

press is not more than 30 or 40 per cent., whereas when it is

toi'n by the graters, from 65 to 75 per cent, is extracted. 2dly,

As fast as the pulp is formed it is submitted to pressure, in or-

der to extract the juice. I begin by putting it into small lever

]n-esse3 at first, and afterwards removing it toothers more power-
ful, so as to extract from 65 to 75 per cent, of juice. The
operation is perfect when the marc or dregs are so dry that on
squeezing it hard with the hands it does not wet them. To di-

minish the expense of manual labour, I place the graters and
presses on a stage, in such a manner that the juice falls of itself,

through leaden canals, into the boilers, which are placed on the

ground. It is necessary that the pulp should be expressed as

fast as it forms, or else it blackens, and a degree of fermentation

commences, which renders the extraction of the sugar more dif-

ficult. The juice marks from five to eleven degrees, and com-
monly from seven to eight by Baume's areometer.

Four men are sufficient to work the presses, in operating upon
ten thousand weight of beet per day.

I have l)cfore mentioned, that the juices run immediately out

of the presses into a boiler, wbich I call a dcpura/or, in relation

to its use. Supposing two operations to be effected in a day,

and that 5000 weight of beet-root is operated upon each time,

this boiler, v.hich is round, should be five feet and a half wide,

and three feet eight inches deep ; of these dimensions it will

contain the whole product of one operation. As soon as the

boiler is one-third or half fu'', tiie fire is lighted. By the time

that
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that the juice has ceased running from the presses it will already

have acquired from forty to fifty degrees of heat, which is suf-

fered to increase to sixty-five or sixty-six degrees, and the mo-
ment it has attained this heat the fire is smothered by covering

it with wet coals. Lime, slaked with warm water, is then thrown
into the boiler, in the proportion of two grammes and a half

(about forty-eight grains) to a litre of juice, being careful to

vary the proportion according to the consistence of the juice.

The liquid mass must be well stirred, in all directions, for some
minutes, and then the fire is revived, in order to raise the heat

to eighty degrees ; that is, to the degree nearest approaching to

ebullition. The fire is then taken out of the fire-place, and as

the liqnar cools a coat forms on its surface, which in half an hour

has acquired a degree of consistence, which at the end of three

quarters of an hour is carefully taken off with the scum. As
soon as it is skinnned, a cock is turned, which is fixed about a

foot from the bottom of the boiler, and the liquor runs out into

a square boiler; afterwards a second cock is opened, which is

quite at the bottom of the boiler, in order to empty it entirely,

and the liquor is made to fall upon a filter, through which it also

runs into the square boiler.

[To be continued.]

LXVII. On the Cosmogony ofMoses. By Mr. A. Andrew Horn.

To Mr. Tillnch.

Sir,— JlIaving in my former communication shown that the

term day, as used in designating the six periods of the Genesis,

properly denotes one revolution, whether slow or rapid, of the

earth upoji its axis, which produced a mornivg aiwl an eveiniig

successively upon every meridian on the globe, mv object in the

present paper is to rectify some misconceptions of vour corre-

spondents, respscting certain parts of the Cosmogony connected
with those periods.

The statement of facts enumerated by Dr. Prichard, p. 2S7
of your last volume, is I conceive just, with the exception of the

three articles where he says *^ the water had subsided before the

creation of organized beings." But this perhaps is one of those

verbal inaccuracies which he hints at in your last number. Your
correspondent F. E s has committed the sanie mistake at

p. 181 of the present volume, in which he remark*, that '^ the

waters retire previous to the existence of animated beings, and
never again cover the earth until the days of Noah.'* On this

error he founds a plausible objection against the Cosmogony, and,

Y 2 endeavours
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endeavours to support it by a reference to geological plioeuomena.

The only passage in the Genesis, from which any such inference

could be drawn, is the following;, ver. 9, *' Let the waters be ga-
thered toi^ether to one place, and let the dry land appear." This

construction seems somewliat to favour the error. The Hebrew,
however, is in tlie future tense, and Utcially, "' the waters shall

tend to one place, and llic dry land slicll appt^nr : and it was

so." Moses uses the same orij^iiial word, Gen. chap. viii. vcr. 5,

to describe the first appearance of the mountains at the deluge:

'' The waters decreased continually until the tenth month: in

the tenth month, on the first day of the mouth, were the tops

of the mountains seen." But the waters of the dehige ' were not

abated from oA' the earth' for some months afterwards. Now it

i:'» no more possible that the earth could h.ave been instantaneously

!ud dry, when the mountains emerged out of the primitive ocean,

than wlien they showed themselves above the waters of the

deluge. The formation therefore of the dry-land at the creation

'vas gradual, and the subsidence of the waters in proportion to

the means employed to drain them off. The maimer in which

this was effected does nft at present concern us. It is evident,

then, that the waters only be^an to subside, when the dry-land

appeared. How long it was l)efore they sunk to a tixed level

never can be ascertained. Ages might have elapsed, even after

the land animals were created, before the waters had completely

subsided. Hence, to say nothing of the probable rapidity of the

depositions, since the period between the elevation of the land

to the complete subsidence of the waters is i/idejiniley I foci con-

fident in the assertion, that it was sulficient for llie formation of

all the strata at lower and lower levels, from the clay-slate down
to the ciialk rocks, whic!) are supposed to be among tlie last de-

posits of the })rimitive ocean ; and, as the retreat of the waters

was from the equatorial parts towards the polar regions, tlie-^e

calcareous rocks are accordingly found only in the hij^her lati-

tudes.

It has been generally, 1>ut erroneously supposed that each ope-

ration was completed within the j)crioj in which it is first men-
tioned ; and tiiat the day was solely occupied by that particular

oi)ject ; whereas tl.c subject is sometimes noticed, l.uM.\uise it

then began to be formed ; at other times it is specified, because

it then proved actually fit for the purpose for which it was de-

signed. Thus the other is pronounced ' good' on the first day,

because, as soon as it reached the earth the globe was put in

motion by it. The expanse or atmosphere begun to be formed,

but was not completed on the second d;iy; nothing but the

oiiier is declared ' good* or fit until tlie third day, in which the

dry-land apjicr-.red and vegetables began to be produced; nor i»

the
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ihc sun itself pronounced fit for its o'^ice until tlie end of the

fourth day.

In order to correct certain mistakes, and obviate some ob-

jections to the Cosmogony, I shall, for tlie sake of brevity, enu-

merate, as Dr. Priehard has done, the facts in t'.ie Genesis, and,

without drawing a j)arallel between them and the geologici.!

plieenomena, shall only insert such observations as may be ne-

cessary for my ))urj:)ose.

1. All the substances of \vi;ich the earth is composed were

once in a state of atomic division. The waters of the ocean

universally covered for a long period the whole mass, and by

chemical action formed what are called primitive rocks. But it

is imjjossible from any present process of crystallization, to judge

of the rapidity with which the original atoms were crystallized,

and strata formed by their aggregation.

2. No organic beings existed in tlic primitive ocean till after

the mountains were elevated.

3. The mountains emerged out of the ocean at the commence-
ment of the third period. The waters then began to subside,

but still continued to form strata, and in proportion as they left

the land dry, vegetables were produced.

The production of zoophytes and testacca is justly referred

by Dr. Priehard to this epoch ; b.ecause they are destitute of

hcomotive powers, which Moses positively assigns to all the

productions of the fifth period. The objections v,-hich F.E s

has raised to this statement, when his co'ilateral matter is re-

moved, amounts to this—" Moses, it is true, expressly says that

all the aquatic locomotive animals were produced in the fifth

period, but he does not speciJicaUy determine in wiiat period

zooplntes and testacea were produced; therefore the parallel

fails between the facts detailed in the Genesis and those inferred

from geological phenomena." But surely this is such a test as

no author can endure; at most, it can injustice only be applied

to those professedly systematic. Kas Moses, in relating the pe-

riods of creation and order of things in the formation of this

eartli and its inhabitants, indeed giver, a. false representation of

nature, because he has omitted to mention one or two particular

species of animated beings ? Does he not at the conclusion of

the narrative say, " Thus were the heavens and the earth finished,

and all the host of them." This mode of expression is equiva-

lent to that in the fourth commandment, " In six days the Lord

made heaven and earth, the sea and ail that is in them.''* Now
it is highly unreasonable, to say the best of it, when an author

gives the limits of his premises, to deny thct he means to in-

clude all the intermediate terms. What should we think of the

Y 3 persoa
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person that could question, whether another had travelled every

inch of the road from London to Edinburf>;h, through York and
Newcastle, merely because he had not n.inied every other inter-

venient sta£;e? Must the Cosmogonv then be exploded, because

the author has not marked every link in the chain of organiza-

tion?—because he lias neither pointed out the preci'^e limit be-

tween aninidl and vegetative life, nor distinguished the formation

of aquatic plants from those belonging to the land, nor named
the species which conjoins the locomotive animals of the fifth
with those of the 'iixth day? Should we, it seems according to

the reasoning of your correspondent F. E s, assign the hat

species to thefifth day, '' we place an order of locomotive beings

where Moses has not placed them." But though *' it is abso-

lutely certain that Moses assigns them" to neither of these pe-

riods, he, as certainlv, never designed to exclude from the Cos-

mogony either the bat species, which connects the locomotive

animals of the fifth with those of the sixth dav, or zotiphvtes

and testacea, which link the organized productions of the fifth

with those of the third day. Having described the order in

which the grand classes of organized beings were produced, he
leaves us to systematize, and make our own |)hysiological di-

stinctions. So imperceptible is the gradation of species among
organized beings, that it is only within these few vears natu-

ralists have thought proper to transfer corals, &;c. from the rank

of vegetables, among which they were classified a.'^ fungitcs, and
arrange them as animals under the technical name oi zoophytes.

Even testacea do not lose all analogy to vegetables, though they

rank higher in the scale of existence than zoophytes, and, agree-

ably to the tenor of the narrative, were probably created some-
what later. Testacea approach very near to vegetative life

;

their stationary disposition, and their receiving nutriment by
suction, most likely from the same substances with acjuatic plants,

give them no small resemblance to vegetables. In short, they

seem a kind of animated fungi, compared with the locomotive

animals that subsist around them.

Whatever coincidence m.ay be discovered between the a))ove

reasoning and that of Dr. Prichard, in his answer to F. E s,

is entirely accidental ; for the whole paragraph was written be-

fore I received your last number. But I ought rather to have

said that our agreement necessarili/ arises from an impartial

view of the ([uestion.

4. The waters continuiti? to decrease, the vegetable kingdom
became more and more extended, till the conclusion of the fourth

day, when the sun by its regular operation produced a corre-

sponding regularity in the motions of the earth, which was now
rendered
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rendered fit for the reception of beings of a more perfect cha-

racter than vegetables, or those motionless concretions of ant

-

mated matter, zoophytes and testacea.

5. In the fifth period aquatic locomotive animals were pro-

tluced, the waters being now sufficiently purified for their re-

ception. Dr. Prichard has well observed, that locomotion is the

precise meaning of the Hebrew word used to distinguish this

class of organized beings. It is not a little remarkable that to

this period Moses assigns the production of birds. Though they

are by internal organization constituted for living in air, their

locomotive powers certainly l-ave a nearer relation to tliose of

fishes than to the powers of locomotion in land animals. An-
other reason, besides the perishable nature of their bones, may
he assigned for their remains being so rarely found ; viz. they

are better provided with the means of escape from sudden inun-

•dations than land animals, or even fishes, in certain situations.

Moses notices a class of aquatic animals, in the productions of

this period, which our translators have rendered 'great whales :'

but literally the phrase ought to be ^ great monsters;' which will

include not only existing crocodiles, hippopotami, &c. but also

those large marine animals found in different parts of this country

as well as upon the continent, embedded in the lyas or argil-

laceous limestone, and, until very lately, erroneously supposed

%o be crocodiles,

6. The various species of land reptiles and quadrupeds were

produced early on the sixth day.

7. Every thing being thus prepared for their reception, the

rational species is lastly formed j and the whole o-conomy of

nature being pronounced ' Dery good,' man is invested by the

Creator with dominion over all the inferior creatures.

It is with reluctance that I remark upon what Dr. Prichard

has advanced, p. 259 of your last number. In defending Moses
as an inspired writer, he says that the Egyptians were possessed

of "the most authentic documents that existed concerning the

histor3' of the world." An opinion which he assumes on the

authority of Michaelis, who embraces the hypothesis of Mar-
sham in his Rule of Times,—" that Moses framed his code of laws

-by combining the ancient usages of the nomadic Hebrews with

the institutions of the agricultural Egyptians." Now, however

well calculated the hvpothcsis may be for displaying the learning

of the German professor.^ his erudition is of no weight, when
put in the scale against the plain and positive language of Scrip-

ture ; Lev. chap, xviii. ver. 3-4. "After the doings of the

land of Egypt wherein ye dwelt, shall ye not do : neither shall ye

walk in their ordinances. Ye shall do my judgements, and keep

laine ordinances, to walk therein: I am Jehovah your God."

Y 4 Whatever
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1

Description of ilic ThiuiJtr'Slorm Alarum.

Whatever use Moses might make of the Egyptian documents in

composing his Cosmogony, he certainly had a purer source from
whence to draw his information. The Hebrews and their an-
cestors were worshippers of the true God; therefore tlie history

of the origin of the worhl is move likely to have been preserved

pure by them than among the idolatrous Egyptians. Supersti-

tion never was favourn!)le to truth. Traditional facts are also

more safe with a nomadic than a civic people. They have fewer

subjects to burthen the memory, and less temptation to corrupt

them.

The perseverance of l^r. Prichard in his original intention of

proving the Mosaic Cosmogony " cajjable of a rational, and phi-

losophical interpretation" is laudable; and the near ap|)roaches

he has made to this, particularly in p. 2G2, 2G3 of your last num-
ber, are important results from the repeated attacks of his op-

ponent. But having assumed an untenable position respecting

the term day^ he is forced, p. 260, to advance some unwarrantable

opinions in order to support it. The supposition that the He-
brews were anthropomorphites must rest upon evidence from
their writings. Now if we are to determi:^e the national belief

from their religious institutes and theology of their other scrip-

tures, they were, as a nation, the furthest of all others from an-

thropomorphism. All other nations were idolaters, and, in ge-
neral, conceived the most perfect image of the Deity must be

the likeness of man. The Hebrew writers are unequalled in

speaking of the spirituality of God ; and where they speak of the

eyes, arms, Sec. of .Jehovah, these expressions, in the connexion

in which they stand, no more favour antiiropomorphism than
the term father itself, as applied to tlic y\nthor of life. With
respect to the expression "God rested;'' it would be more
agreeable to the spirit of the original, to render it ceased;—
*' God ceased from all his work, which he created, mtl'i?!? to

operate " as ver. 3, chap. ii. of the Genesis, ought to be ren-

dered.

I am, sir,

Your very obedient servant,
Wycombe, May 8, 1816.

'

AM)niiW HoRN.

LXVHI. Description of an. electrical Instrument called '' Jlie

Thunder-storm Jlarum." By B. M. Forster, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — 1. ijp;rewith hand you a description and figure of an

electrical instrument, which may I think with propriety be called

The
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The Tlnuu'er-storm Alarum ; as it serves to show the effect whicli

is produced by the passage of a charged cloud over an atmosphe-
rical electrometer.

Tliis instrument consists of a mahogany box about 6j inclies

in height, and about '•^ inches in width, also 3 inches in depth.

The front (when not in use) is closed with a sliding piece of

mahogany, like a sliding box lid. A glass tube A (Plate III.

fig. 2,) is fixed at tlie top of the box, projecting some way into

it ; and through this a brass vv'ire B passes, on the upper part
of which is a brass ball C; and at the lov;er, a piece of brass D
is screwed. A hne piece of flexible wire E (such as is wound
round cat-gut musical strings) is inserted into the ball C ', a
small bell F, on a brass pillar C, is fixed at the bottom of the
apparatus. A brass ball G for a clapper, is suspended by a silken

string from a wire H. The inside as well as tiie outside of the
glass tube shouhi be coated with melted sealing-wax or other
insulating sulistance.

There is no necessity for using an electrical machine, in order
to make this instrument act : a piece of paper when dried by the

fire is to be rubbed with India rubber (caoutchouc) which makes
it highly electrical ; the paper is then to be brought over the
upper end of the flexible wire, in order to electrify the wire
which passes through the glass tube ; the clapper, which is sus-

pended by the silken string, will then vibrate and strike the

bell for sometime, whilst the paper remains near the upper wire
of the apparatus. The excited paper aptly represents an arti-

ficial charged thunder cloud.

A piece of woollen str.ff (such as is made use of for gowns),
when rubbed in the same way as paper, I think acts stronger.

The above-mentioned wire being flexible, may be bent, if occa-
sion should re(juire it, so as to come near an electrified con-
ductor, if awachhie is used, or near a charged jar; but the prin-

cipal xise of its being flexible is, that there is not the chance of
accidents occurring, which miglit happen from a stiff-' very sharp
projecting wire.

It is obvious that, if an atmospherical conducting rod were
connected with this instrument, it might be used as a real

thunder-storm alarum. The ball C is perforated horizontallv,

through which a wire may be passed to suspend a pith-ball

electrometer, or for other purposes.

I am, sir^ &c.
Jan. 22, 1816. B. M. FoESTER.

LXIX. On
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LXIX. On the Cosmogony of Moses; in answer to Dr.
Priciurd. By F. E s.

To Mr. Tilloch.

8iR,— Xn your last number Dr. Prichard candidly acknow-
ledges an immaterial inadvertence, attempts to reconcile his

contradictory statements, and makes some show of maintaining

his former ])ositions; bnt finally, under pretence of generously

extricating his opponent ftoin an imaginary difficulty, retreats

by the dul)ious light of Geddes's* critical torch, to a new ^'//a-

ieau en Espngne.- As he intimates that this castle will be re-

spected by " uvprejudiced persons,^' I of' course do not mean
to " attack" it. On the other parts of his communication I shall

pre'sume to offer a few obvious remarks.

It is incidentally shown in my last paper, that his statements

at different times do not always atx^ord with each other. To
this something in the way of reply has been said: not however
perceiving how it invalidates my stricture, I shall leave it un-
touchet), and content myself with pointing out more distinctly

than before the contradictory passages. After noticing in his first

letter the alleged extraordinary coincidence between the series

of facts announced in the six days creation, and those inferred

from geological phaenomena, he remarks, that '* if this coinci-

dence is surprising in itself, it appears the more so when we
compare the Cosmogony of the Hebrews with the notions on
this subject that prevailed among other nations of antiquity."
'* We find," says he, " invariably that all other specitlations on
this suhject are founded on some fanciful analogy with natural

processes that are daily observed f." Could tlie most deter-

mined adversary urge any thing more in direct contradiction to

this than what is contained in his succeeding letter? It is there

either affirmed or shown that '* scarcely any thing is contained
in the antediluvian hi.story of Moses which may vol also lefo7indy
though more or less embellished, in the records of oilier riations,

particularly in those of the Hindoos"—*' that the Institutes of
Menu begin with an account of the creation which bears a strong
resemblance to that of Moses, though cmbclli-ihed or deformed
with many wild conceits J"—and that, according to the informa-
tion preserved in Suidas, the Etruscan Cosmogony bore a yet
more striking analogy with that of the Hebrews §.

This notice of the Etruscau Cosmogony will, I hope, atone

* Whiston as a puidr would liavc scrvrd equally well.

t IMiil. Maj;. No. CIO. p. 20y. \ Il»id. No. 211, p. 113.

§ Ibid. No. 211, p. 114.

for
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for what Dr. Prichard seems to consider a former neglect of it.

He speaks, too, of my objections against the remarkable analogy

that the Cosmogony of Menu bears to that of Moses *." I am
unconscious of having given any opinion respecting this ana-
logy, though I indicated the legitimate consequence of sup-

posing the Mosaic account not an immediate revelation to Moses,
but a tradition adopted by him. Dr. Prichard does not deem
it expedient directly to attack tiie position from which that con-

sequence flowed, but asks " whether St. Matthew and St. Luke
were in want of inspirdtion when they had recourse to pre-

viously existing documents in compiling their genealogies ?'*

It might have occurred to him, that inspiration would in that

ease be superfluous. The knowledge of the genealogies was
within the reach of uninspired persons, their materials being
recorded in sacred writ, while the successive events of the crcci-

tion could with certainty be known to np human being unless

by immediate inspiration. The ingenious imagination of a sort

of circuitous inspiration enabling its possessor to discriminate

what had been already revealed, will scarcely bear a philosophic

scrutiny: but were it even admissible, it would at least be ne-

cessary to prove the jirevious existence of the supposed original

revelation, somewhat less vaguely than by conjectures insufficient

to ascertain the person favoured with it, or even to determine

the period in which it was made.
Dr. Prichard does not combat my application of his critical

canon to the assumed metaphorical sense of day; but vvith re-

ference to the disputed meaning of that word asks, whether se-

veral expressions relating to God, such as " God rested on the

seventh c?a?/," are to be understood literally or figuratively. It

is obvious that such expressions may without incongruily oflan-
guage bear either a figurative or literal sense; and in fact the

one or the other has been given them, according to the more or

less just notions entertained of the divinity The case of the

word day as employed in the six days creation is conspicuously

different: if understood literally, the evening and morninj; con-

nected with it have an assignable meaning ; if figuratively, they

become, at least to me, unintelhgi])le. It therefore does not
follow, though the Hebrew people may be suspected of having

understood some expressions literally which we are ac-custoined

to understand figuratively, that Dr. Prichard is at liberty to run

counter to their acceptation of all Hebrew expressions, in viola-

tion of sense and congruity of language. As he expresses some
surprise at my having left Philo and Josephus unnoticed, I shall

* Pliil. Mag. No. 216, p. 259.

endeavour
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ctideavcur to atone for the omission by remarking, tliat if he

rest tlie metaphorical sense of the word day on their authority,

he nuist also on the same authority admit a figurative sense of

the 11'hole first chapter of Genesis ; ibr he savs that Johe|)hus and

Philo "exj)rcssly afiirm tliat the account of the six days work

is metaphorical." Now, that the sin)))le relation of the creation

given by Mo^es, or what Dr. Prichard terms the " Exordium of

the Hebrew Scriptures," would be rendered more " co/joils (fa
rational and philosophical iiiltrprelalioji," by being convert-ed

into an allegoTy, may perhaps not be quite obvious to ordinary

understaiidinri;s.

I shall occupy but little more of your time. Dr. Prichard

informs us that Moses did not write the " Cosmogony with the

Sy sterna NaturcB before him,"—that " the Hebrew language

being very poor in terms of classification, a few leading objects

in each class are mentioned ; and we are left to understand that

the analogous kinds were conjoined with those named." On
this account he very proj^erly retains forest trees, shrubs, and li-

chens in the third day's creation, although in strictness none of

them come under the description (;f '^ grass, seed-learivg herhs,

or fruit-hearing trees." On the same principle, were there no
particular end to answer by the exclusion, it may be thought

that zoophytes might be permitted to remain in the fifth day's

creation, being moving creatures that have life, although their

motion does not precisely accord with the idea which, in opposi-

tion to the received translation, Dr. Prichard thinks the Sep-

tuagint and the original convey. Be this as it may, that the

coincidences which he called upon us to admire were perfected

h^ his placing orders of beings where Moses never placed them,

remains incontrovertible. This liberty he seems to consider

trifling: he has however gone still further. Even his own ver-

sion of the 20th verse of the first chapter of Genesis does not

exclude testacea from the fifth day's creation ; a considerable

portion of the order being indisputably endued with the power
of loco-motion. It follows, that what he calls the coincidences
" between the Cosmogony and the epochs of nature" were ef-

fected not simply bv placing orders of animated beings where
Moses had not placed them, but by his placing, at least, one or-

der in direct contradiction to the express authority of Moses.

I am, sir,

Your very obedient servant,

Bath, May o, 1816.
"

f, E s.

LXX. Account
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LXX. Account of a Meteoiic Stone u'hichfell hi the Environs

of Langrei. Coynmunicated /oM. Virey % M. Pistollet,
Physician at Langres*.

i. OUR love for the natural sciences, and the success with which
you cultivate them, induce me to communicate to you a meteoro-

logical phaenomenon which has just taken place in the commune
of ('hassi3;ny, a village situated to the south-east of Langres,

and about four leagues distant.

On the 3d of October 1815, at half past eight in the morning;,

the sky being clear and serene, and a gentle east wind prevailing,

a rumbling noise was heard like the discharge of musketry and
artillery. This noise, which seemed to come from the north-east,

and from a cloud which hung over the horizon of an indeter-

minate form and a gray colour, had lasted a fev; minutes, whe:i

a man at work in a vineyard at somo distance from the village,

and who had his eyes fixed on this cloud, hearing a whistling

like that of a cannon ball, saw an opaque body fall a few paces

from him, and which emitted a dense smoke. Having run to

the spot, he saw a deep hole in the ground, and around it were
fragments of stoiie of a peculiar kind. Having picked up one
of the pieces, he fomid it as hot as if it had been long exposed

to a strong sun ; he brought it into the village, and several in-

habitants we>it out in consequence and collected pieces. Next
day I visited the village ; and having obtained one of the fragments,

I found it resembled closely an aerolite which had been sent me
from Germany. Having proceeded to the spot in person, I col-

lected about sixty small pieces, some of which were soft and wet,

and easily crumbled in the hand.

The ball of fire which generally accompanies aerolites, was not
perceived in this instance. Having weighed all the pieces which
were collected, the whole weight was four kilogrammes. I have

no doubt that all these fragments belonged to the same stone
;

and I am even inclined to think that what I saw was only a piece

of a larger stone which had exploded in the air. I am in pos-

session of a piece weighing nearly one kilogramme, v;hich is the

half of a corner piece only, and which leads me to suppose that

the whole stone must have weighed eight kilogrammes. Its TC-ry

considerable specific gravity, as is remarked in all those stones, is

not the same however in every fragment, some of which seem to

present more density. Differences are also remarked in the co-

lour of the crust which covers these various pieces : in some it

is a very deep black, and in others of a chesnut-brown only; and
in general the less black the colour is, the more sinning and

* Ann-j-ki de Chhnie ci de Fhysique, tonie i, Jan. 1816, p. 45.

compact
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compact is the crust, and vice versa. On the blackest cntftj.

elevations or swellings are observed, which have the appearance

of being the produce af an ebullition suddenly interrupted.

I had almost forgot to say ti;at some persons in the village of

Chassigny and parts adjacent, who happened to be sitting on

the ground, thought they felt the shock of an earthquake during

the detonation ; but the peasant who saw the stone fall expe-

rienced no such sensation. I ought to inform you also, that at

the bottom of the hole made by the fall of the stone there wa^

a piece of the lava of the country, which might induce one to

believe that the aerolite was broken only in consequence o.

meeting with a hard body; but what appears to contradict this

is, that none of the aerolite remained in this hole ; that, on the

contrarv, all the fragments were dispersed in such minute pieces

that it seemed rather as if they were the consequence of an ex-

plosion than of a fracture occasioned by the fall :—finallv, se-

veral small pieces were imbedded deeply in the earth around the

hole. Besides all this, tlie smoke perceived at the moment o;

the fall denotes something else than a simple fracture : yet it is

astonishing that an explosion did not scatter the fragments

further ; for one piece which was found a few days afterwards,

could not have been sent there since the fall, and as a conse-

quence of the explosion, but seems rather to have fallen at the

fiame time with that which was separated into so many parts.

Analysis nf the above Aerolite, by M. VAuauELiN.

Physical Characters.

1. Colour: brown externally, pearl gray internally.

2. Contexture: grainy, and broken in every direction.

S. Solidity: very slight, crumbling with the greatest facility,

4. Aspect: shining, and as if varnished.

5. Sound: none. Although it appears to have been roasted,

it has not the dryness nor the hardness of glass when it is

broken: it seems on the contrary to be soft under the pestle,

which soon ])ounds it.

6. It has no action on the magnetic needle, and yet the crust

with which it is covered has a slight effect: this announces that

it contains iron in the state of oxide.

7. 1 1 forms a jelly vvith the acids. Mence it must be concluded

that the silex is therein combined with some principle.

Analysis.

Without entering into large details on the means employed to

analyse this aerolite, I am nevertheless of opinion that it will

not be useless rapidly to explain the course which I pursued.

I subjected
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1

I subjected ten grammes of the aerolite reduced into fine

powder to the action of the sulphuric acid diluted with water.

The decomposition took place without effervescence:—the only
phcenomena observed vvefe a development of heat and a diminu-
tion of volume in the substance submitted to experiment.

Nevertheless the whole mass did not disappear: there re-

mained a grayish substance, which the sulphuric acid even aided

by heat cannot dissolve : it forms nearly the tenth part of the

aiirolite.

The sulphuric acid does not acquire any colour in this opera-
tion : in the state of dilution in which it was employed, it was
ahnost as white as water.

There are remarkable differences between this aerolite and
all that have been hitherto examined.

All the latter, on being dissolved in the sulphuric or weak
muriatic acid, gave out hydrogen gas partly sulphuretted, and
generally furnished a solution of a green colour deeper than that

of iron : the present aerolite exhibited nothing similar. This
proves that this aerolite contains no iron in the metallic state

which the magnet had already announced, and that there is no
nickel in it, which, as we know, makes its solutions green, and is

itself acted upon by the magnet.
The solution being effected, the liquor was decanted and

washed, and the residue evaporated to dryness. At the end of

the operation a transparent jelly was formed, produced by the

separation of the silex, which being washed and dried, weighed
three grammes and one centieme.

The liquor, which ought to contain magnesia and iron, was
again evaporated to dryness, and the residue calcined for at least

half an hour. The matter, which had assumed a red colour, was
j)ut into water, in order to dissolve the sulphate of magnesia : it

was filtered in order to collect the red oxide of iron.

The sulphate of magnesia must be evaporated and calcined

three times, in order to separate entirely the sulphate of iron.

The different quantities of oxide of iron obtained in these

operations having been collected and dried, weighed three

grammes and ten centiemes. This oxide was of a very lively

red colour.

The sulphate of magnesia when purified and calcined weighed
eight grammes seven-tenths, in which there is about three

grammes two-tenths of magnesia. This salt was then tolerably

white, very soluble in water, and had the bitter taste which
belongs to the natural sulphate of magnesia : lastly, it appeared

to be pure. Nevertheless, in order to ascertain if it did not con-

tain nickel or some other metal, I put hydro-sulphuvct of pot-

ash
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ash into it^ which produced but a sligl)t ch.ingc of colour, whiel;

I ascribe to some traces of manganese rather than to nickel j

and yet thcro was so small a ijuantity that it would not have

been ])erceptible in the scales.

The sulphuric acid, therefore, in acting on this atirohte, had

only disbolvcd the nuignesia, the bilcx. and the iron.

JExatn'uialion of the Rcsidtie, which, was insoluble in the

Sa/phuric Acid,

It was interesting to examine the nature of the portion of the

uieteoric stone which refused to be dissolved in the sulphuric

acid: it must nccetsaiily have been of a nature different from

that which had been dissolved.

This residue wlien examined with the glass seemed to be com-
posed of two dilTerent substaiices ; one in white and brilliant

particles ; the other black, and giN ing to the mixture of both a

slate-gray colour.

The acids not having any action on this residue, I treated it

with twice its weight of potash at a red heat. The matter when
fused and cold had a greenish-yellow colour ; when diluted in

vater it comnmnicated to it a l)eautiful yellow colour, wliich

left no doubt as to the presence of chrome. After having washed

this matter until it no longer gave colour to the water 1 satu-

rated the lifjuor with the nitric acid, and evaporated to dryness.

On treating this residue again with water, the nitrate of potash

and chromic acid were dissolved, and there retnained silex, whicii

I set aside, in order to add it to that which we had previously

obtained and to that of vvhich we are going to speak.

The nitrate of mercury put into the above yellow liquor, in

fact produced a precipitate of a fine orange red.

The portion of the residue treated by potash, and which was
not dissolved in the water, was treated wiih the nitric acid, which
dissolved the greatest quantity of it: that which it left was of a

very deep gray colour : the nitric solution evaporated to dryness

with care, and the residue taken up vvith water sharpened bv i}i-

tric acid, left a white powder which was still silex.

The nitric solution examined with care, did not exhibit any

iron, and not an atom of nickel.

The portion of the residue which liad resisted the acid and
tlie alkali, and which h;id a deep gray colour, ajipeared to be

pure metallic chrome, and pe*"haps with an alloy of iron: never-

theless it was not aifecteil by the magnet. What is certain is,

thalt when melted with borax it communicated a fine green co-

lour to it, similar to that of common chrome.

It results from the above experiment-^, that the meteoric stone

which
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^vliic-h fell in the environs of Langres is formed in the pronortioa

cf ten grammes, as follows:

Silex .3-39 gr.

Oxidated iron .. .'MO
Magnesia . . . . 3-20

Metallic chrome . . -20
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of perversion: but having since been charged by Mr. II. with .1

misrepresentation to favour my own views, I beg yon to mak«
room for a few quotations from his paper (vol. xlv. p.4(il5),whieh

I conceive to warrant mv .statement.

After submitting sulphat of iron to a heat suflicicnt to drive

off a portion of the acid, he says, '* \^'ater being added, the super

snlpliat luas in solution, and some oxide precifjitated." Again,

he says, that the sulphat and sub-sulpliat of mercury '* are not

perfect salts, but pecidiar mixtures of t lie super sulpliat u illi tlie

oxide." And, lastly, that as the sulphat of mercury is acid when
water is added, '^ it must in the dry state be an add salt with an
excess of oxide 7nixed ivith it."

It is time to quit this subject, whicli must have become tedious

to your readers, without affording them anv real information

:

my design was, in the first place, to discover truth; to aseertain

whether H.'s conjectures were founded on reason; and lastly, to

exculpate myself from a charge of misrepresentation.

I am, sir.

Most obediently yours.

Burton Crescent, May 15, 181S.
'

G. S.

LXXII. A Letter from Dr. William Richardson to tlie

Countess o/'Gosford {occasioned by the Perusal cj/'Cuvier's
•' Geological E'isay"), describing the Arrangeinent of the

Strata /b?" GO Miles on the South and as many on the North

of Gosfurd Castle, in Armagh Cojinty in Ireland. Com-
municated by il/r. John Farev, Sen.j icith soTue pTeliminary

Remarks and illustrative Notes by him.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— JL HE printed Letter sent herewith, having been put into

my hands by a Friend, I am anxious to see the same permaneiitlv

preserved in your !\Iaga:dne, with a few explanatory Notes, which
I have taken the liberty of subjoining thereto, partly for the pur-
])ose of explaining, more clearly tlian was perhaps necessary

for Dr. R. to do, to his noble Correspondent, or even to most
of his Irish readers, the situations of the places mentioned,
j)artly fur referring to former Papers inserted in your Work, on
this same subject, for asking some questions, &:c.

Ur. Riciiardson, as many of your Readers know, is the author
of a highly valuable and curious paper on the Basaltic Strata,

and Hummocks of the Counties of Antrim and Derry, pages 102
and 191 of your thirty-third volume j of another equally valuable

paper
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paper on the Whynn Dykes of the same district, page 3G4 of

your XNxvth volume; and of others.

The very able, and, witli him I believe, original manner, in

which Dr. Richardson went about and coniijleted the inve.^tiga-

tion* of the stupendous Strata and Dykes of Basalt in Antrim,

under

* The manner or mode ofinvesligation here allu led to, received some years asro

from inetlie mtiu- oi Mineral Surveying, a Briti=ii Art (originating with Mr. If'm.

Smith) diflVring most e.-senliaily from llic microicopic pon-ings over thi; indivi-

dual s-tones or substances met with while examinitig the surface of the E;irth, to
which mere Mineialogisls, or mere Naturalist*;, however eminent or expert, are
too prone, to attend to much else j and dfTering most essentially also, from the
wild thpt)retical deducliins from insufficient examination, to which Wernerian,
Hnttonian, and other jjartisans of the now fashiuaable Schools, are addicted, and
whose dogmas, res[)ectively, they too often support, with much of injustice, acri-
mony, and pi.rsonality.

Mineral Sur>eying is so much more of a Mathematical, Mec'ianica', Graphical
or Surveying art, than a Mineralogies! one, (if such be under^'ood as nicely dis-

criminating all miner.il Species.) that the term " Mineral" was prefixed to that of
"Surveying," more for the purpose of marking its disiinciion from I,an<i Siir-

vejing. Maritime Surveying, Hoii>e Surveyins:. &c. than of claiming rank for its

professors, anvngst those technical Mineralogists, Crystallographers, Concho-
logists. Chemists, &.C. uh) laudablv devote their tune and the cncriiies of their

ciinds, to the investigations and tlve analysis, of the Cabinet-room and the Labo-
ratory : all ivkich are arts and pursuits, I heg to repeat, which I hold in g eat esti~

motion and respect (although time and circumstances will not admit of my parti-

cular application to them) ; and I have oiAy similar fiee'iiigs towards their Pro-
fessors, individually, wherever their own personal conduct w II admit, of such feelings

towards them, be ng enttrtained. I have said thus much here, as the i.nly reply

1 ca?t descend to make to the GeoguObtic Journalist, v.ho at the Commpncement
of the year, taking example and courage from another in p. 563, &c. of your
last volume, tmprovokedly and untruly has aspersed my writings, knowledge and
conduct, on and relaiing t> the l:ardl\ acijuiretl Projession, by which [ honestly

support my Family, and benefit my Employers, as I have the satisfaction of
often being told, afterwards, and particnlarlv so, where I have happened to go
over any grounds on v>Iiich contident Geus7:o^ts have preceded me.

A very competent kn jwledge of Rural ajfair/t, and of the Commerce and Me-
chanic Arts and Manufactures any way cwincrled with raiv mineral substances, joined
with correct knowledge aid expertnes.-. m Mapping, and in the Geo^nelncal in-

\ estigations of the internal structures of solid la:ninated Bodies, from observations

made on their surfaces and in local perforati >ns ;—these I will venture to sav,

arc fif \-astly greater consequence, as preliminary quali:ications, for making Mi-
neral Surveying useful to Land and Mineral Owners, (jr in useful investigations of
tlie structure of the crust of the Earth, than all the knowledge, now or likely to
be possessed by, mere technical Mineralosiis, &c. great, improved and improving,
and useful also in their proper places, as 1fully admit their acquirements to be.

And I will maintain, that such a knowledge of the external characters, struc-
tures, and chemical compositions of the most common, and ihe ini->t c 'mirionly

useful ^Miner.ils, as is now very easily and soon to be aUained, bv any one,
Rurally aiid Commercially or practically acquainted, as above mention.d, is all of
their technical knowledge, that a ^Lneral Surveyor will ever find occasion for in

thefeld, or while expensively exployed out from home: his business then, being,
to search for and explore every considerable or well dptined ALiss, whatever, on
afler examination, may turn out to be its technical name, composition, or uses, its

iiovtlty, alleged Geognostic importance or what not, to map and describe on
the spot (sometimes by Section, as well asMap) the positions, thicknesses, contor-
tions, dislocations, denudations, &c. of every such Mass; noteing the local name

Z i or
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imdcr the very puzzling and decei^tive appearances they assume,
was such, as to lay impartial (icological inquirers under the

greatest oldigations: and i'ew such havci in conscquctice been a'wle

to retrain from lamenting, that now for several yt^ars past, the

attention of so very able a Geological iiiratigalor should have
been, as far as thty have known, entirely diverted from this,

perhaps, his proper pursuit, in whicli he might have rendered
them and science such important services, and done himself such
extensive and lasting credit, in order, persevcringly to attempt the
conversion of English Farmers, unfortunately a vain attempt, as

to the almost miraculous properties and produce oi Fiorin Glass

or names, uses, and apper.rancp.s of every kind, which experience in such exami-
nations and details will sugtjest; and in no instance neplectincr to cc'llect, wrap-
np, mark, describe the exact locality, brng away and prc-erve, snJ/Jcicit Speci-
7ncns of each andevery substance seen, whicli shall aj/jiearditTcrent frcui each other,
of tlie imbedded and extraneous Fuss; is, Sec. &,c.

When returned home, and before sitting down to digeiit a Report, either to an
Employer or tolhc Public in |irint, the Speciitjcns ahovementioned will be all de-
liberately examined, named, described, and analysed in some cases, cither by the
Mineral iiurveyor hiniself, if bis knowledge and Time anniit (vvliich most j.robably

they will not) or by some more experienced and practical Mineralogist and Che-
mist: in neither of which respectable and useful Professions is it now very d fli-

cult, to obtain aNe assis/ance in the way of descriptions and analyses, on defined
pecuniary terms. And thus may every useful information and result of Mineral
Surveys be furnished, tn private Employers or to the Public, with advaBtages,
no other way attainable.

I must not conclude this long Note without mentioning, that the above-de-
scribed process and proceeding on a Mineral Siuvey and Repoit, refers to a case,

vhcrein ?<" limits had bee?! prescribed or wished by the Employer, as to lime or ex-
pense, for collectirg and detailin'j;, the most ))erfect and ample information, re-

garding a parlieidar I'.staie or Mineral tract: but that mo'C connnonly in his

pnictiee, only par'ienlar objects of inquiry and ehicidatinn, are previously pointed
out for the Miner;il Snrveyoi-, and who then goes no further into general investi-

gation, than >'ill materially ciniduce to explain the objects and extent of ground,
so referred to his exaniinaiion.

So also, if a Parish or Uirgt^r District be ordered to be Minerally sut vt yed. with
no ino«e expense than is imavoidable, for obtaining ii.formation as t > iis structure,

lending ft-atures and content-, the process ahuvc will he nuich abiidged; and still

more so, in e'luductinga County or larger Survey: but in no instance, \vill the
careful a'ld ihdnslrious Mineial Surveyor omit, taking and Initiging home ami
preserving, nunierous Spenniens, iiom diffrr\-nt points of every tliiferent and t' -

lenrhly dt-ilnvd mnss or stratum, and <>f their imbedded Fossils, &c. whiih he niav
CAVunine. Some years previous to Commencing Mineral Surveyor as a Profession,

I l>''g:in, and have ever since folhuved up this pracijee, until sexeral thuu.sa.»d

Specimens, I think, have acci:mulat«'d on my hands, all aecniaiely U'arked as tj
liK'ality and reference to my inemornndnms, ivriiten on the >pots: and I mean to
1)orseicri: therein, with eqnal ov more zeal tlian ever; althi ugh it be too mucli
lo he feared; that my time or the expense may not besparealile, fwr their descrip-

tion and arrangeuT'iH, so as to be usrful tooil>ers besides niysilf and mv Sons.

I will endjrace this opportunity of retpicstirig my Friends to notice, my Re-
irovalfrom Upper Crmcn Strcri, ti Howland Street, and that my Son, the Eu-
pti ••^r(aiid Draughtsman and writer on Mechanical Subjects) has removed hither

•with me.

in
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in Ireland; and which, yet, I cannot doubly but the Doctor lias

faithfully related.

These circumstances, oceasioucd me to be nr.ich pleased at

obscrvinc?, from tlie coniineucement of the Letter sent herewith,

tliat Dr. Richardson had again resumed Geological subjects, and
had attentively read, and in manuscript commented on, i\l. Cu-
vicr's Essay. Although I will liot say with Dr. R., that " I talte

much pleasure in exposing the vain follies of world-making gen-

try," I must confess, that on reading the Essay alluded to, 1 saw
therein, so nuich of hasty and un])hiios,op!iicaI assumption and
generalization, at variance with most or all of the facts whicli I

have yet seen for myself, on the Earth's surface or beneath it,

that I beg thus to intreat Dr. 11. to give publicity through your

Magazine, to his Notes on M. Cuvier's Essay, in which case \

promise to follow him with my Notes thereon.

For obviating tb.e difficulty to v»liicii the Doctor alludes, at the

conclusion of his ftfth paragraj}h, rj).Sr>S) I would bt>g to recom-
mend to his notice, the plan which I follov.ed in your xliid and
xliiid volumes, in giving Noles on the first Edition of Mr. Bake-
well's Geology; as being a plan, calculated, as ought in fairness

to be the case, to promote the sale, instead of injuring it, of an-

other's Work, from some of whose positions we may ha]?pen to

dissent: and as giving, with the least possible of useless repeti-

tion, or fear of injustice, from mistaken or too scanty quotations,

ample scope for free remark and criticism.

I presume to hope likewise, now that Dr. R. has returned to

my favourite pursuit, he vvill give an attentive reading and cou-

sideration to my paper on tlie Strata of Aatrinv, com [riled from

his own writings and those of other Iri^h observers, in your

xxxixth volume, and which he will find several titncs referred to,

in my Notes sent herewith: and that he will, ere long, furnish

you, at some length, with his candid and free remarks on what

1 have done and suggested in that paper, as to the proper classi-

fication of the Strata considered on the great scale, on tlieirreai

super-positions, and their forms, as constituting troughs and

ridges; the latter of which when sudden, mav present the ap-

pearance of rearing or almost vertical strata, on their sides ; and

to which original cause, all of such very highly inclinc«l strata,

which I have anywhere exan-.ined, can evidently be referred, and

rarely, if ever, to faults, as I have mentioned in the Note on

p. 343 of your xlvth volume.

I am, sir,

Yx)ur obedient humble servant,

No. 3r, TIov.IancI-St.Tct. near JoHN FaREY, Sen.
I itzroy-Squaie, Loiuiot). 31iucrai Siirvcyitr.

Z 3 Letter
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*' When your ladyship was so good as to lend me the pamphlet,

I lelurn with thanks, and to encourage me to ninko margiual

observations, I expected to have found (what 1 have been long

looking for) materials for a controversy with the Neplunians, or

as they are now sometimes called, the ffernerians : for Mr. Cu-
vicr is avowedlv of that school, and Dr. Jameson was anxious

to become a missionary, and to come over from Scotland, to

disseminate in this country the Neptunian heresy.
*'

I know he has for some years been speculating on the con-

version of Ireland, being rather worsted in Scotland, by the su-

perior energy of his antagonists, sui)porting theories equally

weak with his own, and I announced to Dr Jameson, through a

friend and pupil of his, that so soon as he published lure, any of

his Neptunian doctrines, 1 should instantly encounter him.
*' In truth, 1 take much pleasure in ex|)osino: the vain follies of

uorld-7}iak///g gentry, and having sharply (.hscussed the theories

of the Huttonicm P/7/fo??/i^5, and also of the l^olcan'ists, without

being able to extort a reply; I hoped for an opportunity of

showing, that the Neptuuians were just as little entitled to cre-

dit or belief.

*' When an Essay on the Tlu-ory of I he Earth, was published

by Mr. Cuvier, and edited in Edinburgh by Dr. Janieson, with

mineralogical notes of his own annexed, I was sure I had got

what I wanted, and that 1 should find Nepfu?iiav doctrines and
positions abundantly sutTicient for the encounter.

*' I was disappointed ; Mr. Cuvier's Essay, well stuffed with

curious and popular topics*, was nothing like a Theory of the

Earth ; but merely intended to give notice of the approach of

his mighty work on the Fossil bones, found in tlic calcareous

quarries near Paris ; and as to Dr. Jameson's preface, and what
he calls wiueralogical notes; I have commented on them in the

margin, with your ladysiiip's permission: for the public these

notes would be useless without the essay, which I am not at li-

berty to print.

" No general statement in either, of the opinions supported

by the Ncptunians; no history of the formation of the earth,

* "IshoiiicJ he sorry to shy any thing disrespectful of I\Ir. Cuvier. I

tirn aware of the infinite lahour lie lias expLMidoH, and the in^ienuiry he has

txcrted upon tlie lossil hones, found in so iiiany calriircous t,tr;ita; hut as

a gcoloi;ist or co^uio^oni^t, I am not yet acfjuainted >viih him, and I hope
when he shall sustain positions relative to original forniation and arrange-

ment, he will sustain them from more >;encral and divcrbilied data tliaii

jiicrcly the aiiiuial cxuvia- he has stuilied so much.

and
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and arrangement of its materials, as sustained by their school

;

no general positions or j)ropositious are laid down, so as to ad-

mit being controverted.
" A numerous mass of assertions of geological facts, is arbi-

trarily produced, without any reference to the places vvhcre they

are to be found ; be^iides these arrangements and facts, so deci-

dedly pronounced, are generallyya/y^?—mere inuetitmis to coun^

tenauce the Neptunian theory, in whose support they are de-
vised.

" No other theory sets out so plausibly as the Neptunian; for

its advocates show, they were once in possession of the greatei

part of the world, by the marine exuviae so generally dispersed

:

but when we enter into detail, and examine the arrangements of
our strata, at\d the circumstances attending them, the incom-
patibility of these facts, with Neptunian ojiinions, becomes in-

stantly apparent ; hence no doubt, they so involve themselves in

loose assertions, that they are not to be caught hold of.

" As to the diversity of opinions on the formation and arrange-

ments of the materials of our world, Mr. Cuvier gives us nine

or ten pages, commencing with the 40th, containing a list of

tvorld-makers, who seem to have thought that Nature had
whispered her secret in their ear, and that they are able to de-
tail her proceedings, and develope all her operations ; six of

these are great men 5 the opinions of six or seven more, he states

without their names, and then he tells us, he could add twenty
to the list.

" Now I venture to say, every one of these philosophers has

fallen into the same error, and from the same cause; they have
every one looked hiwards, and consulted their own imaginations,

how things might be done— while not one of them looked out-

wards, and took a cool view of the face of Nature, to make
themselves acquainted with what had actually leen dcme.
" They had in their hands a mighty subject, the world,

which they assumed to be a vast whole, formed and arranged by
great and general causes, acting uniformly; and of course in-

ferred that the corresponding effects must be general and uni-

form.
^' It never occurred to these pliilosophers, to examine if the

world before them corresponded with these ideas ; nor to in-

quire if the effects were general, as they had assumed the causes

to he. Had they examined, they would have found the state of

things very different—-no trace of a general operation— effects

local, partial, diminutive, and unconnected.
" If the w-orld is to be considered as a whole, it will be found

composed of most heterogeneous parts, an infinite number of

Z 4 liUlo
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little distiiu-t .v/stcms^ or basins, (as Mr. Cuvier calls tlicrri)

forniifig a diversified patchwork, or piece of Mosaic, where every
separate component stone is most acc.irately defined, distinct,

and diifercnt from the piece in contact with it, the lines of de-
marcation clean and delicate.

" Such i3 the description of a Mosaic rial) -I-; and such will he
found the character of our surface, when ciaefully examined by
an unprejudiced eye, looking for tl;e actual i>tate of things, and
not for arguments to auppoitJ'avowite theories.

" These distinct little systems pass into each other, as much
per saltiim, as the conipf)uent stones of the Mosaic; not a trace

of gradation on their approach, nor any rule by wiiich it can be
conjectured, what will be the material of the next svstcm it is to

come in contact with: )>y materia! I mean, the variety of stone,

our only solid substance, the Ossatura of the world, as it has
been called by naturalists.

" V/h.cn we examine tins a£;qregate of systems forming tlie

superficial part of the worldj we shall find the contiguous ones,

though strongly discriminated from each otlier, yet often carrying

with them some common properties: of Antrim and Derry the

material, when not white limestone, is always basalt—the incli-

nation of the strata generally the same, (a slight ascent to the
exterior of th.e prea,) but the arrangement and order of the

strata, differ in each of the systems.
*' As for instance, in the great facade of Cave-Hill | there is a

* " I must st;ite tho sense in wliicli T nee tlic word sysUm. I mean a
W'ell (Icfiiietl aiai, in whicli tlie materials and tlieir iirrangeiiieiit are uni-
form tliro'iL'ii its «A(;/e extent."

t Dr. R. must not here be understood, bv the term " IMosaic slab," to be
speukin^.' figuratively, of a slice olV the surface of t/ic Eartli whicli Jl/ows
fjist desciihecl, but literally, of a work of art, a tessellated pavement. On
some future occasion of more leisure, I "ill take an opportunity of stating
my reasons of dissent from Dr. Il's position, that new " systems" often
(without intervening Faults) succeed each other without " any rule, by
which it can be coi'jectured, what will be the material of the next systcnj
it is to come in C(Ji)tuct with:" and in the mean time request the Doctor
to revise his notes or observations, and consider attentively, v/hat is the
form anl natin'c.of Ific bottoms of the several '" .systems"of which he speaks;
of vvhicii local tracts, I conjecture, that he has yet duly considered only
the tops or surfaces, and occasionally, parts of their end sections in cliffs

or precipices?:—surely, on completely croasin^ a " Hasin,"' of Cuvier or
otlicr writers, we expect to see Ihe itur.c atiatuin or Hock eineri;o or rise

ajiain at the end of our journey, as we had seen dip and disappear on en-
trrin>;on such Icisinf: in otlu^r words, arc not '* Mineral Gasins" mostly,
if not all, formed in hollows or depres«cd parts of some individual Rock
or stratum?: in " Trmi-iiis" rather, I should say, because \ never yet saw a
toiind one, or near to it.— J. i",

I ( 'nve-Ildl fa.;a(If, is -situated across the V'alley ffoin Carmoney, on the
is oi Belfast, see i'hil. JMag. iLxxix. p. Cro.

—

3.1'.
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j'anoti OP. of two systems: in the one to the northward, and at

ihe Civc, the number of basaltic strata is five or six, differincf

I'onsiderably froui each ot!icr;, as appears by their colour and
tendencies to decomposition.
" To the southward, at the j)ark wall, the strata are thinner,

more niiiform, and more numerous now, in nearly the same
height of facade, 12 or 13.

" The peninsula of Portru^h, is an accumulation nf little sy-

-stems j)erpetualiv changing their materials and the order in which
they are arranged.
" Such a variety of diminutive arrangements must baffle all

speculation upon general causes and grand operations.
'* I am so far guiitv of the same fault I censure in Mr. Cuvicr,

stating arrangements, without pointing to places where they are

to be verified.

*' Let us look to Spain. Mr. Townsend, a modern traveller,

who seems quite free from systeni, in his tour through that

country, always states the change of material as it occurred in

his passage through natural districts, from schistiis to limestojWf

to hasdll, to graiiite, to savdstove, io gypsum; and so on.
*' What has your ladyship to do with Spain ? I should not

have mentioned this diversified arrangement, had I not been
able to establish it in my own country, and with hopes of having

your ladyship for my witness.
'^ You yourself are fixed on a most interesting spot*, at tlie

southern extrenwty of the great basaltic area, while the Giant's

Causeway itself, and our magnificent columnar facades, form its

northern boundary: close to Gosford castle v^e find the lastf re-

mains of this curious work of nature, equally admirable whetlier

we loqk to the stupendous magnificeiice of the grand whoJe^ or

the exquisite neatness of the execution.
" Your ladv hip's share I of the Giant's Causeway is small and

imperfect, as if in an evanescent state, the original features all

distinguishable, but faintly marked, and not failing from decay but

from defect in original execution; it being a singular feature in

tills curious colunmar and prismatic construction, that the neat-

ness of the work, is perpetually varying from nearly and com-
pletely amorphous, to the exciuisitc finishing of the Giant's

Causeway itself, scarcely to be equalled by the chisel of man.
" From this spot, on which I hope your ladyship is pcrma-

pentiy resident, proceed in any direction, and we shall try if you

* Gosford Ciist!e,wliich is Nof Markethill and SE of Armagh, Phi!. Mag.
x\xix. p. 231.— J. F.

t Mobl *' soutliern extremity of the great Basaltic area."— J. F.

I Near to Gosford Castle, of siruilar strata to tliose, &c,— J, F.
'

will
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will cncminter such an assemblage of little systemSy as 1 huve
stated to compose the surface of our world.

" Go due south, and at the quarry of Marketliill, you leave

the basaltic area, and enter a schistose district, which continues

for some ten miles, when you enter the gray granite district, ex-

tending from tjje summit of the Mourne mountain*, by Newry,
and Slieve Gullian, crossing the Foikil road, but not reaching so

far west, as the Newtownhamilton road.
" Near Dundalk you cuter a new district of argillaceous

schistus, having crossed an interesting spot well worth cxauiiiiing,

as a little to the north-west of Dundalk three extensive cal-

careous districts con*erge towards each other ; one from Car-
lingford to the eastward : another from Ball's Mill to the north-
west ; the third from Ardee to the south-west fj whether all

.secondary limestone, whether they actually meet at the point

they converge towards^ or how near they approach^ remains to

be inquired into.

" The Ball's Mil! and Ardee districts are separated from each

other by a schistose district.

" At Dundalk |, a new and extensive district of argillaceous

schistus commences ; in the hills above Dunleer, they are often

crossed by veins of quartz ; near Drogheda we enter a calcareous

district, very important to that country.
" On the south side of Drogheda we first meet the stone called

caJp, described by the Hon. Geo. Knox, in the Transactions of

the Royal Irish Academy; its strata seem to me to deviate more
from rectilinear planes, and to vary more suddenly in their iu-

olination, than any other stone I am acquainted with.
*' At Cioughran church we find a calcareous district, or rib,

stretching § from the foot of the hill of llowth, by Bahcny and
Cioughran, into the country of Meath ; the boundaries of this

valuable district, I am unacquainted with, but observe its com-?

poneirt strata more inclined to the horizon than any other lime-f

stone I have met with.

" Immediately south of Dublin
||
the calp is resumed, and in

three miles we enter the granite district, stretching ^f from the

sea up to the mountains. The quarry stone used for building in

Dublin is calp, and the cut stone gray granite.
" As we enter Wicklow countv, we find a new hard stone

strongly blended with cjnart'z,; of this Brav Head and the Sugar-
Loaf Hills are formed. I could not find whether it was stratified

• Situated E of Ncwry, towari! the coast. .T. Y. f f>r ratlu r SSVV. J. F.

J In procecflinff again still s'j/iM. .I.F. § To tiic vvc.«i"!ird. .T. F".

II
Sec Dr. littoii's jMap, plate vii. in Pli. M. xxxix. and its dt stription,

p,y05. J.F.
fl To Uicsouth-wcstwardj according to Dr. I'lttoti. v'.F.

or
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or not ; but ne-itliGr in Ireland nor Scotland did I ever find gra-

nite stratified; a point much contested by naturalists, as the

stratification of granite is necessary to some of their theories,

adverse to others.
** Pioccediii^ due west*, we again change our material in

Powersioiut Park, which now becomes viicaceout schistic, and
it is over a mighty stratilied fagade of this stone, the Powers-

court waterfall is precipitated.

" I believe the Wicklow material is mostly schistus, and on

Croghan mountain, near the termination of the Military Road,
I saw a beautiful junction of schistus and granitef, distinct and
rectilinear , the granite and schistus passing into each other as

much per saltum as tlie pieces of a Mosaic.
" Though your ladyship rnav be tired of this long tour to the

southward, I must make you acquainted with the arrangements
in your own immediate neighbourhood.

^' Travel northward J by Richhill road ; at the end of your

own wail, you enter an extensive schistose distrist, spreading to

the we^tward beyond the Newtownhamilton road ; but on the

eastward for several miles, vou have the basaltic area within

200 or 300 yards of you, not indeed more than two miles broad,

and bounded on the eastward by a great schistose stratum,

spre diug into the county of Down.
" At Kilmore§ you come direct on a great calcareous district,

stretching from the westward of Portadown, by Loughgall and
Armagh, far to the westward

||
; and to the northwest by Gores-

town, Clonfecle and Benburb^, where the Blackvvater, passing

through a deep ravine, shows the limestone stratum, or accumu-
lation of strata, to be above 200 feet thick.

*' Had vou gone"^^' direct to Armagh, near tlie town you
would have crossed a liew arrangement of stone, resembling ba-

salt in cohnir and in its subdivisions: Mr. Weaver tells me it is

argillite strongly impregnated with quartz.
*' Had your ladyship stuck to the boundary of the basaltic

area, it would have brought you very near both Richhill and
Portadown, leaving them to the west ; thence direct to Lough-
neagh, and across the lake to the confines of Tyrone and Derry,

thence to the west sjde of the summit of the ridge of mountain
leading due north to the ocean, where our magnificent facades

* From tlie Sutiar-Loaf Iliils. J. F.

t Quere, is tUis ilic juiKtiuii lueiUioncrd by Dr. Fittoii, at bottom of

p. 305? «r, is it on aiiuther Mountain of the same name, 6 or 7 Miles t<i

the Not' it? J.J". ^ From Gosford Castle. J. F.

§ NEofArmaj;!., and NWofKichluil. J. F.
||
Of Kilraorc. J. F.

IT Is this the same vTith Benheivin Mill?, Ph. M. xxxix. p. 353, J. F.
** From Goiford Castle, or MarLetljJii, v/eetwiud. J. F.

commence ;
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commence ; strctcliitig for many miles to the eastward, where
your ladyship admired some of thcin so much.

** On ihe southern part of this l>oundary'', westward of Lougli

Neagh, granito seems to preponderate, and 1 have found red

granite in abundance in the parish of Kildrcss; hut when we
enter Derry, the area for a great way to the westward is sehistus,

mixed with num.crous quarries of stratified sandstone, and pri-

mi/ire limestone, bbee, crystallized and vnslrat'ified.

" Had your ladvshipf kept by the eastern boundary of tlie ha-

iHJLie area, it would have I?d you, as the urea increased in width,

to Magheralini;, where voii would have encountered a new va-

riety of limestone, quite different from nil I have mentioned, and
particularly tli.:t near it at Kilmure ; the latter a brownish red,

free from (lints, wiiile the Magh(;ralin and Molra limestone, and

all the strata nort'iward, are pure white and full of flints.

" The country or stripe to the eastwarrl of the basaltic and
limestone line, seems mostlv indurated clay§, with (|uarrics of

stratified sandstone through it, and some gvpsum quarries, as far

as Carrickfcrgus, and all crossed by many whin dykes.
" This detail must be very tedious to your ladyship, but I

wish to give you every ojipoituiiity of verifying my statement,

whenever you may happen to aj)proach, or jiass through any of

the separate sysletwi 1 mention ; it is upon their numbers and
distinctness from oach other, that I deny the trace of any great

or general operation on the surface of our globe so as to disturb

it; but the observations which these facts give rise to, and the

inferences to be drawn from them, must be reserved for another

letter.

*•'
I remain, with great respect,

*' Your ladyship's very humble servant,

" W. RJCHARDSON, D.D."

LXXIII. On the relative Ihights of the Levels of the Black
Sea and Casf/ian Sea. By Messrs. Maurice ENGiiLHARDT
and Fkancis PaiiuotK.

vyNF. of the chief objects of the travels of Messrs. Engelhardt

and Parrot to Caucjisus and to the Crimea, was to determine

* "J"!)is sciittiicc I caniiot clonrly coiiipreiieiu) : Docs it moan, that in

Tvrfnu; County, ncjir to Loti<:h Ncajih, Gniiiitc abounds?. My M;i|i dues
not show kiidicS''! ; \\ lit ro is it ?. J F.

t Oil !c:ivifi<: (IusIokI Cii'itlo. .1.1'. \ Isthis IMtihrrlin, in Down
C'liuntv? I'll. M. xwix. j). 'i77 :and where is it situated .\ J. F.

^ Qi cry lied Marl.' I'll. M. xxxix. p. Il'l- .1. F.

II
Extra' tod from a \'nya r' to tlic Crimea and Mount CaJirasu?.

—

( llnxt in die Kri/iii nnd ihii Kaiikasus ) Btrlin 1813. 2 vuls.

—

AnnuUs de,

Clii'iiie ct (If riii/si(juc, tome i. Jmi. UUO, p. 65.

hv
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bv a barometrical survey tbe relative hcigbt of the Black Sea
aiid the Caspian Sea, and to measure the height of the most re-

markable points of the chain of the Caucasus. Tiie work ia

which thcv have published the fruits of their researches appeared

at Berlin in IS 15.

The relative height of the two seas was ascertained twice ; viz.

1st, in going from the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea; and 2dly,

in returning from the Caspian Sea to the point of departure. Our
travellers attempted to make corresponding observations at tlie

level of the two seas; but this mode of verification succeeded

very inijjerfectly.

The distance levelled from the mouth of the Kuban in the

Black Sea, to the mouth of the Terek on the shores of the Cas-

pian Sea, pursuing the sinuosities of the post road which the

two travellers traversed, is 990 wersts"*^. If a straight line, this

distance would be merely 813 wersts, corresponding to about

Qpof diifcrence of longitude: the two extreme points are almost

under the same parallel.

All- the details of this vast operation are given at full length,

and seem to deserve great confidence. Cistern barometers were

used ; but the correction of the level was made by calculation,

which is very easy, the interior diameter of the tube being

known.
A thermometer fixed into the mounting of the instrument gave

the temperature of the mercury: another thermometer at liberty

made known tlie temperature of the air at the mojnent of the

observation ; the scales had been rectified according to the mea-
gurement known by astronomers under the name oi falliom of
Peru ; a stand made for the purpose with a leaden wire ad-

mitted of the tubes being placed in a vertical position; an

anemometer gave the direction and strength of the wind, and
consecjuently the measurement of the degree of confidence which

everv partial levelling seemed to deserve. The indications of

the barometer afe always expressed in lOOdth parts of a line,

and great care was taken to co.mpare the instruments, before,

after, and during the operation : in order to avoid all errors

which might arise from derangements of this kind, the observers

met every two days. They renrained long enough at every sta-

tion to take four distinct barometrical heights, and at intervals

of 15' at least: the epochs of these observations always corre-

sponded perfectly. Every hour uf the day is not equally favour-

able in this kind of measurement; but it did not depend on the

travellers to select the hour of tv%'clve at noon, which is generally

that which answers best. Their observations, however, were

* 104'3 wcrbts make 1" oi' the meridian.

always
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always mack between six in the morning and eight in the

evening.

It may be easily supposed from all these precautions that M.
Parrot must hcivc calculated l)is operation with great care : thuti

he made use of the formula of M. Laplace and of the coefficient

1S3I)'{ metres which M. Ramond had found in the Pyrenees,

almost under the very same parallel with the Caucasus, having

in view at the same time the capillary depression of the mercury.

The only correction of which he could not keep an account was
that of the dimiiuitiou of gravitv.

The number of stations comprehended between the mouth of

the Kuban and that of the Terek is 51 ; they were, therefore,

distant from each other about 18 wcrsts or 13 miles. The fir?t

measurement commenced on the 13th of Julv, beginning with

the island of Tainan*, and proceeding eastward, ascending the

Kuban to Batal-Paschinsk near Constantinogorks, where the

29th station wiis. Our travellers set out from this point to

* Tlic isle of Tainan is reinarkalile b_y its sprinjis of n«phaltus, and )'>

foaming volcanoes, wliicli lia\o bcfii partly d'-sciilied by l^allas in Ins

Travels of 17f)3 and 1794. Messrs. Parrot and Eni;elliardc vi>.itfd the

small volcar.ofjs situated belwten the rity of Taraan and tlie lake Sueur.

On the slope of a liill tii':y discovered two basins of 16 metres apc-rtuie

and two metres and a half deep, and which were iilled \vith a frothy inas-s

formed of arjjil and water. Fi-oni time to time llje\ saw rise to the sur-

face of each crater a bubble ot' air about a toot in diameter: the instant

it burst a f;reat number of similar small balls took its. place. Tiiis pliicno-

rnenon was re|)eated every 30 or 40 seconds. The tempcratme of the

water diffeied little from that of the air: the water at 20'4° of the centi-

grade thermometer, the theimoineter in the sun marked '1'99^, and in the

shade 26 9-. The travellers wanted proper instruments for examinini; the

nature of tfic air extricated by the crater; they merely ascertained that

it was not injianiwahle, and thai it did not keep up rvmbuslion. The water,

which was yellowish, had a saltish taste: in the bottom were found fraij-

mcnts of bituminous limestone, selenite, and quartzons I'reestone. It seeiiis

that these small basins underwent some considerable chanj^es at the time
ot" the ;;reat crii[)tion which took place in 1794 in the northern part t>f the

bay of Tama n. Iji 1807 near Kuraan the Cossacks heard a subterraneous

noise similar to a discharge of artillery. The momitain was enveloped
with a tiiick smoke; but speedily they saw issue sltmti/ frouj the howels ot"

the yawning earth a new hill, as lart^e as a house. Larj:e masses of cal-

careous stone were thrown about here and there, but no riame was per-

ceived. In the vicinity near IJnuos, fountains of asphaltus or liquid mi-

neral tnr were found, which issue from secondary hiyera of freestone and
chibtous limestone.

These i)hu;nomena of ("lotliy volcanoes put us in mind of that of Ciima-
catar, on the coast of Paria ; the arj;illaecous and impreunated plains of
Chapapote (asphaltus and petroleum) of the Island ot'J'rinity ; thet'oaminj;

volcanoes of Giri^enti in Sicily, celebrated by the ancients; and particularly

the volcanoes of Turbacc, near Carthaj^ena in New Spain, and which
accordint; to M. Humboldt send forth azotic gas much purer thau is

generally obtained in the iaboralorics of the chemists.

iwalic
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^aake excursions iii the Caucasus, which lasted from the 17th of

August to the 3d of October, and during uliich they measured
the Kasbeck, a ))eak as high as Mount Blanc. They resumed
their labours on the '1th of October, and continued them follow-

ing the Terek to the delta which it forms in throwing itself into

the Caspian Sea. The highest point in this operation was
only 594 metres above the Taman Island. In the vicinity of

Mosdock, one of the stations, and 250 wer^ts from the Caspian

Sea, the plain was on the level of the Black Sea.

This first measurement was made under very favourable cir-

cumstances, and gave for the difference of level 105 metres by
which the Caspian Sea is lov/er than the Black Sea.

Struck with tlie singularity of this result, Messrs. Parrot and
Engelhardt recommeirccd the operation of the 10th of October,

but proceeding on this occasion from east to west and following

the same stations, without turning towards the Caucasus. On
the 14th of Octol)er they had already gained the mouth of the

Kubar. The weather during this second measurement was
much less favourable, the barometer and thermometer were in-

constant, the changes more sudden, the winds more variable

and of more unequal strength. Snow also fell at various times :

the sky was generally stormy, cold, and rainy, circumstances

which usually render the altitudes too small. Now it is remark-
able that it is in fact in this respect that the second determina-

tion is erroneous, for it gives 92 metres for the elevation of the

level of the Black Sea over that of the Caspian Sea,

After having thus twice traversed the great Steppe, M. Par-

rot had the patience to make a third journey. He set out from
Taman on the 24th of November, and ought to have arrived at

the mouth of the Terek on the 10th of December. The want
of post horses produced so many delays, however, that he did

i|ot reach the banks of the Caspian Sea until the 20th of De-
cember at 15 minutes past 11 A.M. M. Engelhardt had finished

his observation on the Black Sea the night before : thus this

operation presents no corresponding observations, and may mere-
ly serve as a verification. On combining the observation of

Taman of the I9th at 15 minutes past 11 with the observation

made next day at the same hour in the Caspian Sea, we find 99
metres for the difference of level. Another observation made
at Taman in the afternoon of the 19th of December gave 102
metres. On comjjaring the observation of M. Parrot of the 20th
with the mean of all the observations of the 19th on the Black
Sea, we shall obtain almost the same difference. There is in

short no barometrical observation from that of 15 minutes past

11 made at Taman from the 11th to the 19th of December,
which combined with the single olxservation of M. Parrot of

the
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tlic 20tli of December indicates a sensible difForcnce of level

between the two seas : the least of these determinations will not

be less than 4 1 metres.

After havinij; ascertained this £;rand difference of level, our

travellers thoiij^ht they should iiujuire if it had always existed.

Kow Pj'llas thought he recognised by the form of the strata and
the shells of the Caspian Sea scattered throughout the Steppe

the ancient shores of that sea. The operations of Messrs.

Parrot and Engclhardt place these shnies, which have an im-

mense development, and in which we find gulfs and bays very

cleaily tlefined, at 234 metres above the present level; it nui-t

therefore be admitted that a mass of water has been lost of about

'?(),000 stjuare sea heagues in surface and 100 metres in dcptii.

M. Parrot does not think that this was by evaporation; for, ac-

cording to Gmelin, the waters of the Caspian Sea are so little

fait that they do not contain one Jourth of the muriate of soda

v/hich is found in those of the Atlantic Ocean : he rather thinks

that this water m^1^t have run off bv reiits which have been suc-

cessively opened and closed, the bottom of the sea being agi-

tated bv the volcanic action, the effects of which are still seen

in the hland of Taman on the Bosphorus, and at Baka on the

Caspian Sea. The enormous differences between the soundings

observed since 1556 and the time of Peter the Great to the pro-

sent time give some probability to this opinion *.

Let us now refer these results to the operations of tlie same
kind which have been made at different epochs in order to com-
pare the Red Sea with the Mediterranean, the Mediterranean

with the Atlantic Ocean, and this Ocean with the South Sea.

During the French expedition in Egypt, a commission of

engineers of roads and bridges was charged under the direction

cf M. le Pere to execute the levelling of the Isthmus of Suez :

therebv they resolved the celebrated (piestion agitated from the

most remote antiquity, of the elevation of the Red Sea above

the Mediterranean and the soil of Lower Egypt. It result*, in

fivct, from the labours of the conunission, that the level of the

* On taking tlio mean hctweeji flie rcsnlts of the two jiipnsiircmcnts we
<;hn!l find 98^ millimetres (near '200 feet) lor ^jie quantity hy wliicli the

level of the Black Sea is more clevHled than tliat of tlic Caspian Sea.

Hence it results lliat Astracan, the iuljaeeiit plains, and a very i^reat num-
ber of otlier inlialiited places as ««•!! in Persia ah in Russia, arc much in-

fcriorto the level of the lilackSea and the Mcditcrriiiicnn :—the sinsularity

cf this result will iustify the clei;iil> into whicli we have entered. 'I'o con-

clude : Ueforc the voya'^c of i\k>srs. I'arrot and Enj^elhardt, it had hce;i

suspected that the two seas had always one and the same level. M. Par-

rot's measurement corresponds perfectly with that qiven hy Dr. Tlios.

Yonn'^ in iiis Natural Piiilo^ophy. The haromctrical hcif;hts of Kamychia
^vp lor the Wol^a 50*' S of l;Uil'.idc, ai)d b\\ milhiuetrcs bclyw the level

vf 3t. Fotersburgh.

Mcditerra-
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Mediterranean Sea is lower by eight millimetres at low water

and nine millimetres at tlie hit;h water of the Red Sea. One
part of the basin of the bitter lakes is remarkable for its being

eight metres lower than the level of the Mediterranean, which
consequently places it 16 metres lower than the Red Sea : other

points of the soil and even of the inhabited places are lowerthan

the levels of both seas. The water of the Red Sea, for in.-.taiice,

might cover the whole of the surface of the Delta, and the ter-

rors of submersion were, as has been seen, natural enough at

distant periods, when this part of Egypt was less elevated than

it is at present.

For want of observations exactly correspondent for estimating

the difference of elevations of two very distant stations, experi-

mentalists have sometimes used the comparison of tiie baron)etri-

cal mean pressure : this process is capable of much precision,

as M. Ramond has demonstrated, if we stop at the mean pres-

sures of the same hours, in order to avoid the effects of the pe-

riodical variations. In order to determine the relative altitudes

of the levels of the South Sea and of the Atlantic Ocean, it

ought therefore to be sufficient to compare the mean heights of

the barometer over the two opposite coasts of America. M.
Humboldt's Journal furnishes us with the necessary data for this

purpose.

In fact, we there find in the first place that at Carthagena and
C*mana in the Gulf of Mexico, the mean pressure of the ba-

rometer = 0"7620 millimetre by a temperature of 20" centi-

grade. At the harbour of Vera Cruz, the thermometer being

at 20*^ the height = 0*76 1.3 millimetre, but corrected from the

dilatation of the mercury, it becomes as at Cumana 0-7t)20

millimetre. At the temperatiu'e of zero and at iu- level of the

Atlantic Ocean, between the tropics, the mean height of the ba-

rometer is consequently = 0*7585 millimetre.

On the shores of the South Sea, at Callao, a port of Lima,

M. de Humboldt found the barometer = 0"76O6 millinictre,

the thermometer 20**; and at Acapulco, still on the Pacific Ocean,

the barometer — 0-7o 17 millimetre, the thermou.etcr 27^^.

These heights brought to the temperature of zero, yield for

the mean pressure of the air at the level of the South Sea 0'7578

millimetre. If the slight difference which we remark between

this number and that which represents the mean pressure at the

level of the Atlantic Ocean could not be attributed to the errors

inevitable in such delicate observations, it will result that the

South Sea must be higher than the Ocean by about seven metres.

Other observations of M. Humboldt which have not yet been

published, will give a difference a little greater and in the same
proportion ; but this celebrated, traveller who only used his ba-

Vol. 47. No. 217. May 1816. A a rometers
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ronieters for a geological level, thinks that in order completely

to do away the doubts which the (jiiestion nuiy still present re-

specting the relative height of the two oceans, we must have

recourse to instruments more precipe, and exposed to shorter

journeys by land ; while we keep an account at the same time

of the unequal heights of the tides, of the diflerent hours of the

observations in the harbours on the op})Osite shores of America,

and of the horary variations of the barometer, which, although

very regular as to the hours at which they happep, are not as

completely so as hivs been supposed as to the (juantities which
measure them. However this may be, the observations which

we have given already prove, that if there does exist a difference

of level between the Ocean and the Great Pacific, it must be

very small.

The little velocity and constancy which mariners have re-

marked in the currents of the Straits of Gibraltar, show that in

these places the Mediterranean and the Ocean have nearly the

same level. It may nevertheless appear curious to compare un-

der this point of view two very di«!tant points, since, contrary

to all idea, the levelling of the isthmus of Suez, the results of

which have been given above, has proved that two seas which
communicate with each other may, neve . theless, have very dif-

ferent levels. Now the measurement ol the meridian of France

presents an uninterrupted chain of triangles, which extend front

Dunkirk to Barcelona; the relative elevations of the various

summits may be deduced from the reciprocal observations of

distances from the zenith ; the absolute height of one single

station will therefore serve to find the absolute height of all the

rest ; and this will be the case, whether we set out from the

Mediterranean io approach the Ocean, or follow a contrary di-

rection.

It is according to this method that M. Delambre has calcu-

lated the elevation of Rhodes over the Mediterranean and the

Ocean, setting out in the first place from Mont Juy to Barce-

lona, of which Stepliani liad directly found the height; and
secondly, by the help of a signal at Dunkirk which was only

66 metres from the level of low water : those two determinations

agreeing within a fraction of a metre, we may conclude, if not
that the level of the Ocean at Dunkirk is exactly the same with

the level of the Merliterranean at Barcelona, at least that the

inequality of height, if it exists, ought to be insensible.

LXXIV. On
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LXXIV. On the Quantify of ligneous Matter irhich existi in

some Roots and Fruits. Rend to the Pfiilomatkic Society by

M. Clement"''.
'

1 AM about to commurncate to the Society an observation which
v,ill not perhaps be without interest, because it adds something

to our knowledge of the wonderful organization of living beings,

and because it may not be without utility to some of the arts.

It has been generally supposed that the ligneous matter f of

fome roots and some fruits which serve for our noini'rhment, such

?.s potatoes, carrots, beet-root, apples and pears, form a ccnsi-

cerable part of their mass,—a fourth ov a fifth, for instance.

The husks remaining after all the cyder has been expressed

from the a})p!es, and (as a celebrated chemist (M. Chaptal) has

recentlv informed us) the husks of beet-root, are quite well

adapted to the nourishment of animals. Nevertheless it is suf-

iicient to regard the husks of beet-roots with the slightest at-

tention, to see that they are merely formed of small pieces of

beet-root perfectly similar to those obtained by cutting and
chipping the beet-root when wliole with a very sharp instru-

ment, and without allowing a single drop of liquid to escape.

It is impossible not to ascertain in an instant this perfect re-

^emblance, which strikes the eye^ and which is besides connrmed
by experience.

I cut a piece of beet-root into thin slices, and the latter were

divided and hacked nearly to the same degree with the husks

remaining after the manufacture of sugar, and which yielded

1)6 per cent, of juice. Nevertheless the beet-root thus cut did

not furnish any li(|uid on being pressed; and after being dried in •

the sun it was found to have lost SS per cent, of its weighty i.e,

precisely as much as the husks dried in the same way.

Thus it is a great and mischievous error to imagine that the

ma%k of beet-roots thrown away in the fabrication of sugar is a

substance almost dry: it contains as much watn^r as the entire

beet-root (as comparative desiccation proves), and as much
sugar as the fiist juice extracts ;. a greater mechanical division

throws the whole into the liquid state. ^Ve might therefore,

in the case in which the manufacture of beet-root sugar is con-

venient, seek with a certainty of success for the means of em-
ploying in the production of sugar that considerable portion of

the root which forms about one-third of it, and which has been

supposed so erroneously to be almost entirely composed of dry

5ut)stances.

* Annates de Ch'nnie ct cle Fhij&ique, tome i. p. 173. Feb. 1816.

+ liy ligneous matter, I mean thut substance analogous to wood, which

forms the solid network of" plants or fruits.

A a 2 What
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What lias just been said is applicable to all the fruits cm-
ployed in making cider : what has been regarded as husks, as re-

fuse and waste, is as nearly as possible the same substance with

the cider itself.

But according to this, the ligneoHs part which serves for an
envelope or su))port to the liquid part of the fruits or roots which
I have mentioned, will be \\\ an excessively small quantitVj since

mechanical division will be sulficient to make it disappear, by
causing it to float in the liciuid.

In fact, this is what I have confirmed by experiments. I took

off the skin from potatoes and rasped them : I washed the pulp

in a sieve in order to remove the fecula ; I took the husks which I

put in hot water, and I addded
-^-J

^dth of sulphuric acid, in order

to liquefy the starch that resulted from the boiling of the fecula

which remained in the husks. I filtered, after boiling some
hours ; and I found on the filtering paper, of dry ligneous mat-
ter, only three-fourths of a hundredth part of the weight of the

potatoes. I had besides ascertained that the fecula when first

separated from the husks, did not contain an atom of ligneous

matter; it had formed with the acidulated boiling water a so-

lution perfectly limpid.

I ascertained by other experiments, that the skin of common
sized potatoes in one hundred parts formed only half a part of

their weight.

Thus the potatoe presents the singular phaenomenon of a
very hard and very compact solid body, and which contains only

one part and a fourth in one hundred parts of ligneous matter,

having when insulated by itself the solid appearance ; whereas
all the rest is formed merely of starch in powder, without any
adhesion, and more than -j-^^«^dths of liquid.

Apples, pears, beet-root, carrots, and many other roots or

fruits exhil)it also results the more astonishing, since we do not

even find in them ^--o-dth of ligneous matter employed in forming

the membranes and vessels of those organic beings, and of which
•j8j^dths are in the liquid state.

LXXV. Dr. Gilby's Description of Mr. Street's Patent

Blowing Macfiine.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — XlAViNG lately seen one of the patent blowing ma-
chines invented by John Street, Esq. of Clifton, I have been so

much struck by the great simplicity and ingenuity of the con-

trivance, as well as by its astonishing power, that I cannot re-

frain
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fraiii from sending you a bhort account of it, with a request that

you will allow it, if possible, a place in your Magazine.

I am, sir, most respectfully yours,

Clifton, May 1, 1816. 'W. H. GlLBY, M.D.

The engine itself is made of wood or metal ; and to have an
accurate conception of its form, we have only to imagine a drum
turned sideways, and in this situation to be supported a few

inches from the ground by being connected at each end with a
supporter, through the means of a pivot proceeding from the

centre of the parchment ends, so as to fit into a corresponding

hole in the supporter. In this skuation by the help of a single

lever it is made to turn to and fro in the segment of a circle.

From the top of the vessel placed in this lateral position tliere

descends about two-thirds the depth of the machine a partition

board, cc, which being firmly attached to each of the ends as

well as to the top, and in this way made air-tight, serves to di-

vide the interior into two compartments. At each end near the

top there are two valves, one on each side of the partition board.

At one end they open outwards, and at the other inwards, con-

sequently the use of each set of valves is different. The lower

part of the vessel is occupied by water, which is made to rise a

little above tlie bottom of the partition board.

Having given this explanation of the construction of the vessel,

we have now to enter into the description of its operation.—
Having said that the machine, when in action, moves to and fro

in the segment of a circle, it is quite evident, whichever way it

turns, that the water will always remain at whatever part comes

to be the bottom. The vessel in fact will move round the water.

Such being the case, to whichever side the vessel moves, or in

other words, whichever of the two compartments comes to be

lowest ; it is manifest, that the air included in that compart-

ment will be powerfully compressed by the partition board de-

scending towards the fixed body of water, and will be forced with

a blast proportionate to the weight of water through the valve

into a pipe. Upon the re-ascent of this compartment the same
operation will take place in the other, while at the same time

the air will again rush into the former by the valve opening in-

wards. In this way, by the rotation of the engine to and fro,

the air will be alternately discharged from each compartment,
and a vigorous and almost constant blast will be maintained.

I say almost constant, for while the vessel is in the act of turning

after the expulsion of the air from the compartment, it is ob-

vious that there will be a momentary suspension of the blast.

This inconvenience is obviated, and at the same time a great

accession of blast is obtained, by using two engines, which by

A a 3 machinery
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iTiachinery arc so contrived to work, that at the moment uh»n
the one is at the poise, or in the act of recovering itself after the

expulsion of the air, the other sh.'ill be in the full energy of it3

(iperation. It is thus by the double blowing machine that a

powerful and incessant blast is maintained.

The advantages of this machine in point of power, the saving;

of fuel and labour, and in the more complete and speedy re-

duction of the ore, are such, that it is foimd incomparably su-

perior to the usual method of exciting an intense heat, and it is

now coming into general use. Indeed its adoption is a matter

of course; for it ajapears from the report of those who have tric'i

it, that the manufacturer is enabled to work 40 j)er cent, cheaper

than he can without it. The prodigious strength of the blast,

and the rapidity with which the metal is reduced, arc perfectly

astonisiiing to the founder in his fnst experiment with it. I

have seen several letters which Mr. Street has received from
different manufacturers who have used it, and from the lowest

statement it appears that the pou'er of one man will melt at a

cupola 5 cwt. per hour; and several have said that 8 cwt. may
be fused in the same period of time. One founder computes
that he can with one horse melt more metal in eight hours, thaii

he could do before with three horses in twelve hours. In fact, no-
thing can be stronger and more decisive as to its advantages, than

the testimonials which have been received from all quarters; and
perhaps it may not be too much to say, that a discovery more
beneficial to the manufacturer has not taken place since the inven-

tion of the steam-engine, the master-piece of human ingenuity.

The annexed figure represents the front end of the engine

and its connexion with the sup])orter ; and if we suppose the end
to be made of glass, wo should have a view of the interior^ such
as I have represented.

Fi?. 1. Workius Handh

This trunk is ^^

made of copper,

and is fixed over' '''^

the valves a o,

fig. 1. Its point

B corres]>onds x\ ^^^

The dotted lines

c c show the di-

rection of the par-

tition plank; DD
the sujjporters.

with the centre of tiic machine, and conveys the air to the blow-pipe.
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LXXVI, On the refractive ami dispersive Powers of certain

JAqvids, and of the Fapozirs ivhich theyform. By Messrs.

Arago ani Petit.

Head before the Royal Institute of France Wth of December
1815.

J- HE theory of refraction, when considered under the most
general point of view, is one of the most' important branches
of optics, not onlv on account of its numerous applications,

but also from the consequences which may be deduced from it

relative to the nature of light and to the true causes of its pro-

perties. Thus the experimentalists who have developed or

supported the various systems contrived for the explanation of

the phaenomena of optics, are always particularly anxious to
model the law of refraction according to the hypothesis which
they admit.

Newton, in attributing refraction to an attraction of bodies for

light, has given of this phsenomenon, and of tlie law towhicli it

is sulijected, an explanation so clear and natural, that it has been
always regarded as one of the principal arguments in favour of
the system of emission. Nevertheless, if we remark that of all

the general consequences deduced from the hypothesis of New-
ton, the only one which to this day has been verified is reduced
to the law of the constant ratio of the sine of incidence and of

refraction ; if we observe besides that this law may be demon-
strated without its being necessary to have recourse to the idea cf

an attraction, we shall easily perceive that before determining

to adopt the hypothesis of Newton to the exclusion of all others,

it is indispensable to examine to what extent the various con-
cUisions which flow from it are confirmed by experience :—siich

is the object of our present researches. In order to know their

object correctly, it will be necessary to retrace in fev/ words
the principal po'mts of the theory of refraction, such as Newton
has iiiferred from the supposition of an attraction exercised by
bodies upon light.

Ou this hypothesis, we may easily conceive that v;hen the

molecules of wliich a ray is composed approach the refracting

body, the attraction which it exercises on them changes both
their velocity and the direction of their motion, and that this mo-
tion becomes once more uniform and rectilinear, v/hen the mo-
lecules imve penetrated into the bodv to the depth where the at-

traction cea.ses to be sensible. The principle of active force*

applicable in this case, proves that the velocity which the light

has acquired by . the effect of refraction, is independent of

the ia'tial direction of the ray, and that the ratio of this ve-

A a 4 Iceity
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locity to that of the incident light is equal to the ratio from the

sine of incidence to the sine of refraction.

The same principle of active forces j^ivcs as the measurement
of the total action of the body upon light, the increment of the

square of the velocity of the ray ; an increment which for this

reason has been designated by the name of refractive power.

This quantity ought evidentrly to depend on the nature of the

body ; but in one and the same substance it should remain in

a proportion to the density, for it is natural to suppose that an
attraction is ultuays exercised in proportion to the mass, what-
ever in other respects may he the fimction of the distance ac-

cording to luhich it varies. On this supposition, the refringent

power ^ i. e. the ratio of the refractive power with the density,

ought no longer to depend on any thing but the chemical con-

!»titution of the body, and remain constant when the density

alone changes.

This consequence of the theory of attraction has never been
veritied except in the gases. But if wc reflect that their re-

fractive power is extremely weak, and that consequently the in-

crement of velocity which they impress on the light is very small,

we shall be convinced, by the help of a very simple calculation,

that the expression which the Newtonian theory gives for the re-

fractive power is not the only one which, in the gases, remains

in proportion to the density ; but that there exists an infmity of

expressions different from the latter, all of which will satisfy the

same condition. It results therefore, that, so far from the gases

appearing to have a refracting power independent of their den-

sity, we have no right to conclude that solid and liquid bodies

possess the same property.

We are of opinion that the best method of deciding com-
pletely this question, will be to compare the refractive power of

different li(]uids, with that of the va])ours which these liquids

form. In this case the change of density is very considerable,

atid oiie of the l)odies at least preserves a very strong action on
tlie light. We have therefore made choice of liquids, which at

the ordinary temperatures of the air furnish the most al)undant

vapours. We have measured the refractive power of each of

these liquids and that of the vapours which come from them : by

comparing those refractive powers with the known densities of

the liquids and of the vapours, it was easy to see if in each of

tliese bodies the refracting power, i. e. the analytical expression

2

^

I
was independent of the density.

d

The result of our experiments proves rigorously the con-

trary. They all agree in giving for the vapours a refracting

power
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power seiisiblv less than that of the liquids wlilch have formed
them. Thus, in order to cite but a single example, the refracting

power of the liquid carburetted sulphur, with reference to that

of the air, is a little more than three, whereas that of the same
substance in the state of vapour, with the same reference, does

not exceed two.

Ifwe nowcompare this result with the theory,we shall be obliged,

bv admitting the Newtonian theory of refraction, to suppose, which
is at least a singular conclusion, that the attraction of one and
the same hody for the light is not exerted in proportion to the

density. Unfortunately, the number of the substances on which
y/c may operate witli precision in the state of vapour, is too

small to entitle us to hope to deduce from the results of our ex-
periments, any law relative to the variation which the change of
density occasions to the affinity of bodies for light. The liquids

which we tried were carburetted sulphur, sulphuric ether, and
muriatic ether.

In the absence of this direct method, it appeared to us that

this law might be deduced from the comparison of the refracting

power of the gases, and of that of the solid or liquid bodies

which they form on being united. In fact, if in the combina-
tions of gas which retain the gaseous state, the refracting power
of the compound was, as has been hitherto supposed, equal to

the sum oi the refracting powers of its elements, it will thence
result that the act of combination will not in anyway modify the

action of bodies on light. Hence we may conclude with proba-
bility, that the refracting power of a solid or liquid compound
differs from the sum of the refracting powers of its gaseous

principles, only in the ratio of the augmentation which these

last undergo by the effect of condensation.

Nevertheless, as the law relative to the refracting power of the

compound gases had been founded but upon a small number of

experiments, it was indispensable in the first place to ascertain

its exactitude : now by the measurements which we have made of

the refraction of a great number of gases, we have proved that

this law has not always agreed with the results of observation.

We see therefore that the refracting power of any bodv, far

from being constant, as the Newtonirai theory seemed to prove,
on the most natural hypothesis which can le formed of attrac-

tion, undergoes on the contrary variations, either by the effect

of the change of density, or by the state of combination in which
the body is found. In order to determine the influence of each
of those causes in particular, it is necessary to measure with ex-
actitude the refracting powers of a great numoer of substances,

and those of the combinations to which they give rise. Although
the labour which we have undertaken on this head already em-

braces
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braces a considerable number of bocljes, we have feft the ne-

cessity of exteiidinij; our experiments still fin ther, in order to en-

tJeavour to connect by some general law the various result? which

vve obtained.

The facts which we have presented appeared to us to be of

such importance relative to the theory of light, that we have

"Jiought it would be useful to follow the consequences of it into

the various ph«nomcna which by their nature h.ave a niort or

less direct union with that of refraction.

The variously coloured rays of which white light is composed

are, as we know, luiequally f^eparated rrom each other by their re-

refraction into bodies of a different nature, and in this consists the

tliffcrence of dispersive power of bodies. What is most natural

to take for the measurement of the dispersive power, is the dif-

ference of the refracting powers relative to the extreme colours

cf the spectrum ; and in the Newtonian theory this difference

cizght to be constant for one and the same body, as well as the

refracting power of the mean rays.

Experience having shown that this last power diminished with

the densitv, it was easy to foresee that the di!<persive power

would also diminish ; but it was important to examine if these

variations followed the same law. In order to attain this object,

it was necessary to determine the dispersive power of the li(iuid>

and vapours of v/hich we had previously measured the refrac-

ting power. The dispersive power of the liquids may be easily

cbtained, but it is not the same with that of the vapours. The
effraction which they occasion in a prism being very weak, the

ofispersion, which is only a very small part of this refraction, is

scarcely sensible. Thus, in spite of the importance of a similar

'.determination either in the gases or in the vapours, experi-

raentalists seem to have given uj) the idea of deducing it from

cbservation. But as the object which we ])roposed to oiu-selves

?ecjuired a direct measurement, vve were constrained to attain

this object by the aid of a process of which we shall give a de-

tailed description. We sliall find besides, from the results which

v,-e shall give, that the experiments made on one and the same

vapour under different circumstances, agree well enough with

each ot!icr to entitle us to regard our determinations as closely

approaching the truth.

On com|)aring the dispersive powers of the vapours thus mea-
sured, with those of the liquid from which these vapours have pro-

ceeded, we were convinced thattlie dispersive power was effectu-

ally diminished with the density ; but wliat observation has taught

W, in a manner not less certain, is, that the dispersive power di-

minishes in a greater ratio than the refracting power; or in other

-w^Kk-^ Ijy calling i the ratio of the slue of incidence to the sine

of
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of refraction, and d the density of the body, the* refracting

power _i~^ is not only variable for one and the same class of

rays, but also the law according to which this change is effected

is different for tlie variously coloured rays.

In the carburettcd sulphur which v/e liave already chosen for

example, the ratio of the dispersive })ower to the refracting power
is 0*14 in the liquid state, whereas it is reduced to 0'88 in tiie

state of vapour.

Thus, while the variation of the refracting power may be also

accounted for, by admitting that the attraction of one and the
same body for light varies according to a law different from that
of the direct ratio of the densities, we see that in order to give

an account of the variation observed in the dispersive power, we
must suppose besides that the action of a body on the various

coloured rays follows in the changes of density a different law
for each of those rays. These various suppositions diminish,

without doubt, both the simplicity and the probability of the
Newtonian theory ; but before deciding any tiling in this respect,

it is necessary, we repeat, to examine with great care the changes
which the refracting powers of bodies undergo, either by
variations of density or by the effect of combination. It is in-

dispensable also to join to these determinations such as are re-

Jative to the dispersive powers, to which experimentalists have

not hitherto paid any attention, and which, as we have already

announced, may by means of numerous precautions be deduced
from direct experiments.

Although the work which we purpose to publish on this sub-

ject be very far advanced, we have thought it right to communi-
cate beforehand the results furnished to us by our experiments on
liquids and vapours.

LXXVII. On the Use of Sulphate of Soda in the making of
Glass, By the late M. Gjehlen *.

J\(l. Gehlen, of whose valuable services chemistry has lately

beeft deprived by a premature death, was much occupied with

the manufacture of glass, and employed the sulphate of soda as

a flux. It is not the salt which is vitrified with the bilex j but

rather the soda, which abandons the sulphuric acid at a high

temperature, on account of the chemical action which soda and
silex. exercise upou each other. After a great number of ex-

* Translated from the Jcmrnal de Schweigcr, vol. xv. p. 89.

perimcnts_,
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pcrinients, M. Gehlen found that the following proportions vvcrC

the best

:

100 sand, 50 dry sulphate of soda, from 1/ to 20 of quick-

lime in dry powder, and 4 of charcoal.

This composition always gives, without the addition of any

other flux, a very fine glass for drinking-glasses ; and we remark

neither any sulphurous smell, which was sometimes so strong as

to overpower the workmen, nor the extraordinary crackling

which is manifested in the melting-pots when other proportioui

are employed.

After numerous observations M. Gehlen announces the follow-

ing results :

1. The sulphate of soda may be employed in the manu-
facture of glass, without the addition of any other saline flux.

The glass, which results is equally beautiful with that made with

the usual materials, and it possesses all the properties of that

made with soda.

2. The sulphate of soda alone, is but very imperfectly vitrified

with the silex, even when heat is long continued. By the

intermedium of lime, the vitrification succeeds better, but not

in the proportion of the lime and the combustibles which must
be employed.

3. The vitrification takes place, on the contrary, in a short

time and in a perfect manner, by means of any substance which
decomposes the sulphuric acid of the sulphate of soda, and thus

destroys the powerful affinity which hindered the soda from

acthig on the silex. It is charcoal which best attains this ob-

ject: nevertheless in the preparation of flint glass its place may
be supplied by metallic lead.

4. This decomposition of the sulphate of soda may be effected

during the vitrification itself, or previous. Local circumstances

may determine, in the choice of one nrother of those processes
;

but the employment of the latter presents no difficulty what-
ever.

LXXVIII. Some Account of the Monuments of Thebes in

Egypt*.

\JuR knowledge of the monuments of Thebes was, until latelv,

so limited and imperfect, that but very little could be said on the
subject with any certainty. Among the numerous travellers

who have visited Egypt, some have merely penetrated into

Translated from the Appendix to the work puhlished b^- M. Hfieren,
of the University of G()ttinp<'n, entitled Llcen vbrr die Po'.itik, ikn Vcrhehr
und den llandel dtr Vornchmtcn Voclkcr clcr Alien Welt. 3d Edition.
Gottiugen. 181^.

the
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the upper part, where they have but very rarely had opportuni-

ties of making extensive researches, and more rarely still leieuie

and talents for transmitting to us by faithful drawings what they

had seen. Of all those travellers, Pocock and Norden are al-

most the only ones who deserve to be mentioned. But in the

present day the slightest examination is sufhcient to show how
inadecjuate thev are to give an accurate idea of the monuments
of this country:—thus their reports furnish not the slightest idea

of those wonders of antiquity with which we have been since

made acquainted. It was the French expedition to Egypt

which revealed to us the secrets of that country. M. Denon, by

his Foyaoe and the engravings which accompanied it, was the

first who gave a more precise idea of the monuments of Upper
Egypt, and partly of those of Thebes*. This work fixed the at-

tention of Europe on the country, and gave hopes of making
further discoveries. The reports of M. Denon, however, only

excited without satisfying our curiosity.

Among so great a number of monuments, it was necessary to

select and to publish only a few; and the finances of an indivi-

dual, although seconded by government, prescribed certain limits

to his researches.

The French government has already commenced the publica-

tion of a superb work upon Egypt ancient as well as modern,

its monuments, productions, inhabitants, &c. The first num-
ber appeared in ISll. It comprehends Upper Egypt, from the

southern frontier to Thebes, and is divided (like the numbers

which succeeded it) into three parts : viz. Antiquities, Natural

History, and Modern Statistics. The antiquities, which alone

engross our attention at present, are the monuments of Philo,

Elephnntinus, Assuan, Esne, Edfu, Eleut hiyas, and some others le^^s

remarkable. The second number of the work is far more mag-
nificent than the first:—here engraving seems to have made ef-

forts to surpass herself; and 161 folios, part of tbem of such a size

as never issued from anv press before, now present us with the

faithfid image of that ancient Thebes where the most ancient kings

of the earth resided : and if the moderns must confess that they

could not now build such monuments, the architects of those

distant ages, if they were to revisit the earth, could not contem-

plate without admiration those superb engravings of their works.

The price of this work (the second number co'^ts 1600 francs in

Paris, or 80/. in London) precludes it from having an extensive

circulation, and if it were reduced in size it would lose its splen-

did character.

At the moment when the great French work reached the

* See the work now publishing by Jlr. Taylor, of Hatton Garden, re-

ferred to in our last volume.

—
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Gottingen library, we received that of Sir William Hamilton
also, whom I had the honour to reckon among niv auditors

during a cour-^e of lectures which I gave on the antiquities of

Egypt. The English traveller has dedicated the fir>t part of

his work to the monuments of this country, and particularly to

those of Upper Egypt and of Thebes. It is true that we find

here a sketch of several of the drawings of the great French
work, and every person must be aware of the advantai^e which
results from the comparison of the descriptions and criticisms,

and even of the drawings of observers of two different nations,

%vho furnish us with means of comparison so useful and im-
portant.

It is from those two sources, but chiefly the former, that

I have drawn my materials. I shall endeavour, in the first place,

to give a general idea of the monuments of Thebes, and to de-

scribe them afterwards in detail.

The French have measured the ground of ancient Thebes,

and have given it in the Plan General \v\x\\ an exactitude which
leaves almost nothing to be desired. The valley of the Nile did

not present in all Upper Egypt any place more convenient for the

establishment of a great capital. The chains of mountains of

the two shores of the liver, those of Libya on the west and
the Arabic on the east, are far enough distant to leave on the

two banks a spacious plain from three leagues to three and a

half broad from west to east, and nearly of the same length. To
the north this plain is very contracted, Ijy the closeness of the

mountains which skirt the banks ; but touards the south, where
the western chain leaves the river, it is open on one side.

Nature had therefore put bounds to the space which Thebes oc-

cupied, but still there was space enough to make it one of the

lirst cities of the earth. Did the ancient Thebes cover the whole
of this plain ? This is a (juestion which it is difficult to decide,

after all the private residences have disappeared; but as on the

western side the external monuments extend to the foot of the

mountains of Libya (where the Ilypogiva or subterranean monu-
Ti:ents commence), the circumstance ilocs not appear doubtful iu

this part : as to the western side, where the great momunents
are immediately close to the river, it cannot be determined to

v.hat extent this vast plain was covered with habitations. His-

tory teaches us to think that it was entirely so, from the extent

of its population.

Thebes extended therefore over both banks of the Nile ; but,

eo far as we ktiow, the two parts of the city were never joined

by a bridge. A nation which was not acquainted with the art

cf making arches, could scarcely throw a bridge over a river

which is from 7 to 800 fathoms in breadth,

The
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Tlie sltetch wlucli we arc now about to give of the monument.
5till existing, will be moie intelligible if we distinguish them bv
the two sides of the river. The principal of those fine ruin*

bear the names of villages with which the plain is covered : on
the west bank are those of Medynat-Abou and Kiunu ; Luxor
and Carnoc are on the opposite shore ; and we must add Med-
Amuth, situated at the north-east extremity of the valley, and
presenting the most distant ruins. As to the size of those monu-
ments, they resemble each otlier so much on both banks, that

opinions are divided as to the preference v/hich ought to be givea
to either.

I. Monuments which exist in the luestern Part of the Plain of
Thebes.

The monuments of this part of the plain are of difteren'.

kinds. They form an uninterrupted series from south to north
iiear the Liijyan chain : there remains therefore between thi

monuments and the river a spacious plain, which must have been
covered formerly with private residences. In contemplating

them v.-e shall go from south to north.

1. The Circus or Hippodrome'''.

The first objects which liere present themselves are the remair.;

©fa grand Stadium with a small temple at the southern extremitA
;

tut the grand portico which we see on one side of this tempi?

inclines us to think that there existed there in ancient times av:

edifice proportioned to those dimensions. The Circus is mor^
than 6000 Frcucli feet long by 3000 broad. By the report o-'

the French, the area which it presents is equal to tiiat of tha

Champ de Mars at Paris taken seven times, or 624,380 square:

roises or fathoms i it presented therefore a space sufficient for

the evolutions of an immense army. The whole had an inclosurc.

which to this day presents a series of hillocks, through which door*

and passages were made : 39 of these are still reckoned, ani
there must have been formerly nearly 50. The principal en-

trance, indicated by a larger aperture, was on tlie east side

;

* Sir W. Hamilton, p. 151, denies the existence of this Circus, He sees
in it merely the hfd of an ancient canal, also marked by the French. Thi*
space, which he values at 2000 yards in length by 40 in breadth, cannot,
he says, have served for a stadium. Nevertheless the accurate researches
and the measurements of the French leave no doubt as to the data of thei;'

text; and I can only accoijnt for the errors of the English author, by sup-
posing that the inundations, which still continued, prevented him from v;-
p.ting the 3pot completely; or, rather, Has Sir W. Hamilton takon the dou-
t!e inclosine of the eastern sine, wliich leaves a space of 40 yards, for the
;:€nera! inclosure of the Circus.'' This error would he the more easily faliesi

;uto^ as the iiiclosf-re of the eastern side no-v exists only in ruins.

the
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tlie whole hiclosiire shows evidently that it was formerly adornct

with super!) architecture, which contained triumphal monuments
It is probable tliat this f;rand circuf- was not within the inclosuri

of the city, altliough (piite clo^e to Thebes : there was a similail

Circus, but smaller, on the eastern side, almost opposite the first'

If we allow that both were outside of the city, we may also de-

termine with great probability the southern front of Thebes.

It is not credible that those two establishments were destined tc

the gymnastic exercises solely and to chariot-racing; they were

used apparently also for public meetings, and for the exercise oi

those armies which under the Sesostris, the Osymandyas and
other conquerors, set out from thence for their con(juests, and
brought home there the triumphal marks of their victories.

II. On going further northward, we meet, on the edge of this

sandy he't which extends along the Libyan chain, the antiquities

of Medynat-Abou. I comprise under this name, proceeding

from south to north
;

a. A palace and a temple almost at the northern extremity of

the Circus,

I. The Colossus of Memnon, with the other Colossi qiiite

near, and the remains of a building which seems to be the JSlem-

nonium of Strabo.

c. The palace and tomb of Osymandyas, frequently called

Memnonium by travellers.

All these monuments are almost at the foot of the Libyan

chain, and ISOOtoises from the hill.

We shall in the first instance take up the subject of the palace^

the paviUo?i which communicates with it, and the temple. It is

ai matter of great historical importance to meet with thef^e

edifices, the interior arrangement of which proves in an incon-

testable manner that they were not temples properly so called,

but buildings destined to be inhabited, and probably by kings.

The pavilion is a building of two stories ; it has several halls

and chambers, and a great number of windows\ Its position is

so well adapted, that from this point we perceive not only the

monuments of Medynat-Abou, but also those of the other side

of the Nile and the whole ))lain of Thebes. Every thing there

seems to indicate the ordinary residences of kings : the orna-

ments of the sides in particular confirm this hypothesis. These

representations differ essentially from those which are found in

the temples : they exhibit in part family scenes. Unfortunately

this edifice is very much damaged, and the upper story only is

preserved.

It is 2r)0 feet north-west from this pavilion that the grand

palace of Medynat-Abou is to be found. Its entrance is formed

by those masses of architecture, foreign to the European style it

is
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is true, Init known in Fiaiu-e hythe iimneof Pyloncs, and which

the Greeks also called Propi/lcfc. There are here also two

truncated pyramids (»() feet hi'di, which contain between them the

principal gate and grand entrance. This gate lea<ls into a spa-

cious court surrounded by galleries, formed on one side by eight

columns, on the other by pilasters, on which are affixed as

caryatides, but without bearing any thing, some colossal statues

of Osiris. The asjject of the whole inspires, according to the

rej)ort of eye-witnesses, a sentiment of ineffable veneration.

Opposite to the principal entrance rises a second pylone of a

smaller size. It leads into a second peristyle^ also formed of

caryatides, pilasters, aiul columns.

[ To be cuiitiiiiicd.]

LXXIX. On a curious Property of vulgar Fractions, By
Mr. J. Farey, Sen.

To Mr. Tillocli.

Sir,— vJn examining lately, some very curious and elaborate

Tables of " Complete decimal Quotients," calculated by Henry

Goodwyn, Esq. of Blackheath, of which lie has printed a copious

specimen, for ))vivate circulation among curious and practical

calculators, preparatory to the printing of the whole of these

useful Tables, if sufficient encouragement, either pubhc or indi-

vidual, should appear to warrant such a step : I was fortunate

while so doing, to deduce from them the following general pro-

perty ; viz.

If all tlie jjossible vulgar fractions of different values, whose

greatest denominator (vv'hen in their lowest terms) does not exceed

any given number, be arranged in the order of their values, or

quotients; then if both the numerator and the denominator of any

fraction therein, be added to the numerator and the denominator,

respectively, of the fraction next but one to it (on either side),

the sums will give the fraction next to it ; although, perhaps,

not in its lowest terms.

For example, if 5 be the greatest denominator given; then are all

., , ^ . ,
,1112 13

the possible tractions, when arranged, e-, •-, — > — ? "o' y»

^, ~y and y; taking -- as the given fraction, we have

-r- , -= " == - the next smaller fraction then --; or,
-f" 3 8 4 •*

1 + 1 2 ,
,

„ . 1—
,

- =; — , the next larger haction to ——
, ^ =; y, the next larger fraction to — . Again, if 99 be

Vol. 47. No. 217. May 1816.; B b the
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t!ie largest denominator, then, in a part of the arranged Table,

ve should have j^, IJ,
i^,

^^,
ii, &:c. ; and if the third

of these fractions be ffiven, we have -- — = — the second:

13-1-11 24 , . , r , . ,. .

^^
Ti + 38 ~ 83

fourth of them : and so in all the othef

ca'ies.

I am not acquainted, whether this curious property of \'ulgar

fractions has been before pointed out ? ; or whether it rnay ad-
mit of any ea'^y or general detnonstratiun ? ; which are points on
which I should be glad to learn the sentiments of some of your
rndtheraatical readers; and am

Sir,

Your obedient humble ser\'ant,

Il'iwland-street. J_ PaREY.

LXXX. Notices respecting New Books.

Ordnance Maps of British Counties.

X HE circumstances which were thought to render expedient
the suspension of the publication of the ordnance maps beint<

now removed, the publication of them is resumed, and they mav
be obtained, as formerly, at the Drawing-Room in the Tower, or

of Mr. Faden, Charing-Cross. As the suspension wa»> only in-

tended to be temporary, not merely the operations of the Tri-

gonometrical Sur\ey, but those of the mapping and engraving,

have been regularly carried on during that period, under the

sjperintendance of Colonel Mudge ; so that several county mans
will be ready for deliver)' almost immediately. The maj>s of

Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Hampshire, (including the

Isle of Wight,} Sussex, and that part of the county of Kent
which squares-in on the Sussex side with the general work, will be

published in a very few weeks: and a separate map of the Isle

of Wight is now on sale. The maps of all the contiguous counties

north of these are in the hands of the engraveis; and that of

the whole county of Kent is re-engraving, and in a state of for-

wardness. When the several plots and portions now planning

by the surveyors are finished, at least three-fifths of England
ana Wales will be ready to be placed successively in the hands
cf the eiigravers ; and the work will be carried on with all possi-

ble expedition consistent with accuracv. These maps arc on a

scale of an inch to a mile, a scale that admits of an attention to

minutix which must of necessity be disregarded in maps of smaller

eii^e.
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size. Hence, it may not only be expected tliat tlie general out-

line and the prominent physical circuni;.-.tances shall be correctly

delineated, but that tlie n)inuter points and peculiarities which
are interesting to the topographer and the antiquarian shall be

permanently marked and readily traced in these maps.

LXXXI. Proceedings of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

May 2. XJr. Nixon communicated an account by Dr. Serres

of a singular case of complete euphony cured by electricity.

The subject was a young French olFicer, who at the battle of

Dresden was iu the act of giving the word of command, when a
ball passed him, the effect of which on the air knocked him
down, at the same time rendering him speechless, and for a day
ahnost insensible. Two men near him were killed by the ball,

which did not touch him. In the hospital at Dresden he par-

tially recovered the use of his left side and liearing, wliicli vvcre

ijnpaired ; but all efforts to recover his voice were in vain, and
he was discharged as an invalid. His hcaiing was still very

confused, but his smell was preternaturallv acute, and the

fimell of coffee was altogether intolerable to him. His tongue

had contracted into a small protuberance in his mouih about

the conjpass of an inch, and his left side continued benumbed,
till he was prevailed on to be electrilictl i;y Mr. Tinnan of

Brussels. He had not been electrified above seven or eight times

when his hearing was improved, and his tongue began to ex-

pand. Mr. T. then passed shocks through his mouth and down to

his stomach, when he hastily got up, and in a low voice returned

thanks to the operator, and ran off to Amsterdam like a person

djranged. He returned, however, in a few dav- perfectly cured

in his voice, wliich is now better than it was before the accident
j

b'lt he still feels some pain in his left leg, and occasionally in

foggy weather an oppression on the chest. But ;.ftcr eight

months and twenty-five days he recovered his voice completely.

Dr. VVollaston read a paper, containing his remarks on the

glazier's diamond, and an account of his experimenta with that

instrument. He discovered tiiat the diamonds for cutting gkvs
are all in a natural state, and not cut by the lapidaries; that the

natural angles of the stones are probiibly harder than the artifi-

cial ; that the surface of all cutting diamonds is curvilinear; that

tlie groove which they make (for it is not a scratch as com-
monly supposed) on the surface of the glass is a tangent to the

lat'c of the diamond 3 and that fiint and other hard stones may
B b 2 be
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be formed .so as to cut glass the same as a diamond, but that
their durability is sliortcr in proportion as they are softer.

May 9. a" letter to the Tresident by —— Chapman, Escj.

M.R.I.A. was read, detailing some observations and eonjeetiires

on the gcologieal fonaation of eoals. The autlu)r had reason to
suppose that eoals v. ere formed from peat; and to illustrate this

oj)inion he has observed the depth of jjcat bogs in Ireland, and
in the north of Enghind^ and compared the results with the
coal-mines at Newcastle, whence he writes. The deepest peat-
bogs arc from 30 to 40 feet ; and he finds by calculation that if

this mass was conipre^.^ed, it would be about equal to the strata

of coal at Newcastle, although it is far from C(iualliug those in

^Staffordshire, lie also tfAeed the analogy between the timber
or trees found in peat-bogs "and on the sea-shores of Northum-
berland, and the gritstone found in the Canton mine at New-
Castle. This stone, specimens of which have been sent to the
British Museum, has the perfect form and appearance of trees ;

and even its ajjparent fibres are such as to leave no doubt of the
kind of wood which had preceded the present sand or grit. It

appeals that this ligniforni stone fell from the roof of the pit,

and had been in an erect position, the same as trees are often

found in peat-bogs in the natural mode of growth. In falling,

these stones leave behind them the model of their bark, which
the author thinks has beeii converted into canal coal. He also

took the specific gravity of peat, which he found to be in general

1200, and noticed the peculiar oval form into which trees are

compressed in the earth. The combustion which assisted the

change of peat into coal, he considers, may have been effected

by means of the martial j)yrites.

May IG. A letter from Mr. Mornley to Dr. Wollaston was
read, describing an immense block of meteoric iron found in

Brazil, about 50 leagues from Bahia. This extraordinary mass
was discovered near the bed of a river, in a sterile country, where
tlic granite rocks occasionally .'•iirmouut, and are never more than

twelve feet below the surface of. the soil ; there are few trees, ami
those stunted ; and hedges are formed of a species of tiij)liorb'iay

the juice of which emits a i)hosphorescent light, and is highly

deleterijus to the skins of animals. The bloc!; or" meteoric

iron measured about (J feet by 4, and the author calculated that

it contained 28 cubic ieet, and weighed l-l,00011)s. An unsue- •

cessful attempt was made about thirty years ago to transport it to

Bahia, and for this purpose forty })air of oxen were emi)loyed ;

but the aj)jjaratus failed, and the attempt was abaiuloned. It

was removed oidv some yards, and now lies in lat. 10" '^',V south.

There are thiv/jial spiiugs in that coimtry, the tem})crature of

which wab from bil to 101, the atmosphere being 77 and 88;
the
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the water contains iron, is bitter, and clear. Common salt

abounds, and is collected by the inhabitants ; but it is bitter,

and purgative to those unaccustomed to its use. Dr. Wollastoii

analysed the specimen which the author succeeded in chiseling

from the block, which he found to be magnetic. In Dr. W"s
analysis he found it to contain about 4 i)er cent, of nickel ; the

mineral is crystallized ; he dissolved it in nitric acid, added am-
monia, and precipitated it with a triple prussiat. The specimen
given to Dr. W. he found to be suscc])tible of magnetism, like all

native iron ore; he therefore conhims the author's observations

on the magnetism of the entire block, which does not at present

lie in the direction of its poles.

May 23. A letter to the President from T. A, Kiiight, Es(j.

F.R.S. was read, containing his oljser vat ions on ice found in the

bottom of running water. Last February Mr. K. observed near
his residence, that ice was attached to stones at the bottom of a
river, while the surface was only covered with iniiunierable spi-

cule, but not converted into solid ice. He likewise found ice

below water near a mil!, where the water had been precijjitated

over stones : from the circumstance of the water having .s^piculae

running on its surface, and its temperature being (juite as low
as the freeziiig point, he is inclined to think that these spiculaa

have been can led to the bottom by eddies and water-falls, and
that coming in contact with certain stones somewhat cooler than

the water, in this manner solid ice was formed at the bottom of

rivers. If, however, ice has been foun<l at the bottom of stag-

nant water, he admitted that this theory would be inadc(iuate to

explain the phaenomenon. Of the latter circumstance, indeed,

lie aj^peared to have no perfect knowledge.

Sir Everard Home, Bart, furnished a curious paper on the for-r

mation and use of fat in the tadpole. In his researches he was
assisted by Mr. Hatchet, w!io analysed the eggs or ova of frogs,

and discovered that they have no yolk. The tadpole of the Raj/a

paradoxa is so large that its internrd structure can easily be ex-

amined, and it is sold in the market of Siuinauj for fish. Sir E.
having obtained specimens of those tadpoles examined their

anatomical characters, described the fins or fringes which serve

as gills, noting the different appearances in their metamorplioses,

the formation of the head of a perfect frog ; and finally, the ex-

tinction of the tail. The conimon tadpole, it appears, lives on

the gelatinous matter witli which it is surrounded ; and to this

end it is provided with a comparatively very long gut, which
enables it to take up food; and that tljis gut is lined with fat,

which in the animal's progress from the tadpole to the iVog gra-

dually disa|)pears ; in 20 days it loses those fringes which served

it for gills, and acquires a head and lungs; in seven more its tail

B b 3 falls
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falls off, and the fat of its intestine is then entirely consumfii.

The leni^th of the gut and its fat. Sir E. thinks, snpply the want
of yolk in the ova. Mr. Hatcliet's experiments on ova presented

some curious facis ; he found tlie yolk to coiisis: of oil and a

peculiar animal matter. In some cases the animal matter was

of a vellnw colour indestructible by alkalies, and might h.-^ used

for marking linen ; the gelatinous mass is of a nature between

albumen and gelatin.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Ventilation of Mines.—On Wednesday the 23d instant the

Societv of Arts voted their gold medal and a reward of 100/. to

Mr. Ryan, for his improved system for ventilating mines. This

is the higliest honour and pecuniary reward which the Society

can bestow upon an individual, and strongly marks the high

sense they entertain of the benefits likelv to result from the ge-

neral introduction of this system into all the coal-mines. Pre-

judice, ignorance, and mistaken interest, must fall before the light

of science and the calls of humanitv. The original ol)ject of

Mr. Ryan was the prevention of explosions in coal-mines, and

the preservation of the health of miners. The safe-lamp of Sir

H. Davy has effectually accomplished the first—the system of

Mr. Ryan accomplishes the second; with this additiimal ad-

vantage to coal owners, that they may now work out the entire

bed of coal, and not leave behind them about one half as pillars

to support the roof: and this will yield another benefit—the

roof and floor being allowed to close, the cavity will be so much
diminished as not to form a reservoir for water, thre^itening the

drowning of neighbouring mines, with the death of all the work-

men, as was the case some months ago in the Heaton Colliery.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF FRAXCF:.

AnaJyns of the Labours of the Clan's of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences for the Year 1S15. By M. Cuvier.

CHEMISTRY.

[Contiiiiied from p. 312.J

M. Gay Lussac has also presented to the class some papers on

the cold which results from evaporation, and on evaporation in

the air at different degrees of temperature and pressure, in which

he expresses, by a formula, the results of his experiments. He
followed up hi:, last paper v.ith one on hyfirometers, whiih con-

tains the immediate ccjU'Cqiiences of the foregoing memoirs; bu!;

these works not having, as he thinks, as yet acquired that prcci-

bion and order which he has been accustomed to give to all that

he publishes, he ha? deferred their publication.

M. Dulong
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M. Dulong of Alfort has detailed some experiments on the

oxalic acidj which, although thev do not form a complete scries,

nevertheless hold out some interesting prospects in science. On
saturating this acid with barytes, strontian, or lime, salts are ob-
tained whicli always represent the acid employed, even after they

have been exposed to a heat superior to that of boiling water ; but

with oxide of lead or zinc we always lose twenty per cent, of the

acid by desiccation. On burning these dried metallic oxalates af-

terwards, no water is obtained ; but we obtain carbonic acid, gase-

ous oxide of carbon, and there remain the oxides of the metals

employed, among which that of lead j)resents peculiar properties.

The oxalates of copper, silver, and mercury, always give, on
the contrary,^ water on decomposition, however much dried, at

the same time with carbonic acid, and tlie residue is in the metal-
lic state. A detonation is produced by the oxalate of silver,

and we know besides that it detonates on being co?npressed, as

well as the oxalates of mercury.

As to the oxalates of barytes, strontian, and lime, they give

on being decomposed by heat, em])yreumatic oil, water, oxide of

carbon, carbonated hydrogen, and carbonic acid, and there re-

mains a mixture of subcarbonate and charcoal.

These phaenomcna may be accounted for in two ways

:

Either the oxalic acid must be composed solely of carbon and
oxygen, in proportions intermediate between those of the carbo-

nic acid and the oxide of carbon ; but it contains v/ater, which
certain oxalates, like those of lead and zinc, give off when dried,

while the rest retain it; or rather it must be composed of car-

bonic acid and hydrogen. This last with the oxygen of the

oxide will form water, which the first oxalates allow to escape, and
there will only remain the carbonic acid and the metal, a new co:n-

bination in chemistry; for it has been generally understood llvc-X

the metals cannot be iniited with the acids until they are oxi-

dated. M, Dulong, who incline-; towards tliis last explanation,

thcrefoi-e, thinks that the>e oxalates of lead and of zinc, vvheii

dried, are not true oxalates; and he proposes to give them, as

well as to anv combinations of the same kind which may be dis-

covered, the name of carbonides. As to the oxalates which do
not give off water in drying, they will contain the oxalic acid

entire ; and as after its composition it will in future be called

hydrocarbonic, the salts themselves will be called liydrocar-

boyiates.

M. Dulong has been led by analogy to verv general conclu-

sions, by which he brings under the same laws not oidy the com-
mon acids, but also the hydracids ; but we shall give a more
detailed report when he has sent us the full accounts w hich he
has promised,

B b 4 The
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The chemical action of the solar rays on bodies is worthy of

every attention on the part of the learneil, hy its influence on
most of tlie phtfnoincna of animated nature, and yet it has been

liitherto hut little attended to. M. Vogel has just added i^ome

ex|)erinicnts to those which we j)ossessed on this head. Am-
monia and |)lios])|iorns, which do not act upon each other in the

dark, emit in tlie liglit jilio^phuratcd liv(h()_i;cn i;as, and <l(.'))osit

a black ])Ower comjiosed of phosphorus and aunnonia intimately

combined. It is nearly the same ca^e with phosphorus and pot-

ash. The action of the various rays is not always similar ; the

red rays do not produce anv effect on a solution of corrosive sub-

limate in ether; whereas the bhie rays and a lull light effect a

mutual decom])osition. The highly oxidated metallic muriates

are bro\ight in the same way to the mininnnn of oxidation.

We said a few words the two last vears on the researches of

M. Chevreul Aide, naturalist to the i\Iuseum of Natural His-

tory, on soap and saponification. This accurate experimenter

has ascertained that the action of potash produces between the

elements of grease new modes of combination, from which re-

sult substances which did not exist completely formed before,

and two of which, viz. margarine and a kind of oil or fluid

grease, ac(|uirc all the properties of the acids. Tlie author pur-
suing his labours, ascertained tliat the san-.e effects are ])roduced

by soda, the alkaMne and various metallic oxides, and that the

substances resulting are in the same proportion whatever agent
is made use of. Magnesia and alumine, on the contrary, con-
fine themselves to contracting with fat a certain union, but

without separating the elements into various con)pounds. The
quantity of alkali necessary for converting into soap a given

quantity of fat is precisely that which can saturate the marga-
rine, and the oil which this fat produces. Our laborious che-

mist has terminated his memoirs on this subject, by assigning

the capacity of saturation of the margarine and the greasy fluid,

and by making known the projierties of various new saponaceous
combinations, wbicli he ))roducc(l by the play of double affinities,

by mixing a hot solution of the fatty fluid and potash with va-

rious earthy or metallic salts. He thus succeeded in making
the soaps, the study of whith had been hitherto neglected, al-

most as well known as the salts, with which the chemists have

been most of all occupied.

The late M. Fonrcroy had made known under the name of

Qilifwcirey a substance which is separated by means of the acids

from the fatty substance into wliich the bodies of animals buried

in the earth are converted, and he regarded it as the same with

that which is extracted in liie crystalline state from the biliary

calculi of men, and with b])ermaceti.

M. Chevreul,
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M. Ch'vreul, led by the course of his researches on fatty sub-

stances tc examine these subjects, found that the adipocire of

the biliary calculi gives no soap ; whereas spermaceti supplies it

equally with fat : but it is then a little deteriorated, and in other

proportions, and with other properties. The fat of dead bodies

is much more compounded than Fourcroy thcugiit, aiid there

have been found in it various fatty substances combined with

ammonia, potash and lime. It is a fatty substance which has

already undergone the action of the alkalies.

Every one must have observed a resinous excretion of an
orange yellow colour which oozes from its fissures in the bark

of the beech-tree when exposed to humidity, in the form of

threads curled like vermicelli. M . Bidault de Villiers has made
some chemical experiments on this substance. He dissolved one

portion in water, another in alcohol, and the residue had several

of the properties of gluten. The nitric acid converts it into

oxalic acid, into a very abundant yellowish matter, and into a

greasy substance ; but it produces in it no mucous acid. It

yields in the fire much carbonate of ammonia and a fetid oil

:

in short, it must be regarded as resembling, very closely, animal

substances in its nature. It will be interesting to make some
inquiries into the causes of its production.

One of the jeras at which chemistry seemed to shine most
brilliantly, and to be most useful, was that, without contradiction,

when France, separated for twenty years from those countries the

productions of which had become so long to us true wants, was
obliged to supply their place by the productions of her own
soil. The arts which were known have been perfected ; new-

arts have been created. We have seen in succession soda ex-

tracted from sea salt; alum and copperas formed ; colours ren-

dered fixed, which were before supposed to be fals" tints ; indigo

supplied, Etnd madder taking place of cochineal ; while beet-root

sugar was supplanting that obtained from the cane.

This last article, the most important of all, has not yet lost

all its interest. It is true that many manufactories have ceased

to exist, but those which have been conducted with intelligence

and skill still subsist and prosper : and according to Count Cdiap-

tal, their products may always rival colonial sugars. This ex-
perienced chemist gives an irrefragable proof of his assertion,

since he continues the manufacture with profit: it is true that

in all the details of the cultivation, the harvesting and the pre-

paration, as well as in the employment of the various kinds of

refiise, he has taken advantage of the progress of science and
experience, so far as not to reject any thing which can be o
service, and to apply to other purposes whatever he has been
obliged to reject. He has described his processes in a manner

so
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9o clear, that they may be followed by all manufacturers, and \<ce

ought to hope that his work will assist in preserving to France a
valuable branch of industry, and which a thousand events might
render one of absolute necessity.

[To be coufiuued.j

LXXXII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

Letter from Sir Georgk Cayley, Bart.

S
Green Hill, May 16, 1316.

_

,

INCE I forwarded my second paper to you on the sub-

ject of Aerial Navigation, I find from a paragraph in the

Monthly Magazine that Messrs. S. 1. Pauly civil engineer and
Mr. D. IZgg of No. 32, Strand, are preparing an experiment on

the steerage of a balloon capable of carrying three or four per-

sons. The great bulk inseparable from aerial vessels that are

ca))able of carrying any considerable burthen with such speed as

will render the invention valuable to mankind, is not to be ex-

pected from individual efforts; but I am glad to find professional

engineers turning their "attention to this sul)jcct ; and should any
efficient subscription take place, I hope the committee ap-

pointed to regulate it will encourage these exertions ; and that

by the aid of these gentlemen, in conjunction with the advice of

the first civil engineers the countrv affords, experiments upon
the most efficient scale may soon lead to the establishment of

the art.

I remain, sir,

Your obliged and obedient servant,

Gro. Cavj.ey.

M. de la Roche, in a memoir on the propagation of sound

printed in a late number of the Annales de Cliimie et de' Phy-
sique, draws the following conclusions :

I. That the wind c^'.erciscs almost no sensible influence on
sounds heard at short distances, for instance six metres. 2. When
the distance is greater, the sound is heard far less in the direc-

tion contrary to that of the wind, than in that of the wind itself.

The difference seems to be the greater, in proportion as the di-

fc^tance itself is greater.

From the approximation of those two propositions, M. de la

Roche thinks it results, 1. That the law of decrement of sound

is not the same in the direction of the wind as in that which is

opposite to it. 2. That the influence of the wind on sound is

not more exercised on the spot where it has been produced, than

on every particle of ground which it passes over. 3. That sound

is heard a little better in a direction perpendicular to that of

the

i
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the wind, than in the direction of tlie wind. 4. That caiisei

foreign to the wind, and depending on modifications of the atmo-
sphere, have a very great influence on the facihty with which
sound is propagated to a distance.

Mungo Park.

Everv circumstance that can elucidate the fate of the ex-

plorer of Africa is interesting, although, from the length of

time that has elapsed since he was la t heard of, the probahility

of his being in existence is so chimerical as scarcely to afford

the most distant ray of its being realised. The following is,

however, a singular coincidence, and tlicre can l)e no doubt but

the white men tnerein mentioned might be Mr. Park, and pro-

bably his fellow traveller Lieutenant Martyn
;

particularly as it

is known they embarked on the Niger with only three of their

conipanions, and also that no persons, as is tlsere described,

could possibly be in the interi<»r of that country, and similarly

.''ituated, but them. The -tanner in which this informadon ha?

been obtained is rather singular, i)Ut tlicre seems no reason todoubt

of its correctness. It appeiu's that some time since a gentleman

accidentailv observed in London a seaman whom he had seen at

Cadiz, where he was well known from his having been in Africa,

and at Tom'juctoo, a city which no white person before hss

been al)le to reach, although it is the great object of European

research. This seaman, whose name is Robert Adams, belonged

to the American ship Chavies (and is a native of America, born

on Hudson's river), and was v.recked October 11, 1 8 10, near a

small place called El Gazie, on the African coast, to the north-

ward of Cape Blanco ; and, with the rest of the crew, made
prisoner by the Moors. After some time the whole were con-

veyed by the barbarians across the Great Desert to Sondenny,

and thence to Tombuctoo, experiencing the greatest fatigue and

hardships. After a slavery at various places for fonr years, and

undergoing every cruel treatnieiU, he was so fortunate as to

have his ransom effected by Mr. Dupuis, the Consul at Moga-
dore, from whence lie went to Fez, obtained a passage to Ca-

diz, where he remained until peace with the United States was

concluded, and ultimately arrived in London. He states, that

among the negro-slaves at Wed noon— (where, from his being a

white man, he attracted great notice)—was a v,-oman who said

':he came from a place called Kanno, a long way across the De-
sert, and that she had seen in her own country white men as

white as " bather" (meaning the white wall), and in a large

boat with two high sticks in it, with cloth upon them ; and that

they rowed this boat in a manner different from the custom of

the
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the negroes, who use paddles. In stating this, she made the

motion of rowint^ with oars, so as to leave no doubt that she

had seen a ves^el in the European fashion, and manned by white

people.—Adams arrived at this place August 23, 1812, and re-

mained there till .September 1(S13.

Many of the slaves ])urchased at Tombuctoo and otiier places,

and brought l)y the Moors and Arabs across the (ireat Desert,

come from countries very far to the eastward ; it is therefore

not improbable to suppose tliat the place from whence this

woman came might be the kingdom of Gliana, or Cano, on the

Niger, lying between the lOth and 15th degrees of east longi-

tude. Supposing this correct, the curious relation of this per-

son will afford reasonable ground for conjecturing that Mr. Park
had made further progress on the Niger than where the guide

states he parted with him ; and as Mr. Park's death was by
drowning, together with his companions, and only occurred the

day after the guide gave up his charge, he could not have made
any great progress in his voyage. The time that intervened be-

tween the departure of ]\h'. Park from Sansanding, where he em-
barked on the Niger the 17th of November 1805, and his re-

ported death at Silla, either in March or early in Aj)ril 1806,
would greatly admit of his having reached a territory more di-

stant than Kanno. That this enterprising traveller has met his

death is almost certain ; but the time, place, or circum.'^tances

under which it occurred, are enveloped in mystery, and rest

alone on the bare assertion of his guide, who, it must be recol-

lected, was not an eye-witness of the event, but obtained the

information from others.

At Wed-noon, tiie only white person whom Adams found
there was a Frenchman, who had been shipwrecked and taken

into slavery. The temptation which b.ad been held out to this

man, as is invariably done by the followers of Mahomet to all

Christians who unfortunately fall into their power, was too strong

for him to resist. He had therefore turned Mahometan, and
was in conse(iuence circumcised ; by which means he was im-
mediately removed from slavery, allowed to marry, and was the

father of several children. At this place he had resided twehe
years, and obtained a livelihood by making gunpowder, which
was purchased with great avidity l)y the Moors and Arabs, all of

whom were entirely ignorant of the process used in its manu-
facture. This secret the Frenchman studiously kept from them,
and always made the gunpowder alone in a room of his house,

to which no one else had access. It is reported that he is since

dead.

SIliAM
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STEAM ENGINES IN CORNWALL.

Tlic average work of thirty-one steam-engines in the month
of April, according to Messrs. Leans' Report, was 20^998,138
pounds Hfted one foot high with each hushel' of coals. WoolPs
engine at Wheal Var lifted 43,998,178 pounds, and his engine

at Wheal Abraham S0,908,433 pounds with each bushel.

FULMINATING PLATINA.

Mr. Davy, professw of chemistry to the Cork Institution, has
lately discovered a new combination of platina, which belongs

to the class of fulminating metallic compounds, and has some
curious properties. It explodes by a moderate degree of heat

;

the ex])l()sion is accompanied by a flash of light ; and the pro-

ducts arc gases and metallic platina. In ammoniacal gas, at

the common temperature of the atmosphere, this substance be-
comes ignited ; and in liquid ammonia, gas is copiously evolved

from it. When it is touched with alcohol, a slight crackling-

noise is produced, and it burns with a red flame Mr, Davy is

engaged in the examination of this compound, and will shortly

make known the results of his investigation.

LECTURE.

Theatre of Anatomy.—Mr. Taunton, F.A.S. Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons of London, Surgeon to the City and
Finsbury Dispensaries, City of London Truss Society, &c., com-
menced his Lectures on Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, and
Surgery, on Saturday May IS, to be continued every Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday, at Eight o'CIock in the Evening pre-

cisely.

Particulars may be had on applying to Mr, Taunton, 87^ Hat-
ton Garden.

Meteorological Ohservationa made in Scotland, principally at

Edinburgh, from the \Ath to the 23th ofApril 181G.

April 14.—Fine cold day, with occasional show^ers of small

snow and sleet. Wind from NW. The sea-gulls flew low about

the rocks below West Leith. Night bright and clear.

April 15.—Clouded, and not so cold as yesterday, with more
rain. Dark night.

Jpril IG.—Clouded early; fair day, wilfe wanecloud, par-

takina:
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taking of the cliiocumulative and flimsy form in tramieiit beds,

P.M. The wind became high at night*.

j4pril 17.—Being early this morning on the high point of

jjround called King Arthur's Scat, I noticed the foimation of

stackenclouds around me, \^ hile waneclouds in detachments ap-^

jjeared above, with some curlcloud. During the day large twain-

tloud was formed with cirrous crowns ending in raincloud pouring

light hail and sleet. There is as yet scarcely anv appearance of

spring here ; except the flower of the Crocus vervatis.

yjpril IS.—Obscure and cold, with snow all the afternoon.

The inhabitants of the city of Edinburgh comphiin of an unusually

protracted winter.

jipril 19.—Clear morning; fragments of loose stackencloud

fiving along in the wind. The ligiitcr modifications in a higher

atmosphere, but of confused and indefinite character.

Jipril 20.—Windy unpleasant day. A fine afternoon.

April 21.—Fair warm <lay and calm, an evident change In

the atmosphere, abundance of curlcloud of varied forms, wane-
cloud, sondercloud of indefinite character, and stackencloud in

small quantity. Obscure horizon. Dark blue coloured sea, off

Leith coast. Fine spring evening, with yellow polestreamer"-,

or northern lights. No leaves on the trees here yet. Wanc-
clouds by night.

u4pril 22.—Fine warm morning ; various clouds ; small rain

P.M.
yipril 2'5.—Chiefly clouded over, and cooler, with a breeze.

Dark night.

j^pril 24.—This morning being out early, I noticed that the

tops of the hills were covered with fog, while their bases and the

town below were clear. This cloud did not appear to be fall-

cloud, but wanccloud. The latter is often a ground cloud hke
the former, and it constitutes the wet as distinguished from the

dry mists. Cloudy day with small rain, such as is called a Scotcij

mist.

April 25.—The same sort of mist and rain as yesterday.

6, Colle,5c-Street, K.Iniburgh, n. FoRSTER

* Tlif scnson lias cert.iinly been unnsnally backward both in Scotland

atxi l•'n^;laIKl, and tlie ucalhcr particularly rlian^raiiltn As popular cla-

wonr deduces an unnsnal mortality, particularly ol' sudden deatlib, I am
induced to request the comiininiration of facts on this subject from yor.r

medical correspondents in different parts of the country, and also wish to

know whether, in districts wlierc it has most prevailed, any accurate obser-

vatlon^ iiave been made on aii> jxculiaritici olthc weather.

METEOR a-
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LXXXIII. SomeAccount of the MonumeJi is ofTlieles in Egypt.

[Continued from p. 385.

J

V_^F all the portions of the edifices of Medvnat-Abou, the peri-

style in the midst of which we are is indisputably that which
strikes most, by its imposing mass and character of grandeur:

we are convinced that its founders wished to render it indestruc-

tible, and that the Egyj^tian architects charged with its con-

struction have strained every nerve to make this monument pass

down to the most distant ])osterity. The elegance of its co-

lumns cannot, it is true, be boasted of, but they are colossal; they

are nearly seven feet and a half in diameter, and do not appear

to be too bulky to carry the enormous stones which form the

architraves and the roofs. When we wish to give an account

of the sentiment of admiration which we experience at the sight

of this edifice, we find that we are particularly led away by the

grandeur of those lines which throughout a long space present

wo interruj)tion, and the perfect execution of which answers to

she magnificent manner in which they have been conceived. If

our architects had not already ret\u-ned to sound principles, they

would find here a proof that irregular or tormented lines and pro-

jecting bodies can never be in architecture the source of anyspccies

of grandeur and beauty. But what adda much to the effect

produced by the peristyle are the caryatid pilasters which de-

corate it. " How, in fact, can we refrain from being seized with

a religious and j)rofouud respi^ct at the sight of that council of

gods luiitcd, in some measure, to dictate tlje laws of wisdom and
philanthropy which we s'ee every where wiitten on the walls of

the jjalace ! Th.e Egyptian artists, in throwing these statues

of the gods against pillars which support rich roofs decorated

with stars of a golden yellow colour scattered over a blue ground,

seem to have wished to represent to us the supreme Being under
the azure vault which he fills with his immensity ! How pro-

found nmst have been the impression produced by the sight of

tliis place on the ancient Egyptians, with wliom everv thing had
a mystical and religious meaning, if we who are strangers to

their manners, customs and worship, cannot penetrate without
emotion into the midst of these galleries, every supporter cf

which is a god 1 How nobly monumental is the simplicity cf

the attitudes and the form of the statues, and how grcr.tly does

the rigid immoveability add to the imposing aspect of the whole
edifice! What a superficial examination mightinduce us to re-

gard as the infancy of the art, seems on the contrary to be jlie

result of a foreseen and calculated perfection.''

Vol. 47. No. 21S. June IS16. C c 1 have
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I have given the above passage from the Description de

VK^Tjpte entire, and I sh;vll give otliers still, because the mere
expression of the effects of these monunieuts on the observer

rnay suggest in the imagination of the reader ideas which the

sim])]e indication of these dead maTi;- could not possildy give.

Tiie northern part of the palace is almost wholly in ruins; never-

theless we can distinguish several chambers which appear to

have been inhabited.

What is most remarkable in those ruins is the sculpture with

which the external and internal surfaces of this palace are covered.

Those outside arc historical: tliev are generallv l)att!cs or sea-

fights. In the land Ijattles there are several in which the vic-

tory is on the side of the Egyptians The cliief or king always

appears in a car ; he is of a colossal size, and armed with a lance

and bow and arrows. The wheels of his chariot break the enemy's

ranks. The Egyptians are partly in the midst of the fight:

other columns also come up in succession. This same figure

of the king reapjiears several times: sometimes he marches

tlowlv and stop-^, and sometimes he pushes his coursers into the

midst of his eticmies. In other parts there is a lion hunt de-

scribed. The king in his car pursues into the thickest part of

the wood two lions, one of which is just expiring; the other,

which still flies, is struck by four arrows. The most remarkable

of these representations, however, is the naval combat. It re-

presents an invasion repelled, in which the victory has already

declared for the Egyptian^. The king is })Iaced on the shore
;

imdcr his feet are enemies biting the dust ; there are others be-

fore him ;—he looks sternly at tlie enemy. Quite close to the

shore is the battle of the two fleets. The Egv}itian vessels, en-

tirely different from those of the Nile (thev uiav well be called

long vessels,) have their prows shaped li.ke lions' heads, those of

the eneniy are of similar construction. The condjat is evidently

not terminated, but victory will decide for the Egyptians. Some
of the enemy's ships are entangled, others are taken, some arc

sinking. We see in these representations the rudiments of naval

tactics. The enemy's s([uadron is surrounded bv that of the

Egyptians', and npi)arently there is no chance of its escaping.

In all these ho.'-tile pictu;cs the different nations are carefull.

tlistinguished from each other by their dress and armour. In

the laud cond)ats the enemy have always the beard and tht?

timic long. In the naval combat they wear short and light

habits: part of them wcur a bonnet, like the caps of modcrr.

soldiers, and surmounted with feathers; others liavc leathern

helmets.

By these trait-^ we recognise a southern nation : and th'j

'Frencli artists have taken them for In^lian^, This variety of

costume
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costume is also religiously observed in tlie pictures which form

the rest of the series. But the greater part cf the building being

in ruin-;, these representations are in bad preservation ; besides,

there have l)een no drawings of thcni yet taken.

The sculptures of t'.ie interior of tl;e palace are of a different

kind, but they are still analogous. They consist of triumphal

marches intimately connectcil with religious ceremonies : not

only are the processions directed towards the gods, but the gods

themselves take part in them. The most curious of these bas-

reliefs are to be f^een on the fine peristyle which we have men-
tioned. One of the walls of this part of the palace represents

the victorious king stopping, in his chariot; we recognise his

royalty by the serpent on his head. The horses adorned by rich

coverings are caressed bv grooms: the king in a majestic atti-

tude seems to turn round and desire the prisoners to be brought

to him. The latter ;urive by threes and fours at a time, led by
an Egyptian, This march is represented by the artists in four

rows raised above each other. The prisoners are enveloped in

cloaks of a 1)lue and green colour, under which they have still

another covering. The Egyptians have white vestments with
,

red streaks: the colours have preserved all their brilliancy.

The prisoners are without arms—the hands are in different atti-

tudes, partly tied over the head. In front of the car of the con-

queror are the hands and parts of generation of those who have

perished: the jirisoners brought in are not mutilated.

On the northern v/all of this peristjlc is represented a trium-

phal march. The king seated on his throne is carried by eight

warriors in a rich palanquin: these warriors are decorated with

feathers, the endjlems of victo:y. The throne is covered with

a superb carpet ; the feet of the conqueror rest on a cushion :

h.e bears in Ids hand the cross and the keys, the attributes of

divinity: two genii placed behind him cover him with their

v,ir,gs. The lion, the stag, the sei jjent, and the sphinx, the sym-

bols of his grandeur, are by his side. The procession is com-
jjoscd of warriors decorated with palms and feathers, and of

priests who offer up incense, A priest with a scroll in his hand

seems to proclaim the exploits of the conqueror. Thexavalcade

])roceeds towards the temple of Osiris, whose statue is to be seen.

Four priests go before the hero to conduct him into the temjjle,

where he is to offer his sacrifices. Soon the march is continued :

the god himself, quitting his sacred residence, accompanies the

king, and twenty- four priests bear the god under a magnificent

canopy. The conqueror, who has changed his clothes and head-

dress, opens tlie march. Above him flies the stag, and the sacred

Lull accompanies the procession. In front of it march seven-

teen priests b<'aring the attributes of the divinity. In general

C c 2
'

this
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tliismarcli has become a religions procession: the priests, and no
longer the warriors, are now the principal personages. Soon
again the scene changes entirely, and the king performs the

functions of sacrihcing high-priest. It is remarkable that this

icene seems to relate to agriculture. A priest presents to the

king a handful of stalks which he cuts with a hook : after-

wards he offer:, his gifts to the divinity. We ought to separate

this scene entirely from the preceding one, and represent the

king protecting the arts of peace, as the former shows him in

liis military glory. This a;nigma would not be one to us with-

out doubt if the whole of the sculj)tures had been ))reserved.

One of the lateral halls also contains some curious sculptures:

tViey seem to rej)rehent the initiation of the king into the my-
steries.

The royal candidate is purified in the first place bv some
priests. Others take him by the hand to introduce him into the

sanctuary. Here every thing is mysterious. The priests are

almost all covered with masks of animals.

In all these representations the French authors see the ex-

ploits of Sesostris, to whom, in fact, we may ascribe this palace.

At some distance from the palace, to the north-west, is the

Temple of Medynat-Abou, which fronts the Nile. This temide
has buttresses which are not finished, and which seem to be of

an origin posterior to that of tlic principal temple. It is almost

entirely in ruins ; the distribution of its parts is in conformity

with tliat of the other temples.

To the north-west of this temple a plain extends which is

extremely curious: it is partly covered with a forest of Mimosa,
and bears the name of the field of the Colossi. Not less than

seventeen colossal figures are counted in it: some are in an ereet

posture, others are only half erect, and some are completely

t'nrown drown. Among them is the famous colossus of Mem-
r.on, which at sun-rise emitted certain sounds.

In the first place, strangers remark two colossi joined toge-

ther, now called the one on the north Thama, and the other Chama
on the south; both of them front the Nile. Tliev arc both of

free-stone, are forty-eight feet high without the pc<lestal,—iu

all sixty. The weight of each when whole is estimated at

2,()12,()001I)s. The Chama is in one piece ; the upper part of

the other is conrposed of five pieces. As all the colossi of the

Egyptians were monolites, it cannot be doubted that the

Thama was so originally. It is this same statue which, from

the interpretation of the inscriptions which it received in the

two first centuries of the Christian era, was reganled as that of

Memnon ; for the inscrtj)tions say that he who engraved them
had heard the sound of the colossus. Doubts, however, have

been
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been started of this fact, founded partly on the quality and co-

ioiirs of the stone *, partly on a passage of Strabo, in which it

is said that in his time the stone was i)roken in the middle,

which is confirmed by the description of Pausanias. It is added
also, that it is unknown at what period the colossus must have
been repaired. All these doubts, however, cannot have much
weight. The stone is in fact, according to the representation

of the French authors, a free-stone blackened by the influence

of the air: and because we are ignorant nho repaired the statue,

we cannot reject the evidence that it has been so repaired. If

wc might hazard an hypothesis, might v/e not suppose that the

reign of Scptinms Severus, who made so many reparations of

monuments in Egypt, was the era ?

Some distance from tlience, to the N.W., we are struck with

two immense molea of stones loaded with hieroglyphics ; they

have probably served as pedestals for two other colossi. More
to the northward, beside a triple row of columns we find a con-

siderable fragment of a colossus in the attitude of walking,

thirty feet high ;—a little farther on there is the trunk of a

statue seated, of black granite. To the north are the remains

of a column of yellow marble, marching ;—further on are the

ruins of two others of red granite, seated ;—two others succeed,

forty feet high each, marching. In general, if it is now proved

that since the conunencement of our era the soil has been raised

from 15 to 20 feet on this point, how many broken or over-

thrown statues mav be still concealed under ground !

Mow came this quantity of colossi to be heaped up in this

apparent disorder? This is the first question which occurs.

The appearance of the place, the ruins of the columns scattered

here and there, give reason to suj)jJose that there was an im-

mense building formerly there, the whole length of wliich, with

the pylones, the courts, the galleries and apartments, could not

be less than 1800 feet. It is apjmrently before the pylones and
before the entrances of the courts and porticos that these colossi

were placed : ve see this at least in tlie Palace of Osyinandyas,

and others. \i\ general it was not customary in Egypt to j)lace

* Pocockc and Nordcn dilTcr in opinion respecting the statue of Mom-
non. Pocockf;, vol. ii. p. 101, considers it to be the colossus which wo
have described. Norden, t. ii. p. 1'28, (edition of M. Lnngles) seeks for

it in a colossus which is to he found in front of the Temple of Osymaiidyas,

and which is broken in the middle. Count VeJtheim lias defended the

opinion of Norden in his Antiquarisclie Aufsaetze, t. ii. p. 69 ; but his rea-

sons are not very plausible. The inscriptions on the colossus of Pococke
evidently prove that at tiie period when they were made this colossus was
regarded as that of Meninon. Is it probable that without some reason

the tradition has been transferred from one statue to another? The opi-

nion of Norden is supported ;ilso by that of M. Langks.

C C 3 Cv>;c5i^i
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colossi anywliere ehe tluin within or in front of the buildings.

As to the spjiinxcs which formed alleys, it was certainly other-

wise. But what confirms our opinion is, that Straho and Pliny

place the colossus of Mcmnon in an edifice which the former

calls the Memnoniiim, and which the other calls theSerapeum.
Nevertheless, if the enormous dimensions \\hich a building nm;-;t

have had adorned by such colossi, excite astonislunent, it ap-

pears no less ONtraordiuary that such slight remains of it are to

be found. This new doubtvvill vanish of itself, if we sujjpose

that the building was of limestone; and nothinj^ contradicts tliis

opinion, for in tact the materials of those buildings have since

been used for lime. Their number must have been consider-

able j the immense excavations in the calcareous rocks prove

this. There likewise remains near this colossus the remains of

an ancient building constructed of this stone.

It is also more to the northward that the building is to be

found which modern travellers, and particularly Norden, ge-

nerally call Mennionium*, but which must be designated the

Palace and Tomb of Osymandyas. The ruins of this building

are among the most picturesque of those of ancient Thebes,

This palace was built of free-stone. Tlie pvlones, many of the

cohuims and caryatid ))illnrs of this building, are still standing,

while the ruins of so many others are heaped up around in hil-

locks. Here also v.e <?nter by a superb gateway into a square

court, which is upwards of 1-10 feet long by Kil broad. It i^

in ruins, with the exception of two colunms still standing,

and so encumbered with blocks of granite as to resemble a quarry

more than a court. By and by we discover the ruins of a

formidable colossus destroyed with violence, i)ut of which tha

head with a foot and a hand still remain. The fore finger is

nearly four feet long, the distance from one shoulder to the

other in a straight line is twenty-one feet The height of the

whole could not have been less than forty-five feet. The pedestal,

eighteen feet high, is still stiuuling opposite the second gateway.

The pedestal, like tlie colossus itself, is of the finest red granite.

It is near this city also that we still find the spot from which

this mass of two millions of pounds has been detached, in order

to be conveyed to the place which it afterwards occupicil, forty-

* fa order to avoid :i]| coiifMsion in ilie topouiiijiliv of Tin lies, it must
Le oliscrvt'd tliKt N'lmlcii iind ollitr travflk r.s c;dl Mciimoniiiin or i'nliice

of Mcmnon, ll)i\t w.'iitli with more reaioii oii^lit to be cailcd tlie ra!;icc of
(Jsjniaiulyas. Fococke falls into another error, in taking for the Meni-

noniuin tiic Palace of Mcdynat-Abou. Sir W. Ilamillon is also of iiis

opinion. Neverllieless it is bctwct ii these two buildiiins that the lniildiMg

ill ruins is to be foijnd, to which the statue of iJenuion bcionj;i.'d, and to

»vhich Strabo has {jiven tiic iiannj of M.cmiiijniuin,

five
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five leagues off. Tlie researches made on the spot have shown
that this biiihhnr^ coiitaint'd four similar colossi, one of whicli of

granite soeiiis to liave been ])lace(I beside that just mentioned.

By a second buttress, less elevated t'.ian the former, we enter

into a peristyle which is also 140 feet long by 160 broad. This

peristyle was surrounded by galleries formed to the north and
the south by^a double row of columns; on the ea^t liy a single

row of caryatid jjillars, and on the west by columns and caryatid

pillars. The southern part is demolished; but the northern

part is in sufficient preservation to enable us to judge of the

whole with some certainty. This peristyle also contains two
colossi, each about twenty-three feet high. One is entirely of

black granite ; the other has also a black body, but the head
is of red granite. This head is preserved. It has a cahnness

full of grace, and that happy physiognomy which more than

beauty itself has the art of pleasing ; the corners of the moutli,

a little raised towards the eye, express a smile. Vve caimot

represent a divinity under traits which can make it more vene-

rated.

From the peristyle we enter by three doors into a vast apart-

ment, 'the roof of which is supported by sixty columns in ten

rows, each containing six columns; four of those columns are

still standing, but dispersed. This hall was divided into three

compartments We may conceive an idea of the majesty of

the whole, when we recollect that the columns of the middle

compartment, greater than the rest, are thirty-five feet Iiigb,

and more than six feet in diameter. Adjoining this hall is a

second and a third, and in each are eight columns still standmg,

and of the same size.

Such are the remains of a building which, great as it now
appears, must have been formerly still more extensive. If it

excite admiration as a monument of architecture, it is not less re-

markable on account of the sculptures which cover its walls. The
latter are still pattly covcied wi h sacred hieroglyphics, and |)artly

historical bas-reliefs. The former represent, as usual, divinities,

and the offerings which are made to them; but the l)as-reliefs

deserve a particular examination. Unfortunately it is the same
with them as with the whole building—a small part only re-

mains.

The first of these bas-reliefs is on the interior surface- of the

first of the two grand buttresses. It is a representation of a

battle—The infantry advance in close column : at the head is

the chief, of a colossal height, in a chariot. Further off is seen

the tumult of the battle. The chiefs in their chariots precipitate

themselves on the enemy. Dead, wounded, and dying—men
and horses flying—all is confusion. In the middle of the field

Co 4 of
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of battle a river is seen, into which the fugitives throiv them-

selves, while their countrymen are ready to receive them on the

oppositive bank. On t'ne left side of the buttress a hero is seen

of colossal stature seated on a throne elegantly adorned. Flis

feet rest on a footstool on which captives are represented. The
cushions of the seat and of the footstool seem to be precious

stuffs studded with stars. A procession of twenty-one persons

in long vestments approach him in a respcctftd and suppliant

posture. Hard by we see chariots and warriors with immense

bucklers. Tlie army to which they seem to lu-long has a rear-

guard of infantry and chariots, each carrying a warrior. The
baggage is assailed by the enemy, but vigorously defended. The
walls of the peristyle exhibit rejnesentations not less interesting.

There is a combat there also. It is a hostile invasion repulsed.

A river traverses the field of battle, formir.g numerous simiosities.

In several places we see the remains of the blue colour with

which the river was painted. It waters a fort, tlie object of the

movements on both banks. The inhabitants of the fort, how-

ever, have passed the river. They have bt^ards and long tunics :

three are in each chariot.

The Egyptians, on foot or mounted in chariots, are commanded

Lv their king and divided into detachments, each having its head

or chief of a higher stature than the rest. They overwhelm every

thing which they meet on their passage, and trample under foot

the dead and dying. Numbers of the enemy are drowned in

trving to pass the river. They arc pursued by the victors.

On the walls of the great hall is represented an assault, and

at the same time the taking of a fort, perhaps the continuation

of the foregoing battle. At the foot of the wall we see a kind

of tortoise formed by large bucklers. Behind, and partly under

this machine, are the warriors, whose feet only are uncovered.

A ladder is applied : soldiers ascend it. Already is the first of

the four approaches to the fort gained ; the battle continues

:

the besieged tiirow down stones and burning substances. But

the issue of the combat is no longer doubtful; and the flag which

is seen, is perhaps, although pierced with arrows, the signal

that they wish to surrender. It is to be presumed that the parts

of the palace which are destroyed, represented the triumph of

the conqueror: and if this palace be in fact that of Osymandya"?,

described by Diodorus, we should have found a still more inter-

esting scene,—the supreme tribunal of Egypt, and the grand

judge having the symbol of truth on his breast.

The western district between those grand buildings and the

Libyan chain is not without its monuments. We there see a

Temple of Isis, smaller but curious and well preserved. It is

heie particularly that we remark in all its lustre llic play of co-

louring
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louring with wViich the Ims-reliefs are adorned. Tlie dimensions

of this buildiui^ admit of our taking in the wiiole at a singk
glance, and of judging with more certainty of the effect pro-

duced hv those ornaments. M. Denon takes this occasion to

remark, that " in this case the union of sculpture and painting,

which mij^lit appear strange, presents nothing disgusting at first

sight. The eye is rather pleased with the sensations which it

excites."

The bas-rehd's refer to religious subjects: tlie most curious of

the wliole is a judgement of the dead, as it is painted on several

monuments*. It is very probable that this temple served at

t;ie same time f(^r a burial-place.

On ])roceeding from this monument of the palace of Osv-
mandyas northward, we find ourselves in the midst of an allev of

pedestals which is only interrvipted to begin once more. Ri-

gorous inquiries have proved that this was an alley of sphinxe*

to the number of two lumdred, all of colossal size, if we mav
yidge by the pedestals, which are six feet broad by twelve long,

llie breadth of the alley was forty feet, the distance of the

statues seven. What must have been the size of the edifice to

which this alley led ! We find enormous ruins of buttresses,

walls, and stair-cases; but nothing entire. What is also re-

markable is a building which presents the form of a vault, with-

out there being one actually, as the most scrutinous inquirie-?

have demonstrated ; a new proof that arches were entirely un-
known to the Egyptians.

There still remains on this side of the Nile the building north-

•wcst of Thebes, near the village of Kurnu, the name of u-hicli

it also bears. The Palace of Kurnu, {El Gnryiu according to

Sir W. Hamilton,) altiiough not among the number of the mag-
nificent monuments of this ancient residence, is nevertheless too

large to entitle us to suppose that it was the residence of an in-

dividual. Tills monument is tlie more remarkable (not being a

temple), as it seems to offer a medium between the vast palaces

of the kings and -.he houses of individuals. We find here neither

sphinxes, nor obelisks, nor those enormous buttresses, nor a co-

* In tlie Tdees sur la Politigue des Tevples de VAfrique, t. ii. p. 655, we
find this passajre :

" U'e see in this picture tlie god Osiris seated, jud}.'iii2

the dead. He is known by his ordinary attributes. Before iiim is the

flower of the lotus, fiie symbol of lite eternal, and a lion apparently as if

g'lardini; the infernal regions. A small fi<;ure is placed in a large balanrc

by two <:cnii with the heads of animals ; the one has the head of a dog, the

symbol of L'ross sensuality ; the other has the head of a stag, tiie common
•ymbol of purity, religious and moral. The two genii raise their hands to

"'it: balance, and seem to make representations to Osiris. Before this pod
]b llernics with a head of Ibis, with tablets in his hand to mark the x-irtues

aad vices of the defunct."

lonnade

:
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lonnade : all seems destined for a residence. If the wliole is not

colossal, it is nevertheless very large. A portico 150 feet long,

supported by ten columns, forms the entrance: this is preserved

almost entire. Two doorwavs lead from tiie porticos into the

interior of the building. By the middle door-waVj vviiich is the

largest, we enter a vestibule supported by six columns; beyond

this several doors open from the halls and apartments. The
door-w3v of the portico on the left also leads into a hall, beside

which are several oilier halls, and further on some smaller apart

-

inents. The right side seems to have been arranged in the same
way, but the ^^ hole of it is in ruins. The whole l)uil.ir.g was

therefore com})oscd of three parts, independent of each other,

but united by the grand entrance portico. This palace differs

from the rest also^n so far as it is without those historical or

religious representations which cover their walls. We must
conclude, however, that if it has not been the residence of

kings, it must be at least admitted that it was inhabited by some
grandee of the empire *.

[To he contiiuicd.]

LXXXIV. On the Principles of Securily in Sir Humphry
Davy's Lamp. By J. Muukav, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — An page 3 19 of the Annrds of Philo«;oj)hy, an anonymous
correspondent attacks the sccuritv of Sir M. Davy's safe-lamp :

1. Because the Philosophical Magazine approves; and, 2. Be-
cause the principle on which its safety rests has not ieeu de-

veloped. You will, sir, no doubt, allow this writer whatever be-

nefit his objections may claim from the first. I shall endeavour

to relieve the second ground of his scruple^, premising that it

appears to me unwise and unbecoming to indulge in scepticism

because the principles of the phaMiomcnou are veiled from ken.

In the needle, the jioluritv is pal|)able to seii>>e—the cause jui-

knotivi. In the case of this curious instrument, has it not un-

dergone '^ the torture of the fire ?" I lament to see the remarks

of Dr. Roid Clanny, and the mode he has adopted in intro-

ducing himself to public notice—whatever analogy may obtain

in the lamp constructed bv Stephenson and the first projection

of Davy, there is no seinlilance wliatever between the lamp of

Dr. Ilcid Clanny and the latter.

* For tlie liPaiuiful riif:r;n in"; of lliis biiililiiip; ^vI)i^ll «rc<)tn|i;iiiifs the

present iiniiiljer, wo iirc iiidchtcd to tlic kiijtlnr.>-s of Mr. C. Tavlor, of

llalien 0;ii(kn. It is one of itn.- iiiuiiy clogant plates wliicli embellish the

v>ork entitled Eovrr, now publi::liii)^ by Mr. Taylor.

When
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When a bar of metal, &c. is plunged into flame, there is a chasm

nround the cylinder of about one-sixteenth of an inch width,

«nd it is important to remark that this distance is maintained,

however unequal tlie diameter of the rod may be—a mass se-

vc^ral inches thick, and wire of the most delicate dimensions,

o(|ually repel the surface of flame. Hence the plexus of wire

has no reference to the rnagnilude of tlie metal employed in its

fabrication. There will, therefore, be no danger, in wire of a
proper thickness, of the meshes being dissolved by the action of

flame: besides, the lamp will only be subject to the continued

attack of the flame of fire-damp for afew seconds occasionally.

In an atmosphere which has readied the maximum, the lamp i*

extinguished', and where the carbonated hydrogen mixes onlv

in minute proportion, the flame of the lamp is magnified to an
extent, which is insuificient to fill up the cylinder, or approach
nearly to the interior surface of the sides of the wire-gauze.

Parallel bars, I found, })revented the communication of flam??

'vith equal facility as wire-gauze. The interval must not exceed

one-eighth of an iiich. Here, therefore, is a limit pointed out to

us :— If the meshes are eiie-sixteenth of an inch apart, no danger

would occur should an accident break down the alternate one.

When the bars are crossed by others at right angles, it consti-

tutes a doulle security. The phsenomena described are sup-
jiorted when the wire is red hot. The phaenomenon is not 77200--

7ietic, for copper, zinc, and silver, ward ofif the flame as well as

iron and nickel ; nor is it connected with electrics and non-

electrics^ for bars of glass, &c. serve the purpose as well as rods

of metal. A concave surface of silver attracts flame, but still

maintains the " appointed'^ distance. Is this interval filled up
with caloric, distinct from the combustion ? We may thrust a

match into a cone of flame, and it is only burnt exterior to the

surface, where its temperature appears to be exalted to ignition.

Were it simply an envelope of emanating heated agate and
carbonic acid gas, combustion would be prevented. Flame will

not kindle gunpowder; and, on tlie contrary, inflammable ga.ses

are not acted upon by the spark, unless exalted into at least

incipient flame. This remarkable fact merits investigation.

I made sieves of hair, whale-bone, &c. and found them secure

as metallic wire.

The lamp of Sir H. Davy is indeed " a present from philo-

sophy to the arts," and its distinguished author " well merits

the civic crown." Science never shines with a sublimer lustre

than when regarding the interests of humanity.

I am respectfully, sir,

Yo'Ur very humble servant,

Liverpool, June T), 181G. J. MuRRAY.
LXXXV. Somz
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LXXXV. Some Account of the ncu' Hot and Cold Baths at

Ramsgate. JJt/ A Correspondent.

Jlt has been remarked by intelligent travellers, thr.t of all the

situations on the coast of Great Britain, fre<iuenttd for the pur-

pose of sea-bathing, no where are the two great requisites

of salubrity of climate and picturcsqucncss of scenery more
strikingly united than in the isle of Thanet. The beautiful

district of rising ground known by that name, is the most eastern

point of land in England, and consists of a solid mass of chalk

shelving into the German Ocean, al)ove the level of which it is

considerably raised, forming a romantic peninsula, having four-

fifths of its boundary washed by the sea.

In consequence of the immense beds of calcarcou'' matter
which compose tliis peninsula, the air is remarkably pure and
free from moisture; as an effect of the ra))id absor]itiou of hu-

midity by the soil, no stagnant water is to be met with, and the

rain which falls disaj)pears so rapidly, that the most delicate In-

valid may walk out with perfect safety immediately after the

most copious shower.

The town of Ramsgate, which stands on the southern side of

the island, enjovs all these advantages in a very eminent degree.

From being built in a valley formed by an indentation in the

cliff, somewhat in the manner of an amphithealrc, open to-

wards the sea, it is completely screened from the cold winds to

which the towrfs on the opposite side are exposed. Its sheltered

situation promotes that luxuriant vegetation in the town and its

immediate neighbourhood, which forms a striking contrast to th.e

bleak and monotonous scenery of other bathing places.

Notwithstanding the great number of persons, however, who
annually visit Ramsgate for bathing and recreation, in conse-

quence of its excellent beach and various other attractions, no
establishment on a scale adequate to the rising importance of

the place, has been hitherto formed for hot sea-water bathing. A
building, from the designs of Mr. Meiklehain, h;i!i.therefore been
lately erected at Ram?gate for warm sea-water bathing, which,

from the scientific nature of its construction and arrangement,

promises to be one of the greatest nccjuisitions to t!ie public,

since the introduction of the warm baths into England.

The new baths arc situated on the west cliff at Ramsgate,
and at an elevation of one huuflred and ten feet above the level

of the sea : they range with the other buildings of the Paragon,

having the space between the front and the cliff laid out as a

promenade. (IMate III.)

A horizontal tunnel has been excavated in the rock, running

at
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at the level of low water under the building, to a distance of cue
hundred and eighty feet, until it joins with a vertical tunnel from
the top. The tideebhs and flows in this horizontal tunnel; and
the pumps in the vertical one, are so placed as always to get
their supply at high writer. In order to have the sujiply as free

from vegetable impurities as possible, a wooden trunk has been
carried from the entrance of the tunnel to a distance of one hun-
dred and five feet into the sea ; having gratings at small di-

stances to intercept the weed, which niiglit be driven into the
pumps by the violence of the tide. This tunnel has a sluice at
its upper extremity for the purpose of clearing out the saud
which may subside at the bottom by means of a back current.

The pumps are worked by horses; and the water after -being

raised 110 feet, flows into a large reservoir, from which it is

conveyed through pipes into the boilers and other parts of the
building.

The building which contains the baths is 120 feet long and
3i feet deep, fronting tlie sea. This building is divided into

three parts, viz. a circular centre, with the baths and dressing-

rooms in each wing; the front is finished with handsome stone
ornaments. Two flights of steps conduct into the saloon fi-

nished with pilasters at equal distances on its circumference, and
is furnished with the daily papers, reviews, and other periodical

publications for the accommodation of those wlio use the baths,

and the floor is five feet a!)ove the level of the promenade for the
advantage of a more extended prospect, and surmounted with
an elegant ornamented dome-ceiling. The semicircumferenee

of this room is open towards the sea : and a person seated in

the centre of it commands one of the most extensive and varied

])rospects in the world. The country from Pegwell to Canter-
bury,—the buy itself in its whole sweep

;
point«of Dover ; tin?

sliipping in the Downs; the coast of France from Dunkirk to

Boulogne ; and in the afternoon v.hen the cliffs are illuminated

by the setting sun, every indentation of the coast is clearly dis-

cernible to the naked eye, appearing but a few miles distant
;

immediately under the windows, the shipj)ing in Ramsgate liar-

bour, and its celebrated |)ier stretching into the bav. In the

evening the glimmering of the several light-houses in the distance,

the lamps of the vessels pa.ssing through the chamiel, the bright

light on the pier-head illuminating the fcireground, form altogether

one of the most enchanting scenes we have ever witnessed.

The baths, which are formed of white marble, are each placed

in a room, lighted and ventilated from the ceiling, and commu-
nicating with their separate dressing-rooms. They are in lengch,

width and depth, of the dimensions of the celebrated warm bath^i

at Na])le?, which are so large as to allow invalids using the fric-

tion
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tion brush, to do so conveniently, without exposing any part of

the body above the surface of tlie water. Pipes from the reser-

voirs and boilers, conduct hot and cold water into each, and

another communicating with tlic drains allows it to run off after

being used in a bath. The luisightly a])|)aratus of pipes and

cocks are here kept entirely out of view, and the whole apart-

ment has cpiitc the air of an ancient Roman bath. The dressing-

rooms attached to each bath are of a very ample size, having a

sea prospect, and they are fitted up with every thing that can

administer to the comfort and pleasure of the bather.

The s/ioirer baths are cojistructed to have a supply either of

cold or liol water, and the dressing-rooms which are attached to

them, are furnished in the same manner as the others,

Vnpmir halhs are aNo inclu<led in these establishments, and

we understand modelled after those recommended and invented

by the honourable Mr. Cochrane. From the several contri-

vances for increasing or decreasng the temi)erature of the va-

po\ir, it can be applied generally to the whole bodv, or topically

to anv particular part of it, with the greatest certainty and pre-

cision. A J ea ica tcd vdpGi/i^ ciiu he generated ar.d ajjplied wit!)

the same apparatus, and heated air can be introduced into this

apartment to act as a Russian sweating bath, with the oppor-

tunitv of using at the same time the cold or the hoi shower-

baths.

This establishment, however, has,anothcr claim towards being

unique in kind. Steam has been applied to heating building's

for the purposes of n;anufactures, but this is tlie first successful

.'ittcmjjt at employing it in a manner condjiuing the greatest

elegance with the greatest c;nivcnience and certainty. The
team is generated in a boiler on the outside of the building, from

which it is conducted under the floors by pipes into an elegant

vase ])laced in each dressing-room, standing in a niche made iu

the situation conmionlv occupied by the fire-place. In some
of the coldest days in February, the temperature of the whole

building was as high as 65°, and had all the delightful warmth
of a day in suunner. From the various contrix ar.ces for admitting

the -Steam, or stopi)ing it off from any particular part of the

building, and directing it to any other particular apartment o;

•erics of apartments, the temperature can be raised at pleasure.

In an establishment of this kind this mode of heating is ;i great

improvement ; the time re(]uircd to trim the fires, and in keeping

the apartments free from dust, if that is possible in an open fire-

place, is saved to the attendants: and the invalids experience

none of that unpleasant Iccling occasioned by the opening and
slmtting of doors when dressing or undressing; and what has

been so loudly complained of, the unequal temperature of the

apartment
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apartment and the currents of coid air from tlie clumney acting

on the surface of the body, and in the cases of rheumatism, more
particularly, defeating tlic object for which the warm-bath was
presciibed.

When walking over tlie buildinii, we had an opportunity of

examining a model of a cliemical apparatus for producing chaly-

icate tvnier, by Galvanic action ; but as we were informed, con-

siderable improvements were making on the larger apparatus,

we will take an early opportunity of laying a description of it

before our readers.

The i'-i'it and not the least improvement in this establishment

is the very moderritc oum which is intended to be charged for each

hath. Those wlio have been accustomeil to ficcjuent Brighton

for clienpncss, will now here be agreeably surj)rised at finding

infinitely superior accommodation for the saiJie money.

LXXXVL Oil Indigogenc. By J. Murray, E'^tj.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— 1 PEG to submit some remarks on the substance called

b} Brugnatelli indigogene.

It is obtained from indigo, a substance one of the products of

the Indigofera and Isaiis, and the varied species of v.hich are

natives of the East Indies, Cape of Good Hope, and New Hol-
land. The extract from tiic letter of M. Van Ivlons of Brussels,

JT) the Phi]o?ophical Magazine, first called my attention towards

this curious body.

li' indigo in the form of powder be projected on a red hot

iron, a vapour of a blueish colom- arises, and a red shade passes

over the surface of the iron. This vapour exhales a peculiar

odour somewhat resembling burnt malt; and when condensed,

the indigngene is evolved under the form of fine ncedlelike cry-

stals of a copper colour and lustre: viewed tlirough a len?, some-

limes arborescent groups appear. The mode which I adopt for

procuring the indigogene is as follovv's:

A small glass capsule (a watch glass will suit) containing th^

powdered indigo is set in one of the sliding rings of the stand

usually accompanying an Argand's lamp. A flat piece of glass is

placed on the capside, and it is then submitted to the action of

heat. Water is first given ofif, then succeeds a reddish vapour,

which attaclics to the Hat piece of glass (from which it is ditfi-

eultiy removed by spirits of turpentine); and ultimately, after the

heat has been considerably increased, the substance in question
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is seen to pervade the surface of the indigo (which hccomcj a

crust). It may be detached by means of a delicate spatula. The
odoiu- at first is unpleasant, but it becomes more mild and some-
what like that of sweet wort; or it may be obtained by heating

indigo on a metallic plate. I have seen similar crysitals on
the sides of the indigo vat, from whence it seemed to have su-

blim.ed.

I find that indigogcne is readily soluble in sulphuric acid and

also in nitric acid,comnm[iicating to each a green coloiu". It is

not soluble in muriatic acid, nor in a solution of boiling caustic

potassaj nor in ammonia.
h is soluble in olive oil, even when cold, and in naphtha and

tajeput oil with the assistance of heat. Ammonia added to the

solution in oil of olives docs not materially evolve the substance,

bi'.t from naphtha and cajcput oil it is disengaged unaltered.

Ir.digogcne Is boluble in hot alcohol and sulphuric ctlier. It

is in-itantly dissolved by an alcoholic solution of camphor being

increased by heat, but is not so soluble in soap dissolved by spi-

rit, communicating to these a blue tinge.

Indigogene when projected on melted nitrate of potassa de-

tojiates, and slightly explodes when mixed with oxymuriate

pota-isa on the contact of sulphuric acid.

Indigogene docs not combine v,-ith mercurv by simple triture,

but forms an amalgam aided by heat. Before the blowpipe

when in a platina spoon it scintillates and inflames, a violet va-

pour evolve>, and a blue shade crowns the surface of platina.

—

By percussion with oxymuriate potassa it fulminates with flame.

The effects of various reagents may form the subject of a future

paper.

I am, $cc.

Liverpool, June 8, lolti. J. MfRRAY.

LXXXVIl. On the State of the Manufacture of Stii^ar in France.

By M, Ic Cotntc Chapial.

[Coiicliulfd from p. 339.

J

J. II]-: boiler into which the cleared juice falls should be about

eight feet long, five and a half wide, antl twenty-two inches deep.

As soon as the bottom of this boiler is covered with tlie liquid,

the fire is lighted, aiid the heat raised to ebullition as quick as

possible. The instant the liipior begins to boil, sulphuric acid,

diluted with twenty parts of water, is poured into it, in the pro-

portion of a tenth i)art of the lime employed j the whole must
be
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he well stirred, that it may be completely mixed. In order td

ascertain that there is no excess of lime or ot acid in the licjuor,

it may be tried upon paper coloured with turnsole or curcum.a.

It is best to suffer the excess of lime to remain, and to employ
no more of the acid, the moment that it gives to the curruma
paper a tint of a pale brick or deep wliite wine colour. After

this operation, three per cent, of animal charcoal, well pounded
to an impalpable powder, is mixed with the liquor, utkI imme-
diately afterwards is eldded half of the charcoal that was used the

evening before.

It has been observed that charcoal which comes from the pre-

paration of prussian blue produces a better effect th.an that wliich

proceeds from the distillation of animal matters in the manu-
factories of sal-ammoniac, which seems to retain the state of ex-
treme division that is effected by the calcination ; for it is ascer*

tained that animal charcoal produces a greater effect in propor*

tion as it is more attenuated and divided by pounding. M. Fi-

guier of Montpellier was the first who discovered the superiority

of animal charcoal to that of wood for decoloratiiig liquids; and
IVI. Derosne's application of it to the svrup of beet-root is so

much the happier, as this charcoal, besides its property of de-

colorating, destroys the bad effects of the lime, and gives greater

facility to the boiling.

After the last addition of charcoal the liquid is evaporated

till it has acquired the consistence of from IS to 20 degrees ; it

is then made to run into a smaller ar\d deeper boiler, and is left

at rest till the next day, when the boiling of the syrup is ef-*

feeted.

The Boiling and Refining.

The operation of boiling the syrup is the most delicate of

any; but it has been rendered extremely easy by the improve-
ments that have taken place in the preparatory operations, es-

pecially since the use of animal charcoal has been introduced.

Many manufacturers have failed in boiling the syrup ; and that

which should be attributed to a bad manipulation, has generally

been supposed to be owing sometimes to the non-existence of

sugar in the beet, and sometimes to the almost insxnmountable

difficulty of extracting it. Now, this operation is become so

easy that scum rises ; it never burns during the boiling, and re-

quires very little more care on the part of the workman who
conducts it.

Previous to the boiling, the concentrated juice made the even*

ing before, and which still retains some degree of heat, is \\U

tered through a coarse piece of woollen cloth ; it is then poured
into a round boiler, two feet in didmctcr and eighteen inches
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deep, till it is one-third full, and is then heated to ebullition,

whicli is kept up to the end of the operation. If it chance to

burn, it is perceived by pufts of wliita smoke, which come from

the bottom of the boiler, and burst through the surface of the

liquid, spreading a pungent smell; the fire mu^it be slackened,

the liquor stirred, and the operation more carefully attended to.

This accident was common three years ago, but by following the

aforesaid process it is now become very rare. If the boiling

mas? swells, rise?, and froths, it may be moderated by putting

fnto it a small piece of butter, or by slackening the fire. The
njc.ms of judging that the operation is going on well are, first,

wlien it boils dry and with noise ; secoTuily, when the syrup de-.

taches itself from the skimmer without drawing into threads, and

without adhesion ; thirdly, when on striking the boiling mass with

the back of the skimmer, the blow sounds dry, as if it struck upon

silk ; fourthly, when it produces very Httle skim ; fifthly, when
on taking up some of the froth or the bubbles out of the boil

with the skimmer, the bubbles disappear directly and resolve into

liquid : this latter character distinguishes the bubbles of the boil

from those of the scum ; lastly, we may be satisfied that the

operation has proceeded well, if no traces of black can be per-

ceived at the bottom of the boiler, and the surface appears

clean.

The time proper to terminate the boiling of the syrnp may be

known by the following indications : first, by dipping the skim-

mer into the syrup, and on taking it out again pass the thumb
rapidly over the edge, in order to take up a little of the syrup;

work this drop of syrup between tlie fore finger and thumb,

till it has acquired the temperature of the skin; then separate

the finger and thumb rapidly: when it does not draw into a

thread between the fingers tlve operation is far from being con-

cluded ; when it begins to form a thread the operation is far

advanced, and then the experiment must be frequently repeated.

The boiling nmst be discontinued the moment that the thread

breaks dry ; iu this case the upper part of the broken thread

shrinks towards the fore finger, forming a screw, and is never

entirely lost iu the mass that adheres to the finger. As soon

as it is ascertained by this test that the operation of boiling the

syrup is completed, the fire is smothered, and a few minutes af-

terwards it is poured into the cooler, taking care to pour it high,

that it may be mixed with air, for it is observed that this facili-

tates the crystallization.

Into the vessel called the cooler is poured the whole of the

successive products obtained by the different boilings completed

in one day.

la the evening, wlien the wliole is thus collected in the cooler,

the
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tlie forms which are denominated haslardes are filled ; tlie cr\-

si allization of the sugar immediately begins, and is almost always
complete the next day; so that in 2-1 or 48 hours after it is put
into the forms, thes'^ forms may, without inconvenience, be
placed upon the pots for the melasses to run out.

A good crvstallization is obtained when the surface is drv, the
paste well grained and not syrupy, and when the surface cf the
base of the loaf of sugar cracks and is depressed towards the
middle, which is known under the technical name of fountain,

I pass over several minor j)articulars of trie process, whicli

would be superfluous, az they are well known to all persons who
are at all acquainted with the subject ; observing, that in order

that none of the juice may be lost, the scum, the residuum on
the filters, and the settlings of the boilers, are all put into a
lever press, to squeeze out what remains in them. It is very

important that the juice be operated upon as soon as possible

after it is extracted; for, if suffered to remain several hours,

especially v/hen unconcentrated, it undergoes alterations which
injure tlie sugar, render its extraction more difiicult, and consi-

derably diminisii the quantity.

I shall not dwell long on the process of refining, which is well

known and understood ; I shall only relate the injprovcments
made in it bv those who have been employed in extracting sugar
from beet. M. de Rosne was the first who proposed to refine

v.itli alcohol, which is a very expeditious method, and the better

adapted for the beet-root sugars, as it renders unnecessary a
number of utensils which are requisite in the old method. To
refine with alcohol, the operation must be commenced imme-
diately as the melasses begins to run ; for if any time is allowed
for the sugar to dry, the melasses which moistens the crystals

thickens, and forms a very hard coat upon the surface of the

sugar, which the alcohol detaches with great difficulty: accord-

ingly, the moment that the melasses begins to run, the surface

of the sugar-loaf contained in the form is to be scraped, and a
litre of alcohol at 36 degrees of commerce poured by degrees

over the whole surface, the little orifice of theJorm being stopped;

the base of the J'orm is then carefully covered to prevent the

evaporation of the alcohol. In two hours the orifice of the form
is opened, and the alcohol runs into the pot, charged with a
great proportion of the colouring principle ; the operation may
be repeated with half the quantity of fresh alcohol, and the su-

gar is then equal in whiteness to the c'ayed or fine powder sugar.

The sugar is then m.elted and put into the boiler with bullock's

blood. The operation is terminated by either claying or alcoho-

liaing it again ; but it has been observed, that the last-mentioned

process gives the sugnr a more heavy look than the other, and
D d 2 render
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renders it a little more friable ; for this reason I use alcohol for

the first operation, and claying for the second. The alcoholised

loaves retain the smell of it for some time, which, however, goes

off bv placing them for a short time in a stove, or even on sim-

ple exposure to the open air. It is necessary to employ alcohol

concentrated to 36 degrees ; when it is weaker it dissolves a

portion of sugar. It is not entirely lost, for by distillation it

niav be freed from the mclasses, and emj)loyed again as before.

Another method of refining has been proposed, which docs not

a])pear to me to possess the advantages of the new one just de-

scribed, or even of the old one: it consists in dissolving 100

parts of raw sugar, and treating it with ten jjer cent, of charcoal

and ten whites of eggs. When the loaf is in the form, they

cause one and a half per cent, of white syrup to run through.

Account of the Expenses and Product of a Mmnfactory of
Sugarfrom Beet.

The proceSvS I have described appears to me to be the most

certain, oeconomical, and simple of any that have come within

my knowledge: and if the price of the sugar produced from it

is greater than the sugar of commerce brought from the new
world, it is still a new fact in science, and an object of curiosity

to society. We shall now give an exact statement of expenses

and receipts, in order that every one may be able to judge of the

importance of this new branch of industry.

The expenses are comprised in the price of the beet, the ma-
nual labour for the extraction of the sugar, the interest of the

sums spent in forming the establishment, the maintenance of the

machines, the purchase of fuel, animal charcoal, and other less

considerable articles. Beet-root is usually sold at ten francs

])er thousand weight ; at this price the cultivator has hitherto

met with a reasonable profit, especially when it is raised in suit-

able soil. By supposing it to be raised in land of a middling

(juality, but vet good enough to produce corn, we may calculate

that an acre of ground will produce a crop of beet at the fol-

lowing expense

:

I'Vaiics.

1

.

Rent of an acre 20
2. Two deep ploughings 24

3. Two weedings 20
4. Purchase of seed 3
.5. Weeding and harrowing . . . . 22
fi, (iathcring and carriage 40
7. Manure 50
8. Taxes . , , 5

Total .. iS4 We
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We have in this statement charged the whole expense to the
heet-root, although we have before said that the land appro-
priated to it was sown with corn towards the loth of October,
after the beet was gathered ; and we may therefore charge to

the corn the expense of the two ploughings, of the rent, of the
taxes, and the manure ; it is consequently evident that the
amount may be reduced one-third.

We generally estimate the mean product of an acre of beet at

20 thousand weight, which fixes the price for the cultivator at

9 fr. 20 c; but as the cleansing diminishes the beet as much as

one-tenth, the 20 thousand weight are reduced to 18, when they
come to be operated upon : we shall therefore reckon the price

at 10 fr. per thousand to the manufacturer, always supposing
that he grows his own beet.

To ascertain the other expenses, we will suppose that lOthou-
eand weight oi beet-roots are operated upon every day.

Francj.

1. Ten thousand weight of beet-roots 100
2. Two horses and a man . . , . , . 9
3. Five women to the graters ,, . . 3
4. Four men to the presses . . . , G
5. Two men to the boilers . , . . 3
(>. Animal charcoal 10

7. Acid, lime, and bullock's blood . . 2

S. Loss of alcohol used in the refining 4

9. Fuel 12

Total .. 149
As we suppose the manufactory to be at work only four months

in the year, it is proper to assess upon these four months ex-

penses of another nature, such as the interest of the money, the

repair of the utensils, the salary of the superintending refiner,

&c. Thus supposing the establishment to cost 30,000 fr. which
is the maxivium for q, consumption of 10 tliousand weight of

beet per day:
Fraiic5,

The interest of the money for 120 days amounts to 16

The repair of the utensils and building . , . . 10

Salary to the refiner and his man . , , , . . 20
Petty expenses 5

Charges as above .. .* ,,149

Total 200
The expense of each day, therefore, employed in the con-

sumption of 10 thousand weight of beet- root is 200 francs.

The produce of this 10 thousand is composed of three distinct

D d 3 parts—
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parts—the sugar, the residuum or marc of the beet, arid the

melasses. In general the beet furnishes from three to lour per

cent, of riuv sugar, and sometimes even from four to five. The

quantity varies according to the state of the weather and the

expertness of those who work in the estabhshment. Supposing

only three per cent, is extracted, the 10 thousand weight of

beet will then produce 300 lbs. of raw sugar, which, reckoning

the daily exjjense of 200 francs, brings the price of the raw sugar

to about 13 sous, or 65 centimes per pound. Besides the pro-

duce of the sugar, tliere is another which deserves consideration

;

this is the cuttings and tlie residuum of the beet after the juice

is expressed from it. The cuttings, as we have before observed,

compose nearly a tenth part of the weight of the beet ; they

consist of the tops, the radicles, and the earth that adheres to

them. On a thousand weight of cuttings, off 10 thousand of

beet, there is at least a good half which is excellent food for

pigs, who are verv fond of it. The residuum or marc is a still

more important article: supposing 70 per cent, of juice to be

extracted, the 10 thousand weiglU daily consumed furnishes

1500 kilogrammes, or about 30 quintals, of viarc, which is a very

valuable food for horned cattle. This food, which is nearly dry,

has none of the inconveniences of herbs or aqueous roots, or of

dry fodder; it produces no putrefaction like the first, and docs

not heat them, or occasion obstructions, like the latter; it con-

tains almost all the nutritive principles of the beet, being de-

])rived of only about 60 per cent, of water, three of sugar, and

a little extract and gelatine; oxen, cows, and poultry are very

fond of it, and it fattens thetn better than any other food; sheep

andnjilch cows that are fed with it give much more milk, and of

an excellent quality. Thus an establishment of the magnitude

of the one I am speaking of, may fatten annually from 50 to 60
oxen, or from four to five hundred sheep, with the residuum

only.

The melasses is a third product not to be overlooked ; a thou-

sand weight of beet will produce nearly 2-10 pounds, which may
be sold at the rate of ten or fifteen francs the (piintal, or the

fifty kilogranmies; or it may be retained to be fermented and di-

stilled in order to extract the alcohol. When the melas<-es is kept

for distillation, it is <liluted with water till the rupior marks from

seven to nine degrees; it is then carefully mixed with yeast, or

the leavCii of bailey ])aste, tempered with warm wutcr, in the

proportion of two pounds «)f the first-mentioned to ten quintals

of liquid, and six pounds of the last-mentioned. The vessels

that contain the fermenting li(|uor should be f)lnced in a stove,

where the heat is constantly from sixteen to eighteen degrees of

the centigrade thermometer; the fermentation soon appears,

and
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and is terminated in a few days. The distillation should be
effected in the improved alembic of Adam and Bernard^ then
the alcohol has no bad taste, and it can be obtained to any de-
sired degree by a single distillation. This alcohol has the pe-
culiarity of being infinitely more pungent than any other at the
same degree of concentration. One hundred litres of melasses
give nearly ^33 litres of alcohol at 22 degrees. Before the re-

siduum is given to the cattle it may be fermented by diluting it

with a sufficient quantity of water, and distilling it afterwards ;

by this means about four per cent, of alcohol may be extracted

from it ; but this operation requires a degree of manipulation
that induced me to abandon it; nevertheless, it gave rise to an
observation that may be useful to be known to persons engaged
in the same object. 1 had conceived the idea of passing water
over the residuum, and using it afterwards to temper the me-
lasses ; this lixiviated water marked from two to four degrees; I

proceeded afterwards to the fermentation in the usual manner

;

the fermentation proceeded with facility; when it had terminated

I submitted the liquor to distillation, and was surprised to f.iid

that it yielded less alcohol, and that towards the end of the ope-
ration the liquor expanded or swelled, and passed from the boiler

into the worm. I was soon convinced that the melasses had
not participated in the fermentation, that it had remained un-
disturbed, and that only the lixivium of the residuum had fer-

mented. This experiment, several times repeated, afforded al-

ways the same results : it appears that the melasses mixes with-

out combining with the water of the lixivium, v/hich ferments .first,

and stops the motion of the melasses. The ashes of the marc
or dregs will furnish nearly one per cent, of potash.

General B.eniarhs.

We see by the above details, that France is able to manuftic-

ture, at a low price, as much sugar as is necessary' for home
consumption. But there are still two or three questions neces-

sary to be examined, in order that nothing may he left undone

in a matter of so much importance.

1st. Whether the sugar made from beet-root is of the same
nature with that of the cane ?

2d. What advantages may be derived to agriculture from
establishments for the extraction of sugar from beet-root

\

3d. Whether it is the interest of France to manufacture this

sugar ?

4th. From what reason have most of the establishments

erected for this purpose been given up ?

In regard to the first question; whether the sugar made from
lept is of' the same nature with that of the cane, I shall observe,

D d 4 that
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that \vc arc at this time acquainted with three distinct kinds of

sugar, all susceptible of yielding alcohol by fermentation, but

each differing in particidar properties: one is uniformly in a li-

quid state, another is always a powder incapable of crystalliza-

tion, and the third is composed of very regular crystals. The
first kind, or licjuid sugar, exists mostly in vegetables and fruit

;

it constitutes the syrup when the juice is properly concentrated

by evajjoration.

The second sort is firm tmd dry, but without being susceptible

of crystallization: the sugar of the grape is of this species, as

well as that of honey, and that which is produced from the adul-

teration of starch by sul])huric acid.

The third kind is susceptible of crystallization ; and the cry-

stals take the form of a tctracdral prism, terminated by a diedral

summit. This species is found in the sugar-cane, the beet-root,

in the sugar-maple, the chesnut, &c. This sort is the most
esteemed and the most sought for, because it has the plea-

santest taste, is sweetest in j)roportion to the weight, is the

jTJost easily used, and is the most agreeable to the sight.

There is now not the least doubt among enlightened men as

to the perfect identity of the different sugars that constitute the

third sort ; and when the sugars are brought, by the process of

refining, to the same degree of whiteness and purity, the most
experienced can detect no difference in them.

Uiidoubtedly, when in the first attempts of the manufacture
the sugar produced from beet-root was frequently sent into the

market i)urnt, ill prepared, and badly refmed, the consumer had
reason to reject it, and found it very different from the sugar of
Hamburgh or Orleans; but even then the well-informed ranked
it in the same sj)ecies, and attributed the difference to the im-
perfections of an infant process, rather than to the nature of the

])rinciples. Long since our celebrated colleague, M. Haiiv,

had proved tliat the form of the crystals was the same ; se-

veral establishments had exhibited results analogous to those of

the colonies; and it was natural to conclude that the same per-

fection would be gradually attained by all. W'a know that at

all times woollen cloths have been manufactured of the same
materials, and that yet the cloths of the tenth century were by
no means compaiablc with those of the eighteenth :—we know
that Rvery art has its period of inlancy, l)ut that in the present

age this infancy is of shorter duration, by reason of the jjiogress

of knowledge.

That which was pr(;dicted has taken j)lace ; and in less than
two years the manufacture is wonderfully improved ; it is sim-
plified to that degree that it is now confided to the workmen,
and there arc few o^jcratlons that afford more certain and uni-

form
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uniform results: thus the product of the hoet-root establishments

is circulated in commerce without opposition, and the consumer
gives the same price for it as for that of the cane of the same
quality. It has been said that this sugar is liglitcr than the

cane sugar, and consequently that the same quantity in bulk

does not sweeten so much: trifling as this accusation is, I can-

not admit it ; I employ the same forms as those used at Or-
leans, and each furnishes a loaf exactly of the same weight as in

the refineries of Orleans.

For three years I have used at my own table no other sugar

than that of my own manufactory; and my friends, who had no
suspicion of it, have seldom failed to compliment me on the

beauty and good quality of this sugar.

I have already observed, that the sugar refined by alcohol ex-

hales, for some time, a disagreeable smell ; so that if it is «;ent

to market immediately the consumer will reasonably complain of

it; but this is no defect in the sugar, it is the fault oi" the pro-
prietor, who should not offer it for sale before the smell of the

alcohol is gone off. I'hus I have shown that the sugar of beet-

root and that of the cane are strictly of the same nature, and
that no difference can be found in them.

As to the second question, wlieihcr agricidlure can derive any
advantage from the establishments for extracting sugarfrom
leet, I reply, that agriculture must unavoidably derive great ad-

vantage from them, for whatever tends to vary the crops, and
augment their number, is beneficial to it : in this view therefore

the culture of the beet-root is advantageous; for besides affording

an intermediate crop, it doubles the product of the funds, and
does not cause the loss of a single grain of corn. The cultiva-

tion of the beet-root also renders the soil more light, and clears

it of weeds. The manufacture of the sugar is not less useful

than the cultivation of the plant. First, the residuum or ma7'c

of the beet affords food for the horned cattle and pigs of a large

farm for four winter months, November, December, January and
Februarv. Supposing France contains two hundred manufac-
tories, each working upon ten thousand weight of beet-root daily,

the more or residue from liicni will fatten from ten to twelve thou-

sand oxen, and from two to three thousand })igs. Secondly, these

manufactories have the advantage of employing the horses and
men of a farm during the dead season, and of giving work to

others, who duririg these four months would otherwise be con-
dennied to idleness. Independent of the men employed in the

cultivation of the plant, the cutting and the extraction of the

sugar may employ from five to six thousand persons during the

winter, supposing two hundred establishments to be at work.

Tq
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To the third question, whether it is the interest of France to

tnultipi'y these vianufactories, I may answer, that France can
have no other interest than that of her inhabitants ; conse-
quently, whatever augments the mass of hibour, or muhiplies the

productions of the earth and of industry, and enriclies the agri-

culturist, must merit protection on the part of the government.
In this place, the great consideration of the colonics presents

itself, and I do not pretend to re.'^^olve a (question of such high

importance ; 1 shall confine myself on this subject to the state-

ment of a few remarks, which I submit to the wisdom of govern-

ment, and to men more competent to decide than myself. I

shall not say, with some writers, that the colonial system docs

not inter-sst the nation, under the pretext that the colonies

!)ring nothing into the public treasury, that they require the sup-

port of a very expensive marine, &c. I know that the colonies

open a market for the products of our industry and of our soil,

that they supply our manufactories with raw materials, and that

they give great activity to commerce. Under all these relations,

the colonies have hitherto been one of the principal sources of

public prosperity; but if all these advantages can be obtained

in the bosom of France itself, if the indigenous fabrication of

sugar and indigo can replace the sugar and indigo of the new
world, at the same price and of the same qualitv; if this new
branch of industry augments the mass of labour among ourselves,

and enriches our agriculture, without depriving us of any of its

products ; it is evident that there remain against the colonies-,

vithout compensation for any superior interests, the annual ex-

pense which they occasion, and the numberless chances of war,

which all at once sacrifice our fortune*^, and force us to priva-

tions, when a formidable marine is unable to obtain dominion,

or at least equality, upon the seas. These reasons might be

strengthened by looking at the actual state of the colonies : but

God forbid that 1 should pretend to turn the attention of go-
xernment from an interest equally groat to the metropolis, and
from its paternal solicitude for the unhappy colonists who have

been desjjoiled of their property ! I only desire, that at the pre-

sent moment the iihtabiishments of indigenous sugar may be en^r

eouraged, so that, their products being upon an e<|ual footing

with those of the colonies, we may share with foreigners the

commercial relations which are limited to the exchange of our

colonial commodities, especially sugar, against the productions

of their 'oil. This becomes the more important, as our j)rin-

cipal trade with Hamburgh and the northern countries consists

of colonial commodities, for which we receive wood for building,

mcial, potash, hemp, fli\x, ai^d tallow; and (hat when these

great
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great means of exchange happen to fail, England has the ad-
vantage of this immense commerce.
The fourth and hist question is, from what ca7iie have the

frreafr^f part of the establishmentsfailed that wereformed for
this . inpose P

Persons who form a superficial judgement of the arts, are per-

suaded that the m iuufactories of sugar from beet cannot support

a competition with those of the cane, and they are now con-

firmed in their ojjinion by the failure of so many of the esta-

blishments that were formed before the peace. To this we
might reply, that it is sufficient that some of them still remain,

notvvithstanding t^-e importation of foreign sugar, to prove that

our manufactories are capable of rivalliug them; but 1 prefer :.a

this place to point out the causes of the failure, and to establish

certain principles which may serve to guide those persons who
may in future undertake to form fresh establishments.

When the extraction of sugar from beet-root was at first de-

sired, the government excited the zeal of all France by the en-

couragement it offered : every where the beet was sown, and
numerous establishments were formed, without any previous

consideration on the nature cf the soil, the expense of the culti-

vation, or the saccharine quality of the root. Vast buildings

were erected at a great expense, graters and presses were bought,

the effects of which were not understood ; and frequently the

whole made ready to set to work, uithout the least mistrust of

the process intended to be followed ; and sometimes even un-

provided with a man capable of conducting the operations.

The rational progress of a now branch of industry was not at-

tended to, great losses were suffered, and they might have been

expected. In some places the beet was found to contain no

sugar when it was operated upon ; this was the cause of the fall

of all the establishments in the south ; in others, defective pro-

cesses were employed, and only syrup could be extracted ; and

the cultivation or purchase of the beet has cost so much, that

the product has not balanced the expense. This inconsiderate

mode of proceeding was necessarily the ruin of most of the un-

dertakings ; and as every one is apt to reason from his own ex-

perience, whether good or bad, a general prejudice soon prevailed

against the success of this manufacture. On the other hand,

the bad quality of the sugar which some manufacturers sent to

market, has contributed, in no small degree, to disgust the con-

sumer.

It would doubtless have been better to have sought out the

causes of failure, and to have studied the methods of the pro-

sperous establishments : but public opinion is not always so just,

it often adopts a novelty witiicu* exa.nination, and still oftener"

proscribes
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proscribes it without reason.. Nevertlielesss the repeated at-

tempts ill every part of France have afforded results l>y which

some have profited, and have at length furnished us with a po-

sitive knowledge of the culture of the beet-r(X)t, of its product,

and with a certain, easy, and oeconomical method of extracting

the sugar from it. Experience has also taught us, that the ma-
niifactorirs of sugar from beet-root can only prosper in the hands

of proprietors who cultivate the plant themselves, and consume

the residue upon their own demesne; indeed, it is only necessary

to take a view of the advantages which this manufacture affords,

vvhen connected with a large farm, to be convinced of the great

difference in tlie two cases.

First. I'he proprietor who cultivates the beet, obtains it at

a lower price than he who buys it: this difference is immense;
especially if we consider, that as it is an intermediate crop, the

expense of ploughing and manuring may be laid u])on the crop

of corn that succeeds it,

Secondlv. The residue of the beet wilt feed nearly all the

horned cattle of a large demesne, during the four severest months

of the vear ; whereas if sold it does not produce half the benefit.

Thirdly. The carriage, and most of the operations, may be

executed by the horses and men belonging to the farm; while,

in the other case, ail these must be paid for this purpose solely,

aiid for a limited time, which increases the disadvantage.

Fourthly. Manual labour is dearer in towns than in the country.

Fifthly. Fuel is always dearer in towns than in the country,

especially wood, which may be employed in some of the opera-

tions.

This new branch of industry, therefore, must he established

ow extensive projjcrty, for on such only it can succeed. Inde-

pendent of the advantages of situation, we may add, that the

erections necessarily depending on a large farm will mostly suf-

fice, without any further expense, lor the purposes of the new
manufacture. I could mention two establishments of thit nature,

wiiich rcfpiired no more additional buildings than amounted to the

expense of 300 francs. These establibhments are in a prosperous

state at this moment, and are about to commence their fifth

year.

The large j)ropr:ctnr, accu'-tomcd hitherto to easy harvests,

V'iil probably feci unuiUip.g to undertake this new system, be-

cause he may imagine himself not suflicicntly uccpuiinted with

it: but if he considers that all the expense of experiments has

been incurred l)y others ; that the processes we have described

are easy and certain; that the calculations, being deduced from

experience, are accurate ; that the distilleries of grain and po-

tatocsj which arc formed in almost all the northern farms, re-

(juire
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fjuire infortnatiou equally extensive, without affording so much
advantage ; since, besides the food for cattle, and the product

of the alcohol, which is more abundant from beet-root than from

grain, we h'lve also tlie production of the sugar; he will see, that

he may at the same time improve his land, and assist to enrich

the country with a j)rodnct wiiich has become one of the first

necessity.

LXXXVIII. OnA^riaLNavigatinn. Bjj John Evans, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— J. AM much gratified at finding that my paper inserted

in your Magazine for November last has given rise to some able

communications in your suljsequent numbers. My engagements
at the College of Edinburgh during the past winter will, I trust,

prove a sufficient apology for my apparent neglect in not noticing

them at an earlier period.

The claim of priority of invention urged by Mr. Edgeworth
I am perfectly willing to admit, but must at the same time en-

tirely disclaim all knowledge of any experiments in which the

inclined plane was proposed as the means of directing balloons.

Sir George Cayley's papers in Nicholson's Journal were equally

unknown to me.
Sir George's paper in your number for February commences

with mentioning a difficulty attending the method by which I

had proposed to apply the action of the inclined plane. The
plane being merely suspended below the balloon, would during

the descent be urged by its own weight only, and consequently

would not receive an adequate resistance from the air. This

difficulty, however, may be easily obviated hyjixi/ig the plane

close beneath the gallery (taking due piecautions as to safety

from fire), and thus making the weights of the balloon and plane

act in conjunction. The sole reason of my placing the plane so

far below the balloon was to allow the air to reoccupy the par-

tial vacuum which might be formed beneath the latter whilst

ascending, and tend to render the effect of the inclined plane

less complete. But if the plane be firmly attached to the in-

ferior part of the balloon as now proposed, a very slight elonga-

tion of the diagonal yards will allow the expansion of an addi-

tional quantity of canvass sufficient to compensate the loss of re-

sistance occasioned by the proximity of the balloon.

Sir G. afterwards gives another mode of applying the same priu-

eiple, which, it is rather remarkable, is almost the same as I tried

last summer, and to which I alluded in the last paragraph of

my
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my former paper. I do not mention this circumstance with the

view of qnesti'oning the originality of Sir George's idea, but

merely because it may be useful, in the prosecution of further

experiments, to know what con-^tructions have been already ex-

amined, and what difficulties have impeded their execution.

It appears a very obvious improvement to make the balloon

itself furnish the required oblique surface as well as the moving
power. In proceeding; to submit this to evperiment, the fust ques-

tion that offered itself was, what should be the shape of the bal-

loon in order to obtain the oblique smfacc most conveniently?

Fiom previous expeiiincnf;, I was well acc]uainted with the dif-

ficultv of distending the balloon by framework however lightly

made. I therefore sought some shape which should not require

such assistance, but be such that the balloon could not assume

any other figure without diminishing its capacity. The shape

of the first balloon constructed with this view, was that of two

flattened hexagonal pyramids united by their bases. The bal-

loon when inflated did not perfectly retain the above figure, but

became rounded at all the corners and bounding lines. The
aperture for the fire was not at the apex of the inferior pyramid,

but on one side of it, and a weight was attached which nught be

adjusted so as to keep the balloon at the requisite obliquit\

.

The balloon was elevated in the room where I made the experi-

ments detailed in my former paper, but no sensible effect was
observed. Being afterwards launched in the open air with a
sTiall side sail attached, it assumed the same rotatory motion as

3 r)alloon furnished with an inclined plane.

In this experiment much inconvenience arose from the constant

tendency of the hot air to ascend to the higher extrejoity of the

balloon, which was consequently always endeavouring to attain

ti perpendicular position. It is much to be feared that this cir-

cumstance would be a material obstacle to the success of bal-

loons constructed after this plan on a large scale; which con-

sideration inclined me to prefer the original method of suspend-

ing the plane at some distance below a spherical balloon. The
experiments on the comparative advantages of the two construc-

tions are however at present too few and imperfect to warrant a

decision as to the superiority of cither of them.

SirGeorg'j in his last paper gives a description of a hydrogen

gas balloon furnished with witigs or oars, which are to be movcti

alternately up and down by a steam-engine. It appears to me that

bv a force being communicated to these wings in one direction,

which force is ahno^t iinmediatciv destro\cd in order to give an

impulse in the contrary direction, a considerable loss of jjower

trust be occasioned. I would therefore beg leave to suggest

tf.iit a large v'lieei witli o!)liq'ic vanes (like the fly of a smoke-
jack}
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jack) be substituted, wbidv by revolving eontiiiuallv in one di-

rection would attain the desired object, with no more waste of

power than what v/ould arise from the additional machinery ne-
cessary to obtain a rotatory motion iVom the steam-engine.

VVel! knowing that the further advancement of tliis interest-

ing subject mu-^t depend on the united exertions of the friends

to science, I shall with pleasure enroll my name in the list of

subscribers for the completion of so desirable an object.

I anij sir,

Yours respectfully,

Piilliii's Row, T.-,;int:ton, JoHN EvANS Jun.
June 11, 1816.

LXXXIX. On the Cosmogony of Moses. By Dr. Vricuj^rd;
in Reply to F. E s.

To Mr, Tilloch,

Sir,— X AM sorry to find myself under the necessitv of tres-

passing upon your patience, by once more directing your atten-

tion to the Cosmogony of Moses.

I shall make but a few remarks on the last letter of j'our cor-

respondent F. E s. It contains nothing new except a tirade

about torches and a chateau en Espagne, from v.-hich I can un-

derstand nothing except that tlie nTiter intends to he facetious.

I wish that his method of treating the points in controversy were

equally novel and ingenious, and that he had not contented him-
self with repeating the same objections to which I have before,

as I trust, sufficiently replied. He is still, determined to find

contradictions beSween propositions which have no relation to

each other, and quarrels even with the words in which they are

expressed. I shall not stay to notice mere cavils, but shall con-

tent mvself with a specimen of the mode of reasonirig^-adopted

by this pertinacious critic.

In my last paper I hinted at the instance of St. Matthew and
St. Luke, in order to prove that inspired v.riters have chosen to

avail themselves of historical documents when such sowces of

information were to be found. Mr. F. E. seems to allow the

force of this example, but denies that it leads to any inference

"with respect to Moses; and the exception he takes against it is

to the following purport. St. Matthew and St. Luke foujid pre-

existing documents, which it, only required in them liunian sa-

gacity to adopt; but Moses, it s^eni^,>had nothing but the light

of revelation to guide him : couseiq<^^ntly"he!ra.ade no use of re-

cord's. Now theve ii one gra;id jOtypclioii \o this qopclusion

;

viz.
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viz. that it takes for graiitcil the chief thing intended to he

^) roved.

I here beg to dischiim the merit kindly ascribed to me by

F. E s, of leaving formed an " ingenious imagination" re-

specting sorts of inspiration, and to enter a protest at the same
lime against the pretensions of those who, Hke that writer, talk

largely of " circuitous inspirations" and " immediate inspira-

tions." Such knowing persons indeed would be very great

prizes in these iron times, if we could be sure that their in-

formation is genuine; but until the}' point out the sources whence

it Wiis derived, we nui'>t be excused from paying deference to

their superior attaiimients. 1 am such a tyro in those matters,

that I cannot even see any force or shadovv of meaning in the

objection advanced by F. E s against n)y former positions,

and founded by him on the sujjposed sort of insi)iration which

is to be ascribed to Moses. Far be it from me to pronounce

the particular time, ))lace, and manner in whicli the most an-

cient revelations were made, or " to ascertain the person J'a-

vcured with them;" nothing less than which, it seems, will sa-

tisfy my unrelenting inquisitor. I have no one opinion or hy-

pothesis on the subject, but leave all such sublime matters to

F. E——s and the wingedfolk of Aristophanes :

T')7j aidsploiCf

while I take up my humble place among the «7rT^yrj l<fr,/x£gjo<,

the unfledged mortals who are doomed to grope upon the sur-

face of the earth, and see but a short space before them. My
reason for believing that Moses was not the original author of

the Cosmogony, is not any speculative opinion concerning sub-

jects beyond my comprehension, but the fact that the same re-

cord is iound among distant nations, whose history has been to-

tally unconnected, from a period long antecedent to the age of

Moses ; and 1 presume that one fair inference from historical

facts will weigh down a hundred hypotheses concerning sorts

U insj)iration.

But although I do not pretend to be so sagacious as F. E s

in occult matters, I am far from intending to dcj)reciate the cha-

racter of Moses. His writings display a mind so free from those

prejudices which enslaved tlie greatest philosophers in the most
enlightened ages of antitiuity, that the extent of his wisdom ap-

pears cjuite out of the course of nature. Mis freedom from

superstition is the more astonishing, if it be true, as the Egyjjtian

historians assert, that Moses was originally a priest of Heliopolis.

I have not, as Mr. F. Y.- s would insinuate, rested my in-

torj)rctaliou of the word day on the authority of Josephus ami
Philo.
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Pnilo. Yet as it lias been my eiulcavour to show that every

part of the first chapter of Genesis is more or less metaphorical,
I do not perceive how the figurative sense imputed to the whole
of it by those writers can be represented as wholly foreign to

my purpose. At any rate it is quite " obvious to ordinary un-
derstundiDgs," that the opinions of two such writers as Josephus
and Philo should be taken into the account by a critic who pre-

tends to estimate the notions entertained bv the Hebrew people,
and to rest on them the chief stress of his argument.

I shall not enter further into the inquiry what place corals

and bivalves hold in the scale of creation, whether thev are, as

F. E s declares, locoviotiue anirnnls^ or approach to the cha-
racter of vegetables. The questicm has been decided in my fa-

vour by a tliird person unprejudiced in behalf of either party,

who has shown himself to be perfectly well informed respecting

the points in controversy. In fact, it is impossible that any
thing can be said more clear and satisfactory than the remarks
of Mr. Horn in the 'Mist page of your last numi)er.

I must now advert to the strictures of I\Ir. Horn upon some
parts of mv last paper ; and I &!iall be brief, as I do not feel

myself particularly interested in the question which they involve.

Before Mr. Horn passes a peremptory sentence upon the opi-

nions of Michaelis, I wish he would take the trouble to consider

and refute the arguments of that profoundly learned writer, and
to furnish some other explanation of the facts from which his

conclusions seem to follow as fair inferences. 1 confess that I

have been accustomed to consider the opinions oi" Michaelis as

indisputable ; but if Mr. Horn can enable me to think otherwise,

I shall become a willing convert to his doctrine. When Mr. H.
has vanquished the German professor, he may find some amuse-
ment in disposing of our ol)stinaic countryman Dr. Middieton,

who has dis))Iayed profound erudition and a most vigorous in-

tellect in defence of similar opinions. For the present, I hope
to be excused if I understand the texts which Mr. H. has cited,

in a more limited sense than that which he has atfixcd to them.

I beg however to assure him, that I have no design to insinuate

that Moses borrowed his account of the creation from the Egyp-
tians. I doubt not tiiattlie primitive traditions were preset ved

in greater pmiiy by the Hebrews than by any other nation of

antiquity ;—neither do I intend to impute to the vvhole Hebrew
nation so superstitious a notion as anthropomorphism. The
vulgar were anthropomorphitos, as probably are many ignorant

persons in every country: but it cannot be doubted that well-

informed and philosophical men interpreted the passages pointed

'-out by Mr. Hor!i in a figurative manner; and it was for the sake

of drawing this distinction, and availing myself of the example

. Vol. 47. No. 218. June 1816. E"e afforded
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afTi'iH'^rl by it, that 1 first hinted at the cinthropomoj']")hIani of

the Hebrews.

I shall conchidc as briefly as poj^sible. I have slioun thai if

we receive the dai/s of the Hebrew Genesis in an estenilcd sense,

a most important scries of coincidences is developed between

the epochs of nature and the events recorded by Moses. I have

proved that tlic word is capable of the sense I r.ffix to it without

violating the coinmon forms of s])eech. -It is indeed allowed

by F. E s tliat such a figurative sense is applied to it in .1

variety of languages. If we only grant Moses the same indul-

gence which any common writer would have a right to expect

at our hands, we are boiuid by every rule of candid criticism to

adopt the meaning most tavourable to his accuracy. The ques-

tion might therefore be decided on highly probable grounds, if

no further information could be obtained, and the Mosaic Cos-

mogony might be considered as a philosophical and rational nar-

rative of events, rather than a mythological rhapsody. But
further, I have shown that two very ancient nations, viz. the

Hindoos and the Etruscans, have preserved this same document of

the Cosmogony with some variations, but with this remarkable

difference, that where Moses mentions '* days," they expressly

define long periods of time or ages. This is precisely that very

confirmation that was wanting, in order to convert a highly pro-

bable conclusion into a legitimate inference.

If your correspondent has any new observations to offer on
this subject, I shall feci it incumbent on me to reply to them :

hut if he still confines himself to the " cramhe repetUa" 1 shall

not exhaust the patience of your readers by agitating a frivolous

dispute, but shall be contented with applying to myself the remark
of a celei>rated French writer, that " a man may have the riglit

side, of an argument, though he should not have the last word in

tlie controversy."

I remain, sir,

Your verv obedient servant,
V,v\ tol, June M, 1816.

'

J. C. PriCHARD.

XC'. On MeieorologT/, &'c. in reference to Mr. Forstkr's
'* Rcseurches about yltmo<;plieric Phcenoinenu." By the Rei.

T. Druwmond, of Norwich.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — JL HE propo^itit,;a to publish a Meteorological Journal

induces me to offer a few remarks on the subject.

As no precise outline of the plan has been brought forward, it

may be inferred that the new vvork is intended to collect testi-

monies
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hnoiiics fiT/m a vnrlctv of places in this empire, aiul In foreign

coiuitries, relative to the barometer, thernionieter, wind, and
\veather, at partienlar periods. If it be also in contemplation

to specify agreeably to the excellcr.t classificaMon of Luke Ho-
ward, Esq. t!ie. various clouds preceding or coincident with th^

changes of the weather, I shall not dis])ute the utility of such re-

cords ; but since the effects produced in our glasses, the lluctua-

tions of the wind, the varying figures of the clouds, and the

changes of the weather, are subsequent to some prior causes in

th.e operations of Nature, meteorological ret-ords so limited will

serve only to register what has occurred^ without affording any

presage of what may occur.
• If the philosophers will enlarge tlie table, and note at the same
time the situations of the planets, they will jjrobably find in side-

real ojjerations on the atmosphere not only causes prior to th6

above effects, but from the revolutions in the planetary system

they may by calculation anticipate the probable variations in the

atmosphere at subsequent periods.

Pliny speaks of those who could predict thunder -stbrnis to a

dnv. It" we are not competent to speak with the same positive-

ness, it must be ascribed to the fashionable neglect of the sub-

ject. If j)hilosoph,ers will cease to disregard a branch of scicncd

almost exploded, they may in time acquire the accuracy of

judgement to which Piiny alludes.

I consider it unquestionable, that at certain positions of the

planets snow or rain never fails to occur.

From the v.ant of a greater number of modern testimonies

founded on observation, the incertitude at the period of other

positions is great. There is, perhaps, less reason for confidence

in an island than on a continent, and the variety of weather may
be greater near the sea coast than in an inland county: but if

the gentlemen think proper to prosecute their plan with such

additional remarks, they may be expected to relnmhie the lamp

of the ancients, and probably obtain for us seme new light on

the subject;

A vesj)ectable philos(>i)]icr of the present day has given an

opinion on this subject, and 1 beg leave to questicn that opinion^,

and to note an apparent inconsistency combined with it.

I presume the gentleman as a j:;hilosopher has no object but

tlie development of truth. He will not find in me a disrespectful

opponent ; but, as the work to v/hich I allude may be supposed

by some readers to militate against the hypothesis 1 am at-

tempting to niaintain, he will excuse my (pioting- a passage in

hii publication " Researches about Atmospheric P'nKiicmena."

" The old notions of astrvhgers about die conjunctions of the

plafitri> iutolve (lo titany pnlpalle alsurd'des to allow its to

E e 2 collect
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colled any useful Information from their tvriting^. But it ir,

certain the place of the moon haf some influence on the

V-calher. That, chcniges (f weather rftencr take place about the

f>-.ll and new moou, and about the qiKulraturcs, than at other
times, is really a isn!\. founded on long observation."

I apprehend that the inoon in conjunction with, or in opposi-
tion to, the sun, are two data whence the ohl notions of the astro-

logers were formed ; and if the quadratures inav he considered
productive of any variations in tlie atmo'.pherc, the moon's posi-

tion with respect to the mm aj)j)car.s to he the only rational

inode of accounting for them.
If Mr. Forster should he induced to couoider the operations of

Saturn, Jiijiiter, &;c. possihle, he will most prohahly he con-
vinced that the variations in the atmosphere are not dq)endent
solely on the moon.

I remain

Youvs respectfully.

Gray Friars Priory, Norwich, T. DrUMMOND,
June 14, 1816.

XCI. Report of the National Vaccine Establishment, for ths

year 1815; dated 3lst May 1816.

To the Right Honourable Lord Viscount Sidmouth, Principal
Secretary of Statefor the Home Department, ^c&c&c.

National \'accine Estahlishment, Leicester-Square,WMay 31, 1816.

ITHIN the last year the surgeons of our dif-

ferent stations in London have vaccinated 6,.38l persons, and
have distributed to the puhlic .•32,821 charges of vaccine ivmph.
V/e cannot state precisely what the- sixty-eight honorjiry and
corresponding vaccinators may have effected in the country, as
returns are not always sent : however, we have ascertained that
tlio^e practitioners wiiom we have supplied with lymph have
viipcinated 12,(>1)7 in the course of the year.

We have the satisfaction of informing your lordship, that we
have furnished the means of disseminating this blessing in the
island of St. Domingo ; and that the director has received the
.-iunexed letter from the government of Hayti on that subject.

^It is equally gratifying to us to state, that by the ingenuity of
Mi. Giraud of Faversham, means have been devised of preserving
the lymph in a lluid state ; by which wc have just reason to hope
tliat it may be found efficient iii am climate, and for any space
Qf time.

Vour lordsliip has probabiv been informed, that in consequence

of
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of the decisive measures adopted in Russia, Sweden, Germany,
France and Italy, the small-j)ox has become a very rare disease

in those countries ; and that, by hke means, it is no longer

known in Ceylon and at the Cape of Gocd Hope. It is a source

of sincere regret to us, that it should not be equally so in this

kingdom ; and still more so, as this is not attributable to thft

casual occurrence of that disease ; but, we believe, entirely to the

jiractice of inoculation, which seems to be adhered to on in-

terested or mistaken motives.

In Edinburgh, Glasgow and Norwich, Inoculation is disused;

and, in consequence, the small-pex is scarcely known. In the

country about vVbcrvstwith \n Wales, and Bavvtry in Yorkshire, it

has entirely disappeared. T lie reverse is found unhapjjily to be
the case in Portsmouth, Bristol and London. In the metropolis

alone, the mortality by small-pox may be estimated at a thou-

sand annually: perhaps throughout the United Kingdom it is

not less than ten times that nuuiber.

We beg to conclude bv stating, that it appears to us, this

waste of human life can be prevented only by such legislative

enactments as will entirely put a stop to inoculation fur the

bmall-pox.

The Board is happy in stating, that it has no occasion to ask

Parliament this year for any sum of money beyond that usually

granted.

(Signed) J. Latham,
(President of the Royal College of Physicians)

President.

Henry Cl'ine, Master of the Royal College of

Surgeons.

hhnry Halford, M.D "^ Censors of the
iVilliam Lamhe. M.D. It, ^ i r^ ii^ ^

Joseph Aaar, U.B. > ^^,7;?^
^".^^^.f

./. au.,'M.I). J
of Physicians.

JVilliam Norrii, \ Governors of the Royal

James Earle, J College of Surgeons.

By order of the Board,

James Hervei/, M.D. Registrar.

Palace of SausSouci, Feb. 5, 1816,

13th Year ot" our iDdepcmience.

The Kiiig of Hayti to Mr. James Moore, Director of the British

National Vaccine EstalUshment, &c. ^c.

Sir,—Mr. Prince Sanders has presented me with the Work

which you sent me on the small-pox : I have accepted this

work with pleasure, and thank vou infinitely for your honourable

E e 3 and
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and oblij;ing attention, and the interest which you evince tar

tlie Haytians.

The precious discovery of vaccination is too important to liu-

nian life, and docs too much honour to huinanitv, not to induce

me to adopt it in my kint^doni. On the arrival of" Mr. Prince

Sanders, I put vacc-ination in U'^e with a view to make it generally

followed by the Haytian practitioners ;—we have an innnuic-

rahle quantity of children to vaccinate.

It is my intention to give every possible latitude to the hapi)y

results of this immortal discovery, v/hicii I had not hitherto

been able to put in j)racticc in consequence of the disappoint"

laent which I met with in the a))plicaiions I made at Janniiea,

JSt. Thomas, and in th.e l.'nited States of Atnerica, relative to this

object, t!ie salutary efrccts of which I am well acquainted wiili.

This bcneftt v.ill still add to the gratitude of the liaytians for

the great and magnanimous British nation.

I have charged Mr. Prince Sanders to testify to you jjcrsonally

my sincere thanks,

(Signed) Ilr.MU.

XCII. Essay towards a nahiral Clussi/icalion
(
J" simple Bodies.,

Ey M, AxMrEuu ^

V\ HEN the arbitrary hypotheses v.'hich had long led chemists

astray were banished from science, and it was ascertained that

we were to consider as simple, all the bodies which had not yet

been decomj)osed, the number of these bodies was not two-

thirds of what they are now: this ntunber successivelv increased

as the processes of cheniical analysis were applied to compounds
which had not yet been analysed, or which had been so but ini-

])erfectlv. Every time that a new simple bodv was discovered,

a further term of comparison was olttained, and ricw relations

were observed : it became necessary sometimes to restrain, and
sotnetimcs to generali/.e, the fust views of the fathers of modern
chemistry; and the want of arranging simple bodies in an order

which renders more sensible their nuitual relations, and faeilitiites

the study of their proporti^^, became more and more felt. This

order may he |;urely artificial, like the systematic cla<sirications

which wcic Ht first resorted to in the other branches of the na-

tural sciences: it may also be deduced from the ev.^cvdl': of the

characters of the bodies which we propose to classify ; hiid bv
constantly uniting those presented bv the most numeroua and

essential analogies, they will be to chemistry what lhe4iaturiil

Uicthods arc to botany and zoology,

* Annaks d( {^Uvnie cl dc FliysiijiiCf tome i. j). ','93. Marcli Itiir).

Hitherto
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Ilitherto chemists have confined themselves to ranging i^imple

bodies according to the degree of their affinity for oxygen, and
the nature of the con^.binations which they form with it. They
oaght naturally to have adopted this kind of classification, when
they thought tiiat the properties which characterized the oxygen

belonged to it in a manner so exclusive that no other body could

he associated with it. But nowadays that new facts, and a

more accurate interpretation of the facts already known, have

rectified whatever was too absolute in the theory establish-jd by
the celebrated Lavoisier ; and now that other substances have
presented similar properties ; it appears to me that we must of

necessity banish from chemistry the artificial classifications, and
begin by assigning to each simple body the place which it ought
to occnpy in the natural order, by comparing it successively with

all the rest, and' uniting it with those which resemble it by a
greater number of common characters, and particularlv by the

importance of those characters. The first advantage which will

result from the employment of such a method, will be to give us

a more exact and more complete knowledge of all the properties

of simple bodies; and frequently to refer to general laws a mul-
titude of isolated facts. Another advantage will arise from this,

namely, that after having ascertained among those whicli we
shall have thus united, analogies so multiplied that we cannot
refuse to regard them as connected very closely in the natural or-

der, we shall be led to try upon some, experiments similar to those

which have been attempted nith i:uccess on others. A classifi-

cation, which should have induced every person from the very

origin of modern chemistry to consider al! the salifiable bases as

belonging to one and the same class of bodies, would have taught
chemists to place potash and soda in con'act with iron at a high
temperature, and potash and soda would have been discovered

twenty years sooner. When it was ascertained that chiore was
a simple body, it was at first compared to oxygen ; and it was
only when M. Gay-Lussac remarked its analogies with sulphur,

that he was led to a discovery, the consequences of which upon
the ulterior progress of chemistry can only as vet be guessed at,

\\z, that of the chloric and iodic acids, and of t lie perfect ana^
logy of the chlorates and iodates with the nitrates. A second
npproxiniation followed alnsost instantly by ano;:hei discovery

to whicii it naturally led, that of cyanogene, and of the (rue na-
ture of the hyfh'ocyanic acid. Finally, tb.ese very analogies

doubtless guided M. Duiong in the work which he e< unnuni-
cated to the Institute on the 7th of November 1815, m which
we see that the oxalic acid is composed of carbonic acid gas and
hydrogen gas combined in the ratio of two to one in volume ; that

E e 4 this
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this acid, which he calls in consequence hydro-carbonic acid, con-
formably to the established nomenclature, is united with the

oxides in such a proportion ^ that the volume of hydrogen which
it contains is double that of the oxygen of the oxide, so that

when the latter is not very difficult to decompose, water is

formed, and the carbonic acid gas remains alone combined with

themetal^as hapjjens with cyanogene,sulphur,chlore and iode, in

the formation of the cyanures,sulphurets, chlorurcs and iodures.

A third advantage equally important is, to prepare by the na-

tural classification of simple bodies, that of compound substances,

—a work of much more labour, and to whicli I purpose to devote

another ])aj)er. I know that the compound bodies have been
already classed in a manner much more conformable to their true

analogies than their elements have been. Many things have

doubtless been done in this respect ; but more perhaps remains
to be done; and the discovery of the new substances with which
the domains of chemistry have been enriched within these icw

years, cannot fail to lead to a modification and generalization of

the principles according to which we now class compound sub-

stances, and to determine in a more precise manner the signifi-

cation of the names which serve to designate the various kinds

of combinations, and particularly that of the words acid, alkali,

salt, Sjc.

I shall confine myself in this paper to the simple bodies, and
shall divide them into three heads. I shall offer in the first,

some general considerations on the order accordhig to which
it is proper to arrange bodies, so that this order may be as con-
formable as possible to their natural analogies ; and on the

means of avoiding the juncti(m which has been hitherto made of

the metals with bodies very different in almost all their other

characters, and which have only been brought together because

the energy of their affinity for oxygen is nearly the same,—acir-

ciunstance certainly remarkable, but to which perhaps too much
importance has been attached,—and which certain ccjiisitlcrations

on the natural order of simple bodies, the principal results of

which I shall soon detail, ought to induce us to regard as se-

condary, wlien it does not concur with other analogies which
embrace the whole of the properties of the body.

Under the second head, I shall unite under natural genera the

bodies which present characters of resemblance so multiplied

and important that it is imj)ossibIe to separate them in every

classification which shall not be purely artificial ; and I shall set-

tle at the same time what places ought to i)e occupied in the

natural order by the simple bodies which seem to form tlie pas-

sage from one genus to another, presenting analogies very striking

with
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vviih substances belonging to two different genera. In this case,

they indicate between tliese two genera an analogy which it will

perhaps be difficult to a-^certain without their assistance, but
which is not the less real, and according to which we ouglit to

place thcni in succession after each other, so tliat tlie body whicli

establislies the link of tlie chain is at the end of tbe first, or the
beginning of the second, in order to be always between two
bodies which they resemble by common characters. Nothing
then remains but to determine with which of the two genera it

ought to be definitivelv united, by comparing the properties which
it shares with the one, and those which are common to it with
the other, in order to decide according to the number and im-
portance of the analogies which result from these propertic;.

The analogies to which these researches will lead us, will fix in

an invariable manner the natural order of tlie simple bodies, con-
formably to the general idea which I am about to give of them.

The last head of this paper will have for its object to examine
once more the various genera into which all these bodies shall

have been distributed according to the data laid down in the

preceding bead, in order to assign to each of them a distinctive

character formed by the union of some remarkable properties,

chosen in such a way that they cannot be found at once but in

a body appertaining to the genus which it is wanted to charac-
terize, and to see at the same time according to what principles

of nomenclature we could, if necessary, establish for each genus
a denomination common to all the bodies which form part of it.

§ I. On the impossihility of rccmc'iUng the movner in which,

chemists have hitherto ranged simple bodies, and the distinc-

tions which have been established between them; with a
classification deduced from the ivhole (f their proper-ties;

and on the order ivhich it is proper to adopt, to unile o?

tmich as possible those which, present the most characters in

common.

The first source of the artificial classifications hitherto used,

seems to me to have arisen from the old disiiuction of the metals
and non-metallic bodies. I must confess, however, that this di-

vision leads us to separate but a very small number of bodies
which we ought to unite in the natural order ; and that it is in

general tolerably conformable to the classification which results

from the comparison of all the properties of bodies; and that it

will even be sutlicient, in order that it may erjibrace none of the
genera which I regard as natural, to separate from the metals
three substances which are generally united with them, arsenic,

telhnium, and silicium: but then it becomes very difficult to as-

sign a character which dii-tinguishes in every case the metals

from
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from tfie non-nietallic bodies. Those which originally had served

as the basis iuv this distinction ran no longer be used as «.ucii,

since niosi; of the metals hitherto regarded as of that class are

brittle ; and because some h«ive been discovered even lighter than

water
J
and iode, and eveti carbon, when its particles a»e very

close, as in animal charcoal, present the n:etallic lustre and a

perlect opacity; ana beca'ose chemists have discovered in carbon

the propiMly of being a contluctor of the electric nuid, &:c. A
more inij. ortap.t character, viz. that cf producing salifiable baies

on beln^- united with oxygen, cannot be conbidered as sufficient

for characterizing exduhively the metals; because some metals

do not form any, because tb.c boric and the nitrous acids are com-
bined with the sulphuric acid, and because the products of those

combinations have all t'le characters of the acid salts, which

they resemble even more by their easy crystallization than se-

veral metallic solutions the oxide of which is precipitated in pro-

portion as tliey are evaporated ; solutions which are oniv consi-

dered as salts, ))recisely because they are compounded of an acid

and of the oxide of a body which we have been accustomed to

regard as a metal. This character, which is admitted besides

as exclusive, v.ill remove tellurium from arsenic, and particularly

from iode ; whereas the far more important propertv which it

possesses of forming with hydrogen a permanent acid gas places

it necessarily between those two bodies. The first object to

which I shall turn my attention in the following article, will be

to examine to what extent we might preserve the distinction of

the metals, a'>d of the non-metallic bodies, by subjecting the

character whicli we shall choo^5e for defining it in a precise man-
ner, to the modification required by the necessity of rendering it

conform to the natural order of simple bodies. I shall confine

nivself to remarking, that in the v/ay in v>'hich it has been ad-

mitted, it has retartled the progress of the true theorv of che-

mi-rtry, by inducing a neglect of the observation of the pro]H'rties

bv which certain metals are connected with the other simple

bodies, and to which we cannot pay too much attention, when it

i'^ required to ascertain the truly natural order which exists be-

tween both the one and the other. The character drawn from

the various degrees of afbnity has still more contributed to esta-

blish between bodies, and particularly between the metal-;, ap-

proximations disavowed bv nature. I shall coiihne myself to

quoting in this respct i, an example which appears to me very

striking. Silver ^nd gold form equally with oNyacn coml)ina-

tions which an elevated temperature eiu=;ily decomjjoses: frcni

that instance those two metals have been regarded as being en-

titled to be placed very near each other in fevery methodical ar-

rangement of simple bodies. Nevertheless the degree of uiTinity

for
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for thlore ought not, in the eyes of the chemist who has preci'^e

ideas as to the action, eciually energetic at least with that of oxy-
gen, which it exercises on the metals, to he rcfj;aided as a cha-

racter less important than the degree of afiinity for oxvgcn; and
the chiorure oi" gold is decomposable by heat; whereas tiiat of

silver, kejjt free Irom tlse contact of v/ater and hydrogen, is ab-
sol-utely unaltcraiyle at the highest temperature.

Mere therefoie we ha.\e two motives nearly equal, one for

uniting and the other for separating these bodies. !n order to

resolve this difficulty, it is indispensal)le to have recourse to other

j)roperties; those of their oxides and their salts which they form
with the acids, are then exhibited naturally, au.l decide tlie

question, bysliowingus that the supposed analogy lietween those

two metals is not connrmed by the resemblance of their principal

characters. In fact, the oxide of silver is very alkaline, a little

soluble in water, and completely saturates the acids: the oxide

of gold presents nothing similar: and this difference, added to

some other ])roperties, less important, it is true, which silver

presents in the metallic state, places tiiis body with lead near
j)otassium and sodium, and consequently very far from gold.

Since j)recise notions have been ac(iuired as to the r.ature of

clilore, several chea;iists have ceased to g^e to the proj)erties

which depend on the affinity of simple bodies for oxygen, an ex-

clusive preponderance ; but tlicn one too great has been given

to the assimilation which has been made of oxygen and of chlore.

It has been attemj)tcd to arraiige all the simple bodies in two
classes, indej)cndent of each oilier, under the nanies of cnvihisti-

hle bodies, and s2/ppo/ ters cij' comLustinn. This division has had
the same inconvenience with that of the metals and the non-
metallic bodies, by making us mistake the analogies of bodies

which it places in different classes. This inconvenience has

even been the more injurious to the theory of chemistry, in as

much as it has taught us to neglect analogies nuich more com.-

plete and more striking than tho-e u'liich the separation of the

metals and other simple bod-.es had caused to be neglected. Such
are the analogies of tlie chloric and iodic acids with the sulphuric

and nitric acids, of the chlorates and the iodates with the ni-

trates, and particularly that of chlore and iode with sulphur,

greater still than the analogy of the same bodies with oxygen.

Tiie combination of tb.ose four substances with the metals to

which tliey strongly adhere, takes ])!ace ijy occasioning a greater

or less extrication of heat, and frequently of light : the com-
pounds which result present a crowd of common properties : so

far there is no occasion to approximate more particularly chlore

and iodc to oxygen than to sulphur ; but this last forms like

icde
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iofie and clilorc a permanent acid gas with hydrogen : tlie hydro-
ibul])hatcs present the grente!>t analotjy with the hvdro-iodates

and hydro-cldoraies: they are reduced into sulpliurets, as the

latter are into iodures and cldorures, when they are insohible, or

after having evaporated their sohitions, and dried their residues-
properties which still more closely approximate iode and chlore

to sulphur than to oxygen. It is impossible to separate iode

from chlore, from which it differs only because the same cha-

racters arc manifested at a less degree of energy; and never"

thcless, why should iode be a supporter of combustion rather

than sulphur, which is united to most of the metals with a greaeer

extrication of light and heat ? Shall we say that the sulphur is

combined with the oxygen of the atmospheric air when wc ex-

pose it to a sufficient temperature, and that this is not the case

with iode also ? But i3 the latter not also combine! with oxy-
gen when we place it in contact with the gaseous oxide of chlore,

discovered by the celebrated chemist who was the first to de-

compose the alkalis, and demonstrate that chlore is a simple

body, conformably to the opinion already given by the French
chemists as an admissible hypothesis? It is of no use to insist

longer on considerations of this kind : what precedes is sufficient

to show how easy it is to be led into error, and to give too much
importance to certain aiudogies, when we commence by esta-

blishing between the bodies which we purpose to classify, general

divisions founded on a single character onlv. We should then

deceive ourselves still more, if we thouglu to be able to arrange

tlie simple bodies in an order conformable to their natural ana-
logies, by forming of them a series dependent on their various

degrees of affinity for one of them, for oxygen for instance. On
comparing all the properties which those substances present, we
find that they form a system in which every body belongs, on one
side or the other, to bodies adjoining them, by analogies so

strong that we are not able to estai)lish in any way the complete
separation which will be required by tlic reduction of the system

into a single series; so that we must represent it to ourselves as

a sort of circle, in which two bodies placed at the two extremities

of the chain formed by all the rest, approach and imite mutually

by coninmn characters. 1 have long endeavoured to establish a

natural order among simple bodies, by arranging them in a sin-

gle series, which should commence with those whose properties

presented the most complote opposition to those of the bodies

which I attempted to place at the end of the series: these at-

tempts have not been attended with any success ; and it is by
tliom that I have been led to adopt an order (piite different, of

which I fchall in the first place attempt to give a general idea,

which
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tvlilch shall be developed and defined in the two following aiti-

tles. The bodies which have l)een hitherto considered as non-

metallic, all possess the property of forming acids with some
among them, the distinctive character of which is to make acid

all combinations into wliich they enter in snflicicnt quantity.

Several metals, and even some of those best entitled to this

name, also present this property, and j)roduce acids on being

combined v.ith the same acidifying substances. Those metals

form two groupes, distingnisned besides from each other by nu-
merous ditfcrences. Some are emincntlv fixed and infusible; and
it seems to be the same case with their combinations with chlore,

at least if we mav judge by the chlorurc ofchrome which presented

this property to JM, Dulong. It is with oxygen that they produce
the acids from which the chemists have drawn the character which
distinguishes them. The others are very fusible; the combina-
tions which they form with oxygen present l)Ut feeble acid cha-
racters; for we ought not to reckon among them arsenic, which,
as I liave already said, ought to be united to the bodies which are

considered as not metallic. And but for the labours of Messrs.

Chevreul and Rerzclius, tlie acidity of the peroxides of tin and
antimony would have been still unknown; but these metals pro-

duce with clilore compounds liquid, or of a butyraceous consist-

ency and volatile, and which possess tlie most essential properties

of the acids. It is easy to see that the non-metallic simple

bodies are united on the one hand with the infusible metals
acidinable by cailjon and borium, and on the other with tin

and antimony by pliosphorus and arsenic, the combinations of

which with chlore have the greatest analogy with the chloro-

staanic acid (spirilus Lihavii), All the other metals ought
therefore to be placed between tin and antimony on the one
hand, and the infusible acidifiable metals on the other. Those
which add to the greatest affinity for oxygen, the property of

forming with it ali;aline combinations, occupy in some measure
the middle part of this interval, and are connected on the one
hand with tin and antimony, and on the other with tungsten,

columbium, chrome, and molybdenum, by two series of metals,

which jjresent in the one and the other series all the degrees of
affinity for oxygen, and the oxides of which also pass gradually

through the various degrees of alkalinity and acidity which cha-
racterize that kind of compounds; but the bodies of which tJie

two series are composed, present besides sufficient differences to
enable us always easily to determine that to which they belong.

Such is the order by which I have been led, not by systematic

views, which I disavow ; but after having made a great number
of attempts, in order Jo see if we could not adopt another with-

out
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eiit wiiiidering from natural .'uialogics, «iml after having com-*

pt'.rcd simple bodies under eveiv point of view wliich can be

presented l)v the properties which they ))ossess.

1 ohall return to the snbjeet in another jjapcr.

XCIII. 0/1 the Laid oliervcd in the Distiihiffion of vegetable

I'hnns. B>j AlexamjiiR CuuiU IIimloldt*.

izSoTANY, lonj; coufincd to tlie simple description of the external

forinr. of plants and their artiiieial classification, now presents

several branches of study, which place it more on a footing with

the other sciences. Such are t!ie distribution of vegetables ac-

cording to a natural method founded upon the whole part of

their .structure
;
physiology, which displays their internal organi-

zation; b( tauical geography, which assigns to each tiibe of i)lants

their height, liniits, and ciimate. The terms o/f.ine plinttSf

plants of hot countries, plants of the sea-shore, are to he found

in all languages, even in those of the most savage nations on the

banks of the Oronoko. Thev prove that the attention of men
has been constantly fixed on the distribution of vegetables, and

on their connexion with tlie tcniperatui e of the air, the elevation

of the soil, and the iiature of the ground which they inhabit.

It does not re;]uire much sagacity to observe, that on the slope

of the high mountains of Armenia, vegetables of a different lati-

tude follow each in succession, like the climates, super])osed as it

were upon each other. This idea of Tournefort, developed by
Linna?us in two interesting dissertations, [Stationes ct Coloyi'ice

Plantanim,) nevertheless contains the first seeds of botanical

gcograi)hy. Mcnzcl, the author of an unpublished Flora of Ja-

])au, strongly recommends to travclKMs researches as to the di:j-

tribution of species in the difTerent regions of the globe. He
had even pointed out the result before by the name of the Geo-
graphy of Plants. This appellation was again employed, and
almost at the same time, about the year 1/^3, by the Abbe
Ciiraud Soulavic, and by the celebrated author of the Studies of

Nature ; a work wliich, amid a great variety of very inaccurate

irlca* as to the phijdque of the globe, contains some prvifound

and ingenious views as to the forms, relations, and habitudes of

vegetables. Abbe Giraud Soulavic was occupied in preference

\\\l\\ the plants already cultivated : he has distinguisheil the cli-

mates of the olive trees, the vines, and the chcsnuts. lie gives

a vertical section of Mount Mczin, to which he has added the

* Exlracle'l from n papci i» h(J lo ihe IVenth In.titutc, Feb. 5, 18J6.

barornctricxil
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barometrical heights, ** because," as lie says, *' iic lias a great

ooiitempt for every result taken iVoin barometrical measurement."
His (jeograjjliy of tlic Plants in the South of France was foUovred

hy the len/arnen tiistoiice gevg^apk'ure l^i gf-tobUnim of the
k'arned Professor Strohmayer, jjublit-ljed in 1800 at Gottingeu
Li the form of a dissertation ; but thisTeatameii exhibits rather

the plan of a future ^vork, and the catalogue of autiiors to be
consulted, than information respecting the altitudes which .spon-

taneous plants rcacli in. difs^rent ciinuites. The case is the same
with tile very philosophical views announced by INI. Trcviranus
in his Essai de Biologic ; we tlicrein hud general considerations,

but no nieasurenients of heights, and no thermoinetrical indica-
tions, which are the solid bases of the geography of plants. This
study has not risen to the rank of a science, until men of science
have jjerfccted both the measures cf heights by barometrical
observations, and the determination cf mean temperatures; or,

what is more importaiit for the dcvelopnent of vegetation, the
determuiation of the differences beUveen the temperature of
summer and winter and between that of day and night. Few
brandies of study have in our day made more rapid progress

; and
a long time has not intervened between the first efforts and the
present period, when by the united observations of a great num-
ber of travellers, we have succeeded in fixing the limits of ve-

getables in Lapland, the Pyrenees, the Alps, Caucasus, and the
Cordilleras of America.

Tlie vegetal>Ies which cover the vast surface of the globe pre-
sent, v/hen we study by riatura! cla^f.es or farniiies, striking dif-

ferences in the distribution of their forms: it is to the laws of this

distribution tiiat 1 have recently turned my attention. On li-

miting them to the countries in u hich the number of the species

i» exactly known*, and by dividing this number by that of the

Glu7nacea?f, the leguminous plants, the labiated, and the com-
pound, we niid numerical relations which form very regular

series. \V'e see certain forms become more common from the
equator towards the pole, like the ferns, the glumaceie, the eri-

cinete, and the rhododendrons. Other forms on the contrarv in-

crease from the poles towards th.e equator, and may be consi-

dered in our hemisphere as southern form.s: such are the ru»
biaceee, the malvacer^, the euphorbia, the leguminous and the
c-OTUposite plants. Finally, others attain their maximum even
ki the temperate zone, and diminish also towards the eijuator

* Lapland, France, England, ^c. according to Mcssr;-. Waliltiibcr'',

Bucfi, Kamoiui, Derandolie, and Sniirli.

t The GliiinaccPE cu!;luiii the tliree I'arailies of Crar'.ivca, Cypcraaa:, and
Juucaoca.

ana-
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and the poles. Such are tlie labiated plants, the anientnceff*

the ( TUcifera;, and the umliellifeiie. Part of these data long since

struck hotanieal travellers, and all those who have looked into

herbals. It was known that the cruciierce and umbeiiifera; dis-

appeared almost entirely in the plains of the torrid zone, and

that none of the malvaceae were found beyond the polar circle.

It is the same with the geo2;i'aphy of the plants as with meteoro-

logy. The results of those hcien.ces are so simple tiiat in all ages

general ideas have been formed of them : but it is only after la-

borious researches, and after having collected a great number of

accurate observations, that numerical result.^^ were attained, and

an ac(iuaintance with the parti:d modifications undergone by t/ie

law of the dishihution of forms. A table which we have drawn

up exhibits this law with respect to sixteen families of plants

distributed over the equatorial, temperate, and glacial zones. Wc
there see with satisfaction mixed with surprise, how in organic

nature, the forms present constant relations under the same uo-

ihermal parallels, i. c. on curves traced by points of the globe

which receive an eqnal quantity of heat. The grasses form in

England l-12th, in France 1-Ioth, in North America 1-lOth,

of all the phanerogamous plants. The glumaceae form in Ger-

many l-7tli; in France 1-Sth; in North America 1-Sth; in

New Holland, according to the researches of Mr. Brown, 1-Sth
;

of the know)i phanerogamous plants. The composite plants in-

crease a little in tlie northern part of the new continent ; for,

according to the new Flora of Pursch, there is between the pa-

rallels of Georgia and Boston l-6th; whereas in Germany we
find l-8th; and in France 1 -7th, of the total number of the species

with visible fructification. In the whole temperate zone, the

gluniaceiE and the composite plants form together, nearly one-

fourth of the ])hanerogamous plants ; the glumace^, the com-
positte, the crucifene and the Icguminosse, together nearly one-

third. It results from these researches that the forms of or-

ganized beings arc in a nuUual dependence, and that the unity

cf nature is such tliat the forms are limited, the one after the

other, according to constant laws easy of determination. When
we know upon any point of the globe the nuniber of species pre-

sented by one of the great families of the glumaceae, the com-

posite, the cruciferous, or the leguminous plants, vve may estimate

with consideraldc |)robab)hty both the total number of the pha-

nerogamous plants, and the number of species which compose

i.he other vegetable faiuilies. It is thus that, by knowing under

ihe temperate /one tl.e number of the cyperaceai or composite

plauti, v»s niav yufss at that of the gramineous or leginninous

plant;.

The
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The number of vegetable species described by botanists, or ex-
isting in European herbals, extends to 44000, of which 6000
are agamous. In this number we had ah-eady inckided 300O
new phanerogamous species enumerated by M. Boni)land and
myself. France, according to M. Decaiulolle, jiossesses 3645
phanerogamous plants, of which 460 are glumaceae, 490 com-
posite, and 2'30 leguminous, ^'c. In La[)land th.ere are only

497 phanerogamous plants; among which are 124 glumaceae,

58 composite, 14 leguminous, 23 amentaceous, &:c. See my
Essay on the Geography of Plants published in 1806, and of
which I am preparing a new edition.

In order to account for tlie differences which exist sometimes
between the relations exhibited by Germany, North America,
and France, we m\ist take into consideration t'ne more or less

temperate climates of those regions. France extends from 42^'^

to 51^ of latitude. On this extent the mean annual heat is 16" 7'

to li": the mean heats of the summer months are 24° to 19^
Germany, comprised between 46"* and 54° of latitude, pre-

sents at its extremities mean annual temperatures of 12" 5' and
8" 5". The mean heats of the summer months there are 21°

and IS". North America, in its immense extent, pvc^jents the

most varied climates. Mr. Pursch has made us acquainted with

2000 phanerogamous plants whicli grow between the parallels

of 3.V' and 44'': conse([uently under mean ammal temperatures

of 16^ and 7"^. The Flora of North America is a mixture of

several Floras. The southern regions give it an abundance of

malvaceaeand composite plants; the northern regions, colder than

Europe under the same parallel, furnish to this Flora abundance
of rhododendron'--, amentaceie, and conifcrcy. The caryophyllesp,

the umbeliiferip, and the cruciferce are in general more rare in

North America than in the temjierate zone of the old conti-

nent*.

These constant relations observed on the surface of the globe,

in the plains from the equator to the pole, are again traced in

the midst of perpetual snows on the summits of mountains. We
may admit, in general, that on the cordilleras of the torrid zone

the boreal forms become more fre(|nent. It is thus that we see

prevail at Quito on the summit of the Andes, the ericincLe, the

* For the sake of those vvhu are not nuicli conversant in descriptive ho-

|any,\re shall here enumerate the plants wliich servo as a type to l.hc forms

©T principal families : Gluwacar, rushes, tares; orc/ftc/e^c, oicliis, satyrion,

vanilla; labiates, S'Ai^e; crkineie, broom; conipostia, cohsUry^., tiissilago; wt-

hiacea-, madder, qiiiiH|uina; wiibcllijcree, icni.cl; irucij'em, radish, cab-

bage; iiiuLvaceic, cotton; legwninosc, furze, truffles, sensitive plant;

eupliurbiacete, milky thistle; umcntace;;, wWlov^r, oak; conifer!.e,\nnQ, yew,

juniper.

Vol. 47. No. 218. June 1816. F f rhodo-
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rliododentlrons, and the gramineous plants. On the contrary^

tlic hihiatPc, the lubiaecne, the nialvaceje, and the cupliorbiaceae

then become as rave as ihev are in Lapland. But this analogy

is not supported in the ferns and the composite plants. The
latter abound on the Andes, wlureis the former j^raduaily dis-

appear when they rise above 1800 fathoms in height. Thus the

climate of the Andes resembles that of nortlurn Europe only

with respect to the mean temperature of the year. The repar-

tition of heat into the different seasons is entirely different, and

powerfully influences the phrenomena of vegetation. In general,

the forms which prevail among the Alpine plants are, according

to my researches, under the touuid zone, the graminece

(a^gopogon, podosaenium, deyeuxia, avena) ; the compositce

(culcitinm, espeletia, aster, baccharis) ; and the caryophyllecc

(arcnariu, stcilaria). Under the TEMPERATii zone, tlie com-
positce (senecio, leontodon, aster) ; tb.e caryophi/llecB (ceras-

tium, cherleria, silene) 5 and tha en/ciferce (draba, lepidium).

Under the frozen zone, the canjopliyllece (stellaria, alsine) j

the ericlnece (andronieda) and the raminculacece.

These researches into the law of the distribution of forms, na-

turally lead to the question whether there exist plants commoit
to both continents ? a question which inspires the more interest,

as it belongs to one of the most important proi)lems in Zoonomia.
It has been long known, and it is one of the most interesting

results from the geography of u/^inials, that no quadruped, no
terrestrial bird, and, as appears from the researches of M. La-
treilie, almost no insect, is common to the ecjnatorial regions of

the two worlds. M. Cuvier is convinced by precise inquiries

that this rule applies even to reptiles. He has ascertained that

the true baa constrictor is peculiar to America, and that the

boas of the old continent were ])ytons. As to the regions beyond
the tropics, Buffon has multi])lied beyond measure the number
of tl^e animals connnon to America, to Europe, and the north of

Asia. We are assured that the 'bison, the stag, and the goat of

America, the rabbit and the musk rat, the bear, &c. &:c. are

species entirely different from those of Europe, although Buffon

liud aflirmed the contrary. There remain only the glutton, the

wolf, the white bear, the red fox, perhaps al^o the elan, which
have not characters suihcicnt to entitle thoni to be specific.

Among the plants, wo nuist distinguish between the agama' and
the cotyledoncic ; and ijy considering the latter between the mo-
nocotylodeiis and the dicotyledons. There remains no doubt
that many of the mosses and lichens are to be found at once in

c([uinoctial America and in lOurope : our herbals show this. But
the case is not the same with the vascular agamaj as with the

againac of a ccHalar texture. The ferns and the lycopodiacciii

do
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do not follow the same lan.s with the mosses and the lichens.

The former, in particular, exhibit very few species universally to

be found ; and the examples cited are frequently doubtful. As
to the phanerogamous plants (with the exception of the rhizo-

phora, the aviccnnia, and some other littoral plants), the law of

Buftbn seems to be exact with respect to the species furni.shed

with two cotyledons. It is absolutely false, although it has been
often affirmed, that the ridges of the cordilleras of Peru, the

climate of which has some analogy with the climate of France
or Sweden, produce simiijr j)lants. The oaks, the pines, the

yews, the raiiunculi, the rose-trees, the alchemiila, the valerians,

thestellaria, tlie draba of the Peruvian and Mexican Andes, have

nearly the same physiognomy v.'ith the species of the same ge-

nera of North America, Siberia, or Europe. But all these al-

pine plants of the Cordilleras, without excepting one among
three or four thousand which we have examined, differ specifi-

cally from the analogous species of the temperate zone of the old

continent. In general, in that part of America situated between

the tropics, the monocotvledontal plants alone, and among the

latter almost solely the cvperaccas and the graminece, are com-
mon to the two worlds. These two families form an exception

to the general law which we arc here examining,— a law which is

so important for the history of the catastrophes of oiu" planet,

and according to which the organized beings of the equinoctial

regions differ es'^entiallv in the two continents. I have given ia

my Prolegomena a precise catalogue of those monocotyledontal

plants common to the shores of the Oronoko, Germany, and the

East Indies. Their number does not exceed 20 or 24 species,

among which it is suificient to cif^ the cype<-us mucronatus,

c. hydra, hypaslyptum argenteum, poa eragrostis, andropogon,

allioni, &c.
In North America placed beyond the tropics, we find nearly

one-seventh of monocotyledontal and dicotvledontal plants com-
mon to the twi) continents. Of 2000 ph..-^erogamous species

collected in the New Flora of Pursch, 390 are European. It is

true that we may hazard some doubts, as well with respect to

the number of the plants which have accompanied Europeans

from one hemisphere to the other, as upon those which, when
better examined, will be recognised subsequently as newspecges:

but it is impossible that this ^tate of uncertainty should extend

to all ; and it is to be presumed that, ever after a careful exami-

nation, the number of the spCcies common to the temperate

zones of the two worlds will still remain very considerably ana-

logous. Mr. Brown recently undertook souse researches on the

plants of New Holland. A twenty-eighth part of all the mono-
cotyledons hitherto found in the austral continent are common

F f 2 to
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to it with England, Fiance, and Germany. Among the dicoty-

ledons the ratio is only I in 200; which proves once more how,

in the two hemispheres, the grasses and the eyperaccje arc the

most diffused, on account of the extreme flexibility of their or-

gauizHtion. It would be desirous that learned zoologists should

endeavour to examine the analogous numerical ratios presented

by the distiibiition of the different families of animals on the

globe.

In the austral hemisphere the vegetable forms of the torrid

zon.c advance more towards the pole than in the boreal hciiii-

jiphcre. The fern-trees in Asia and America are rarely to be

found beyond the tropic of Cancer ; whereas in the austral part

of our globe the Dickson'm antarctlca, the trunk of which is six

metres in height, pushes its migrations as far as Van Diemcn's

Land under the latitude of 42*^
: it has even been found in New

Zealand, in Dusky Gul])h, under the parallel of Lyons.

Other forms not less majestic, and which were thought to be-

long exclusively to the e»iuinoctial Flora, the j)arasite orchidece

(epidendra, dendrobia) are found mixed with the arborescent

ferns far beyond the tropic of Capricorn, in the centre of the

austral temperate zone. These phsenomena of the geography of

plants prove how vague is what has been generally said of the

great diminution of temperature in the southern heuiisphcre,

A\Ithout distinguishing between the parallels more or less near

the jjole, and without any regard to the division of heat among
the different seasons of the year. Those regions towards which

the e(|uiuoctia! forms extend, possess, on account of the innncn-

jjity of the seas which surround them, a true island climate.

From the tropic of Capricorn to the parallel of 34°, and per-

haps still further, the mean heats of the year (/. e. the quantity

of heat received by any given point of the globe) do not differ

considerably in the two hemispheres. On casting our eyes over

the three continents, New Holland, Africa, and America, we find

that the ujcan annual temperature of Port Jackson (lat. .''3° 51')

is \[P .']' of the centigrade thermometer: that of the Cape of

Good Hope (lat. 33' 55') \[)^ 4'; that of the town of Buenos
Ayre-s (lat. 34° 36') 1!)^ 7'. We may be surprised at this great

equality in the di';tri!)ution of heat by the 34" of austral latitude.

Meteorological observations, still more precise, prove that in the

boreal heuiisphere, under this very parallel of 34°, we find a mean
temperature of 19*^ 8'. On advancing towarJs the antaic.ie pole,

perhaps even to the parallel of 57 , the temperatures of the two
hemispheres differ less in winter than summer. The Malouine
Island.-!, situated in 51"^ and a half of south latitude, have less in-

tense cold in winter than is experienced at London. The mean
temperature of Van Diemcn's Land seems to be 10^ j it freeze*

duiing
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liming winter, but not so much as to destroy the fern-trees aij«j

the parasite orchideae. In the adjoining seas Capt. ('ook, in

'I'i*' of" austral latitude, did not see the tlierniomcter fall below
+ 6*^, 6 in the midst of winter (July). To tliese very mild win-
terSj sunmicrs succeed remarkaljle for an extraordinary coolness.

At tlie southern extremity of New Flolland (lat. 42** -iT; the

teinjierature of the air rarely rises in the midst of sunnner at

noon-day higher than 12' or 14°; and in Patagonia, as in the

.adjoining ocean (lat. 48'— .58'), the mean heat of the warmest
month is only 7^— S^ ; whereas in the boreal hemispliere at Fe-
tersburg anil Umeo (lat. .IQ^ olV and G3" 5()'j this heat exceeds
17 — 19. It is this mild temperature of ti\e islands, which
the southern countries enjoy between 30° and 40' of latitude,

which })ermits the yegctable i'orms to pass beyond the trojnc of

Capricorn. They cmbeliisli a j.n"eat part of the temiicratc zone
;

ami tlie genera which the i'.ihabitant of the northern hemisjjhere

regards as exclusively belonging to the tropical climales, present

numerous species between the parallels of 3.P and ob° of .south

latitude.

XCIV. Notices respecting Neiv Books.

Essays on Insamtij, Hypochondn(i.sis, and other Nervous Af-
fections. By John Reid, M.D. Member of ihe Royal Col-

lege of Physicians, Lovtdon ; and late Physician to the lins-

liiry Dispensary, pjj. 272. 8vo. Longman and Co.

\jXjR readers vvill find in the aboye vyork a rational and pliiloso-

phical view of the most distressing of all the affiictioiis to which
human nature is subject. The treatment recommended by Dr.

Reid is that of gentleness and kin(h.ess on all occasions, and co-

incides in all its bearings with the views which have been taken

of this distressing sul)ject, by those enlightened legislators and
other friends of humanity who have of late directed the public

attention to the condition of those afflicted with mental derange-

ment.

Dr. Reid's ideas of modern lunatic asylums are precisely those

which now generally prevail, and by the adoption of which much
human misery will in all probability be in future spared; and to

his credit be it remembered, that the hints which we are about

to subjoin were thrown out in another form .several years ago bv
the enlightened author, and so far he may claim the merit of

originality. We now present our readers with the doctor's de-

scription of those charnel houses of the human intellect called

Lunatic Asylums, as a specimen not only of his philosophical

Ff3
'

and
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and expanded views, but as a pleasing example how forcibly '-.ucli

a heart-rending subject can be made to press on the human mind,

and even how attractive it can be rendered, by those charms of

eloquence, accompanied by a poetical yet chaste imagination,

for which all Dr. lleid's writings are distinguished.

LUNATIC ASYLUMS.

*' 1 am not mad ! I have V)een iniftrisoned tor mail— S( oiirged for mail

—

baiiiihed fi)r mad—but mad 1 am not."

Gui/ M'lunering.

''The mind of a man may be bruised or broken as well as any

limb of his body, and the injury, when it occurs, is not so ca^y

of reparation. A morbidly tumid fancy cannot, like many other

swellings, be made speedily to subside; an intellect out of joint

will not allow of being set with the same facility as a dislocated

bone ; nor can the deep and often hidden ulcerations which arise

from mental distemper or disorganization, be healed with the

same readiness or certainty as those more palpable sores whicii

take place on the surface of the body. On this account it is,

that so close and vigilant an observation is required in watching

the incessantly varying movements, and in inspecting the too

exquisitely delicate texture of a disordered and highly wrought
imagination.

*' One thing at least is certain, that in the management of

such maladies, tenderness is better than torture, kindness more
effectual than constraint. Blows, and the strait-waistcoat,

are often, it is to be feared, too hastily employed. It takes less

trouble to fetter by means of cords, than by the assiduities of

sympathy or affection. Nothing has a more favourable and
controuling influence over one who is disposed to or actually af-

fected with melancholy or mania, than an exhibition of friend-

ship or philanthropy; excepting indeed in such cases, and in

that state of the disease, in which the mind has been hardened
and almost brutalized, by having already been the subject of

coarse and himiiliating treatment. Where a constitutional in-

clination towards insanity exists, there is in general to be ob-

served a more than ordinary susceptiliility to resentment at any
act that offers itself in the shape of an injury or an insult.

" Hence it will not appear surprising, that as soon as an unfor-

tunate victim has been inclosed within the awful barriers of either

the public or the minor and more clandestine Bethlems,thedestiny
of his reason sliould, in a large proportion of cases, be irretrie-

vably fixed. The idea that he is supposed to be insane, is al-

most of itself sufficient to make him so ; and when such a mode
of management is used with men, as ought not to be, although

it too generally is, applied even to brutes, can we wonder if it

bhould
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should often, in a person of more than ordinary irritability, pro-

duce, or at any rate aceelerate the last and incurable form of

that disease, to which at first perliaps there was only a delursive

semblance or merely an inci))ient approximation ?

" Tasso, the celebrated poet, was once instigated by the vio-

lence of an amorous impulse to embrace a beautiful woman in

the presence of her brother, who happening to be a man of raid;

and power, punished this jjoetic license by locking up tlie offen-

der in a receptacle for hmatics. It is said that by this confine-

ment he was made ma<l, who was before only too impetuous or

indiscreet.

" That a wretched being, who has been for some time con-

fined in a receptacle for lunatics, is actually insane, can no more
prove that he was so when he first entered it, than a person's

being affected with fever in the black hole of Calcutta, is an

evidence of his having previously laboured under febrile infection.

** Bakewell, the late celebrateil agriculturist, was accustomed

to conquer the insubordination or any vicious irregularity of his

horses, not by the ordinary routine of whipping and spurring, but

by the milder and more effectual method of kindness and caresses;

and it is wortliy of being remembered and practically applied,

that, although the human has higher faculties than other ani-

mals, they have still many sympatiiies in common ; there are

certain laws and feelings which regulate and govern alike every

ulass and order of animated existence.
^' In order to obtain a salutary influence over the wanderings

of a maniac, we must first secure his confidence. This cannot

be done, vvitbout behaving tow^ards him with a delicacy due to

his unfortunate state, which for the most part ought to be re-

garded not as an abolition, but as a suspension merely of the

rational faculties. Lord Chesterfield speak^:, in one of his hu-

morous essays, of a lady whose re])utation was not lost, but was

only mislaid. In like manner, instead of saying of a man that

he has lost his senses, we should in many instances more correctly

perhajjs say that they were mislaid. Derangement is not to be

confounded with destruction ; we must not mistake a cloud for

night, or fancv, because the sun of reason is obscured, that it

will never again enliven or illuminate witii its beams. There is

ground to a))))rehend that fiigitive folly is too often converted

into a fixed and settled phrensy; a transient guest into an irre-

movable tenant of the mind ; an occasional and accidental aber-

ration of intellect, into a confirmed and inveterate habit of de-

reHction; by a premature and too precipitate adoption of mea-

sures and methods of management, which sometimes, indeed,

are necessary, but which are so only in cases of extreme and ul-

timate de-speration.

F f 4 «' A he^vy



Mr. Sowerl)v announces the continuation of his " British Mi-

neralogy." lie intends to complete it in three or lour more

munbers, and to give copious indexes to the whole work. He
begs leave to express a hope that his friends will assist him ia

making it as complete as possible.

XCV. Proceedings of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

June 13.— 1 . A. Knight, Esq. F.R.S. in a letter to the

President, comnuuiicatod the results of some further cxpcrinicnts

which he has made on the loaves of ])lants, tcMulinj; to prove that

the matter of timber is formed in them, and that tite true sap,

dcocendiuLj from the leaves to the rootSj forms alburnum. He
made
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.

** A heavy responsibility presses upon those who preside or of-

ficiate in the asylums of lunacy. Little is it known how much

injustice is committed, and how much useless and wantonly in-

flicted misery is endured, in those inlirrnaries for disor<icred, or

rather cemeteries for deceased intellect. Instead of trampling

upon we ought to cherish, and Ijy the most delicate and anxious

care strive to nurse into a clearer and a brighter flame tl»e still

glimmering embers of a nearly extinguished niiiul.

*' It is by no means the object of these remarks to depreciate

the value of institutions which, under a judicious and merciful

superintendancc, might be made essentially conducive to the pro-

tection of lunatics tliemselves, as well as to that of otliers, who
;

vould else be continually exposed to their violence and caprice. i

But it is to be feared that many have been condemned to a state 1

of insulation from all rational and sympathizing intercourse be-
|

fore the necessity has occurred for so severe a lot. Diseased
j

members have been amputated from the trunk of society before ft

thev have become so incurable or unsound as absolutely to re-

quire separation. Many of the dejj^ts for the captivity of intel-

lectual invalids may be regarded only as nurseries for and manu-

factories of madness ; magazines or reservoirs of luna;;y, from

which is issued, from time to time, a sudicient supply for perpe-

tuating and extending this formidable flisease,—a disease which

is not to be remedied by stripes or strait-waistcoats, by impri-

sonment or impoverishment, but by an unwearied tenderness,

and by an unceasing and anxious superintendancc.

" The grand council of the country ought to l)e aroused to a

critical and inquisitorial scrutiny into the arcana of our medical

prisons, into our s/ait^^hl&i -houses for the destruction and nuiti-

lation of the human mind."
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inade a transverse and longitudinal section of the leafstalk of a

vine, and raisinp,- up the bark an inch below the leaf, inserted it

in the section of the leaf stalk ; and thus prcservinj^ a communi-
cation between the bark and leaf, the intermediate part beinj;

rolled tight with paper, he found that the bark accjuired thick-

ness, and a woody character. He next took the leaf of a potatoe

and planted it ; but although it did not, as he expected, produce

tuberous roots, it formed, like cuttings of shrubs previous to their

striking root, a large round lump, which lived through the win-

ter, and he is now tryhig whetbcr it will grow into a perfect

potatoe. He took a shoot of a vine detached from the stock,

an<i immersing a part of its largest leaf in water during a month,
the smaller leaf not only lived but grew, an.d acciuirci! tiiickness:

this he considers a clear proof that the smaller leaf was nourished

and augmented only by the I'oad it received from the large one,

which was partly in water, hi addition to these experiments

Mr. Knight observes, that it' trees be deprived of their leaves their

fruit never ripens ; that evergreens bear fruit at all seasons of the

year, in winter as v;ell as sunnner ; arid that deciduous jjlants

only produce their fruit previous to shedding their leaves. Tlie

common holly is seen with its berries in the midst of winter.

The quality and quantity of fruit, he seems to think, almost en-

tirelv depend on the nature and quality of the leaves ; and hence

the necessity of gardeners being more cautions in stripping off

the leaves of fruit trees where th.ev tend to keep the sun off the

fruit.

Dr. Holland, F.R.S. communicated an account of a manufac-

tory of sulphat of magnesia in Monte dclla Guardia, about five

miles from Genoa. This mountain, which is at the extremity of

the Appenines, is about 2000 feet above the level of the sea,

and abounds in veins of copper and iron pyrites, and m;ignesiau

limestone. The original manulactory was confined to sulphat

of iron and cop])er ; but it was discovered that magnesia was

very abundant, and that it also could be procured by the same

process. The process is very simple ; the ore is roastotl eight or

ten days with a wood fire, it is then dissolved in water, and the

sulpliats of iron and copper crystallized ; about one per cent, of

the niagnesian lime is added, and sulphat of magnesia is formed,

which is sold in Italy under the denomination of sal inglesa.

The peculiarity in this process is the quantity of inagnesian lime

.added : if it were greater, sulpliat of lime would l)e produced ; if

less, no sulphat of n^iagnesia would l)e formed. This manufactory

is but small, and is situated on tlie side of the hill, about 1(500

feet above the level of the sea. The ore is dug out of the moun-
tain in a manner to form a kind of tunnel, but the m ignesian

limestone is very abundant,
June
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Linneayi Society,

June 20.—Dr. Brewster, in a letter to the President, gave an

acccunt of his experiments on the eyes of fi.slics, hy which it

i'pptars that the ei ystalline lens of fishes, accorcliiiG; to its den-

sitv, is capable of receiving the property of double refracting cry-

stals, the same as glass, by coniprcbsion. Dr. B. related a niun-

berof experiments wliich he made on the eyes of fishes, and their

effects on colours ; from which he concludes that one part of a

fish's eve experiences mechanical dilatation, and another mecha-

nical contraction. He thinks that the chief cause why so little

progress has been made in augmenting our knowledge of the eye

andof vision, is owing to an excessive confidence in a supposed

analogy between optic glasses and the crystalline lens.

Sir Everard Home, Bart, furnished a sup])lenicnt to a former

paper on the skeleton of a peculiar kind of iish in Mr. bullock's

Museum. Two gentlemen having procured parts of this singu-

lar animal in different places of the country, were so kind as to

submit them to Sir E.'s inspection ; in consequence of which he

can now state with confidence, what he before only conjectured,

that the animal must have been a fish, as the bones which are

wantiniT to complete Mr. Bullock's siH>timcn have been partly

discovered in Dorsetshire, and part elsewhere. He has now

made drawings of the perfect skeleton, to illustrate this and his

preceding pajier on the subject. He noticed particularly the cha-

racteristic differences between the ribs of land and sea animals
;

the former being joined to the vertebrae, in order to rise and fall

in breathing; the latter being fixed, and adapted to support the

sides against the lateral jjressure of, and suit the fish's motion

through, the water.

I.INNEAN SOCIETY.

Friday, May 24.—On this day the Aimiversary Meeting of

the Linnean Society of London was held at the Society's house

in Gerrard-street, Soho, for the Election of a Council and Of-

ficers for the present year, when the following Members were

declared to be of the Council, viz.

Sir .lames Edward Smith, Knt. WITIiam Horton Lloyd, Esq.

M.D. \Villiam George Maton, M.D.
Sanmel, Lord Bishop of Car- Daniel Moore, Es(|.

lisle. Rev. Thomas Kackett.

Edward Forster, Esfj. Joseph Sabine, Esc].

George Bellas (ireenough, Es(i. .lohn, Lord Bishop of Salisbiny.

William Kent, Esq. Edward, Lord Stanley.

Ayliner Bourke Lambert, Esq.
{
Thomas Thomson, Es(i.

And the following were declared to be tlie Officers for the

present year, vi/.

Sir .lames Edward Smith, Kut. ^LD. President.

Samuel,

f
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Samuel, Lord Bisliop of Carlise,'^

Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq. I ... „ .

,

Edward, Lord Stanley,
>Vice-l residents.

William George Matoii, M.D. J
Edward rorster, Esq. Treasurer.

Alexander MacLeav, Esq.1 o ^ .

A,f t>- I ] T' I

'

> hecretanes.
Mr. Richard 1 aylor,

j

The Members of the Society afterwards dined together at the

Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-street, according to annual
custom.

June 4.—A. B. Lambert, Esq. Vice-President, in the chair.

Read part of a Monograph of the British Roses, by Joseph
Woods, Esq. F.L.S.

June 18.—W. G. Maton, M.D. Vice-President, in the chair.

Read a part of " Observations on the Linnaean Junci growing
in Great Britain," by J. E. Bicheno, Esq. F.L.S.

Adjourned to the 5th of November.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF FRANCE.

Jinalysis of the Labours of the Class of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences for the Year 1815. By M. Cuvier.

[Continued from p. 39-4.J

CHEMISTRY.

The third volume of the Elementary Chemistry of M. Thenard
has appeared. This learned professor therein treats at full

length, and according to the most modern discoveries, (among
which there are a great many for which science is indebted to

him,) of the immediate principles of organized bodies, of the

various productions, of their decomposition, and of their employ-

ment in the arts. The fourth volume, which will conclude the

work, is in the press,

MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

Among the questions which the learned who are occupied

vvith the theory of the earth generally agitate, there are few

more difficult, or which have occasioned longer and more ob-

stinate disputes, than that of the origin of basalts, a kind of rock

which some consider as the production of ancient volcanoes,

while others regard them as deposited in the general lirpiid in

which the common rocks are formed, and as analogous to the

trapps of the primitive earths.

M. Cordier, inspector of mines, and correspondent of the

Class, having also directed his attention to this grand problem,

has imagined, in order to resolve it, means entirely new.

His first reflections made him perceive that the greatest dif-

ficulty^ in order to compare the matter of a contested nature

with
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%vith those of which the orighi, either volcanic or non-volcanic,

is incontestable, is to he ascribed to the circr.nistance of botli

being often composed of particles so mixed, and reduced into <i

paste of an appearance so homogeneous, that it is impossible to

discern them with the eye. Chemistry cannot here come to

the assistance of the senses, because it confounds all those par-

ticles in its analysis, and only gives as a result the sum total of

their primitive elements, in place of distinguishing those which

belong to each of their species.

M. Cordior, therefore, contrived a new mode of mechanical

analysis, which consists in reducing in the first place into small

bits, the mineral specimen'^ the cxistoice of which we may sus-

pect in rocks which we wish to examine ; 2dly, determining

clearly the physical characters of those parcels, and their man-

ner of acting when exposed to the blowpipe ; 3dly, pulverizing

the rocks submitted to examination ; and lastly, in washing and

sifting tbe various particles detached by this pulverization, and

submitting them to the same tests to which parcels of substances

well known are subjected.

This is, as may be seen, a kind of microscopical mineralogy,

from which M. Cordier has derived great advantage. The
pastes, known by the name of lavas, and historically stated as

such, were easily detected by this new analysis: their particles

were easily separated : they exhibited but a small number of

combinations, in which sometimes ft'ldsj)ar prevailed, sometimes

pyroxene, and in which they were alloyed in various proportions

with the ore of iron denoniinated iilaninm—with those three

elements are mixed, but in a UKunicr less general, amj)hibole,

amphigene, mica, peridot, and oligistous iron.

The basaltic pastes of an origin more or less contested were

as easily divided into their constituent parts, and those parts

were not found different. All those ancient or modern pastes,

whether recognised as lava or not, are therefore, according to

the author, microscopical granites, in which the uniformity of the

intermixed texture is interrupted only by very small vacancies

a little loss rare in some lavas than in others, and which ap-

peared to the naked eye to be homogeneous masses, in wliich

are prevalent either the characters of the pyroxene or those of

feldspar, and which cannot then be distinguished but by two

sorts.

A part of the scoria' which accompany the stony lavju^, and

which are the first products of the coagulation of matters in

fusion, are also comj)0'^eil of various grains, but finer, Ic-rS re-

gularly interwoven, and nevertheless of the same species with the

masses which they cover ; another part more changed by the

action of fire approaches more the vitrified state : others,

finally.

I
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finally, are completely in this state : but there always remain so

many traces of their origin that we cannot mistake them. They
are always referred to one of the two principal orders of combi-
nations recognised among the stony lavas.

M. Cordier endeavours to cx))laiH, by the difference in the
state of the scoriee, the p]i:enomenon which has astonished so
many travellers ; namely, that certain currents of lava remain
constantly sterile, while others are soon covered with the most
luxuriant vegetation. It arises from the circumstance of the
former being more vitrified than the latter, and therefore being
less easily decomposed.

The author also examines the olsidianSy ov volcanic glass

;

and by comparing together all the shades of their greater or

lesser vitrification, he always finds some traces of that pvroxene
or feldspar, the predominant principles of the two orders of lava;

and the obsidians which melt into ])lack glass have shown per-

^fe^t transitions even the length of the thickest basalt; in a
word, the obsidians, the scoriae, the la\a, the basalts do not
differ in composition, but only by the accidents in their texture.

Even the volcanic sands and ashes vield upon being washed the
same materials the aggregation of which forms the adjacent

lavas. M. Cordier has pursued those materials into various

substances, and after they had been altered by time, and extri-

cated them from the new substances whicli enveloped them, or

wiiich had been as if filtered into the interstices. In a word, he
has not neglected the examination of any of the modifications

of the true or contested volcanic productions, and has no
where fomid his general rules defective: but when he passed af-

terwards to those trapps, and petro-silex, in short, to those an-

cient rocks to which basalts are sometimes referred, he has no
longer recognised any of those characters so marked, which are

said to establish between the lavas and the basalts incontestable

relations.

The mass of those ancient rocks has no apparent vacuities,

and they do not difl'er from each other in point of colour. This

cannot be insulated, nor can a mechanical analysis be made of

them: consequently, if a part of those rocks are composed of

heterogeneous materials, it is not possible to determine the mi-
neralogical species to which tliose materials belong.

Their chemical analysis also gives other results, particularly

because it yields no titanium.

Thus the pretended analogy between the trapps and the ba-

salts will not support a rigorous examination.

As to the origin of the lavas and the causes of their fusion,

M. Cordier risks no conjecture; but, considering their mass as

coagulated by an instantaneous crystallization, he easily resolves

the
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the peculiar problem long debated upon : If the crystals in the

lavas have been taken up completely formed from the bowels of

the earth, and enveloped by them, or if they are formed after-

wards in their vacant spaces or cells; or, tinaily, if they have

crystallized at the same moment when the rest of their mass
was hardened: and he gives us to understand that it is the latter

opinion which he adopt-?.

He terminates his curious investigation by a methodical enu-
meration of basalts and other products of volcanoes arranged

accordiui^ to their materials of aggregation, and imder the ban-

ners of the two substances wliich tlicrein predominate, feldspar

and pyroxene.

This mysterious nature of volcanoes, these immenseybd of h^at,

far removed from all the conditions which keep up heat at the

surface of the earth, will be still a long time one of the great

objects of the curiosity of natural ))hilosophers, and will excite

their efforts so long as any hopes of success remain. A young
mineralogist as zealous as he is learned, M. Mesnard de la

Grove, having had occasion in 1812 and IS 13 to observe se-

veral of the pluenomena of Vesuvius, drew up a journal of them
with great accuracy, intermixed with many original suppositions

. and ideas.

Since the enormous diminution which the cone of the volcano

underwent in 1794, when it sunk more than 400 feet, all the

eruptions have taken ])lace from its summit: which seems to have

prevented them from being bo abundant and so destructive as

those which issued from its sides. The bottom of the crater

rose, and it is not unlikely that it will be filled.

The rivers of lava are the less abundant if a great quantity of

scorias and small stones are thrown out during the eruption.

The whole cone is covered with those small stones, which are

.soon changed by the acid vapours, and assume those lively and
variegated colours which make them look like bunches of Uowers

at a distance, and which have inclined naturalists to suppose

that the crater is fiih-d with sulphur; which is so far from being

true, that it is even very rave that sulphurous vajjours are per-

ceived in it: on the contrary, there rise strong and continual ex-

lialations of nmriatic acid, and sea salt is every where concreted

throughout.

M. Mesnard dc la Croye thence takes occasion to divide \*oI-

canoes into tw > elasses ; those in which sulphur performs an

essential part, and ihosc in which the muriatic acid prevails. It

i-s among the latter that he classes Vesuvius.

He also notices liie continual smoke which rises from the

rivers of lava, and which announce great humidity. This smoke
is in fact ])urely a([ueous. No flames are secii, but sands and

burnt
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liurnt stoTies ; and the reverberation of the internal furnaces on
the vapours which issue, causes this ilhision. The Lava flows

very shiwlv: its edges when cooled form an enibankuient for it,

and keep it above the level of the soil, which is covered with

scorife ; it is very difficult to get a sight of its fluid parts. We
know besides, that its heat has nothing in it similar to that of

glass in fusion ; for when it envelops trunks of trees, it does not

char them to the centre. M. de la Groye is also of opinion that

the lava owes its fluidity to some principle which is consumed
l)y the very act of fusion, anil to this civaumstance is owing the

difficulty of fusing again that which has once cooled. The full

mass, the part not swelled up into scoriae, has a stony aspect :

this is what tlie Germans call graustehi. The author compares

the periods of the fusion of the lavas with those through which

the salts pass, which fuse after being swelled up. He relates

some curious facts with resj)ect to the prodigiously long duration

cf their heat, and thence concludes that they bear withni them-
selves the principle of their own heat, and that they do not

possess a heat simply communicated. To all these remarks

M. de la Groye adds a very detailed account of the grand erup-

tion of IS 13, which produced an infinity of ashes and small

stones, but the lava of which did not reach the length of the

cultivated grounds.

After having studied with so much care the burning volcanoes,

M. de la Grove wished also to give an account of the motives

upon which the opinion is founded, that various mountains

may be classed among burnt-out volcanoes ; and he visited one

of them which De Saussure and other great geologists had al-

ready placed in this class, but with respect to which the obstinate

Neptunists will still find abundance of pretexts for confirming

their doubts.

This mountain was that of Reaulieu, about three leagues from

Aix in Provence. The inequalities of the soil which surrounds

it, represent currents similar to those of lava: its extent is

1200 fathoms by 6 or 700 in breadth : its mean elevation above

the sea is 200 ; the surrounding soil is calcareous to an infinite

distance: towards the east are the basaltic rocks which seem to

form the nucleus of the whole system, but in the basaltic part

itself there are also sea-shells and abundance of limestone. The
amygdaloids and the basalts arc covered with them in several

places; in others their fragments are incrusted with them, and
comjjose with tliis limestone a sort of Irechc. Me has often pe-

netrated into the cells of the amygdaloids.

Nevertheless the principal rock is the secondary grunstein of

the Germans composed of feldspar and pyroxene, sometimes in

such large grains that it reseaibles granite. It forms a long

current,
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current, aiul we pass from this rock by intermediate ones, com-
jiaraljlc to trajips properly so called, to the coninioii hasalt, con-

taininii; IVcfiuciitly peridot, and some parts of which De Saussure

saw divided into prisms. I'here is also some vacque or wack
which serves as the basis of th.e amygdaloid, and wliich when
its celhdes are empty completely resembles a porous lava; but

in which they are most freqiicntlv filled with limestone, as in

tiiemandelstein of the Germans. Lastly, we find a basaltic tufa

filled with small calcareous buttons, and containing pyroxenes,

peridots, micas, and those other mineral species so common in

tlie lavas. M. Mesnard saw at Beaulieu a hollow which ap-

peared to him like the remains of a crater. He concludes there-

fore, after some general reiisoning iigainst the ol)jections of the

Neptuni-its, that this mountain was the production of a sub-

marine eruption, and that the sea in v/hich it was made con-

tinued for a long time afterwards to deposit limestone. De
Saussuie had already appeared to be favourable to this opinion.

M. Fuujas St. Fond regarded it as incontestable, and M. Mes-
nard thought he saw in it a method of conciliating all opinions

on the pretended secondary trapps, which have been so long a

Subject of di'^-i)ute.

Among those numerous fragments of urdinown organization

whicdi fill the strata of the earth, there are found impressions of

tL\x animal of a singvdar form composed of a sort of corslet, and
an abdomen formed of several segments, each of which is di-

vided into three lobes. Naturalists have given them the names
of (iifoinolUcs and trilobilcs; but they have not sutliciently di-

stiugui-hjd tliem from each other, and have not determined to

v/hat order oi .strati ikat ion eat^i species belonged.

M. Brongniart, the m-magerof the manufactory of Sevres, has

presented a work on this sul)ject, in which, after an exact com-
parison of the specimens which he procured, as well as of the

descriptions and figures left by preceding authors, he shows
that tljcre are at least seven species of these trilobites, that their

principal forms arc sufHiciently distinct to divide them into four

genera, v.hich ought to be all ranged in ti)c class of crustaceje,

and in the order of those whose gills or lungs arc exposed to view.

The most of those trilobilcs belong to the deepest, i. e. the most
ancient of the fctnitifications of the soils which contain aiiimal

remains; they must tlicrefore have been among the first ani-

mated l>eings ; and in fact, as we approach the suiface, we find

crustacc;e more similar to those now contained in the sea; but

the trilobites have disappeared cntirelv.

M. Cordicr has piiblishtd a memoir on the coal-mines of

France, and on the progress which has been made in their

working for the last twenty-five years. He proves that in this

interval

J
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Interval the produce has been more than quadrupled. This work,

which is very important, is accompanied by an interesting map
which points out the CKtent of our coal districts, the principal

pits, and the direction of their various workings.

M. Vauquelin has again turned his attention to meteoric stones.

It appears to him that a part of their silex is in combination with

magnesia : there is also sulphur united to their iron, for it gives

sulphuretted hydrogen gas on being dissolved in tiie acids. As
to chrome, it seems to be isolated, and it shows itself sometimes

in molecules so large as to remove every idea of combination.

Extracts ff-om the Minutes of the Sittings of the Institute (f
March 4, 1816.

M. Arago made a verbal Report on the Voyage to the South
Seas, drawn up by M. Louis Freycinet.

The work is divided into four books: the first bears the title

of the Itinerary, and makes known the successive order of the

operations ; the second comprehends the nautical and geogra-

phical descriptions ; the third is destined to tlie analysis of charts;

and the fourth contains the general results of the observations,

the measurements of inclination and declination of the magnetic

needle, the remarks of various kinds made during the voyage,

and the daily meteorological oi)servations. The whole of the

voyage is illustrated by thirty- two very fine charts. M. Frey-

cinet himself engraved them on cojiper, and by a process peculiar

to himself. The chapter in which he describes his method, as

well as that which relates to the division of the scales, v.ell

merits the attention of engineers.

M. Biot read a Memoir drawn up by M. PouilJet and hin:;self

jointly, On the experimental determination or the diffractiou

undergone bv simple or compound light when it passes be-

tween two parallel ghiss-bottle stoppers. The authors rel'er to

measurements of fringes taken at different distaiices of the bottle

stopj)ers on a piece of gromid gla?s ; and by con-suuctiiig theni

they deduce the mode of separation of the rays, and the definitive

division vvhicli the diffraction impresses upon them. According

to these measurements, the ribbons v.hich have tlie least deviated

have their origin in tlie points of the interval the nearest to e^ery

stopper, and the most deviated have their origin nearest tlie cen-

tral axis, both being deviated towards the stopper from which

they were originally the most distant.

For every given separation of the stoppers, the incidence re-

maining always perpendicular to their interval, the deviations of

the luminous particles of various natures are proj)ortional to the

length of their fits in the medium in which the light moves; and

Vol. 47. No. 218. June 1816, G g when
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vvIk'Ii lh<' HK'flium ( liuu^ch, all the otiirr circiimitancon rcmaiuinjj

• honftnif, tlw; aliHoliir-c nhr of the clftviatioim, and c/nwcfjimntly

flu; iiitcrvaN oi tin: fringc«i, vary a^o in |>ro[)ortion to tin: fit*.

The natuff of tlu; hrxjicn whu:li limit the iiK-rliuin ilo not (flan^c

tliii lav/, \v]\ii\i-\'VT ho tin- fliffcrt-ncc of tlifir r<fraiif.;fiit force.

Sto|)i)('r<* of crowri-^lasti oppoicd to rach otfit-r form frinji^cn in

oil or turprntinr, fw metal Htoppcrh woiiWI rio if put in tlwir place.

Wilier at a h«-at of '.ij" *>i 'h'- < fiitiiMJiflc tlunnoiiK trr forms

lfin;<«'ji ill tvat«T at 11'.

SiUiiK>s of Mundf/i/f Mor/.h II, iHlfi.

Ill tli<- nairii! r>f a committer, M. Ara/jo made a l'e()ort on
the parallel niirror« whieh fia»l Ixten prfiented hy Me-,«trM. flicher.

'Miehe j^lax'ien, wliieli an? of very chlicate vvoi 1. man^iiip, arc

JMiiployerl, an i^ well knnwn, in tiirs eonstrnction of reflecting in-

fitriimeiit't, in that of rnmerl artificial hori/,on«i, which aflvan-

tat;eons|y »*npply the placr- of the hori/oii of the lea in olj-^erva-

fioiii which are iiia«l(! at laiirl, aiul in the formation of the ^uarcJn

which nerve to l<ecp the rHjnidi, hy the help of which we alho

jioiTK tiinen prjieiire the reflected ima^<h of the htarN free from
tlio'te a^itation.H which the leant hreath <jf wind maken them un-
«lrr(^o. I-'or a lotifj period flu: ICngliih arti^tH hav<: heen in the

hahit of •iii[»f)lyin/,^ the I'rench <iextaiit-makern with pnrallel rnir-

lor-i. Me.s-.rn. Kieher have Miececrled in freeing iii from thin

trihiite. 'I'he ^\:\')Hch Mihmitted t(» the examinition f)f the (!la.'i«

were not lens than four inehen in diameter; rarely have they ap-
peared t<» oc<!a'»ioii angular deviations of three heconds :—a hi-

iiiilar xiain, which a well Knf)vvn arti'.t had recently purchased in

f^ondon, under the mime (ireniiiNtantt'n, afforded greater (htviu-

tioni. 'I'he plain niirr»>n» of Mes'.rh. Micher, like tlu^nc which
eoiiK' out of till! workdiojih of that cxi-ellent opti(rian M. He-
honri, may therefore hiiily !)<• put on a level with all that hat

liceii done hy foiei^piern of the vamit kind.

M. lvaitj.Mivr' a verhal account of 'several wfukn upon agricnl-

hire, presented to the claMi hy Sir .lohn Sinclair.

In the name of a committee, M. (iiraiid read a Report «ai a

iiKMiioir of M. ])iipin relativ(! to the laying; down of roadn.

• .M«»*rR. Ilml. iiiid I'diiillri liiut iiii(l» rliikeii iIkm- exiMtiineiil* nl llio

end (»r ill!) Niiiriiiicr of UW.'t. On lli« (lili «.(' ()« tolicr o( llit- Hiiiue yi.nr llicjr

miiioMiif c(l l(» III*' fimkitiilf iliiii iliry hml dmrnveK (I liiwii, nrenrdini; lo

*lii« h rliM iiliiriKiincndii ul dill'iMrlioii w«»« I'tHind l« linve ilio fiifmt inliintito

< f>iiii« niiMi tviili llinr of llic ciilniiicd liiiK*, and 1111^1)1 he dedin(d from
llicin hunt* IK, illy. 1 htiy U<^l\ nddi (t lliiil llicM- lawn iiidiciiLed uUo I lio ope-
ra * (li ifi'idiliciiliiai I'HtiriiM'ly Hinniil.ir, Hcrordiiij; to wllicli ihe l^lit vvna

dilJiMiled, 'lluNc inda ituiiiK ,irc tni rely o frrrt d lo flic flillriatiiat fio-

I'vcMi Iwd »ni|i|if)f., till; indy (ifit . \vlii( fi (lie uotliflh hiid i oii>lfl«TC(f in

il" ir f »[>ctinifii(«,

Thi«

I'

I
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Tlu5 memoir i-s an application of descriptive gconietn" to some
very important questions. V\'e conceive that we may arrive at

one point from another bv an intinity of different roads ; but these

roads are not all equally favourable ; the inclination, for instance,

ought not to exceed in any point the limits given by ex}»erience,

and after wUtch the luoviug powers no longer act with advan-

ta^-e : the limit of slope varies according to the metluHl of effect-

ing the transport of ..nicies, whether on the backs of men or by

wlieeled carrt;»ges. The mathematical thctiry of M. Dupin em-
braces all the elen)et;ts of this question considered inihe most
general manner.

M. Brovl\aut read a paper on G\-psum. Messrs. Ramond and
Bronguiart are to examine it.

Monday, .\Iaroh IS.—A letter was read from Sir C. Blagdon.

He aimouuces that thev are at this moment constructing in

Cornwall sttam-engines destined to work under a pressure of

seven atma-;pheres. The trials already made seem to indicate

that they will be productive of immense advantages. In order

to determine under what circumstances steam-engines ought to

produce the maximum of effect, keeping in view the quanti:y of

coal used, it is necessarv to know the relation which may exist

at different temperatures between the elastic force of the steam

and the quantity of caloric necessary for its production. Already

had some French manufacturers ascertained that the increase of

the elastic force is superior to that of the caloric employed : for

they found an advantage in working their n\achines under pres-

NUfes superior to that of the atmosphere : but the form of their

boilers did not admit of their much exceeding this term. In En-
gland they have gotje n:uch further, by means of an invention of

Mr. W'oolfs, and which is combinetl in such a way as to employ
the sceam at very high pressures. It seems also that the steam-

engines of this able engineer contain another useftd mwltfjcatioii,

and which consists in the lieated steam never being in immediate
contact with the piston of the large cylinder, as it is in the com-
mon machines; in fhe latter case, as is well known, the piston

soon loses its accurate adjustment, because the steam dissolves

the grea<y substances which lubricate it. In Mr. Woolfs ap-

paratus the steam enters into a first cylinder, and there it presses

on the surtace of a column of oil, which it forces to enter into an
interior cylinder, in which is the piston : it thus raises the piston

without touclnng it, and lets it fall as soon as it is condense<l. It

is clear that this mechanism may be also applied on both sides of

the piston, so as to produce a doulte effWt,

G22 XCVT. In.
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XCVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

VliNTILATION OF COAL-MINES.

\^' E have already alluded to Mr. Ryan's improvements on this

important sul)ject, and we are happy to state that they have

been rewarded by the Society of Arts, by a vote of one hLindred

guineas, and the gold medal, the highest premium ever vuted by

the Society.

Our readers already know thai the most dreadful accidents

wjiich happen in coal-mines, and those of mobt frequent occur-

rence, arise from explosions occasioned by the accumulation of

hydrogen gas, and the defective means hitherto adopted of car-

rying off that deleterious and highly inflammable substance.

Mr. Ryan's method of ventilation obviates all these danger?,

and carries off every particle of the hydrogen gas the instant it

is liberated from the coal. His first operation is to insulate the

whole mine, ovjicld^ as it is technically called, by cutting lomid

it a course or passage. This is what he calls his gas course

;

and it is always made of a size sufiicient to carry oft' ail the gas

which v.-ould otherwi.se accumulate in the mine. Within the

body of the mine itself, holes are cut of different diameters, en-

tering into this gas course from tlic higher parts or roof of the

mine. Between this gas course and the lower part of the up-

cast shaft of the mine, a communication is made, and the gas

by its levity naturally ascends. Heat, however, i^ occasionally

applied at tlie lower part of this shaft to accelerate the exit of

the gas. Our philosophical readers n.ust be aware that nomine
whatever can produce the quantity of hydrogen which a gas

course on this principle is capable of discharging In fact, on

the old system of ventilating i)y the labyrinth process, the at-

mospheric air remains at least twenty hours in a mine of com-
mon dimensions, durii'g which it traverses a space of forty miles,

and becomes every second nsore and more imprej^nated with hy-

drogen gas, and consequently increasing the danger throughout

its w'.iole passage through the workings of the mi:ie. On Mr.
Ryan's system, the inflammable ga*;, as fast as it (lows from the

workings, takes the nearest cour.se to the upper gallery or reser-

voir for gas, whence it fnids its way by tiie shortest course to

the upcast shaft, through which it jjasses into the o|)en air.

Mr. Ryan has introduced his valuable discovery with the hap-

piest results into some of the most destructive and fiery coal-

niincs of Staftbrdshire and Worcestershire, and has obtained cer-

tificates of the most fluttering description from numerous re-

spectable and humane mine-owners. In some mines in Wor-
cestershire, for instance, where daily explosions take place, and

wlicre none but the most desperate characters could be obtained
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as workmen, all alarm has subsicled. Since the introduction of

his system, the price of labour has fallen, and hundreds of valu-

able lives have been saved to the commimity.
M'e cannot, in short, pronounce a l)ctter eulogium on the

author of this valuable discovery, than by prcscntinc^ our readers

with tl;e short but eloquent address of the royal and illustrious

Pre?iident of the Societvof Arts, when deliverin*^ the premiums
awarded by the Society to this meritorious individual :

" Mr.
Ryan," said the Duke of Sussex, " in rising to present you with

the rewards so justly voted you bv tlie Society, they wish it to

be understood, that they do not intend these rewards as any re-

muneiation for your valuable discovery: for such remuneration

you are to look to yourself— I mean, to the feelings of your own
mind. But to mark tlieir sense of your merits, the Society b.ave

voted you the highest premium ever given by them ; and when
I reflect on the personal risks and dangers you have run in bring-

ing this invention to its present state—an invention v^^hich has

already saved more than are now here present, and which pro-

mises to render the most lasting services not only to this, but to

every country that may adopt it, I feel an increased source of

satisfaction in being the or3;,'an of the Society on the occasion."

It may perhaps redound still further to Mr. Ryan's credit, to

state, that no fewer than ten meetings of the Committee of the

Society thoroughly investigated his plans and models previously

to the final vote of the Society, so that every opportunity was af-

forded for tliat ample and free discussion of his merits which they

received. —
DEATH OF MR. THOMAS HENRY.

We are sorrv to announce tho death of the celebrated Mr.
Henry, of Manchester. The distressing event is thus announced

to the public in Wheeler's Manchester Chror'cle of June 22 :

—

" Died, on Tuesday the 1 Sth instant, in the 82d year of his age,

Mr. Thomas Henry, Pre-iidentof the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Manchester, Fellow of the Royal Society of London,

and member of several other learned societies both in this coun-

try and abroad. As a practic:il and philosophical chemist he

had obtained a high and merited reputation. His contributions

to that science, besides a small volume of Essays, and his trans-

lations of the early writings of Lavoisier, which he first intro-

duced to the notice of the English reader, consist chiefly of Me-
moirs dispersed through the Transactions of the various socie-

ties to which he belonged, and relating both to thoPe parts of

chemistry that are purely scientific, and to those which have a

connexion with the nsd^ul arts. On a subject intimately connected

with the success of the cotton maimfacture (the employment of

mordants or bases in dveing) ' Mr. Henrv was the first,' to use

G g- 3
'

the
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the words applied to him by a sub'^equcnt author, ' who thought

find wrote philosophically.' In the introduction, too, of the new
mode ot" bleaching, which has worked an entire revolution in

that art, and occasioned an incomparably quicker circulation of

capital, he was one of the earliest and most successful agents.

Ill iiddition to the accpiirenjents connected with his profession,

he had cultivated to no inconsiderable degree a taste for the pro-

«inctions of the Fine Arts; he had obtained a knowledge of his-

torical events remarkable for its extent and accuracy ; and he

had derived, fioni reading and reflection, opinions to which he

^vas steadily attached, on those to])ics of political, moral, and

religious inquiry, which are most important to the welfare oi"

mankind. For several years past he had retired from the prac-

tice of medicine, in which he had been extensively engaged,

with credit and success, for more than half a century ; and

from delicate health he had long ceased to take an active share

in the practical cultivation of science. But possessing, almofjt

unimpaired, his faculties of memory and judgement, he con-

tinued to feel a lively interest in the advancement of literature

and philosophy. Retaining also in their full vigour those kind

affections of the heart that gave birth to the most estimable

moral qualities, and secured the faithful attachment of his friends,

he passed through a long and serene old ago, experiencing little

but its comforts and its lionours, and habitually thankful for the

blessings with which Providence had indulged liim."

RUSSIAN VOYAGK OF DISCOVKRY.
The ship Suwarrow, Captain Lazaroff, belonging to the Rus-

sian East India Company, arrived at Spithead on Tuesday,
.June 18, whence she sailed on the 10th of March 1814, on a

voyage of discoveries in the North Pacilic Ocean, but more with

a view to form two military and commercial establishments on
tlie west coast of North America, namely, at the island of Ro-
diak, in lat. 55° N. long.KiO" W. which is the nearest j)art of the

American continent to tiie Russian establishment at Kamschatka,
and upon a neck of land called California. From these they

will be cnaijlcd to carry on their fur-trade with China with

greater advantages; and their homeward-bound voyage, with

the produce of China, will be likewise greatly facilitated. The
Suwarrow has been so far as lat. 58' 5(/ N. long. 190' 50' E.

She touched at Kamschatka. On the lOth of October ISU
she discovered an island in lat. 13' 10' S. long. \G3= 21/ W. It

is nbout eight miles and a half long, and seven miles wide. Co-
coH-niit trees and sca-f(<wl were found upon it. The rocks around
it ap[)car formed of solid coral. It not being laid down in any
chart. Captain Lazaroff named it after his shij), '* Suwarrow

Island.''

.J
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Island." It appears from the great Vancouver's track, upon his

published chart, that he must have passed this island in the night

time. The Suwarrow has a valuable cargo of furs, which she

took on board in Norfolk Sound, with many articles the pro-

duce of the coast of Peru. She lay two months at Lima. The
cargo is not estimated at less than one hundred thousand pounds;

and so prosperous has been the whole of the voyage, that she

has not sustained the loss of even a rope or spar of any descrip-

tion since slie sailed from Spithead. She has about fourteen rare

animals on board-^species of the Lama, Vigonia, and Alpaca.

They are intended as a present to the Emperor of Russia. She
has since sailed for St. Petersburgh.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To George Bodlcy, of the city of Exeter, iron-founder, for an
improved metallic engine to work either by steam or water, which
he denominates " Bodley's improved metallic engine."— 27th
April 1816.—6 months.

To John Collier, of Windsor Terrace, in the county of Mid-
dlesex, engineer, for a machine for shearing woollen cloths.— IsE

May.—6 months.

To John Rangley, of Oakwell Hall, near Leeds, gent., for

further improvements on his hjdropheumatic engine, being a
new or improved method of constructing and working engines

or machines for lifting or raising of weights, turning machinery
of all descriptions, drawing carriages on railways, and capable of

being applied to all purposes where mechanical power is re-

tjnired,—'4th May.—6 months.

To Richard Banks, of Hadley, in the parish of Wellington
and county of Salop, engineer, for certain improvements on
wheeled carriages.—4th May.—6 months.

To William Tlircadgold, of Farm Street, Berkley Square,

surveyor and builder, for his machine or apparatus to prevent
obstructions to the passage of smoke in and through chimneys.— -Jth May.—6 months.

To Robert Copland, of Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster,

merchant, for his certain means of effecting a saving in the con-
sumption of fuel.—4th May.—6 months.

To Benjamin Rotch, late of Castle Hall, Milford Haven., in

the county of Pembroke, but now of the city of Bath, gent., being

one of tlie people called Quakers, for a flexible elastic horse-

shoe for the purpose of allowing the foot of the horse its natural

motion when shod.— llth May.—2 months.

To Jean Samuel Pauly, of Knightsbridge, for certain improve-

ments in the construction and use of hre-arms.— l4th May.—

>

6 months,
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H'lU'ldy on electrical phasnomena, 283
Hume on emetic tartar, 264
Humboldt, Count, on the laws of vege-

table forms, 446
Hydrometer. London's, 829
Jce found below water, 389
Indigogene. On, 413
J7ik, writing. On, 155
Insanity, Essays on, 453
Institute, Royal,]of France, proceedings

of, 459—4/ 5
Ivory on capillary attraction, 209
Kirwanian Society, ]52
Lacertee, Home on, 152
Laplace on barometer, 102; on tide?,
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LmimenI on agates,! 73; on aerolites, 174
Learned Socieiies, 67, 150, 208, 304, 387,
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tion on, 102
Metallic salts. On, 33,175,853
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Meteoric stones, \ 74^ 349
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68,' 182,
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Methuon on crystallization, S05
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Mineralogy, K.g
Moses. On cosmogony of, 9, 110, 179,

24' J, 258,339, 346
Mungo Park, 395
Murray (J.) on radiant heat; Walker's
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on indigogene, 413

Narcotics. On poison of, 226
New Books, 50, 135, 208, 292, 386, 453
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mineralogical, J09
Opium exercises an action* Mi^'e;:cm, 226
Ordnance maps, i>gg

Oifila on opium and narcotics, 226
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Parkes's Chemical Essays, 292
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bles, 267
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Pendulum, seconds, length of, SIO
Petit on dispersive powers of liquiJs,S75
Phillip (Dr.) on sanguiferous and ner-

vous systems, 150
Pbosj'hiite t,f alumine. On, 230
Phygaliaa marbles. On the, 2S2
Pit-coal. On formation of, S88
Poison of narcotics. On, 226
Potatoes. On preserving, 2SS
Prevosl's theory ofradiant heat defended,

247
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1
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Royal InslUute of France, 31

1
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mines, 468
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Davy's, 51,117,218,312,410
Sails, melallic. On, 33,175,353
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Remarks on, 178; to purify, 204

Singer's Elements of Electricity and
Electro-chemistry, 57, 135

Skrimshire on the cold of Feb. 1 8

1

6, 1 83

Sleeping woman. Account of, 310
Solar rays. Chemical action of, 392
S'dulio}!. Phenomena attending, 299
Sound. On propagation of, S!)4

Steam-engines. Comparative work of,

72,232,316,397
Steam navigation. On, 297
Slruart's progress of philosophy, 141

Street's blowing machine, 372
Strength 'fmalerinls. To ascertain, 21

Stronlian found in Giant's Cr.useway,

43, 130
Sugar, beet-rvot, 331,393,416
Siilpfiur. "Remarks on, 7C, 109

An ancient. 75
73
389
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Tadpoles. On the fat of,

Tar and rosin. On,
Telescopes, micromtler. On,
Thclts in Etiypt. Account of, 581,401
Tlh'Vis'.n on phosphoric acid, 304
Tides. Laplace on the, 118
Todd on the torpedo, 152
Torped'i of the Cape of Good Hope,152
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powers of, 375
f^uuquelin on phosphate of alumine,

230 ; on bark of Malambo, 231
Vegelaileforms, on the laws of, 446
Ventilation ofnimes, 390
Fenlilation of coal-mines, 468
Vogel on rosacic acid, 228
Voltaic electritity, 139
Vulgar fractions. Farey on, 385
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jection against his theory, 247

IVutcr. Decomposition of, 95
JVuy on preserving carrots, 291
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TVIiitlotv on preserving roots, S88
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Pl'oUaston on fine platina wire, 120
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END OF THE FORTV-SEVENTH VOLUME.
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